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JUnlmary 
This is a history of Aboriginal and settler art between 
1830 and 1930. The focus is a close study of the 
contex ts in which some of Australia 's best-known 
works of art were produced, collected, and, over time, 
assessed. \Vritten from the humanist perspective, the 
thesis sho'ws history as shaped by people; thus it 
incorporates a multiplicity of human perspectives; the 
obverse of a history based on the operation of abstract 
forces. There was a reason for taking the humanist 
approach. Traditionally, the histories of Australian art 
have been divided by taxonomies of race and civilis-
ation. vVithout doubt the division had effect in the 
past assessment of art however there was every reason 
\,vhy it should not govern a revised history. The context 
for re-imagining the past is that, in our own time, the 
Aboriginal people's capaciiy for cross-cultural expression, 
via a dialogical mode, has earned their art a prominent 
place in contemporary art wor ld-wide. Rather than 
writing theoretically, the solution was to build an alter-
native history on the basics, on specific information 
about objects and the contexts of their production. The 
fate of the objects subsequently - the collecting of 
them, and their periodic assessment over time, became 
a means of incorporating the explanations of art history 
and anthropology without having to endorse the view-
point of either. The text was structured according to 
sequential themes of land-claims, cultural allegiance, 
and cultural reformation (vvith the observation that the 
themes continue as influential aspects of art to the 
present). Aboriginal art was observed to take a 
dialogical mode from early on, whereas art in the 
western mode has only recently - under globalisation 
- shown signs of a comparable self-objectification 
leading (possibly) to a dialogic. 
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Ilzlro{) ltC lto II 
T his is a history of Australian art, from the early 
years of British settlement to 1930. It is written 
through the histories of works of art variously 
Aboriginal and European. My reason for undertaking 
the project is that it needed to be attempted. The art of 
this continent had been Aboriginal for thousands of 
years until, in the past two centuries, it came to include 
art stemming from European, Chinese and other tradi-
tions. Aboriginal art continued, and in recent years 
came to the fore, in Australia and in the west general-
ly, however the written art histories of post-settlement 
Australia (including some written by me) remained 
one-sided histories of art in the European tradition. It 
did not seem sufficient merely to pick up the history of 
Aboriginal art at the point (the 1970s) when some of it 
began to flow into an international stream. The issue 
was not whether an inclusive history should be writ-
ten, but how it could be done. 
The question fundamental to the project is why 
Aboriginal art had not always been included within the 
on-going history of Australian art, but instead has 
been separated in museum collections, art displays, 
and in scholarship? A broad overview of art since 
British settlement shows a taxonomic divide from the 
start. Aboriginal artistry, from being functional within 
a group (in various ways, from the religious and 
ceremonial to the secular and playful) and for 
inter-group trade, quickly became tradeworthy with 
the settlers also. It is sometimes said that Aboriginal 
art was not accepted as art in the nineteenth century 
and through most of the twentieth century. The record 
makes clear that it was described as 'art', but that art 
as a category was frequently overridden by other 
considerations, such as race, civilisation, industry, 
illustration, the European tradition, and ethnography. 
Starting with the voyagers of discovery, indigenous art 
objects were collected and assessed as if they 
represented a native way of life that was independent 
of contact with, or adaptations to, the outside world. 
That way of thinking continued after settlement. Its 
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continuance may have been through a desire by 
empire-builders to separate out and cordon-off 
indigenous people. In tune with the imperial instinct, 
and/or the classifying tendency of the west, the 
scholarly disciplines dealing with forms of human 
expression (including art) categorised the Aborigines 
as 'primitive' and culturally fixed by contrast to the 
'civilised' people whose culture was capable of 
progressive evolution. From the 1890s, a scientific 
model of social organization prevailed, whose concept 
was of social systems meshing together as a functional 
social machine. In tune with sociology, the idea 
maintained through the first half of the twentieth-
century was of Aboriginal societies having a pure, 
original social organisation (however obscured that 
had become through contact with modern societies). 
For upwards of forty years since the 1960s we seem to 
have been threshing around in the aftermath of 
structuralism, rarely coming to practical terms with 
the classificatory division that lay at the root of 
scholarship. This project comes after that period of 
intensive theoretical debate, benefiting from it, yet 
taking a consciously practical line. 
The first division was the exercise of imperial power 
whereby the definition of indigenous people and their 
culture was taken out of the hands of the first people, 
who were classified as Aboriginal and Primitive. From 
the time Aboriginal artefacts were collected, the 
objects' life-stories, too, were in the hands of 
Europeans. (To offset this, museums have recently 
cultivated Aboriginal audiences and Aboriginal perspect-
ives for the artefacts.) It is fortunate that the settlers 
felt such a curiosity about Aborigines. Their reports 
were larded with information, sufficient to give a 
present day researcher an idea of the contexts in which 
the works were made . 
A possibly greater problem for wntmg a history 
inclusive of indigenous and non-indigenous art lay in 
the fact that the original classificatory division was 
reflected directly in collecting, and was built upon by 
the academic disciplines, with ethnography represent-
ing indigenous artefact and art history representing art 
in the European mode. Each built the foundational 
division into its sense of the subject, its code and its 
methodology. 
The problem of applying a European taxonomy in an 
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alien context has been recently described by a scholar, 
writing about the study of Australian birds: 
Originally, the taxonomy of Australian 
birds encountered difficulties for a number 
of reasons. Similarities with European 
birds, either by appearance or feeding 
habits, could be more misleading than 
helpful in placing a native Australian bird 
within a group or family. Then, increasingly, 
there were prevailing 19th century 
attitudes that considered Australian fauna 
derivative or inferior. But the problems 
arose also within taxonomy itself. 
First, it was not just a matter of satisfYing 
an existing system of (northern hemisphere) 
classifications, but also of persistent claims 
or implied assumptions that birds arrived 
late in Australia. Birds were presumed to 
have originated in the northern hemisphere 
and then dispersed as far afield as 
Australia .. . 
Second ... European species were taken as 
a benchmark to argue each case in point. 1 
It was quite probable that the tools I had for working 
(tools available to me from art history, history and 
ethnography) were geared to the categories and would 
lead me along certain lines in any case. 
The question of where I stood racially, and by social 
identity, was raised often while reading (it was at times 
a practical issue for gaining access to information) and 
became a recurrent issue in thinking, planning and 
writing. To understand my own interpretive role, it 
helped to observe that the roles acted by the many 
characters I investigated engaged the same issues of 
race and social position. Certainly, my interpretation 
of people in the past was informed by my awareness of 
being in a certain role, engaged with a not quite 
perceptible historical pattern of alternatives and yet 
within terms characteristic of my own time and social 
background. 
One idea governing my approach is that art objects are 
significantly different from most historical documents 
in that they are not buried from public view in archives 
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but operate within society as authoritative points of 
contact with the past. It is of vital significance that 
they are 'present' in a way most historical documents 
are not. Their communication is direct and emotive, 
acting on the imagination to stimulate impressions and 
make connections between past and present, and 
typically via the human experience and the world of 
the senses rather than the reasoning mind. 
Almost as significant for my thinking has been the 
observation (supported by a recent Smithsonian 
study) that audiences tend to pass over the museum's 
systems of organizing, the curator's idea for an 
exhibition, the art historian's 'periods', to focus on 
favourite individual objects. Abstract ideas evidently 
register, if at all, only when stimulated by the visual 
impression made by the objects. In planning this 
history, I took those aspects of the 'life' of art, and built 
a structure on them. For reasons already explained, I 
needed a focus that was based on tangible objects and 
only secondarily referring to a general explanation. It 
would be within the proper order of things to give a 
primary value to the presence of objects, and 
secondary value to the generalising tendencies of art 
history and ethnography. 
The interpretation that accrued to objects provided a 
means of incorporating the explanations of the two 
disciplines without having to endorse the viewpoint of 
either. Best of all, the generalising aspect of thinking 
took its place as a reflective, interpretive activity that 
has been both on-going, and changing, over time. 
The main defence against slipping into methodological 
duality proved to be the process of enjambment in the 
design of the project. Studying situations that 
historically had so much in common, though 
conventionally they were regarded as entirely 
separate, made it possible to survey the roles of 
collections, art history and ethnography in arbitrarily 
dividing the creative expression of settlers and 
indigenous Australians. The history of perceived 
'difference' in Australia's artistic modes is tied too 
closely to the difference between the two discourses to 
be ignored. 
Clearly, the framework for a new art history would 
have to be constructed on a classification of its own. 
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The biographical model was my way out. I say 
biography, though there is a significant difference 
between the lives of objects and of human beings. 
Human beings change and re-invent themselves. 
Objects, once made, don't change in essence: the 
changing and re-inventing is done around them and to 
them by humans. 
Where possible, I chose works of art that were well 
known or of a significance that was well known, and 
which already had presence for readers outside my 
discussion. I subjected them to as many lines of 
thought as possible with the idea of opening the 
subject beyond the range of ideas presumed by each 
type of research. Multiplicity, I hoped, would open 
fresh perspectives between familiar fields of thought, 
so I engaged in studies of patronage, perception, his-
toriography, form, function, translation, market, his-
torical and social circumstance, artist's biography, 
object type and tradition. If the idea of a biographical-
style history were to succeed with readers, it would 
have to be firmly grounded, therefore I put much time 
into the detective work. 
Writing the lives of various works of art gave an 
historiographic slant to the project without rendering 
it abstract or academically inward-looking. Working 
on the objects' separate histories, delving into the 
contexts in which a work of art was made and 
interpreted, allowed connections and differences to 
emerge that would be obscured if I'd been shaping the 
subject by art historical or ethnographic categories, or 
were demonstrating a thesis arrived at an early stage in 
research . The categories were not wiped out, in so far 
as they could be seen to have operated potently in 
shaping the history, and still gave their aura to the 
objects. I had the salutary experience that some of my 
own pet conventions were by-passed or neutralised by 
the thrust of the inquiry. The advantages were real, 
however. The process of muting the art-historical and 
ethnographic models, and representing commentary 
(mine included) as subject to the presence of the 
object, revealed how interpretation was contingent on 
convention and passing circumstance. 
More important, the research of story after story 
revealed the underlying similarities of situation and 
experience between Aboriginals and settlers. It 
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brought forward a fundamental difference, the 
reliance on logic and measurement in the European 
tradition, and the deeper history embodied in the 
memory-based art of the Aborigines. By comparison 
there was much less onus on European artists to 
individually absorb the core culture and pass it down 
intact. 
The obvious, serious problem with wrItmg an 
antithetical, pluralistic series of histories of objects was 
that it might amount to nothing. Or to the same story 
over and over again. In its pure form, the method 
breaks down a subject into single units, therefore its 
written form would be a series of lists, not a book. 
Putting this another way, if all the units were given the 
same value (the ideal Aristotelian method), there could 
be no framing vision and no big story in prospect. The 
virtue of the flat structure - the obverse of the depress-
ing, constant, honest reminder that the separate life-
stories might not add up to a total picture -- is the light 
it sheds on the ordering process. The researcher/writer 
is alive to the distortions that are involved in ordering 
by clusters towards an overall structure. 
I didn't live up to the model. With Flaubert in mind, I 
could imagine an open history written as a flat, list-like 
sequence, in readable and coherent form, but I lacked 
the skill and dedication for such a feat. Eventually, 
having researched and written and re-written and 
researched again, I composed the text in three parts, 
suited to the histories of the objects. The first, 
chronologically, were land-claim images produced on 
the frontiers of settlement. Second, chronologically, 
were works of art that maintained the parent culture in 
fraught situations of divorce from that culture. Third, 
chronologically, were works that made claims for, and 
acted on behalf of, a modified culture. These themes 
were not restricted to one or other, Aboriginal or 
European, cultures. They applied to both, equally. 
While the three themes around which the narrative is 
written follow a broad chronological sequence, they 
are not sequential phases, each with an ending. Each 
continued on after the period when it was at the front 
of events. The first theme was most pressing when 
country was alienated from the indigenous owners by 
pioneer settlers; the second theme depended for its 
urgency on the experience of loss and exile: however 
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both situations have continued to the present. The 
third theme did depend upon several generations' 
experience of living under changed conditions, yet 
once it entered the social equation, operated side by 
side with the others and into contemporary life and art. 
A final thought. My thinking was around two ideas, of 
which I have discussed one (the pressing need to base 
the study on firm ground outside art history and 
ethnography). The other crept into my thinking in the 
last two years, as I wrote the text. Bakhtin's idea of 
heteroglossia was of a situation that can arise between 
dominant and minority cultures. Bakhtin observed 
that dominant cultures demand unity of style (he saw 
it as the impress of hegemony). Heteroglossia arises 
when a minority seizes the upper hand through 
employing the styles of both cultures successfully, so 
breaking the unity and inserting the vitality of a 
dialogic. He wrote about literature, however the idea 
of vitality entering a literature through heteroglossia 
translates readily into visual art. Outside the period of 
study, heteroglossia applies III contemporary 
Aboriginal art that is constructed for western viewers 
and has an enthusiastic western audience. 
The situation exists because of a change wrought in 
western art through the twentieth century, as a 
centuries-long tradition of naturalism (informed by the 
Renaissance invention of a system of single point per-
spective and re-affirmation of humankind as the 
measure of proportions) was overtaken by concepts of 
structure and relativity in the arts and sciences of the 
west. By the late twentieth century the western code 
of naturalism had been systematically broken into and 
rendered merely one of many ways of visualising, mak-
ing achievement of heteroglossia by Aboriginal and 
other non-western artists possible and likely. Given 
the global tendency of art in our time, it would be a 
mistake to consider the recent renaissance of 
Aboriginal art as merely an Australian phenomenon. A 
more appropriate construction of recent history is that 
a new value has been given, globally, to the mark of a 
specific locality and the distinctive, inward-looking 
values of some communities. 
In the study I undertook there were several situations 
where dialogical communication was directly sought. 
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Gisela Kaplan, Awtra!iall Il1agpie: B,,'!Ogy all{) Beba"lolll' of all UIlWlla! 
SOIl.q!ni·{) (Melbourne: CSIRO, and UNSW Press, 2004) p.3 
2 Margaret Preston employed aspects of Aboriginal visual art in her 
own art, translating the meaning as well as the forms to a western con-
text. That did not amount to heteroglossia. 
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claiming the 
land 
part 1 
The earliest visual communications between Aboriginal people 
and settlers were from the frontiers and arose over claims of land 
ownership. In February 1833 Gallypert of the Minang made a 
drawing on paper of his country at King George's Sound, to be 
sent to the Colonial Office in London. Around the same time, 
Ensign Robert Dale sketched a panorama of the same country, 
which was published in Great Britain in 1834 as a fold-out 
enclosure within a pamphlet advertising the land for sale. 
The question of who had, or would have, rightful title to the land 
influenced the production of the drawings, and marked their 
reception. In 1828 the Tommeginne people of northern Van 
Diemen's Land used a bark drawing to dispute the VDL 
Company's appropriation of land in the hills south of Burnie. 
(The Tommeginne had cultivated those hills as grassed hunting 
grounds by regularly burning huge tracts of what otherwise 
would be thick forest) . In turn, the Tommeginne bark inspired 
the government to respond with their own proclamation boards 
of cartoon drawings, designed to advertise the terms of British 
justice to the Tasmanian Aborigines . Some early settlers doubted 
whether British justice would in fact condone the taking of land 
already occupied by Aboriginals . John Glover was one who 
acknowledged that a wrong had been committed against the 
native peoples, yet as a colonial farmer he was in the group most 
directly implicated in the policy of exiling the Tasmanians. He 
raised the subject of land rights in 1831 (the year he arrived in 
VDL) in a mythological subject 'Diana & Acteon' (The Bath 0/ 
Dialla) . Even after the 'unfriendly' Palawa were sent offshore he 
continued for some yeats to ally himself with a policy of 
coexistence, painting more than twenty paintings in which 
indigenous figures were shown in or adjacent to colonial farms, 
towns and highways. Scholars of recent years have seen those 
images as representing a golden age before British settlement, 
however the interpretation does not fit the subjects in the 
context of the artist's titles, which gave the names of colonial 
farmers, or the inclusion of house and town in some paintings. 
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chapter 1 
Claiming the land 
at King George's 
Sound 
Great Britain's third Australian colony was promoed 
by private enterprise. It was not a convict colony. 
Early in 1827 Captain James Stirling, on His 
Majesty's ship SllCCedJ, sailed from Sydney to Swan 
River, 'in order to ascertain if the opinion, which had 
been formed of the local advantages of that part of the 
Coast', had been justified. In April his favourable 
report of a survey lasting ten days was sent to 
England, enclosed in a letter from Governor Darling. 
The governor of New South Wales made three 
observations. One, Swan River would seem a suitable 
place for a 'convalescent station .. . for the Sick and 
Invalids from India' . Two, its establishment 'must be 
effected directly from England or India, totally 
independent of this colony, Swan River being too 
remote and the Voyage too uncertain.' Three, in view 
of France's supposed interest in the Australian 
continent, and as 'Captain Stirling's visit to Swan 
River may attract attention and the report find its way 
into the French papers, it appears desirable ... that no 
time be lost.'1 The first ships sailed from England in 
February 1829, others following fast in their wakes 
(eighteen arriving between 5 August and 15 
December), bringing civilians anxious to obtain 
land on the generous conditions held out to first 
settlers. 
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The jealousy between settlers over preferment for the 
best allotments of land, and their tendency to squabble 
over borders, was as noticeable as the tension between 
the settlers and the Nyungar people. The indigenous 
owners made it e v ide n t from the start that they disliked 
any incursions into their country. During Stirling's 
reconnaissance in 1827, the botanist of the party, 
Charles Fraser, encountered some Aboriginals, who 
'seemed not altogether to approve of the intrusion into 
their territory'.2 Subsequent instances of 'unprovoked' 
hostility from the Aboriginals were legion.3 From the 
Nyungar point of view, the British offence was all the 
more marked because the migrants chose the hunting 
grounds in semi-open country for grazing their stock 
and built their houses in the places traditionally used 
for camping. 
Robert Neale Lyon, when voluntarily living and 
consulting with three Aboriginals imprisoned on 
Carnac Island in October-November 1832, discovered 
that the camp of the local owner, Yellagonga, had been 
beside the spring at the end of the town as one 
descends from Mount Eliza, 'the very spot where the 
63rd Regiment of Light Infantry pitched their tents on 
taking possession'. 'So', he noted, 'the head quarters 
of the king of Mooro are now become the head 
quarters of the territories of the British King in 
Western Australia'.4 
Despite their objection to trespassers, the local owners 
treated the first settlers with 'great gentleness', showing 
'every disposition to be on friendly terms', 'leading them 
to fresh water' and offering 'other civilities'.5 Even 
after the settlers had pushed far into Nyungar country 
and showed no sign of retreating, the various peoples 
of the southwest helped travellers at risk in the bush. 
Captain Bannister 's exploring party, for instance, 
when in difficulties between Swan River and King 
George's Sound in early February 1831, was 
'succoured, and conducted at length to the end of their 
enterprising and eventful journey' by Aboriginals 'who 
showed us the native path'.6 
Aboriginals had a well-established system of land 
./;,ciI19 page W.A. spearthrower. Compare with spearthrower shown by Dale (jiq pAS) w hich had a similar large, square end. 
The visual code of the southwest evidently was like that of neighboUl'ing regions, whereas the mean ings 
expressed were specific to time a nd p lace. 
upper right A magical journey by a rainmaker. Copy of a sketch drawn by Billy Coleman 1908 Byerock NSW (R.H. Mathews papers 
AIATSIS) 
em Ire righl Pitjantjara drawing of Kangaroo and Euro at Pulpugna, Mann Ranges, Central Australia (Mountford 1976, pIAOI) 
10ll'er r,.qhl TGH Strehlow, Pintubi Shield, used to show 'The Art of Circle, Line and Square' (AwtraLiall Abor':qinal Art (1964) p.S9). 
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ownership, known to the newcomers. Yagan, 
Donmera and Ningina on Carnac spelled out to Lyon 
the names of local Nyungar estates and their owners. 
Lyon explained, 'The whole tribe are bards; and both 
their history and geography are handed down from 
generation to generation, orally, in verse.' He was able 
to publish quite precise information about the extent 
and borders of some estates. As a son of 'chief' 
Midjegoorong, Yagan's home was Beeliar, 'bounded by 
Melville water and the Canning, on the North; by the 
mountains on the East; by the sea on the West; and by 
a line, due East, from Mangles bay, on the South.' 
Yagan's father's headquarters on that estate was 
Mendyarrup in Gaudoo, the sandy flats between the 
rocky coast and clay country further inland? 
As well as bardic songs naming the genealogy of 
people and places, there were visual 'maps' showing 
places and their founding history. Among the earliest 
visual communications by the Nyungar to the settlers 
were two drawings and a carving. The drawings had 
some resemblance to European 'maps' and the carving 
described the battle of Pinjarra through which the 
Murray people lost possession of their country. 
, ... two throwing-sticks have been in the 
hands of the Interpreter [Francis 
Armstrong], contammg engravings, 
effected by a splinter of quartz, of which 
one, according to the explanation given 
by the natives, represents an emu 
chace[sic], the other the battle of 
Pinjarra. The first shows the feet (but no 
more) of the hunters and the emu, the 
place or cover from whence the emu 
started, and the fire at which it was 
afterwards cooked. The second displays a 
river, represented by two lines drawn 
across the board, and, on the banks, are 
outlines of human and horses' feet, and 
the graves of the slain. The first is the 
production of some northern tribe; the 
second of a Murray River artist.' 
(Francis Armstrong 'Manners and Habits of the 
Aborigines of Western Australia, from Information 
Collected . .' PerthGa::ette 5 November 1836 p.793) 
The first recorded 'map' was produced at Carnac in 
October or early November 1832 by one of three 
prisoners: Yagan, Donmera or Ningina. George 
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Fletcher Moore (1798-1886), barrister, Commissioner 
of the Civil Court of WA, and a farmer who wanted 
good land to add to what he already had on the Upper 
Swan River, saw the map, and wrote in his diary on 6 
November: 
The natives, who are confined on Carnac 
Island, have given a rude sketch of some 
part of the country: they make Lennard's 
b rook identical with the Avon, and 
represent some large river flowing to the 
North West, which has different names in 
different districts ... also sketch a large 
unexplored lake, or cul-de-sac, to the 
north, in the interior but are not able to 
give any idea of the distances or relative 
situations of them. 
He wondered whether the map was authentic or 
mindless mimicry: 
It is doubtful yet how far this can be 
depended on, for the person who sought 
the information [Lyon] may have given the 
clue; and as they are expert mimics 
perhaps they were but echoing back his 
suggestions.8 
Two days later, still interested in the map (but Yagan, 
Donmera and Ningina having meantime escaped from 
Carnac) Moore had been assured that the Aboriginals 
'were very accurate in describing the rivers which lie 
to the north .. .It seems that the land is all parcelled out 
into districts among themselves, and that they rarely 
travel far from their own homes.'9 From that time he 
understood their need to stay in home country: 
Each tribe has its distinct ground; and they 
will, of course, rather adhere to it, despite 
its possession [by us], and take their 
revenge on the intruders, than fall back on 
other tribes of their own countrymen and 
fight their way inch by inch with them.lO 
It became his policy to give hospitality to the local 
people when they visited, 'paying proper regard to old 
Yello-gonga, their chief,' and to Weeip, whose family 
had the neighbouring estate east of the river. He only 
refrained from this special recognition when, at a 
meeting of settlers in February 1834, 'Some of us .. 
determined not to receive them in a friendly way again 
till we have got some amends on the evil doers.'ll 
Ironically - or was it tactically? - Aboriginals calling 
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on Moore the next day revived his hope of finding 
good country to the north (from the point of view of 
the Aboriginals, the country they described was out of 
their territory) .12 
Ignoring the question of entitlement, Moore focussed 
on the everyday nuisance of having to deal with 
Aboriginals who refused to move off their home terrain. 
It is in our own interest to show them, first 
that we set such value on our stock as will 
make us resent and punish any aggression 
upon them; and next, that we are so 
united together.. . that any injury ... 
against one will be resisted by all .. . We 
cannot be much surprised at their taking a 
pig or sheep which they find in the bush 
... in tempting situations. These savages 
consider a successful ... theft as a laudable 
act. 13 
Settlers quarrelling over property had the right of 
appeal under British law whereas the Nyungar who 
disputed the settlers' appropriation of land and food 
were given no such right. Their claims were stifled yet 
they were rarely misunderstood: 'we are intruders on 
their country,' dispassionately acknowledged the first 
local newspaper .14 
The question of whether the British had entitlement to 
the land exercised the minds of a few colonists and 
some politically minded philanthropists in Great 
Britain. The issue was occasionally but persistently 
put to the Colonial Office, which developed various 
tactics for coping, the most popular being that the 
protection of British justice and the civilising effect 
of Christianity were gifts to the 'heathen' outweighing 
the disadvantage to them of losing possession of the 
land. Occasionally there was a political reckoning, as 
when Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton told British 
Parliament in 1835 that 'in every place where we had 
established a Colony, the native inhabitants, instead of 
being benefited, were injured by our presence among 
them.'15 At Swan River, Lyon's response to learning 
about the local system of land-ownership had been 
to note the illegality of proclaiming the Nyungar 
British subjects while alienating their land: he wanted 
every effort made to Christianise and educate the 
Nyungar.16 Incidentally, as Christians, they would be 
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eligible for full citizenship, therefore raISIng the 
possibility the Colonial Office wished at all costs to 
avoid - of the Aboriginals claiming ownership of land 
alienated from them by the Crown. Another early 
writer to the Swan River press, 'Philaleth', accused the 
British government of sending colonists, unawares, to 
engage in a war of empire: 
Did it never occur to us then [in electing to 
pioneer this colony], that in thus extending 
the dominion of Great Britain, in thus 
acquiring a territory for our country whilst 
seeking a fortune for ourselves, we were 
about to perpetrate a momentous piece of 
injustice, that we were about to dispossess 
unceremoniously the rightful owners of the 
soil? 17 
Philaleth' wanted a fair recompense, both materially 
and in terms of teaching Christianity. In England a 
decade later, the Western Australian Company, in 
conjunction with the Aborigines Protection Society, 
asked for an agreement between the Crown and the 
Aboriginals that would give migrants entitlement to 
the land.l8 Western Australia's second governor, John 
Hutt was appointed in the wake of the finding of the 
1836-37 House of Commons inquiry that the plight of 
the empire's indigenous peoples was as bad as Buxton 
had represented it. In an 1841 report, he was blunt 
about the discrepancy in the legal position of the 
Aboriginals: 
? 
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. . . we cannot in justice forcibly introduce 
them to this portion of our code [to 
criminal law, that is] without permitting 
them to seek redress or even requiring 
them to act according to the forms and 
dictates of the civil law also, and for this I 
think we are scarcely prepared. It would 
indeed be productive of some singular 
anomalies ... [A]lthough we punish the 
Aborigines fOr trespassing upon and injuring 
our fields and gardens, it would be in strange 
opposition to the hold which the Crown 
assumes to possess over the land of the 
country, if the right of one of them was to 
be admitted to bring an Action for the 
recovery of Property which had been 
disposed of by the Government to a 
Colonist'. 19 
The Colonial Office drew a veil over the discrepancy, 
Lord Stanley noting on Hutt's despatch: 
I think it might be of use to observe that 
when mention is made ... of bringing them 
[the Aboriginals] within the reach of 
British Law, all that is meant ... is ... the 
protectiiJIl of our Law and that in their 
relations to us they should be subject to the 
responsibilities of it. .. The advantage of 
uniformity of Law would appear ... to be 
unattainable, and if .. . attained the price to 
be paid [potentially, the acknowledgment 
that the indigenous people had title to the 
land] . .. would probably be greater than 
the compensatory advantages. I am not 
sure that it would serve any good purpose 
to make such remarks to Mr Hutt ... it 
might perhaps be satisfactory to him to 
know that the measures [of full citizen-
ship] which he condemns as impracticable 
are not really expected of him by Lord 
Stanley. [initialled] J.S.20 
The previous year, 1840, a legal OpInlOn had been 
sought by the Colonial Office on the Legislative 
Council of New South Wales's Act "To allow the 
Aboriginal Natives to be received as competent 
witnesses in criminal cases". The Act, 'in our opinion', 
wrote Campbell and Wilde of the Temple, 
cannot properly be submitted to the Queen 
for confirmation. To admit in a criminal 
case the evidence of a witness acknowledged 
to be ignorant of the existence of a God or 
a future state [of reward or punishment in 
the wording of the proposed Act] would be 
contrary to the principles of British 
jurisprudence.21 
By those decisions, the Aboriginals throughout 
Australia, and not just the Swan River colony, were to 
be neither British citizens nor permitted to have their 
own sovereignty. London's careful interpretation of 
British law was guided, amongst other things, by the 
legal issue of whether the Crown could have entitlement 
to land in the colonies if the original owners were 
British citizens. 
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The map produced at Carnac (that so attracted 
Moore's attention in early November 1832) arose from 
the same context, and conjecturally could be identical 
with, a lost sheet of 'writing' by one of the same three 
men, Yagan, Donmera or Ningina. 
George Coolbul (died c.1871), of Dardanup, WA. Untitled drawing. 1868-
69. (Art Gallery of WA) The drawing illustrates the visual mode described 
by Lyon in that it COILJL..JtJ ill circled, rOilnc) the celltra! charader with which he 
6e.qan. ' 
They have no knowledge of letters; 
and yet I hold in my possession [wrote 
Lyon] an attempt at writing by one of 
them. He solicited pen, ink, and paper, 
which then lay before me, for the 
purpose of answering my questions in 
this way more satisfactorily. He did 
not take a moment to think. The 
specimen is Hieroglyphical. It consists 
in circles, round the central character 
with which he began. It seems to have 
some resemblance to Chinese. But 
what surprised me most of all, was, his 
giving a character for an abstract 
term. This he did in more than one 
instance. The specimen would be con-
sidered as man's rudest attempt at 
letters by those who do not believe 
writing to have been coeval with 
language. 22 
Lyon described a non-European 'writing' of elements, 
which were organised in relation to one another 
according to a formal language of circles and parts of 
cirdes. The description corresponds with a King 
George's Sound 'map' that is extant and with reports 
from around Australia of Aboriginal diagrams that 
showed the layout of their camps. Likewise there were 
reports of southwestern carvings composed of marks 
organised in relation to one another - footprints, 
graves, campfire and, in one, a river shown as two 
lines.23 
A map of country at King George's Sound was 
produced on 3 February 1833 (a few months after the 
other) by Gallypert, an official visitor to Perth from 
the Minang people of the Sound. He showed his 
domain, the encampment of single men at one place, 
other camps of married men, and of women and 
children, and told a story of the men rising at dawn one 
morning to fish and hunt kangaroo through the 
group's terrain, culminating at a campfire meal. The 
'particulars', as told by Gallypert, were numbered on 
the drawing and annotated by his host, John Morgan, 
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Barrack Master of Swan River. 24 
It seems likely that the drawing, in sputtering pen on 
notepaper, was Gallypert's message to the British 
authorities. That was what it proved to be, since the 
map accompanied a report by Morgan to the Colonial 
Office. Gallypert, after watching his host write, sat 
down at the table and asked for pen and paper to draft 
his own report. 
I have been wntmg this letter and 
[GallypertJ, after amusing himself with a 
pen .. . which he now holds tolerably well, 
he has just now drawn for me, a sketch of 
a Native encampment - The first sketch 
certainly drawn by an Aborigine of this 
Country - I am certain that both Manyat 
and Galyput would very soon learn to 
write our language, and to understand it 
sufficiently for promoting a friendly 
intercourse with the tribes in this 
neighbourhood - I take the liberty of 
sending these native specimens, not so 
much for their value as specimens of 
drawing, as for their being to all intents 
25 
'Particulars, (as express'd by Galiput,) of the Native 
encampment, scrawled out by him. - That place (No 
1) womanar children, piccninny. - That place (No 7) 
married men - that place (No 2) single men. - Some 
morning sun get up vera early - married go down -
call up single men, - single men get up when sun get 
up very early. - all go down (to No 6 a lake) catch fish, 
then go up (to No 5) catch kangaroo. - bring him 
down dare - (No 3) fire - roast him . - all men sat 
round so (suiting the actions to the word) upon ham.' 
(Note, For the sake of clarity, Morgan's numerals have 
been coloured.) 
and purposes originals, and "proofs".25 
For Morgan the map was a proof of the capacity of 
Gallypert and his companion Manyat to come to 
kowledgeable terms with European culture. He 
seemed to think that Gallypert, with the drawing, had 
broached the skill of 'writing'. 
The drawing was forwarded without the sender 
considering its content in the light of the official 
purpose for which Gallypert was at Swan River. The 
two men from King George's Sound had been brought 
to Perth to tell the Nyungar about their own people's 
peaceful relations with the British. Morgan did not 
raise the subject of whether the envoys had their own 
mission independent of the British. Yet Gallypert's 
drawing related to ownership of country. In its way it 
was a title deed. 
The model the administration evidently had in mind 
for the Minangs' friendly mission to Swan River was 
George Augustus Robinson's 'friendly' mission to the 
Aboriginals of Van Diemen's Land (discussed in chap-
ters 2 and 3). On the first morning after arriving in 
Perth, Gallypert and Manyat were taken to Monger's 
lake to meet Yellagonga's Mooro people, 'In order to 
ascertain the feeling and understanding that would 
ensue.' Their escorts were Colonial Surgeon 
Alexander Collie, recently returned from a stint as 
Resident at King George's Sound, a Mr Brown26 and 
the settler at the lake, Mr Monger. That the meeting 
went off calmly was ascribed by the Perth Gazette to 
Monger's 'friendship and acquaintance with the tribe,' 
who at first 'betrayed considerable diffidence to the 
strangers.' To the British observers, it appeared that 
the dialects of the two groups were very different: a 
possibility not taken into account when the mission 
was planned.27 Language may have been a problem 
for these far-distant strangers who were meeting for 
the first time, alternatively the British may have mis-
taken the rituals of greeting for diffidence arising from 
a major linguistic difficulty. The morning 's sole verbal 
communication appeared to be a ritual interchange of 
the names of the two groups' respective districts and of 
the people and places between. Formalities included 
an exchange of skin cloaks between Gallypert and 
Mundee and, for Gallypert, a 'hearty salutation on 
both sides of the face' from an aged woman. 28 
A week later, on 24 January, Gallypert and Manyat 
went back to the lake, escorted by Ensign Robert Dale 
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(1810-1856) - whose drawings are discussed in the 
second part of this chapter - and assistant surveyor 
George Smythe, to meet the notorious outlaw, Yagan, 
and his Beeliar people. Yagan had asked for the 
meeting, which he attended with ten others, fully 
armed. The Beeliars' state of arms, and the fact that no 
women were present, were signs that they had doubts 
about the peaceful intentions of the settlers (Yagan 
had come out of hiding and may reasonably have 
expected trouble; the colonial administration, on the 
other hand, had firm instructions from London to 
make a general peace). The formalities of the four-
hour meeting were similar to the first. A corroboree 
was danced, followed by an exchange of names and 
spears. To the watching Dale and Smythe, 
they appeared to apprehend each other's 
meaning in some few instances rather from 
gesture than language however their mutual 
attempts at conversation were persevered 
in through the interview. 
Gallypert was again at the forefront, engaging in a 
competition of spear-throwing with Yagan, in which 
the latter struck down a 'walking-stick' - a symbolic 
action which seems to have involved Manyat's 
feathered stick. 
The purport of their conversation, if so it 
may be termed, is understood to have been 
(chiefly on the side of Manyat and his 
companion,) a description of their native 
District, details of the kind treatment and 
benefit they had received from the "White 
people", and an exhortation to Yegan and 
his followers to comport themselves in a 
peaceful and friendly manner towards their 
white neighbours. (On the side ofYegan) a 
seeming adoption of his visitors into his 
own tribe, by exchange of names, etc, etc., 
a description of his late imprisonment and 
escape, and the nature of their connection 
with their white associates. 
Yagan and the Minang men parted, understanding 
that they would meet again the following morning, which, 
however, did not happen. 29 
A few months later, in April, Yagan's brother was shot 
when stealing flour from a Fremantle store. Yagan 
responded by killing some carters on the Canning 
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road whereupon he was again an outlaw, with a price 
of £30 on his head. For the sake of the bounty, a 
teenager killed him on 11 July 1833. Yagan's head, 
including a distinctive cicatrice on his neck, was cut 
from the body, preserved as a trophy, and taken to 
England by the 63rd Regiment when their term of duty 
ended in October 1833. Yagan re-enters this story 
later via a lithograph drawing of his severed head that 
was published in England with Dale's panorama of 
King George's Sound. 
Gallypert, during the homeward journey on board the 
Ellen with the Acting Governor Irwin, Ensign Robert 
Dale, and George Fletcher Moore, gave an English 
version of the message he'd delivered at Swan River. 
Me wonka [tell] black man [s]pear white 
man cow, white man yeep [sheep], white 
man kill black man; black man no pear 
cow, no pear yeep, white man give black 
man jacket, towler [trouser], yerk [shirt] 
and bikket [biscuit] plenty; black man no 
pear no more.30 
The message (as related by Moore) closely echoed the 
message of the proclamation boards hammered into 
tree trunks in wilderness areas of Van Diemen's Land 
three years previously. (These are discussed in 
chapter 2) . 
Among the Whadjuck of Swan River, the response to 
the Minangs' mission had been instantaneous. News of 
the first meeting caused Yagan to ask for a second. 
Following that, there was an influx of Aboriginals 
from places outside the settlement into their usual 
meeting ground at Monger's lake. Monger complained 
that the strangers had 'taken such full possession of his 
place that unless they are repulsed, he must abandon 
it,' (which he did for the time being).31 Gallypert and 
Manyat did not revisit the lake between 24 January 
and 14 February when they sailed home. Rather, they 
remained in town and manifested themselves to the 
public eye: 'The stately air of Manyat, as he parades 
the streets with his feather-tufted stick and feathered-
cap', approximated 'closely to some of our most 
dignified and polished' citizens, observed the Perth 
Gazette. 32 To the Nyungar the message from the 
Minang may have been different from what the 
government supposed. Whatever was said, the local 
clans were galvanised into meeting together when 
presumably they discussed their situation. Two days 
before the Minang men departed, between ninety and 
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one hundred Aboriginals came into town, 'ostensibly 
to take leave of the King George's Sound Natives.'33 
The meaning of all this activity was not explained to 
the British. 
Gallypert was in Perth (and at Morgan's desk) as an 
envoy of the Minang people. The two emissaries 
escorted from the government schooner Thistle on 17 
January, had come 'voluntarily' - an indication, 
perhaps, that part of their ambassadorship was to 
represent Minang civility to the British. Their 
subsequent participation in Perth colonial society had 
the international stamp of diplomacy in that they 
complied with the modes and manners of their hosts. 
In Perth, Gallypert and Manyat wore British dress 
(though Manyat during certain public appearances 
also carried special attributes of a tufted stick and 
feathers on his cap, and Gallypert wore an Aboriginal 
skin cloak when meeting with Yellagonga and Yagan). 
Invited one evening to a soiree, the two men enjoyed 
music played on a piano and, as their contribution to the 
evening's cultural exchange, performed a kangaroo-
hunt dance (and while dancing gave an explanatory 
commentary in English) before sitting in armchairs to 
drink from teacups.34 On Sunday they attended 
Church service. Billeted at the barracks, they ate at 
the table with their hosts, spoke their hosts' language, 
acceded to the program mapped out for them, and 
Gallypert, using pen and paper for the first time, 
contrived his own report to the British home authority. 
The settlers, convinced of the 'primitiveness' of the 
Aboriginals, interpreted the Minangs' tact and 
linguistic expertise as mere mimicry. Early reports to 
the Colonial Office about the Aboriginal people of 
Swan River noted that they would imitate, without at 
first understanding the meaning of what they parroted. 
After a few months of continuous contact the 
Nyungars, using that method, acquired an under-
standing of the British language and customs whereas 
the settlers displayed no such skill in learning the 
languages of the Australians. But the colonisers did 
not change their minds about the Nyungars' primitive 
state of development. Rather, they deplored their lack 
of sympathy with British civilisation. The point was 
made in an official report, published by the British 
House of Commons, in June 1838: 
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In their intercourse with the whites, they 
accommodate themselves with astonishing 
readiness to the language, the habits and 
even the weaknesses of their new friends ... 
but they are not to be relied upon, for in a 
great many instances .. . they have all along 
been employed .. as spies . 
The Minangs' intention as ambassadors of their people 
may be inferred through their actions and through 
Gallypert's drawing. When asking what was the 
Minang perspective on events, all the more weight has 
to be given to Gallypert's map and the actions of the 
two men, since Morgan and the other colonists took 
into account only their own purposes. As a reflection 
of how the visitors inserted their own purpose, 
Morgan's summary of the mission's success was 
sufficiently askew from primitivising the two men to 
be suggestive. Evidently the Minang were gentlemen, 
whereas the people who demonstrably needed a 
change of heart were the disorderly element of colonial 
society: 
They return by the Ellen in about a fort-
night, leaving a very favourable impression 
in our minds of the Natives of King 
George's Sound. I hope from all that has 
passed that the impression will be mutual-
but for the drinking habits of the lower 
class of the people here, I fear this can 
hardly be expected. 
In summing-up, Morgan treated the visitors as 
ambassadors of the Minang.35 
The Minangs' mission is best understood in the 
context of recent changes at King George's Sound. 
Their initial interest would not have been the Swan 
River Nyungar, with whom the Minang had little 
(or no) previous communication.36 Rather, the Swan 
River assumed importance to the Minang when it 
became a focus of interest for the British at the Sound. 
The Minang would want to know the nature of that 
connection; all the more because the Swan River 
Settlement, northwest of King George's Sound, was in 
the direction of their enemies. 
King George's Sound, between December 1826 and 7 
March 1831, was a military outpost (administered 
from New South Wales). That settlement involved the 
minimum of building and cultivation of the ground, 
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trespassed on only one family's estate, and the purposes of 
the two groups did not conflict. Consequently good feeling 
had been quickly established and readily maintained. In 
March 1831, upon the transference of the Sound to the 
Swan River colony, those garrisoned at the Sound sailed 
away and a new lot arrived who showed a different 
purpose. Governor Stirling ordered that a road be built 
connecting the Sound with the Swan River. By November 
1831 twenty miles of the northbound road had been built 
from the Sound. By June 1832 more than sixty-five miles 
had been completed, penetrating into the country of 
people alien to the Minang.37 
Alexander Collie, the first Resident at the Sound under the 
new regime, did his best to maintain good relations with 
the Minang. Like Collet Barker and Isaac Scott Nind of 
previous years, he explored the surrounding country with 
Minang guides, provided medical advice and remedies, 
housed the sick, and pursued research into the Minang 
way of life. Gallypert and Manyat were mentioned several 
times in the published 'Anecdotes' from Collie's 1831-32 
journal. 
In Collie's account, Gallypert was the biscuit-loving rascal 
who joined Collie in persuading a sick boy to remain at 
home rather than go bush; Collie was disgusted when it 
appeared that Gallypert was motivated by greed rather 
than consideration for the sick child.38 A few months later 
Gallypert was in serious trouble with Collie for killing two 
pet parakeets. He was punished by the confiscation of his 
skin cloak and expulsion from the settlement. \Vhen his 
friend Waiter (of the landholding family of the immediate 
area), who lived with Collie, came to his defence, Collie 
expelled him as well. 39 Given that there were men of the 
Minang whom Collie regarded more highly, it is difficult to 
see that Collie would recommend Gallypert as an 
ambassador for Swan River. I conclude that Gallypert was 
chosen by the Minang. 
On the other hand, Collie had formed a special 
relationship with Manyat who, Collie noted in 1831, had 
previously 'lived some time in the settlement.' Presumably 
he was the 'Magnet' mentioned by Collet Barker on 19 
September 1830, as a : 
cousin of Mokare, whose father and mother 
being dead he [had] to stop with Nakinah, 
Tulicatwale, etc. [His] father was brother to 
Mokare's mother.'40 
Given the family connection via his father's sister, Manyat 
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would not be an Albany landholder with lVlokare, Nakinah 
and Waiter; on the other hand the link would be strong and 
involve certain strict obligations.41 Collie first mentioned 
Manyat in early April 1832 in connection with a pre-dawn 
raid, by death-avengers from nearby Mount Barker, on a 
camp in a grove on Mount Melville. Manyat was the first to 
come to the settlement from the affray, 'his nose abraded, 
and in a high state of excitement,' wearing the cloak belong-
ing to the chief avenger.42 At the end of May, when Collie 
wanted to travel sixty-five miles up the road to Swan River, 
and Nakinah was indisposed, Manyat went instead. 
His vanity revelled in the idea, that he had 
penetrated farther from King George's Sound 
than Nakina, or any of his acquaintance, and he 
treasured up in his memory a detailed recollection 
of the various incidents and scenery, arranged in 
the form of a Diary; where each day was designated 
by some leading distinctive mark, in place of 
numerals, as the killing of a kangaroo (1 st day), 
shoot white cockatoo (2nd day), cow meal; see a 
bullock (3rd day), and such like. After his return 
the rehearsal of the whole to his curious and 
eager countrymen, crowned his joy, and afforded 
no little amusement to the dingy groups which 
assembled round him. His name will be handed 
down as another Bruce to the rising generation.43 
When Nakinah and every native left the settlement in June 
1832, for some purpose of their own, Manyat, alone, 
remained with Collie. Manyat as an emissary was a likely 
choice for Collie with whom he had formed a special relationship. 
Likewise he would have been a natural choice for the 
Minang, given his role in inter-group diplomacy and his 
prior excursion to the far north. 
Within the usual frame of Aboriginal negotiations, the 
lVlinang would form links with the British to extend their 
influence and to travel out of their terrain under protection. 
In this instance, they would be alert to the implications of the 
new overland communication into enemy Aboriginal 
country, and to indications that British headquarters were 
no longer safely over water but tied up with distant, living 
people and imaginable, though alien, country. Though the 
Minang would not be aware of the broader plan for settle-
ment, they had observed one settler's intrusion into the best 
grazing country immediately north of the town. 
The point of keenest connection between the lVlinang and 
Whadjuck groups when they met in January 1833 was their 
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mutual interest in the British colonists. Gallypert and 
Manyat returned to the Sound, having learned that 
the re was conflict, established the causes as the settlers' 
appropriation of land, the settlers' refusal to share food 
resources, and the racial violence of some settlers, 
(such as, for example, the Velvick brothers).44 The 
news they brought from Swan River would be 
sufficient to raise the question of whether the same 
story would be repeated at the Sound. 
Moore noted that many people from the surrounding 
country came to Albany to hear Gallypert tell what 
had transpired at Perth. The immediate consequence 
was that a second group of emissaries sailed to Perth 
with the Acting Governor; there were five (wrote 
Irwin), six (said Moore); they were travelling 'at their 
urgent request' (wrote Moore), having 'eagerly availed 
themselves of permission to accompany me here' 
(reported Irwin) . As well as Gallypert, Manyat and 
Waiter the second group of ambassadors included 
Ionen, Moopey and a twelve year old boy, Tatan.45 
On the second mission the Minang initiated some of 
the fact-finding. When the Ellen called at Port 
Augusta, Gallypert spent the night with the local 
people. The next morning, 
On searching for him, [wrote Moore] I 
suddenly found myself among a large body 
of natives, who, seeing me hesitate, called 
out, "abba", an expression of friendly 
salutation. I immediately joined them, and 
found our runaway among their number; 
he declared his intention of remaining 
some time on a visit with them, and then 
going by land to King George's Sound ... 46 
In Albany, Acting Governor Irwin extracted a promise 
that the Minang would remain in Perth for twelve 
months, a promise which Gallypert broke within days, 
and on 10 April 1833 Irwin reported a second departure 
from the agreement (in his usual way, he wrote as if 
events corresponded with a master plan of his own): 
.. since their arrival they have had almost 
daily intercourse with the Swan and 
Canning River tribes, with the most 
perceptibly beneficial results, so much so, 
that I have directed [that] three of them 
[are] to be clothed and rationed at the 
public expense and attached to the 
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Robert Dale, Robert Havell Panorama o!'King George:, Sound 
1834 etching and aguatint, hand colored, 7 inches by 9 teet. 
Produced by Havell and others from drawing by Dale. (NLA) 
Superintendent of the Native Tribes [Lieut 
Ellis], and I attribute to their intervention 
no inconsiderable share of the success 
which, I am happy to say, has attended his 
daily intercourse with the Tribes of these 
districts. [But two others, Waiter and 
Moopey] not appearing calculated to be 
equally useful, I took an opportunity of 
sending back to their Tribe at their OWIZ 
requedt. 47 
In October, soon after the 63rd regiment sailed from 
the colony, the Minang ambassadors (Gallypert 
having rejoined them in Perth) also returned home, 
evidently by their choice.48 Before leaving, they were 
'overheard ... endeavouring to persuade some Swan 
River Natives to go down with them.' The second 
mission was followed by a third, comprising Nair and 
Lindolf. 49 At no time did the settlers question the 
loyalty of the Minang ambassadors, with whom they 
were confident they had a better bond than the two 
Aboriginal groups had with each other. Yet the actions 
of the Minang suggest that they had an independent 
purpose. 
In summary, the circumstances informing Gallypert's 
drawing of his domain were, firstly, the change in the 
administration of King George's Sound from New 
South Wales to Swan River, involving a shift from a 
military outpost to a colony bent on exploiting the 
local resources for farming, sealing and fishing; and 
secondly, the dismaying news received firsthand by 
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the Minang ambassadors in Perth, that the colonists 
had systematically expropriated the estates of the 
Mooro, Beeliar, Booroo and regions beyond, and were 
denying the owners their rights of hunting and gather-
ing. From the Nyungar at Port Augusta and the 
Murray, Gallypert heard the same story. 
Around the time Gallypert made his drawing (or the 
previous summer during a working visit to King 
George's Sound), Ensign Robert Dale climbed to the 
top of Mount Clarence ('Condenup' to the Minang) to 
sketch a 3600 panorama of the surrounding country. 
Subsequently an impressive hand-coloured etching 
based on his drawing was published in Great Britain 
as a fold-out enclosure in a 'neat Brighton ware box' 
with a pamphlet describing the country in favourable 
terms. The pamphlet also had a sketch of the preserved 
head ofYagan, and a phrenological discussion by J.T. 
Pettigrew, F.R.S, F.S.A. and F.L.S. The panorama and 
trophy head, representing different incidents in places 
distant from each other, were souvenirs from the 63rd 
regiment's term of duty at the founding of the Swan 
River colony. Their combination was to that extent 
coincidental, yet the marriage of empire-building and 
British barbarism was a true record. So was the 
marriage of science and empire-building: Yagan's head 
and Dale's drawings were displayed together in 
Jane Currie Pallorama oj the Swall Riper Cololl}! 1830-
1832 watercolor 26 x 304.8 em. (Mitchell Library) 
Jane Currie VU", 0/ Cockbllrn SUllnd frum G"r()w !.'!""() 1829 
drawing (Mitchell Library) . 
Robert Dale v,e", III We_tem A ll.ltra!ia, taken lrom the felt ballk 
of the S",all Ri,'er Lithograph by Berkeley King, (.1830 from 
Dale's 1829 drawing (NLA) 
London at one of Pettigrew's conversaZlOnes III 
1834.50 
Why did Dale draw the panorama? The answer 
would depend on when it was drawn. If in the days 
leading up to 21 January 1832, it may have been as a 
visual aid for when he travelled into the interior, on 
Governor Stirling's orders, 'to find out whether the 
Kuik and Ouannet, two kinds of grain described by 
the natives ... grew in the vicinity' of the northern 
hills.51 If during a short trip back to the Sound 
between 17 February and 4 March 1833, he may have 
had his future in mind - his term at Swan River was 
due to end in September. It is possible he was 
encouraged to draw the panorama by the example of 
Jane Eliza Currie (wife of Swan River's first harbour-
master, Captain M J Currie) who painted an ambitious, 
26 x 304.8 cm, panorama of Fremantle between 1830 
and 1832. Two previous drawings by Currie and Dale 
were alike; possibly more in motif and amateurish 
handling than in details of technique. 52 
In deciding to publish the panorama Dale would have 
been encouraged by the extensive use made of his 
1829 drawing by the British press. 53 It had been 
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among the earliest news of the Swan River colony and 
the subject related to the new arrivals' pressing need 
of safe anchorage for ships.54 Dale may have thought 
that a panorama of the latest territory to be opened for 
settlement would spark a similar interest. Probably he 
was also inspired by feelings of loyalty to the colony, 
which had given magnificent support to his youthful 
ambition . During four years in WA - where he 
arrived, aged eighteen, in June 1829 - Dale had been 
promoted from Ensign, to Staff Officer, to Aide de 
Camp (of Captain Irwin, who from August 1832 had 
been Acting Governor of Swan River in Stirling's 
absence). His latest, substantial, promotion had been 
to the rank of Lieutenant. This elevation had been 
earned by services to the colony in supervising road-
building, attendance on the Nyungar, and seven 
expeditions into the country. Principally it was in 
recognition of Dale's first, uniquely successful, 
expedition, in August 1830, to the Avon River where 
he found good land for farming. The discovery had 
been desperately needed to counter the first settlers' 
objections that the country at Swan River was 
unpromising, contrary to Stirling's advertisement.55 
The administration was finding that its primary need 
was for a sustained influx of settlers, to inject the 
money and labour that would take the colony beyond 
the borderline condition of a tiny outpost. Isolated, 
small, and without a supporting infrastructure to 
smooth the privations of setting-up, Swan River 
experienced the same problems of supply that had 
beset Botany Bay in the early years. Swan River 
settlers, having paid for the privilege of taking land, 
complained loudly, and their complaints were published 
(gleefully by the colonial press of Australia and Cape 
Town), slowing the flow of settlers and impacting 
badly on the colony. Stirling and the colonial office 
did their best to reverse the trend. Dale's discovery of 
good country at York in August 1830 was immediately 
conveyed to the English and colonial press;56 his 
report was published by order of the British House of 
Commons; and he led the first settlers there. But York 
was a rare discovery of many surveying expeditions 
that criss-crossed the country in the vicinity of Swan 
River and King George's Sound during the first three 
years. 57 
On 29 September 1833 Dale and Captain Irwin sailed 
for England. They had large grants of land in the 
colony to which they both, at that stage, intended to 
return.58 No doubt they discussed their plans. Irwin 
went on to write The State alZd PO.:fltlOIZ of WeJtern 
AliAmfia (1835), supportively, yet with 'scrupulous 
and conscientious care' for accuracy. 59 Dale's project 
was to research the details of the panorama and to 
write a verbal description of the country that might 
encourage prospective settlers. His own expedition to 
the Stirling Range north of Albany had found neither 
good country nor fresh water, however Alexander 
Collie had had better success midway through 1832, 
finding good country ('now recognised as being some 
of the safest agricultural land in Western Australia') 
immediately west of where Dale had been.60 Sending 
the good news to Stirling (in London) Collie pleaded 
for concerted action to bring in settlers.61 On the 
grounds of Collie's report, Dale could write that 
Between Swan River and King George's 
Sound, a rich country intervenes; and upon 
comparing the reports of the exploring 
parties who have penetrated into the 
interior, it is quite evident that it possesses 
every capability of forming a valuable 
addition to the colonies of Great Britain. 
Its extensive tracts of pasture will afford 
great facility to the production of wool, 
which is at present the staple commodity, 
and the principal article of export at 
Sydney and Van Diemen's Land.62 
There was dissimulation in that statement. The land in 
the vicinity of the Sound (shown in the panorama) 
was unfavourable for farming. Major Edmund 
Lockyer, itemising each and every aspect of the place 
in 1827, had dismissed it out of hand. 63 
Dale published the panorama of his own initiative. 
He wrote to Hay, the Under Secretary of State, on 4 
April 1834: 
I have the honor to submit for your 
consideration the accompanying prospectus 
of a panorama which I propose publishing; 
and I beg leave to solicit the favor of your 
patronage of the work.64 
The flyer specified only the panorama, of which 
Robert Havell (1793-1878) was named as publisher. 
The booklet would appear to be a later idea, involving 
a separate contract with publisher Joseph Cross (who 
the previous year had published Jouma[,1 of SeveraL 
E'Cpeditwlu made ilZto WeJtern AllAraLia. The panoramic 
view, dedicated to The Royal Geographical Society, 
was to be 9 ft long and 'richly coloured from the 
original drawings.' The 'eminent engraver' was to 
'commence upon the work immediately'.65 
Embellishments mentioned on the flyer, 'Sketches of 
Groups of Natives, and some of the most prominent 
productions of the Vegetable Kingdom of that part of 
the World,' would be outside the scope of Dale's 
original drawings. Dale's work as an assistant surveyor 
in Western Australia had given him techniques for 
getting the proportions of the scene with a fine degree 
of accuracy. His skill did not extend to the human 
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figure, nor was he able to describe botanical 
specimens with finesse. Robert Havell would be 
responsible for both those aspects of the work.66 
Connoisseurs of natural history would know Havell's 
artistry and meticulous research; in those years he 
basked in the success of the folio size prints of John 
James Audubon's BilY1 of America (four volumes 
published 1827-1838). Recently, a rediscovery of 
some sixty artist's proofs of Audobon's birds yielded 
answers to questions about who did what in working 
up Audobon's drawings into elaborate prints.67 In 
what follows I have assumed that the assembly-line 
division of labour at the printery was the same for the 
concurrent commissions of Audubon and Dale. 
The process of transferring Dale's original drawings 
began with coating a copper plate with an acid-
resistant wax ground. Over the wax was laid a 
dampened copy of the drawing (either traced or 
resized with the aid of a grid), with the pencil lines 
face down. The sandwiched tracing and plate was run 
through the press, imprinting an outline impression 
into the wax. It seems that this part of the process was 
the responsibility of Robert Havell's brother, Henry 
Augustus Havel!. 
The real artistry was Robert Havell's, who worked 
over the outline impression to provide the print's 
many embellishments. If a bird drawn by Audubon 
lacked a background, Havel! would sketch in a land-
scape. If the pose of a bird translated awkwardly to 
the format of the print, he altered it. He removed 
cluttering detail. He split apart and recombined 
elements from several drawings for the sake for 
clarity and a better design. Havell's contribution to the 
Dale panorama would be everything that was extra to 
the basic landscape forms - in other words the figures, 
animals, tourloits (Minang houses), trees and plants: a 
great deal in fact. He, rather than Dale (though with 
the aid of the latter's measurements) achieved the 
effect of a consistent depth of space. He unified the 
composition and dramatised the sky via a motif of fire. 
Occasional lines of flame are visible, and twirling 
clouds of smoke and a sky of pink-coloured haze 
extend from end to end of the image. He modelled 
forms in light and shade; and, across the foreground, 
gave accent to some elements and blended others for 
the sake of a general effect. Havell was a skilled 
painter in oils in the Picturesque mode, as well as a 
gifted print-maker. 
Aquatint was used to create tonal effects. Particles of 
resin were applied in denser or looser dustings over 
the wax, the copper plate was slowly warmed till the 
particles melted into a textured area that would be 
acid-resistant. When etched, the acid ate around the 
spots of resin, creating a finely dotted ground, which, 
depending on the density of the resin dust, was lighter 
or deeper in tone . Havell applied the dust rhythmically, 
leaving shapely spaces between the zones of aquatint. 
The patterns he achieved were the equivalent, in 
aquatint, of the picturesque recipes used by oil and 
watercolour painters to describe the shapes and 
massed effects of various plants and landforms. Under 
Havell's hands Dale's panorama acquired the look of a 
contemporary painting -by John Glover for example 
(the subject of chapter 3). In the work of both artists 
a synthetic, repetitive style of modelling gave foliage 
in the middle distance a woolly appearance - like 
fleece - and rocks took on the musculature of flayed 
flesh. 
I have assumed that Dale's sequential drawings were 
in black and white (though they may have been water-
colour), and that he was called upon to advise about 
the colours of the colonial landscape. Compared with 
Audubon, Dale lacked a well-developed visual 
judgment of the colours, textures, and precise character 
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of the many details of the scene: a difference that had 
its effect on the final print. I doubt for instance that he 
checked the hand-colouring of the many plants 
against their original sources. Indeed, he may not have 
been involved in any aspect of the print's copious 
illustration of botanical specimens. (Some of the 
sources for the plants were published engravings, 
though the majority must have been un-published 
original drawings and museum specimens.) Though 
Havell's ancillary activity of zoology supported his 
claims to natural science, botany and ethnography, 
rather than zoology, were the natural science themes 
of the Dale panorama. 
Assuming that the process was the same for Dale as 
for Audubon, it was brother Henry's responsibility to 
hand-paint a master print, to be used as a model by a 
team of hand-colourists. His organization of colour; 
yellow adjacent to purple, magenta near green, blue 
next to yellow-green, and bright hues in the aquatinted 
shadows; confounds the popular art-historical notion 
that the systematic use of colour complementaries and 
coloured shadow had to wait for the French 
Impressionists. 68 Distance was defined by colour as 
well as by tone and the diminution of forms; in other 
words, there was the usual rendering of paler, ethereal 
John Glover A VUII' Between tbe Swan Riper and Kill.q 
Georged SOllnd 1831 (Wesfarmers collection) 
Glover's ship did not call in at any W A port. The 
image has the appearance of a 'fancy' picture, drawn 
from the imagination, aided by published sketches. 
Strawberry farm, above. Albany, below, 
comprised 13 buildings, 2 low sheds, white-
walled with red roofs . There is a flagpole 
flying the British flag. 
tints towards the horizon, with Havell employing an 
additional technique for suggesting recession via a 
succession of alternating zones of warm yellow and 
cool blue-green from front to back: a method which 
later became identified with Paul Cezanne. 
Dale had the virtue of surveyor-like precision about 
the relative positions of landscape features . The 
original drawing (or rather, a suite of consecutive 
images, now lost) was 'much admired for its fidelity' 
by the colonists who saw it;69 and a recent panorama 
of photographs taken by me from Mount Clarence 
(Condenup) confirmed the accuracy of the print. 
Dual authorship of the final image posed its own 
question about the intentions of each party. Being a 
view in the round, the scene could be divided at any 
point. Havell chose the north, thus centering the 
image on the harbours of King George 's Sound and 
relegating the inland view to the extremities of the 9 ft 
print. The arrangement made for pictorial beauty, 
though the scene would be articulate more clearly if 
divided immediately west of Albany to display land on 
one half of its length and water on the other. 
The choice of a point of view from Mount Clarence 
was Dale 's . From where he sketched, Princess Royal 
Harbour was the closest of the Sound's three basins. 
Coincidentally, therefore, the panorama's main focus 
was Nakinah's, Mokare's and Waiter's estate -
embracing the entire hilly foreground of the panorama, 
the country around Princess Royal and the land on 
which Albany was built. Havell's configuration of the 
print further exaggerated the importance of Princess 
Royal through making it the centre (lengthways) of 
the panorama. The second effect of Havell's intervention 
was the turning back, boomerang-style, of Dale's 
point of view. Whereas, for the surveyor, Mount 
Clarence/Condenup had been a convenient point of 
vantage without interest in itself, it became in Havell's 
work the immediate scene of the local owners, their 
daily activities and camp life. The two artists were in 
effect responsible for different scenes. 
Dale's was the overall geographical form and the 
upper zone of landscape from the horizon to the middle 
ground. It included the few material signs of British 
occupation: the ships sailing on the Sound; the 
'Strawberry Farm', comprising the cottage Collie had 
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built in 1831, a garden and field, cut out of the bush 
above Lake Seppings; a second lone building over-
looking Princess Royal Harbour; and the small settle-
ment of Albany on Princess Royal Harbour. 'The 
houses,' as Dale wrote in the DeJcripti(Je Accollnt, were 
'low, and built of brick, mud, and wood, and thatched 
with rushes. The public buildings ... a barrack, store 
and wooden gaol.' Adjacent to the town was an 
extensive area of garden: 'The soil. .. is sandy, but the 
climate gives great luxuriance to the vegetable 
productions of the gardens.' Those few signs of 
settlement and horticulture, and the wider prospect of 
hills and vales, rivers, swamps, belts of melaleuca and 
grassy plains would be of interest to would-be settlers. 
Supporting that aspect of the panorama, the 
introduction and first three pages of the DeJcriptipe 
Accollnt gave an optimistic idea of the geography of the 
reglOn. 
From his January 1832 expedition with Nakinah, 
Dale had a unique knowledge of the country to the 
north. His route may be traced in the panorama as the 
view northward from Mount Condenup over a succes-
sion of flats and low rises covered with dense forests 
and intersected by the Napier and King rivers, 
towards the Porrongurups Range on the horizon. 
Beyond those hills his route was across 'a broad, wild 
valley, called the Vale of Kalgan,' to the 
Koikyennuruffl Toolbrunnups (now Stirling) range. 
For that quarter of the compass Dale, in his pamphlet, 
felt a need to extend the view beyond the limits of 
what was visible, asking us to imagine a second 
panorama, 'extensive and singular', from the highest 
peak of the Stirling range 'towards the interior', over 
'small lakes, thick woods, and open patches, ... to the 
utmost bound of sight, almost without a rise.' The 
difference in wording between the DeJcripti(Je Accollnt, 
and his January 1832 description of 'dead level' 
country spotted with 'bare spots which were supposed 
to be salt lakes' is a demonstration of how, in London, 
Dale gentled the report of an inhospitable land?O 
Robert Havell's contribution was principally the 
foreground narrative describing the Minang way of 
life and the flora and fauna of the Sound. Like other 
natural history and panorama publishers in London 
he was expert at eliciting details appropriate to scenes 
in the colonies,?1 Dale would have been pumped for 
information about the appearance, customs and any 
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sacred source of totems: no-one hunted in that sacred place. 
(information from Bob Howard) 
The several throwing sticks illustrated in the Panorama are 
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tourloit may be spinninng possum-fur. 
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other anecdotes relating to the Minang people, of 
whom Dale had a reasonable knowledge, both from 
spending some months at the Sound (when he had 
gone into the interior under the escort of the Albany 
landholder Nakinah) and from escorting Gallypert 
and Manyart in Perth. He researched the subject of 
King George's Sound in books and London natural 
history collections, and indicated in the De,'cripti(Je 
Account that he had read the relevant files in the 
Colonial Office. Gallypert's interesting drawing, 
annotated by Morgan, was in those files, and Havell's 
contribution to the panorama coincides with 
Gallypert's narrative in several key respects: both 
were images of high summer,72 both described a kan-
garoo hunt, a fishing expedition, a group of Minang 
tourloits, and preparations for cooking kangaroo. 
Putting two and two together, Havell may have taken 
cues for his narrative subject from Gallypert. 
Nakinah, Dale's one-time escort, is 'amongst the party 
returning from the kangaroo hunt'; 73 wearing the 
motley uniform sewn for him in November or early 
December 1831 from various contributions by British 
naval and military personnel (the gift had been 
conditional upon Nakinah undertaking the hazardous 
journey north into the country of the 'White 
Cockatoo' people). Colonel Hanson lightheartedly 
(and inaccurately) described the costume: 
Maude, the 1 st Lieut of the Sulphur, 
furnished a Black Coat [represented in the 
panorama as deep blue]; I furnished a Red 
one, with which the Black Coat was 
trimmed - Collar, Cuffs, Pockets, etc etc. 
The shoulders were then surmounted by a 
pair of my largest embroidered Epaulettes, 
and every variety of button was used that 
could be collected in the ship; "thereby 
(Maude said) to represent every department 
of the State."74 
Dale's memory may have been better, or he may have 
relied on John Morgan's description of Nakinah's 
costume (in the Colonial Office files with Gallypert's 
drawing)J5 The imperious man with outflung arm on 
an elevation some ten feet above the clothed and 
subdued Nakinah may be one of his siblings, Waiter 
or Mokare: the latter had died in 183l, but was known 
in Great Britain from published illustrationsJ6 
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Nakinah's coat is navy blue with red 
revers, white epaulettes, white cuffs; 
his trousers are navy blue with a red 
stripe, he wears a cap with red braid . 
His feet are bare. He holds spears in 
one hand, a spear-thrower - black 
with a white stripe - in the other. 
In the foreground. Ensign Dale shakes 
hands with a Minang guide. presumably 
Nakinah before he was given the uniform. 
In the mode of a traveller. Dale holds a 
gun and a green bottle. 
In this print there was more detail about Minang 
activities than in previous images of King George's 
Sound.?7 We see the Minang's style of preparing land 
for pasture and yams, through burning 'in consecutive 
portions' (or as Lort Stokes said 'in sections') across 
the country,78 the fish threaded on spears, a man 
throwing a towk (short stick) or perhaps a boomerang, 
and others with a stone knife stuck into the waist belt 
and carrying tall spears and throwing-stick in one 
hand. Some men hold a firestick of smoking banksia 
cone: one man had it enclosed within a cone-shaped 
fold of bark. A number of men, and all the women, 
wear a kangaroo skin cloak and the women are further 
equipped with 
two bags; one for roots or any stray delicacy; 
the other for an infant; whilst a child of 
larger growth is seated across the shoulder. 
The air of practicality suggested by the cloaked 
members of the community contrasts with the grace of 
the young men who are ornamented with fine lines of 
red paint on the chest, girdled with a 'noodlebul' or 
woven string of possum fur around the stomach, and 
with a narrower length of the same fur around the 
upper arm, the lot surmounted by some red, black and 
white cockatoo feathers, tucked into a fur headband. 
Within a sheltered dip in the rocky northern side of 
Mount Clarence/Condenup are tourloits constructed 
by the women, of : 
a few small twigs stuck into the ground and 
bent over in the form of a bower, about 
four feet high and five or six feet wide . 
Sometimes two are united. They also 
thatch them slightly with the leaves of the 
grass tree. In rainy weather they are roofed 
with pieces of bark upon which stones are 
placed, to secure them from being blown 
away.'79 
Details new in pictorial imagery include a woman 
spinning possum fur, and a large sheet of freshcut 
bark laid on the ground before the entrance of a 
tourloit. One of the settler-explorers had seen (and 
reported) such a bark, used, he thought, as a sleeping 
mat. 
The cumulative effect of the wealth of detail about the 
Minang was to give them considerable presence in the 
scene. They, rather than the English military, appear 
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The stately figure of Swan River 's Acting Governor Irwin, on horseback, is reminiscent of similar figures in Italian Renaissance art, including Sime Martini 's 1329 
r.ainting in the Palazzo Pubblico, Siena, of the Siennese adventurer-captain Guido Riccio da Fogliano, riding out to assault the castle of Montemassi. The art of 
the so-called Italian 'Primitives' was coming into favour with some European artists. 
to be in occupation and in control of the country. 
Shaking hands, bidding farewell, they receive the 
thanks of their British guests, before returning to their 
home fires. Their prominence was surely not planned 
by Dale. 
On the other hand he would have arranged with 
Havell to incorporate a private reference to himself as 
the young man in ensign's uniform (and carrying a 
bottle, sign of a traveller) who shakes the hand of a 
dark, bearded man (a second appearance of his escort, 
Nakinah?). His superior officer, Captain Irwin (1788-
1860), may be the grey haired man on horseback, 
holding before him a musket, stick or kangaroo tail, as 
if it were a staff of office. 
In the Dedcripti(Je Accollnt Dale praised the 'great 
luxuriance of the vegetable productions of the gardens 
and surrounding country' at King George's Sound.80 
The British military had experienced greater success 
with green vegetables (squash in particular grew to 
large size) than with cereals and slow-growing crops. 
One ship's captain, calling at the Sound in the spring 
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of 1828, took pleasure in a dinner of fresh peas and 
wild duck. Dale hinted that 
the tobacco plant, which grows wild, has 
been cultivated with success; and, as many 
English and tropical plants have lately 
been introduced, the colonists have every 
prospect of enjoying, in the course of a few 
years, the fruits and productions of almost 
every climate.81 
Yet the garden in Dale's panorama is more truly 
nature's garden.82 Botanically, the Sound, a region of 
distinct rain and rain shadow areas, was one of the 
world's most diverse, with over 3000 species. By 1834, 
seven large collections had already been made, the 
first by Archibald Menzies, botanist for Vancouver's 
founding expedition in 1791. Taking botany as its 
natural history theme (rather than zoology for 
instance), the print showed the extraordinary variety 
of the local vegetation. 
An antipodean character was suggested by four tall 
stands of the bizarre Kingia AlldtraLiJ strung across the 
scene, two Macrozamia riedLei palms with large, 
pineapple-shaped fruit (the drawing of them perhaps 
assisted by Ferdinand Bauer's illustration), and 
innumerable Xanthorrhoea, the 'small-tufted tree, 
with the spear springing from the centre.'83 In 
representing botany, Havell, like a good natural 
historian, attempted to give a sense of the Minangs' 
use of the country's natural products. Adjacent to 
some tourloits, is a broken Xanthorrhoea trunk -- the 
cross-section resembling a pineapple; its positioning 
near the camp was probably Havell's decision whose 
work had taught him to value congruence in the 
various elements of a scene. A man would break the 
top off one of those trees, thus acquiring a sole right to 
the Bardi grubs later harvested from the decaying 
stem. Dale 's pamphlet referred to the Minang utilizing 
the tree's resin for other purposes, 'in fastening the 
barbs of their spears,' 'fixing the sharp quartz heads of 
their hammers,' and making 'a cheerful fire.'84 
Many other plants represented in the panorama were 
ulilized as food, for instance the fruit of the 
Macrozamia, after a special preparation to render it 
non-poisonous. Almost as weirdly non-European as 
the members of the Xanthorrhoea family are the 
several banksias, especially the cream flowering 
Bank.fia grandi:!, from which 'the natives gather the 
flowers, from which they extract a sweet juice 
resembling honey', and the sheoak and melaleuca 
('termed in the colony, the tea tree,' whose paper-
like bark was used by the Minang as 'a covering for 
their wigwams.')85 These shrubby trees, and 
mahogany (jarrah) grew in thickets on the plains 
and there were stands of tall karri on the hills on the 
horizon, forty to sixty miles from Mount 
Clarence/Condenup. 
The print's extraordinary botanic feature, however, 
was the sprigging of native plants along the lower 
hem. Easily identifiable in that copious array is the 
kangaroo paw (of the Haemodoraceae family of 
bloodroots), known locally as mean. As a source of 
root vegetable mean were 
such an important component of the diet 
of the Aboriginal people near Albany ... 
that they referred to themselves as 
Meanager [Minang] (those who eat 
mean) . 86 
The grass fires that coloured the sky for the full 
extent of the panorama were lit by the Minang to 
stimulate the growth of mean and other edible 
plants.87 A bunched, rust-yellow shrub may be the 
mistletoe tree Nuytdia jLorwunda bowed down by an 
abundance of chrome-yellow flowers (the colour is 
too rusty, however). Recognisable also are an edible 
coastal pigface CarpoDrotlid viredcelUf, known locally as 
'bain'. There appear to be several species of 
LedchClZallitia, a climbing plant with trefoil leaves and 
white flowers may be Canavaiia rOdea, another plants 
may be the Xantho.fia rotllndijoiia, and yet another 
was one of the Minangs' favourite tubers, the purple 
fringe lily ThY.fallotw dpmtelld (not the climbing 
variety of which Ferdinand Bauer made a drawing). 
Many of the botanic specimens were not depicted in 
their natural form but out of scale, as flowering 
sprigs: an indication that neither Dale nor Havell 
were familiar with their growth habit. 88 
lavell's only zoological 
eference was the termite 
ating numbat 
Mymecobius fasciatus) 
Contrary to Dale's intention, which I presume was 
to encourage settlerment, the image he produced 
collaboratively with Havell did not conform to the 
preferred style of colonial advertisement. Whereas 
Joseph Lycett's earlier views in New South Wales 
bore a persuasive resemblance to the English country-
side, the landscape of King George's Sound, as 
p resented in the Panorama, was decidedly alien. 
Gratuitously, the image offered various disincentives 
to would-be settlers. Much of the country appeared to 
be coastal swamp and sand, an impression confirmed 
by the majority of the botanical specimens strung 
along the lower border of the print. Farmers would be 
on their mettle to pursue those cues especially since 
the failure of Swan River to meet colonists' 
expectations had resulted in an acerbic comment from 
botanist Robert Brown that the plants described by 
Charles Fraser as native to the region did not 
correspond with Fraser's very favourable estimation 
of the properties of the Swan River soil. 
To civilians anxious about safety, the scene included 
too many barbed spears and too few Europeans -
and, of those, not one civilian. The tiny settlement cut 
out of the large countryside does not look prosperous 
so much as struggling and isolated. The immediate 
country was fully occupied by the Minang (indeed the 
Aboriginal presence was pervasive, judging from the 
smoke of their summer fires in the sky all round). 
Reports that the Aboriginals of Australia's southwest 
were barely human, that they were a race wandering 
the country without productively increasing the 
natural resources, were given the lie by the print's 
thorough study of their way of life. Engaged in the 
busy routine of a summer's day, the people appear 
neither debased nor in desperate need of enlighten-
ment. Altogether the detail of the engraving gave too 
much unwanted information, when (from the colonial 
administration's point of view) evasion would be more 
tactful .89 
However, the scene was undeniably beautiful: 
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Lieut Dale ... has published here a panorama 
of King George's Sound, in the colony of 
Swan River, as he calls it. I do not know 
whether the title was meant to convey the 
idea of the two places being more connected 
than by being under one Governor; but it 
has been thought by some to be an indirect 
mode of saying, that the Swan River 
colony, of which we continue to have such 
dismal accounts, is a very beautiful place. 
The panorama represents King George's 
Sound as very beautiful, and I am told that 
it bears a great resemblance to the place.90 
Beautiful in London but ugly in Western Australia. A 
month later, some copies of the print reached Perth, 
where the Perth Gazette found nothing to admire. Its 
angry swipe at the print as a 'daub' perhaps covered a 
deep dismay at the choice of narrative detail: 
The original drawing was highly 
commended here for its accuracy, but we 
are sorry to find that it has been most lamely 
and impotently handled by the engraver, 
and the daubers, who have endeavoured to 
give a coloring to a scene, which certainly 
did not require such adventitious aid. The 
case and general appearance of the exterior 
of the work, do some credit to the publisher; 
but the panorama itself is a miserable 
daub.91 
Gaps of understanding between communities played 
a crucial role in determining the making and fate of 
the two drawings that were the subject of this chapter. 
While still in Western Australia and securely guided 
by the administration's sense of what was appropriate 
to encourage colonists, Dale made a panoramic sketch 
of country newly opened for settlement. In London, 
guided by Havell's expert judgment of what would be 
interesting and informative from the point of view of 
natural history, he permitted the addition of details 
that would not sit comfortably with the colonial desire 
to advertise in terms attractive to prospective settlers. 
Gallypert's drawing also involved a shift of context. 
He made a plea, a landclaim, a statement about his 
home, while in a foreign country to which he had 
come both as an emissary for the British to the 
Nyungar of Swan River, and as an emissary to the 
British on behalf of his own Minang people. Both 
drawings made claim to the land, the three artists each 
envisaging a way of life appropriate to the country, 
but the works failed to make the desired impression. 
Gallypert's drawing was sent to London as 'proof' (in 
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the context probably of the Minang's intelligence; it 
would not be as proof of ownership). The proof built 
into Dale's panorama was the accuracy of its 
representation of geography and natural science, yet 
the wealth of scientific information diminished its 
usefulness as advertisement. The question of who had 
or would have rightful title to the land influenced the 
production of the drawings, and marked their 
reception. The same question engaged the artists 
discussed in the following two chapters. 
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chapter 2 
A dequence of 
• Imaged 
Communication is central to art. As with speech, 
familiarity with the code is required for understanding 
visual representations. l In addition, the context may 
be critical to the meaning. The previous chapter 
revealed the discrepant readability (to westerners) of 
two 1830s images of country. The British image would 
be readily understood as a landscape view. As well, it 
could be appreciated for a wealth of botanical information, 
a depth of insight into the Minang way of life and 
informativeness about the nature of the geology and 
soils. These readings would be clear to viewers, for 
they were the lines along which the image had been put 
together. Beyond those relatively narrow perspectives, 
the meaning of Dale's Panoral11a depended on the 
context in which it was viewed. Thus in London it 
appeared beautiful but in Perth was a disappointing 
'daub'. The Minang drawing evidently was not under-
stood by the British for its purpose or in its detail, yet 
that it was a plan of courtry was grasped. Similarly, 
most of the Palawa bark drawings discussed in this 
chapter posed problems of interpretation. Yet the ideas 
behind John Glover's representation of Tasmanians 
(chapter 3) eventually proved more difficult to access 
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Aboriginal rock carvings at Mount Cameron West, north-
west Tasmania. Among the motifs, the circle is prominent. 
than the lost Tommeginne bark drawing (discussed 
below) that was memorialised in several nineteenth 
century colonial histories. Hitches in interpretation 
have been produced as much by the prepared gaze 
of western viewers as by intercultural difficulties with 
the visual language and intent of a message. The cliche 
that meaning is in the eye of the beholder proves very 
true for visual art. 
The two visual codes, European and Aboriginal, 
differed in a number of ways, one of which stands out 
as especially significant for working back to original 
meanings . Both peoples incorporated a style of 
naturalism with a less accessible code of conventions. 
The difference was that the Aborigines chose one or 
both, at any rate displaying their awareness of the 
differing operation of the codes, whereas the 
Europeans of the period did not so readily perceive the 
working of symbolic representation, and conventional 
readings, in a system they counted as naturalistic. 
Their visual code of the 1800s was avowedly mimetic. 
The method was more or less transcriptive and 
dependent on a long-term (recorded) memory of past 
European visualisations. Its perceived 'naturalism' 
disguised a code of conventions that depended on 
cultural knowledge. Thus, for instance, the shape and 
colour of a hand would show the social class and rank 
of a person (it was the hand of a gentlewoman, that of 
the kitchen 'hand') . Coded meaning might be all-
important in the original context of the work, but a 
hundred years later the code might very well be 
forgotten and the distinction have ceased to matter. 
Moreover, other conventional meanings may have 
crept in which would influence the interpretation of a 
subject presented in a naturalistic, evidently neutral, 
manner. As well, some merely technical conventions 
had large implications for the meaning of a work. In 
the early nineteenth century the representation of a 
subject through drawing was thought to be objective, 
whereas other aspects of visual representation (colour, 
tone, massing, rhythm, space, pictorial organization) 
were thought to express subjective feelings. Paintings 
were made, and perceived, according to the conventional 
understanding. Those works would not be appraised 
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Charles Lesueur (artist), Victor Pillement (engraver). Terre de Diemet1, tombea,"" deJ Nature/" 
engraving 15.5 x 23.0 cm, inscribed below title 'V'une partie de la Baie Riedle et de la Baie 
des Huitres a I'ile Maria, du Cap Bernier. de la Baie Marion et de I' entree de la Baie 
Frederick-Hendrick a la Terre de Diemen'Baar!ill ill AI/Jtra!l~zll waferJ, p1.no.30, 180 18. 
From Voya,qe r)e {)ecOlll'erte,J aux Terre" All .. 1frale,J. At/a", Pl.no.XVI 
today according to the original period's hierarchy of 
objective-subjective truth. 
In assessing past works of art, the hidden conventions 
of one tradition, and the arbitrary conventions of the 
other, have to be taken into account. The issues of 
interpretation are assymetrical. With Aboriginal art, 
understandings shifted over time and between places 
at a greater rate and with a degree of arbitrariness 
quite outside the European concept of recorded memory, 
whereas in European art the more insidious codes 
were not necessarily brought to mind (or recorded), 
yet they influenced evaluation. 
A problem endemic in interpreting past works of 
Aboriginal art is that, in general, regional styles, and 
art within one region over time, displayed a considerable 
overlap of visual signs, yet the meanings given to those 
signs varied between places and over time. Moreover, 
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within one place at any time a single sign could 
have several possible references. In what follows, 
the visual code of the majority (but not all) of the 
Palawa images was symbolic and cryptic rather than 
ill ustrative. 
In so far as a stage-by-stage record of interpretations 
and historical circumstances has existed for settler art, 
it has been possible to work back to a reading suited to 
time and place. The only way the contextual mean-
ings of Aboriginal works of art would be preserved 
would be if the intention and historical circumstance 
were recorded by their makers, or by people (of what-
ever cultural background)who were entrusted with 
the appropriate knowledge. And then only if the 
record were confined to the immediate, close 
Aboriginal understanding of the subject, including the 
embrace - if any - of non-Aboriginal concepts, but 
without concession to a dominant western audience. 
That kind of record was not made in the 1830s yet the 
intent of some works of art was made clear through a 
pressing need to communicate across cultures. 
Twenty-four years passed after the colonisation of 
Tasmania (in 1803) before the settlers noticed 
Aboriginal art. 2 That seems negligent given that early 
explorers who merely called in at the island had been 
quick to take note. Thus, on 19 February 1802, the 
French botanist Jean-Baptiste Leschenault and mid-
shipman Breton, of Baudin's expedition, examining 
a bark shelter at a grave site on Maria Island, found 
inscribed on the inside of the barks (the sides facing 
into the grave), designs of circles and part circles with 
transverse lines. 
From the following year the British settlers saw 
similar signs in full view, cut into human bodies, 
carved on rock, drawn in charcoal on trees and 
inscribed inside the Palawa's bark shelters. The sealers 
in Bass Strait and the shepherds in the bush who cohab-
ited with Palawa women would see the cicatrices on 
the woman's hips, in the form of circles and part circles, 
and presumably they saw the same signs drawn by the 
women on bark. Yet no bark drawing, or record of 
bark drawings, cicatrices, etc, has survived from the 
first twenty years of settlement. Equally, the settlers 
made scant record of the languages spoken by the people 
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or of their customs. The administration, engrossed in 
the day-to-day activity of managing an open prison, 
the business of exploring, and the administering of 
grants of land, left the Palawa to their own resources 
and to the actions of men at the frontier. 
The Aborigines (and their drawings) came to official 
notice, abruptly, once the indigenous landowners 
retaliated against the abduction of their women and 
children and encroachment on their territories by 
employing the raiding tactics of the many bushrangers 
- escaped convicts - who roamed the bush. In 1825 
two Palawa men, and two others the following year, 
were tried, convicted and hanged for murder.3 The 
switch from disregard to distrustful watchfulness led 
to what American anthropologist Edward Ruhe has 
noted as the earliest recorded sighting by a deUler of a 
bark drawing.4 Even so, the bark was seen, souvenired 
and reported, by someone with an artist's interest in 
visual culture. The date was 18 February 1827, the 
place was the central northwest of Tasmarua, and the 
observation was made by Henry Hellyer (1790-1832), 
an architect and amateur artist employed as a surveyor 
by the Van Diemen's Land Company. 
Hellyer had been rushed into an exploring trip by the 
company's agent in VDL, Edward Curr, who wanted 
to know whether the grassy downs west of the Mersey 
would be better suited for producing fine wool than 
the swampland the company had been granted in the 
northwest corner of the island. With two companions, 
Hellyer went inland from Rocky Cape. Following the 
course of a river to the Dip mountain, they climbed it 
on 6 February 1827 to take a bearing southeast to St 
Valentine's Peak. To get there, they traversed dense 
and matted myrtle forest along the northeast slopes of 
the Campbell range. On Valentine's Day, they reached 
and climbed St Valentine's Peak. Hellyer barely had 
time to draw a sketch Panorama 1827 before thick 
cloud obscured his view. Climbing to the same spot the 
following morning they studied the country of prom-
ise, an expanse of grassy hills to the north (Hampshire 
Hills) and south (Surrey Hills). The party descended 
southward to a grassy plain - treed like an 'old park', 
wrote Hellyer - over which they travelled in a south-
south-west direction for several days, crossing the 
Don river (renamed by Curr the Hellyer after the 
'discover') and continued over grassy hills and plains 
sparsely treed with eucalypts: Hellyer estimated that 
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Henry Hellyer Panomlllu: Jketcb from tbe Jill/unit of Sf ValLf1tille;' Peak, 
14 Fehmary 1827. (NLA) 
aim", Tree marked b.y" Gosse under Mt 
Coqper\ Cavenagh "Kapges. Photograph 
by J:<"reaerick Elliott CNLA) 
Mow Edward Curr, VDL agent of the 
Van Diemen's Land Company. 
there were, on average, no more than ten trees per 
acre. On 18 February they came to the edge of the 
Surrey Hills with, ahead, a 'high forest tier of woody 
mountains': 
near which we came upon a marshy 
country [Romney Marsh?], and saw 
several snipes. We found here two 
native huts, and marks of many fir e-
places in the neighbourhood, as if the 
spot had been lately occupied by a large 
body of natives. In one of the huts I saw 
a drawing of the moon, done with char-
coal, upon the inside of one of the slabs 
of bark which formed the hut; and 
regarding it as an evidence of there 
being an artist among them, I cut out 
the piece, and placed it carefully 
between two other pieces of bark in my 
knapsack. I sketched two figures of the 
moon with charcoal on the bark of the 
hut, and put the date of my visit. 5 
Hellyer like other European travellers, was m the 
habit of carving name, date, 'VDL Co.' or other 
inscription on a tree or rock to mark his route and to 
signal to other travellers his prior possession. The 
drawing of two moons - circles - inside the hut dif-
fered from his usual carved messages in being an 
attempt to make visual communication with the 
Aborigines in the Palawa code. Ruhe, writing about the 
barks much later, decided that Hellyer was behaving 
waggishly.6 Yet from Curr's letters to Hellyer and 
Hellyer's own correspondence he appears to have been 
a highly-strung and conscientious man, less a company 
official than an educated Englishman who was aware 
of his independence as observer, surveyor and artist. 
In the above report Hellyer implied that his intention 
in purloining the first bark and leaving his own similar 
sign (a second bark) was to initiate a friendly 
exchange between artists. 
Following Hellyer's optimistic report, the VDL 
Company moved quickly to open up, and farm, the 
Hampshire and Surrey Hills. Their exertions resulted 
in a third bark drawing, by a Palawa artist, that illus-
trated the settlers moving in with their bullock carts. 
The context for the drawing may be traced through 
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the Company's correspondence; and from a complaint 
made some years later, by a Big River elder, Mont-pe-
li-atter, to the effect that white settlement seemingly 
took place overnight, as if: 
when the Aborigines left any place to go 
hunting elsewhere .. when they returned in 
the course of eight days, they found a hut 
erected.7 
Visiting the grassy Hampshire and Surrey Hills in 
1830, Robinson's friendly Aborigines informed him 
that 
they [regularly] went through this country 
[i.e. it was a seasonal hunting ground], and 
now I became convinced of the practicability 
of it: this country must be a great loss to 
them, as it abounds with kangaroo'.8 
With the coming of the settlers, the Palawa stood to 
lose a major resource. As the settlers suspected, and 
their guess was confirmed, the open plains found by 
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Henry Hellyer, Sketch of his road gang's camp in 
forest soutli of Rmu Bay en route tor Surrey Hills. 
1827. (Tas Archives) 
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Hellyer were the summer and occasionally even the 
winter resort of numerous Tommeginne and 
Lairmairrener peoples, who burnt the underbrush to 
encourage gass on which a population of kangaroos 
could graze (the thick forest was inhospitable country 
for kangaroos).9 As Curr told his Court of Directors in 
England, the decision to stock a tract of the country 
(named Burleigh by him) resulted from seeing the 
effect of a recent Aboriginal burning of the ground 
there: 
The circumstance which has most particularly 
attracted the attention of the Gentlemen 
who have seen it, and has contributed most 
to gain their favourable opinion of this district, 
is that it has been recently burned by the 
Natives and consequently the Grass is 
fresh, green and succulent, which not only 
gives it a delightful appearance but renders 
it exceedingly palatable and nutritious to 
Stock of all kinds which improve very 
quickly upon it. 10 
According to J .B. Walker, writing at the end of the 
century, many of the open plains and lightly treed 
areas originally maintained by the Aborigines in that 
part of the island 'subsequently became overgrown 
with forest through the discontinuance of those annual 
burnings.'ll 
Edward Curr, without waiting to check the climate 
on the high downs, and without asking for ratification 
that an additional grant would be allowed, pushed 
forward with an ambitious plan to gain entry to the 
area by road and by sea. He hoped, by settling in, to 
forestall objections from Lieut-Governor George 
Arthur's administration. By 18 May 1827 Hellyer had 
reported back from a second expedition, to check 
(mainly) the best lines of access. During that investi-
gation Hellyer crossed the very ridge, and probably 
paused at the pillar of rock from where Aborigines a 
year later were to watch the laden bullock carts which 
they outlined on bark. By 20 August 1827 Hellyer was 
at Emu Bay (present day Burnie) to superintend the 
capital works for a jetty, store and dwellings, and to 
begin the construction of a line of road north from the 
port through the Hampshire Hills to the Surrey. 
Henry Hellyer ;/1ap to accompaflY Report (lattf) 10 Fe6y 1828 (NLA) 
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On 23 August a second surveyor, Joseph Fossey 
received instructions to collect stores, equipment -
including 2 bullock carts and 6 bullocks, 24 convicts 
and an overseer - for the work of superintending 
another line of communication westward from 
Launceston by way of the Western Marshes. Like 
Hellyer's north-south road, his east-west road was to 
end at the Surrey Hills. On 12 September supplies of 
meat were ordered: he was nearly ready. On 8 
November, the impatient Curr complained that 
Fossey's team had taken fifteen days to negotiate the 
stretch from Launceston to the Limestone Plains 
'which in [that] season of the year should be no more 
than three days' journey'. The undertaking was 
greater than Curr allowed for. Cutting through the 
country was slow work. The road-teams had tempo-
rary bases along the way: in the same letter Curr 
approved the building of a hut and a stockyard at the 
extremity of the Native Corner plains. Fossey's report 
of 5 to 11 November announced his team's arrival at 
the Moleside, east of the Mersey river. The Mersey 
itself was yet to be forded and the more difficult Forth 
river lay ahead. On 2 February 1828, having augmented 
the strength of the team with an additional 'fifteen pair 
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of working oxen of first quality and of large size', Curr 
visited the road-team, which was about to attempt the 
steep descent to and ascent from the Forth river 
through eight miles of precipitous forest country. On 
23 April 1828 Fossey came into Launceston with the 
news that the road was now opened as far as four miles 
west of the Forth River. They had entered the 
Middlesex plains, with, on the further side, the Vale of 
Belvoir, and on the other side, at, or close to, the end 
of their road, was the pillar of rock where the third 
bark was found. The bark originated at the place 
where the two roads were to meet. 
Curr, by late March, was racing against the clock to 
get the road made and some farms stocked before the 
arrival of a government surveyor. On 21 March he 
ordered Alexander Goldie to replace Hellyer at Emu 
Bay. Hellyer was to concentrate on the road south. 
Goldie was to develop a farm that had been sketchily 
established at the Hampshire Hills. Even so, the gov-
ernment surveyor looked like coming into the country 
before everything was in place. To delay him, on 16 
April, Curr wrote to Hellyer that the supplies for sur-
veyor Wedge's party could not be sent to Emu Bay in 
the company's boat (though some months earlier he'd 
agreed with the commissariat to perform that small 
service). Fossey, too, was primed by Curr to get the 
road opened 'with the least possible delay'. He 
rejoined his team on 27 April and sooled them across 
the grassy plains to the Surrey Hills, leaving them sta-
tioned at the Vale of Belvoir or on the ridge above and 
(as Curr required) gainfully employed either in road-
making or in establishing a stock-yard, huts and pad-
dock, while he went to find Hellyer to learn where the 
roads were to meet. 
The arrival of Fossey's carts in May 1828 and the road 
team's encampment at the Vale of Belvoir (before the 
Tasmanians left their summer residence on the Surrey 
Hills), is the probable date and circumstance of the 
bark, illustrating the bullock carts and their drivers, 
that was found near a prominent rock beside the road 
on the ridge overlooking the Vale of Belvoir. 
Within a matter of days there were other bullock carts, 
more men, and the establishment of a stock station at 
the Surrey Hills. As early as March, Curr had 
instructed the company's stockman, Reeves, to collect 
a Durham bull and thirty heifers to stock a farm there 
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for the snowbound winter. Reeves was to bring them 
to the Surrey, plus nine working bullocks and two 
draught horses; and to make the best way he could 
through the tangled myrtle and stringy-bark forest 
between the Surrey the Hampshire Hills. His guide 
was Alexander McKay, a convict assigned to the VDL 
Company the year before. A skilled navigator in the 
bush, McKay was later assigned to the Conciliator, 
George Augustus Robinson, and later again undertook 
his own expeditions to capture (and kill four) 
Aborigines in the company's lands. By the end of May 
1828 up to a dozen bullock carts were converging on 
the eastern edge of the Surrey Hills where the third 
bark was found. 
The chain of cause and effect that began with Hellyer's 
1827 excursion, when he took away a bark drawing 
and substituted another that doubled the first, had 
continued with the forced march into that country by 
the VDL Company and the production of a third bark 
that described the scene of arrival in plain terms. The 
drays indicated trouble from the Palawa point of view. 
Colonists who were merely passing through, such as 
the surveyor explorers or lone settlers seeking suitable 
unlocated land, were unencumbered with baggage. 
Even the unofficial residents of the bush, such as 
convict bushrangers, and an occasional shepherd 
camped with his flock outside the settled areas, did not 
pose the same threat to the Palawa as the incoming 
owners, who came to settle down, possessively, upon a 
patch of country, and brought with them carts laden 
with supplies of all kinds and cattle, sheep, dogs and 
stockmen. 12 It is not surprising that the most famous 
bark drawing of VDL - the one the settlers held in 
trenchant memory - showed the bullock carts and 
cattle of incoming settlers. 
T he exchange of visual messages did not stop in June 
1828. A Pa]awa drawing of bullock carts (which I sug-
gest was this one) is famous for stimulating 
Lieutenant-Governor George Arthur's proclamation 
boards.13 The bark strategically placed by a 
Tommeginne artist at a commanding stone pillar on the 
Black Bluff beside the new road, where it was soon 
found by an officer of the VDL Company, led to sur-
veyor-general George Frankland's memorable proposal 
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Lieutenant Governor Arthur's Proclamation to the 
Aborigines, 1829. oil on wood panel 35.7 x 22.6 cm 
(Mitchell Library, SLNSW) 
to George Arthur that 'the real wishes of the government', 
'namely the desired termination of hostility' could be 
advertised to the Aborigines in the bush, by using the 
Aborigines own pictorial style. Why not make multiple 
copies on wooden boards of a pictorial proclamation, 
he asked in a letter of 4 February 1829. They could be 
'fastened on trees in those remote situations where the 
natives are most likely to see them'. 
I have lately had an opportunity of 
ascertaining that the aboriginal natives of 
Van Diemen's Land are in the habit of 
representing events by drawing on the 
bark of trees, and that the march of a cer-
tain party of Europeans over a country 
before unfrequented by us was found a 
short time afterwards drawn with charcoal 
on a piece of bark, by a tribe of natives who 
[had] been observed attentively watching 
their movements. The carts, the bullocks, 
the men, were distinctly represented, 
according to the exact number that really 
existed. 14 
Frankland's idea was to sketch 'in a manner as simple 
and as well adapted to their supposed ideas, as possible.' 
He produced a linked series of coloured outline 
drawings (after the narrative style of contemporary 
chap-book illustrations) that depicted, (a) the peaceful 
coexistence of the settlers and the Palawa and, (b) the 
killing of a settler by a Palawa and the killer's death by 
hanging, and the same story of crime and punishment 
with a British settler as the aggressor. Unlike Hellyer, 
whose mimicry in drawing circles on bark had not 
depended on him understanding what the circles 
represented to the Palawa, Frankland wished to 
express a British message in a form the Tasmanians 
would understand. The conciliator George Augustus 
Robinson was shown one of the boards in December 
1829, and doubted that 'the hieroglyphics' would make 
sense without someone to explain the meaning. IS 
Problems of communication are evident in Frankland's 
proclamation drawing. The settlers and Palawa were 
distinguished from one another, one being coloured 
mid brown and the other a pale brown: a colour 
distinction that would be recognised. However an 
image showing a white woman nursing a brown baby 
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and a brown woman nursing a white baby (part of 
Frankland's image of amity) was ambiguous. To mention 
only two possible readings, it was a truism (according 
to the settlers) that many of the Tasmanians who 
attacked remote stock-huts were animated by revenge for 
the abduction of their women. Does the image there-
fore advocate sexual relations between settlers and 
indigenous Tasmanians? Alternatively, it was said that 
white children born to Aboriginal mothers in a tribal 
community were put to death. Does the image therefore 
promote the adoption by a white husband (or wife) of 
the spouse's 'halfcaste' child and by a brown wife (or 
husband) of the spouse's child by a white partner? 
The central drawing of an Aboriginal elder shaking 
hands with the Governor, (floridly important in 
military uniform), would be clear enough. Not so the 
narrative told from drawing to drawing on each of the 
two lower levels. The use of a narrative sequence was 
familiar to the Palawa who employed it in shadow 
plays, story-telling dances and (almost certainly) in 
drawings, when the sequence from one tableau or 
motif to another would be cued in some way, for example 
by an underscored line (as described below by George 
Augustus Robinson), or with the direction indicated 
by the overall movement of figures, line of gaze and of 
gestures, as in Tommy McCrae's drawings (see chap-
ter 6). Frankland assumed a left-right direction 
between drawings but it is equally possible to read the 
sequence the other way, from the right to the left, and 
so take a message completely at odds with what was 
intended: whereby the hanging of a white and of a 
black man is followed in each case by a revenge killing 
with gun and spear. 
Problems unguessed by Frankland could have arisen 
from the iconography as well. For example, trees were 
associated with human life and death by the Palawa, 
who might bring that reference to bear on two scenes 
of a hanging, each showing a body suspended from a 
branch and another body lying at the base of a tree. 16 
It may not be coincidental that after the proclamation 
boards were reproduced and disseminated - by 
George Augustus Robinson, among others - the 
Palawa friends of Robinson began to show him tree 
burials and tell him some of the lore associated with 
trees. 
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Tommy McCrae. Detail of a page 
of sketchbook SM5 (NLA) 
Stepping forward in the sequence of events and 
sideways from the Tommeginnes' and settlers' 
perception of what was going on, the bark that 
inspired Frankland's proclamation to the Tasmanians 
functioned in colonial history as an Aboriginal 
proclamation to the British. From 1829 to 1899 - that 
is, long after the supposed demise of the Tasmanian 
people - the Tommeginne bark drawing was 
memorialised several times by the colonists. Each 
writer used the same words to describe the image: 
evidently it had become an icon. The idea resounding 
in those texts, that the bark was a warning to the 
settlers, could be a realistic view of what was intended. 
It supposes that the Tommeginne artist counted on the 
bark being seen by the settlers - it was found at the 
most conspicuous position on the settlers' route into 
the Surrey Hills. The readability of the image could 
also suggest that the artist took particular care to make 
his meaning plain to the British. Frankland, for one, 
recognised that the Palawa, like other Aboriginal 
peoples, possessed a figurative style as well as a 
symbolic code. 
The Palawa signs with which the settlers were familiar 
(the circle Hellyer took to be the 'moon' for example) were 
shorthand (akin to the Christian sacred signs of the 
cross or fish, or the secular highway code of our time). 
They referred to themes and ideas deeply embedded in 
the Palawas' social life and could not have been 
utilized for the subject of the bark, which was novel 
rather than conventional. The rule would be to use an 
illustrative style for a novel subject, so the bark's 
illustrative style (by itself) is not evidence that the 
bark was expressly intended for the settlers. On the 
other hand the Palawas manner of illustrating was 
generally far more cryptic than this drawing reportedly 
was. According to an early (1829) description, the 
artist outlined a specific and recognisable event, down 
to the exact number of carts, wheels on the carts, 
bullocks and men, and the action of drivers with whips 
over the shoulder. The context in which the bark was 
made and found told much . It was in a place much 
frequented by the Palawa. It marked the place where 
their occupation was interrupted, abruptly, by the 
arrival of a large party of settlers. The Palawa message 
seemed to be, 'Your entry into our country has been 
seen', 'We're watching your every step', 'Keep out', a 
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threat of watchfulness calculated to create feelings of 
consternation and fear (such as were, in fact, evoked.) 
The story of the four sequential drawings concludes 
with a description of the trauma that was involved for 
the colonists and for the Palawa when a settler took a 
piece of land for his exclusive use. The raw message 
read into the bark by the Europeans at the Surrey 
Hills was that their arrival had been seen. In colonial 
annals, the bark memorialised the fear of watchful 
Tasmanians who cleverly hid from view. If the bark 
were not intended as a message (even if it were), the 
Palawa may have made the drawing to note and to 
mentally accommodate a drastic event. Fear 
characterised both responses. 
A memorandum from Edward Curr to Henry Hellyer 
thrashed out the 'truth' of a personal encounter Curr 
had with some Tasmanians at the Surrey Hills m 
December 1829: 
The mention which you have made of my 
attack on the Natives at the Race Course 
on the 24th December last in your letter of 
the 20th August to the Court [of Directors 
of the VDL Company] induces me to ask 
whether the following is not a correct 
account of the circumstances which led to 
that occurrence. 
I arrived at the Race Course about one or 
two o'Clock on that day (the 24th Decr 
1829) accompanied by Mr Hellyer; Mr 
Goldie and James Powlett had arrived a 
very short time before. On alighting I 
found Willm Jones (l st) the Hut Keeper in 
a state of very great alarm. He told me.that 
the Natives had surrounded the Hut and 
had been there the whole morning: that the 
first thing he saw in the morning as he 
looked out of the door was a black fellow 
standing protected by a little fowl house 
about 15 paces from the hut door with a 
spear poised in his hand which he pointed 
towards him. The sight he said struck him 
motionless, and he had scarcely presence 
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of mind sufficient to step back into the hut. 
The Natives he said had been about all day 
and he and the Shepherd had never dared 
in consequence to move out, and they had 
expected every moment that the hut would 
be rushed by them. The Shepherd 
McKenzie told the same story and they 
both considered that nothing but the 
arrival of Mr Goldie and Pow lett had 
saved them and mentioned that as they 
arrived the Blacks withdrew into a wood 
about 500 Yards from the hut. McKenzie 
was very much alarmed but Jones's spirits 
was completely extinguished. He entreated 
me to remove him from so dangerous a 
station: that he would do anything he was 
set to any where else, only let him be where 
he was not in constant dread of his life. He 
wished himself in N ewgate for there he 
said his life would be safe. After hearing 
this story I encouraged him as well as I 
could, told him I had sent away the Fanny 
[the company's supply ship] with an 
application for Military and in the mean-
time he should never be left alone in the 
hut. During this conversation some one 
exclaimed, "their [sic] are the Natives", 
and on looking out I saw several of them 
coming out of the wood where we were 
told they were gone into and they were firing 
the Grass as is their custom. No one doubted 
for the moment, there could not be. there is 
not. a shadow of doubt, that the men who 
now made their appearance on the plain 
from this wood were the same who had 
gone into it half an hour before, and there 
never was or could be a doubt that their 
object that morning had been to murder 
our Men. 
Requesting an early answer to this letter, 
E.C.17 
Violence on that occasion arose from fear on the part 
of the hut-keeper and shepherd, and frustration on the 
part of Curr (for whom the presence of Aborigines at 
the Surrey Hills meant a frightened and unproductive 
workforce).18 Curr's memorandum was unclear 
whether the Palawa had intended violence to the farm 
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workers. The men were terrified, yet the Palawa were 
following their usual summer routine in coming to the 
Hills, burning the scrub and grass and hunting their 
stock of kangaroos and emus. Two weeks after writing 
the above (nine months after the incident it described) 
Curr wrote a second letter to Hellyer who was at the 
Surrey Hills with a surveying party, 'I observe the 
Natives have again made their appearance and Ashton 
seems to have a very narrow escape. You ask if the 
Natives shaking their spears is not an act of hostility. I 
say certainly. In some of the Government Orders you 
will find that if the Natives by their proceedings betray 
an intention even of surprising, that alone is to justifY 
reprisals on our part. This order must be of two years 
standing.'19 He advised Hellyer, and two days later 
George Robson at the Hampshire Hills, of the 
Governor's forthcoming Levee en Illadde to flush out the 
Tasmanians, telling Robson: 
you may remotely contribute to the great 
object in view by disturbing any Native 
parties you may be able to find in your 
district, and I should consider an effort of 
that nature extremely well bestowed at this 
moment ... In case you ... are called upon 
by the approach or appearance of any 
Tribes to take active measures against them 
in self defence, I shall instruct Mr Hellyer 
to place his men [the surveying party] at 
your disposal.'20 
Direct action to mow down any OppOSItIOn was in 
keeping with Curr's personality. However it laid him 
and the company open to the charge that they were not 
interested in engendering a friendly relationship with 
the Aborigines; that the company actively sought to rid 
itself of the first inhabitants.21 In the circumstances a 
neutral front of appeasement rather than aggression 
would have been prudent. Appeasement was within 
the letter of the Lieut-Governor's vacillating policies, 
and was in line with the instruction of the company's 
Court of Directors in Great Britain to pacifY and bring 
comfort to the Aborigines within the Company's 
lands.22 After a first shooting of Tasmanians at Cape 
Grim, the Court of Directors held up to Curr the 
example of Dawson, an agent of the Australian Land 
Company in New South Wales, who 'has not only 
been able to make the Natives of New South Wales 
friendly to the Company but is actually employing 
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them in assorting wool and in other purposes'. There 
were to be worse incidents of aggression in the VDL 
Company's history.23 Fear and the expectation of 
violence - felt by both parties at the frontier- made 
Great Britain's policy of appeasement difficult to act 
upon.24 
T he Surrey Hills' bark was first reported in a newspaper 
report about Governor Arthur's January 1829 journey 
along the company's new road. An initial report by one 
of the surveyors on that expedition, George Frankland 
- written surveyor-style as a journal, and without 
mentioning the bark - was published a fortnight after 
the Governor's return in the Hobart Town Courier. 25 
Soon a&er, the Courier published a description of the 
journey and of the bark, including the circumstances 
of its making and discovery, in a Dedcriptive Itinerary of 
Van Diemen J Land.26 The relevant passage has been 
quoted below in full for several reasons: it gave due 
weight to the physical context, it provided several later 
writers with the material for a description seemingly at 
first hand, and it contained a useful reminder that 
Europeans of the 1820s were as liable as the Palawa to 
interpret landscape forms symbolically. 
The Vale of Belvoir and the flanking ridge of high land to the 
west that connected the outlying May Day mount (out of 
view to left) and Black Bluff (out of view to right). 
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The May Day Mount: - The southern point 
of the range of hills forming the western 
side of the vale of Belvoir, terminates in a 
high naked green hill, crowned, however, 
at the top with numerous dark coloured 
rocks or basaltic columns, having the 
appearance of chimney sweepers dancing 
on May day, from which the hill was 
named. The north extremity of the same 
range is called the Black Bluff mountain, 
six or seven miles distant from the other. 
These two hills are connected by a ridge of 
high land thinly wooded with low trees, 
and covered with a small shrub, called the 
Lemon plant. In ascending this ridge, 
which is very steep, the fatigue of the trav-
eller is agreeably relieved by the refreshing 
odour of these aromatic shrubs. The flower 
consists of only two small peach-coloured 
petals, and at that season the plant which is 
here very abundant, was in full bloom. 
Where the road crosses the top of this 
ridge, stands a curious large block of granite. 
Near it the traveller has a most extensive 
view to the north-west, extending over the 
whole of the Surry hills [sic]. The only 
mountains which bound this immense tract 
of level country to the eye, are St 
Valentine's peak to the north, and mount 
Cleveland to the west. The whole expanse 
presents a level surface of trees over the 
summits of which the eye extends almost 
without limit towards the north west, per-
haps the most extensive tract of level coun-
try in the whole island. The retrospect also 
from this commanding point, which the 
vale of Belvoir and the country to the east 
just passed, afford, is well worthy of the 
traveller a turning round to contemplate. It 
was in passing over this ridge that some 
natives had observed the two carts belong-
ing to the company, formerly mentioned, 
each drawn by six oxen with their drivers. 
A short time after one of the company's ser-
vants passing that way found in one of 
their huts a piece of the bark of a tree, with 
a rough drawing of the whole scene. The 
wheels of the carts, the bullocks drawing 
them, and the drivers with their whips over 
their shoulders, were all distinctly depicted 
in their rude but interesting manner.27 
A second account of the Surrey Hills' bark was written 
by the Reverend John West of Launceston, in a two-
volume history of Tasmania published in 1852.28 Five 
years later, the botanist Daniel Bunce told the story 
yet again, in a personalised travelogue. In his tale, the 
bark was a roadside anecdote that gave historical 
piquancy to a stopping place on his route. Bunce made 
close use of the 1829 Dedcriptive Itinerary, identifYing 
with it so minutely as to raise serious doubt that he 
actually made the journey himself, let alone saw the 
bark.29 
West described 'rude drawings'; Ross and Bunce the 
Aboriginals' 'rude but interesting manner' of drawing. 
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The adjective 'rude' requires explanation. It characterised 
the European reception of the bark in 1829, and 
subsequent descriptions of Aboriginal art. In the idiom 
of the nineteenth century rude meant primitive - in the 
sense of foundational and unadorned.30 The Hobart 
Town Courier's source (if not writer) would have been 
Frankland however the phrasing was that of the news-
paper's editor James Ross who in other contexts used 
'rude' non-pejoratively to mean original and 
untampered with. Prejudice seems more evident in 
the adjective 'rough'. Bunce's phrase 'rude but 
interesting manner', in conjunction with 'rough', seems 
to say that the writer and reader had the advantage of 
a great improvement. Still, the prejudice against 
Aboriginal art seems to have been less to that date than 
later when a succession of writers did not pause to 
explain how the word 'rude' may have related to the 
manner, or code, of the art. 
The colonists' assessment of Aboriginal art was 
influenced by hopes and fears for their own civilisation. 
The idea that Europe had benefited from centuries of 
progress was well entrenched. Yet progress was 
thought to be reversible - history recorded the fall of 
civilisations as well as their rise . The colonists' fear of 
degeneration (their self-doubt) affected their regard 
for indigenous people and indigenous art. 
Another historical circumstance influencing the reception 
of Aboriginal art was that it was encountered when 
western art was at the opposite end of the aesthetic 
pendulum. Chinese visual recapitulations of models 
from the past were closer to that which was reported 
of the Aboriginal sensibility. Through the twentieth 
century the aesthetic pendulum swung towards 
Aboriginal art; such a swing would have been 
inconceivable in the 1820s. From the 1400s onward 
European art, theatre and literature had gradually 
withdrawn from symbolism towards the imitation of 
nature, which by the 1820s had long been the entrenched 
manner. The consequence was a latent historical 
prejudice against a differently schematised, semi-
figurative style of drawing (by an aboriginal people or 
by any other). 
The bias was offset to a small extent by a revival of 
classicism in the early 1800s. According to the classical 
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writers Plato and Pliny, pure geometry, form in the 
abstract, and a simplified mode of drawing using a 
pure outline without modelling, could be at once 'rude' 
or primitive and also the ultimate in perfection and 
significance. In the early 1800s the neo-classical 
outline style of drawing of Ingres and England's 
Angelica Kauffman for example, and equally the plain 
style of popular illustration (for instance that of George 
Frankland, discussed above), utilized a simple line, 
without shading, to describe three-dimensional form, 
volume, texture, movement and idea.31 But though 
the outline style of drawing had aesthetic power for 
some connoisseurs; had the force of truth for most west-
erners as well as a popular presence in illustration, it was 
also the introductory phase of art according to the art 
histories by Pliny, Vasari and others. When the artist 
was Tasmanian, the response was, as we have seen, that 
an outline style (regardless of skill) represented art 's 
rude beginnings. 
The prejudice would have been as much against the 
visual style as against the Aboriginal people. The influences 
of aesthetics and racial feeling are separable and they 
operated differently in the ebb and flow of appreciation 
over time . It will be apparent from what follows that 
the years 1829, 1870, 1899 and 1980 differed so far as 
the writers' attitudes to the rude style and the rude 
society were concerned. The ideas were closely 
intertwined throughout the nineteenth-century but 
with varying emphases over time. 
In the later decades of the nineteenth century there 
was a sharp division of opinion on the subject of 
Aboriginal art. In 1870 the story of the bark was told 
a fourth time, by James Bonwick whose interest in the 
Tasmanian Aborigines had been stimulated by friend-
ships with George Washington Walker (who had 
accompanied the missionary James Backhouse in his 
journeys to the Palawa in VDL and Flinders Island 
between 1832 and 1834) and the journalist Henry 
Melville (who, too, had been a staunch advocate of 
Palawa rights) . Bonwick stood staunchly against the 
primitivising trend of later nineteenth century 
Aboriginal studies. 
Our Aborigines, though an unlettered 
people, possessed some dim notion of the 
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.racin,q page Details of rock engravings, Mount Cameron 
West, northwest Tasmania, 
th';'l'ape Postcards with photographs, 'Quaint 
Aboriginal Carvings, Mersey Bluff, Devonport, 
Tasmania', c.1914 
Fine Arts. As upon the sandstone of 
Sydney Heads are rude resemblances of 
fish and quadrupeds, so have marks or 
tokens been detected on trees and rocks in 
Tasmania. Mr John Batman described 
some he witnessed, Mr G .A. Robinson saw 
drawings of men and women, with some 
curious hieroglyphics, like the totems of 
tribes, when he was on the west coast in 
1831 [1830 or 1832].32 Inside the substantial 
huts of the Macquarie Harbour tribe were 
found a number of sketches of birds, beasts 
and men, some of which were fairly executed. 
Dr Ross relates his discovery of geometrical 
figures , as squares and circles, on the bark in 
the valley of the Ouse.33 In the lovely Vale 
of Belvoir, where the basaltic columns of 
May Hills tower over the limestone plain, a 
piece of bark was found, after the first two 
bullock-drays passed that way, bearing a 
really good copy of the drays, bullocks, and 
the men with their whips: it was better 
done than the markings of the cave men of 
Perigord on the bones of the mammoths.34 
Bonwick's concluding remark about the signal success 
of the bark drawing underlined its significance within 
an art history that was world-wide: 'it was better done 
than the markings of the cave-men of Perigord on the 
bones of the mammoths.' But, as Ruhe pointed out, 
Bonwick's praise was undone at the end of the centwy 
by H. Ling Roth, who took a cue from evolutionary 
theory to argue that Tasmanians were perhaps the 
world's most 'primitive' people. Roth traced the 
recorded sightings of Tasmanian bark drawings 
through Peron, Bunce, West, Bonwick and J.E. 
Calder to conclude, repressively, that 'The whole 
question of the existence of drawings by Aborigines 
before the European advent is practically an open 
one .'35 J .B. Walker, a few years later, bowed to Roth's 
authority: 
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In any case these drawings were found 
forty years after the advent of Europeans. 
That the aborigines in their wild state had 
any skill in drawing seems, therefore, to 
hang on a very slender thread of evidence. 36 
There the matter stood until the late 1980s when 
Edward Ruhe reviewed the question of Tasmanian 
bark drawings and, with better evidence than Roth 
and Walker, concluded that the symbolic style of 
drawing associated with some of the more esoteric 
social practices of the Palawa was in place before the 
arrival of the colonists; and the figurative images of 
humans, animals, etcetera (of which he was able to 
demonstrate many more examples than Roth had 
known about and in places remote from settlement) 
also argued that a representational style of drawing 
had existed in Tasmania before British settlement.37 
Joan M.ir6 Imaile 1937 gouache 
on black paper 108 x 74 cm 
(Sotheby's, London, February 
2005) 
The 1820s-30s Palawa bark 
drawings discussed in this chapter 
would have been evaluated 
differently if the writers had, as 
their cultural background, the 
twentieth century rather than 
the nineteenth . 
By 1900 the value placed on 
'mere' imitation had turmd 
about for a small but increasing 
proportion of the European 
community, leading to more 
than a century's devoted effort 
by artists to achieve the power, 
simplicity and alacrity of many 
symbolic forms of 'primitive' 
expreSSiOn . 
The western world's recent high 
regard for Aboriginal art came 
after that long, concerted study 
of non-imitative modes of 
expreSSiOn. 
The idea that the Tasmanians were especially low in 
the evolutionary scale persisted into recent times. In 
1977 the archaeologist Rhys Jones could still argue 
that there had been a history of slow cultural shrink-
age on the island after it became isolated from the 
mainland around 10,000-12,000 Be. The tide of opinion 
began to turn in 1978 when Ron Vanderwal suggested 
that Tasmanian water-craft were an innovative devel-
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Motifs copied from Aboriginal drawings 
on trees, between Swan Port and Mount 
Henry in northeast Tasmania. They were 
shown and discussed at a Jecture on 
Perspective drawing in Launceston jn 
1831. 
opment. In 1979 Sandra Bowdler pointed out that the 
fire management strategies of the Tasmanians were 
developed during the insular period. Josephine Flood 
subsequently concluded that 'in contrast to the 
"doomed people theory", there is a strong case for 
believing that the Tasmanian population was branch-
ing out in new directions during the last 3000 years. '38 
Contrary to H Ling Roth's idea that Tasmanians must 
have learned the art of figurative drawing from 
European settlers, it is now accepted that the time line 
of visual art in Europe and Australia (the rock art of 
Kakadu for example), includes alternating phases of 
naturalistic and schematic styles of representation, 
with the naturalistic occurring as the earliest or close 
to earliest time period. The codes are known to have 
coexisted in Aboriginal art for all of the period since 
contact with Europeans. China, one of the longest-
standing and arguably most evolved of world cultures, 
possesses a style of suggestive naturalism combined 
with schematisation, a balance equivalent to that of the 
indigenous peoples of Tasmania and the Australian 
mainland. The west underwent a galvanic change in 
art in the twentieth century. Under its influence styles 
of art were no longer thought about as evolving 
through stages of manifestly lower to higher 
intellectual powers, as had been fancied by the 
evolutionists of the later nineteenth century. As 
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Margaret Preston remarked in one of her aphorisms 
the ladder of art was now flat. 
James Bonwick in 1870 illustrated a number of 
(c.1829-30) copy drawings of the figurative and 
symbolic art of the Palawa. (Evidently he did not 
know where the drawings originated, their date of 
origin, or what they represented.) 
I append some rude Tasmanian sketches of 
men and animals with [another] five 
[copy] drawings, as seen [sic] by Mr 
Commissary Browne on a tree [trees], 
representing the sun, the moon, some 
snakes and five persons in a boat.'39 
For Bonwick they were evidence that the Tasmanians 
had possessed an eloquent visual style. 
The drawings had an interesting history. In 1831, soon 
after they were seen and copied, they gave rise to 
Australia's first lecture about the differing styles of 
Palawa and British visual art. On 14 September 1831 
John Glover, visiting Launceston to attend the 
coronial inquest into the deaths of Captain Thomas 
and Mr Parker (he sketched the prisoners and the 
Aboriginal witnesses), was probably one of the people 
who attended the lecture, organised by the 
'Tasmanian Society'. The copy drawings illustrated 
the laws of Perspective, by showing their difference.40 
We were happy to observe that at the 
lecture on Perspective, delivered on 
Wednesday, the auditory was even 
more numerous than usual. In the 
course of the lecture a number of copies 
of the drawings of the Aborigines were 
exhibited, which excited considerable 
curiosity. These drawings are the most 
rude that can be conceived. They 
consist of straight lines, but so disposed 
that the ideas of men, snakes, trees, 
kangaroos, dogs and cattle were 
conveyed. Some of them were so truly 
hieroglyphical that it was impossible to 
determine fOr what they were meant. We 
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'The range of motifs used in Tasmanian Aboriginal 
art (based on rock engravings, Mount Ca meron 
West). (TMAG) 

J~ 18 
27 
a 40 
abl1 .. e Designs carved on trees at a Bigambul initiation ceremonial ground near Talwood in southeast Queensland . The initia tion, or Bora was witnessed by R .H . 
Mathews in 1895. (Nole,' 011 lhr Ah""'9"I(,. of Nrw SOlllh If;;t!,,, (1907) pp511) 
faC/"." ahol'c William Covett Aboriginal grat" watercolour, 1836 (NLA). Covett witnessed this scene of women cutting their heads beside a Wiradjuri grave in N SW. 
(S."ll,.da.v!lla.qa~illc (Sydney) 5 November 1836 pp.183-184) 
/lCl'~" hdo,,' 'Native camp. midlands, Tasmania . Sketched on the spot by Wm Knight after white settlement had taken place', annotated postcard, photograph by J .w. 
Beattie, Hobart, of a watercolour drawing by William Knight. (Daisy Bates papers, MS 365 941156, courtesy ofNLA) More likely, a settler 's overnight camp, after the style of 
the Palawa. 
Similar motifs to those found in the Tasmanian northeast were found 
on trees in NSW and southern Oueensland. In that region of Australia, 
motifs inclusive of quasi-naturalistic and symbolic styles were 
associated with initiation, and the purely symbolic motifs with burial. 
If the same distinction were made in Tasmania, the motifs illustrated 
by Bonwick were linked to initiation rather than with death. The bark 
drawings found at grave sites by the French in 1802, and a scene 
painted some decades later by William Knight - purportedly an 
Aboriginal shelter in the midlands of Tasmania, beside a tree drawn or 
carved with motifs - support the idea that Tasmanian mortuary motifs 
were symbolic. 
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Legalle Ta.lJl1anlllll Natlt'e Htn 
(Gallinula mortierii) 1835 pencil 
on paper 7.1 x 6.2 cm (TMAG) 
Inscribed on mount below draw-
ing 'COCKATOO / done by 
Legall", a boy of about / 16 years 
old. / Native / tribes of Van 
Diemen's Land, about /16 years 
old.! Brune Island V.D.L. 1835' 
Detail showing the northeast 
coast, from Map of Van Diemen's 
Land by J. Arrowsmith, London, 
February 1832. Oyster Bay, 
Freestone creek and Mount 
Henry are marked. The trees 
drawn with charcoal were at the 
head of Freestone creek. 
jIq,' pp. 
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have been infonned 
that the Govern-
ment were furnished 
with copies by the 
gentleman who 
saw the originals 
in the bush near 
the head of the 
Freestone Creek 
between Swan Port 
and Mount Henry, 
scratched on the 
white bark of the 
trees with char-
coal. For the sake 
of our English 
readers we regret 
we cannot give a 
figure of them,41 
The description by the 
Lallllce,ltoll A()"ertuer of a 
style of 'straight lines' 
does not fit the motifs 
illustrated by Bonwick, 
nor what we know of 
": .... ""! '/A. -
d q,'" 5v .z ~9't1"~1t: II ,It" !7 .U¥'4: l'/ t'A.# vr <UZPI' 
(rih.,. (1/ F(zi'f /) ·t.~1?er.';.Lanli1t, co .;IN 
/tI,..f ~tfUV' lu" 
the visual style of the Palawa who were known to 
inscribe curves and circles as well as straight lines. 
On the basis of the curved style of many rock 
carvings and several European verbal descriptions of 
cicatrices and bark drawings,Plomley and Ruhe have 
agreed that the circle was the' 'characteristic motif' of 
Tasmanian art.42 'Straight', in the terms of the 
LallllCeJtoll A()vertiJer must have meant an outline style 
without modelling in light and shade. 
Before an analysis of the copies can be made, there 
are limits to the information they convey. The order 
of the symbols in Bonwick's illustration, the arrange-
ment of them on two levels, the number of items, and 
the line itself did not necessarily correspond with the 
original charcoal drawings on tree trunks. Bonwick 
had access to nine copy drawings (evidently drawn 
on several sheets of paper). There may have been 
more in the original group of copy drawings. 
Furthermore Bonwick's were COplcd of copies of draw-
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ings by one or more P alawa 
artists on several white-
barked trees, hence they 
were a long way from source. 
Not only were the order and 
arrangement of the Palawa 
drawings not recorded, an 
assessment of the style needs 
to be qualified by the possibility 
that the original drawings 
may have been different in 
various ways. In 1831 the 
symbols were thought to 
describe 'men, snakes, trees, 
kangaroos, dogs and cattle' 
and some hieroglyphics were 
found to be unintelligible . 
Forty years later Bonwick 
saw the motifs as 'men and 
animals' as well as 'the sun, 
the moon, some snakes, and 
five persons in a boat'. Ruhe 
(who did not know about the 
1831 newspaper report) felt 
confident of identifying only 
'a goat and a kangaroo'. It 
seems to me that the kanga-
roo is identifiable but the 'goat' may be dog, cattle or 
horse: definitely a four-legged animal. Two symbols 
(on the left in the illustration) could be trees, 
humans, or both, and there is a chance they represent 
none of these. Interestingly, Bonwick, who leaned 
towards an astronomical interpretation of symbols 
did not see an asterisk of crossed lines (the motif in 
the upper right of the illustration) as a star: in the 
iconography of central and northern Australia it 
could be a campfire, plant or star, among other 
things. 
In the absence of a reliable Tasmanian iconography, 
the meaning of all the lower symbols is closed to us. 
The 1831 observer identified one as a snake (judging 
from nineteenth and twentieth century Aboriginal 
art of the mainland it could equally be a river or a 
journey or a snake) . For the circle of irregular 
outline, mainland contemporary art offers several 
alternatives of camp, ceremonial ground, waterhole, 
raincloud. Hellyer thought the circle drawn on a 
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nbol'i' Motif drawn o n tree trunk, 
northeast Tasmania. c. 1830. 
beW,,' Fern leaf stri pped of one half, 
which Robinson 's friends likened to 
people travelling in single fil e. 
piece of bark represented the moon. Robinson formed 
the idea that the circular cicatrice on human bodies 
represented man and woman, sun and moon, and/or 
was a sign distinguishing one or all of the peoples of 
the eastern part of Tasmania. A spiral, which to 
Bonwick may have represented the moon or sun, is 
variously a waterhole, camp, hill, ceremonial ground 
or snake in mainland iconography. Many of the signs 
used by the Palawa are familiar to us even if the 
Palawa meanings are not available. 
I think Bonwick was on the right track when he 
thought the lower right symbol was perhaps 'five men 
in a boat'. It seems to be a group, though what kind of 
group is unclear, whether a corroboree scene, horse 
and cart, or procession of some kind. Alternatively, I 
suppose, it could be a mythic snake (some representa-
tions of the feathered serpent of Arnhem Land have a 
resemblance) or represent a continuing place, journey, 
or a long object such as a boat or cart. But, with 
Bonwick, I favour the idea that it includes a group of 
people . The strokes on one side could represent 
people or horses in a line . At any rate there is a sug-
gestive similarity between the image and a drawing 
made by G .A. Robinson to explain the pictorial mode 
of his Tasmanian friends. One day in July 1831 he 
was travelling through forest country in northeast 
Tasmania, in single file, when his companions began 
to make play with the 'history' of the occasion: 
They take the leaves off the large fern trees 
and strip off one side, and then compare 
the remaining leaves to native walking, 
calling them by name describing my 
journey and all the people.43 
The similarity between the lower right copy drawing 
- a line with a row of marks above it - and Robinson's 
sketch of a fern leaf stripped of one half of its foliage 
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is sufficient to suggest that the Palawa style of 
drawing embraced imagery that was sketchily 
evocative of natural appearances . Palawa and 
Europeans both enjoyed the art of pictorial associa-
tion involved in shadow play, string-figures, both had 
ageold stories associating the shapes of constellations 
in the night sky with human, animal or other forms, 
both recognised the human appearance of certain 
landscape forms (such as, for the colonists, the may-
day dancers among the chimney stacks above the Vale 
of Belvoir, mentioned earlier). Robinson wrote of the 
Palawa, 
They make in imitation [with their hands] 
various birds and animals: thus the pelican, 
the fore and second fingers are looped 
whilst the little one and thumb are extended.44 
One of the post-European corroborees popular with 
the Palawa, and witnessed by several early observers, 
represented a teamster gently touching a 'whip' on the 
backs of men who imitated horses or oxen. It is worth 
remarking that for the Palawa the art of association 
extended beyond the visual to a synaesthesia whereby 
sound, sight, smell, touch, and story were involved. 
They had the idea that the sound made by animals, 
and their behaviour, were articulations like human 
speech and ritual: for instance, it was possible to 
converse with a mopoke.45 
Bonwick, in 1870, reversed the earlier judgment that 
Aboriginal 'arts, manufactures, constructions ' were 
primitive (and in doing so went against the later 
nineteenth-century desire to find in the Tasmanians a 
very early stage in human evolution) . He quoted in the 
first instance Mr Hodgkinson's description of a boy of 
the Manning River drawing with a piece of chalk 
human heads and figures, kangaroos, etcetera, "with a 
firm, well-defined outline", and following up with the 
same writer's general point that "in everything 
reqUIrmg the exercise of mechanical ingenuity or 
dexterity the Australian aborigines are most apt 
scholars". The Tasmanians made an art of drawing, 
observed Bonwick. In 1878 Brough Smyth concurred, 
on the grounds that Joseph Milligan's vocabulary 
(1840s) included a Tasmanian word for the activity of 
drawing in charcoa1.46 
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The drawings of the first chapter, and the 
Tommeginne bark and proclamation board discussed 
in this, related to the possession of land. Although the 
context differed slightly between Western Australia 
and Van Diemen's Land, and the stance taken by the 
various works was not identical, the claim of possession 
was the same. I suggest that the primary subject of 
communication between the incoming settlers and the 
aboriginal people whose land they appropriated was 
possession of the land. Communication was made by 
pacific means, as well as aggressively. Aggression, 
however, was the ultimate message that hovered close 
between the incoming settlers and the indigenous 
owners. Neither Gallypert's effort at ambassadorial 
negotiation nor the plea-cum-threat of the 
Tommeginne bark succeeded in stopping the settlers 
from taking the land under contestation: - it would be 
highly unlikely that such claims would succeed, given 
the plain intention of the British to take possession. 
What the responses may indicate to us now is the 
extent to which the settlers were prepared to 
acknowledge the Aborigines' prior ownership. 
It seems that the Aboriginal land claims were 
understood. The images were interpreted literally in 
terms of the content (which was grasped in detail), and 
amounted in the case of Gallypert to a map of his 
country, and in the Tommeginne to a declaration that 
the act of expropriation had been witnessed. But 
although the fact of the Aborigines' prior ownership 
was recognised in each case, the way in which each 
image was a plea was not acknowledged, or at least not 
addressed. 
A later Aboriginal land claim in the form of drawings 
was prepared by the people of Burrumbeep, near the 
Grampians in Victoria, for G .A. Robinson (in his role 
as Chief Protector of Aborigines in the colony of Port 
Phillip). The 1841 Burrumbeep claim succeeded, at 
least to the extent that Robinson suggested the area for 
an Aboriginal Reserve. Yet in that instance too, the 
persuasive argument seems not to have been the 
drawings themselves, or the peoples' verbal plea, so 
much as the violent attitude of the shepherds who 
stalked the camp on Burrumbeep hill with guns, even 
while Robinson was camped there.47 
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The sequence of four images discussed in this chapter 
could correspond to diaLogiml, as defined by Mikhail 
Bakhtin, in the sense that the final pair comprised a 
dialogue on a subject understood between both parties, 
although the communication was conflicted by a 
marked difference in social conditions. In the circum-
stances the sign (Bakhtin argued) would not be the 
fixed sign imagined by Saussure and the formalists but 
a changing and contested sign between successive 
works of art. 
The context of the Tommeginne bark and the 
proclamation board that resulted from it were leading 
to what Bakhtin calls heterogLodJia. In communication 
across cultures Bakhtin perceived that the dialogue 
would be profoundly ideological. This was certainly so 
in Van Diemen's Land. Heteroglossia became a 
possibility for the third bark drawing, and Frankland's 
proclamation, when the two parties, representing 
cultures of unequal power, settled upon an outline 
style of figurative representation and pictorial 
ingredients that were understood by both. The 
audience of both groups would be able to itemise the 
content of the other's image and each was in a position 
to react to its own interpretation of the overall 
message. 
Heteroglossia may be invoked again to explain how 
the message/ interpretation in both cases was not cued 
in a neutral way to the organization of the image but 
depended upon aspects that were extra to the pictorial 
configuration. The mutuality and semi-independent 
coexistence and conflict of different systems within a 
pregnant and essentially incomplete style, such as 
comprises Bakhtin's heteroglossia, does seem to 
describe the situation in Van Diemen's Land in the late 
1820s. A serious reservation however is that the 
exchange between Palawa and settlers was not 
contained by the visual communication but constantly 
fell back from those channels into brute action. 
Consequently there was not that augmentation of the 
formal modes of expression which Bakhtin identified 
as having been an occasional fruitful outcome of social 
dissonance at isolated periods within European 
literature. There had been exchanges and mutual 
adaptations however, and perhaps there would be 
augmentation (and heteroglossia) at later periods in 
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the history of these peoples . Something of the kind 
occurred within John Glover's art after he migrated to 
Van Diemen 's Land in 1831. 
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1 Beyond a certain point the analysis of visual codes is not 
equal to explaining the expression of thought and emotion 
in visual art, rather in the same way as the dictionary defi-
nition of words is inadequate to express the meanings in 
poetry. See various approaches to visual expression by 
w riters in Peter J. Ucko (ed) Form ill Illdigellow Art, 
(Canberra: AlAS, 1977); Ernst Gombrich in, for example, 
Art an!:) IIII/dioll: A Stll{)Y in tl.,e PJychoLogy <I( Pictorial 
Repre,.mtation (1960) and The Sm"e of Order (1979); Franz 
Boas Primiti"e Art (1927); W. Watson StyLe ill the Art,. of 
China (1974). Above all, I have responded to Mikhail 
Bakhtin's reservation about deriving mean ing from 
abstract systems of formal analysis in isolation from social 
contexts. 
2 For the subject of this chapter lowe a large debt to 
Edward Ruhe's work on Tasmanian drawings and to 
Howard Morphy for suggesting that I would find it useful 
for my thesis. 
3 The first execution was reported in the Hol)art Ti)",n 
Ga:::ette 25 February 1825. Jorgen Jorgensen objected to 
the execution on the grounds tha t the Aborigines were not 
British citizens but rather a people not yet subjected by the 
British who therefore could not be tried under British law. 
Henry Melville quoted some dialogue between Musquito 
and the jailor Bisdee, with the explanation that Musquito 
'evidently meant that hil execution was useless as an exam-
ple to the savages; although executions were useful 
amongst the white people, who from custom understood 
the reason of men being thus punished as examples for oth-
ers'; see Henry Melville, 'The History of Van Diemen's 
Land from the year 1824 to 1835, inclusive', Van Diemen:. 
Land Allllllal (Hobart: Henry M elville, 1836) re-published, 
with introduction by George Mackaness as The HiAory of 
ViZll DiemellJ Land from the year 182-1 to 1855, illclu"i"e. 
(Sydney: Horwitz- Grahame, 1965) p.39. The treatment of 
Tasmanians under governors Collins, D avey and Sorell 
was debated retrospectively by the Hobart Town Mercl/ry in 
October or November 1864, the writer deploring the very 
general habit of killing men and stealing their wives and 
children . Light punishment was recorded for such acts of 
gratuitous cruelty as slicing off a boy's ears, cutting off a 
native's finger ('and using it as a tobacco stopper'), and one 
man became newsworthy, less for killing an Aboriginal. 
than for stringing the man's decapitated head around the 
widow's neck and 'driving her before him' as a prize. (,The 
last of the Tasmanian Natives', clipping 'November 1864' 
in R.E. Johns scrapbook 1. p.2 19, Museum Victoria 
archive). 
4 Edward L. Ruhe, 'The Bark Art of Tasmania ', in Allan 
Hanson and Louise Hanson (eds) Art alld Identity ill 
OcellllUl (Bathurst, NSW: Crawford House Press, c. 1990). 
5 Hellyer's report dated 13 March 1827, published in 
J ames Bischoff, A Sketch of the Hl:.tory of VillZ Diemel! J Lll/u) 
(London: John Richardson, 1832, reprinted Adelaide: 
Libraries Board of South Australia, 1962) pp.170-17l; and 
quoted by Edward L. Ruhe, 'The Bark Art of Tasmania', 
(1990) op.cit. pp.139-140. Note that N.J.B. Plomley iden-
tified a different place, Fingerboard, as where Hellyer 
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found the first bark, however the details of Hellyer's travel 
in the following days make Romney Marsh more likely. 
N.J.B. Plomley (ed), Jot:qen Jorge/MOil alld the Aborigine .. of 
Vall Diemetl:. Lll/uJ (Hobart: Blubber Head Press, 1991) p.13. 
6 Ruhe, op.cit. p.140. Ruhe was misled, I think, by G A 
Robinson's probably inaccurate comment in his journal (6 
December 1831) that Hellyer had added two eyes and a 
mouth to the 'sun' symbol he souvenired. Robinson 's other 
remark. that Hellyer had sent the bark to 'his friends in 
England' is the only clue to where the bark went. N.J.B. 
Plomley (ed), FrielldLy Mil,IlOII. The Ti',l/Illlllian JOl/rtlai.J alld 
PaperJ of George AugllJtUJ Robill,.oll 1829-1854 (Kingsgrove: 
Tasmanian Historical Research Association, 1966) . p.543. 
7 Jorgen Jorgenson, 'A Narrative of the Habits, M anners 
and Customs of the Aborigines of Van Diemen's Land', in 
N.J. B. Plomley Jorgen Jorge/LJolI op.cit, p.114. 
8 G.A. Robinson journal 13 August 1830, FriendLy Ji'h'Jion, 
op.cit. p.198. 
9 Touring the VOL Company's lands south of Emu Bay in 
August 1830, Robinson observed many signs of Aboriginal 
habitation. Hellyer, in a letter to him remarked that he'd 
seen Aborigines in the Surrey Hills during the snow-bound 
winter. See FriendLy MilJlolZ, pp.192-210, and fn 157 p.237. 
10 E . Curr, appendix to 1829 annual report, VOL 
Company papers, AJCP reel M360, f.3 of appendix. 
11 James Backhouse Walker, 'Some Notes on the Tribal 
Divisions of the Aborigines of Tasmania', in his EarLy 
Tiz..I/lIllnillll Pllper" (Tasmania: John Vail. Government 
Printer, 1902), pp.264, 268 
12 Curr remarked that the company's surveying 'rambling 
party' of surveyors had less to fear from Aboriginal raiders 
than the farmsteads and small settlements. Curr letter to 
Hellyer, 8 O ctober 1828, VOL Company papers, AJCP 
reel M353 £.280. 
13 Researching further along the lines laid down by 
Edward Ruhe, I was able to establish that the influential 
bark drawing was the one found above the Vale of Belvoir 
in mid 1828 (as previously assumed by several writers). 
14 George Frankland to Lieut-Governor Arthur, 4 
February 1829, quoted in Plomley, Friendly MUJiOIl op.cit, 
p.108 (footnote 66). Frankland 's omission of the settler's 
name would be tactful given Lieut-Governor Arthur's 
strong aversion to Curr, 'I never had a more difficult matter 
to arrange than the settlement of the Van Diemen's Land 
Company nor a more unpleasant person to deal with than 
their agent, Mr Curr'. Lt-Governor George Arthur letter to 
R.w. Hay, Colonial Office, 17 O ctober 1828, AJCP reel 
240. 
15 G.A. Robinson journal. 29 December 1829. 
16 Jorgen Jorgenson mentioned that some Tasmanian 
peoples put their dead 'into some hollow tree, in as upright 
a position as possible, and to preserve him in this position a 
spear was struck through his neck into the tree'; for those 
people Frankland's imagery of a spearing and hanging adja-
cent to a tree could represent an anthropological compari-
son between settler and Palawa mortuary practices. Jorgen 
Jorgen,101I and the Aborigille" of Vclll Diel7leJI;' LallI), op.cit. p. 67. 
17 Edward Curr to Henry Hellyer, from Circular Head, 5 
October 1830, VOL Company papers, AJCP reel M354, 
Book 2, f.8. 
18 Curr's frustration at the loss of work time was evident in 
his correspondence, for example, to the Colonial Secretary, 
6 September 1830, VOL Company papers, AJCP reel 
M354, Book 1, f.488-89. 
19 Edward Curr to Henry Hellyer, from Circular Head, 21 
October 1830. VOL Company papers, AJCP reel M354, 
Book 2, ff.17-18. Curr's policy in relation to the Aboriginal 
people has been discussed by Plomley, A.L. Meston, and 
most recently by Geoff Lennox, The Van Oiemen's Land 
Company and the Tasmanian Aborigines: A Reappraisal', 
Tt.ZdlllllllwlI Hi.lforical Re.Jearch A.Mociatioll, Paper., and 
ProceedingJ, vo1.37, noA (December 1990), pp.165-208. Not 
mentioned by Lennox, but germane to the subject, Jorgen 
Jorgenson's journal of 1826-27, included the following 
attempted raid by the VOL Co's men: 20 March 1827 'The 
party obtained this day an interview with a tribe of natives, 
about twenty in number, consisting of men, women and 
children. An old woman seemed to have great authority 
among them; they deposited their spears at a distance, as the 
party did their fire-arms. Four or five women appeared 
highly pleased and jocular, though their attitudes might not 
be considered by white people to partake much of modesty. 
All parted on the best terms. On the following morning ... 
four of the party left the hut with an intention of going in 
search of the tribe of natives seen yesterday - They had 
determined to seize on the women by force; they were how-
ever disappointed ... they could not fall in with the tribe.' 
Jorgenson, Jorgen. Hiltory of the Origin, Rile and Progred., of 
t/Je Vall Dielllen;, Land CompallY (London: Robson, Blades & 
Co, 1829) . 
20 Edward Curr to George Robson, from Circular Head, 
22 October 1830. VOL Company papers, AJCP reel M354, 
Book 2, f.18 
21 Visiting the VOL Company's farms south of Emu Bay, 
G .A. Robinson noted in his journal (10 August 1830) 'The 
white men at the Hampshire and Surrey Hills evince an 
hostile feeling towards the aborigines and declare they will 
shoot them whenever they may find them: and (13 August 
1830) 'Mr Hellyer's man appeared much alarmed at stop-
ping with the natives, and indeed all the Company's peo-
pIe ... are alarmed.' Friendly MI;','WIl, op.cit. pp.197, 198. 
N.J.B. Plomley, weighing the evidence from various 
sources, concluded that 'Curr, in fact, showed in his actions 
a concern only for the material good of the Company, and 
he not only wished to rid the Company's lands of the natives 
but expected the Government to bear the whole expense of 
it . .' /bUJ fn 103 p.232. See also O .J . Mulvaney, 'Terror at 
Cape Grim', in his EllcolUzterJ ill Place: Ollt"ide!" andAborigil1al 
AIMtmlwlL} 1606-1985 (Brisbane: University of Queensland 
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Press, 1989) ppA7-52. Meston's assessment of Curr's pol-
icy had been more favourable; Lennox did not whitewash 
his stated policy of 'extirpation ' but saw it as the rational 
policy of a good Catholic businessman. See footnote 33. 
22 'As .. the Natives have known little of European set-
tlers except the most desperate and profligate Convicts 
who have taken to the Bush, their feelings towards all 
must be influenced by the dreadful conduct of those with 
whom they have hitherto come in contact; it will be seen 
if by milder measures and conciliatory manners they may 
not be brought to a state of comfort and usefulness.' VOL 
Company, Court of Directors, letter to Edward Curr, II 
June 1828, extract in Colonial Office VDL records, 
AJCP reel 240, with covering letter John Pearse to Sir 
George Murray, 27 August 1828. 
23 G.A. Robinson (journal 10 August 1830) was told by 
one of the men involved in a revenge raid on Aborigines 
at Cape Grim that 'there was thirty killed', see Friendly 
MilJllm, op.cit. p.196. 
24 Curr, in a letter summarising the causes and effects of 
violence between Palawa and Company personnel, 
acknowledged that the company had initiated violence at 
the Surrey Hills, whereas he excused the immoderate and 
unduly violent retaliations at Cape Grim as a reasonable 
British response to robberies and hut-burning by the 
Palawa. 'It is not possible for me to say with certainty 
whether aggression in this quarter [Surrey Hills] com-
menced on the part of the Natives or of the Company's 
people. At the early settlement of Circular Head the 
Natives twice burnt down a hut and committed trifling 
robberies, and have never been molested in any way in 
return. I incline to the belief that at Woolnorth also the 
Natives made the first attack, and that at the Surrey Hills 
the first attack was made by two of our men, though pre-
vious to that the Natives had committed several rob-
beries.' Curr, letter to Colonial Secretary, 6 September 
1830, VOL Company papers, AJCP reel M354, Book I, 
fA88-89. 
25 Hobart TOll'1I COl/rier 7 February 1829 p.2. They left 
Hobart on 9 January, and the narrative description of the 
company's road begins on the 14th, on leaving Westbury. 
The vale of Belvoir was crossed and the ridge climbed on 
the fifth day, 18th January 1829. 1 suppose the writer was 
George Frankland, because the account differs consider-
ably in what was thought worth mentioning from the 
account written by the second surveyor of the party (see 
the 'Extract from a Journal kept by Mr T Scott in the 
Suite of His Excellency Lieut-Governor Arthur - during 
his excursion to the North West Corner of Van Oiemen's 
Land', Ta,lJnallUlIl HiAoru'al ReJearch AdJOcwtwlI (THRA) 
Ptll'erJtlnJProceedil1.fJJ, vol.lO, no . l (July 1962) pp.16-23) 
26 Hobart TOlI'n COIII·ia 28 February 1829 pp.2,3, 7 March 
1829, p.3, 14 March 1829 p2, etc. 
27 Hobart TOll'n COIII'in; 7 March 1829, [p.3]. 
28 West wrote, 'In several parts of the colony rude draw-
ings have been discovered. Cattle, kangaroos and dogs 
were traced in charcoal. Those ... were exceedingly rude 
and sometimes the artist was wholly unintelligible. At 
Belvoir Vale. the natives saw the Company's two carts. 
drawn by six oxen: they drew on bark the wheels. and the 
drivers with their whips. They were the first that ever 
passed that region.' John West. Tbe HiAory of TcloJ/lwnUz. 2 
vols (Launceston: Henry Dowling. 1852) vol. L p.89. 
The first three sentences of the passage referred to an 
1831 article in the Adl'ertim' that described bark drawings 
from the upper Freestone creek in the northea.1t of the 
island. whereas the last two sentences are the critical ones 
for the Surrey Hills bark under immediate discussion. 
West's history was written over several years in the 
1840s-early 1850s. in the form of many small, separate 
notes. and with the aid of 'valuable original papers' held 
by the Lady Franklin museum. by Messrs R;chard Lewis 
(auctioneer). Joseph Hone, Ronald Gunn (who was in 
charge of the Hobart penitentiary at the time of the bark), 
Joseph Archer. Henty. P Roberts, Woolley. and Pitcairn. 
As well. West read early issues of the Hobart T/JII'I/ COllrier 
in which was the first published report of the bark draw-
ing of two bullock carts, and the Lallllceofton A()l'ertiJer (of 
which the publisher of West's book. Henry Dowling. was 
editor). 
29 Daniel Bunce wrote. 'The ascent to the top of this 
ridge was difficult, although the sense of smell was 
relieved by the crushing of the leaves of what is called the 
lemon plant . .. In the centre of this ridge stands a 
remarkable and curious block of granite. from whence we 
obtained a fine view of the Surrey hills [westward]. .. 
Some time previously. two carts. belonging to the Va n 
Diemen's Land Company. had passed over this ridge. 
each drawn by six oxen, with their drivers. It appears 
that some natives had observed this; and. a short time 
afterwards. one of the company's servants passing that 
way. found in one of their rudely-constructed huts. a 
piece of the bark of a tree. with a rough drawing of the 
whole scene. The wheels of the carts, the bullocks draw-
ing them. and the drivers with their whips over their 
shoulders, were all distinctly depicted in their rude but 
interesting manner.' (Daniel Bunce. A IlJfra la.,Uz tic 
Reollizucenced of Twenty-tbree yeaN' Wandering.- til T(l.l/Ilillzia 
anr! the A""traLi(l.' (Melbourne: J.T. Hendy. 1857) ppA9-
50.) G .A . Robinson. who visited the same place under 
snow in 1830. observed it differently. From the Black 
Bluff Range he 'descended the NE side to the Yale of 
Belvoir. The Vale lies nearly north and south and at its 
northern end is a lake [Lake Lea]. It is free from trees 
and we saw [southward] the Cradle and Barn Bluff 
Mountains which rise up from this range. Mr H[ellyer] 
told me that when the carts crossed the mountain on their 
way to the Surrey Hills, the bullock drivers exclaimed on 
seeing this large lake ... Crossed the Yale and saw an abun-
dance of kangaroo ... Halted for the night on the east side 
of the Vale in a small wood. The icicles were hanging to 
the trees ... Saw the remains of the natives' fires. The 
natives pay periodical visits to this part of the country'. 
(Prullr!ly Mi.'Jioll. op.cit. p.201). Bunce's interest was the 
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route. the vegetation, soil and geology. and about those he 
would appear reliable (and stay close to his written 
source), more so than other writers though they too relied 
on previous texts. Bunce is the only one to follow Ross in 
reporting that the bullock carts pictured by the Palawa 
had already crossed the Vale and climbed the saddle 
between the Black Bluff and the May Day mount, 
towards a 'remarkable and curious block of granite' that 
stood out on the ridge. The Aboriginal significance of that 
pillar (at a high place commanding all the surrounding 
country) may be measured by mainland places of similar, 
spectacular kind, all seemingly associated with creator 
beings. The encroachment that was recorded on the bark 
may have related not merely to a much-populated summer 
resort but to a sacred place as well. For a Palawa creation 
story involving a pillar of rock see chapter 3. If the pillar 
were granite (those of May Day mount were pudding-
stone. not granite, remarked a writer to Hobart To",n 
COllrier14 March 1829 p.2), it was exceptional in the same 
way as an isolated block of granite at the Hampshire Hills. 
Distinctiveness of material would be recognised by the 
Palawa who. like mainland Aboriginal peoples commemo-
rated the special features of their environment in creation 
stories. 
30 Jorgen Jorgenson claimed that the Tasmanians and 
mainlanders had 'nothing a mong them in the shape of 
tradition'. and of all the world's peoples were closest to 'a 
state of nature'. Jorgen Jorgenson. Jorgen JorgeJIdon and 
tbe Aborigille.' of Vall Dume/lJ Lalld (ed) N.J.B. Plomley. 
(Hobart:Blubber Head Press, 1991) p.53. 
31 Cruickshank and Rowlandson were highly successful 
caricaturists whose style of plain outline drawing con-
formed with the illustrative style of chap-books that were 
produced for children and for adults who could not read. 
32 For example, Robinson journal 20 September 1830. 
near Port Sorell, 'some rude drawings were on the inside 
of the bark of the huts', Prunr!LyMi.1di{1/l op.cit. p.214. Ruhe 
noted that Robinson's interest in Aboriginal bark draw-
ings began after 12 August 1830. when 'Hellyer informed 
me respecting drawing which the natives had done on 
their huts with charred wood.' Prul/{)ly Mi.,.,lim, op.cit. 
p.l97, and for looking for drawings inside huts (but not 
seeing them) see pp.204,205 . See footnote 37. 
33 ' .. on a gentle slope ... to the river. we found a small 
group or village of aboriginal huts ... seventeen of them ... 
In one we discovered some rude drawings of figures. of 
circles and squares scratched on the inner side of the 
bark.' (my underline), from James Ross. Van Diemen:, 
Lan{) De.Jcriptil'e Itinerary, as published in Au.,traLial/ 
(Sydney). 13 August 1830, pA. 
34 James Bonwick. Daily Ltfe alld Origin of tbe TMl1lllnUzII.' 
(London: Sampson Low, Son, and Marston.1870) pA7. 
By the time of writing Bonwick. like Bunce, was living in 
Victoria, though both writers had spent some years in 
Tasmania, Bunce between 1835 and 1839. Bonwick from 
1841 to 1850. 
35 H. Ling Roth. The Aborigille., of TcW71aIlUz 2nd ed 
(Halifax, England: F King & Sons, 1899) pp.137-8. 
36 J.B. Walker, 'The Tasmanian Aborigines', in his Early 
Tadmani,Ul Paper,1 (Tasmania: John Vail, Government 
Printer, 1902) pp.279-280. Roth's and Walker's argument 
was conclusively squashed with the uncovering in 1931 of 
an extensive group of rock carvings at Mt Cameron West, 
on the coast in northwest Tasmania. They had been buried 
under sand for hundreds of years. The carvings, in circles, 
ellipses, barred, and part circles, relate closely to the mark-
ings on the barks Peron and Robinson saw in the early nine-
teenth-century, yet it has been estimated that they were pro-
duced between 1,500 and 2,000 years ago. 
37 Ruhe's additional sources of evidence included rich 
material in G.A. Robinson's Tasmanian journals and 
reports, edited by N.J.B. Plomley and published in 1966. 
On the subject of how widespread was the Tasmanian prac-
tice of drawing or carving, George Augustus Robinson, 
who had the best acquaintance with the Palawa of any who 
made written record, mentioned bark drawings and carv-
ings on rock in the west, north and east of the island. Ruhe 
has suggested that Robinson's observation of bark drawings 
was given a focus by Hellyer with whom he had travelled 
through part of the VDL company's grant at the Surrey 
Hills in August 1830, when they discussed some 'drawing 
which the natives had done in the their huts with charred 
wood' and which 'Mr H sketched on my map' [see Plomley 
p197]. In 1829 and 1830 Robinson saw several bark draw-
ings in huts. A year later he saw many more. Those inside 
one hut on the Ouse (or Big) river [II November 1831, 
Plomley p.514] were interpreted by him as 'broad arrows 
and other hieroglyphical figures representing men and 
woman and round circles which from their different diame-
ters I judge to have been done with a pair of scissors'. A 
fortnight later, on the southeast side of the Great Lake he 
again 'observed some rude devices on the inside of the 
native hut which the aborigines [his companions] had 
found, some resembling trees, men and women, also numer-
ous circles of different diameter and similar to those 1 had 
observed on the inside of bark huts of the Laimairrener or 
Big River tribe ... being of different sizes with a dot in the 
centre.' This time he asked his friends how the circles were 
drawn, and was told 'by means of a forked stick. the same 
manner as we use a compass.' [6 Dec 1831. Plomley p.542] 
He decided that 'those circles are emblematic devices of 
men and women', however, without specific information 
about who gave him that information and in what context, 
it is not safe to assume that this was an invariable Palawa 
reading. Robinson's interest may have been the reason why 
a Laimairrener woman in his company, sketched 'some rude 
devices on the bark inside their [women's] hut'. [24 
December 1831] On the other hand, she was leading him 
close to her people, so the drawings may have been meant 
for them. New drawings were made a few days later, at the 
culmination of the journey. Robinson's only record of meet-
ing the remnant Laimairrener (Big River) and Pare darer me 
(Oyster Bay) people is an official report dated 25 January 
1832 in which he wrote that on the morning following the 
initial interview he climbed a hill on which was a newly 
erected native hut 'the interior of which was decorated with 
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an assemblage of rude sketches representing birds, 
beasts, human forms etcetera, and were for the most 
part tolerably well executed.' [Plomley p.571] Lastly, 
contrary to H Ling Roth's idea that Tasmanians must 
have learned the art of figurative drawing from 
European settlers (on the assumption that a style based 
on imitation of nature was more sophisticated than a 
style of symbolism) has been exploled . 
38 Harry Lourandos, Continellt oj'Hl/llter-Gathere!;J: New 
Pel'Jpectil'e., III AI/.Jtralian PrehiJtory (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1997), Chapters 2 and 7; 
Josephine Flood, Archaeolo,qy of the Dreamtime: The "ttWy 
oj' PrehlAorlc Alldtl'll/Ul alld it,) People (Sydney: Angus & 
Robertson/Harper Collins, 1995 edition), p.207. 
39 James Bonwick. op.cit. pA7. Edward Ruhe decided 
that 'Mr Commissary Browne' was Joseph Stace 
Browne, Commissary-General in 1870, who, however 
was a newborn child in 1831. More probably the 
Browne who 'collected' the drawings was his father, 
who in the late 1820s was Deputy Assistant 
Commissary General Browne, of Hobart. Even so, 
Browne Snr was probably not the one who saw and 
sketched the barks. 1 have not investigated who found 
and copied them (a starting point would be the 
Tasmanian archives of the Commissariat), probably a 
prospective settler or government surveyor, perhaps 
John Batman, who searched for Aboriginal people and 
convict outlaws in the region where the decorated trees 
were found, possibly George Augustus Robinson who 
crossed the same terrain, possibly Thomas Massey, set-
tler from Ben Lomond, who explored the country 
between Ben Lomond and the coast in November-
December 1829. 
40 The Tasmanian Society does not appear to have any 
connection with the later 'Tasmanian Society' formed in 
the late 1830s under the patronage of Governor 
Franklin, nor was it mentioned in the lengthy columns 
of press devoted to the abortive Philosophical Society 
that was founded at a meeting in Hobart on 16 January 
1830. 
41 Lalll1Ce.1ton A()"ertL~lel; 19 September 1831 p.293. 
42 Friendly Mi.ldwl1, op.cit. fn 69 pp.581-582; Ruhe 
(1990) op.cit. p .138. 
43 Frlelldly Mi."lwll op.cit., 3 July 1831, p.370 
44 Ibid. 
45 'The species of owl. .. known by the name of mope 
hawk is held in high veneration by the native Blacks. 
When it is heard near their encampment at night they 
put various questions to it, and interpret the notes 
which it utters in reply as a sort of augury of their future 
fate.' Hohart To",n COl/riel' 21 March 1829 p.3. 
46 Bonwick, op.cit. pA8. For Milligan, see his 'On the 
Dialects and Language of the Aboriginal Tribes of 
I 
Tasmania, and on Their Manners and Customs', Royal 
Society of Ta..lJJwntfz, Pape", alzd Proceeding" vo!.3 (Hobart, 
1859) pp.275-282) and discussion by N.J.B. Plomley inA 
W(,r{)-L,:,t of the Ta,'mallian AI'or~lJillal Lan,'lllageJ 
(Launceston: Foot & Playstead, 1976). 
47 The Burrumbeep drawings and their context has been 
discussed elsewhere by the author, in 'Traditions of 
Representing the Land in Aboriginal Art' in Art and 
AlldtraLia vo!'37, no.2 (Sydney) December 1999-
January/February 2000, pp.236-244. 
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~John Glover 
e,j the art of 
ownershiJ' 
chapter 3 
... 1 fear that it is too evident, from the 
information obtained upon this point by 
the Committee, that the provocation has 
principally originated with the white people 
... [I]t is impossible not to contemplate 
such a result of our occupation .. . as one 
very difficult to be reconciled with feelings 
of humanity, or even with the principles of 
justice and sound policy; and the adoption 
of any line of conduct, having for its 
avowed or for its secret object the extinction 
of the native race, could not fail to leave an 
indelible stain upon the character of the 
British government. 
Sir George Murray, Colonial Office, London, to VDL's 
Lieut-Governor George Arthur, 5 November 1830. 
At Swan River, the first settlers knew they were 
taking land from the indigenous owners. The same 
concerns had arisen earlier in Van Dieman's Land, 
where dispossession gave rise to mixed responses from 
the colonists as they tried to reconcile the moral issues 
of dispossession, their needs for survival and the 
practical consequences of their actions. This chapter is 
about one farmer and artist, who migrated to Van 
Diemen's Land in 1830 with the idea that he would 
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find there a debased convict society. John Glover 
evidently agreed with Sir George Murray that the 
pioneers were culpable. 
The career of John Glover (1767-1849) spanned a 
period when English landscape art was governed by a 
taste for the 'picturesque'.l The word has since 
dwindled to a cliche, but through the 1790s into the 
1820s the Picturesque was a broad-based social 
movement in British art and taste - the first 
wholesale taste movement in the modern age. It 
encompassed a tourist appreciation of nature and is 
significant today as the forerunner of global tourism's 
aesthetic. It could be, and was, applied to many places 
throughout the world. 
The Picturesque's use of formulas to characterise each 
species of tree, plant, rock, etc, served scientific 
illustration as well as pictorial art. Used with a limited 
range of recipes for a tasteful composition, a graceful 
serpentine line, and well-distributed light and shade, 
this method (which to later generations announced its 
artifice) was the vehicle driving the earlier studio-
based production of ideal landscapes towards empirical 
face-to-face representations. Practitioners of outdoor 
sketching such as Glover approached scenery with set 
courtesies and a design already in mind, yet were 
assailed by the difference between natural appearances 
and their techniques of transcription. Bombarded by 
the evidence of their eyes, succumbing bit by bit to the 
desire to trace the many appearances of clouds, sun-
light, wind and growth, the landscape painters of the 
early nineteenth century slipped towards modes, 
characteristic of the subsequent period, that were 
steered less by ideal models within art than by engage-
ment with the visual' sensation' of nature. 
Glover's emigration to Van Diemen's Land was as 
significant for the history of western-style landscape 
painting as John Constable's choice in 1821-22 to sit at 
home painting clouds. Glover's 1829 announcement 
that he would emigrate makes him the first successful 
artist on record to gamble on putting his virtuosity to 
the test of a foreign wilderness. Topographic work by 
fine artists and military personnel who were employed 
on expeditions of exploration, and by Americans and 
Europeans visiting their own remote landscapes, did 
not involve the rupture of audience and social milieu 
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that was to inform Glover's emigrant work. As an 
experienced artist who had participated in the 
evolution of the Picturesque, he was able to countenance 
the test; and he was a man sufficiently committed, 
brave - or unimaginative - to let go of a busy 
career in London to hare off to an uncertain future 
in the antipodes. Constable and J.M.W Turner heard 
of his departure, and wondered . 
After five months at sea, Glover made landfall on the 
Tamar River, on the island's northern shore. It was the 
morning of 18 February 1831, his sixty-fourth birth-
day, previously a winter anniversary but here high 
summer. In the optimistic words of his eldest son, 
travelling with him, they 'entered the River with 
blazing Sun and glowing Landscape'.2 The first local 
news as the ship came off Bass Strait was that 
'untamed' Tasmanians lurking in the forests by the 
river had resumed their raids and for some weeks had 
been killing and pillaging the residents. 3 The Glovers' 
first lesson in how to behave like colonists came as the 
Thomas Laurie returned slowly down the Tamar to 
resume the voyage to Hobart, when a shore-going 
party encountered some Natives, and shot at one as he 
ran away.4 
The tenor of colonial attitudes was evident in the local 
press, which that year sought to report every sighting 
of a 'wild' Tasmanian. Once or twice the news of an 
attack by 'natives' was followed by a quieter report 
that the perpetrators may have been British, but 
retraction did little to dampen the first impression.5 
Altogether that year more than forty outrages by 'wild' 
Tasmanians were reported, with mounting anger.6 (See 
appendix 1.) British misconduct was reported as a separate 
altogether calmer category of news. Glover, on the 
other hand, took colonial society into account when 
planning what to paint in Van Diemen's Land. He 
shared the home country's bias against colonial society 
as virtually an open prison. His p ious hope, expressed 
to G .T.WB. Boyes in April 1831, soon after arriving in 
Hobart was that he would be able to civilise the settlers 
through his art. Boyes wrote: 
He has some schemes in his head at this 
time which he will probably abandon after 
a little time. He intends to reform the 
Convicts (no trifling labour) and to direct 
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the views and regulate the conduct of the 
rest of the population, till they shall have 
arrived at such a state of moral advance-
ment that will make the idea of human 
perfection no longer Utopian. All this is to 
be chiefly effected by the instrumentality of 
Art.'7 
Behind Glover's concept of moral uplift through art 
lay the growing influence of the Evangelical movement 
in Great Britain;8 and behind that, again, a very long 
European tradition of art exercising the power to 
discipline hearts and minds. The secular governments 
of modern nations were consciously reviving the latter 
function as a way of managing the social changes 
brought about by industrialisation. Great Britain was 
in the process of inaugurating systems of public 
education, mechanics institutes, art and science 
museums, concert halls, libraries and like institutions 
for moral and social betterment. The subjects Glover 
planned during the first year in Van Diemen's Land -
The Bath of Diana, MoulZt WellilZgtolZ with 
Orphall AJylum and an image of domestic 
industry, Hobart Towll, taken from the garden 
where I lived - indicate the tenor of his sermons 
in paint. They advocated British justice, honesiy, 
charity and well-ordered domesticity. 
Memory tends to deny complexity for the 
sake of a broad picture. In the case of race 
relations in Tasmania the broad picture was 
the near destruction of the indigenous people, 
The burden of that memory is sufficient to 
explain why recent historians have not 
considered how open the situation was in 
1831-the year leading to the main exodus. 
Far from being single-minded, the Governor's 
policy vacillated between the sword and bible.9 One 
virtue in Arthur's wavering was that during several 
years the settlers' feelings of overt hostility towards the 
Aborigines were offset slightly by the policy of 
conciliation - as urged by Great Britain and supported 
by a minority of the settlers who believed they (as 
distinct from their convict employees) could manage 
fair and amiable relations with the undomesticated 
Aborigines. 
The liberal journalist and teacher, James Ross, was 
fond of saying that friendliness to the Tasmanians 
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resulted in friendliness from them. Moving onto the 
Shannon River, near the Ouse, in 1823 Ross befriended 
sixty or more Big River people. Their arrival to take 
up their usual residence on the hill behind his cottage 
was welcomed, and Ross shared his store of food. In 
turn they proffered fresh food, and helped to put out 
one of their grass fires when it threatened to burn his 
corn and cottage. The Big River people soon became 
notorious for spearing and terrorising people in the 
neighbourhood. Ross explained: 
I have no question whatever but that 
aggression of the most brutal and unprincipled 
kind had at different times before been 
made on the aborigines both male and 
female ... I myself suffered no illconven-
ience. IO 
The newspapers of Glover's first year displayed a 
wider variety of attitudes and proposed more solutions 
to the Aboriginal 'problem' than memory has allowed. 
In the press he encountered the full span of colonial 
ideas about the Aborigines, including official 
acknowledgement that the colonists were responsible 
for inciting violence (responsibility was assigned to the 
convicts), and official denial that past guilt was 
relevant to present policy.ll In 1831 a small minority 
(including the Chief Justice) thought the Tasmanians 
should be left free to follow their way of life under the 
protection of roaming attendants. I2 John Pascoe 
Fawkner of the LaunceJton A()vertuer published an 
anonymous letter from 'Quamby's '13 advocating that 
the settlers should learn the Tasmanian language/s, as 
the only way to communicate properly with them; and 
Fawkner offered to receive the information. 14 An 
unidentified writer to the newspaper (after it came 
under the editorship of Henry Dowling) reasoned that 
the first Tasmanians were fighting honourably for their 
country and should be respected for their patriotism 
rather than treated as criminals. IS 
Summing up the recent near war ill a dispatch to 
London in January 1832, Lieut-Governor Arthur 
regretted that the lack of a continuous and direct 
communication with the Tasmanians had meant that 
he (and the colonists) took note of only one side of the 
story. 16 
Throughout those years the proposed solutions of 
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'extermination' (alternative words were 'destruction' 
and 'extirpation') or 'conciliation', made no 
concessions to an Aboriginal presence in colonial 
life. I7 Extirpation was not discussed in depth, though 
one writer suggested it had gone on rapidly since the 
failure of the governor's 'Line' to corral the bush-
dwellers at the end of the previous year. IS Conciliation 
was advocated by a small minority in terms of 
co-existence, but more often in terms of securing the 
various Tasmanian families in one place, under guard. 
Blunt words for the same idea were exile, transportation 
and imprisonment - it was the solution that JVollld 
occur to a penal settlement of the period. 
Glover mostly painted figures in landscape (pure 
landscape only occasionally). In England he rarely 
painted portraits, figure subjects or classical subjects, 
and never a modern history subject, yet within three or 
four months of entering Van Diemen's Land he 
conceived a strong subject in the moralising mode -
a history painting in classical guise. The theme, of a 
kind associated with Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 
personified the wilderness (noble, untamed nature) as 
the goddess Diana, who is shown in the act of punish-
ing the hunter Actceon for invading her sacred place. 
The story was stark, given the recent colonisation of 
Van Diemen's Land. 
The picturesque setting of The Bath of Diana (originating 
in a sketchbook drawing inscribed 'Diana & Acteon') 
was a spring-fed pool on the Strathallan rivulet, thirty 
kilometres north of Hobart town and close to Glover's 
'Ring' farm.19 To ask how the classical story, with 
Tasmanian Aboriginal protag-
onists, served as an allegory 
of the aggression between the 
inhabitants and new settlers 
in Van Diemen's Land may 
seem quite different from 
wondering how the painting 
fitted within the artist's oeuvre 
or within a history of early 
nineteenth-century western 
and/or Australian landscape 
art. Those issues are linked 
however. They demonstrably 
were for John Glover, who 
The spring-fed in Strathallan rivulet, w hich was the scene of Glover's The Bath 0/ 
Dill/la, (photographed in February 1999) 
( 
'Diana d Aeteon', 1831 ink, pen and wash on paper, image 6.4 x 12 em,sheet size 18.5 x 23 em, in sketchbook DGA47 (ML) 
entered the island equipped as an outsider and by buying 
land and farming put himself within the settlers' point 
of view. The story of Diana and Actceon closed on him 
personally when he did not restrict himself to themes 
of the settlers but included the Tasmanians as 
inhabitants of Van Diemen's Land. Diana d Acteoll was 
the first of some twenty paintings in which he dealt 
with the issue. 
The date of the image is 183l.20 More precisely, the 
drawing from which the oil was painted is datable to a 
few months after Glover arrived in VDL.21 Evidently 
the artist had already seen Palawa women swimming 
with arms cleaving the water vertically and legs held 
straight and kicking (the stroke now known as the 
'Australian crawl').22 
Throughout that year Glover sought Palawa subjects. 
In July or early August he sketched three Tasmanians 
in the Campbell Town gaol, inscribing their names.23 
Shortly afterwards he made a drawing of two male 
Palawa prisoners, one attached to a large and weighty 
triangle and the other with hands shackled behind 
him. In Launceston on 19 September he attended an 
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'Colommanea, Maccame, Wawwee', sketched by Glover in the coroner's court, Launceston, 19 September 1831, pencil, pen, ink and wash on paper 18.5 x 23 em, 
in sketchbook DGA47 (ML). The figures on the right may be the chief witnesses, two women, Noongoneepitta (Mongaraapitta or Num.ber.be.tin/are) who had 
confided in McKay's scout 'Sail' (alias Glover's Timbruna, see Glover's sketch below). 
inquest into the deaths of Bartholomew Thomas and James 
Parker to draw the portraits of 'Colommanea, Maccame, 
Wawwee', the three young men accused of murder, and 
some Aboriginal witnesses. In the first week of October 
(having remained in Launceston, or returned there), he 
sketched a commemorative portrait group of fourteen of 
George Augustus Robinson's 'friendly' Aborigines who had 
come to meet with Governor Arthur. These men and women 
were the mediators through whom Robinson was seeking to 
bring word of colonial benevolence to the beleaguered 
Palawa in the bush.24 
'Timbruna, Lunamena, Muntena', elsewhere given as Dembroona (woman), Medrboolmilla (boy)and Meelaletta (man) 
sketched in Campbell town gaol, 1831. ink. pen and wash on paper, image 7.5 x 12.4 em, sheet dimensions 18.5 x 23 em, 
sketchbook DGA47 (ML). Munteena would not eat mutton, hence he was permitted to hunt for possum (one is shown in 
the foreground) . This, Glover's first attempt at portraying Aboriginal people, is much less confident than the second and 
third attempts, also illustrated on these pages. 
cOlltinuatioll oj Jacin.q image: Aborigjnal prisoners/witnesses, sketched at the coroner's court, Launceston, 19 
September 1831. DGA47 (ML) 
The Bath of Diana, corresponding exactly to the sketch, tells 
the Grceco-Roman myth almost in full. To a nineteenth-
century audience the story was not obscure. Greek and Latin 
were taught in the schools of VDL, consequently the 
trenchant story that supported Glover's modern history painting 
would have been known to its first audience either through 
Ovid's Metal1wrphoJed or contemporary re-tellings.25 
The story unfolds in the narrative/symbolic mode familiar to 
viewers of the time from theatre productions. On the right 
Two prisoners, probably sketched at Richmond gaol, near Glover's Ring Farm, 1831 pen, ink 
and wash on paper total dimensions 18.5 x 23 cm, in sketchbook DGA47 (ML) 
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C~eorge Augustus Robinson's 'Fri(~ndly Aborigines' sketc hed i.n 
I .... aunccsto fl; ") 83 J, pencil, pen , ink and ,,,,'ash on paper] S.S x. 23 C 01, 
in sketchbook DGA47 (ML1. C lover cornposed the group "fter the 
Inanner of I-ecl ining heroes on a (~reek vase . The faces and bedy tan~ 
guage of t\.vo older ,nen! on e Ltcing th e vj('\:Vt~ r, indicate dig-ni t:.Y· and 
lni. ser,Y. Six are identiJ'1cd b:y n ;:l1)I(': Tellldcl:H.l.Y<'l [the \v ornan 
Timleebonyer], Oredia [Woureddy]. Ki kadapaula [Kickerterpoller, 
C)r Black 'Tom], Urnara!' [Lumenahl, jYlanalagura [,\Lo.J1Jl<11a rgennaj 
antI Lud;:nviddia Uuda\vinna; a v . .> onl rn eaning 'boy']. Since arriving 
in VI)L Clove,' had h';;ll'd about ,he exploits of Umarah, of Stony 
C' reek (Campb"n 'f(}\vn.l w ho made nC\VSpilper headlines j'Jr his sue-
ce,ssful guc:rrilla '\.\'arfare. both fo r and aga inst the u)lonists, Urnarah 
lwd only recently rejoined Robinson'" part-\', on 28 Augu st j 83 J . 
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The Bath of DUlila 1831 or 1837 oil on canvas 76 x 114 cm (NGA) 
side of a pool of clear water some slender, 
brown-skinned women, evidently Tasmanian, 
represent chaste Diana, stern goddess of the 
wilderness, and her attendant nymphs. The 
Palawa hunter, Actceon, carrying the 15-foot 
wooden spear native to VD L and attended by 
his dogs (a modern innovation imported to the 
island), has entered the scene around a 
shoulder of land at the back. 26 Seeing the 
goddess in her sacred place he stands arrested. 
Moreover she has seen him, and has launched 
her punishment. Swimming like an arrow 
towards Actceon to splash him with water she 
exercises her power to transform him. (The 
monolith, so noticeable in the centre of the 
pool, cued the idea of life transformed into 
stone in Australian as well as European 
cultures. In the context of Ovid's version of the 
story, it was also the p ictorial sign of the sacred 
spring.)27 Actceon, in an attempt to forestall 
Diana, prepares to throw a spear. The action 
is too late - his upraised arms are already 
taking the shape of horns. Only the final act is 
not described, where the dogs turn to rend and 
destroy their master's body. The myth transformed 
a peaceful antipodean scene into an event in 
history. 
Thematically The Bath of Diana reached 
beyond its particular story, mode of art, 
time and circumstance. Historically it was 
unique in using the western tools of the tourist 
Picturesque and the universalising imagination 
of classical mythology to reflect upon the 
situation in Tasmania. By choosing the story of 
Diana and Actceon to make a point about a process 
of dispossession that was going on in the colony 
at the time, Glover abandoned the remote 
naturalism of Rousseau 's model to go to the 
heart of Australia's founding dilemma. In the 
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historical circumstances his image was not safe; for the 
subject dealt dangerously with living reality. To 
colonists in 1831 the scene of 'wild natives' would have 
represented a contemporary nightmare. Yet the paint-
ing went into the possession of Ann Bridger, keeper of 
the popular Bush Inn at New Norfolk, to be seen, 
presumably, by many colonists.28 
The Bath of Diana could be seen as a manifesto (to the 
colonists) after the pictorial style of the posters painted 
on boards, which had been pinned on trees through 
the forests of VDL the previous year. (see chapter 2) 
Those posters showed, in cartoon sequence, successive 
scenes of an Aboriginal spearing a settler and his 
punishment by hanging, a settler shooting an 
Aborigine and his punishment by hanging. The 
intention had been to advertise the strict and impartial 
justice of the British criminal code. 29 Likewise 
Glover's Diana d Acteon could be said to refer to the 
British respect for property.3D But, if so, the subject bit 
Glover personally. He had already acquired several 
farms and at the time of sketching Diana d Acteon (in 
June 1831) was thinking of buying others on the edge 
of the Ben Lomond wilderness (the purchase was 
completed before 26 August).He may have thought 
Arthur's proclamations of 15 April and 1 November 
1828 - whereby the 'settled' country was to be in the 
exclusive possession of settlers, and the untamed 
'wilderness' to remain in the possession of the Palawa 
- a solution to the problem of land ownership in Van 
Diemen's Land.31 As a holder of pastoral land bordering 
the wilderness Glover would be making a declaration 
of peaceful intention to his Tasmanian neighbours.32 
Subsequent paintings by him showing the Palawa 
living alongside the farms of the colonists support that 
idea. 
Under Arthur's ruling the ftrst people possessed the 
forests and high ranges, their country embracing more 
than half the island. It was thought that they were 
fewer in number but no one knew how many there 
were, and in 1831 perhaps only the Conciliator, 
George Augustus Robinson, believed they would 
voluntarily come out from safe hiding into the control 
of the colonists.33 In particular, those of Ben Lomond, 
whose raids punished nearby settlers, might be expected 
to continue in their mountain fastnesses. 
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During Glover's first year on the island Robinson was 
in the field. Few settlers held much hope for his 
success and some said his plan of transforming 
'savages' into 'friends' was frankly impossible. '[L]et 
the unhappy savages remain in the unsettled parts of 
the country,' wrote the Lalll1CeJtol1 A{)pertwer in 
September 1831, 
Conciliatory measures ... will never do any 
good. Nor have we much more sanguine 
hopes of .. . an offensive war proving 
successful. The only course which we can 
see open is to protect the settled district 
and remote stock-runs, by strong defensive 
parties.34 
The Bath of Diana, if it is seen as reflecting the situation 
in 1831, the colonial debate, Glover's reformist project 
(as told to Boyes), and the stern justice represented by 
the myth, would seem to urge a moral commitment 
(upon Glover as well as other settlers) whereby the 
Tasmanians would continue to live on the island with 
a right of possession of the wilderness. 
T he subject of The Bath of Diana could be countenanced 
while the policy of co-existence seemed feasible to liberal-
minded colonists. However something happened in 
September 1831 that closed the option for many people. 
Early in September the Lieutenant-Governor, for the 
last time, urged settlers to behave in a conciliatory 
fashion: 
The Aborigines of this Island having for 
some time past manifested a less hostile 
disposition, the Lieutenant-Governor 
trusts that the settlers will avail themselves 
of every opportunity which may present 
itself to conciliate them.35 
Within days came the news that two settlers, acting in 
the approved conciliatory manner, had been killed by 
Aborigines. The men in question, Captain Bartholomew 
Boyle Thomas and his overseer James Parker were 
killed near Port Sorell, on the north of the island, on 
31 August. Thomas had gone unarmed into the bush 
with some Aborigines to talk with the main group. His 
overseer, armed, had accompanied him. The coroner 
expressed the view that the deaths had occurred 
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because Thomas acted according to the policy of 
conciliation.36 
At that point Arthur ceased to countenance the idea of 
co-existence. Glover too, though he seems not to have 
changed his mind about what was correct behaviour, 
may have come to see things from the perspective of 
one who was involved. At the height of popular fury, 
on 16 October, his son John Richardson had just 
received his Order of Occupation for a Grant on the 
Nile Rivulet, 'about twelve miles west of Ben Lomond' 
- therefore, as he expressed it - 'rather more exposed 
to the visitation of the Natives'. He had a lively idea of 
the danger involved in farming there: 
The only alternative now is, if they do not 
readily become friendly, to annihilate them 
at once. Yet in spite of their unconscionable 
brutality one Gentleman, a Mr Robinson 
has undertaken the hazardous task of 
devoting his time, or rather life, to the 
humanizing their condition by going with 
them unarmed to try the [persuasion] of 
familiar intercourse. 37 
In view of the September setback for a liberal policy 
towards the Palawa, the precise date of the drawing 
Diana d Acteoll is critical; it is hard to imagine that 
Glover would embark on the subject after September. 
The sequence of drawings in the relevant sketchbook, 
DGA.47, corresponds at various points with Glover's 
known movements in 1831. (See first column in 
Appendix 1) He had the book in use between arriving 
in Hobart on 1 April 1831 and January 1832, with 
most of the drawings dating before late September. 
The subjects and their geographical groupings suggest 
that he spent some months in the vicinity of Ring 
Farm,38 regularly visited Hobart, and made two 
expeditions to the north of the island via Campbell 
Town: the first to Mills Plains, the second to 
Launceston.39 The last drawing of note in the book is 
the preparatory sketch for an oil painting Hobart Town 
taken from the garden of the hOiMe where I lived 1832. The 
farmhouse and men's house at Ring Farm burned 
down in December 1831 and were not rebuilt during 
Glover's ownership.40 Early in 1832 the Glovers left 
the house in Melville Street for their farms on the Nile 
River. 
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In the sequence of drawings Duma e3 Acteol1 comes 
before Glover's early August trip north to survey and 
buy the farms on Mills Plains, before he was told that 
the number of 'unfriendly' Aborigines was really very 
few.4I Within the sequence of known dates, the draw-
ing would be from Mayor June. Seasonally, that 
would be appropriate. The summer and autumn of 
1831 were unusually dry. It was late June before tardy 
winter rains caused the rivulet to flow again.42 Until 
the rains came, the pool, fed by water seeping from a 
sloping underlay of impervious basalt, was a source of 
permanent water for the workers at the Ring and 
Strathallan farms. 
fig p. J09 .. The final issue of dating is whether the subject was 
sketched in full in 1831, or added to later. A close 
study of the drawing showed that it was conceived as 
a unit, Glover allowing for the presence of the figures 
when washing in the foliage and water.43 
Myths characteristically suggest rather than define 
meaning whereas their perhaps inexplicable action is 
notoriously unambiguous. The victor in the encounter 
of Diana and Act;eon was Diana, virgin goddess of the 
wilderness and defender of the mysteries of nature. 
Therefore, to imagine that the image represented the 
exile of the native people would misrepresent the 
myth and Glover's modern history message. Yet that is 
how the image has been seen in recent decades, by Tim 
Bonyhady and by others following him. Writing about 
the painting in 1985 and again in 1989 Bonyhady 
thought it illustrated 'the last moment of order and 
fig p. J20. tranquility before invasion is apprehended and violence 
and mayhem break out.' He found a thematic similari-
ty with a c.1835 pencil sketch by Glover in which 
Tasmanians are 'enjoying one of their last moments in 
Eden' while a serpent coiled round a tree nearby 
symbolises their imminent expulsion.44 Concluding 
that both images showed the moment before the fall, 
Bonyhady saw Glover acting upon his intention 
(expressed in 1835) to show 'the gay happy life the 
natives led before the White people came here.'45 
There are several difficulties with that interpretation. 
The first relates to the pairing of the Biblical story and 
the myth, the second to what Glover could have 
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Looking down on the rock in Strathallan pool 
Adam and Eve composition.c.1835. pencil. 
pen and ink on paper. sheet dimensions 17.8 
x 26.6. in sketchbook NK644 (NLA) 
known at the time he created the image, and the third 
to a significant gap of four years separating the 1831 
drawing from Glover's later drawing and verbal 
statement. The difficulty with pairing the stories is that 
they are not parallel but inverse; according to the myth 
the first people destroyed the intruder and remained in 
possession of the wilderness, whereas the Bible tells 
how Adam and Eve sinned and were expelled from the 
primal garden. The problem of timing is that when 
Glover composed the image, in Mayor June 1831, 
neither he nor anyone else was in a position to know 
the future of the so-called 'wild' Tasmanians.46 Diana 
d Acteon would be informed by the artist's project of 
moral uplift, whereas it could not be informed by fore-
knowledge of the Tasmanians' expulsion, for the 
reason that they were still in the bush when he 
conceived the subject. Four eventful years were to 
pass before Glover wrote to G.A. Robinson that he 
intended to illustrate the latter's projected history of 
the Conciliation with an image of the natives ' happy 
life before the white people came. 
To conclude the discussion of The Bath of Diana, the 
impulsion to see the image retrospectively influenced 
the late twentieth-century interpretation of the 
work.47 The subject evidently opened too directly 
upon a colonial tradition of the 'passing of the 
Aborigines' and the accompanying suppression of guilt 
to permit a more careful reading of the historical con-
text. By the 1980s Australian scholars had turned their 
attention to the bias of historical interpretation and 
were pointing out the injustice and violence of the 
process of colonisation, noting that rights of ownership 
and possession (the cornerstone of British justice) 
were dishonoured by the colonising British. They 
responded to a general shift in attitude as westerners 
belatedly relinquished the idea (convenient to empire 
building) that the indigenous people were locked in an 
early stage of human evolution and doomed to 
extinction. 
Coming on top of thirty years of re-consideration of 
Australian history, this further study of the context of 
The Bath of Diana observes that some colonists - Glover 
being one - recognised the injustice against the 
indigenous Tasmanians and proposed a remedy. As I 
see it, human history has not been, as Foucault argued 
in The Order of Thingd, a matter of people locked within 
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an historical paradigm and unable to see alternatives. 
It is rather a matter of contending forces, some 
proving stronger than others. 
T he above interpretation of The Bath of DialZa is 
insufficient to explain the full tenor of Glover's 
representation of the situation between the colonists 
and the Tasmanians. Subsequent paintings may have 
supported, confounded or contradicted that first 
image. His continued use of the Palawa as a subject 
for art calls into question how preJent they were in 
VDL after Glover's first year there. His oil paintings 
that included Palawa are discussed below in three 
ways. Firstly, through an overview of the titles and 
subjects. Secondly, through considering how Glover 
went about characterising VDL. Thirdly, in relation 
the projects he engaged in. 
Reckoning by the usual pattern for emigrants - phases 
centred on arrival, settling-in and eventual identification 
with place and society - Glover's concept of what to 
paint could be expected to change at least once 
between 1831 and 1840 (by which time he had virtually 
stopped painting). The first phase extended for Glover 
to early 1835, when he completed a project that had 
been planned most probably before leaving England. 
The time for taking stock would be immediately after. 
An analysis of Glover's paintings that included 
Aboriginals (see Appendix 2) suggests that those of 
the first phase remained true to his initial idea of 
co-existence. During those four years there was some 
reason to think the policy of expulsion could be 
reversed. By 1835 he must have had doubts. By 1836 
(when governor Arthur was recalled) and 1837 (the 
first year of John Franklin's governorship) he may 
have accepted that the return of the Aborigines to their 
home country would not occur in his time. Without 
apology for or resiling from his previous stance, 
Glover moved towards history painting in his 1835-
1840 images of Aboriginals in occupation of VDL.48 
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Using the interpretive style favoured by most writers 
about Glover (who have encouragement from the 
imagery), one could say that Cawood 1838, and 
MOlltacllte 1838, (which had no Aboriginal figures but 
showed their grazing lands adjacent to the settlers' 
farms) symbolised their uprootedness and consequent 
death via the traditional European symbol of a fallen 
tree which is conspicuous in the foreground of both 
pictures. 
To the end, Glover continued to represent the 
Aborigines as inhabitants of the island, and as living a 
peaceful rather than warlike way of life.49 In some 
later paintings his manner of representing them 
became, if anything, rather too emphatically 'beautiful' 
according to his period's definition of that term. In the 
mid 1830s, when there was considerable pressure on 
artists and writers to congratulate the colony on find-
ing a peaceful solution to the Aboriginal problem by 
exiling them, he abstained from that point of view. 
Through the 1830s the Tasmanians were present in 
vanous ways though they certainly were not 'in 
possession m the equal way suggested by Glover's 
imagery. For years after the first roundups of 
Tasmanians in 1831 and 1832, the colonists kept a 
lookout for 'wild' natives, glimpsing them occasionally 
and sometimes quite close to the settlements. 
Expeditions of search, going into the bush regularly up 
to the late 1830s, brought back Tasmanians nearly 
every time. 50 Moreover, despite the official report 
(reiterated from early 1832 through the decade) that 
all 'wild' Tasmanians had been removed from the 
island, an alternative estimation of the island's 
Aborignal population in 1832 was much higher, at 
2,000, than the government's estimate of a few 
hundred.51 It is not known how many 'domesticated' 
Tasmanians remained. They were employed on farms 
throughout the island (including the Ben Lomond 
region where Glover was) . Some were in households 
in the towns as domestic servants. There were children 
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The Nat'I'e,' that lI'ere "ent/mm Hobart t01l'1I to Great !.,[aIlJ sketched January 1832, pen, 
ink and wash, sheet dimensions 17.3 x 24.2 em, in sketchbook DGA46 (ML) 
llhOlle eJ below Studies of Aborigines, probably a group visiting 
Hobart town November 1832, Ren, mk and wash, sheet 
dimentions 17.3 x 25,4 em, in sketchbook 97 (TMAG) 
!.e/t: Nat,,,eJ "ent to Great l"lalld sketched January 1832, pen, ink 
and wash, sheet dimensions 17.3 x 24.2, in sketchbook DGA46 
(ML). The dance Rostures of the Prar-en-er subsequently 
appeared in several of Glover's paintings. 
m the Orphan School at Hobart , Women, children 
and a few men lived with sealers in Bass Strait. Some 
Tasmanian women and their part-European offspring 
made a precarious living in the streets of Hobart and 
Launceston. Until March or April 1835 Glover's 
seventeen friendly Tasmanians were highly visible. 
They roamed the country with the Conciliator -
during some of the time unescorted and in general 
behaving according to their own customs - and during 
the intervening months they lived adjacent to his home 
in Hobart. As well, small parties from the Aborigines 
in exile would occasionally be accompanied into 
Launceston or Hobart. Tasmanians not only were 
visible through the 1830s, they were observed, and 
their portraits and customary activities were sketched. 
Robinson's Tasmanian friends and John Batman's 
mixed group from Sydney and Tasmania were recorded 
as they held corroborees, dressed themselves with 
ochre, hunted with spears, climbed trees after possums, 
and camped as of old. Glover was one of around four-
teen artists who represented the Aboriginals in life, in 
VDL in the 1830s. 
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In exile the Tasmanians figured prominently. 
Politically and morally they were a sore issue. During 
the years when Glover painted a score of pictures 
showing them living peacefully in VDL, the sad 
consequences of hunting down and transporting the m 
were coming home in regular bulletins of deaths in 
exile. Illness and death decimated the population within 
weeks and months of transportation, and continued to 
reduce the numbers of exiles over the first few years. 
The death-rate of the Tasmanians troubled the 
Aborigine climbing a tree, hunting possum, probably at John Batman's 'Kingston' farm on the Ben 
Lomond rivulet, 1832 or 1833. pen. ink and wash. sheet dimensions 17.3 x 25.4 cm. in sketchbook 97 
pll Folio 6 recto No 53 (TMAG) 
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administration, seeming to demonstrate that they were 
not better off in protected custody. It was admitted 
that their health and happiness would improve if they 
returned to their homelands. By dying the Tasmanians 
were a constant reproach. 
Glover's 1835-1840 paintings of the Tasmanians may 
be seen in the light of that issue in particular. He 
characterised them as a people happy within their own 
way of life, an image which contrasted sharply with 
George Augustus Robinson's mid 1830s representation 
of them as being, before their exile, resentful and 
treacherous; and in exile, undergoing a process of 
( 
Corroboree, TYl'e 1. 1832, ink, pen and wash, sheet dimensions 17.3 x 25.4 em, in sketchbook 97 page 11, folio 
6 recto, No.52 (TMAG) . This was sketched in one working session, evidently from life, and probably at John 
Batman's farm . Evidently a war dance, it was a Tasmanian rather than a mainland dance, jUdging from the 
weapons (limited to clubs and long spears). 
1(Z,III1.(I11/(l/Z Prar-en-er (Corroboree Tyee Il)c.1833, ink, pen and wash, sheet dimensions 17.3 x 25.4 cm, in sketch-
book 97 p37 Folio 19 recto No 121 (TMAG). Evident!.y a reprise drawing, on a sheet with other reprises. The 
scene was a bend of the South Esk at J Helder Wedge s 'Leighlands' farm. Various reports of the dance describe 
men in a circle, they would strike the ground with one hand and then jump high, imitating ways to avoid spears. 
redemption through the civilising efforts of the 
British. More particularly, Glover's interpretation 
dUJented from the numerous contemporary 
commemorations of Robinson's 'friendly mission' by 
Benjamin Duterrau, Benjamin Law, Thomas Bock 
and others. 
(For detaiu about .JOllrce, .:fllbject, date, e.1:hibitwn of GIOI1erd 
oil paintingd with AborigilZal themed, dee Append~1: 2.) 
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Twenty-three of Glover's 
recorded VDL paintings showed 
Tasmanians (Palawa) in home 
country. Of these, two were repeat 
images, one (recently taken to be a 
Tasmanian subject) more likely 
was of Swan River,52 and a further 
two - (AboriginaL after a parrot) and 
(1'11'0 or three peopLe among the 
treed .. . Looking at a JmaLL coLllInll of 
dmoke on a oi1tallt hilL. I WaJ toLo they 
were Jettierd hUllting for Aboriginau), 
are known only from a much later 
brief description of their subjects, 
neither the canvases nor Glover's 
titles having been traced. (The two 
latter contribute only the bare idea 
of their subject to this study, 
though the second corresponds 
with an extant work of very similar 
subject and may in fact be that 
work.) Excluding those works, the 
total of attested paintings IS 
eighteen. 
The first general point about the 
eighteen works is that most of the 
picture titles specified a precise 
place. 53 The two exceptions were 
The Bath of Diana (fig p.IIS) (Glover's 
first image: and a place that was 
highly recognisable), and the 
Louvre's night scene A Corroberyof 
NativeJ by MoonLight: olle JeLJom deed 
Jllch gaiety in a BaLL Room aJ amongdt 
theJe untaaght Savaged (jig p.l27) (of 
which Glover had sketched a 
scene from life, evidently on 
Batman's farm, and was to paint a 
souvenir, in watercolour, on his 
79th birthday) . 
The second general point is that farms 
and Aborigines were juxtaposed in 
many of the paintings, and in particular 
those produced during the first years. 
That is interesting, in contradicting a 
notion that has been running for 
Bell Lomol1c) from hI,. Balt'nulil d Groulld, WhO.ll bou.le i.J ,·IUIl heloll'. The Naliv(J cltinbet} the Tr(e, to ~I/)(U ' their method {~f 
catching OPO" "UII1, 1833 or 1834, oil on canvas 76.2 x 114.3 em (priv. col!.) 
Ben Lomond from 111,. Ttzlhot:',follr men catchinq OpOdJIlI17,', 1'. 1834, oil on canvas 77 x 114 em (priv. col!.) 
A Corrof,ery of Native,/ by Moonligbt: olle JelJom Jl!eJ ,llU·h gaiety ill a BaLI R(1olll tId tll1WIUJdt !he,'le ulltaught Sal'llqe,1 c.1834 
oil on canvas 77 x 114.5 em (Louvre, Paris) . . 
I ; 
The River Nile, Vim Diem.e,,;' La"ci,/i'omMr GlOPerd/aml, J.lS37, oil on canvas 76.4 x 114.6 cm (NGV) 
fifteen years. Nine of the eighteen 
paintings had titles that specified 
a farm location by naming the 
farmer or indicating a farming 
district. Those that named the 
farmer were: 
1. The We.Jtem Tier of MOllntaind, 
Hamacky Hi!tJ and the South EJk 
from Mr We~qeJ Farm, painted in 
1833 (jig p.126) 
2 Ben Lomond from Mr TaLbotJ, fOllr 
men catching OpOd,lum.J c.1834 (jig 
p.126) 
3. Ben Lomond from Mr Bateman J 
Ground, whOde howe if deen beLow. 
The Natil'ed cLimbed the Tree, to dhew 
their method of catching 0pod.Jum. 
1833 or 1834 (j'g p.126) 
4. Ben Lomond from Batman J Look 
Out: .10 named on account of Mr 
Batman frequenting thif .Jpot to 
entrap the Natipe.J. Mr Batman and 
two Sydney B/aclc.J are on the Left of the 
Picture; a NativeJ Fire in the diftallce 
and beLow, two BLackd catching 
0POd.JUIlU. 1834, from a sketch of 
c.1832.(fig p.127) 
5. The River Nile, Van Diemen :, Land, 
from Mr GLoperJ farm. d.1837 (j~q 
p.127) 
6. Ben Lomond, Setting Sun. From 
near the Bottom of Mr BOlley J Farm, 
alternatively 'Ben Lomono from 
Bonney J farm, BuffaLoe PLain.l, Vall 
Diemcn J Land. ' (fig p.128) (Peregrine 
Massingberd, visiting Glover at 
Patterdale in late February 1833 
saw the painting, nearly finished.) 
The remaining three indicated a 
farming location without naming 
the farmers. In two instances the 
farm was Glover's, and the third 
named the Ouse - famous as a 
rich farming district. 
Bell Lomolld, Settill,q SUIl. From Ilear tbe Bottom of )]/,. BOlley:' Farm, alternatively 'Bell Lomond/i'om BOlllleyJ farm, 
Buffaloe Plain.!, Vtlll Diemell:' LlJld: oil on canvas 77 x 114 cm (Louvre, Paris) 
Native_ on the Owe Rive!; Vim Diemen:' Land ;).1838, oil on canvas 78.5 x 115.6 em (AGNSW) 
Mill_ Plau"" Ben Lomond, Ben Loder and Ben NfI'"' ill the JiAana. J.1836, oil on canvas 76.2 x 152.5 em (TMAG) 
Nat;I'''' at a Corro/Jorry, wu)er the wilJ lI'uodJ of the COlllltry, Ril'er Jordan hew", Brighton, 1835, oil on canvas 73.5 x 112.5 cm (ML) 
The In.lt I11IMter 0/ the TtLlI7Iali,," AborigineJ at Ri'()on ,).1836, oil on canvas 121.8 x 182.5 cm (QVMAG) 
Mount Welflil,qtOf.l anJ Hobart TOWIl, from Kall.'}l~"oo Poillt. The Natil'e.J Danced l1Iu) Bathed at the 
reqltc,-/{ 0/ tbe ArtL.lt, The Female,; are very e.l1!erl III the lf~ltel; the Heel, of OlU WtJ/llan are percepti-Me "bm'e the water. c.1834, oil on canvas 76.2xI52,4 cm (TMAGINGA) 
A Carro/'ery III Nativ((/ by jJ;fOOflLight: one de/Jum Jte.) ,Ilu·h qaiety ill tl Ball &om ad amol1t}Jt the~ 
IIlltallght Sa""geJ (a souvenir of the Louvre oil of that' title, painted by Glover on his 79t 
birthday, 1846), watercolour 9.5 x 17.1 cm (TMAG) 
( 
7. A Corro/Jety of NativeJ in MiLtJ PLail1~l, in the Evening 
they uJuaLLy amlMe thel7ZdeLveJ by dancing round their FireJ. 
c.1832 
8. MiLLd PLain"", Ben Lomond, Ben Loder and Ben Nevil in the 
diJtance. d.1836 
9. NativeJ on the OUde Rim; Vall Diemen '.J Land d.1838 
The third general point is that Glover connected places 
on the settlers' main highways with the indigenous 
Tasmanians. Five of the eighteen paintings showed 
Palawa near a town or major highway: 
10. CondtitutuJIl HilL at Sun Set, from near Mrd Ran.Jom J 
(fi:r; p.129) 
(fig p.128) 
Public HOllJe. d.June 29 1840 (fig p.129) 
11. NativeJ at a Corrobony, ullder the wild H'oodJ of the 
COlllltly, River Jordan beLoH' Brighton. 1835 (fig p.129) 
12. Mount WeLLington and the River Derrr'ent, taken from 
Ileal' Brighton, at a diJtance of nearLy Fifteell Miled. The 
NativeJ are portraitd. Painted before 1835 (possibly 
1831), the work has not been traced. 
13. The Llldt mllJter of the TlldmanUzn Aborigined at RiJdon 
d.1836 (the title is said to be Glover's). (figp.130) 
14. Moullt WeLLillgton and Hobart TOH'n, from Kangaroo 
Point. The NativeJ Danced and Bathed at the requedt of the (fig p.130) 
Artilt. The FemaleJ are velY e;r.pert in the Watel; the Heel:! of 
one Woman are perceptible above the water. c .1834 
The fourth general point is that Glover painted the 
colony's two best-known tourist sites as places of the 
Tasmanians. 
15. A View, with Natived, near the Cataract, One Mile from 
Lalllicedtoll, Vall Diemen ~1 Land. sketched and painted in 
Glover's first year in the colony, 1831 (not traced) 
16. Fern TreeJ, Oil the JUJe of Mount WeLlington, Van 
Diemell ~, Land, with NativeJ in the Shade. Painted before 
1835 (not traced) . 
From that study of the picture titles it would seem that 
Glover linked the Tasmanians with the country as it was 
spatially organised in the 1830s, and rammed home the 
idea of co-existence. Audiences of the time were 
accustomed to looking at works of art in relation to 
titles, which cued meanings not graspable from an 
image alone. 
Without the titles some of Glover's Tasmanian images 
could appear equivocal about whether they represented 
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see Glover's sketch of 
an Aborigine climbing 
a tall tree./ig p.124. 
andf~q p.126. 
JUI p.127 
AI p.127 
F'7 p.ISO 
jig" p.123 
jig p.IIS 
past or present, a native place or a settler farm. 54 It is 
unusual to put the onus on a work of art to prove that 
the content was contemporary rather than retrospective, 
but with those paintings, produced after the colonial 
administration had expelled many of the Palawa, 
Glover had to be either painting history subjects or 
insisting on making a political point. Most of the titles 
suggest a fact of contemporary life - an erroneous 
impression; yet it would be equally erroneous to think 
that they were subjects already in the past. A number 
of his studies of Aborigines post-dated the expulsion. A 
sufficient number (five out of eighteen) of his paintings 
included signs of British settement: with those, he 
certainly intended to show coexistence. 55 
The content of the first in that grouo of five is itemised 
in the title, Ben Lomondfrom Mr Bateman d [sic] Ground, 
whoJe howe iJ Jcen beLow. The NativeJ cLimbed the Tree, to 
Jhew their method of catching 0poddum, (painted 1833 or 
1834) . This was a scene taken from life in 1832 or 
1833: Batman had Sydney Aborigines and some 
Palawa living with him. The second was also a contem-
porary scene but with overtones of the recent past. It 
showed Ben Lomond from Batman d Look Out: dO llamed on 
accollnt of Mr Batman frequentillg thif "pot to entrap the 
Natived. Mr Batman and two Sydney BLack" are on the Left of 
the Picturej a Natiped Fire in the diJtance and beLow, two 
BLack" catching OpOJ,1ll17l...1 (painted 1834, from a sketch 
of 1832).56 Another in this group is The River NiLe, Van 
Die.mend Land,fromMr Gbver~1 Farm (1837). According 
to Andrew Cameron, a farmer in the district whose 
family pioneered the area, the Tasmanians are walking 
along a track that forded the Nile at Henry Reid's 
grant.57 They could be Robinson's Palawa friends who 
camped on the Nile, in that vicinity, in January 1834. 
The juxtaposition of colonial settlement and 
Aboriginal camp is overt in MOlllZt WeLLington and Hobart 
Town, from Kangaroo Poillt. The NativeJ Danced and Bathed 
at the reqUedt of the Artift. The FemaLe" are very e,I:pert in the 
Wate!; the Heeu of one Woman are perceptibLe above the water 
(c. 1834) , for which Glover employed sketches he had 
taken in January 1832, the day the Palawa arrived 
into Hobart under Robinson's escort. Glover's least 
overt indication of contemporary circumstances is the 
inclusion of dogs in The Bath of DUlIla . 
The last general point in this outline of subjects via 
title and image is that seemingly only two of Glover's 
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paintings (both untraced) showed the Tasmanians in a 
forested wilderness. In the main, the Tasmanians were 
shown in open, lightly treed country. The exceptions 
may be two untraced paintings of tourists spots, in 
which Aborigines were among tree ferns on the side of 
Mount Wellington - a ferny glade rather than impenetrable 
bush - and at the rocky cataract close to Launceston 
where, again, the foreground was open though the 
hills behind were covered in thick bush. 58 The 
representation of the island as lightly-timbered and 
open was characteristic of Glover. In most of his VDL 
paintings woolly hills contrast with lightly-treed 
plains. Only once, in Mount WeLLington with Orphall 
AJyLllI7Z 1837 or 1831, did he represent unrelieved 
bushland - and the scene did not include Tasmanians. 
On the evidence of the descriptive titles most pictures 
were of a contemporary scene. Judging from the 
images Glover did not associate the Tasmanians with 
impenetrable forests. 
Lke any tourist, like any historian too, Glover had 
ideas about what he would find and do in the distant 
land to which he travelled. In VDL, as well as 
establishing farms to be run by his four sons, and 
uplifting the morals of the colonists, he intended to 
produce paintings for show and sale in England.59 The 
first phase of his art activity in VD L was dominated by 
preparation for a solo exhibition of sixty-five paintings 
in London in 1835.60 The catalogue's title page 
announced that the paintings were 'dedcriptive of the 
dcenery and CllAOI7l.1 of the inhabitant.! of Van Diemen d Lalld. ' 
One key to Glover's first colonial production was that 
it showed the scenery 'of the inhabitants'; as if, for a 
painter of figures-in-Iandscapes, dcenery were an 
expression of the inhabitants. The task exceeded his 
previous experience in introducing two notes of 
comparison; between an exotic landscape and the 
familiar European landscapes, and an indigenous 
people and the British colonists. 
He characterised Van Diemen's Land according to an 
established code. His line of art, figures in landscape, 
had been undergoing a lop-sided evolution in England for 
a century. The figures in the landscape - the staffage -
had not evolved beyond traditional types whereas 
landscape had moved a long way towards empirical 
study and individual interpretation. By 1830, a practice 
of empirical observation was entrenched (coloured by 
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Some compositions and staffage were the same in Glover's colonial 
and European paintings. A I'ery ancient rtll;le{) Chapel Arrall ill the 
di.JtafIce 1825 oil on canvas 76 x 115.5 em (priv.eoll); £T1011lfLil.9 
Lagooll alld Great OYdter Bay, jrolllPille Hill e.1838 oil on canvas 
74 x 111.5 em (priv.eoll); (HaYI71t1klil.9J e.1817 watereolour 
4.2 x 15.0 em(AGSA); £T1y harred! (,ome 1835 oil on canvas 76 
x 114 em (TMAG) 
the standard categories of the 
picturesque, beautiful and sublime 
and by set recipes for describing 
types of trees, clouds, etc) . 
Glover's many European and 
VDL sketchbooks included first 
hand study of many and varied 
landscapes. He was well prepared 
to describe the Tasmanian 
scenery. 
In addition, a traditional Jtaffage 
of figures, activities, buildings, 
animals and so on, were to tell a 
story of occupance. But whereas 
the precise, identifiable place 
was part of the aesthetic of land-
scape, neither the staffage nor 
the three broad categories 
(relating to subjective interpre-
tation) were linked to a specific 
context. Rather, they were 
generalised cues. In Van 
Diemen's Land, Glover could be expected to represent 
specific scenes but rely on general categories and 
staffage to fulfil his project of describing the dcenery alld 
CUAOI1Uf of the inhabitantJ of Vall DuflZetZ J Land. The main 
challenge would lie in the invention of staff age (in cases 
where none existed) and the manipulation of the 
categories to characterise the colony. 61 
The staffage of his sketchbook scenes continued to be 
conventional, mostly.62 Many of the motifs employed 
in Europe were appropriate for VDL, for example the 
harvester, shepherd, stockkeeper, dog, drover, cattle, 
sheep, carts. Glover continued to use them. He also 
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continued to use symbolic motifs of rainbow, fallen 
tree and rotting log, and trees partly dead but showing 
regrowth (about the last, however, there was a whole 
symbology in Europe that might not apply in Australia 
where trees were self-pruning) . Little else would apply 
without misrepresenting the frontier life of the colony. 
Consequently Glover would have to adapt or adopt 
motifs of cottages, houses, fences, towns and, in 
landscape, trees, plants and geological formations that 
would signal the colony's difference from Europe. 
Within a few months of arriving, he had sent his 
daughter a picture of the Ring Farm homestead 'to 
give an idea of the style of living in Van Diemen's 
Land'.63 That first year, for the purpose of characteruatwn, 
he made drawings of pioneer farmhouses, roads, 
cuttings, temporary log bridges, post and rail fences, 
ferries, punts, and he sketched activities of camping, 
ploughing, droving, carting, and shooting - all in 
landscape settings. His drawing of trees, as when he 
studied the fern trees on Mount Wellington and the 
'She-Oak', 'Gums' and 'Whattle', was for the larger 
purpose of representing the native landscape.64 
Geology was a new interest, coinciding with Glover's 
arrival in VDL. He had been given the first (1830) 
volume, and was soon sent the second (1832) volume 
of Charles Lyell's influential PrincipLed of Geowgy, Being 
an Attempt to Explain the Former Changed of the earth'..! 
Sllrface, by Referenced to CalMed NoJV in Operation. That 
same year, 1831, Charles Darwin, voyaging on the 
Beagle, also had Lyell's book with him, and its concept 
of geological time stretching endlessly into the present 
stimulated him to perceive 'the slow and repetitive 
cycles of the earth and the giddying depths of time'.65 
For a landscape painter, Lyell's persuasive argument-
that the laws of physics and chemistry operated in the 
past as in the present - would hold a challenge of how 
to represent the visible signs of creation. Glover made 
an effort to describe the geological age of the colony, 
and the forces of creation: 
The top of Benn Lomond, Van Diemen's 
Land. The Rocks called the Stacks, are of 
great height, and evidently split asunder by 
great violence; the small Lake is supposed 
to have been a Volcanoe, three-fourths of 
its sides remain perfect, the rest broken 
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A view of The Stacks and small lake on top of Ben Lomond, visited by 
Glover, Batman, Wedge, and some Aborigines, on 28 January 1833, 
pen, ink and wash, sheet dimensions 17.3 x 25.4 em, sketchbook 97 
(TMAG) 
down by the water. 66 
The landscape drawings demonstrated that 
characterising the landscape form remained 
Glover's true concern, overwhelming every-
thing else. He decided that the colony's 
'remarkable peculiarity' was the 'trilling and 
graceful play in the landscape' whereby the 
trees, 'however numerous', 'rarely prevent 
your tracing through them the whole distant 
Country'.67 A concept of difference is 
apparent in Glover's representation of the 
Tasmanian landscape; a light-filled and 
graceful VDL versus an umbrageous and atmospheric 
European landscape. The characterisation led to Glover 
being revered, later, as a signi6cant early figure in the his-
tory of national landscape painting. 
Glover's empirical study was not as sophisticated as later 
research of the kind (by Louis Buvelot and Eugene von 
Guerard for example), the difference being that Glover 
searched for a few characterful signs whereas they 
subjected the many separate elements of landscape and 
figures to strict individual scrutiny within a project of 
showing harmony in diversity across a total scheme. In 
1839 the Bavarian trained naturalist John Lhotsky listed 
the faults in Glover's approach from a specialist's point of 
view: Glover neglected to select 'really primitive and 
original Australian nature', was not a 'sufficient observer of 
nature' and had not succeeded in describing trees' so true 
that it is possible to distinguish, at the first glance, what 
sort of tree is represented' . 68 Fifty years later an 
American art connoisseur, Sidney Dickinson, noted the 
same lack of 'any very strong individuality': 
This work of Glover [Scenc in Tadmanla, an 
oil] ... might almost as well be taken to 
describe any other part of the temperate 
zone, north or south, as Tasmania.69 
In Glover's day the English way of characterising land-
scape was via the categories of the picturesque, sublime, 
and beautiful, whose broad scheme ostensibly captured 
all subjective responses to nature. Because of classifYing 
human sensibility so summarily, the categories were 
problematic for many people, even while they held 
popular sway in the arts . Jane Austen's SC/1dC and 
SCIldi6iLity is an instance of how the categories were held 
in disdain by one of cultivated sensibility. The categories 
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were and have continued to be a slippery tool for the 
analysis of art. In their time, and since, their very 
broadness made them accessible to almost any 
interpretation. Glover had the choice of employing the 
pictorial recipes selectively, of ignoring them, of mix-
ing or deliberately obscuring them; in the name of 
empirical science he could create a separate category 
of colonial landscape. The historian has a further 
range of options for assessing Glover's colonial work: 
that the categories had retained their original 
eighteenth century meanings; that by 1830 they had 
drifted from their first moorings; that they had become 
mere outward forms to which the context supplied a 
more particular meaning. I incline to the second and 
third positions for Glover's VDL work.70 
The picture titles printed in the catalogue of Glover's 
1835 exhibition did not encourage a reading by the 
categories. They urged the artist's firsthand report. 
Sketches were 'taken' 'descending the Mountain', 
'close to Hobart Town', 'from Batman's Look out', 
'from the Artist's garden'; one canvas was 'painted on 
the spot'. Among the signs to be invented were those 
of the Tasmanians and their activities, hence Glover 
had sought out Aborigines to sketch. The titles of his 
pictures informed the viewer that 'the Natives Danced 
and Bathed at the request of the Artist', 'the Natives 
are Portraits'. Descriptive words used for the 
Tasmanians in the pictures titles were few: 'gaiety' 
(No.56) was one, another was that they 'amuse them-
selves by dancing' (No.29). 
The 'sublime' was the simplest of the categories. When 
it was invoked by a scene (for example a dramatic 
mountain view) the reading qua 
category nonetheless could fall into 
line with the explorers' concept of 
rigorous observation. Thus the 
rockbound top of Ben Lomond was 
typical of the sublime yet I suggested 
above that it related closely to a 
modern theory of geology. If the 
untraced Painting No 33 'T/,1e 
Cataract, TlI'o MiLe,1 from Lallilcedtoll, 
taken from the Watel: Here are .lome of the 
Do!dedt and grandedt Scene,1 ill the COlllltry; 
formerly a JPot much frequented DY the 
Natived for the pUrpOJed of Fuhillg, Dilt they 
are 11011' nearLy exftipated, ' related to an 
above: Study £0.1828, pen, ink and wash, sheet dimensions 18.5 x 23 em, in sketchbook 
DGA47 (ML) for a painting Spearillg grey trollt by torcblight £0.1829 (DGA47) 
bel"w: Evening scene, Cataract gorge, Launceston 1831, pen, ink and wash, image size 9.5 
x 18.2 em, in sketchbook DGPX46 (ML). 
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extant sketchbook study (jigJ p.137), its evocation of a 
nocturnal 'sublime' followed a recipe the artist had 
employed beforehand, in England. A scale that 
exceeded imagination was sublime. In abstract terms 
the sublime referred to the awe induced by an abyss or 
sheer elevation, affecting the viewer as vertiginous, 
overbearing and unmanageable. The category of the 
sublime would be appropriate if Glover intended to 
show the Tasmanians and their setting as alien and 
threatening. If so, Glover wasted an opportunity in the 
two works just discussed. They were sublime, yet 
neither included Tasmanians.71 
The categories of the 'beautiful' and 'picturesque' are 
more problematic, and in Australian art history the 
'gothic' too, has become an issue. Bernard Smith in 
Trees near Hexham, detail from 1805 sketchbook, 'Yorkshire and Uliswater' 
(priv. call) 
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Europeall Vifwll and the South Pacific 
(1960) mostly confined himself to 
the visual order imposed by the 
traditional categories. It was sufficient 
to show that their forms were translated 
to the colonies. He thereby avoided 
the complex and in a sense irrelevant 
history of the categories' rapid evolution 
in meaning for the middle-classes of 
Great Britain between 1800 and the 
1830s.72 Twenty years after Smith's 
book was published, the era of formal 
art history, and of social history, gave 
way in Australia as art historians 
becameinterested,among other things, 
10 binaries and tropes. In 1985 
Bonyhady proposed that Glover rep-
resented the hopes of the settlers 
through images of an arcadian pastoral, 
and cleansed the colonists' conscience 
of the Tasmanians by relegating the 
first people to another arcady, pre-
colonial and well-treed. The next step 
was in 1998 by Ian McLean, who 
thought that the landscape type Glover 
associated with the Aborigines was 
'gothic' and serpentine. The painting 
that most clearly demonstrated Mclean's 
'gothic' was The LaJt MUJter of the 
TaJmanian AborigineJ at RiJdon 1836. 
The 'gothic', in my understanding of 
the period, had its major expression in 
( 
literature and referred to obscure relics of a distant 
past, having sinister influence over people who were 
susceptible due to a flaw of personality, guilty memory, or 
something in the genes or mentality. Regardless of 
whether Glover's contemporaries would categorise the 
Risdon painting as 'gothic' (I'm confident they would 
not) the sinuous, waving 
lines of his trees were a 
zealous rendition of 
William Hogarth's smooth 
and "serpentine" line of 
beauty,73 derived from 
the S-curve of the female 
body. An English critic noted in 1835 that the trees of 
VDL, as characterised by Glover, were 'serpent-like' and 
'fantastic'.74 Branches of an attentuated, waving form 
from Plate 1, Hogarth's AlIa/y,//" 0/ Beauty 
'The precise serpentine line, or line of 
grace ... Though all .. waving lines are 
ornamental...there is one precise line. 
properly to be called the line of beauty' 
had appeared before, in Glover's images of Ullswater, fig p.138 
England, for example. In his Tasmanian scenes they 
were by no means exclusive to images with Aboriginals fig p.140 (for example, see MOlltacllte 1838).75 McLean's idea· 
caught on, however and in 1999 Nicholas Thomas took 
a cue from the 'sinister' reading of the Risdon painting, 
and from Bonyhady's reading of Glover's Aborigines as 
inhabiting a lost Eden, to suggest that the underlying 
theme (convenient for the course of empire) was the 
fatal impact of a modem civilisation on a primitive people.76 
The difficulty for that interpretation was Glover's picture 
titles, and images which married an indigenous landscape 
to the civilised European pastoral rather than to an 
entangling wilderness. Some of his Tasmanian panoramas 
acquired a reputation in recent decades as the arcadian 
reahn of colonial farmillg, because their graceful 
interpretation corresponded so well with the seventeenth-
century painter Claude Lorrain's vision of an arcadian 
landscape, and the Dutch school's bucolic vision. I took 
that reading myself in the past, ignoring the artist's 
statement that the absence of thick scrub characterised 
the Ilatil'e landscape, therefore (to his eyes) it was not 
man-made, not a symbol of progress, not a civilising 
effect of empire. The point is worth re-stating. Glover's 
description of the characteristic colonial landscape -
the trees 'rarely prevent your tracing through them the 
whole distant Country', 'it is possible every where to 
drive a Carriage as easily as in a Gentleman's Park in 
England' (Nos. 36,49) - equated the natil'e landscape 
with the European sign for a landscape of order and 
civility, which in the metaphorical sense meant a scene 
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revealed rather than one that was obscured. 
Within five years, watching the scrub grow back on 
the flats at Patterdale, during his son James's pastoral 
activity, Glover would have realised (with other farmers 
in a similar situation) that the lightly treed pastures 
had been created and maintained by the Aborigines' 
regular bouts of burning. For that farming reason, too, 
I do not now believe that the open country, which 
Glover saw first as the sign of a graceful native land-
scape, then learnt was a sign of llldigenOlM husbandry, 
could ever have represented for him the special mark 
of settler husbandry, as inferred by myself, Bonyhady 
and others?7 
It would not be accidental that farmer Glover's 1838 
paintings of the farms Montacute and Cawood included 
an outer scene of indigenous husbandry and the 
enclosed method of European farming. In those 
images, the only difference between the paddocks of 
the colonists and the outer pastures maintained until 
recently by the Tasmanians, was the slightly shorter 
grass within the fences and, at Montacute, marks of 
recent soil erosion. 
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Rather than assessing Glover's VOL oeuvre by 
English categories, there are less equivocal methods 
available, such as the information of his titles and 
named subjects, and the comparative study of works 
that shared a theme or place. 
The painting of Cawood farm belonged within an 
extraordinarily suggestive trio of Ouse River subjects 
painted by Glover in 1838. (The Ouse was also 
known as the 'Big River', after which the colonists 
named the Lairmairrener the 'Big River people'.) In 
the image illustrated above, Marzetti's Cawood farm is 
shown in full, the homestead and farm buildings within 
a compound (that had been built for protection against 
the Lairmairrener). The farm and its paddocks, shown 
in total (bordered on one side by the river and on the 
other by the outer fence of the enclosed paddocks) is small 
and insignificant in the wide panorama of a well-grassed 
and prosperous river plain. By comparison with the 
farm lands, the spacious 'indigenous' country is a 
generous, grassy expanse stocked with kangaroos. 
A second painting in the trio showed the Ouse about a 
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(Baptum 011 the Owe River by the Rev. Henry Dowlil,q) J.1838 oil on canvas 76.2 x 114.3 cm (AGSA) 
kilometre upstream from Cawood homestead, with 
the Reverend Henry Dowling (of England's new 
sect of Strict Baptists), in a boat, baptising some 
white-garbed adult settlers by total immersion in 
the river. 
The third painting showed naked 'Big River people' 
swimming in a warm, north-facing bend of the 
Ouse a short distance downstream of Cawood 
homestead.78 
The differences between the three images revolved 
upon the customs and landscapes of the inhabitants 
that included farming, camping, playing, and the 
spiritual transformation that was symbolised by 
bathing in water. The paintings thereby pointed in 
three ways to some of the customs of the 
Tasmanians and the settlers. Glover's inspiration for 
the image of Aborigines bathing may have been 
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Nati"'J 011 the Owe River, VDL 1838 oil on canvas 78.5 x 115.6 cm (AGNSW) 
James Ross's 1836 description of an 1823-26 summer 
on his farm beside the Shannon river, near the Ouse. 
A group of around six1y Big River aborigines had: 
made a small cooking fire on an eminence 
behind my cottage, and squatting round it 
by turns, while others walked about and 
hunted there, they continued cooking and 
eating, more or less, from nine o'clock in 
the morning until about four in the after-
noon, when they all of a sudden, naked as 
they were, rushed into the broadest and 
deepest part of the river and gambolled 
about for at least an hour ... all animation 
and cheerfulness?9 
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Motif of leaning tree explored in a page of sketches, 1832, pencil, pen, ink and wash on sheet 17.3 x 25.4 sketchbook 97 (TMAG) 
Among Glover's many sketches in the vicinity of his 
farm on Mills Piains80 was a recurrent motif of a 
leaning tree. The tr ee was shown in the light of dawn, 
midday and night. The landscape was re-positioned 
around the tree, which was situated under a hill in 
some drawings and in others transplanted to the open 
plain. In some drawings, cattle were resting under the 
tree, in one it was the scene of an overnight camp. 
Assessed by how the tree was eventually incorporated 
into an oil painting, the drawing most closely related to 
the painting was a memory of a morning campfire 
(presumably when Glover first visited the farm as a 
buyer in the winter of 1831). In the oil version, 
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A Lurrobery 0/ Natil't:..f til AlifLJ P!ailM, liz the E"fllin,q they Ll.:lllaL(v (ll1llld(' themdeLI'«' by dancilZg rOlllzd their Fire..1 c.1832 oil on canvas 56.5 x 
71.4 cm (AGSA) The subject was sketched before January 1833. 
Glover's camp at dawn became an Aboriginal corroboree, 
also at dawn. The tree's placement in that painting 
was under the small hill (a low spur with a snub 
profile) over the public road from Glover's house. 
Possibly Glover associated his first camp on Mills 
Plains with the dispossesison of the original inhabitants. 
In the Glovers' first or second year of residence John 
Richardson heard a man passing by on the road say 
"I shot a black at this place and buried him in the hol-
low of that tree." That reading of the painting is in 
line with Thomas's idea the Glover represented the 
colonial theme of fatal impact. 
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(/lfilu Plain'!, Ben Lomond, Bm Loder [LeJi) aile) Ben Ne"i,1 ill the dutanee) ;).1836 oil on canvas 76.2 x 152.5 em (TMAG); 
on facing pages, 17.3 x 50.8 em, in sketchbook 97 (TMAG) 
l ') 1. 
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Assessed by sequence, Glover's pictorial exploration of 
Mill's Plains began in 1831 when he inscribed a draw-
ing 'Tudema Tura / The First of Mills Plains',81 and 
picked up again more ambitiously the day he arrived 
to live there. That day, 22 March 1832, the 65 year old, 
club-footed English migrant climbed to the top of the 
tallest hill over the road from the house and sketched 
a panorama: a half-circle from north to south taking in 
the river valley to the foothills and the mountains 
beyond with, as the furthest and highest, the Ragged 
Jack peak of the Ben Lomond massif. 82 That initial, 
proprietorial view, spread across the first double page 
of a new sketchbook, became, in 1836, the scene he 
chose to give to the Tasmanians at their campfire in 
the majestic painting Milu Plain.J, Ben Lomo/Zd, Ben 
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LOder and Ben Nevil in the diJtance. Thus, for a second 
time, a Mills Plains' drawing that had a highly personal 
association for Glover was translated into an 
indigenous experience. That, too, could be in line 
with Thomas's thesis, if the painting evoked the 
thought that the indigenes had been supplanted in 
the graceful country by the settlers. Equally, Glover 
could have referred to an 1830s scene, a shared 
indigeneity, or to sharing. 
Several of Glover's paintings represented highways for 
Tasmanians and settlers alike. Native.J at a CorroDorry, 
under the wild WOOdJ of the country, River Jordan DeLow 
Brighton 1835 showed the ford of the Jordan on the 
main highway between Hobart and Launceston. For 
the Tasmanians, the ford was on a major route that 
was travelled by two of the island's major language-
groups twice annually.83 It was a key point both as a 
ford and because it symbolised the junction of two 
countries. Immediately above the ford the Bagdad 
(from the north) entered the Jordan (flowing from the 
north-west and here in its last run southward to the 
Derwent). At a second junction, a few hundred yards 
upstream, the Bagdad, in turn, was joined by the 
Strathallan (from the east). The Jordan (along its west 
bank) represented the Big River people, whereas the 
Bagdad and Strathallan were in the country of the 
Oyster Bay people. (A spring-fed pool in the 
Strathallan, only a hundred metres or so from where it 
entered the Bagdad, was the scene of the Bath of 
Diana.) Symbolically, and literally, the ford in the 
Jordan below its confluence with the Bagdad was the 
meeting of those major tribes.84 
Two other scenes were on the north-south highway. 
ConJtitlltwll HiLL at SUIl Set, from near MrJ Raf'uom J PuMic 
HOLMe 1840 described a hill north of Brighton on the 
main road between Hobart and Launceston. Risdon, 
scene of The LaJt J1uuter of the Ttumanian Aborigine.:! at 
Rildon 1836 was where a major ferry crossed the 
Derwent Within Aboriginal/settler history, those two 
places were the sites of the last two encampments by 
the Oyster Bay and Big River people when Robinson 
led them to Hobart Town and exile. On 5 January 
1832, arriving at Constitution Hill at sunset, forty 
Tasmanians (twenty-six new captives and fourteen of 
Robinson's friends) camped under the north side of 
the hill.85 The following night they are reputed to have 
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camped at Thomas Gregson's farm at East Risdon 
before, early the next morning, crossing the Derwent 
and following the Chairman of the Quarter Sessions 
into Hobart. The highway paintings of the mid 1830s 
undoubtedly were history paintings. 
Last of the alternative lines of analysis to be raised is 
that of politics. Glover visited Lanhern, near Hobart, 
in 1833, when he made some reprise drawings -
including a Tasmanian Prar-en-er dance (recently 
witnessed by him, evidently at Wedge's farm on the 
South Esk towards Launceston), the leaning tree at 
Mills Plains (discussed above), and a panorama of 
Hobart and Mount Wellington over the Derwent. The 
sketches (out of context in the order of the sketch-
book) may have been intended to show his host, 
Richard Lewis, images either completed or planned. 
Lewis and two others of Glover's Hobart associates, 
.! 
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Page of sketches, seemingly the upper four a re reprises, while Glover was staying at Lanhern c.1833 ink, pen and was h on p aper 17.3 x 25.4 cm in sketchbook 
97 (TMAG) 
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Thomas Gregson and Dr Crowther, were prominent 
among the colonists openly opposed to Lieut-
Governor George Arthur's administration. Gregson in 
particular figured prominently at a public meeting of 
23 May 1831 when various reforms were proposed. 
The meeting agreed upon the terms of a petition for 
presentation to the King. That call by the 'free 
colonists' for democratic government was the back-
ground for Glover writing home on 26 August 1831: 
I have had an invitation of sending a Picture 
to the King as a present, and writing to him 
to state the grievances of the Country, to beg 
for a House of Parliament here to make our 
little rulers feel themselves responsible to the 
people. At present there is a conflict .. . [with 
the] Governor which prevents them checking 
it ... A new governor of a free independent 
spirit .. would tend much to set matters 
right.86 
The colonists were asking for reform in the granting of 
land, for trial by jury, for reform in the system of 
nomination to the Legislative Council: major reforms. 
The eleventh resolution condemned Arthur for having 
allowed settler-Aboriginal relations to become violent, 
'no efficient measures having been timely adopted to 
conciliate or enlighten the Aborigines'.87 The 1831 
petition was taken to England by Alfred Stephen who 
sailed from Hobart on the Eliza on 22 January 1832. 
A year later news that Stephen had been appointed 
Attorney General for VDL was linked by the C%nut 
with the 'failed' 'address of 23rd of May': 'our hopes 
have been strangled at birth by Mr Alfred Stephen'.88 
As well as the address, Stephen had taken a pair of 
paintings by John Glover. One was a view of the 
flourishing 'new town' near Hobart; the other showed 
some Aborigines near the cataract near Launceston.89 
They were already framed in colonial woods, and 
presumably were the support Glover had promised for 
the petition.90 
The free colonists renewed their efforts, preparing and 
sending several formal complaints about Arthur's 
administration until, in 1836 Arthur was recalled to 
England. John Franklin, his replacement, was 
thought to be more liberal. 
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Thomas R Gregson Lieutenant john Bowell ana party arril,ill,q at 
Ri,,(!on n.d. watereolour on paper 23 x 33 em (Crowther 
Library. State Library Tasmania) 
Alollla Welfill.tJtOIl allJ Hobart TOII'II, /mm Kallgarou Poillt, The Nat;, ·e. , Danai) anJ Bathed at the ReqlleJt of thr Arti«t. The FemaleJ are <,ery <.>:pert ill the 
If",ter, the H eeL, 40lle Woman are peH'rceptible "bo"e the Il'atrr. c. 1834 oil on canvas 76.2 x 152.4 cm (NGAITMAG) 
Glover's subsequent paintings to represent the needs 
of the 'people' against a repressive administration 
appear to have been a second pair, in a large, unusually 
stretched out horizontal format, Moant WeLLington ano 
Hobart TOIvn from Kangaroo Poin0 and a reciprocal view 
from Hobart across the Derwent towards Kangaroo 
Point. On 4 January 1834 George Augustus 
Robinson, at Glover's farm, was shown the 
view of Hobart Town de which Mr Glover 
intends presenting to the King with a 
companion.91 
Presumably the subjects had been decided while 
Glover was at Lanhern some months before. As with 
the 1831 pair of paintings sent with Stephen, one 
showed (literally) the point of view of the settlers: an 
outlook from a neat Georgian house and garden in 
Hobart town (Stanwell Hall, Glover's Hobart home); 
whereas the other took the point of view of the 
Tasmanians . They hunt, swim, dance and recline 
beside their fires at Kangaroo Point, and occasionally 
glance across the water to Hobart town, a small, tight 
grid of streets and buildings between the water and the 
mountain. As a reciprocal pair of views, they represented 
a dual sovereignty, without favouring either. 
Glover was committed to certain pictorial themes, 
judging from their repetition in his work. Furthermore 
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f{"/,,,rt Y;"''fl, taken from tbe Garden ",bere 1 lived 1852 oil on canvas 74 x 150 cm (Dixson Galleries, ML) from a composition drawing of 1831 
or early 1832 in sketchbook DGA47 (ML) 
he had a shrewd idea of the political implications of his 
subjects, and must have observed the difference 
between his own and others' representation of the 
Palawa. In the mid 1830s the Tasmanians were a focus 
of attention by professional and amateur artists in Van 
Diemen's Land. Benjamin Law, Benjamin Duterrau, 
Thomas Bock, George Frankland, Thomas Napier, 
William Buelow Gould, Thomas Scott and Robert 
Neill - seemingly all practicing artists except Glover -
chose to portray the Friendly Aborigines of George 
Augustus Robinson's party as the heroes of 
'conciliation'. By the mid 1830s Benjamin Law's busts 
of Wourredy and Trucanini decorated the Hobart 
Reading Room; Duterrau was receiving considerable 
publicity for his representations of the same people 
within a total project of painting the history of concil-
iation; Thomas Bock had painted individual portrait 
heads of Robinson's seventeen Friendly Tasmanians, 
Robert Neill had produced a portrait of Trucanini; and 
so on. 
On the basis of such concerted activity, historians have 
rightly concluded that the conciliator's story of the 
Tasmanians reigned supreme in Van Diemen's Land. 
In the critical years, through 1834 into 1835, Robinson 
and Jorgen Jorgensen circled the island in a publicity 
exercise to memorialise the 'friendly mission' . 
Robinson, who before 1832 had argued against the 
assumption that every depredation was by a 
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Tasmanian, now reminded the colonists that they owed 
him a debt of gratitude for removing the warlike and 
vengeful Tasmanians from the island. In the words of 
Jorgen Jorgenson, 
when in quest of the Blacks, he invariably 
ascribed perfect innocence to them, and 
attributed every blame to the whites, but 
when the day of final settlement with the 
government arrived, he claimed the sole 
merit of having rid the settled parts of the 
colony of the murderous inroads of the 
Blacks, and in so doing he is certainly 
inconsistent. 92 
Travelling from farm to farm, Robinson solicited 
details of Tasmanian outrages, jotting into his journal 
useful anecdotes of past terror to be used for his much-
publicised, never written, history of conciliation.93 
At some stage between January 1832 and 1835 Glover 
offered to provide Robinson with a frontispiece 
illustration for that history. In October 1831 he had 
made a drawing, from life, of the Aborigines of the 
Friendly Mission; the drawing was notably well-
composed, the subject was dignified; it would make a 
handsome memorial, yet Glover did not offer the 
drawing to Robinson as the frontispiece of his book, 
nor did he use it for a painting. Unlike the many other 
artists co-opted by Robinson, Glover evidently had no 
intention of representing the Conciliator's triumph 
but, as he carefully explained, would: 
give an idea of the gay happy life the 
natives led before the white people came 
here and also to give an idea of the scenery 
of the country. It is with great pleasure I 
send you this token of the service you have 
done our country and hope everyone will 
do as much.94 
In the context of Robinson's propaganda of that time, 
and of the death toll among the exiles, the offer 
amounted to a reminder that the so-called conciliation 
had a tragic aftermath. 
Glover's gift of the oil painting A60rigineJ Dancing at 
Brighton, TaJmanla 1835 (ML» was interpreted spikily 
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by the conciliator, as representing an unhealthy /i:<7pI29 
pastime to which the Tasmanians had been addicted 
before their reformation at Flinders Island. In a 
remarkable fiction designed to relieve the conscience 
of the colonists, Robinson explained that whereas the 
Tasmanians had once exhausted their health through 
the nightly extreme exertion of corroboree, under his 
encouragement at Flinders Island their attention had 
been successfully transferred to gentler, daytime 
exercises such as cricket and marbles. 
'Instead of fatiguing and wearisome, sav-
age like "corroboree" which in a degree 
affected their health and wasted their con-
stitutions - instead of employing their time 
in the making of spears and other hostile 
weapons, in angry discussions ... they are 
now [occupied]. .. in hunting, at cricket, 
trap ball or marbles.' 'Compare the gratifY-
ing and peaceful picture ... to the state of 
deep aggression and bloodshed ... but a few 
years ago.' 
He had instituted a program to coax them from 
vagrant irresponsibility to an organised, healthy and 
productive way of life. Glover's painting was 
mentioned in a paragraph in the Hobart TOWIl Courier 
that immediately followed that account of Robinson's 
report: 
Mr Glover the artist has recently painted a 
splendid picture of the Aborigines. The 
view is taken at the Jordan a little below 
Brighton and the natives are shown in that 
happy and as it were careless and independent 
state indicative of their nature and habits 
before the invasion of the Europeans. 
Under Robinson's transforming gaze, the golden age 
had become the Tasmanian equivalent of the 
pre-industrial age of vagrancy. 95 
This study does not entirely agree with the view that 
Glover's principal consideration in representing the 
Aborigines of Van Diemen's Land was to characterise 
them as figures in a native landscape, as defined by the 
English landscape categories; and to memorialise them 
in a past state destined to give way in the course of 
empIre. I have suggested that if the English pictorial 
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categories and an idea of 'fantastic' savages governed 
Glover's representation, the Tasmanians could be 
expected to appear against a background of entangling 
wilderness. Instead, he portrayed them in a Claudian 
pastoral and, after 1835, in the serpentine and smooth 
manner conventionally associated with the Beautiful. 
Glover did not show how the few remaining Palawa 
mostly appeared in colonial society in the 1830s, 
clothed and abased, outlawed, exiled, or domesticated. 
But before concluding that Glover preferred their 'nat-
ural' state over their civilised, because he wished to 
represent an authentic way of life, it should be noted 
that Glover was equally selective in his representation 
of the colonists. He did not represent the colonists as 
drunk, abased in a convict gang, raggedly roaming the 
streets or outlawed in bushland (though he was given 
to noting such things privately). Instead, he showed 
both peoples' productive way of life, in places he 
identified, with precision, in title and image, as in the 
possession and the use of the colonists and, in sixteen 
paintings, in the use of the colonists and the 
Tasmanians. 
If Glover were painting picturesque images for the 
English market without seeking to characterise the 
colony and its people, and without expressing a mora!, 
the correspondence between certain places and the 
Tasmanians could be accidental. Rather, it would be 
incidental, for the combination would have no governing 
idea beyond the merely pictorial.96 But, against that 
abstracting assessment, many of the picture titles 
specified a place and activity in detail; and maintained 
that the Tasmanians were present in the colonial scene. 
In the context of the 1830s, those paintings would hold 
up an ideal of peaceful coexistence after that solution, 
by government decision, had become lost perhaps 
never to be recovered. To an audience in London - in 
the politically charged atmosphere of an open 
divergence between British policy and colonial 
practice - Glover presented a vision of coexistence. 
The inference of his many peaceful scenes, so 
carefully titled with place, farmer, and Aboriginal 
activity, is that Tasmanians were in (or could be in) 
rightful enjoyment of their homeland, and so, too, 
were British emigrant farmers Wedge, Glover, 
Marzetti, Young, Batman, Bonney, Talbot, Langdon, 
and others who either were named (or were as good as 
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named) in the titles of paintings. A pair of large 
paintings of Hobart (intended as a pictorial petition to 
the King) made an overt comparison and equalising 
parallel between the points of view of settler and 
Palawa. The imagery was in line with the report by 
John West at the end of Glover's life and by G .T.WB. 
Boyes at the start of the artist's residence in Tasmania, 
that Glover was animated by a moral ideal. 
The first three chapters have dealt with visual art 
arising out of the settlers' and Aborigines' claims to 
ownership of land. Despite ignoring them, the settlers 
were not blind to the claims made by the Aboriginal 
people. Gallypert's map made claim to a tract of country, 
and Morgan's annotation showed he understood. The 
Tommeginne bark seemed like a threat to the VDL 
Company's officers because it showed that their arrival 
with laden drays to settle down on the land had been 
observed and understood. The bark vanished but was 
memorialised by colonial historians. It inspired George 
Frankland's proclamation boards advertising the 
impartiality of British justice; yet there was a question 
of justic overhanging the British appropriation of land. 
Within a year of Frankland's boards, John Glover, 
newly arrived in the colony, began a series of paintings 
of farms in Van Diemen's Land in which he made a 
point of the dual ownership and occupation of the land 
by settler and Palawa. Those images showed the 
impartiality of British justice in the context of land 
ownership (softening the situation in favour of the 
coexistence of settlers and Aborigines). 
In my reading of the various land claim images and 
their contexts I have reacted against the assumption 
that the colonists and Aborigines did not understand 
their respective positions. Without assuming an 
anachronistic understanding on their part, they were 
conscious of having choices. Their grasp of the 
possibilities was as great if not greater than ours. What 
used to be thought of as the benefit of hindsight has, I 
believe, hampered historians who have looked back 
upon the early days of white settlement with an idea 
that the Aboriginal people were vanquished. The 
Palawa were not a distant issue when Glover produced 
his ideal images. Nor were the colonists wholeheartedly 
of the opinion that the Aboriginal people were doomed 
to extinction. 
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1 The term picturesque is difficult in that by the early 
1800s it had an everyday meaning closely allied with 
(integral to) its use as a category of art. I have made 
judgments in the text about whether upper- or lower-
case is appropriate in the context. 
2 J .R. Glover letter to his sister Mary Bowles, 20 
February 1831 , 'In the evening [17 February] we 
approached near the entrance of the Tamar River lead-
ing to Launceston; and on Feby 18th entered the River 
with blazing Sun and glowing Landscape.' Mitchell 
Library, SLNSW. 
3 LallnCfJton AJ"ertuer, 31 January 1831 p.38, 7 
February p45, 14 February p.54, 21 February p.62, 
Hobart TOII'II COllri.er 5 February 1831. 
4 J.R. Glover letter to his sister Mary, 15 September 
1833, re-constructing the March 1831 journey down-
river from Launceston, from his diary: 'On passing the 
Supply Mills [presumably Beveridge's Mills in the 
Supply River that joins Tamar before Whirlpool 
Reach] our boats were despatched for a supply of 
water: and in the interim our gun party went on shore, 
and met with a party of Natives, one of whom was shot 
at and knocked over, but they all finally escaped, as did 
also our own party, no less thankful.' Mitchell Library, 
SLNSW. 
5 For example, Laullccdton Ad"erti.ler 14 February 1831 
p.54, having mentioned in last issue that the burnt body 
of a man killed, it was 'generally supposed, by the 
Blacks', revealed on examination, that the cause of 
death was gunshot. Hobart To,.,,, COllri.er 19 February 
1831 p.2 reported the same and concluded he was mur-
dered by person/s unknown. See also Laullcedton 
A{),'ertuer 22 August 1831, that bushranger Bevan had 
been active along the Tamar near Launceston. 
6 When the settlers took stock of their troubles and 
focussed single-mindedly on the unfriendly Tasmanians 
they did not take into account the brutality within their 
own community. By far the larger number of robberies 
with violence in VOL in 1831 were by settlers. 
7 Boyes, letter to his wife, Hobart, 20 April 1831, in 
The Diarw anJ Lettel<f of G.T.W.B. Boyed, "oLi, 1820-1852, 
(ed.) Peter Chapman (Melbourne: OUP, 1985) pA22. 
8 In December 1830 the Religious Society of Friends 
wrote to sympathetic British colonists (in VOL and 
elsewhere) that James Backhouse had been called to 
'discharge his duty, as a minister of the Gospel, to pay 
a religious visit to the Inhabitants of your parts' (James 
Backhouse, A Narrati,'e of a Vuit to the AlI.ItraLwlI CO/oIli.eJ 
(London: Hamilton, Adams & Co, 1843; New York: 
Johnson reprint, 1967, p.iii). The Hohart Town COilrier 5 
February 1831 p .3, reported that 'Sir George Murray 
has lately communicated to the Church Missionary 
Society the wish of His Majesty's Government that 
measures should be taken for the religious instruction 
of the aborigines of New Holland'. Glover, later, was 
said to take great solace from reading the Bible, and 
seems by 1830 to have been devoutly Christian, disap-
proving the pagan crossing-the-line ceremony on board 
the Thomas Laurie, and putting a repressive rein on his 
son John Richardson Glover. Glover was one of the 
Christians visited by the evangelical James Backhouse 
in 1833. 
9 Vall Di.emetlJ Lalld ALmanack for 1851 related the full 
history of the 'line of con"duct adopted by the 
Government of VOL towards the Aborigines.' The arti-
cle was re-published by the Perth Gazette during the 
height of Western Australia's trouble with the dispos-
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sessed Nyungar people, see Perth Gazette 5 August 1837 
pp.949-950 is an example of how the policies, attitudes 
and 'solutions' of earlier colonies influenced and direct-
ed events in later colonies. 
10 James Ross, The Settler ill Villi Diemend LanJ, pub-
lished in Ho/Jtlrt I;',.,II ALmallack, 1856 (Hobart Town: 
Jammes Ross, 1836; reprinted Melbourne: Marsh 
Walsh Publishers, 1975) p.9!, see also pp.94,84-85. 
11 For the admission of the settlers' responsibility for 
rousing the Aborigines to retaliation see for example 
Hobart To"," COl/ri.er 26 February 1831 pA, LallllceAoll 
AJ,'ertuer 7 March 1831 p.77, JlldepmJent (L) 2 May 
1831 pA ('A Peep into Futurity', mentioning Arthur's 
plans for 'amelioration of the aborigines ... impracticable 
at the time by reason of the turbulent spirits of the pris-
oner population over whom he ruled', Jildepet/{)mt (L) 1 
October 1831 p.2. For British attitude and local indig-
nation see, for example, Hobart TOWII Courier, 31 
December 1831 p.2. 
12 'The Chief Justice [John Pedder] does not recom-
mend the adoption of measures tending to induce the 
Natives . .. to expatriation. He rather recommends that 
we should still strive to negotiate with them and that it 
should be proposed to them to allow an European Agent 
to reside with or accompany each tribe, with . .. purpose 
of protecting the Natives and of checking any disposi-
tion towards hostility on their part.' Lt Gov Arthur 
despatch to Colonial Office following Report of 
Aborigines Committee and deliberations of Executive 
Council, 4 April 1831, CO 280/28 AJCP reel 247. 
Jorgen Jorgensen, in a letter to Lt-Gov Arthur in 1828 
proposed something similar, except that the attendants 
(spies in a mysterious disguise) were to dress unlike the 
settlers, and build dwellings distinctively different from 
the settler's homes. 
13 In the circumstances, Quamby's probably did not 
refer to the bluff and river of that name but to a reput-
ed Aboriginal meaning of the word, 'Mercy! mercy! " or 
"Spare me! spare me!'" Daniel Bunce AIl<ltra/tIJwtic 
ReminucenceJ of Twenty-three Year,!' WanJerlilg,' liz Ttldl7lania 
anJ the Awtralilh' (Melbourne: J.T. Hendy, 1857) pAl. 
14 LallnCeJtoll AJ"erfL;'er 28 March 1831 p .99, letter to the 
editor [John Pascoe Fawkner] from 'A Settler, 
Quamby's'; p.1 00 Advertisement 'It being desirable that 
all that is known of the Language of the Aboriginal 
Natives of this Island should be collected into one focus. 
It is requested that those persons who happen to know 
any words will be pleased to communicate the same to 
the Editor of this paper - personal calls will be attended 
to daily from 10 to 4, etc; p . l01, 'We perfectly fall in 
with the opinion ... that civilisation can be spread among 
the blacks by our learning their language only.' 
Following repeated advertisements to that effect, 
LaUllce-lton Ad,'ertuer 20 June 1831 p .200, reported that 
the Editor was in receipt of several valuable communi-
cations on the subject, and now required advice about 
the grammatical structure of the languages. Later that 
year the Hobart Tool'll COllrier 24 December 1831 p.2, 
announced it had received a letter signed 'Amicus', 'urg-
ing .. . obtaining a knowledge of the language of the 
Aborigines.' 
15 LallnceJtoIlAJvert,;'er26 September 1831 p .292, Letter 
from a Correspondent, signed J .E. (the editor, by then, 
was Henry Dowling) 'The Aborigines were originally 
the rightful owners and possessors of the island -they 
were inoffensive, innocent and happy. The British 
colonists have taken their country from them by force; 
they have persecuted them, wantonly destroyed them 
and taught them to hate the whites . . .. They have never 
been subdued therefore they are not rebellious subjects 
but an injured nation defending in their own way their 
rightful possessions, which have been torn from them by 
force.' 
16 'I submit . . . that one of the very first measures adopt-
ed in that [new] Colony should be to establish a friend-
ly undertaking which should be consistently preserved 
in, in spite of any outrages the Natives may commit, of 
which the Governor of the Colony will be sure to hear 
although he may remain ignorant of the misconduct 
which has occasioned it. Some two or three discreet per-
sons will be beneficially employed from the origin of the 
Colony to learn the Native Language and keep up a 
direct intercourse with the Aborigines .. .', Lieut 
Governor George Arthur to Lord Goderich, Colonial 
Office, 7 January 1832, CO 280/33. 
17 See, for example, Hol,art To"," COIll·ia 22 January 
1831 [p.2], a petition by settlers of the Norfolk Plains, 
accepting that the solution would be either' capture or 
subjugation' or 'extermination' and not favouring the 
latter; Hobart To"," Courur 26 February 1831 pA 'concil-
iating rather than destroying'; Lalltl<utoll AJI'ertiler 28 
February 1831 p.68 Robinson's 'conciliatory measures'; 
Lallllcedton Advert!.ler 7 March 1831 p.77, noting the con-
tradiction in present policy of using armed forces and 
sending missions of conciliation; Lnllllcedtoll AJ"ertiter 28 
March 1831 p .99, letter from a settler, Quamby's, advo-
cating learning the Aboriginal language so as to form a 
mutual understanding, John Pascoe Fawkner, agreeing, 
offered to receive any information; L alineeJton AJI'ertiler 
5 September 1831 p.276, Lt Gov Arthur asking settlers 
to behave in conciliatory way; InJepenJent (L) 10 
September 1831 p.3, and supplement to issue of 17 [sic, 
19] September, Colonial Ttilll!.J (H) 14 September 1831 
p.3, £aIlIlCedton AJl'ertiJer 12 September 1831 p.287, all 
saying that Captain Thomas met his death when obeying 
the Lt Gov's instruction to conciliate the natives; 
LawlceAon AJI'ediler 26 September 1831 p.292, letter 
from J.E. "my feelings prompt me to wish the extermi-
nation of the blacks" whereas his sense of justice sug-
gests that they act within their interests in a matter of 
lI'ar rather than as criminal subjects of the crown; 
£aIllZCeJtoll AJlwtiJer 26 September 1831 p.302, concilia-
tion won't work, an offensive war won't succeed, the 
'only course' is 'to let the savages remain in the unsettled 
parts of the country' and protect the remote stock-runs 
'by strong defensive parties'; Hobart TOlI'n Courier I 
October 1831 p.3, foolhardy to take attitude of concilia-
tion too seriously. For threat of outright extermination 
see, for example, G.T.W.B. Boyes letter to his wife, 31 
October 1830 in Boyes, G.T.W.B., The Diarud anJ Lette,,' 
of C.T.WB. BoyeJ, vol. I, 1820-1832, (ed) Peter 
Chapman. (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1985) 
p.378; Colollial TimeJ (H) 14 September 1831 [p3] 
Conciliation not working, meanwhile danger to 
colonists; Colonial Til11e.121 September 1831 p.3, re-pub-
lishing an article from 1826, 'The Government must 
remove the Natives - if not, they will be hunted down 
like wild beasts, and destroyed!', Lalll/cuto"AJ"erti'er 12 
October 1831, editorial, the only effective protection is 
to act on the offensive; J.R. Glover letter to John Lord, 
16 October 1831, 'The only alternative now is, if they do 
not readily become friendly, to annihilate them at once.' 
18 Letter to editor from A Bent, Cou.J/Iuz! TtineJ (Hobart) 
21 September 1831 p.3, ' .. after the complete discomfi-
ture of the Army of the "Line", what has since emanated 
from the Government? . .. Has one single black been 
taken? - but have not a great many white people been 
killed and wounded by the sable tribes? Have not also 
many of the natives been (since) destroyed?' 
19 Glover's landscape setting for The Bath of Diana was 
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found on 5 February 1999 during a much publicised 
search organised by me, Jan Peacock (education offi-
cer) and Noel Kemp (geologist) of the TMAG, the 
ABC, Hobart television and various Hobart newspa-
pers, but we would not have found the pool without the 
identification of the scene by the owner of Strathallan 
farm, Jim Thompson. 
20 When the canvas was re-lined in the 1960s an 
inscription of the title and date was transcribed as ] 837 
whereas in the orthography of Glover and his genera-
tion it could equally well have been 1831. 
21 In the absence of a record of the painting's exhibition 
during the artist 's lifetime, there is no evidence that the 
title 'The Bath of Diana', once inscribed on the reverse 
canvas, was in Glover's hand or contemporaneous with 
the painting, yet firm support that it iJ the picture's 
theme comes from the inscription 'Diana & Acteon' on 
the original composition drawing. 
22 It is not known when the artist first witnessed 
Tasmanian women swimming. His source may have 
been a verbal description (such as James Ross's image 
of how Tasmanians 'gambolled' in the water on hot sum-
mer days: The Settler in Vill1 Dumell;' Lalld [1975 reprint] 
p.85), or someone else 's sketch. It was common practice 
for artists to exchange sketchbooks and to copy each 
other's work, thus we know, for example, that Glover in 
1831 showed his sketchbooks and in turn was shown 
sketchbooks by GTWB Boyes and Lieut Hill; and in 
1835 or 1836 he must have copied drawings of Lake St 
Clair, probably those of surveyor George Frankland 
who was the first to explore the area, in February 1835 
(see sketchbook, NLA). 
23 Hobart Tow" Courier 16 July 1831 p.3 - 'Rjver Isis 
12 July: How comes it that you have not taken notice of 
the capture (so little resistance was made that perhaps 
surrender were a better word) of the Aboriginal man, 
woman and boy at Mr Headlam's on the Macquarie 
River, 10 days ago? I saw them in Campbell Town gaol 
last Saturday and a very harmless and pacific trio they 
appear, I felt particularly interested in the woman 
(Dembroona is her name) for her manners are pleasing, 
her buoyancy of spirits is great, and her features and 
gait are very superior to the miserable, untutored Blacks 
of this island whom you meet with . She and the boy 
"Medrboolmilla" eat mutton, but the man "Meelaletta" 
cannot be induced to touch it. Opossum (or "Pothum" 
as he pronounces the word) is his favourite. They do not 
belong to Umarrah's tribe but they say that it frequent-
ly comes to "Wacoondina" the lofty mountain on the 
west of the Isis, and that it is it which perpetrates rob-
beries and murders. "0 Umarrah - no good - speared 
white man". They are all three passionately fond of 
smoking.' 
24 These drawings of 1831 are in sketchbook DGA 47, 
Mitchell Library, SLSNW. 
25 Evidently there was some local opposition to the 
teaching of the classics. The Hobart TOII'l1 COllrur 18 April 
1831 [p.2] published a spirited defence of a classical 
education as teaching the wisdom of custom. The argu-
ment was that such an education expanded the mind 
whereas a technical education, alone, neither encour-
aged imagination not produced the same sense of moral 
responsibility. 'The unlettered man surveys a museum of 
natural philosophy, or travels over a lately discovered 
country abounding with the treasures of nature ... with-
out receiving one fresh idea or adding a single mite to 
his former barren stock.' 'The mind must be itself 
expanded before it can receive or embrace, as it were, 
2W retain a knowledge of truth and the laws of nature.' 
For a description of the weapons, implements, 
etcetera of the Aborigines of Tasmania see R. Brough 
Smyth, Ti1f Aborigill&1 of Victoria and other part" of Awtm/z,z 
am) Tadl71{wla (first published 1878, republished 
Melbourne: John Currey, O 'NeiL 1972) vol 2, pAOO. 
27 'The natives say that there is a large stone standing up 
which is Moinee and that he was a native and turned into 
this stone' wrote G.A. Robinson, 12 July 1831. (The 
stone he referred to was at Coxes Bight, ie it was not the 
one in Strathallan pool.) The suggestion by one writer 
that the monolith hid Act<eon from Diana and her 
nymphs is incorrect: the line of view is across the water 
behind the monolith. 
28 The Bath of Diana remained at the Bush Inn until Ann 
Bridger's son' H enry, left VDL for Melbourne in the mid 
1860s. He lent the painting with another by Glover to an 
£,hibitiall of Work.J of Art, Melbourne Public Library and 
Museum, opening on 29 March 1869, Cats No. 85 Bath of 
Dinlla, No. 86. Scene ill Tlldl71ania . The Bath of Diana is 
recognisable in a photograph by Charles N~ttleton of 
part of the exhibition display. 
29 See the previous chapter's discussion of the proclama-
tion boards. The C%lliaL Tillled 5 March 1830 reported 
that 'the Government have given directions for painting a 
large number of pictures to be placed in the bush for the 
contemplation of the Aboriginal inhabitants' and 
described the sequence of images, 'representations of the 
attacks made by the black upon the white population, and 
in the back ground is to be seen a gallows with a black 
suspended; and, also, the same consequences to the white 
man, whom in the other picture is represented as the 
aggressor'. The Commandant at Launceston, Major 
Edward Abbott (letter to Colonial Secretary, 30 August 
1830) gave one or more boards to some Aborigines who 
were going to Circular Head, and elsewhere. The 
Ta,llIZalluzn 26 November 1830 reported that Frankland 
had given a board to Numarrow [Eumarrah, Umarrah]: 
the images - if described accurately - were different from 
that described on 5 March 1830. See also Cob.JI1la/ Tzined 
14 January 1831, Mrs Augustus Prinsep The JOlll'lla/ of a 
VOYll;qe frolll Ca/ClItta to Van DiellZeI1 J Lalld, cOll1pruillg a 
d&lcriptulIl of that colony dllrillg a ,Ii., 17101lth/ redWeI1Ce, frol71 
on.9ina/ LetterJ . (London: Smith Elder & Co, Cornhill, 
1833) pp.78-79. The board was copied as a lithograph in 
1866 (for the Melbourne Inter-colonial Exhibition); G .F. 
'Early Art and Propaganda', Art ill AllJtmLia, (Sydney) 
September 1941, p40, pointed out that the inscription on 
the lithograph referring to Colonel Davey was inaccu-
rate, etc; N. J . B. Plomley, Frielld/y MUJioll. The TrulllZllllUlIl 
JOlll'llaU and PaperJ of GeOl:qe Allgwtll.J Robill,lolI 1829-1854 
(Kingsgrove: Tasmanian Historical Research 
Association, 1966) ppl08-09 fn 66 gave an account of the 
origin of the proclamation boards, and cited other pub-
lished articles about it; see also Rae Ellis, Bb.zck Robi'LJOIl, 
protector of Aborigzized (Melbourne: Melbourne University 
Press, 1988) pp.56-57. 
30 In an exclusively British situation, British justice 
would return the land to the owners. Yet Governor 
Arthur's 1824 proclamation that the Aborigines had equal 
rights with the colonists under British law was never 
taken to mean that the British would honour their claim 
of prior ownership of the land and its resources . 
31 The idea of separate territories was introduced 
byArthur's proclamation of 15 April 1828 and cemented 
by his proclamation of 1 November 1828. 
32 At the very least, Glover's avowal of Tasmanian rights 
would commit him personally not to trespass upon, or 
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covet, the forests adjacent to his farms. His and his eld-
est son's free grants (adjacent to the farms Glover 
bought in August 1831) had been declared open for set-
tlement before the artist arrived in VDL, however the 
indigenous owners could not be expected to appreciate 
that nicety. In the event, the wilderness uplands of the 
Glovers' farms were not developed by the Glovers 
(apart from an early, abortive effort by Henry to farm 
Smith 's Plains) and remain bushland to this day. 
Ironically, all over Tasmania, one sees the same pattern 
of selective land development. In the country seen by 
me, this has coincided with country cleared by the 
Tasmanians, and with sites, adjacent to farms, that were 
scenes of co-existence for John Glover. 
33 For example, 'Conciliatory measures, much as we 
approve of them in point of humanity, we fear will never 
do any good', LllllllcedtOIl Ad"ertuer 26 September 1831 
p.302. This was an established line of argument. 
34 Laullce.Jton A()"ertl.lel; 26 September 1831, p .302. 
35 Hobart TOWIl Gazette, 3 September 1831; LaZIllC&ltOIl 
A()"ertz~'er 5 September 1831, p.276. 
36 The Thomas's access to the sea on the river near Port 
Sorell, where the two men were killed, and Parker's hut, 
nearby, were evidently on a major route of travel for the 
Tasmanians, who appeared there in January 1830 
(TlldIlIllIlUIII d AlIAm/ Aliatic Re"ie", (Hobart) 22 January 
1830 pA31); burnt their highway to Port Sorell again, 
some months after the murder (Robinson 28 April 
1832); and reappeared again in March 1833 when, 
according to the CO/Olll.lt (Hobart) 22 March 1833 p.2, 
'One of Mr Thomas's men was lately obliged to run for 
his life, and a mob of these poor misguided creatures 
attacked the stock hut of Mrs Parker, whose husband 
met an untimely death some two years since.' 
37 J .R. Glover to brother-in-law John Lord, 16 
October 1831, Mitchell Library, SLNSW 
38 GTWB Boyes's diary of 21 April 1831 reports that 
Glover had bought the farm, presumably that day. For 
the survey map of Glover's Ring Farm, see 
Monmouth/Drummond 5 MON/256(N) . The history of 
the original grant (to William Shoobridge 30 June 1823) 
and subsequent lease and sale of the farm through to 
John Glover who paid £500 on 21 & 22 April 1831, is in 
John Glover's Application for a Grant, 29 January 
1838, and Caveat report of March 1839. SC285175, 
c.February 1839, Lands and Titles Office, Hobart. (The 
caveat was by neighbour Lt. Valentine Griffiths: Glover 
was claiming land along the creek which Griffiths had 
fenced in as his) . There is a discrepancy of one month 
between the date of conveyance given by Glover and the 
31 May 1831 recorded in the Lands and Titles Office, 
Deeds Index, Book I, No.1023. I take it that the later 
date was the date of conveyance, whereas the sale was a 
month before. See 'Grants of Land Van Diemen's Land, 
1 January 1829-30 December 1830, pp.34,36, William 
Glover, farmer, free emigrant, on 3 November 1829, 
granted 640 acres, in Jervis District; Henry Glover, 
farmer, free emigrant, on 3 November 1829, granted 640 
acres, in Jervis District; James Glover, farmer, free emi-
grant, on 3 November 1829, granted 500 acres, in New 
Norfolk district, CO 280/30 [1831] AJCP reel 248. For 
more precise information see, for William, Henry and 
James respectively, LSD 409/1, pp131,134,141 and 
maps Monmouth, Jervis I MONIl47 (Henry), Jervis 
3N436 (William) . See also correspondence from Henry 
and William Glover in 1829, CS01l426/9572, pp.19-23. 
Some of this research was done on my behalf by Thelma 
McKay, Hobart. 
( 
39 Soon after arriving in Hobart, Glover made a round 
trip to inspect the farms of three sons who had emigrat-
ed two years previously. The first Tasmanian subjects in 
Sketcbbook DGA.47 were local beauty spots at New 
Norfolk and the falls on the upper Derwent: son James 
had a grant of land near the falls of the Derwent. (If the 
Glovers stayed at Ann Bridger's fashionable 'Bush Inn' 
at New Norfolk. that may be when the artist contracted 
to paint two oil paintings - one of which, The Bath of 
DU1IIa, was held by Ann Bridger's family until the 
1920s.) Immediately after those scenes from the 
Derwent and New Norfolk are some from Jericho and 
Spring Hill, thirty kilometres north of Bagdad on the 
northern highway. Spring Hill was another scenic spot, 
known to Glover through Lycett's coloured print of the 
view looking south from the hill. Glover presumably 
made the drawings on a day trip from the Bagdad farms 
of his sons Henry and William, around the time he 
inspected the nearby Ring Farm, before purchasing it 
on 21 April.) Drawings of Hobart and Mount 
Wellington follow: there are reports of Glover in Hobart 
on 18 and 21 April. Next in sequence was a large group 
of drawings of places in and around Ring Farm, includ-
ing Dialla e3 Acteo". One, the interior of a hut, presum-
ably was Ring Farm, where Glover was in residence by 
2 June. (Re Glover's residence at Ring farm : 'On 2 
June Mr Glover of Tea Tree Brush impounded a stray 
bullock' Hohart TOWIl Courier 25 June 1831 p3. 'James 
and his wife are living with me at the farm [Ring Farm] 
I have sent you a picture of', wrote Glover to his daugh-
ter Emma, 26 August 1831. In the 1835 London exhibi-
tion the painting was Cat.No. 25 'A View of the first 
Farm purchased by the Artist, Fifteen Miles from 
Hobart Town, near Brighton; Painted to give an ideas of 
the style of living in Van Diemen's Land'.) Some draw-
ings of Hobart and Mount Wellington represent a visit 
to his house and family in town (he was in Hobart on 29 
June, working on a painting of Mount Wellington at 
sunrise). They are followed by a third sequence of 
scenes in the vicinity of Bagdad and Ring Farm. A sin-
gle drawing 'At Government Gardens' (New Norfolk) 
intervenes before drawings of Blackmans River - on the 
road north - and the portrait group of three Aborigines 
at the Campbell Town gaol (they were there between 2 
July and early August) and an adjacent drawing of 
some worshippers in a small chapel. (re New Norfolk: 
Glover's son James had a grant, adjoining the west side 
of Johnny's Creek. near New Norfolk. Was that the 
farm Glover sold 'this day' to the Governor, who owned 
an adjoining farm (at New Norfolk, though not adjoin-
ing James's grant)? The visit to New Norfolk - suggest-
ed by the drawing - may have been in relation to the 
sale of James's grant. Glover letter to daughter Emma, 
26 August 1831. op.cit. Re Campbell Town: Advice 
from local historian Geoffrey Duncombe, Campbell 
Town, 25 November 2004, with Poppy Lyne and Daniel 
Thomas. The gaol buildings were on the site of the pres-
ent bowling club. Marriages took place there. There 
were no churches in the town. Alternatively, Duncombe 
wondered whether chapel meetings were conducted in a 
room of the Foxhunters' Retreat Inn, immediately over 
the road. The next drawings of farm country (including 
one with a hut) culminating in 'The First [sketch] of 
Mills Plains [Aboriginal name] Tudema Tura', repre-
sented Glover's personal survey in early August of 
farms on the Nile river near Ben Lomond, the purchase 
of which was finalised before 25 August. His return 
journey south is traced in drawings of Campbell Town, 
Spring Hill and the Ring Farm. Judging from the num-
ber and geographical range of subsequent sketches in 
the vicinity of Ring Farm, Glover again spent some time 
there, and in Hobart (where he was on 9 September), 
before returning to Launceston up to three weeks later, 
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when he sketched the group portraits of the Big River 
Aborigines in court (19 September), and, a fortnight 
later, some of George Augustus Robinson's 'friendly' 
Aborigines (who were in town between 3 and 8 
October). Before returning south, Glover made a draw-
ing of the famous cataract at Launceston (in his first 
Tasmanian sketchbook there were many of the subject), 
and on his southward journey he again picked out sub-
jects for sketches at Campbell Town, Spring Hill and -
heading into Hobart - he sketched Mount Direction 
from Austin's Ferry. 
40 J .R . Glover letters to his sister Mary, 15 September 
1833, 22 September 1833, written from his journal. 
Mitchell Library, SLNSW Glover had a tenant farmer 
(John Clark) at Ring Farm until 1839 when it was sold 
for a handsome profit (following litigation with a neigh-
bour about the original line of the creek boundary) . 
41 John Glover letter to daughter Emma, 26 August 
1831. in private possession, copy via by Tim Bonyhady 
and David Hansen. 
42 'the long continued dry weather on this side of the 
island', Hohart TOII'1l COl/rier 18 June 1831 p.2; 'this side 
of the island continues much in want of moisture', 
Hobart TOWIl Courier 25 June 1831 p.2; 'the late wet 
weather has somewhat relaxed the stiff land', Hobart 
Torl'll Courier 2 July 1831 p.2. 
43 The drawing was examined on 26 February 2004 by 
Artlab conservator Jodie Proud, curators of the AGSA 
and me, and subsequent written report by Proud 
(author's research files), after Ian McLean made the 
untested suggestion that the figures were incorporated 
into the scene at a later date. See his 'Figuring nature: 
painting the indigenous landscape' in David Hansen 
John Glover alld the Colollial Pictllredqlle (Tasmanian 
Museum and Art Gallery, Art Exhibitions Australia, 
2003) p130. 
44 The drawing referred to is in the NLA sketchbook. 
used by Glover in the mid 1830s. 
45 Tim Bonyhady, II/"~geJ in 0ppoJition. AIMtralian 
LandJcape Painting 1801-1890. (Melbourne: Oxford 
University Press, 1985) p .30. [Tim Bonyhady], anony-
mous catalogue essay about The Bath of Diana for a spe-
cial brochure, published for Sotheby's auction, 
Melbourne, 17 April 1989. He relied on Glover's state-
ments (about another painting) in letters to G.A. 
Robinson, 'I wish to shew the Natives at a corrobory, 
under the wild woods of the Country - to give an idea 
of the manner they enjoyed themselves before being dis-
turbed by the White People and also to given an idea of 
the Scenery of the Country' (16 July 1835); and - at the 
time of sending the painting - 'my object was to give an 
idea of the gay happy life the Natives led before the 
White people came here & also to give an idea of the 
Scenery of the Country - the View is at the River 
Jordan just below Brighton' (2 November 1835), G.A. 
Robinson papers, ML A7058, Mitchell Library, 
SLNSW 
46 Bonyhady, a meticulous historian, in his second pub-
lication about the painting, recognised that the date for 
the composition drawing DUlIla e3 Acteon was 1831 (and 
therefore it pre-dated the exile of Tasmanians from 
VOL). See [Tim Bonyhady], unattributed catalogue 
entry for The Bath of Diana, special brochure published 
for Sotheby's sale, Melbourne, 17 April 1989. 
47 Andrew Sayers, John McPhee, Ian McLean and 
David Hansen took Bonyhady's reading. 
48 'Nati.'eJ at a Corroboree, IInder the ",ild "'ood,, of the COIlI1-
try, Ril'er Jordan below Brighton' d .1835 (Mitchell Library); 
(Tbe LaA Mlldter oft/." Ta,/f1wnian AborigneJ at Ri,doll) 1836 
(Queen Victoria Museum and Art Gallery) ; (MiIIJ Plaill," 
Ben Lomond, Bm Loder [Ledi? J and Bm Nel'il il1 the diltance) 
d.1836 (Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery); (The Riper 
Nile, VillI Dieme/l J Lalld, jl'Oll1 Mr Glom';l Farm) d .1837 
(National Gallery of Victoria); (Natil".! of tbe Ol/Je Rim; 
Vall Diemen:, Lalld) d.l838 (Art Gallery of NSW); 
(ColIAitlition HilL at SUIl Set, Van Dieme/lJ Land /'rOI11 Ilear 
kI,;! RaIl,IOI71J Public HOlMe) d. 29 June 1840 (State 
Library of Victoria). 
49 Should we apply a different set of criteria to each 
group, colonist and Tasmanian? Did Glover? That is the 
crux on which turns the various possibilities for reading 
Glover's images of the Tasmanians. 
50 As late as cl837 Jorgen Jorgenson mentioned that 
'three of the wild native blacks .. [were to be] frequently 
met with in what is termed the 'New Country' .. [where] 
they have been left in quiet possession of their favourite 
place of residence.' Jorgen Jorgenson, Jorgm Jorgel1Joll 
am) tbe Aborigine.! of Van Diel7lell:' Lalld (ed) N.J.B. 
Plomley. (Hobart: Blubber Head Press, 1991) p.70. 
51 The Van DiemCllJ LalldALmanackfor 1852, reckoned the 
number as 'inconsiderable, probably not exceeding a 
couple of thousand in the whole island'. 
52 A View Between the Swall Ril'er alld Kil1.q GeorgeJ Sound, 
which David Hansen has taken to be a view of the east 
coast of Van Diemen's Land between places named 
'Swan River' and 'King George's Sound' as seen by 
Glover from on board the Thomas Laurie (though imag-
ined by him as a view from the land), is more likely an 
imagined scene of the coast near the Swan River, 
Western Australia. The place names were firmly associ-
ated with the new colony of Swan River in the 1830s 
(the painting was shown in London in 1835 with the title 
is still bears), and the image itself suggests a 'fancy pic-
ture' - the compositional elements are nondescript, 
resembling theatrical profiles or 'flats' of a contemporary 
stage-set more than landscape forms, and the scene is 
rendered in uniform brassy tones of brown and gold. 
The one suggestion of actual observation is the light of 
sunset/sunrise in sky and water. Glover had written to 
the Colonial Office on 30 December 1828 stating his 
intention to migrate to the Swan River (see letters of 
John and William Glover, addressed from 61 Montague 
Square, London, to Sir George Murray, Colonial Office, 
CO 1812, AJCP reel 293). The canvas may have been 
painted in London while he was still considering that 
option; more likely it was painted on board ship during 
the journey out: the canvas is the same size and shape as 
Tbe J"lalld of MarJeira 1831/1839 which ",a,1 commenced 
on board ship, and the sensitive rendering of low sun-
light over the sea in another feature in common with that 
painting. Glover's ship, the Thomas Laurie, passed well 
to the south of Swan River and King Georges Sound, 
therefore the subject was not one he had seen personal-
ly. It could be a view looking from Garden Island look-
ing across Cockburn Sound to the coast at Swan River. 
The Captain of the Thomas Laurie, Langdon, had been 
to Swan River, where Cockburn Sound had proved haz-
ardous, and he may well have obtained drawings to 
assist him in navigating the channel in future . 
53 In recent years many of these places have been visit-
ed, and photographed . See forthcoming article by 
Daniel Thomas ArtalldAlldtraLia (Sydney) , and catalogue 
entries in David Hansen (2003). 1 have done some of 
that work myself, with Daniel Thomas and Ron 
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Radford, with the generous assistance of landholders. 
54 It is unusual to put the onus on a work of landscape 
or of figures in landscape to prove that it was contem-
porary rather than retrospective. 
55 Ian McLean was the first to make that observation 
in print. See his 'Figuring Nature: painting the indige-
nous landscape', in David Hansen ./01,,11 Gu.",er am) tbe 
ColoniaL Pu.'tllreJque, op.cit., p .127. 
56 It showed T",o or three peopLe allwng the treeJ ... 100kuIg 
at a ,IIIW!! coLU1111l of Jmoke on a diltallt hill. I "'ilJ tolc! they 
",ere "ettler,1 bllllflilg for AborigineJ: the difference is the 
smoke 'on a distant hill', whereas in BatllwlIJ Lookout 
smokes rises from a valley close by. 
57 Advice from Andrew Cameron of Marathon, VIa 
Deddington, to the author 25 November 2003. 
58 Exhibited in June 1835 as Cat.52, 'A View, with 
Natives, near the Cataract, One Mile from 
Launceston, VDL', (untraced), according to an 1832 
London report from itsfirJt showing was 'a view of the 
falls of the South Esk river .. .. a portion of the colony 
which remains entirely unlocated [unsettled by farm-
ers] and in its original state of nature. The hills are 
thickly covered with wood, which is nearly impenetra-
ble to all but the aborigines, some of whom are repre-
sented in the foreground.' CoLollilt (H) 14 December 
1832, p.3, quoting an English newspaper of some 
months before. According to the title of another of 
Glover's paintings of the cataract, 'It was formerly a 
spot much frequented by the Natives for the purpose 
of Fishing, but they are now nearly extirpated.' The 
Hobart TaWil COllrier 9 February 1828 p3, reported that 
'The natives appeared at the cascade [Launceston] on 
Friday and frightened the women who were washing 
there - but offered no violence, and were not armed -
they diverted themselves with tossing about the che-
mises and petticoats for a short while - the women told 
me that the natives stole a bottle of rum - (I do not 
believe it - for the black natives do not drink rum) and 
a blanket - I do not believe that either - it is more like-
ly they stole it themselves'. Mrs Augustus Prinsep, 
travelling in VDL in 1830, explained why it was a 
watering place for settlers and, incidentally, gave the 
reason for it being a good fishing place for the 
Aboriginals: 'A mile above Launceston, the South Esk 
forms a beautiful cascade through a deep chasm of 
rocks, where the inhabitants go for fresh water, the 
sale tide running up to the pool below.' (op.cit. p.96) 
J.R. Glover recorded that the water was 'the grand 
supply of the town': 'Hitherto boats have towed casks 
up a long opening of the river, hemmed in on both sides 
by nearly perpendicular rocks, high and imposing, 
often columnar forms, to the first fall, called the 
"Cataract"; or otherwise to take carts over the high 
hills and down again to a confined part of the river 
called "the bason" [which is] a convenient place of 
congress for the trade washerwomen.' J.R. Glover let-
ter to sister Mary, 8 September 1833, based on his 
diary. op.cit. See footnote 89. 
59 'Mr Glover, the Artist, who was recently among us, 
has made, we understand, thirty very splendid sketch-
es of Launceston and its vicinity, for the purpose of 
having them published in England . .. . His illustration 
of Van Diemen's Land will give great interest to the 
colony "at Home"', Lallnce,}ton ArJ"ertiHr 25 April 1831 
p .134. On 22 January 1832 Alfred Stephen, Colonial 
Secretary General, sailed for England, taking two oil 
paintings by Glover, each 30 x 45 inches, in frames of 
colonial timbers . They were colonial views. One 
{ 
looked up the country from a hill near Hobart Town; it 
would have been the one described in London as 'a view 
of New Town, on the river Derwent, and of the scenery 
along the banks, extending thirty miles up the river. It 
is taken from the summit of a hill, two miles from 
Hobart'. The other was 'a view of the falls of the "South 
Esk" river, near Launceston ... in its original state of 
nature. The hills are thickly covered with wood, wh ich 
is nearly impenetrable to all but the aborigines, some of 
whom are represented in the foreground.' CololliA 
(Hobart) 14 December 1832 p.3. See footnote 90. 
60 Some of the European subjects exhibited in 1835 
had been produced before Glover sailed for VDL. 
61 Ornithology appears to have been one natural histo-
ry subject Glover pursued for its own sake, independ-
ent of art. He studied the songs of birds, as well as their 
visual appearance. Like other natural scientists of 
whom there were many in the Australian colonies, he 
learned about his subject from bird skins he obtained, 
birds he caged, and others he observed around the barn 
and bush at Ring Farm and Patterdale. There were 
some bird paintings; one that crossed into his main line 
of work showed a Tasmanian in pursuit of a bird, pre-
sumably in a landscape. To Emma, on 26 August 1831, 
he wrote 'I mean when a little more settled to .. send 
John [Lord] a Box of Birds skins. I have three great 
beauties alive - a Rosella parrot with a Wattle Bird of 
this country and a King Parrot from Sydney. The more 
I see them the more I admire the exquisite taste in the 
arrangement of their colours. There are other beautiful 
Parrotts [sic] about our Barn as numerous as sparrows 
in England'. There were four paintings of Australian 
birds in the 1835 exhibition, and two descendents of 
Glover remembered seeing a painting of 'an Aboriginal 
after a parrot' in the collection of their grandfather 
Charles John Bowles in the early 1900s. James Ross 
also commented on Glover's well-known interest in 
birds, James Ross, 'The Settler in Van Diemen's Land', 
Hobart TOII'1l ALmallack 1856 (Hobart: James Ross, 1836), 
re-published as The Settler ill Vall Diemell J Lalld 
(Melbourne: Marsh Walsh Publishing, 1975). 
62 Some of the detailed studies were not; however they 
were not employed in the paintings. 
63 'A View of the first Farm purchased by the Artist, 
Fifteen M.iles from Hobart Town, near Brighton; 
Painted to give an idea of the style of living in Van 
Diemen's Land', Cat.No. 25, in Glover's 1835 London 
exhibition of 'Sixty Eight Pictures, descriptive of the 
Scenery and Customs of the Inhabitants of Van 
Diemen's Land . . .' This would have been the picture 
sent to his daughter Emma midway through 1831, as 
mentioned by Glover in a letter, 26 August 1831, op.cit. 
The painting is untraced. 
64 Picture titles in the 1835 exhibition catalogue men-
tion the 'She-Oak', 'Gums', and 'Whattle '. 
65 Quotation from John McPhee, Allllali of the Former 
Wt".!J (1 st edition 1981, this edition New York; Farrar, 
Strauss and Giroux, 1998) p.98. See also Gabriel 
Gohau, revised and translated by A.V. Carozzi and M. 
Carozzi, A HiAory of GeouJgy (New Brunswick and 
London: Rutgers University Press, 1991) Chapters 10 
and II; 'A Brief History of Time' in Cherry Lewis, The 
Datill.q Gam.e: One Mall:' Search for the A.qe of the Earth 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000). 
66 A painting, known by report, could be the same as 
the one just mentioned (Cat. No. 10, 1835 exhibition, 
op.cit.). The painting has not been traced. John Helder 
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Wedge, who was with Glover on the January 1833 
expedition to the 'top of Ben Lomond' near the Stacks, 
also described this scene. 'A very singular basin of 
water was pointed out to me by one of the Sydney 
natives, situated down the Eastern side about 500 feet 
below the Ridge and near the place which forms the 
junction of the 'Stacks' with the main body of the moun-
tain - from its general appearance I should imagine this 
to have been the crater to a volcanic eruption at some 
early period - I had no means of sounding this extraor-
dinary basin of water - but judging from its appearance, 
its steep sides, and by throwing in stones I should con-
ceive it to be very deep - ... [some of the party passed] 
over the immense blocks of Rock that had fallen from 
time to time from the perpendicular columns that hung 
over our heads and some of them very recently. Glover 
took a view of this place - we called [it].. "Pigeon's Well 
- having been discovered by a Sydney native of that 
name.' The Diarle.., of JO/.1II Helder U!Cdge 1824-1835, edited 
by George Crawford, F.W. Ellis and G.H. Stancombe, 
(Hobart: Royal Society of Tasmania, 1962), 
Introduction p.v, and entry for 28 January 1833. 
67 Two quotations from John Glover relate to this: 
Glover's hand-written note on the back of V,ew of Mill,,' 
Plain.! (AGSA) recorded in undated catalogue, Thomas 
Phillipps' papers, Bodleian Library, Oxford, as quoted 
by Andrew Sayers, AlI.ltmLlan Art in Oxford History of 
Art series, (Oxford: OUP, 2001) pAO; and the title of a 
painting, Cat.No. 26 in the 1835 exhibition, LaUllce..'tOIl 
and the RiO'er Tamllr [.lic}. There u a remarkable pecuLuzrity 
liz the Tree.l of thi, COlllltry; hOll'eller 1l1U1UIYlu.J, they rarefy pre-
O'ent YOllr tracillg thlYlu.qh them the whole di,tallt COllntry 
c.1832 (AGNSW). 
68 John Lhotsky, 'Australia and its historical evolu-
tion', The Art Ullum (London) July 1839 pp.99-100, in 
Bernard Smith (ed) DOCllI1lWt.l on Art alld Tadte ill 
AIMtmLla (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1975) 
p.73. 
69 Sidney Dickinson, (Catalogue of Thoma" WeftM 
Stanford coLlection) (Melbourne: 1892) p.18, text in refer-
ence to Cat.No. 28, Scene in TtlJlnallla oiL 45" x 30". 
(printed catalogue in Art Pamphlets, SLY). The failure 
was surprising, Dickinson thought, given how 'labori-
ous, and painstaking, as well as successful, was his 
study of trees' as shown in drawings in the Stanford col-
lection . 
70 In England the picturesque referred to nostalgic 
scenes remote from the modern world, wrinkled peas-
ants, thatched cottages and ruins covered w ith moss: 
not things English people were striving to achieve in 
their lives. The social background was the industrial 
revolution whose reorganisation of labour and new 
technology had changed the English countryside. A 
centuries old patterns of settlement, of cottages cluster-
ing around manor farms had been giving way to the 
grid patterns of enclosed lands, canals, roads and rail-
ways. The shape of the country was redefined in terms 
of the metropolis. Nostalgia was the key to the 
Picturesque. Early nineteenth-century theorists, 
Knight, Payne, Price and Allison, were frank about its 
specific, limited appeal, pointing out that mossy decay 
and wrinkled faces, desirable at a distance and as pic-
tures or novels, were highly undesirable in one's own 
life. Hence the Picturesque, w hich was the nostalgic 
taste of modern society, did not pretend to represent the 
values of that society. Modern values were of organised 
labour, cleanliness and physical and moral health; these 
were equated with happiness, godliness and commercial 
progress; but were un-picturesque. 
Whichever way one approaches the question of how the 
Picturesque would be experienced and expressed in the 
colonies, the translation entailed a switch between 
England and the new country, and a ricochet between 
past and future. The past represented one's homeland as 
well as the indigenous way of life. The future was the 
English way of life reconstituted on foreign soil (with 
few exceptions - Glover for one - the colonists' vision of 
the future did not include the indigenous way of life) . 
The problem for historians is that colonial paintings 
could be produced and read in terms of the categories, 
which retained a broad meaning as beautiful, pictur-
esque and sublime, yet the associations and precise 
emotions attached to the categories in England were not 
readily translatable to colonial life . As an instance of the 
switching that is involved in applying European associ-
ations to colonial circumstances, Bonyhady's doubled 
arcadia showed Aborigines in a vanished arcadia and 
the arcadian pastoral as the colony's desirable future . 
The first part of the formulation split the past from nos-
talgia - an intellectual interest in what is indigenous to 
the new country did not involve feelings of nostalgia. 
The second part projected nostalgia for Europe into the 
colony's future. 
John Ruskin made a cogent point about the untrans-
latability of associations arising from social context: 
'observe that the charm of romantic association can be 
felt only by the modern European child. It arises emi-
nently out of the contrast of the beautiful past with the 
frightful and monotonous present; and it depends for its 
force on the existence of ruins and traditions . .. and the 
precursorship of eventful history. The instinct to which 
it appeals can hardly be felt in Australia' . (John Ruskin, 
Modern Paillter,l, III, xviii, para 21.) 
For the colonists the affective associations of the cate-
gories would become attached to different aspects of 
life . They experienced nostalgia in its most powerful 
form, as homesickness. If the colonial Picturesque were 
to follow nostalgia, its themes would be the signs of 
'home' in a foreign land. They would be (and were, in 
the paintings Glover exhibited in 1835) cottages 
embowered in foliage, rustic tracks, harvest scenes, cat-
tle under trees, a shepherd with his flock: little bits of 
England set down in the new land. Yet Glover modified 
the picturesque in each work to indicate the newness of 
the cottage, the raw cutting of the track, the untouched 
expanse of hills, etcetera. Among his subjects were also 
the tidy new towns glittering in the sun and farms 
fenced out in raw, cleared country. Those, too, were 
familiar signs in a scene otherwise without homely asso-
ciation but which, being scenes of modern life, were not 
associated with nostalgia either in England or the 
colonies. 
In England, Glover's VDL paintings were seen as giv-
ing 'a more correct idea than ... books of travel can con-
vey', via 'illustrative ' 'views of Hobart town, and its 
streets and houses, portraits of the aborigines of the 
country, natives dancing around their fires, or plunging 
and sporting in their rivers'. These were travel scenes 
whereas the landscape, alone, was found to be 'beauti-
ful and picturesque; in some districts magnificent and 
sublime'. (Tbe TiI1U,1 (London), 29 June 1835 [p.5]) 
Rather than twisting the social background of the 
English picturesque into the terms of VDL in the 1830s, 
I prefer to bow before the difficulty, and look for direc-
tion from the painter's titles and subjects. 
71 This work, a view from the water, hence precipitous, 
was different from another scene in the exhibition, near 
the cataract, which did include indigenous people: A 
VUU', witb Nati"ed, Ileal' tbe Cataract, OlZe MiLe from 
LallncedtolZ, Viln DumCllJ Lalld 1831, exhibited in July 
1832 in the Society of British Artists exhibition, 
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London, and cat.52 in the 1835 exhibition (this was 
cat. 33) . I assume the scene with Aborigines was the 
work later described as 'The Fishing Place of the 
Natives in Tasmania, much visited for the natives for 
Fishing' (in Phillipps ' 1868 list of Charles Bowles' col-
lection). 
72 One exception was his observation that the word 
'picturesque' to mean an interesting theme was applied 
freely to exotic cultures, Bernard Smith EuropealZ 
VUWIZ al/o tbe SOlltb Paclfic (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1960) 1989 edition pp.201-202. Smith concluded that 
the detached scientific bent of the age of discovery was 
followed by a more engaged, polemical interpretation 
by missionaries' and settlers; that the period of neo-
classicism gave way to romanticism around 1820. In 
formulating history as periods he did not allow suffi-
cient weight to the counter effect on 'romanticism' of 
an ever-more-powerful science and the disciplining 
effect on science of ever-more-refined controls on 
observation through the early decades of the nine-
teenth century. He did not consider how the various 
goals of visual observation interacted with each other 
throughout the period, so disturbing the neat order of 
things . One has only to consider the separate and at 
times conflicting operation of scientific observation, 
the exploration of taste and design through the pictur-
esque, the variously subjective, interpretive forces of 
romanticism and of evangelism and of bourgeois 
morality, the material focus of capitalist endeavour, the 
objective accuracy of neo-classicism, the different pur-
suit of realistic appearances by Turner, Constable, 
Delacroix, all of which coexisted and coloured each 
other. 
73 William Hogarth, Ti" Analy"i1 of Beauty, written ",itb 
a I'UW to F.-eilZg ti,e fluctuating i.e)ea.} of tadte (London, 
1753). The Beautiful maintained its character of sleek 
surfaces and sinuous curves well into the 1800s. The 
visual form of the 'gothic', on the contrary, as well as 
incorporating specific reference to Gothic architec-
ture, or other sign of a specifically European history, 
had a suggestion of hidden dimensions plus the rugged 
textures and broken light of the picturesque. Pointed 
Gothic shapes, rugged textures, obscurity and broken 
light are not qualities of The la,j{ MUdter of tbe 
Ta,l/nallUlIl Abor~qlill'" at Rildon which on the contrary is 
smooth, sinuous and brightly lit. Dated 1836, the Ladt 
MlIJter followed a four-month period when Glover 
tried to teach the conventions of the picturesque to a 
not-very-talented Mr Merrett. That refresher course 
might have resulted in an exaggerated representation 
of one of the categories. Alternatively the image may 
have stemmed from a drawing by one of his sons or a 
patron. For example, Thomas Gregson, had a double 
association with the theme of the painting. He owned 
land at East Risdon. and as an anti-government 
activist and amateur artist of provocative history 
paintings was responsible for a watercolor (exhib. 
1846) depicting the 1803 arrival at Risdon Cove of 
Lieutenant Bowen (prelude to a massacre of 
Tasmanians people assembled there) . 
74 MortZlizg POdt (London) 4 July 1835 p.5. 
75 AwtraLiall LalloJcape with Cattle c.1833, MOlltacute, 
Bothwell 1838, Ratho, Bothwell 1838. 
76 Nicholas Thomas, Po,ldedJiolld: JIlJ~qenoud Art / 
Colollud Culture(London: Thames & Hudson, 1999) 
pp.65-71. 
77 Bonyhady moved closer to the reading I take in The 
CoLonial Earth. 
( 
78 Gl ' .. ld . f .. C d over s angIna rawlng, rom a VISlt to awoo, 
had them swimming in the waterhole immediately 
beside the house (the pool is distinctive) . Perhaps he 
was told that the Aborigines had in fact regularly 
camped downstream in the protected, north-facing 
bend of the river. He made a drawing of that site, too, 
into which he later imported the Aborigines at their 
camp, and bathing. Sketchbook, NLA. 
79 James Ross The "ettler liz Vall Diemen:, Lalld, from 
Hobart Town A!mllnack, (Hobart: James Ross, 1836, 
republished Melbourne : Marsh Walsh Publishing, 
1975), p.85. 
80 Two possible groupings are, first, to show differ-
ences in farming philosophy between at least two of his 
sons. James, who advocated stock-keeping, was in 
charge of the farming operation at Patterdale between 
1832 and April 1839. Glover in those years produced 
numerous drawings and some paintings of cattle under 
trees, and a scene of sheep washing. An abrupt change 
of farming style followed when Henry (who supported 
the practice of agriculture) replaced James as manager 
in 1839. The eldest brother John Richardson described 
the subsequent clearing and ploughing of land that had 
been reverting to bush . Yet agricultural pursuits of gar-
dening (John Richardson's domain) and hay-cutting 
(under James's management) had already been cele-
brated by the artist and Henry's advent as manager did 
not result in new scenes of grubbing and burning. 
Another grouping shows the artist's homestead and gar-
den from different angles, one from the well-cultivated 
garden, another from unkempt country higher up the 
creek, and a third from the south between the home-
stead and the men's quarters, showing a stock-keeper 
and dog under a tree near peacefully grazing cattle. 
81 Sketchbook DGA 47, f.32, sk.92, Dixon Galleries, 
State Library of NSW. 
82 Sketchbook TMAG. 
83 Midd . h ... . d' h h 'b ens III t e VlCllllty III Icate were t e tn es on 
their way to and from Pittwater met and camped 
together. 
84 See Lyndall Ryan, The Aboriglla! TadmtlllulI1,' (sec-
ond edition, Allen & Unwin, NSW, 1996), Chapter 
One, 'The Aboriginal Landscape'. 
85 G.A. Robinson letter 6 January 1832, see Plomley, 
Friendly MiJJlOIl, op.cit. p.573. Daniel Bunce describes 
the scene on the north side, 'On descending the north 
side of Constitution Hill there are two lofty sugar-loaf 
hills, one on each hand, which may be seen from Hobart 
town.' Daniel Bunce, AIMtmltl"ultic RemillL-Hmce" of 
TII'mty-three Yellr/ Wtlnderin.q,' ill TaJmtlllia llllO the 
AlI,1tra!ia,' (Melbourne: J.T. Hendy, 1857) p.29 . 
Robinson noted in one of his Post Phillip journals, 27 
July 1841, that someone had recalled 'he saw me bring 
the Big River natives into Bothwell' which would have 
been the night before they travelled to Constitution 
Hill. 
86 John Glover letter to his daughter, Emma Lord, 26 
August 1831; transcript courtesy of David Hansen and 
Tim Bonyhady. 
87 'That upon the accession of the present Colonial 
administration in the government of this Colony in 
1824, the feeling of the native and white population 
towards each other was as free from excitement and 
intercourse indulged in between them with as much 
confidence, generally speaking, as was natural to their 
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relative situations and circumstances, few instances 
then occurred of hostile collisions, terminating either in 
loss of life or property to the Colonists; that since that 
period, a lamentable change has progressively taken 
place in their mutual feelings and relations, involving a 
frightful sacrifice of human life, terminating in a system 
of continued and indiscriminate murder and rapine on 
the part of the natives, and contemplated military exer-
tion by the Executive Council. no efficient measures 
having been timely adopted to conciliate or enlighten 
the Aborigines, or to prevent such excesses.' See report 
of 23 May meeting, Colollia! Timed (Hobart) 25 May 
1831 pp.2-4. For R . Lewis & T.R. Gregson's involve-
ment see Colonial Time,} (Hobart) 11 May 1831 p.l, re 
the Public Meeting, signatories to the petition, and the 
address AJCP reel 249 (280/32) item dated 19 July 
1831. 
88 CO!Ollut (Hobart) 4 January 1833 p.2. 
89 The paintings were described as 'a view of New 
Town, on the River Derwent, and of the scenery along 
the banks, extending thirty miles up the river .. taken 
from the summit of a hilL two miles from Hobart Town'; 
the other was 'a view of the falls ... near Launceston ', 
with some aborigines in the foreground, and the hills 
behind 'thickly covered with wood.' CO!OIU;,t (Hobart) 
14 December 1832, p.3, from a newspaper in London, 
where the works were submitted into the Society of 
British Artists exhibition by Stephen. Presumably the 
second work showed Aborigines fishing at the pool 
near the cataract. See footnotes 58, 59 and Appendix I. 
90 '22 Jan 1832, . .. ship Eliza which took home 
... Alfred Stephen ... Mr Glover painted two pictures for 
him [to take], 45 by 30 inches, colonial views [one a 
view] near Hobart Town, looking up the country [,] 
which he took with him in frames made of different 
colonial woods; and which were exhibited and admired, 
in the Suffolk Street [Society of British Artists] 
Exhibition' (John Richardson Glover letter to his sister 
Mary Lord, 15 September 1833, written as a diary, 
Mitchell Library, SLNSW). Glover's usual way of 
sending paintings was unframed, to John Lord, who 
organised their sale and exhibition. See footnote 59. 
91 G.A. Robinson journal, 4 January 1934, in 
Plomley, op.cit. p.832 . 
92 Jor:qen JOI:qel1dOIl allo the AborigilleJ of Vall Diem£ll J 
Land, op.cit. p.77. 
93 Glover wrote: 'stopped at Mr Pike's [farm]' Mr Pike 
gave me an account of some murders that had been per-
petrated in his neighbourhood by the aborigines. [8 
Dec 1833] .. .' Saw Mr Anstey [at Campbell Town, 
who] said during the time that he was police magistrate 
he had sat upon twenty-eight inquests of people that 
had been murdered by the blacks.' .. .'Mr Hill related a 
story about the blacks as I walked in company with him 
across the farm ... whilst the blacks were at large many 
murders were committed in his neighbourhood.' 
.. . 'The great change that had taken place since the hos-
tile blacks were removed is too apparent not to be 
noticed and recorded .. .' .. .'1 stopped and slept at Mr 
G lover's [who was away from home but one of his sons] 
shewed me a spot where the natives had killed two 
white men. On this spot Captain Barclay some years 
back had a stock hut.' ... 'The natives made a regular 
attack upon the hut and set it on fire . Two of the 
inmates fled and run towards the Nile about half a mile 
distant. Here they were met by three other natives who 
speared them to death.' 
94 John Glover letter to G .A. Robinson, 2 November 
1835. The sequence of events and letters was 7 July 
1835 - Robinson's letter to Glover re Glover's 'kind offer 
of a frontispiece'; 15 July 1835 - publication in Hobart 
of Duterrau's etched design for a national picture of the 
conciliation; 16 July 1835 - Glover's reply to Robinson 
saying he'd decided to 'give an idea of how they enjoyed 
themselves before being troubled by the White People'; 
24 July 1835 - Robinson's reply asking when could he 
expect the work; 2 November 1835 - Glover was on the 
eve of sending the painting; 25 March 1835 - Robinson's 
letter of thanks for 'a beautiful illustration for a fron-
tispiece to my book ... The aborigines at Flinders Island 
are making rapid improvement towards civilization. 
Their corrobories and peregrinations into the bush are 
fast giving way. They are becoming more cleanly.: 
Mitchell Library, SLNSW. 
95 Hobart Tcnrll Courier 25 March 1836 p .2. In an exten-
sive recapitulation of Robinson's report, Flinders Island 
was 'a beacon of protection', 'a safe and welcome 
refuge'. 'Learning to the [Palawa] is but an amusement. 
They are every ready to attend to and comply with the 
directions of their teacher ... [Their enthusiastic] volun-
taryattendance [at schooL at church were] . .. most grat-
ifYing'. 
96 That was David Hansen 's position in Johll GLoreI' and 
the CoLoaud Pu·tllre,'qlle (Adelaide: Tasmanian Museum 
and Art Gallery; Art Exhibitions Australia, 2003). It 
was, I think, considered from the point of view of 
Glover's career and his work, taken as a whole, rather 
than according to breaks and changes of interest in the 
course of many decades. 
pp 152 - 154 
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appendix 2 : Glover's paintings with an 
Aboriginal subject 
appendix 3: Glover's sketchbook 97 analysed for 
probable sequence of events 
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'e lruary ____ _____ _____ ~ ______________ +-______ Plain~_~o_n_a_ld_~_~!~:_~~~~~~ ~~_~p.:~.::_~ ___ _ 
,- -----I-c-----------------.---------- ---- ------------------+------+------- -- - I 
18 Ian Glover 's 64th birthday his transport to Australia, the Thomas north-west coast to Tamar, the Tamar and its 
Laurie, entered Tamar River, with 'blazing sun and glowing banks. Made .... drawings. 
landscape'. 
------+---- - - --- ------------ ---------------.. --------------.------------~----- ------------------------------------------------
19 lThomas Laurie arrived Launceston Sketches of the Cataract and other places in the week before LA 14 Feb. HTC 19 Feb: Stephenson 's body r.ecovered from fire and brought into Launceston. 
Ivicinity of Launceston 14 Feb revealed that he had died from gun-shot not spear wound. Aborigines exonerated 
~ ~ M~ +--
-- - --- ! - ------------------ 2 March LA 7:14 Mar, HTC~ Mar: Aborigines in-~~inity of Ben Lomond had Iresumed their 
I sanguinary attacks ': Taylor and Sharpe sawyers at Massey 's attacked & domesticated Tasmanian girl taken away; At East Arm Tamar, 12 miles from George Town Mrs Cunningham I & child mortally wounded. 
, .-----~-----------------------------+------------------------------------------------ ----------r----------------------------- --------- --- -- -------------- -, ! Given the time the ship was at Launceston, Glover 3 March GAR left Hobart on Charlotte with 17 Aborigines, arrived at Gun Carriage Island to settle on 
lcould have crossed the island to Hobart, J.R. jnr 18 March. 
I
I says he intended to, but in the end did not 
'inconvenience ' Mrs Glover by leaving her. 
! I--------------t------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------L------------------1---- ·----------------------------------------------------------------------1 
J 2 or 13 Thomas Laurie sailed from Launceston, before 2 miles anchored ILA 25 Apr. Glover had completed 30 finished I 
for night, and aFterwards made very slow progress downriver. drawings of Tamar & Launceston for publication in 
UK. That year Glover completed oil showing Falls 
lofthe South Esk near Launceston with Tasmanians 
tin Foreground. ------+---------------- --------------------------f------ ----- -------------------- - --17 March t borigioes attacked a hut near Lamb & Bell 's farm Norfolk Plains where 2 soldiers were I stationed, slightly wounding the soldiers and carrying off their guns. 
-----+ ,---- -------------- ---------------- ---------------20 i\\arch HTC 26 Mar, LA 28 Mar: In NorFolk Plains Tasmanians attacked stock runs of Laurence, 
Curling, O'Connor (wounding a man at the last) & Mr Parker (wounding two men). Second 
attack on men at Massey's, Ben Lomond. 
----------------1----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------t--------------- ------------------------------------------------- ____________ _______ i __________________________________ ---------------------- - - ------------------------------------------. 
23 Thomas Laurie, still negotiating the Tamar, reached an I : 
immense lake with an island in the middle! - Middle lsland, just I 
I ________ .;;for~~~r_g~~ow~~ _ t----------- ---------+-
Between 23 and 28 March: 'On passing the Supply Mills our ! 
boats were dispatched for water; and in the interim our gun I 
party went on shore, and met with a party of Natives, one of 1 
whom was shot and knocked over, but they all finally escaped 
- --2S iAnchored off George Town -~------~'-~'-----'__t2BM;;chiL~April: Spear -grazed Mr Monaghan 's ear while he stood in his doorway. 3 miles--F;:~-;;:; 
Launceston. 
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DATE I GLOVER lGLOVERSKETCHING 
1--i9--i Leave Port -Dalrymple en route for Hobart, passng close to Cape ! 
DATE ABORIGINES ACTIVITIES, MAINLY FROM NEWSPAPER REPORTS 
Barren Island (did not stop), and by Maria Island to Hobart 
1 Ap,-a ~ 
I or 2 Arrived Hobart --- ---------:=:=j -+------- I --~-
4 
5 
70r8 
Henry Glover and wife Eli zabeth (nee Hayes) visited parents on 
board Thomas Laurie 
4 April ~A II Apr: A man of Capt. Stewart's speared in shoulder. close to Launceston on east side of Tamar. Mo~~i~~-;: hotel;;; Hobal·t To~~-------------r- -------.- - Is April LATlApr, HTC 23 A pr: Michad Fitzgerald~~d~;-r~idenc;-9 mil~down Tama-r from Launceston; died in Launceston. Later it was said his ki ller was an Aboriginal woman (implication it was Kubmanner). There had been another attack on Stuares stockhut at Ivory's Bend. & on two men at the Macquarie River. 
Took Stanwell Hall in Melville Street for town house 6 April LA II Apr: Twenty Aborigines near Landfall seen by 2 men who fired at them. 
'~-Ici~.;t;he blind -traveller J;;;"~Holman -(i-~--Hobart) :;;;;;+--
noted that the artist was 'highly delighted w ith the scenery'. 
presumably along the Tamar and Hobart, though Holman 
bel,ieved G lover to have traveJled overland from Launceston to 
I Hobart_ _______ . 1 1 _____ + _____ _ _ _ _________________ _ 21 Dined with GTW Boyes in Hobart. Glover had 'bought a farm', 
and planned to bui ld a house. This farm, near Brighton, around 
IS miles from Hobart, would have been Ring Farm. (Boyes letter 
21 Apr; G Exh ib Cat. 1835, artist 's text for No.25_) 
May f-------------------------------+--------+------------------------------------------------
7 May HTC 25 May: Aborigines appeared at Howell 's station on the Shannon; Alwright's hut in 
Patnck 's Plams burnt to ground 
1--------+----------------------------- ----+-----------------------------------+9--M.~-y----i-HTC-i-4-,25-M~;-Xb-o-r-'g-,~k~tw-e-e-k-a-t-ta-ck;d-K;.;,p's -;heph;.:d-;;-h;;-t -a-t Lak; Sor;:i[k.li,;;r 
James Boss & Wllham Carter, took firearms, burned barn 
1 ---1-,-- -------
17 May LA 23 May, I 25, HTC 28 May Launceston reported sk,rmlSh last week between Stephen 
Brae and 16 AborIgmes near Stewart's farm at Ivory Blght on banks of Tamar 
-------------+I 9c-lI,-::-·:-la-y---tI::-H' TC4 June. Aborigines near Ben Lomond speared a servant of Mr Darke. 
21 May 
25 May 
HTC 4 June. Aborigines near Ben Lomond-pursued some of Bonney's men. 
HTC, 25 May: i\'\r Frank's man at Crescent Lake attacked , escaped, and Aborigines later 
beaten back by Ansteyls splitters and fencers. 
28 M ay HTC 4 June. Aborigines near Ben Lomond speared one of Capt Gray's men_ 
--t30 May HTC 4 June: Aborigines near Ben Lomond pursued some of Batmanls men. lin every case of 
1- - ----+----------------------------------+ ______________ ~------- robbery ~h..:.r_c:~y o~~a_I_1 t_h_e_m_~ket~ __ an_d _ _ b_la_n~:~s they can fin.,.d..,._' .,..,. ___ -,-__ 1 
30 May CT 8 June: Aborigines attacked hut of Clark on Ouse (air. Big) River, spearing a woman to 
death & robbing the hut; went to Marzetti's stock-hut and stripped it clean; then to Triffit's 
house, spearing Mrs Triflit and robbing the house. [HTC 25 June has 6 or 7 June as date.] 
·J;;~~---------r---------------------------------------------------1----------------------------------------------------t-------m----t-----------------------------
------------ -- 2J~-;e---tCT 8 June: Aborigines attacked and robbed the men IS h~ Suth erland o~Riv~~~----' 
1-----------1--------------------------------------------------------+---------------------- --------------------------------1-------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
Lord was a friend of Henl), G10\'er; prob:Jbly after 29 May HTC 4 June: Aborigines near Ben Lomond since 28 May have robbed one of Darkels stock 
related to .John Glover's !'on-in-Iaw John Lord huts, and pursued some of Mr Lordls men. 
"'I 
DAT~E LOVER - n - I GLOVER SKETCHING I DATE IABORIGlNES ACTIVITIES, MAINLY FROM NEWSPAPER REPORTS 1_________ _._,_, ..____________ _ ____ , ______________ ~ _____________ . ______ ________ , __ ,..J.. _ _____ ~._. ______________ _ 
2 HTC 25 June: On 2 June Mr Glover of Tea Tree Brush I --1 
impounded a stray bullock. r,·./','I(/irm date/or Glover at Ri/~q Farm oj 
According to JJ RG jnr there was at Ring Farm la house, me~'s I 
hut, barn, garden, etc.' 
,--- - --.----------.-------------------- ----------------- ------t- ----- ----1 JRG sends application for grant ofland at Mills Plains. I 
----------.. ------------------ ------------------------------- --------- --------r-------- ---------
Hobart, Boyes VISited G lover who was workmg on a scene of ·workmg on a scene 
Wellmgton at sunrise I ;':'~h moon settmg I 
r- 1£ Julv ILA I~ July, H IC Ib July, c:::'u J/~n/iUtsb6 Z ')uL three f\bongmes had been brought 
Headlam jnr to Campbell Town Gaol: Dembroona (woman: later taken from the gaol by Alex 
McKay), Medrboolmilla (boy) and Meelaletta (man). GAR 12 Dec 1831 named woman 
14 --1----- --- -------------------------------r---------------------------------i14J ~(Y- --1-~~~~~~;~?~:2;~::g~;~~;~~~b:~~g~~~;-had not been seen on -;~-T-a-m-a~-I~~;l~t;-1 I ~ay, 'Jack says they are gone to Ben Lomond ' 
I - -------------+~::::=:=::::_--_--_--_--==_-_--_--_--_-_-=:~~=:::::::::::::=::=_-=:=_::::=:::t~-_--_--_-_--_ ==_---_-_-_-_--_-_--::=--_-_-_--_--_-_-_--:=.:::.-=::Ji?j~y------t~£~;;~}~~--:-a~_;_,g-_~e_-d_--_~-;,_-~~~:~~_·;d_-b_-~-A~~r_-;-_g~_-~s_--;._t-=T=u-p~s_l-e_;.-_-_--=-_-_-_--_-_-_--_-_-_-=: 
~:;::~ ;::::~~~:::::;~:ii~"" "Oh"GI_,±~~_==~=_=-=-_:::::::::__=~::~:- .. =::.::-=-~.=:::~_==.--------------------____ -. 24 I!~~gust __ 
[
August LA 1 Aug: Messenger ~rom George Town chased on road; Aborigines lurking about farms 
i1 1-- ----i-cT -, 2TAUgUst:H-;bart:-.-- il- AUgUs;-:-j-~hn-GT;.,--;;;;;:;~~Sign-.;d f______ _ ____ 1' I A~'""~;~:~;i~~~~,:::*~r~~i?;~{:,:~;g;;~:eb~:~nh~~~::ne:::s h~~;~:~--
convict Hugh Gollocher absconded. ihappy. 
---i2---J~~~=~'I: ~~eenm~7~~e~0::~t ~~e~::~tet~uor~~r::: o~;;o ~:;:~ ----------------------.-- ---------r-----------------------------
------ ~_Mi~.~~~~:: ______________________________ +__- - ------- -----------.----. 20 A~g~-~C20AUg:-Ab~-;;t50 Aborigi~es attackeXj-~h;.;-Espi~;;-far;;:;! Bashan Plains near Lak; 
-L 'Echo. 
------ --------------.-.---. 1 22A~g--;;;t-fr1 LA 29 A-u-g-:-7 NSW A-b-o-r-ig-i;;;;-;;;:rived-L:;unc-es-t-on-~th~B~it-a-n-m-. a-. -1 3S-e-p-, Ci'i-S;pt;-HTC 
_~, 124 Sept: Aborigines attacked Stocker's stock hut near Westbury, speared a female child, but fwere repulsed by the part-Aboriginal woman Dalrymple Briggs. ----+---------.-----------------+--- ---------------- 23 Aug~-;t- i3-s~;;,-CT7-Sep;:-r:i1;C24-Sep-;-A-b-or-ig-i-n;'-n-e-a-r -W-e-stb-ury- o-n- M- r-C- -ib-s-on-'-s -ru-n- sp-e-a-re-r 
IJames Cubitt/Cupit, HTC says the 9th time held been speared - other times he ld been 
1 
lelsewhere, but I & CT say lonce l before whi le in service of Mr Stocker. In Jan 1828 Daniel 
!
CUbitt (who'd shot many Tasmanians) attacked at Stockers Bottom in Eastern Tiers by a band 
of Tasmanians returning from Ben Lomond 
.--, '27A~~;t- ---h~,A5 SeJ;;:-G-A-R~bi~son ' s -part;, met with Umar~h-;;nd party between F orreste--;;;-Ri ver and-
t I Little Piper. '-U--iF;-om La~';;t~n?-:-John-GI~;ote to Emma his daughter. Had finished one painting and beg~~~~ther Held bought 5 Farms and sold one to the Governor 'this day'. (?since last letter) & completed nearly 300 Recent purchases were 2 Farms at Ben Lomond: 'this ' country sketches. Had made portraits of 3 Aborigines in was superior. Had made portraits of 3 Aborigines in Campbell Campbell Town Gaol, sketch inscribed with names 
Town Gaol. Munteena, Timbruna & Lunamena, sketchbook I 
DGA47f.86. See 2 July above. i 
DATE GLOVER 
September 
GLOVER SKETCHING IDATE 
- -----f----=---31 August 
1 Sept 
c.5 Sept 
ABORIGINES ACTIVITIES, MAINLY F ROM NEWSPAPER REPORTS 
Settler of Northdown. Bartholomew Thomas. and overseerJames Parker speared by 
Aborigines at Port Sorell. Bodies found 12 September. through work of an intermediary, the 
Aboriginal woman whom Alex. McKay (of GAR's party) had taken from Campbell Town 
Gaol. 
HTC 17 Sep" Aborigines chased 0 O'Connor's shepherd near Albany vale. 
HTC 17 Sep: Aborigines seen by Capt Clark's men at Blue Hill between Clyde & Shannon. 
1-------·---------+-----------------------------------.-------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------------t-------·----. -----1··-------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
ber 7 Sept CT 7 Sept: Launceston - one of GAR's party. and Mannalargenna, had been in Laullceston, 
where they reported GAR's progress. 
7.8.9.10 Sep I HTC 17 Sep" On 7 Sep. 18 to 20 Tasman ians on seasonal route to Oyste r Bay from the West 
were pursued by Capt Wood's men at M _iles Opening; on 8 Sept they were seen near 
Davy's/David bottoms; on 9th at Bothwell; on 10th they were seen crossing Albany vale 
towards Bother Tom's marsh (Mr Storey). 
·-9---------1-H~b~~t~-B~Ye~-~~i~~-d-GT~:~;---------------------------IB~y~-;-~~w ti;i-;h~~r:~_;.k-M~-W:;II;~g;~-~~~-~d-~-~~~-+t-O-S~Pt---·-tHTc-l0-S~-Pt~-si~T-;;;-anians o{~h;-Big River g;:oup h;db-;;~-p~ti~G~~rge -Tow~-gaol i~-
work tvery gaudy effect of sunshine. t a scene of' I ' connection with murder of Thomas and Parker. 
interior of VOL with tree in foreground. probablytta 
view of New Town on the river Derwent, and of 
the scenery along the banks. extending thirty miles 
up the river lt that was taken from the summit of a 
hill two miles Irom Hobart Town. [Colonist 14 Oec 
1832 from London paper mid 1832] 
--+ -t------'---------- . 
13 & 15 Sep HTC 17 Sep: Twenty Tasmanians seen in vicinity of Bother Tom's Marsh and Hudspethfs at 
Blue Hill. 
d
l; 4 se:pt Lecture on Perspective at Tas. Soc. Launcesto-n. illustrated w ith 'copies of the draw ings of the 
Aborigines ... straight lines. so disposed that ideas of men, snakes. trees. kangaroos, dogs and 
cattle were conveyed. f Originals seen near head of the Freestone Creek between Swan Port and 
Mt Henry, scratched on white bark of trees w ith charcoal 
--------- 1 5S~pt-- Firstd~~;~~ deaths of Thomas and Park-;;Aboriginal prisoners were not p resent 
.- - ---. G lover in La~nces;;;;--- 119 Sept: portrait-dr-;-~ings ~'ICola~~~~a' 1 19 Sep;--- Second day of inquest; Aboriginal prisoners present; chief wi tness was a woman. 
Maccame, Wawwee' e tc in sketchook DCB 47. Noongoneepitta / Mongaraapitta [?GAR's Num.ber.be .tin.nareJ. who'd con tided in McKay's 
scout Sail [Gloverfs Timbruna); Wowwee. Mackamee, Calamarowenye found guilty. against 
the evidence given by the chief witness. 
· ·HTC-24-S~t:Th~-;;-~~k-~t"Wh;;~-;;;:.-~h-h~-t.16-;;;;J;,-;-r;:;;;;; Pit~~t";~-;;;:-~;;k-by-,;:-;;,-,;ddy~--------1--------------+-·-------------------------------------------------------- -------------1--------------------------.------.------------------------------·1-·---· -.------. 20 Sept 
1 . - ------
20 Sept j G A Robmson haVing a rnved in Launceston WIth 2 VDL and 2 NSW Abongmes. VISited the 
Abonglnes III Launceston gaol 
----------.---------------+----- - .. ---------------.----------- 1 
29 Sept HTC 8 Oct Abongmes seen at Logants Mal shes. eas t of Cross Marsh 
1·- ---+------------------- --
- ----1 --------r,-----
last week Sep j LA 5 Oct: Three soldiers hunting kangaroos near Fingal were surrounded by Aborigines. 
6~tt;1;;,~:--+------------------------------· --- ---------·----·-t=~- - t------·----------- d' ' h L f 1 I d 
------+-- I October HTC I O ct: last week Aborigines attacked Allar Ice s ut at agoon 0 san s. 
'"'I 
.DA~ __ J~:~~~ _______________________ ~~O~~_~~_T_C_H!_~~ _____________ .J~~~E _~~~~~~~~_A_C_T_IV1_T~~:...~I~~.?'_~O~ NEWSPAPER REPORT~ _______ _ 
Glover in Launceston IMet GAR at Launceston; sketched group of 14 I between 3 - 8 !Twelve Friendly Aborigines joined G A Robinson in Launceston to meet Governor. with the 2 
lfriendlyl Aborigines. naming Telliacbuya,October IGAR already had with him made 14 in all; 8 October they leave Launceston. 
paula [Kickerterpoller], Umarah [Eumarrah], 
[meaning 'boy'] [OBG 47] 
[Tanleebonyer], Oredia [Woureddy], Kikada- ~ I 
Manalagura [MannalargennaJ, Ludawiddia I 
1--------+-------------------------------~I~3:r:~:~~--~;th--a-;;;;;;;;d-~~d:;-±~f 130~t~b~~F26-0~t:-Oyst-.;-;.-B_;;,;, Ab.;i-gi~;;-ili~~ked pr~;;:;;~~cl'COnstable A Reid,"GreatS;;a-;'- P;;rt.-
- T4--1 HRG ~-~ceiv~d the Order of Occupation of his Grant on L~ --- --- 14 O~t~~r !eT 260~t: Oyster Bay Aborigines attacked premises of Mr Amos jnr. above 1\\oulting Bay. 
Nilve Rivulet. ! 
1-- ---------------------------------- --------------------- -----~----. . 
15 October ! Batman transferred Sydney Aborigines to Anthony Cottrell. newly appointed conciliator. to be 
ibased at Campbell Town. 
25 Oct~b~-1LA-26-0Ct. HTC 29 Oct: William &~-;'-';;-~~po~;d Aborigines had robbed and burnt a hut on -
his land overlooking Launceston. 
- -f------------- ----f---------- --l:---------- -----------------------
26 October I HTC 29 Oct: Aborigines seen at Big Lagoon. Oatlands 
1==~t=-------------- ---------l--~=:==:-==~~==i~:t~t:0~~::::;::~~~~~~~~::~:~~"d~~~ w;_:"~;; ~ .~~ _ 
29 October "tHT-c 29 Oct: Settlers on Schouten Island had 'secured ' some thirty Aborigines. HTC 5 Nov 
!theyescaped. 
1---------+-----------------------------1 ------- - ----------------- j;,-e -0-~;_:;b~_;:liX2X-N;;-;:-A-b-o-r;g-in-e-s -kiii-;;J-con-;;;~t_;;~_:;;;t of VOL Co at Surrey Hills, Cir~~I:;-r -H-e-a;r 
_______ ___________________________________________________ __________________________ _ ____ j_ M_c_K_ay_::~_in_p~_r_su_i~_______ _ ____________ . ______ _ 
30 Boyes met Glover 'buned m [paintmg] apparatus l on the road 
between Newtown and Hobart 
N;J\ (?l11b~-~-- ------------------------------------ ------------------------ - ---- -----------
--------- ------------------------- ---- - 1 
1 HTC 12 Nov_ Mr Glover. Tea-Tree Brush, impounded cattle 
-------- --------------- ---------------~- ---------------------- ~4N-o-v---! IiT-C-3 Dec: Abori; i-n-es- r-ob-s-h-e-p-h-e;d-'s- h-u-t-o-r D:VTd- Lo--rd- i-n-Ea- st-er-n M-a-r-sh-e-s-. -------
6 Nov HTC J 2 Nov: Two or three parties of Tasmanians (GARis party?) seen in Oatlands: one 
lcrossing Curryjong bottom to Malony's sugarloaf attacked Bunster's stockhut; another crossed AJbany vale on way to Bother Tom 's marsh . I-------f-------------------- - ------------------- --------- ------------------ ---------- ---- --------t 17 Nov _____ ~TC 12 Nov: 5 or 6 Aborigines seen at Bradys sugarloaf near Sidelong HilL -----====-=~~=--=t=====~=~-==~ l::~1f~~~~~~~~~~~;,;;~~;~:~,:'~~ =- I-=~=~:====:~==~=-~~~~--~f-=====- - =1::~':".l~;~s.~~;;:~: :~~::~;~:::~~~:~~:::-
1---·----- --.-----.-------------- ----------- ----- --·-- --------------t26N~----tHTC-3 Dec: -Ab;;;:;g;;;~;;'~ fire--;-;-H-;;bbsL -.;-g;;-';n aft;;.C A R-;-; party left. were ~;;;-atE;;~-;;;:;;-
1 Marshes. robbed shepherds' hut at David Lord 's (again) and chased a shepherd at Sam's 
__________ ~ ___________ _t--_~----~.:~-h-. S_e~!~ e.~:_:~~~~~_us_u_a_l _r_o~~_~~Q~ mil_es n. of R.F_-_]_. -:-c~-~:-:--:---:---,--;----;;-1 
bef 30 Nov i LA 30 Nov: Surridge and party !capture l 10 Aborigines near Forresterls River. McKay had left 
! Launceston with his two Tasmanian women guides in pursuit of Tasmanians. 
I ~?_"~:,,"'_~_~~_:::t----------------:--------------------------------t==:------------------------------------:=~ID~~---=icAR-.;;;d-party-fif:~~-~ii;~-:;;~-t-~fGk-~-&h~:---------------~~-------------------------: 
DATE GLOVER GLOVER SKETCHING DATE 
1- 3 ---1 Boyes and Hill visited Glover's h-~me in Hobart, saw paintings. I Boyes saw paintings of Glover's farm at the So~-;-~ 
Esk, and a view from Alfred Stephen's allotment 
(Stephen's house was in Macquarie Street, 
presumably high on hill). 
----+- +--------------------1-,-----
4 Dec 
5 Dec 
ABORIGINES ACTIVITIES, MAINLY FROM NEWSPAPER REPORTS 
._---- --------------_._------------------, 
HTC ] 0 Dec: As expected, Tasmanians have come by usual route west via Botherton 's Marsh 
(4 Dec attacked Botherton's and Storey's huts, wounding the cook at the latter) , en route 
Bettsholme, Spring Hill bottom, Brady's sugar loaf. 
HTC 10 Dec: Seven Aborigines who for some time 'have been prowJing' between Quoin and 
Jerusalem at the Greenponds [ie 12 miles north of Ring Farm], were seen today at Joseph 
Johnson's farm between Stockman 's farm & Logan 's marshes. 
18 Dec t! HTC 10 Dec: Tasmanians last seen at Brady's-s-u-g-a-Crl-o-af""p-a-s-s-ed""'-b-y-t'-h-e-J-o-rd-'a-n-B-ig-La-g-o-on--"[2~24 
miles north of Ring Farm]' 
119 Dec I 24-Dec: Mr Cottrell in close pursuit of 16 Tasmanians. -
---+-1 ----------------Boyes and Hill at Glover's house making drawings --------- +---.--+------ .-----------------------------
27 Dec 
--------------+------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------4--------------+;--------------------------- - ----------------------------------
bet' 28 Dec I ~A 28 Dec: 12 Aborigines From Launcestoll gaol embarked on the Opossum for Furneaux [sic; 
~!~uary _ 
Glover in Hobart 
7 Jan 
Glover sketched Tasmanians in Hobart, inscribing 17 January 
'Natives sent to Great Island ', 'The Natives that 
were sent from Hobart Town to Creat Is land ' and 
naming one 'Montapoliado' [GAR's 
Mont.pe.li.atterJ. DGPX46 
------
IGreatJlsland. 
- -
G A Robinson a nd his party of 40 Aborigines, 26 'untamed' and 14 'tame ', entered Hobart 
Town and met with the Lieut-Governor, were entertained by military band, speared at a target, 
etc, before the 'wild ' ones were taken on board the Swan River Packet pending the Tamar's 
readiness to take them off-shore. Presumably the 'Friendly' Tasmanians went with GAR to his 
home. 
7 January I Lieut-Gov to Colonial Oflice: reports GAR's success in concil iating two sanguinary tribes. 
There remai ns only one small Tribe under the direction or a female [Walyer in west Tamar] in 
, terms of hostility to the settlers .' However more than 100 were brought in during following 
1
_ Iyears. 
--+ ---+-:------f:-:--:-:-~_=___::_--:--. -
11 Jan 1 LA 11 Jan: Cottrell and party are at Ben Lomond where Tasmanians have lately been seen. 
I-----+---------------------------f fbef25 y;,;[CT 25 Jan: Two Tasmanian women with Surridge (conciliator) and partY~;;;-;-;;-pto--
_____ -+-___ Launceston 'last Saturday' and remain. 
February ---j--- -
March 
22 Ma-r--I Glover-;s family arrive at 1\:1ills Plains. Glover had arrived some 
days before. 
11 Feb 
22 March: Glover sketched panoramic view from 14 April 
tall hill near homestead, late r the scene of his AliI!., 
Plllil1.J, Bm LomOluJ, Ben LI(Ja allt) Ben Ne"t;1 in the 
')i,lal1ce 1836 TMAG 
HTC 18 Feb: Six Tasmanians seen on hill, one mile from Elizabeth Town. HTC II Feb: GAR 
sets off today for Launceston [to meet up with Friendly Tasmanians], thence to Great Island. 
Two or 3 hos tile Tasmanians have been seen in Macquarie district, one chased a servant of 
David Burn. 
GAR & Friendly Tasmanians left Launces ton for far north-west of island. 
Title as in first exhibi tion 
catalog-uel artist's inscI'iption 
BEN LOMOND 
1 A Corrobery of Natives in 
Mill's Plains, in the Evening 
they usually amuse themselves 
by dancing round their Fires 
['copper-coloured clouds' added 
to title in Phillipps' 1868 
amended reprint of 1835 
catalogue.] AGSA 
2 . A corrobelJ of Natives in 
Mill's Plains NLAINGA 
Date Exhib 
c. 1832 or 1835 
1833 
sketched 
before 
Jan 1833 
see above 
~ 
Cat A .. h No ctlvlty s own Place Associated DJ'awings 
29 Corroboree Type I. Bonyhady Scene: Mill 's Scene Skbk 97 p3F2rN09, (the first, and the 
(1985) suggested ethnographic Plains, probably only, sketch where hill and tree are in same 
mix; McLean (2003:125) said a dawn (see place & relation as in painting), p4F2vNol3 'In the 
Sydney dance, from weapons & inscription on one Painters Vale done on the spot', No12 'Early 
hair ornaments. GAR's drawing). Seems Morning in the Painters Plains Ben Lomond 
Friendly Tasmanians had to be looking north· from memory', No.14 (Midday), No15 'Mjdday' . 
travelled with Sydney east from under a Corroboree Skbk 97 P 11 F6r N 052 corroboree 
Aborigines, witnessed a Sydney hill with this under moon, drawn at one go, evidently from life; 
dance (11 Apr 1832, Mersey profile, over the p20FI Ov N072 studies of 7 individual dancers, 
River) and danced with them road from Glover's first in sheet of drawings at Capt Barclay's, 
(28 May 1832, Circular Head); house. appears to be a study: the style is too meticulous 
and one or two Tasmanians Corroboree for the dancers to have been studied in action. 
participated in a dance with sketch follows 
Sydney Aborigines at Batman's. another drawing 
The dance does not conform identifiable as Ben 
with the types of Sydney dance Lomond from 
usually represented, and Epping Forest, on 
Glover's pencil sketch (from road south (von 
life) does I1O[ include the shield - Guerard sketched 
which is the sole item same scene), so 
indisputably foreign to probably the 
Tasmania. The shield was added corroboree and a 
in a second study of several 
figures, and then used in the oil. 
Frankland (1829) and others 
(later) reported Tasmanians 
with feathers in hair. The 
dancers lack the Sydneysiders ' 
white painted decorations (see 
GAR 11 Apr 1832; 
Massingberd's description, last 
column). Apart from the shield, 
other weapons could be 
Tasmanian. Conclude the 
dance could be Tasmanian or of 
mixed inspiration . 
Corroboree Type I Version of 
A CorrobeO' of Natives in Mill 's 
Plains 
second scene of 
Aborigine climbing 
tree after possum 
were not seen on 
Mills Plains but at 
Batman 's Kingston 
farm on upper Ben 
Lomond Rivulet, 
or at Hobart. 
Notes 
Glover was preparing for first London 
exhibition. Association of p lace with 
Palaw a Glover would have been told 
about Aborigines on Mills Plains by 
farm's previous owner, Darke, in 1831. 
GAR4 Jan 1834,reported JRG saying 
'some men were pasisng his farm one 
day when one said, "I shot a black at 
this place and buried him in the hollow 
of that tree"'. GAR was shown by JRG 
the chimney of neighbour Barkley's old 
stockhut which the Tasmanians had set 
on fire, spearing two men. It was a half-
mile from Nile, in crown land, had been 
the closest hut to Ben Lomond. 
Corroboree Massingberd witnessed 
dancing at Batman's Kingston in Feb 
1833, 'One night we had them all... 
undressed to come and dance, and sing 
their savage songs and dances before 
the house - they were smeared over with 
wide bars of white paint, which upon 
their black skins, looked most frightful -
they had spears in their hands & on 
their arms shields covered with daubs of 
red & white, which are very heavy, 
being rather thick, with handles at the 
back, out of solid wood.' 
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Title as in first exhibition 
,Date Exhib 
catalogue! artist's inscription 
Cat A .. I N ctlVlty S lown 
o. 
Place Associated Drawings Notes 
3. The Western Tier of d.1833 1835 26 Corroboree Type II by ;J.Helder Wedge's Scene Skbk 97 p35FI8rNosI09-111, including Glover preparing for first London 
Mountains, Humack,x figures moonlight; Tasmanian P rar-en- Leighlands, east 'At Mr Wedges the Hummocky Hills and exhibition. 
['Thursday'] H ills. and the .dancing er; artist's verbal and visual side of South Esk, Western Tier' and 'At Mr Wedge's' (showing 
South Esk River, from Mr sketched description correspond to : south of Perth, same curve of river) Composition of 
Wedge's Farm, Van Diemen's ;Jan 1832 various reports. Men in a circle looking south west, scene and corrobol"ee Skbk 97 p37F19rNo121 
Land. [inscription reverse . & subseq. round the fire would strike the with moon behind [identified by Kolenberg 1984] on a sheet with 2 
continues] 'The natives! Dance ground with one hand and then cloud in south- or 3 reprises and sketches of Richard Lewis's 
round their Fires! drop on their jump high, imitating ways of west sky. [McLean Lanhern, Pittwater, ie pOdt-Jatil/.q tlJe oil ; 
hands! then jump up to a great avoiding spears. (Plomley p277- (2003: 126) Individual figures Skbk DLPX46F2 ie,Hobart, 
heigth [sic] with extraordinary! 8) mistakenly says Jan 1832 drawings of 'Natives sent to Great 
agility. John Glover 1833' 'setting is near Island' including some inviduals in dance 
TMAG Hobart.] postures, seated 'Montapoliado' 
Aboriginal figures: [Mont.pe.liatter], etc. [some identified by 
Hobart, some Jan McLean 2003]; Skbk 97 p39F20r,F21v studies of 
1832, others 11 Aborigines, possibly sketched in Hobart late 
possibly late Nov Nov 1832 when Glover and 11 Tasmanians from 
1832. Flinders Is were in town. [MM Allport diary 23 
& 25 Nov 1832, 28 Nov, 10 Tasmanians & 1 
Sydney Aborigine arrived from Flinders Is.] 
4 . Benn Lomond, from Mr from 1835 23 Climbing tree after possums. ,Talbot's on Break Scene, including tree: Skbk 97 p19FI0rNo91 Glover preparing for first London 
Talbot's, four Men catching c. 1832 of Day River near 'Ben Lomond from the Barracks near Mr exhibition. 
Opossums sketches • Fingal, looking Talbots' Possum hunt (different setting) Skbk 
.west to Ben 97 pllF6rN053, at Batman 's 
! Lomond. 
5 . Benn Lomond, from Mr from 1835 55 Climbing tree after possums. 'John Batman's Scene: [r.t the composition] Skbk 97 Glover preparing for first London 
Bateman's [sic] Ground, whose cl832 Camp scene. Scene makes Kingston farm on p 15F8rN060 'Benn Lomond from Mr Batemans', exhibition . 26-29 January 1833, Glover 
House is seen below. The . sketches reference to colonists. Ben Lomond and sketches on p25F13r, p27F14r (for place and with Wedge, Batman, Grove and some 
Natives climbed the Tree, to Rivulet. (Scene tall straight trees) Possum hunt: [different 6 to 8 Tasmanian and Sydney 
shew their method of catching identified by setting] Skbk 97 pl1F6rN053, at John Batman's, Aborigines cl imbed the Stacks's Bluff 
Opossums.Private collection Caressa Crouch c.1832 end of Ben Lomond. 
1995.) 
6. Benn Lomond from from Jan 1835 15 Batman & two Aborigines from Scene: Skbk 97 p25F13rNos80,8L 82 'Bateman's Glover preparing for first London 
Batman's Look Out; so named 1833 Sydney hunting for Tasmanians. Look out' adjacent to drawings of the Jan 1833 exhibition. Thi.J L} a hiAory pail/tin.9 The 
on account of Mr Batman sketches Climbing trees after possums. expedition's 'sleeping place' on way to top of Ben 2 Sydney Aborigines with Batman 
freQuentig this spot to entrap Campfire in gully. Lomond. Possum hunt: [different setting] would be Pigeon and John Crook. For 
the Natives. Mr Batman and Tasmanians have burnt hills. Skbk 97 p 11 F6r N 053, their services each was given a free 
two Sxdne,x Blacks are on the Scene makes reference to grant of 100 acres. For Tasmanian 
left of the Picture; a Native's colonists. 'depredations'in vicinity see, for eg 
Fire in the distance, and below, HTC 18 July 1829 p2 and LA 7&14 
two Blacks catching Opossums. Mar 1831 [table""]; 26-29 January 
[the painting known as 1833, Glover with Wedge, Batman, 
'Patterdale VDL'] Crowther Grove and some Tasmanian and Sydney 
Lib Aborigines climbed the Stacks's Bluff 
end of Ben Lomond. (see Wedge, JRG 
& Massingberd) 
._---- . _-
Title as in first exhib ition 
'Date Ex hib Cat \ .. h ,Place Associated Drawings Notes 
catalogue / artist's inscription N f ctlVlty sown o. 
7. ['Mjlls Plains, Ben Lomond, d.1836 m Aborigines at campfire, and ,view from high Landscap e including rnulti-tr un ked blackwood 
Ben Loder [Ledi] and Ben ,Iscape first Phillipps returning from the hunt. ,hill over road from tree~ Skbk 97 plFlrNol 'Ben Nevis Mills Plains 
Nevis in the distance'] [Charles ,drawn 22 1868 ' Patterdale Benn Lomond, ie the first drawing in sketcbook 
Bowles's 1868 title 'View in Mar 1832; ,amended Jarmstead (not inscribed 'J Glover begun March 22 1832'; 
Tasmania - Native ,others version of ' from Pinner's Pine Skbkl02No50 'Mills Plains '. Tasmanian bark 
Encampment'] TMAG 1835 1835 cat- judging from shelter under blackwood tree Skbkl02No54. 
ie Bowles 'perpsective angle Sheoak trailing a branch, camp scene Skbk 
'collection on closer hills .) 102N045 'Mills Plains' Profile of Mountains 
Skbkl02N051 'Ben Nevis--Ben Lomond'. 
8 . The River Nile, Van d .1837 Bathing women, climbing tree Nile River at ford Close later version 'Jan 4 1838' wash drawing in GAR journal 4 Jan 1834, the expedition 
Diemen's Land, from Mr after possums, campfire scene, ,upstream of Allport Library, post-dates oil. roughly walked c.1.5 miles up Nile from 
Glover's farm NGV men with boomerangs. Scene 'Blackman 's corresponds to the subject, including Aborigines. Ralston's to 'bridge' where they 
makes reference to colonists: junction; the road Figure after possum is like a similar figure in camped. This probably the 'new bridge' 
road. ' leads to Reid's Natives on the Ouse River, VDL marked by JRG in 1833 as at Pitcairn 's, 
grant (not viewed opposite Reid's grant -- Andrew 
from Glover's land Cameron of Marathon identified this for 
but from next farm the author as the crossing shown in 
downstream) Glover's painting. On 4 Jan 1834 
Glover was not at home but his son 
JRG visited the Nile camp and may 
have made sketches. 
9 . [Ben Lomond, Setting Sun. 1833 1835 6 Bathing women, campfire scene Looking NNE up Scene: Skbk 97 p23F12rN075A 'Benn Lomond On the same page in Skbk 97 as 
From near the Bottom of Mr ,Massing- Buffalo Brook from near Mr Humphrey Grey's' - for zigzag of composition sketches for this work are 
Bone,x's Farm] Louvre ie .berd saw ,from eastern watercourse between hills; 75B 'Between five portrait heads of Aborigines. If the 
'Benn Lomond, from Bonne,x's it nearly corner of the Humphrey Greys & Boneys' - for composition order of drawings corresponds with 
Farm. Buffaloe Plains, Van finished in junction with including trees but not Aborigines. events, Glover in the second half of 
Diemens Land' 1835 late Feb South Esk 1832 went eastward up the South Esk 
1833. River.Dead Cow sketching as far as the Break of Day 
Sketch Hill in left middle River. 
1832. ,ground. Setting 
Inscr. Oct sun on the Stacks 
15th 1840 Bluff end of Ben 
Lomond ahead. 
10. [A Corroboree of Natives [1835] [56] Corroboree Type I by 'Probably at John see 1. above. 
in Van Diemen's Land Louvre] moonlight Batman 's Kingston 
'A corrobeQi of Natives, b,x farm, upper Ben 
Moonlight, one seldom sees Lomond Rivulet. 
such gaietx in a Ball Room, as 
amongst these untaught 
Savages' 1835 
, 
Title as in first exhibition Date Exhib Cat A " h Place Associated Drawings 
catalogue / artist's inscription N ChVlty S own Notes o. 
11. 'CorrobeQ:: of Natives in 1846 from see 'A Corrobery of Natives. by 
Van Diemen's Land b.)1 John sketch Moonlight. one seldom sees ... '. 
Glover Ilartl.)1 done on his 79th Jan 1833 above. 
Birthda.)1, Feb 18 1846' inscr.on or Jan 
watercolor TMAG 1834 
BRIGHTON / 
BAGDAD AREA 
12. Aborigines Dancing at d .1835. Nov 1835 Corroboree Type II is the Scene ford of 'the Scene without corroboree~ Skbk 43N030 'At Glover to GAR 2 Nov 1835: 'The 
Brighton, Tasmania _ 'Natives : (painted - sent by Tasmanian Prar-en-er; artist's river Jordan just Brighton' Similar Corroboree Skbk 97 figures are too small to give much 
at a Corroborr.)1, under the wild :betw July-Glover to images & verbal description (see 'below Brighton' p37F19rNo121 Corroboree poses Skbk likeness. My idea was to give an idea of 
woods of the countQ::, River Nov) GAR as a The Western Tier..) correspond i [Glover to GAR 2 DLPX46F2 ie.Hobart. Jan 1832 drawings of the gay happy life the natives led before 
Jordan below Brighton. 'scene gift with various reports. Men in a Nov 1935] is still 'Natives sent to Great Island ' including some in the white people came here and also to 
Tasmania ' [inscription] ML sketched circle round the fire. would . identifiable today. dance postures. (identified by McLean 2003). & give an idea of the scenery of the 
1831. strike the ground with one hand Corroboree Skbk 97 p39F20r for pair of seated figures. country. It is with great pleasure I send 
figures and then jump high. imitating evidently at evidently also Jan 1832. I have seen no sketches you this token for the service you have 
• sketched ways of avoiding spears. Wedge's of the crouching and high-leaping figures . done our country and hope everyone 
Jan 1832 (Plomley p277-8 from GAR) . Leighlands on will do as much. ' HTC 25 Mar 1836 p2 
& subseq. South Esk near 'Mr G the artist has recently painted a 
Perth. splendid picture of the Aborigines. The 
view is taken at the Jordan a little 
below Brighton and the natives are 
shown in that happy and as it were , 
, 
, careless and independent state 
indicative of their nature and habits 
before the invasion of the Europeans.' 
13. Mount Wellington, and the 1835 47 
River Derwent, taken from near 
Brighton, at a distance of nearl.)1 
Fifteen Miles. The Natives are 
portra its . Untraced 
Title as in first exhibition 
'Date Exhih Cat A · · h P lace Associated Drawings Notes 
catalogue / artist 's i nscl'iption N Ctlvlty s own o. 
14. The Bath of Diana NGA d18310r Mar 1869 85 man hunting with dogs; women a pool in ComFosition including all details Skbk 46N032 Thl~' iJ 11 l11odem hl"tory pail1tilliJ III 
'Diana & Acteon' [inscribed on 1837 Melb; lent bathing. (The latter would be an Strathallan Rivulet 'Diana & Acteon', on same sheet at scene for COlll'entlOl1aL cLa.",icaI.9I1ue. GAR21 July 
drawing] sketch mid by Henry inappropriate activity near the near junction with Aborigines Dancing at Brighton 1831 'Tonight explained to the natives 
1831 Bridger monolith if it were a sacred site; Bagdad & junction the Creation of God, of the Flood. etc 
son of Glover translated a classical of that with Woorrady said ... at Coxes Bight which 
Ann myth in terms of Tasmanian Jordan. is his own country. The natives say that 
Bridger Aborigines.) [identified by Jim there is a large stone standing up which 
owner of Thompson, owner is Moinee & that he was a native & 
Bush Inn, of Strathallan turned into this stone.' 
.New farm. who showed 
Norfolk place to M Eagle. 
Feb 1999] 
15. Constitution Hill at Sun id.June 29 9Apr 468 campfire scene Looking south Skbk 98 F17v drawings of Constitution Hill, not On 5 Jan 1832, the second last night of 
Set, Van Diemen's Land from 1840 1860 from vicin ity of this scene [D Hansen 2003]; JRG (copy?) GAR's journey to Hobart with 40 
near Mrs Ransom 's Public Laun; lent Royal Oak inn, drawings DGA 25 Nos1l4, 115 'View from Tasmanians, the expedition camped at 
House SLV by Rev R i Oakmore at north Constitution Hill'. 'View from the foot of sunset under Constitution Hill. (GAR 
Russell end of Kempton Constitution Hill' show overlapping pointed hills report) J.B. 
(in 1831 known as though not in q uite the same alignment. In June Walker in 1890s noted that there were 
Green Ponds) [D 1840 JRG visited Launceston. did he also travel still signs of Aboriginal occupation at 
Hansen 2003] south to Hobart? the site. (pp.281-282) 
CAWOOD 
16. Natives on the Ouse River,d.1838 Mar 201 Aborigines bathing, hunter with on Ouse River, skbkNLA f.66 'On the Ouse River ' near Cawood Glover produced three images of the 
Van Diemen's Land AGNSW scene 1851, spear. climbing tree after close to Cawood homestead. for Aborigines bathing but not the Ouse River - th is work, a panorama of 
sketched Laun; possums, campfire scene homestead scene; £.67 'Nr Cawood' for landscape setting, not the river valley at Cawood (including 
unknown 9 Apr [identified by Rob figures . The figure climbing after possum the sites of this painting and of the next) 
1860 Paton, owner of compares with similar in The River Nile, VOL, and a Baptism on the Ouse River by the 
Laun - Cawood for Rev Henry Dowling. LlllllZceJtOll 
lent by Vivienne Webb Et'.amiller 15 Mar 1851 p.178 'Mr G's 
John AGNSW] superiority consists in landscape detail. 
Crookes His figures are not in keeping ... A scene 
on the River Ouse .. suffers from the 
intro. of natives bathing'. 
Title as in first exhibit ion Date Exhib Cat A . . h Place Associated Drawings Notes catalogue / artist's inscription N ctlVlty sown o. 
HOBART AREA 
17. Mount Wellington and c. 1834 1835 46 Corroboree Type II , women view of Hobart Scene: Skbk 98F3v,FI3r,FI5r Cor roboree Skbk Reciprocal view, and pair to, a painting 
Hobart Town, from Kangaroo swimming, men returning from : from Kangaroo 97 p37F19rNo121 on a sheet with 2 or 3 reprises of the same format Hobart Town, taken 
Point. The Natives Danced and the hunt. Image refers to ' Point - a popular plus sketches of Richard Lewis's Lanhern, from the Garden where I lived 1831. 
Bathed at the reQuest of the colonists. HTC ... June 1830 re 'vantage point for Pittwater; Individ ual figures Skbk 98Flr,v GAR 4 Jan 1834 'saw a view of Hobart 
Artist. The Females are veo:: high jump performed in Hobart 'settlers, which Hobart, Jan 1832 drawings of 'Natives sent to Town & which Mr Glover intends 
eXl2ert in the Water, the Heels gaol by Peletegu of Shannon Glover turned into Great Island ' including some inviduals in dance presenting to the King with a 
of one Woman are l2ercel2tible river. 'He has a method of a Tasmanian postures, though not high-leaping or crouching companion' . In a letter of 26 August 
above the water. TMAG/NGA clapping the palms of his hands 'viewpoint. postures. [identified by McLean 2003] ; Skbk 97 1831 Glover wrote that he had been 
and the soles of his feet p39F20r,F21 v studies of 11 Aborigines (possibly coopted into making 2 paintings to send 
simultaneously ... and sketched in Hobart late Nov 1832 when Glover to the King. Glovers sons JRG and 
immediately making his frame and 11 Tasmanians from Flinders Is - including James or Henry showed Glover's 
bound into a perpendicular Wymurick & family - were in town) paintings to GAR's Tasmanian friends: 
position four or five feet in the 'the groups of natives interested them 
. , 
aIr .. very much.' 
18. [The Last Muster of the 1836 campfire scene; climbing trees 
Tasmanian Aborigines at after possums; returning from 
Risdon] QVMAG the hunt. 
19. Fern Trees, on the side of 1835 4 Sketch: Skbk 
Mount Wellington, Van 
D iemen's Land, with Natives in 
the Shade un traced 
LAUNCESTON 
20. A View, with Natives, near 1831 (sent ' 1832 Soc. 52 fishing? (see Phillipps catalogue Cataract, one mile See wash drawing of a fire in the Cataract Gorge, fhi~~~~~;;~~{~p~i;~{~;~~~~el11i;;gl'y 
the Cataract, One Mile from to ,Of Brit. (in 1868) from Launceston Launceston, Sketchbook 11 F15v. intended to accompany a petition to the 
Launceston, Van Diemen's England 'Artists '35) C%lliA 14 Dec King. This may have illustrated 
Land [1835 cat] untraced with Exhib, ' 1832 p.3, quoting a Aboriginal sovereignty. The other 
probably 'The Fishing Place of Aldred 'London; 'London review 5 showed the settlement of New Town 
the Natives in Tasmania, much Stephen 1835 solo :months before,of near Hobart. They two paintings, 
visited by the natives for fishing' :22 :exhib :exhibition of framed in colonial wood, were taken to 
[Phillipps 1868 list of Bowles's January 'London I Society of British England by Alfred Stephen in January 
collection] 1832) Artists, Suffolk St, 1832, together with the free colonists 
:Lond: 'a view of address of 23 May 1831. Stephen did 
'the falls of the not present the address to the King and 
: South Esk river he put Glover's support paintings into a 
near Launceston, current exhibition of the SBA, at 
... The hills are Suffolk Street, London . 
thickly covered 
with wood, which 
is nearly impenet-
rable to all but the 
aborigines, some of 
whom are 
represented in the 
foreground.' 
--
Title as in 6rst exhibition 
I / .,. .. -Date cata ogue artlst s InScriptIon 
NOT ASCERTAINED 
21. A View between the Swan 1831 
River and King George's Sound 
Wesfarmers collection 
22. 'Two or three people among 
the trees ... looking at a small 
column of smoke on a distant 
hill. I was told they were settle rs 
hunting for Aboriginals' 
Untraced 
23. 'Aboriginal after a parrot' 
Untraced 
Exhib 
1835 
Cat Activity shown 
No. 
2o ~~~pfi~e scene, 
opening; scene refers to 
colonists. 
scene refers to colonists looking 
for Aborigines whose presence is 
indicated by smoke 'on a distant 
hill'. 
hunting 
Place 
on 
an image of the 
islands and coast 
off the entra nce to 
Swan River, W A. 
Associated Drawings 
... 
Notes 
Glover descendent from memory of 
seeing it in childhood 
Glover descendents from memory of 
seeing it in childhood. 

A PPF1\JT)IX ) 
John Glover's Sketchbook 97 (TMAG) Analysed for probable sequence of events 
Pill Place, keel2in€; to seQuence though some 
leaves apl2ear to be reordered, others are 
Sketch Nos Route from Patterdale 
missiQg 
22 Mar Patterdale 1- 19 First is a double page spread of Mills 
1832 28 -43 Plains dated 22 March 1832 
missing 20-27 
[1832] [Snake Banks] 44-50 Probably views over South Esk en 
route to Batman on Ben Lomond 
Rivulet 
[1832] [Epping Forest] Corroboree (Jee72) 51,52153 Ditto, and at Batman's Kingston farm. 
Hlllztillq PO,I,flIl1Z 
[1832] Patterdale 54-59 
Batman 60 At John Batman's 
[1832] Place not identified, though 61 is a view of 61-62 Probably on the sketching trip eastward 
the Western Tier. as far as Break of Day River (see 
below) 
[1832] Major [?Capt] Gray 63-70 On trip eastward, views at Grays on 
South Esk, south of junction with Nile, 
and east of junction with St Paul's 
River. 
[1832} Talbot [Fingal] 71 Ditto, moving east 
Ilu)ividiLaffigure.dtlldiedfor 72 1 
C(lrroboree (.Iee 52) 
[1832] Capt Barclay [72D] On sketching trip east, Barclay's grant 
at Break of Day plains 
[1832] Legge [72B-C] Ditto, Legge's grant at Break of Day 
73-74 River - views of St Paul's Dome & Ben 
Lomond from South Esk; 
[1832] Humphrey Gray 75 South Esk junction of Buffalo Brook, 
on return from above trip or a separate 
trip 
1832Feb'33 Bonney [75B]-76 Ditto, Bonney's at Buffalo Brook was 
Dil almost fin north of Gray's, over South Esk river. 
~6-29 Jan Batman, and expedition up Ben Lomond 77 1 -78 - 88 26-29 January 1833 expedition to 
1833 Portrait headJ ofdeveraf ~5. 100- Stacks Bluff end of Ben Lomond with 
Abm'igzized, .lea ted figJ, etc. 105 Batman, Aborigines, Grove and Wedge. 
mlssmg 96-99 
Youll 106-107 Another trip from Patterdale, turning 
north along South Esk, not south 
~os out of 114-115 Drawings probably follow from above, 
~equence on same leaf. 
Wedge 108-1 II Same route, beyond Youll 
Subjects unidentified 112-113 Assume " " 
Barclay 116-120 Same route, north, beyond Wedge. 
[? 1833] Reprise of leaning tree Mills Plains, Mt 121 1 _22, At Lanhern, Pittwater, where Hobart 
Wellington and Hobart, another Mills Plains 123,124, airport now is. Corroboree dcelle at We~qe:' 
subject J.1833, plus several of Richard 125-130 farm refated to a paintilZ.q of 1855, alld ", a 
Lewis's Lanhern Corroboree (Prar-ren-el) reprlJe. 
Fantasy composition, castle on high hill, 131 
figures on a road leading to it 
missing 132,133,134 
[?Nov 1832 Although the subject is similar to The II Either [Hobart] Eleven Tasmanians 
Dr Jan Natives that were sent from Hobart Town to unnumbered arrived by ship on 28 Nov 1832. Glover 
1834] Great Island [January] 1832' DLPX46 f.l, ?inserted visited Allports in Hobart 23 and 25 
this shows a different group. Stll{Jie,1 of II Nov. 
TaJmanUlIld, dome "hOII'll more thall once Or Friendly Tasmanians, drawn near 
Barclay's in Jan 1834. (GAR journal.) 
[?Jan 1834] Rewise of Mount Wellington; Captain 135, 136; 
Barclay and Family [?Jan 1834 ]; plus 137-139 
scenes at Wedge's 

part 2 
• •• 
maIntaInIng 
culture 
Part Two continues to tell a history of Australian art through the lives of 
objects of art. The idea is sustained that the meaning of an object partly 
depended on context. Compared with the first chapters, which were based 
on the issue between the pioneer settlers and the people whose land they 
appropriated, the background for the works comprising this section was 
not a confrontation between groups but a situation they had in common. 
Aborigines and settlers looked to the parent cultures from which they had 
been divorced. Each hoped to maintain a unitary culture. The acquirement 
of new forms of cultural knowledge did not at first result in losing or 
abandoning earlier customs. With time however, some customs ceased to be 
practised, others took their place, and there was a cultural displacement; 
countered in both communities by efforts to maintain the parent culture. 
For both communities the working through of ancestral loyalty and present 
experience involved a balancing of sub-cultures. Through two studies (one 
based 15-20 years after the break from a past way of life; the other 40-50 
years after the break) I observe how a traditional conceptual/perceptual 
mode was employed in changed conditions. The content of indigenous and 
settler art engaged the makers in collaborating with their audience . 
Aboriginal and settler imagery (of stock-keeping and a home way of life in 
chapter 4, of the anatomy of country in the next) had overtones of the 
cross-cultural in themes and perceptions. This serves my purpose in 
imagining an art history inclusive of both cultures although it was not a 
function of the works so far as the makers or first audiences were 
concerned. 
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chapter 4a 
hon"le in 
Victoria 
.. . the old man went eagerly towards him, 
placed a hand on Haverfield's knee and 
addressed him in his own language, and as 
he did so the tears welled out of his eyes 
and down his cheeks. Haverfield asked 
... about members of his tribe . . . we could 
tell all were dead ... Haverfield appeared as 
much affected at the meeting as the old 
blackfellow. 1 
Settlers and Aboriginals alike had the experience 
of being torn from their familiar world. The colonists 
set about translating the new world into the familiar 
form of the old. Aboriginal peoples did the same. For 
both groups the primary condition for success would 
be the existence of a wider culture that could act as a 
buffer and, in situations of individual and group loss, 
provide continuity and support adaptation . On that 
issue, new and old Australians started from a 
similar position. Great Britain had its own regional 
cultures and was a region within Europe. Australia, 
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too, had regional cultures, separated geographically by 
language and by customs. That broader culture was a 
product of trade and communication between regions 
over a thousand years (Europe) and some thousands 
of years (Australia). 
The second essential condition was to maintain memory 
of one's culture. There could be new materials, 
additional subjects, a different perspective on the 
parent culture and new and changing local and inter-
group relations, yet the driving need throughout 
would be to experience continuity with the past. Old 
forms of cultural practice would be translated into new 
contexts. The requisite skills would be found. A 
knowledgeable and expectant audience would continue. 
For Aboriginal cultures connection with a specific 
place would need to be maintained. Finally, the dove-
tailing of local forms of behaviour within a larger 
culture would be mandatory. 
It became clear within the first century after settle-
ment that European culture was maintained in the 
colonies. Colonists moving between 'home' in 
Australia and their other 'home' in Great Britain, 
noted the colonial drift from the parent culture in 
language, customs, and overall character, and accepted 
it as a gain in national identity. If the standard of 
assessment had been, !lot the fuzzy impression formed 
by travellers, but the earlier British culture of when 
the settlements began, a much more considerable drift 
would have been registered. 
To the present day, some Aboriginal descendants of 
the 1850s peoples of northwest Victoria (whose bark 
etchings are discussed in this chapter) have a strong 
sense of community, maintain a detailed oral history of 
the family, remember remnants of several languages 
and customs and can tell some of their ancestral 
stories. Pioneering studies by Luise Hercus and 
others, plus the attention given to cultural recovery by 
some communities in recent decades, have countered the 
assumption by outsiders that an irreversible loss of 
culture occurred in the region. The idea of the absolute 
death of Aboriginal culture in the southeast of the 
continent arose partly from applying a selective 
standard of measurement. For almost a hundred years 
scholars measured the Aboriginal cultural drift from the 
imagined standard of an 'authentic' culture, fixed in 
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ideal time (pre-contact) whereas if the play of influences 
over time had been allowed (the method Europeans 
permitted themselves) the discontinuity would have 
appeared much less. Yet there were sharp breaks, 
whole bands died out, people moved or were sent 
away from home, languages were forgotten because 
they were not spoken, customs were not practiced because 
their purpose had gone. 
At the time I write about, the outcome of the first 
abrupt rupture from the past way of life was not 
known. The colonists envisioned the death of 
Aboriginal culture: so persistent was that idea, it 
almost appears that the outcome was desired. The 
histories of the works of art show how cultural identity, 
- both of settlers and Aboriginals - was defined largely 
outside the community. Naming from outside applied 
for colonists looking to 'home' values, and for the 
indigenous people who coped with white definitions. 
But whereas the settlers wanted and sought guidance 
from Europe, the terms were more oppressive for the 
Aborigines whose untidy and unwilling adaptation to 
European customs, apparent to the colonists, was held 
against them. The pattern established in the early days 
of contact was repeated down the generations as 
Aborigines conformed to what the larger community 
wanted, responding half-heartedly (as human beings 
do when obligations are forced on them) and 
European-Australians disparaged their 'primitivism' 
and culture. Outside the private realm of family and 
community, and within the community to some degree, 
Aborigines were soon a debased, almost a destroyed 
people. Home rather than livelihood is the basic theme 
of this chapter because at home (rather than in the 
culture of producing food) Aboriginal people (and 
minority groups in the settler community) had their 
own family customs which were not imposed from 
outside. 
The drawings, sculpture, paintings and photographs 
discussed below were produced in the colony of 
Victoria in the aftermath of divorce from a previous 
way of life. In the way of most visual representation 
they sustained multiple readings, some ideas in particular 
becoming part of communal memory. I do not intend 
to go over well-trodden ground to demonstrate that a 
need was felt to maintain culture. Nor do I think it 
necessary to match the style and content of works to 
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William Blandowski. 'Native Tents near 
Swan Hill, Murray River' 1857 (From an 
album of photographs, engravings, entitled 
"Australien in 142 Photographischen ' 
(Haddon Library, Cambndge) 
art of a presumed older tradition with the idea of 
judging how closely they conformed - it is sufficient 
that the works declared the makers' cultures, 
European or Australian. The meaning of these objects 
was contingent in part upon highly localised under-
standings, with the advantage (so far as continuity and 
recovery were concerned) that the subjects and visual 
language had a much wider existence than the local 
community. 
The bark etchings and paintings discussed in this 
chapter demonstrate, firstly, the discontinuity in 
prospect for the Aborigines whose livestock of emu 
and kangaroo was soon displaced by cattle and sheep. 
Secondly, the images display some of the various 
points of view - Aboriginal, German, Swiss, British -
that informed and directed the culturally diverse 
colonial society of Victoria in the 1850s. 
In relation to later chapters, this stage of displacement 
and multiple points of view is a hinge on which the 
argument swings. The duality of livelihood and the 
private zone of home is an aspect of the default history 
into which one is led when seeking to go outside the 
templates of conventional art and social histories. The 
possession of a culture by default, by indigenous 
Australians and by minority cultures around the 
world, is the condition that will enable a heteroglossia 
by which (at various times) characterful minority 
J .H. Kerr FerniehllrJt hOI11Ntead c.1854 photograph (SLV) 
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cultures successfully compete with the major cultures. 
In the winter of 1854 John Hunter Kerr (1821-1874), 
of Ferniehurst station, near Boort on the lower 
Loddon River, Victoria, collected together a group of 
works by the local Tcharup band as part of his 
contribution to the SanOhllrdt E.l.:hiuitiolZ of 5-14 
September (in preparation for the 1855 Paris 
Exposition).2 Kerr was not the only one to offer 
Aboriginal works of art for display in Paris. A pencil 
drawing by an Aboriginal of the lower Loddon was 
sent by artist and scientist Ludwig Becker (Becker's 
own art is discussed in the following chapter). 3 The 
New South Wales contribution included a corroboree 
scene carved in wood.4 The international context for 
showing a few examples of Aboriginal and colonial art 
was of nations advertising their, and their colonies', 
productivity. 
Elizabeth Willis speculated that Kerr commissioned 
his exhibits.5 However it seems likely that he obtained 
key items by scavenging in the mallee scrub behind his 
run where there was leftover equipment from a ceremony 
for the increase of emu. Kerr told the collector-
ethnographer Reynell E Johns that he had witnessed 
part of a secret ceremony in which one of the larger 
exhibits, the bark figure of an emu, had figured: 
Mr John Hunter Kerr .. . whom I used 
frequently to meet at Sandhurst [Bendigo] 
fourteen or fifteen years ago, told me that 
the Aborigines near him used to hold secret 
religious rites in openings of the dense 
scrub in which large figures of the emu and 
of a nondescript animal of great length and 
size, rudely cut in bark, were brought into 
the assembly and danced about. 6 The 
nondescript bore a rude resemblance to a 
short, squat alligator. Unlike the ordinary 
corroboree, these ceremonies were kept 
carefully hidden from Europeans, and, if 
any were suspected of being near, the fires 
were at once put out and the dancers 
dispersed in the darkness. The figures were 
only used once, and were then carelessly 
thrown aside in the scrub. Mr Kerr sent 
one of the emu figures, which I saw at 
Sandhurst, to the first exhibition at Paris, 
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fig p.!94 
Tcharup maker Bark etching 1'.1854 64x35 cm (Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew); Lindsay Kerr's diagram of the etch-
ing (Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew) 
but said he had not attempted to send one of the 
others on account of its great size .... Mr Kerr, 
though he managed once or twice to see portions 
of the ceremonies he described, could never 
induce the blacks to give him any information as 
to their meaning? 
Judging from Johns's report, the emu bark was not 
manufactured for Kerr. If made for an increase ceremony, as 
seems likely, the occasion would have been shortly before the 
Sandhurst exhibition. Emu are particularly vulnerable to 
drought and the winter rains failed in the mallee in 1854.8 
The timing for the ceremony to ensure the safe arrival of that 
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dee/iiJ,J 
tht..,(' 
pa,qeJ 
season's chicks, would be before spring. Hence it 
took place approximately when Kerr put together the 
exhibits (to be delivered in Bendigo' on, or before the 
2nd September').9 
The emu bark survives (broken into three pieces) 
in the collection of the British Museum. IO To 
make it, a cylinder of bark was cut from around a 
tree, the sides were cut in the shape of an emu, and 
the body was painted over with red ochre on 
which were drawn white stripes: thus it represented 
a juvenile chick. not a mature emu. Among Kerr's 
exhibits were others relevant to an increase ceremony, 
namely the 'skin of an emu from Loddon River', 
'emu feathers, used in Corroberys' and a drawing, 
etched in the smoke-blackened surface of a sheet 
of bark, of men wearing headdresses of emu 
feathers. 1 1 The latter bark may have been 
commissioned, yet neither it, nor a second bark 
etched with a hunting scene, had to result from a 
commission. People liked to decorate their rain 
shelters with such drawings: 
During the rainy season, but only 
when the rain falls very heavily, a 
temporary dwelling is constructed of 
the bark of trees. There you might see 
the whole family lying together, the 
dogs not excluded ... It happened to us 
not unfrequently that they shewed us a 
figure drawn upon a piece of bark. I2 
The emu subject of the dance was defined by the 
excessively tall headdresses, each comprising two 
or four emu feathers springing from one or two 
shafts (except for a lone dancer in the upper left 
who has a single feather only) . A headdress of emu 
feathers was unusual in southeast Australia. I3 
These probably had symbolic significance relating 
to the first increase of the species through the 
doubling, or rather Jpfittillg of the feathers (they 
are double-shafted) by the ancestors. According to 
the creation story, two warrior brothers 
Brambambult hunted down and slayed a giant 
emu: 
The Brambambults then split each 
feather of the ngindyal down the middle, 
casting one half of the feathers on the 
right hand side and the other half on 
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Teharup maker Bark etchillp c.1854 63 x 30.5 em 
(BritiSh Museum) 
the left, making two heaps. One of these 
heaps of feathers was converted into a cock 
and the other heap into a hen, of the present 
race of emus, which are incomparably 
smaller than the ngindyal. It was also 
arranged by the sorcery of the Brambam-
bults that all future emus should lay a 
number of eggs, instead of one only. The 
splitting of the feathers above mentioned is 
still easily observable in the feathers of all 
emus, which are double, or consist of two 
independent shafts. 14 
The Loddon river down its length appears to have 
been especially associated with the emu. Crossing the 
plains of the lower Loddon twenty years after the 
country was settled, in May 1859, Alfred Howitt 
found 'emus and turkeys were very numerous, in one 
place in flocks of a dozen'.15 Joseph Hawdon saw 
many emus there in 1838.16 Visiting the hilly water-
shed of the upper Loddon in 1840 G.A. Robinson saw 
long-established hearths at which the Djadjawurung 
had been recently feasting on emu eggs)7 In 1843 he 
saw emus running on the plains downstream near 
Ferniehurst. Twice he saw pictures of the emu drawn 
on bark inside houses there. The first was on Mt Hope 
creek forty kilometres northeast of Ferniehurst: 
On the inside of the bark [hut] were rude 
sketches of man and emu done by the 
natives. There were a great number of fig-
ures; ninety in the attitude directed [to] 
dancing . .. emu well done. I8 
G A Robinson . copy of a Barababaraba drawing on the bark 
wall of a dwelling on Mount Hope Creek, near Kow Swamp. 
2 April 1843 (Journals. ML) 
The second was in a Tcharup camp on the Loddon, 
'rude sketches of emu and other birds '.19 
The Barababaraba emu had exceptionally long legs 
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and may have represented a pre-historic emu. (A large 
emu also featured in the Lake Tyrrell bark discussed in 
the second part of this chapter.)20 
Robinson's first emu was associated with a corroboree, 
as were the emu bark and the bark etching of an emu 
dance. The dance may therefore be regarded as the 
primary art form. Since the few references to Tcharup 
dances do not convey an idea of the art involved, 1 
looked for a better description outside the region.21 
Two years before Kerr surreptitiously watched his 
Tcharup neighbours dancing, Joseph Panton on the 
Goulburn river (eastward 130 kilometres) witnessed a 
corroboree in which painted sheets of bark were carried 
by dancers. The Tcharups and Yulowils of the 
Barababaraba / Wergaia / Djadjawurung border country 
distrusted the warlike Taungurong of the Goulburn 
but knew them well both as enemies and trading 
partners. Men from the Barababaraba and Taung-
urong regions visited each other's country, secretly, to 
kill, and openly, by invitation, to trade and corroboree. 
Thus Panton described a dance that may even have 
originated in the neighbourhood of Ferniehurst, since 
its theme was the great snake Myndie whose home, 
Buckrabanyule (25 kilometres west of Ferniehurst) 
was at or near the edge of Tcharup country.22 
Ownership of the dance aside, the reason for including 
Panton's description is that the corroboree was the 
first he saw, and he wrote about it vividly: 
... 1 have seen 200 or 300 men, women and 
children meet together and grand corro-
borees were performed every night. Some 
of these were very interesting. 1 remember 
two corroborees in particular. One was to 
represent the 'Mindie' or great snake of the 
Mallee, a species of Boa, which 1 believe 
has been seen up to 19 feet in length, but 
which in the Corroboree was of monstrous 
length and depended upon the whim of the 
Artist ... DayJ before the corroboree open Jheetd of 
baric were decorated and painted with mYJterwllJ 
red and white figllreJ, and white cLay and red 
wiLgee appeared to be in COflJtant demand... A 
space of ground about a quarter of an acre 
was chosen, clear of trees or under-scrub 
with a forest of magnificent giant red gums 
in the background. Two walls of screens 
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G A Robinson Copy of a Tcharu[> etching on 
the bark wall of a dwelling at the Loddon, near 
Ferinehurst.4 April 1843. In another hut was 'a 
picture of natives spearing a white man' rpossi-
bly Allen, a settler ul'stream some miles from 
there]. (Journals, ML) 
.lee Aboriginal ()rall'i/~9 0/ the 
fofy"Jie, /i.q p.244 
built of green boughs were constructed in 
the rear each about 30 ft in length by six ft 
in height, a space was left between the two 
of about six feet. In front of these screens 
at a distance of forty feet were built up two 
or three fires ... The stage manager or 
director of the performance, and leader of 
the orchestra stood in the left front, facing 
the orchestra ... The corroboree would 
commence by the lubras in front producing 
a humming sound like a swarm of bees 
when the conductor would burst forth with 
the first verse of a song ... The fire was 
now full fed. The stems and branches of 
the trees in the background are lit up and 
in this pitch dark place between the 
screens the head of a terrible white and red 
monster is seen moving in towards the left, 
followed by an undulating portion of his 
body, which is followed by another section 
and yet another, each section slowly moving 
up and down like a crawling caterpillar. 
These sections are painted sheets of bark 
held and moved by black men. The monster 
continued its course in front, during which 
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time the performers in the orchestra seem 
to get more and more excited and to any-
one at a distance the corroboree songs 
might be mistaken for the yells of a thousand 
demons. The rhythmic beating on the 
opossum rugs is most weird and strange, 
and can be heard at a considerable distance. 
Section after section of this great monster 
passed in front and at last disappeared in 
the forest.23 
The second dance to impress Panton described an emu 
hunt (for which the costume was a possum rug rather 
than a painted bark). Panton's description of the gait 
of the dancer may stand for the role-play of Kerr's 
Tcharup performer who 'imitated the gait of the 
bird'.24 
It commenced in the usual manner by song 
and [by] increasing the fire light, when a 
figure representing an Emu came stalking 
along the space between the screens. It was 
made up by a blackfellow having his head 
and body rolled up in an Opossum rug to 
represent the body of the bird. His right 
arm, held aloft, with the hand bent, 
represented the neck and the head of the 
bird, and in the light of the fire it looked 
wonderfully well and realistic. The slow 
strut of the bird was well imitated, then the 
halt with head in the air as if listening, then 
the bird would take a few more steps, and 
begin to feed, lifting its head as if scenting 
danger from time to time. A small trough 
of bark stripped from an elbow of a tree 
had been placed on the ground and was 
supposed to contain water. The bird would 
walk up to this and then appear to drink, 
dipping his head into the water and holding 
it up in excellent imitation of the movement 
of the bird in drinking. He then suddenly 
looked about as if alarmed and at once 
started off at a run, disappearing into the 
sideslips. Then would appear the usual 
trackers with spears and bunches of 
boughs carried in the left hand to be used 
when stalking the emu in the open, the 
hunters would run the tracks up to the 
trough, then start off and run right out of 
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William Thomas, Bark 11&,;,res, cut and paint-
ed in ochres. used in the l'\leUrre-ungernner 
sacred dance of the Devil's River people, cen-
tral Victoria. (Wm Thomas papers ML) 
sight. The song would start to swell, louder 
and louder, as if the whole crowd was in 
the great state of excitement at a hunt in 
sight. The emu would again come on the 
scene, racing along at a great pace across 
the stage, and after a lapse of two or three 
minutes, the pursuers would appear also, 
in full chase. The performance ended by 
the bird appearing again in the centre of 
the opening and falling by the trough, 
apparently wounded. The successful 
hunters then came on the scene, and the 
emu threw off the disguise, joined the company 
of dancers which were four ranks deep. 
The dance or song would go on for a couple 
of hours and these performances would be 
continued for four or five days, when the 
visiting tribe would strike camp and return 
to their home on the Murray.25 
The makers of the ceremonial objects collected by 
Kerr were border people in several senses of the word. 
They were on the edge of a geographical region and, as 
a clan of the Barababaraba (a matrilineal culture), the 
Tcharup were on a major, volatile border with bands of 
two other regional cultures.26 To the southeast were 
the Tanne-bulluk of the Djadjawurung (of patrilineal 
descent); on the west beyond Buckrabanyule were the 
Yong-bulluk of the Wergaia. The Yulowil bordered the 
Tcharups in Barababaraba country on the northeast. 
From 1838 drovers with stock passed through. From 
around 1840 most of this country had been taken and 
stocked with sheep and cattle. 
G.A. Robinson was alert to the correspondence 
between tribal territory and geography. Travelling 
down the Loddon in 1846 he noted that along the 
course of the river the hills gave way to plains below 
Bridgewater; west of the river a line of hills continued 
for a further 35 kilometres to Buckrabanyule, opposite 
Ferniehurst. The transition from the hill country of the 
upper Loddon to an inland plain alternately dry in 
summer and flooded in winter once may have marked 
a natural boundary between the Djadjawurung 
language speakers of the hills and the Mallee-
goondeet.27 At Thorpe's homestead (later 
Ferniehurst), Robinson borrowed a compass and 
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noted the surrounding landscape features. Two hills to 
the west and southwest were the Buckrabanyule28 and 
the Korong (associated by him with the Tcharups at 
Thorpe's).29 Ten kilometres eastward, over the 
braided channels of the lower Loddon basin was 
Serpentine Creek, which the first stockmen crossing to 
South Australia had identified as the critical line, west 
of which the Aborigines were hostile.3D 
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Life for the Tcharups changed considerably between 
July 1836 (when Major Mitchell crossed the Loddon 
at Ferniehurst on his way into 'Australia Felix') and 
1854 (when the barks and emu sculpture were made). 
The band was not seen by Mitchell's expedition during 
their two days at the crossing but the following night 
one of Mitchell's Aboriginal companions saw them 
dancing and heard their agitated voices. 31 Eighteen 
months later Joseph Hawdon and Charles Bonney, 
droving stock to South Australia via the Major's route, 
met the Tcharups near the crossing: 'the old men 
regularly introduced me to their sons and grand-
children', wrote Hawdon.32 Hard on their heels, other 
settlers brought cattle and sheep onto the plains with 
hurdles, huts, shepherds, stockmen, guns, venereal 
disease and alcohol. In 1840, at Franklinford on the 
watershed of the Loddon, an Aboriginal Protectorate 
was established to which, through the 1840s, the 
Tcharup and Yulowil bands travelled. Some even 
attended the school there. Parker's census, written on 
5 January 1843, listed twenty-three Tcharup- and 
nineteen Yulowil-bulluks, most of whom had visited 
the station. 33 
Around 1840 Bear and Dunsford settled on the east 
side of the Serpentine, south of Durham Ox. Their 
overseer John Mildred Sanger "discovered" part of 
the Tcharups land over the Loddon, north of the 
Keningapanule creek, which Bear and Godfrey took 
on pastoral lease. Meanwhile Ellis then Thorpe 
occupied Tcharup land south of the creek at 
Ferniehurst. No concerted attempt was made to drive 
the Aboriginal owners away, a reticence that may be 
F"ontispiece to J.H.and Frances Kerr 's anonymous book C/imp.}", of' Lif'e in WctOJ'{(1 
by a Resident (1876) lithograph from a photograph oCKerr's collectio'n of weapons 
and rugs. . 
due to Sanger (their 
friend) or to Assistant 
Protector E .S. Parker's 
reports. Statistics of 
violence were regularly 
submitted by him to the 
NSW government in 
the 1840s, and were 
published.34 
A further change 
resulted trom the gold 
rushes. 35 Within two 
months after the rush 
to the Korong (in 
fhi. ' {'''!l" and j~"i".'l~; Some of J .H . I<err '~ p hotographs of Tcharups at Ferni~hllrst. c 1.854 (SLy). The cor roboree w as. spe-
cial y posed for photography. Becau~e females ana children w~re not permitted to v iew thIS dance. or to see the deSIgns 
out o f context. some men, v.'rapped Il1 cloaks, acted the role of "vomen. 
Tcharup territory), in August 1852, the band left for 
the diggings.36 Kerr's subsequent involvement of the 
local people in photography, whereby they performed 
various scenes of daily life, including a corroboree, and 
posed with their various tools (native, but also a 
shovel and a gun); likewise his collection of weapons, 
possum-skin cloaks, bark drawings, and other everyday 
and ceremonial equipment; plus the interest he displayed 
in 1854 in showing the Tcharups' craft skills, may have 
served a practical purpose of bringing them home, or 
keeping them there, to help with the work of the 
station.37 The diaries of his neighbour at Boort, 
Frederick Race Godfrey, and the station journals of 
Abraham and Hannah Booth at nearby Tragowel 
show that farmers of that neighbourhood employed 
Aboriginal people, especially after their white employ-
ees left for the diggings.38 The Tcharups and Yulowils 
canoed people and stores over the Loddon, were 
messengers, carriers, drovers, stockkeepers, outstation-
keepers . They brought in gypsum from Borung, showed 
how to prepare it for use in plastering walls, brought 
rare birds to Godfrey, took him on hunting expeditions 
to Lake Boga and the mallee, rode gunshot when Kerr 
and Godfrey carried gold from the goldfields to 
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Melbourne, and conducted the annual sheep-washing. 
Thus new practices were added to the Tcharup 
customs whereas the old ones continued. Into the mid 
1850s, some of the year - usually May/June to 
November - was spent at home.39 Summer visits to 
the upper Loddon protectorate and/or the Murray for 
the fishing season (December and January) led to inter-
group ceremonies and dispute settlements from 
February into March and April. The Tcharups visited 
the mallee in October-November for Mallee fowl eggs, 
and in summer and early autumn for the sugary lap. In 
spring they visited Mt Korong for a sweet gum from 
which they made a sweet drink.40 The seasonal round 
of activities, of attending trade and other corroboree 
meetings away from home country, of receiving visits, 
of periodic raiding and of tactical absences to avoid 
raiders, went on through the 1850s.41 For the 
Tcharups, as for all Aboriginal peoples, the greatest 
change upon contact with Europeans was the sudden 
blight of infectious disease. Like Europe in times of 
plague, the rites of death ruled their lives during the 
difficult early years. 
From the point of view of whether the Yulowils or the 
Tanne participated in the 1854 emu-increase ceremony 
at Ferniehurst, the Yulowils were more likely to be 
participants than the Tanne with whom the lower 
Lodden Aborigines were in a relation of enmity. Yet 
there are indications in the historical record that a latent 
hostility also existed between the Tcharups and 
Yulowils, despite their shared language and closeness 
in matters of social life during the 1840s and 1850s. 
The farm work of Boort and its affiliated stations over 
the Serpentine encouraged close contact between the 
bands from the mid 1840s, an alliance made feasible by 
the influence and support of the 'venerable' Tcharup 
elder, Mundarra. His inter-clan leadership led to both 
the Tcharups and Yulowils spending five months with 
the Djadjawurung at Parker's protectorate during the 
summer of 1842-43.42 
That the Tcharup and Yulowil bands, otherwise so 
close, had been in a hostile relationship is suggested by 
the shadow of a formal enmity that fell between the 
groups after a death. Feelings of distrust surfaced in 
1849 after a chain of revenge expeditions following the 
death of Mundarra's grandson, Jacky, concluded at 
home with a fight between the bands: 
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" 
They had a terrible fight among themselves 
... and Gillebrand [Woi-woi, of the 
Yulowil] was speared in the thigh by 
Jacky [of the Tcharup] who also had a 
spear in the back of the head and was cut 
in the head by a waddy.43 
Trouble of a similar kind followed the April 1858 
killing of Tommy, son of the Yulowils' 'King William', 
by a companion, on the Serpentine;44 and in 1865, 
when Lerimburnin IBilly Logan, the 'King' of the 
Tcharup band, was killed by Illarkenl Major of the 
Yulowil. Mterwards, both bands stayed away from the 
area for some years.45 
Responding to the confusion of cultural signs between 
adjacent groups, Diane Barwick in her study of 
Victorian clans 1835-1904 concluded that whereas the 
social organization at band and clan level continued to 
determine activity through times of change, the larger 
relationships of clan to tribe was more likely to drift.46 
As border people, the Tcharups, despite speaking the 
Barababaraba language, were likely to have had past 
links with the Djadjawurung.47 A possible scenario for 
the 1840s-1850s is that the Djadjawurung affiliation 
remained, or became, influential during the period of 
the upper Loddon protectorate (despite a rapid decline 
in population), whereas after 1850 the tide of influence 
turned to the Barababaraba who were numerically 
stronger and less interfered with.48 Cultural survival 
would depend on clans and individuals over-riding 
traditional hostile relations for the sake of continuity. 
The Tcharups and Yulowils numbered around seven-
teen and thirteen respectively in 1854 (a decline of 
around thirteen since the 1843 census) .49 A census of 
the lower Loddon conducted in 1863 included only 
nine each of the known Tcharups and Yulowils.50 
Eleven years later only two old men and two children 
were in home country; the others had scattered. 51 
A likely artist for the barks was ChalurminiCharley. 
From a young age he was prominent in Tcharup 
affairs, notably in inter-group matters. As well as visit-
ing Parker's protectorate in Djadjawurung country 
(where he was a messenger to the Murray for G.A. 
Robinson in 1843), and Barababaraba neighbour-
hoods to the north and east of Ferniehurst, Chalurmin 
travelled to the hostile Wergaia on the Avoca and to 
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Henry Godfrey" Chillllrmln" - PrLi'Ce Charlie wearing a possum-skin cloak made by himself, and carrying 
weapons, including an elaborately carved shield. Sketchbook SLV) 
enemy Wemba Wemba at Lake Boga. In keeping with 
the role of ambassador, he mixed with the settlers. At 
Kerr's invitation Charley was the first to experiment with 
the sensation produced by a galvanic battery. He 
posed for a portrait by Henry Godfrey and for photo-
graphs by Kerr and the Godfreys. He allowed F.R. 
Godfrey to mesmerize him; and he took that young 
man hunting for rare birds. Charley's entrepreneurial 
fig" PI'. 198,202,205 activities may have included working for police 
inspector Symons as a tracker at far off Mildura 
Station (alternating with Dickey, likewise brought in 
from outside the local group) . Godfrey portrayed him 
carrying an intricately carved shield and wearing a 
handsome skin cloak. The Booths of Tragowel bought 
a possum-skin cloak from Charley in 1857: he was an 
artist.52 
The choices for the ongm of the barks include the 
idea that they were made by the indigenous people for 
their own ends. I lean towards that reading while also 
accepting that Kerr may have had an influence. 
Alternatively, they were commissioned by Kerr with 
an eye to what he thought was the appropriate 
'tradition' (Willis's approach) . The European response 
to the barks and other items collected by Kerr began 
with immediate interest and approbation . Kerr was 
awarded a silver medal for the collection at the 
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Bendigo exhibition and a bronze medal in Melbourne. 
With the exception of a possum skin cloak (which was 
returned from Melbourne), the collection afterwards 
helped to represent Victoria at the 1855 Paris exposi-
tion (where one bark evoked an interested comment 
from William Hooker).53 Subsequently one of Kerr's 
two barks was acquired by Henry Christy (1810-
1865)- for a collection of indigenous artefacts drawn 
from around the world - from whose estate it went to 
the British Museum.54 Christy's collecting is thought 
to have begun after meeting the founder of social 
anthropology, Edward Burnett Tylor, in 1856. The 
Aboriginal works bought prior to then, from the 1855 
exhibition (Kerr's bark and other items including the 
log of wood carved with a corroboree scene from 
NSW) could indicate that Christy had a personal 
connection with Australia.55 
As to whether the barks were perceived as art, their 
Possum skin cloak From Echuea (80 kms east of 
Ferniehurst). 1853. Measurements 210 x 170 ern (MY) 
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mam interest for Europeans was ethnographic, but 
that was not their only interest. As well as being 
collected for science, large numbers of possum rugs 
and weapons were commissioned and purchased by 
the settlers, the first for practical use, and the weapons 
as souvenirs (at the end of the century as interior 
decoration). Though there is little record that 
aesthetes actively sought out Aboriginal drawings in 
the 1850s (Becker and von Guerard are exceptions), 
without doubt the collecting of arte/actd by artists 
(including Eugene von Guerard56, Ludwig Becker, 
and later Arthur Streeton, Frederick McCubbin, 
Violet Teague, etc) had an aesthetic basis. Von 
Guerard, visiting the ethnographer James Dawson at 
Kangatong in 1855, solicited a portrait of himself from 
'Johnny the artist' (alias Johnny Kangatong/Dawson) 
and in turn sketched the artist's portrait, thereby 
showing his sense that an art community existed 
between cultures. I suggested in chapter 2 that Henry 
Hellyer made an exchange of bark drawings for the 
same reason. Later the artists Arthur Streeton and 
Tom Roberts, when telling the history of Australian 
art, began the story with Aboriginal art. In the period 
under review, the 1850s, John Hunter Kerr, nephew 
of Governor Hunter (and owner of some of Hunter's 
drawings) may be the only mid-nineteenth century 
collector to display a bark etching on the walls of his 
home. The label of one of the barks sent to Paris 
referred to an Aboriginal drawing - presumably a 
third bark - that hung 'over the fireplace' in his living 
room.57 
I t is demonstrable that many Aboriginal and colonial 
works originally had a circumscribed audience, less 
demonstrable that a private message would be tucked 
away within another of quite different character. 
Eugene von Guerard's twin canvasses of Koort-
KoortlZong 1860 have a public appearance as country 
house portraits, a genre well known in Britain. More 
particularly they expressed the artist's German-
Romantic concept of colonial grandeur. They had 
other distinct layers of content as well. Commissioned 
after the death of Jeremiah George Ware by his 
family as a Inemento mort of the pastoralist's achieve-
ments, they dealt primarily with farming practice. Like 
the bark etchings discussed above, they dealt with the 
breeding of livestock. 
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Jh ),,~ ,'.~"" to; 
aD",'e Johnny Kangatong (alias Johnny Dawson, Black 
Johnny), Portrait oj VOI1 Gllerar(i d.August 1855; Eugene 
von Guerard, Portrait of Johnny Kangatong d. 8 August 
1855. (sketchbook Dixson Galls, SLNSW) 
facing Aboriginal weapons from Eugene von Guerard's 
'collection donated in 1879 to the Museum of Ethnology, 
Berlin. 
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Eugene von Guerard Koort-Koortl1ong : a llorthel1.Jt "lt ll' from the weJt <I/f)e 0/ Lake Bookar and Jhowillg JlfOllllt KurweetolZ and, Oil the hori::mz .. I1/OIlIlt 
Elephant. 1860 oil on canvas 50.8 x 83.9 cm (NLA. on roan to NGA) The bull, Master Butterfly IS in the foreground. Buildings, left to right, 
are woolshed , cluster of dairy, stables, men's huts, and homestead. The broader landscape was viewed from approximately 3 kms away, 
whereas the farm buildings were sketched from close up, at the top of the lake. 
J.G. Ware, the unspoken subject of the paintings, was 
born in London on 21 July 1818, and taken to Van 
Diemen's Land by his father Jeremiah in 1823. In 
Hobart Town the family lived next door to G.A. 
Robinson one of whose sons was a friend of young 
Jeremiah. On 29 April 1838, aged nineteen, with a 
younger brother, Joseph, J.G Ware embarked on an 
adventure that was then engaging many teenage sons 
of Tasmanian farmers - they crossed Bass Strait to the 
three-year-old settlement of Port Phillip. 58 The details 
of land appropriation are hazy, however an aggrieved 
neighbour noted on 9 February 1840 that Ware had 
squeezed onto Mt Emu Creek near present day 
Darlington. The resulting run was named Wooriwyrite 
(the Aboriginal name for the creek). Before then Ware 
had joined Henry Gibb in various squatting ventures, 
including a dairy farm Merderanook at Camperdown 
on the south-west side of Lake Colungulac and a sheep 
station, eventually named Koort-Koortnong, on the 
treeless plains twelve miles further north. (In 
November 1839 Ware stayed overnight with Chief 
Protector Robinson in Melbourne, when he may have 
told his host about the massacre of a band of 
Aborigines at Noorat by the overseer. Ware's associate 
Henry Gibb, too, seems to have been responsible for 
killing or otherwise expelling the band that owned the 
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Eugene von Guerard K"ort-Koortnollg :" "ollt/""&lt view toward" Mount fifemilglf<Jrt. 1860 oil on canvas 50.8 x 83.9 cm (NLA, on loan to NGA) 
land at Koort-Koortnong and Meningoort.59) By 1840 
Jeremiah was the registered licensee of these runs at 
Camperdown and Darlington and two others in the 
Western District.60 He was an enterprising farmer. A 
key aspect to the paintings and, one imagines, of the 
commission to paint them, was the demonstration of 
modern stock-breeding practices at Koort-Koortnong. 
J.G. Ware's material success was as much the subject 
of the Koort-KoortfWng commission as, a few years earlier, 
it had been of James Bonwick's gossiping pen. Given 
that the painter identified the same points of interest as 
his journalistic predecessor, he was probably led to do 
so by Ware's executors. In turn, they may reflect 
Ware's sense of having been sincerely complimented 
by Bonwick. Following an 'educational tour' of the 
Western District in 1857, Bonwick published an instruc-
tive book in the manner of Cobbitt's RuraL Rlde.J (which 
described British farm practice) in which Ware's farm 
appeared as a model. Having rounded Lake 
Colungulac, Bonwick drew bridle -
. .. at the Cloven hills or Sisters, two 
porous basaltic piles, near the residence of 
J .G . Ware, Esq., MLA ... Situated upon 
the plains, Mr Ware's house is protected by 
a circuit of trees planted round the garden, 
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detail Master Butterfly 
detail Fighting bulls, from Eugene 
von Guerard Bwhy Park 1861, one 
of a [lair of canvases (NLA, on 
loan NGA) 
detaLl One of Ware's prize 
horses is barely discernible in 
the enclosure by the garden. 
a plan of which other residents on plains 
would do well to imitate. This gentleman 
. . . takes great interest in the improvement 
of stock. To his enterprise the advent of the 
celebrated bull BuUet:f!y is to be ascribed. 
Having an opportunity of inspecting this 
noble and beautiful animal, I walked 
towards him, when I received a loud and 
timely warning to avoid an elevation from 
his horns. The creature was decidedly thin, 
and most delicately moulded: the head was 
a model of beauty. A thousand guineas was 
the cost of this Butterfly. In the stables 
were two choice horses, - Tomboy and 
PLoughboy, purchased for £700 and £600.61 
One of Von Guerard's canvases took the same view of 
the homestead under the hill, the bull was a prominent 
feature in the foreground, and space was even allotted 
to the' choice horses' Bonwick had mentioned by name 
and monetary cost.62 In the spirit of Bonwick the artist 
delivered an itemised account of a large station with 
many new buildings, newly planted and extensive 
gardens, miles of fences, flocks of sheep, herds of 
cattle, drays, horses and household.63 
Judging by the preparatory drawings, and the amount 
of detail in the oil paintings, the artist enjoyed the 
work of describing every last feature of the farm, down 
to the mechanics of farming practice, with workers 
busy at a multitude of occupations, from coopering to 
feeding chickens. In drawing the bull, however, he 
failed his own standard. That he could do better is 
apparent from the fighting bulls that occupy the same 
foreground position in one of the Bwhy Par!c pair of 
paintings of the following year. The latter vignette was 
a gratuitous display of skill, perhaps in compensation 
for 'Master Butterfly' which von Guerard had had to 
copy from a portrait, the bull having predeceased his 
master by one month. 64 Master Bufferfly's inclusion is 
explained by his fame; his name and doings being 
reported more frequently, even, than those of Ware, 
whose reputation as a stockbreeder of international 
standing the bull signalled.65 In discussing the paint-
ings with the artist, the executors may have been 
thinking ahead to July 1861, when stockmen from 
around Australia and New Zealand visited Koort-
Koortnong to purchase 35 pure bulls, the progeny of 
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Master Butterfly. In remaining faithful to the portrait 
showing the bull in full profile, albeit stiffly, von 
Guerard (or Ware's executors) may have had in mind 
that farmer connoisseurs would examine the image for 
points the painter could not himself assess.66 For 
whatever reason, the bull is stylistically out of keeping. 
The timing of the commission supports the idea that 
it combined business with memorial. Jeremiah Ware 
died on 22 October 1859, thrown from his buggy. Von 
Guerard dated one of the two composition drawings 
'13 Mai 1860', six months later.67 The purpose of those 
drawings was to establish the composition of the two 
scenes (there were separate drawings of architectural 
and other details) but they also cued some of the Ware 
family's private memories and other information about 
the work of the farm. For example, in the drawing 
with sheep in the foreground, the artist pencilled in 
two marks to indicate where Ware's horses would be 
positioned, sketched a tiny woman with a basket 
outside the door of a cottage, putting a mark at a low 

height against the wall nearby to remind him of some-
thing: in the oil this scene resolved into the first woman 
scattering feed to hens and, seated on the ground by 
the cottage wall, a second woman with a child in a 
white frock. The detail included a broom and two 
spades leaning against the wall and the cottage itself 
was analytically described for its built form of wattle-
and-daub walls, stone chimney and a bark-shingled 
roof. Miniaturist description of the sort could be 
regarded as no more than an inventory. Yet 'micro-
scopism' had an aesthetic background for Von 
Guerard whose initial training had been under his 
father, a miniature painter for the Austrian court.68 
Until critics such as James Smith squashed von 
Guerard's pride in the profundity of such detail, or 
until the painter's eyesight failed for close work, his 
drawings and paintings displayed genuine interest in 
the specific detail that gave intelligence to a subject. 
At another level the Koort-Koortnong paintings were 
a personal memorial. This reference was tucked into 
the heart of one of the canvases. The flowering arum figp.215 
lilies in the garden discreetly symbolised bereavement. 
In shadow, within the porch of the house, is a portrait 
group of Ware's wife and children, including a baby in 
arms. These private details are more or less hidden 
within the image as a whole. 
Before leaving the subject of the different types of 
content and interpretation embedded in the paintings, 
a small flash of zinc roof on a distant hill was a detail 
private to von Guerard. Quite separately from the 
Ware commission, the artist marked the roof of 
Meningoort homestead with an X on one of the 
composItIOn drawings, and wrote the word 
'Meningoort' above it, subsequently giving both 
drawings to the McArthurs of Meningoort, with 
whom he had stayed in May 1860, as on a number of 
previous occasions. The McArthurs were his friends. 
The private messages of the Koort-Koortnong paint-
ings related to content rather than to an arcane code of 
expression. They were farm and family matters that 
only the people who knew would look for, and were 
mostly confined to the detail of the images. For nearly 
a century the audience for the paintings comprised the 
Ware family and their visitors. After the first generation, 
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members of the family were no more likely than 
today's museum visitors to look closely at the detail -
house interiors were dark, and a strong, clear light as 
well as a committed eye is required to see the detail. 
The Koort-Koortnong paintings were not exhibited 
publicly in the artist's lifetime or for a long time after; 
though how they would be viewed is clear from 
contemporary reviews. By 1860 the Austrian-German 
immigrant, Eugene von Guerard, was the most 
prominent artist in the colony, admired without 
reserve for the idealised poetry of his compositions and 
by many for the precise detail of his description. 
Within a year, his style of concentrated factuality 
divided the taste of his patrons from the preference of 
some critics. On 19 October 1861 he was criticised in 
the Examiner for 'unpoetic', 'manual workmanship' 
without discrimination: his paintings 'may be 
examined by the square inch, microscopically, and no 
fault discovered. The individual parts might be cut out 
into pictures equally complete with the whole 
composition'. Melbourne's most influential critic 
James Smith (1820-1910) eventually joined the 
detractors. Smith stood for the abstract theory of art, 
for large generalisation and moral uplift. In 1870, in 
the mature belief that a focus that was too practical 
detracted from art's sublime moral purpose, he wrote 
acrimoniously about his old friend's microscopism: 
His landscapes may not present quite 
fifteen hundred different grasses as there 
are not generally so many to be found in 
the bush scenes with which his pencil is 
familiar, but they offer a minutely laborious 
description of almost every leaf upon the 
gum trees, and of every vein and crevice in 
the rocks, which would make them delightful 
illustrations of a treatise on the botanical or 
geological features of the colony. 69 
(Many years later, Smith objected to the same quality 
of embedded-ness in Tom Roberts' Shearing the Ral1lJ 
(see chapter 6).) He had not always been so opposed 
to the wealth of material detail that tied von Guerard's 
art to place and time. The Koort-Koortnong pair was 
painted only two years after Smith (the probable 
author) endorsed the 'moralising and refining effect' of 
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von Guerard's minutely observed landscapes: 
Every landscape is an accurate portrait of 
the scene it professes to pourtray [sic]; 
every tree and flower has not merely its 
local character, but its botanical peculiarities; 
and yet the whole is a picture in the fullest 
sense of the word, and a fine picture too. 
The works of this artist forcibly recall a 
remark of Humbolt, " . .. The art of land-
scape paintings, which is more than mere 
copying, has a more material subject, and is 
very closely connected with the earth. It 
requires a great number and variety of 
actual and sensible observations, which the 
mind must contrive and fertilise by its 
power, and then restore to the senses as a 
new work of art. The grand style in land-
scapes is the product of a deep comprehension 
of nature, and their internal mental 
processes ... " M Guerard is an able 
interpreter.70 
In Smith's subsequent revision, moral elevation was 
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opposed to materialism. The change occurred as he 
moved towards spiritualism and was supported by a 
division of taste, evident in Great Britain and industrialised 
Germany, where the superior taste of families of long-
standing was conventionally distinguished from the 
unabashed materialism of the newly rich. The Koort-
Koortnong farm and the paintings - materialistic in all 
the detail - exemplified the taste for outward show. 
The settlers' new prosperity - which even for pastoralists 
was a product of the 1850s goldfields - engendered a 
habit of display, and there were no local critics of 
Henry James's nice judgment to shrink from the 
boastfulness of showing off: Smith performed his 
version of that role as the 1860s progressed'? 1 
The public face of a painting is on show in the company 
of other paintings. A painting shapes up by such com-
parisons, interpreted both as the artistic ambition of the 
time, and as the artist's style of visual rhetoric. Von 
Guerard's preference for a composition of symmetry and 
completeness of detail is evident in the Koort-
Koortnong paintings. An effect of unity is achieved by 
the symmetrical organization of the scenes, an effect 
augmented and confirmed through being repeated, 
with variation, from one image to the other. Each 
composition has internal correspondences as well a 
complementary relationship with the other painting of 
the pair. Water echoes the sky, hills mount to the light, 
clouds hover over the mid-point -and the focal point 
for this quasi-divine order is the house and garden at 
the centre of each scene. The two images fit together, 
their duality apparent. The scheme so complete in 
itself - harmonious, reciprocal, mutually attested and 
with no unsatisfactory bits unaccounted for - gives 
little or no encouragement to pursue a reading along 
extraneous lines. Yet, as explained above, von Guerard 
was able to satisfY business and private concerns as 
separate levels within the grandiose images. 
James Smith professed to admire von Guerard for 
capturing a look of Australia - in Smith's reckoning he 
was the most responsive of colonial painters until 
Buvelot took the palm - yet, judging from his essays, 
Smith's personal preference was for scenery reminiscent 
of storied spots in England and Europe.72 He shared 
in full John Ruskin's feeling that 'the charm of romantic 
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association ... depends for its force on the existence of 
ruins and traditions ... and the precursorship of eventful 
history,' andprobably concurred with Ruskin's following 
comment, 'The instinct to which it appeals can hardly 
be felt in Australia'J3 
The aesthetic within which the Austrian-German 
painter is now applauded differs from the concerns of 
von Guerard's time. An unlikely cocktail of motives -
the entrenched desire of colonists to see Australian 
scenery accurately represented, the taste of an influential 
minority for the elevated picturesque, and the opportunity 
for business advertisement and for a family's personal 
memorial - influenced the production of the Koort-
Koortnong pair. Assessing the artist, Smith moved 
from applauding his preference for minute detail 
(1858) to finding it over-zealous (1870). Critics since 
the 1960s have reversed that evaluation, preferring 
Smith's initial vision of von Guerard's paintings as 
showing a divinity at work within a precisely 
documented place. Following a century of disregard-
during which Australians sought to define a national 
culture in an international arena - von Guerard came 
forward again in the 1970s, once more a major figure, 
but this time appreciated as a colonial exponent of 
German Romanticism.74 
I have suggested here that the Koort-Koortnong 
paintings offer a choice of several readings, and that 
all those readings fit the case. They conformed to the 
mixture of mysticism, domesticity and grandeur that 
characterised German Romanticism. Likewise they 
fell within the British genre of house portrait. The 
wide landscape, with extinct volcanoes, suggested an 
Humboldtian scheme of sublime geography. The 
scenery of Australia was accurately described. The 
station buildings, fences, plantings and livestock, 
advertised a prime piece of real estate. The deceased 
farmer was fittingly memorialised. For this study, it 
has been useful to see the interplay of several layers of 
meaning within the works and to note how, through 
various interpretations, the paintings have through 
their history played an changing role as works of rich 
and ambiguous meaning. 
This first part of chapter 4 has been about the relative 
accessibility of private and public codes. The 
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European private code (or rather references) of the 
Koort Koortnong paintings was recoverable because 
there has been a sufficient continuity of culture, record 
and style to connect that time with the present. The 
Aboriginal context of the bark emu and etchings was 
partly recoverable because the objects were of types 
familiar from other Aboriginal regions and times. The 
Lake Tyrrell bark discussed in the second part of this 
chapter, posed a much greater challenge to interpretation 
because it was not, at first sight, a generic image. 
Whereas the pastoral business of von Guerard's paint-
ings was foregrounded (literally) as sheep and cattle 
(and in addition there was a portrait of the prize bull 
Master Butterfly) and the emu featured strongly in the 
barks, there was not in existence an equivalent type of 
image, or combination of imagery, that would indicate 
the meaning and context of the Lake Tyrrell bark. 
Howard Morphy suggests that if any category fits, it 
would be the Yolngu style of painting known as the 
'ordinary'. In the 'ordinary' image the content, pictorial 
style and organisation of motifs is unconstrained by a 
set purpose. The second part of this chapter deals with 
images of home, the production of which was not 
determined by commission or predetermined function. 
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home in 
Victori{l 
chapter 4b 
By the 1860s, in the colony of Victoria, the popularity 
of the country house subject had peaked. By mid 
decade it was showing signs of decline. Meanwhile the 
genre had acquired a local form almost regardless of 
the artist, whether von Guerard (who greatly influenced 
the development), Henry Gritten, Edward La Trobe 
Bateman, Alexander Webb, J.H. Carse, or the Swiss 
painters Nicholas Chevalier and Louis Buvelot. Three 
of Buvelot's works in the genre contained an amount 
of detail that was at odds with that painter's style. As 
with the Koort Koortnong pair considered in the first 
part of this chapter, the anecdotal touches could have 
fulfilled requirements of patrons, yet Buvelot was not 
fulfilling a commission. Something else caused the 
disjuncture in his style. 
Abram-Louis Buvelot (1814-1888) arrived ill 
February 1865, into a community made rich by gold 
but with, as yet, only a small art community in which 
von Guerard, Nicholas Chevalier, and the critic James 
Smith were prominent taste-makers. Smith's assessment 
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of his work proceeded mainly by comparison with von 
Guerard and Chevalier. He was quick to praise the 
unity of Buvelot's brushwork and treatment of light, 
and to see the style as generalising towards a poetic 
conception (whereas von Guerard, by comparison, 
laboured under a Pre-Raphaelite particularity of 
description)?5 The foreign palette and too-heavy 
foliage were 'corrected' when Buvelot made studies of 
gum trees in the red light of late afternoon?6 For 
some years Buvelot struggled to earn a living, and 
resorted to portrait photography. In view of the 
difficulty he had in establishing himself as an artist, an 
excursion to the stony plains of Darlington in 1868 
may not have been in response to a commission from 
the Cummings, as usually supposed, but in search of a 
commission.77 
Hospitality was an entrenched convention of the bush 
hence the Cummings' hospitality does not, of itself, 
indicate that Buvelot worked on a commission. On the 
other hand it may be significant that the landscape at 
Darlington (north of Mount Elephant) suited 
Buvelot's style. He painted the patterns of light on 
textured surfaces. In that he was like the Barbizon 
school of painters (whose fame was becoming known 
in the colony) and the seventeenth-century Dutch 
landscapists (who were emulated alike by the 
Barbizon painters and by Buvelot). Influenced by the 
camera ob.Jcllra and camera, the method of recording 
visual appearances through the operation of light was 
neutral: theoretically, one could paint without know-
ing what the subject was. By contrast von Guerard's 
detailed outlining of forms depended on knowing a 
subject. Buvelot's tonal approach showed to advantage 
when describing the light on broken surfaces. Jocelyn 
Gray has explained that he had a very special require-
ment in landscape, 'well-kept surfaces put him off,' which 
ruled out smooth domains such as Koort-Koortnong?8 
Darlington's rugged landscape of plains fractured by 
stones, interrupted by small rises and shadowed by 
abrupt dips (filled with water in the winter season) 
had the required textures. 
Louis Buvelot MOllllt Fya,," Wool,hed 1869 oil on canvas 58.6 x 93.8 cm (NGA) 
It is possible, if Buvelot were seeking the right sort of 
country ano looking for a commission, that the first 
homestead paintings were intended to advertise his 
talents.79 If he noted the agreement between von 
Guerard's mimetic style and the preference of local 
people for factual information, he would want to 
combine the same kind of informative detail with the 
best characteristics of his own style. For example he 
would paint the Cumming family on the verandah, and 
visitors and members of the family walking through 
the gardens of Mount FyafZJ HOl7leJteao, 1869 and the 
many details of farm-life at that station and at 
Terrinallum. And having produced those homestead 
views he would ensure that prospective patrons could 
see them. The hypothesis fits the first Cumming paint-
ings and what we know of their history. 
At Darlington in the winter or spring of 1868 Buvelot 
made drawings, at least one watercolour (and probably 
took photographs) at John Cumming's Terrinallum 
and William Cumming's Mount Fyans stations. From 
the preparatory studies he produced three paintings, 
TerrilZa!!llI11 Station 1869 (SLY) and a pair showing 
Mount FyanJ Woo!dheo 1869 (NGA) and Mount FyanJ 
HOl7ledteao 1869 (NGA) . The latter pair were displayed 
in a Collins Street shop and supported by an 'info-
advertisement' in the columns of the Argu.d. Ironically, 
the sedately worded puff (rather than Smith's art 
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Louis Buvelot Terr//lattllm Stalltl/l 1869 oil on canvas 88 x 152.5 cm (SLy) 
column) agreed with the eventual appreciation of 
Buvelot's 'refined attention to effect' and 'admirable' 
tone.80 
The first of the Darlington works to be exhibited was 
the long, large view of TerrillaLLllIn Station, shown in 
March 1869 among 'Art Treasures' at Melbourne's 
Public Library and Museum.81 Given that the lenders 
of treasures were prominent in the catalogue and in 
reviews, TerrinaLLum Station (lent by the artist) was 
unsold.82 Hence the overt flattery of the picture had 
to be Buvelot's idea entirely. Whereas the assessment 
of the Mt Fyall.J pair was fair to approving, TerrinaLLum 
Station had a bad press from the start. The DaiLy 
TeLegraph was cruel: 'the emerald green is laid on to an 
extent calculated to drive any drought-persecuted 
squatter who may pause to gaze upon it, mad with 
envy, hatred, malice, and every possible kind of 
uncharitableness'.83 The work has continued to irk 
critics. In Jocelyn Gray's opinion, 
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Buvelot's country house pictures are not 
amongst his happiest achievements. The 
Louis Buvelot IUau"t Fyilll.l hOl7leJte,,;J 1869 oil on canvas 58.5 x 94.0 em 
(NGA gift of James Fairfax)' and detail of the homestead with people on 
the verandah and in the garden. 
very large view of the Terrinallum property 
(referring to the big, very green one in the 
State Library of Victoria) is a lifeless painting 
of necessity amalgamated from many studies. 
Details of the painting have charm, but 
overall the panoramic view is no more than 
a competent view of given appearances.84 
Tim Bonyhady agreed.85 
James Smith, although making specific, unkind, 
comment only about Buvelot's watercolours in the 
exhibition of 'Treasures', effectively rolled his large 
showpiece into local art in general, so 'inferior' to even 
the exhibition's botched copies of old masters. The old 
art and the new, he wrote, 'have neither the same 
inspiration nor the same aim.' In the old, 'the prevail-
ing sentiment is mystical, supernatural,' and not only 
in theme: the artists' inspiration was 'wrought in 
unearthly soarings of the mind, and the voices with 
which they speak reach you from a world beyond that 
of the senses'; whereas, unhappily, 'we cannot deny 
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that the efforts of modern artists and the inspiration 
which they receive are of a lower order.' He singled 
out the modern use of colour as notably inferior, 'The 
ideal of form has, even in our own days, been the 
subject of innumerable treatises, but little attention is 
paid to the ideal in colour, in which, perhaps, the greatest 
magic lies. Modern painters do not seem to be aware 
that certain colours and certain combinations of them, 
independent of subject, have a tendency to produce 
sentiment. They study for its force in contrast, its gaiety, 
its richness, but not at all as a medium for conveying 
the higher impressions'.86 Oblique criticism aside, 
Buvelot's 'ease and freedom' of style, 'disdainful of 
tedious detail'; a manner of 'free translation' to 'bring 
out the idea of the whole'; was very much to Smith's 
taste.87 
The homestead paintings and Smith's cnticism is 
sufficient to show that the art public was divided 
between philistines who valued material display and a 
knowledgeable description of the way things worked, 
and a few connoisseurs who had a mind above such 
things: with both groups discerning proportionately 
more materialism than spiritualism in settler art. Thus 
it was a century before von Guerard's 'soarings' of the 
spirit struck viewers again as being bound up with his 
mimetic skill; though hardly any time before 
Australians were able to appreciate Buvelot's generalising 
vision of a landscape coming into being through light. 
Ironically, the commission Buvelot eventually received 
from John Cumming was for four small, broadly-
painted scenes of Terrinallum to appeal to the feelings-
for-home of his son (also John) who was studying at 
Cambridge. Father wrote to son on 27 December 
1871, 'I also had Mr Buvelot to paint four small pictures 
of views on Terrinallum and those will be sent to you 
by the mail via Southhampton.' The scenes, 'from 
sketches taken three years ago,' were evocative of a 
daily round familiar to both father and son: 'looking 
towards the house from the lower garden gate', 'the 
crossing place in front of the stables', 'the lakes ... 
where Mr Burrows and you shot a great many ducks', 
and 'the stockyards lake ... and the big lake ... from 
the hill at the back of the house'. Despite this being a 
very private commission - a father's appeal to his son's 
nostalgia - nothing out of the way was imposed on 
Buvelot. The studies from which John Cumming 
14t to riqht Louis Buvelot VUH' 0/ the StockVtlrdJ Lake (C""""ko",oker;)ue) and tI.,,, big lake (Lak-
u'-Iang/from the hill at the back o/Terriaall,;m hOlluAead 1871 (NGA); TerrinallulIl hOlluAead 
and ElIlu Creek from the &""er qardengate, 1871 (NGA); The CFlJJ.,ing, Emil Creek, Terrinallum 
1871 (Bendigo Art Gallery); The Laku ill the RlJe,' to the left of the road to MOllnt Fyan,' 1871 
(NGA). The paintings appear in the photograph (centre) of John Cumming jnr's room, 
Cambridge. 
jacil1.q Lake Tyrrell bark etching c.18S1 or 
('.1869 82.5 x 47.5 cm (MV) 
abol'e Illustration of the bark. published in R. 
Brough Smyth's Aborigine.! of Victoria .. (1878) 
made a selection were Buvelot's own drawings from 
1868, and the artist was expected to indulge his own 
manner of painting, for, as Cumming wrote, 'Buvelot is 
considered our best landscape artist,' and 'I like the 
paintings very much both on account of their being 
works of art and of the interest I have in the scenes.'88 
Buvelot's and von Guerard's professional work took 
them around and about - von Guerard especially was 
peripatetic. Their travels have taken an incidental new 
relevance for this study by comparison with the idea 
that indigenoll.J people were the ones who were always 
on the move. The sketchbooks of colonial artists, and 
the diaries and correspondence of farmers, revealed 
how constantly the settlers were in transit - the farmers' 
movements, like the Aborigines, following a seasonal 
pattern. The realisation that Kerr, the Godfreys, 
William Edward Stanbridge (and other farmers for 
whom there is a close record) were absent from home 
as often and for as long as the clans whose land they 
occupied, opens the question of why Aboriginal people 
were so often said to be aimless travellers? The idea 
did not fit the settlers ' understanding that Aboriginal 
people claimed ownership of a home place, or the 
observation, often made, that a clan's comings and 
goings followed a seasonal pattern. It may be that 
home was associated by the settlers with a shelter - and 
with ancestral identity - but not, at that early stage of 
settlement, with a pLace. 
The Lake Tyrrell bark pictures the difference between 
the colonial home (the bark hut drawn large in the 
lower right of the etching) and an indigenous idea of 
home as a geographical place created by ancestral 
agency and represented by animal and human activities. I n 
a near reversal of what applied for von Guerard's and 
Buvelot's homestead portraits (for which the home 
and 'style' of the patrons was germane but not the 
home of the painter), the home place of the Aboriginal 
artist was critical to what he represented. 
That said, almost all the information to be had about 
the Lake Tyrrell bark is within the bark itself: where it 
is copious. Otherwise the bark stands for a great deal 
that is lost and forgotten; never inquired into by the 
settlers who obtained the bark and pursued their own 
lines of interpretation. Starting with the key issues of 
place and artist, it would be reasonable to assume that 
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the lifestyle and traditions associated with Lake Tyrrell 
would be represented in the bark if the etcher were 
Booroung.89 But if the maker were a Wembawemba 
shepherd, brought to Lake Tyrrell by Stanbridge from 
his other station, 'Long Lake' (better known as the 
Lake Boga run, near the Murray at Swan Hill) the 
subject almost certainly would be the maker's home 
country at Lake Boga, regardless of where the bark 
was etched. The pictorial cues are the river (but both 
places had a meaningful relation to the Murray, Lake 
Boga being physically closer); the lake forms (those of 
the region are alike rounded, with a lunette on the 
eastern shore); and lastly the hut (again, the situation 
of a hut within the elbow of lake and outlet creek was 
the same at Lakes Boga and Tyrrell). In what follows 
I have followed other writers in assuming that the 
artist was a Booroung from Lake Tyrrell but have 
departed from recent writers in supposing the date 
was more likely 1849, 1850 or 1851, with one possible 
later date, 1869, rather than the early 1870s (though 
the latter could be the date of the copy drawing). 90 
T he pictorial mode of slow exegesis so comfortably 
employed by the Booroung artist has not been self-
evident to Europeans. The first to explain the image 
was Robert Brough Smyth (1830-1889) in the 1870s. 
Assuming he had help, it was from Stan bridge who 
obtained the bark from his outstation and presumably 
told Smyth that the bark was part of a shelter decorated 
with a number of etchings; and the maker, a man, had 
no formal European education but worked from 
observation alone.91 Smyth's reading was otherwise 
frankly distant from the bark's context - representative, 
however, of the approach to Aboriginal culture by 
other interested colonists such as William Hull, R.E. 
Johns and Philip Chauncy, with whom Smyth was in 
regular communication.92 
He defined the image as showing' scenes in the life of 
an Aboriginal' and 'landscapes, if they can be so called' 
and 'figures'. 
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Beginning at the top, we see what appear 
to be clouds beyond the horizon. A snake is 
gliding towards the farther edge of the 
plain, and a part of the body is out of sight. 
There are a few trees on the plain, and 
these are placed seemingly for the purpose 
of illustrating events.93 
A story having been proposed, the scene set, Smyth 
did not sustain the narrative. Rather, he listed the 
contents: 
There is a pigeon perched on the top of a 
tree; there are two kangaroos exchanging 
signals; a native companion walking, and 
another feeding . .. 
Seemingly Smyth was unaware of imposing certain 
kinds of reading. Yet the very order and direction of 
his attention, beginning at the top and moving 
horizontally, in layers, down the image, presumed a 
certain order and sequence in the imagery. The 
appraisal was that of a reader of text. Yet not only 
were Aboriginal ways of seeing for the most part still 
uninfluenced by reading text, a more suitable 
European mode of viewing the image existed. Viewed 
as a picture, the etching would be apprehended via its 
composition, whereby, for instance, the large motifs, 
the more assertive outlines, the forms centrally placed, 
and the direction of imagery, would take priority, and 
the eye would measure the congruence of these before 
exploring the motifs within each area. 
Yet I think Smyth chose the more appropriate 
European mode. An itemising approach is better suited 
to the fugitive line, to the conditions for viewing and to 
signs within the image itself. Thus his reading was not 
invariably left to right but took the direction the 
animals were facing. He followed other cues as well. A 
sweeping line divides the upper section of the bark 
from a middle image, which the line encloses except 
for two anterior lines leading from vignettes in the 
upper and lower areas. Smyth entered via the upper 
vignette - two men, with a full armoury of weapons, in 
a copse of trees - and made an exit to a figure wrapped 
in a cloak and lying under a bark shelter flanked by tall 
barbed spears: evidently a mortuary scene. The central 
ellipse influences the eye, separating the imagery within 
from what is outside, and does so via a diagram remi-
niscent of a ceremonial ground. A bi-chrome drawing 
in Bunjil's cave in the Grampians, 180 kilometres 
south of Lake Tyrrell, may be comparable, assuming 
that the figure of Bunjil also represented a ceremonial 
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ground after the manner of some recorded III New 
South Wales. 94 
Smyth's various small efforts to trace narratives or 
represent the natural environment suggest that he was 
aware of failing to come to terms with the imagery. He 
quite overlooked the central ellipses (perhaps taking 
them to be framing devices conventional in European 
grouped illustrations). Finally, he stayed within a 
western reading of the bark as 'scenes in the life of an 
Aboriginal' despite elsewhere recounting creation stories 
and demonstrating that re-enactment figured largely in 
indigenous culture.95 
Bunjil's Cave, near StaweIJ, Victoria, painted in red and white 
ochres 
Characteristically, Smyth dealt with 
'facts' - then thought to be stable units 
of knowledge. The sober list could be 
said to honour the isolated fact above 
holistic interpretation, and to affirm a 
neutral method as distinct from the 
meaningful interpretation expected of 
art and religion. Smyth's reliance on 
facts had its basis in science. 
R.H. Mathews' diagram of part of a 
Bora ground at GundabloUl near the 
Oueensland border. 1894 «R,yai Soc 
}\7SW /894) 
Around the time the bark was etched, the Port Phillip 
Gazette found John Stuart Mill's Principled of Political 
EcolZomy (1848) worthy of note for the distinction 
drawn between Science and Art. These were said to 
differ 'as the understanding differs from the will, or as 
the indicative mood in grammar differs from the 
imperative mood. The one deals in facts, the other in 
precepts'.96 It may be seen that the Melbourne art 
critic James Smith's concept of art as moral precept 
corresponded with Mill's. By the mid 1860s he, like 
Mill, sought to divorce the realm of principles from 
that of mundane facts .97 A manifest problem for the 
theory was that science and art were already married 
in Romantic naturalism. A preponderance of colonial 
images dealt with a pictorial system, and natural 
science, of material 'fact'. Smith in earlier days had 
recognised how Von Guerard 's art was an empirical 
science (showing how things worked) within a moral 
concept of cosmic order; moreover the latter had been, 
in part, the brainchild of the most eminent European 
natural scientist of the period, Alexander von 
Humbolt.98 Precept and percept were indivisible. 
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Nonetheless, Mill and Smyth (and Smith in later 
years) overlooked their close link in the art and science 
of their day. More, they actively sought to separate 
them as mutually exclusive categories. Mill's theory 
was related to a philosophy of political economy, the 
considerable success of which lay in dividing the 
science of capital from the moral values upheld by 
religion: without such a theory the two value-systems 
were patently at odds. 
Not all Mill's British contemporaries were convinced 
by the role he gave to 'enumerative' and 'eliminative' 
induction, limiting the field of influential reasoning to 
that of everyday common sense - to generalisations 
made on the basis of experience and the everyday 
practical comparison of possible causes and effects. 
One source of argument was Mill's denial that a priori 
belief, and knowledge gained on the basis of hypothesis 
played a role in the process of reasoning. Given that 
Mill's unqualified endorsement of common sense had 
influential and popular support, Australia's many 
amateur ethnographers (in this chapter Smyth, Johns, 
Becker, Stanbridge, von Guerard) were encouraged to 
pursue their interests. The 'scientific' reliance on 
common sense would help to blind them to evidence 
than the common sense of one culture or time was not 
necessarily that of another. 
To return to the Gazette: 
Science is a collection of truths: art, a body 
of rules, or directions for conduct. The 
language of Science is, This is, or This is 
not; This does, or does not happen. The 
language of Art is, Do this; Avoid that. 
Science takes cognisance of a phenomenon, 
and endeavours to discover its law: Art 
proposes to itself an end, and looks out for 
means to effect it. Rules, therefore, for 
making a nation increase in wealth, are not 
a SCIence, but they are the results of 
SCIence ... 
The Gazette's interest seemed to be the extent to which 
principles geared to achieve certain ends were 'true' to 
'fact', a question Mill did not admit of. His sharp 
demarcation (with, on the scientific side, information 
or a series of 'facts' adding up mathematically and, on 
the art side, rules of conduct derived from experience) 
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separated the speculative art of living from the terrain 
of fact. Thus art was reliable only in so far as its 
precepts were adequate, but facts were reliable per Je. 
Evaluation may be especially an issue for nineteenth-
century science because the bias that was involved in 
evaluation was rarely acknowledged. The coexistence 
of M.ill's theory of natural induction and, for example, 
William Whewell's defence of the hypothetical method 
indicated confusion in scientific circles about method, 
yet no one questioned the neutrality of scientific practice. 
Amateurs such as Smyth in Australia pursued their 
calling without asking why only certain things were 
considered worthy of study, or observing how the 
relevance of those selective objects of study was defined 
tautologically through the process of evaluation. 
Nineteenth-century natural science did not proceed by 
raking in data indiscriminately but assembled its data 
discriminately, imposing a system of evaluation from 
the start, with the eye/mind recognising data 
appropriate to the system, sorting it into categories 
and articulating the 'facts' by comparing like with like. 
Smyth's enthusiastic endorsement of scientific method 
is apparent when, in the introduction to his book, he 
wrote: 
The customs of the natives of Australia are 
so like, in many respects, those of other 
existing savage or barbarous races and 
those of the people of ancient times, that 
one feels more and more the necessity of a 
classification, in which would appear every 
known custom and the place where it is 
practised, exactly after the manner that the 
geologist elaborates his system of the class-
ification of rocks.99 
It is evident that Smyth, as well as putting his faith in 
facts, had his hypothesis: that the bark was the work 
of primitive man. The generalised 'Aboriginal' he 
invoked - when remarking that the etching depicted 
'various scenes in the life of an Aboriginal man' - was 
preordained by the hypothesis to be primitive. All the 
more interesting then, that the 'facts' of the etching did 
not fit the thesis. His interest, as he wrote, was in 
customs before 'the natives had gathered any hints 
from Europeans'.IOO He threaded the text with 
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comment about how Australian culture compared with 
pre-historic cultures around the world, an idea 
dropped only when the artefact or custom patently 
referred to a European presence - as with the etching. IOI 
Smyth acknowledged that the bark's 'native artist was 
not a wild black' but had' observed the customs of the 
whites'. Still, the maker was in as naturaL a state as pos-
sible; he 'had received no instruction from ... [the set-
tlers], except such as an intelligent man would derive 
from looking at their works. He cannot be strictly 
regarded as an uneducated native'. The same would be 
true of all but a tiny minority of the people whose 
manufactures and behaviour was the subject of 
Smyth's two volume treatise. 
A theory of primitivism led Smyth to adduce evidence 
of the etcher's inferiority. A 'mistake' was perceived 
where two figures were holding tomahawks apparently 
in the left hand: 'The artist has evidently made a 
mistake here; natives are very rarely left-handed'.102 
The 'mistake' became a pointer to the artist's 
primitivism - 'Unskilled persons sometimes make this 
mistake when they attempt to draw figures'. Yet the 
argument relied on untried assumptions: that the artist 
was 'unskilled'; that natives would show all figures 
frontally; that left-handedness was rare; and that it 
would not be represented . 
The etching, with its deft use of circles and curving 
lines, challenged one of Smyth's key supporting theories, 
that the Australian grammar of ornament was limited 
to straight lines only, in 'forms few and simple'.103 The 
claim was not trivial. In the tenor of contemporary 
European and American ethnography, Smyth was 
arguing for an evolution of style that applied 
universally. 104 
Of the hundreds of old [Australian] 
weapons that I have examined - weapons 
made before the natives had gathered any 
hints from Europeans - I find that the lines 
carved on them were in the form of the 
chevron, herring-bone, or saltier. 
Drawing a long bow, he compared his theory of 
Australian primitivism with early pottery found in 
tumuli in England and Scotland (as analysed by 
Wilson), arguing 'that the savage, in all parts of the 
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world, has, in his first attempts at ornamentation, used 
the lines above described for decorating his weapons 
and utensils'. An evolution within that limited vocabulary 
would be 'first, straight lines; secondly, lines forming 
the herring-bone and the chevron; and, lastly, the 
saltier, which would arise naturally out of the combination 
of those figures'. Australian art had not gone beyond 
that point: 'Curved lines are rarely seen. Any attempt 
... 1 have [seen] has been a failure.' That the Lake 
Tyrrell bark posed a challenge to the theory was 
acknowledged in a footnote, 
The encircling lines dividing the pictures in 
the bark drawing which follows may be 
regarded as an exception. But it does not 
represent native archaic art; and the 
attempts in the same pictures to show the 
folds of the snake and the curves of the 
necks of the birds justifY and support the 
statement that, as a rule, the uneducated 
native cannot describe a curve. 
In the light of this theory, it is extraordinary how many 
of Smyth's illustrations showed Aboriginal motifs 
based on curves.1 05 
Since 1878 the line drawing of the Lake Tyrrell bark 
has been frequently reproduced. The bark itself was 
included in most major exhibitions of Aboriginal art, 
beginning in 1878, the year of the publication, with the 
National Gallery of Victoria's' ethnotypical' collection. 
When Baldwin Spencer brought northern bark paint-
ings to public attention in 1914, the bark from the 
mallee was displayed and discussed in terms of those 
other barks; like them it originated in a rain shelter and 
showed 'a facility of execution and appreciation of 
design quite surprising.' The 1914 display was 
advertised by the Victorian Artists Society with the 
slogan 'Patronise Australian Art' . Acknowledged by 
then as one of the Museum's prized works of art the 
etching was automatically included in the July 1929 
AUdtraLian Aboriginal Art show; the 1943, jointly 
organised, Primitive Art Et:hibitwlZ (when it was dis-
played in the Melbourne art gallery with bark paint-
ings from Arnhem Land); and the Fine Add Exhibitwn 
of Aboriginal art organised by the Museum for the 
1956 Melbourne Olympic Games (when it was once 
again shown with bark paintings from the north).1 06 
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More recently the Lake Tyrrell bark has been re-interpreted: by 
Howard Morphy in A60rigilZaLArt (1998), byJohn Morieson for 
whom it was the subject of a thesis in 1998,107 and by the 
author for a 1997 conference paper.108 Those appraisals 
benefited from the renaissance in indigenous Australian art and 
an extensive literature about the styles, content and social 
context of art from the centre and north of the continent (in 
which literature Howard Morphy was prominent) . To 
Morphy's experienced eye: 
The picture lends itself to narrative and allegorical 
interpretation, as the scene seems to shift from the 
Garden of Eden at the top through Aboriginal 
occupation to colonial appropriation. But in truth 
we know frustratingly little about the artist's 
intention or what kind of work the Lake Tyrrell 
bark represents. 1 09 
His other speculation, that the dancers in the vlclmty of a 
reclining figure were 'possibly engaged in a mortuary ritual', 110 
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could cue more than the 
imagery in the lower bark. 
Luise Hercus recorded a 
Wembawemba song (from the 
neighbourhood of Lake Boga) 
that had been composed in the 
1890s by blind Tommy, who 
sang about tests and trials to 
be faced by his deceased 
grandmother in 'Going to the 
Land of the Dead'. The vari-
ous scenes etched above the 
mortuary scene could be (con-
jecturally) of that testing kind, 
culminating, at the top, with 
figures of ancestors who had 
safely reached the sky. III 
Morieson's interest in the bark 
was secondary to his main 
interest in fleshing out the 
Booroung's astronomical beliefs, 
as described by Stan bridge in 
the early 1850s. 112 The 
people of Lake Tyrrell, 
Stanbridge had said, 'pride 
themselves upon knowing 
more of Astronomy than any 
map pJtl 
other tribe'.113 From information about the cultures of 
north Australia (which supported earlier information 
about the south) Morieson took the idea that the 
Booroung belief system revolved upon the celestial 
according to a mutually supportive counterpoint of 
sky and land, ancestors and living nature, light and 
dark; a system in which the dual social organisation by 
moiety would also have a part. TyriLle, a word meaning 
sky or space, was (Stanbridge had written) the 
Booroung name for the vast salt lake beside which 
they lived.1 14 Likewise their clan name, Boorlllzg, 
meant darkness in some of the languages of the 
region. I IS 
This was a creative reading of the local astronomy in 
its relation to the management of belief systems 
through social activities such as story-telling and visual 
art. It was profoundly interesting for the interpretation 
of a theory of mnemonics - 'One of the key questions 
in reference to an age-old culture ... is that of cultural 
transmission' through 'memorable thoughts': 
It may be argued that the star groupings 
known to the Boorung were conceived of 
as a series of celestial gestalts, created from 
earthly experience. Each gestalt is a coherent 
conceptual structure involving several 
experiences of the human senses; colour, 
shape, depth, size and movement, all of 
which relate to aesthetic experience as 
well. Each gestalt is an observable location 
where certain dimensions of human experi-
ence are conceptualised. Mortality, ecology 
and family are such examples. Thus the 
constellation or dark space becomes a 
metaphor for what lies below. Each is a 
matter of imaginative rationality and the 
series forms a coherent whole. It requires a 
combination of intellect and imagination 
and is an art form of reality.116 
But as a reading of the etching, the theory that the 
figures represented constellations had its problems. 
Morieson put undue strain on the concept of mnemon-
ics by seeking an exact equivalence between motifs 
etched on the bark and the shapes of appropriate stars 
and constellations.A century earlier Peter MacPherson 
had argued that around the world ancestral stories 
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Lamo.II!""f',.A-(Booroullg) I 
Pf(i,,;Je.l ( European) 
(Nlorieson's diagram) 
Constellation known bv 
the Bool'oung as Gella.Ne.'; 
by Europeans as /1fJe6a.J'<1n 
(Morieson's diagram) 
[(ulA-linl'lIlla (Boorou ng) / 
On;", (E uropean) 
descending 11.1 the nOI1'h-
west (M,oneson's dia-
gram) 
ld A\ 
were applied to the major stars and constellations yet 
apart from some few instances of agreement about the 
human or animal forms represented by the stars the 
associations did not depend on likeness but rather on 
convention.117 Mnemonic systems typically are ~bolic 
and performative, as Morieson said but did not 
absolutely follow through on. Albert B. Lord, writing 
about the Homeric oral tradition of bardic songs, I 18 
and Frances Yates, writing about historical and cultural 
variations in The art 0/ memory, 119 described how oral 
memory was stimulated when appropriate relation-
ships within a system were activated. Typically, the 
relationships were not mirror likenesses. Another 
problem in attempting a whole explanation was that, 
without a full Booroung astronomy, Morieson's inter-
pretation had to rest on Stanbridge's selective informa-
tion (corroborated to some extent by Beveridge, 
Matthews, Stone, Hercus and others who had 
collected stories from the region). 
Moving into Morieson's exegesis, the Booroung song-
man in the lower centre of the etching would be 
'Gellarlec' (the constellation known by Europeans as 
Aldebaran), ~ho appears in the northern sky between 
the "vornen beating rolled up possum skins (the con-
stellation 'Larnankurrk', alias Pleiades) and the young 
men dancing CKulkunbulla', alias the stars in the belt 
and scabbard of Orion). Gellarlec, whom we are to 
imagine chanting - in croaky cockatoo voice - and 
beating time for the dance, was in turn the ancestral 
Rose Cockatoo. 120 Morieson observed that the cocka-
too 's rose colour 'is consistent with Aldebaran ~hich is 
a red giant of magnitude 0.9, ' and the 'cockatoo's voice 
is distinctive, descloibed as a "quavering, falsetto, two 
note cry'" which 'may also equate with the songman'. 
Such is the 'memorable' imagery whereby a living 
songman, constellation, and ancestral bird are three-
in-one. The 'memorable thought' entailed is that the 
songman 
holds the core of knowledge of the clan. 
Whether the ceremony is tor lite maintenance 
purposes, celebration of the seasons, the 
remembrance of a specific totem, whether 
it is a single occasion or part of a song 
cycle, he remembers the words, the order 
in which the songs are sung and he is a man 
whose integrity is unquestioned. 
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mapJ pp.197, 241 
tOfJ to hottom Cave of Ghosts, Grampians; Rock shelter 
Glenisla, Grampians, painting of many subjects including 
corroboree figures, climbing tree, emu, kangaroo. hunting; 
Bunyip drawn by AborigInal of the Murray in 1848, 
(Brough Smyth voLl, fig .245); Cobar region, painting in 
white and red ochres of corroboree, weapons, kangaroo etc; 
Burrunj shelter Black Range Victoria, painting in red ochre, 
spirals etc; Emus, detail of incised decoration on a 19thC 
shield from southeast Australia (Sheffield City Museum). 
The strength of that interpretation was that it was 
embeded in a known aspect of Booroung culture. Yet 
it suffered from the same defect as my 1997 attempt to 
see the imagery in the light of the mythology of the 
region. Both interpretations had the merit of showing 
some of the etched figures in the light of what were 
known to be (some of) their guises in the astronomy 
and mythology of the region. But there was insufficient 
support from the etching, and a paucity of information 
about the context, rendering it impossible to firmly 
establish either reading. For instance, Stan bridge 
mentioned 37 ancestors visible in the night sky, less 
than a third of which could be said to appear in the 
etching; and the etching has many other figures not 
mentioned by Stan bridge, including several European 
motifs that would be outside the terms of a mnemonic 
system for remembering deep history. Nor was 
Morieson able to establish a convincing visual connection 
between many of the figures of the bark and the dot-
to-dot diagrams of the constellations, or between the 
composition of the image as a whole and the cosmology. 
Although the complex, particularised imagery in the 
bark has remained locked from confident evaluation, 
there are ways by which the context of the Lake Tyrrell 
bark, at least, may be clarified. Some suggestions made by 
me in 1997 still seem relevant. These were, firstly, to 
look at the etching in the light of the geography of the 
region. Secondly to consider the pictorial style of the 
region for the bark's enumeration of landscape forms, 
activities, flora and fauna. Third, to note the recognition 
in the bark of Stanbridge's presence in Booroung 
country. Finally, to look for possible narratives not 
only in Stanbridge's specialist essay on astronomy but 
within the stories of the wider region. The Booroung 
soon disappeared as a group, however their way of life 
would have been similar to that of other people in the 
Mallee and Wimmera. Their annual routine involved 
systems of reciprocity and periods of living with people 
from the Murray, about whom more is known. The few 
recorded Booroung beliefs and stories relate closely to 
others in the wider region. The motifs and pictorial 
style of the bark correspond with those of the wider 
region. Finally, the historical situation in which the 
bark was made, and entered the hands of Stanbridge, 
was similar to that of the Tcharup barks discussed 
above. The following discussion moves between those 
various positions in an effort to open further possibilities 
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for seeing the bark. Having said that, the single most 
pressing' cobtext' continues to be the object itself, and 
the evidence within it that it was made in a secular 
context. The' ordinary' category may be wide by its 
very nature, yet it rules out the possibility that the 
image conforms to the template of a time-honoured 
lmage. 
Visually, the bark etchings are very slow to reveal 
themselves. The scored line is almost fatally interfered 
with by the many cracks, scuffs and abrasions on the 
smoked surface and is further overwhelmed by the 
thick slab of bark which has a splintery texture even 
on the smoother - inside - surface. By the mid 1870s 
the Lake Tyrrell bark had already curved inward on 
the sides (the main reason I think its date may be 
c.1851 rather than c.1869).121 To follow the image to 
the outer edges it is almost necessary to put one's head 
within the curving shape, a thing not allowed in museums. 
A further complication is that the barks are now isolated 
objects whereas the Lake Tyrrell bark, for certain, and 
the Tcharup barks, most probably, were originally part 
of a shelter with other etchings. 
In a museum context, where they are shown with 
other objects, these barks are difficult to view (not 
quite impossible in the subdued light of a modern 
museum) yet I very much doubt that they were ever 
seen comprehensively. They came into existence on 
the bark walls of rain-shelters, and were etched in the 
dim light of rainy days.122 Viewing the image would 
also have been a pastime for wet weather and - in view 
of the obscurity of the medium and the copious detail 
in the Lake Tyrrell drawing - viewing the etchings 
involved a slow tracing of stories and conjecture about 
motifs. 
Non-Aboriginal viewers have sought the translation of 
the images into line drawings, thereby altering the con-
ditions of viewing from a leisurely and communing 
narration to a comprehensible scene of stark clarity. 
The Lake Tyrrell bark was rendered as a drawing in 
the early 1870s for Robert Brough Smyth's publication. In 
the process, inevitably, the line illustration came 
between the bark and the viewer. Smyth, writing from 
the drawing (probably), thought the hut was built of 
basalt (of which there is none in the region of Lake 
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Towaninie outstation, in Mallee east of Lake 'j'vrrcll, h,md 
copil'd from a. d rawinK q-y Alfr~ Howitt in a . e tter \<? 
lvime., :5 May 1859 (J\I'1b/2[b]f~2 m MS 9;>;56 LaT lIb, SLV) • 
Tyrrell, nor would a temporary outstation hut be built 
of such material). A close examination of the bark 
shows that the artist rubbed off the soot in that part of 
the bark (he did the same within the outlines of the 
figures and animals) and scored thick horizontal lines to 
represent a log chimney, walls and a roof constructed 
of sheets of bark with poles laid horizontally. The end 
wall has traces of vertical lines (presumably that wall was 
constructed of bark shingles, like other huts in the 
Mallee). So far as can be judged from the etching 
(much scuffed in that part of the image), no openings 
were drawn. 123 There is another more significant 
difference between the bark and the line illustration. 
In the area immediately adjacent to the smaller lake 
the translation did not follow the etching: there is no 
'fence' in the etching,l24 The copyist may have trans-
mapp.2.fl lated (as a fence) a line of sand ridges topped with 
trees that crosses the south end of the salt lake 
Timbrongight. 125 An 1869 map shows the ridge how-
ever it also has a third, straight line, in the approximate 
position of the 'fence' to mark the boundary between 
Stanbridge 's and the neighbouring run. That boundary 
line was a subject of dispute in 1869, hence it is possible 
that the copy drawing (as distinct from the etching) 
was produced that year. 
Recent drawings of the Loddon barks have marked 
some lost portions with a dotted line, thus declaring 
the translator's informed guesswork. All in all, the 
barks are not as damaged as Leonardo da Vinci 's wall 
painting of the LaJt Slipper, which, too, has been 
known (and discussed) mainly through reconstruc-
tions of the image.126 
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Incised designs on a carry ing shield from Dimboola. western Victoria. (". 1900 (MV) This decoration is on the back of the shield. 
Despite glvmg considerable attention to the bark 
Smyth gave surprisingly little thought to how it 
compared regionally. A visual comparison with the 
two extant Loddon barks (plus Robinson's sketches of 
others from the area), some weapons of the region 
carved with figurative imagery, and rock art from 
western Victoria and western New South Wales shows 
broad similarities. The etching technique was common 
to all the barks. 127 Conventions of drawing and some 
aspects of subject-matter were common to many 
works, and in the broader region included the style of 
Tommy McCrae of the upper Murray (discussed in 
chapter 6). Images in the region, such as a rock paint-
ing in the Black Range, a club collected by von 
Guerard, rock engravings near Broken Hill and a 
shield from Dimboola, had similar concentric circles 
and irregular nested lines forming circles and deep-
curving meanders: motifs thought by nineteenth-
century settlers to represent a lake and the V-bend or 
backwater of a river. 
The Dimboola shield, like the Lake Tyrrell bark, 
combined these with naturalistic figures of an emu, 
kangaroo, snake, boomerang and 'tree'. In other 
respects the pictorial style of the shield differed very 
significantly from the bark, and from the regional style 
in general, which raises the possibility (but without 
allowing for a decision) that the artist came from out-
side the region . The imagery includes the delineation 
of the kangaroo's inner organs and backbone (unusual 
but not unknown in the southeast), the design of a 
snake drawn as an undulant line with eggs decoratively 
arranged on either side, a human figure characterised 
as a stick with forked legs and a jointed line to 
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Engravings, Sturt's Meadows, 
north of Broken Hill. NSW 
Tommy McCrae. detail from ink drawing. 
sketchbook (NGA) 
'\, 
\.' 
Cave of the Serpent. Langi Ghiran. Grampians. 
Victoria. Paintings in red ochre. 
represent shoulders and arms; a plant/tree described 
economically as a leaf, stem and roots (alternatively the 
leaf could be a tuber, attached to stem and leaves). The 
last corresponds with a similar, diagrammatic drawing of 
a tall tree by the outlet creek in the lower part of the Lake 
Tyrrell bark. The etching's other trees and bushes, and a 
bed of rushes, are represented naturalistically, in a style 
similar to that of Tommy McCrae. 
The coexistence of diagrammatic, symbolic and 
naturalistic modes of representation in the etching and a 
mix of two or three codes in the region's rock paintings 
and carved decoration suggests that several codes were 
used simultaneously in the secular or 'ordinary' art of the 
1850s. Some purely conventional bits of patterning were 
casually incorporated with naturalistic figures in the 
decoration both of the Dimboola shield and the Lake 
Tyrrell bark. In both, the pictorial elements were 
discrete. In the bark, however, the enclosing lines and 
the direction of gaze of the creatures in the upper image 
appear to be modes of dividing the imagery into several 
stories or parts. To conclude the regional comparison, the 
bark from Lake Tyrrell was unusually copious in detail, 
enigmatic in the assemblage of imagery, yet had a strong 
suggestion of narrative. 
When Stan bridge entered the scene, the Booroung 
country on the eastern side of Lake Tyrrell had been 
occupied by Aboriginal people for 2,300 years or longer. 
The immediate region was within the territory of the 
Wergaia, with whom the Booroung mixed for ceremonies 
and trade meetings. However, as with the Tcharup and 
Yulowil, the Booroung's main domestic connection was 
with neighbouring, outside tribes on the Murray, at Lake 
Boga, Swan Hill, Tyntynder and Kulkine. 128 The 
Booroung lived at home on the eastern (lunette) side of 
Lake Tyrrell during winter and spring, while water 
remained in the clay pans. Conveniently for Stan bridge, 
this was also the season when he pastured his ewes at the 
lake. Most of the summer was spent on the Murray 
where the Booroung had access to water and fish during 
a season when the mallee was hot and dry. In a 
reciprocal arrangement, their summer hosts gained 
access to the eggs of the mallee hen (available from late 
spring into early summer), to the mallee's annual 
summer-autumn harvest of sugary lerp, and to red ochre. 
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The Booroung had a prized resource in red ochre, 
which they traded widely at meetings held at Lakes 
Wirrengren and Corrong. 129 Their mine was in a clay 
pan near Lake Maarang, a few kilometres north of 
Stanbridge's run (its approximate position is marked 
on the map).1 30 In colonial times the mine was also 
visited by Aboriginal men from the Murray, who 
would cut and prepare cakes of ochre during an 
expedition lasting ten days.131 Lumps of ochre would 
be dug from the stiff clay with an axe, hence one motif 
in the circle left centre of the Lake Tyrrell bark may be 
two men mining ochre. By symbolic association the 
object held by one of them could be a lump of the fire-
red ochre and an emu egg (which ages ago set fire to 
the sun).132 
I suggested in 1997 that in addition to the astronomy 
of the Booroung (as told by Stanbridge), other 
creation stories were available for Lake Tyrrell. The 
upper image of birds and animals corresponds quite 
closely to a Wadiwadi (and Booroung) creation story 
involving Tyrille (sky) and Euroka (the Wadiwadi 
word for sun or egg; the Booroung word for sun/egg 
was Gnowee). 
The gist of the story is that the earth was once a dark, 
cold wilderness inhabited by creatures, among them 
the mischievous brolga. A giant emu then dwelt in the 
clouds, flying close to earth on immensely long wings 
- one interpretation of the long cloud or wings along 
the upper edge of the etching. On one occasion she 
was so ravished by the dulcet music and graceful 
dancing of the brolgas that she flew right down among 
them, where she squatted, a giant among pigmies, 
scaring them all terribly. The brolgas, to whom she 
expressed her delight, proceeded to trick her. Closing 
their wings tightly, they told the emu their skills of 
dancing and singing were a direct consequence of 
being unable to fly. The gullible emu cut off her wings 
but found to her misery that she could neither dance 
nor sing; indeed she, who had always flown, had to 
learn to walk. The brolga continued to play tricks on 
the emu. The climax came when the brolga 
approached the emu when she was sitting on her eggs 
- that would be springtime. The emu jumped up, stuck 
out her neck and rushed at the brolga who waited till 
she was close then flapped her wings, flew over the 
emu, and proceeded to destroy the eggs until only one 
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was left. The emu attacked again, 
whereupon the brolga in one final, 
malicious act, threw the egg into the 
sky. It flew high and swift as a 
boomerang till it struck against a pile of 
firewood (gathered by the benevolent 
spirit Ngowdenont) and burst into 
flame. So the miraculous sunlight was 
created, and, simultaneously, many 
birds and animals were re-created in 
human form. 133 The actions and 
sequence of the story may be traced on 
the bark. 
The story was referred to obliquely by 
Stanbridge and narrated by Peter 
Beveridge, whose source was the 
Targundigj clan of Wadiwadi at the 
nearest point on the Murray (at 
Tyntynder) fifty kilometres from 
Booroung country. I have already 
explained that these clans were closely 
linked through a reciprocal system of 
seasonal visits whereby they shared in 
the resources of each other's country, 
hence they were often together. 134 
Joseph Panton, who in 1853 ventured 
to within three miles of the southeast 
shore of Lake Tyrrell - in Stanbridge's 
run -later remembered how his Wergai 
escort, Barney 
had shown signs of uneasiness 
and a desire to get back to 
his own country... for we 
were within the territory of 
the Swan Hill blacks and 
there were some mighty 
warriors on the river about 
Titanger [sic].l35 
The relational politics between the clans 
probably ensured that their ancestral 
knowledge differed in certain meaning-
ful ways. But although each tribe and 
clan had special knowledge serving to 
define it in relation to the others, there 
was also a large degree of overlap in the 
recorded ancestral stories of the Mallee 
and neighbouring tribes, suggesting 
that they shared a body of ancestral 
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Ancestral man with long arms, Milbrodale, NSW, 
painting in red and white ochres. Like the I1'Iy"du illus-
trated below, and the river/cloud/flying emu at the top 
of the Lake Tyrrell bark, the figure probably represent-
ed a natural feature as well as a spiritual belOg. 
Aboriginal drawing of the ;1[YIlJie, a great snake of the Mallee 
(near Buckrabany ule) who blows disease from the northwest. 
(Brough Smyth vol.l.fig.246) . 
knowledge. Beveridge's Targundigj verSIOn of the 
Booroung story would be similar if not precisely the 
same story the Booroungs would relate. Another 
complication is that although Beveridge associated the 
story with the Booroung, and signed another story 
'Boorongie' (Mallee-scrubber) he had a low regard for 
Aborigines and his interest in telling the story was 
literary rather than strictly ethnographic. 136 
The connection of the upper image with the myth rested 
on some peculiarities of representation, in particular 
the evolving habits and appearance of the pictured 
emu whose legs grow, who sheds a wing (that is 
afterwards shown as a vestigial stump), who stands 
upright and begins to walk. 137 Beyond the simple level 
of story-telling, the reading, like Morieson's, responded 
to recent analyses of the art of northern Australia, and 
the recording (by R.H. Mathews, A.C. Stone, Luise 
Hercus) of several near-duplicate stories in the region, 
to propose that the image could have several 
meanings. Thus the giant emu in flight had a similar 
role or place in the region's verbal and pictorial 
imagery as firewood, a cloud, a galaxy, a mirage, the 
Murray-river, a fallen tree and a snake. 138 The egg 
had meaningful associations with a snake, a 
boomerang, circle, the sun and fire .139 A culture of 
correspondences proposes alternatives rather than 
fixed meanings. 
':' In the upper image, the man cutting branches from a 
tree, could be the ancestral 'father' who piled up the 
firewood to light the sun and the timid ancestor 
(Bunya, possum) of another story, who scrambled up 
a tree to escape a pursuing emu.140 
':' If the circle were taken to represent a mallee-fowl's 
nest, the egg could relate matter-of-factly to the man 
holding it, to the snake and the circle within which all 
three were positioned. (Seasonally, when the mallee-
fowl eggs were about to open, men and snakes 
assembled on the spot, the snakes to feast on the new 
chicks and the men to feast on snakes and eggs.) 141 
,:, Alternatively, an emu egg, snake, boomerang and 
circle were key motifs in the story of the creation of the 
sun. 
,:, I have already suggested a reading whereby the 
circle represented an ochre mine. In the context it 
could represent a Iowan's nest, a snake's hole, a 
Booroung well 'perfectly circular' in form,142 the sun 
(in the context of the story of the creation of the sun) 
and a ceremonial ground. 
A pictorial symbol that is conventionally used for 
several things is capable of expressing all of them; at 
the very least it is suggestive of correspondences. Such 
a reading is based on the likelihood of communal 
situations both for the etching of the bark and for 
making sense of the imagery. It accommodates the 
probable situation of the Booroung people in viewing 
the bark, crouched together in cramped quarters on 
days of wet weather. The region had several stories 
of overlapping motifs to be read into some if not all the 
bark's motifs. So, rather than supposing that the 
Booroung had a mnemonic system of sharp distinctions 
(in the western way), I imagined them (in the style of 
their stories) responding to a layering of ideas and 
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Ellis Rowan AlaLIa /Jen :1 Ile.l t engraving after her drawing, 
Pidure<fque rJt/d.'f of ALMtra/d<flfl (1888) . 
meanmgs. 
Finally, the inclusion of some motifs that had only 
recently become part of the Booroungs' way of life, 
were a sign that the image was not constrained by a set 
purpose but was, in effect, open to the world. The rep-
resentation of European motifs could be the visual 
equivalent of the Aboriginal practice of Ji/lging novel 
things as part of the process of accommodating them 
within Aboriginal knowledge systems: 
I have known a blackfellow lie on his back 
and sing to himself for an hour together or 
till he has fallen asleep, about the coming of 
the white fellow, the first appearance of the 
horse, bullock, wheelbarrow [cart], dogs, 
sheep, flour, etc. 143 
With the Lake Tyrrell bark, the concept of history that 
had been endorsed by the thesis so far, received a 
check and was reassessed. If, on the one hand, I was 
unable to establish a firm date, author, possibly not 
even clan, on the other hand the image declared its 
own territory. European attributes were plainly, even 
boastfully, represented as the Booroung men's person-
al equipment of pipe and gun. At one and the same 
time the narrative embraced ancestral stories and sym-
bols of modern life. A 'study of contexts' would be 
extraneous to an image whose maker was carrying 
ancestral memory and to some extent focussing on 
memory as the ground on which to represent change. 
Without having to relinquish the idea that each work 
of art expresses in part the circumstances of its coming 
into being, I was obliged to enlarge my concept of 
history to allow for deep memory. In turn, I saw that 
the art of the settlers was also informed by memory of 
a parent culture and the need to maintain memory. 
Some common terms may be established for the 
Tcharup barks collected by J.H. Kerr, the Lake 
Tyrrell bark, and paintings by von Guerard and 
Buvelot. The content and style of these works were 
determined by precedent and influenced by local 
circumstance. The works' continuing relevance has 
depended on their physical presence (in museums). 
Yet how the objects were recorded and remembered 
separated them into 'Australian' and 'indigenous' 
categories; without demonstrating an essential 
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difference. When the histories of settler works of art 
are compared with equivalent studies of indigenous 
art, it may be seen that they shared certain themes and 
experiences. A contextual study embraces the role of 
the creator in maintaining and/or changing the terms 
on which he or she embarks on the project. The objects 
of art history discussed in these chapters attest to how 
expectation and preparation were modified by praxis. 
Pointing to contingency, the study of contexts (a 
default history) need not be culture-bound in the way 
of some analyses that ride the boundaries of cultures 
seeking to define and divide. Although the context-
based interpretation is unlikely to close upon a total 
explanation, it has the advantage of offering a 
believable, alternative view of history as performed. 
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1 The meeting took place about March or April 1862 
somewhere between Piangil and Burra Burra (on the 
Murray, north of Lake Tyrrell) when Boneparte, 'a 
white headed old blackfellow with spear in hand and 
clad in a woollen singelet' stopped some travellers and 
demanded tobacco (J.A. Panton, 'Autobiography', ms 
7727 / 652, LaTrobe Library, SLY). Robert Ross 
Haverfield (1819-1889) arrived in Sydney in February 
1838. In 1846, as one episode during an eventful career, 
he moved into the Wimmera and Mallee where, with 
Joseph Jardine, he searched for grazing land, taking up 
land in the vicinity of Lake Tyrrell - Eureka, Sand Hills 
and Gerahmin (between September 1848 and 1851), 
South Tyrrell (1848-52) and Nurnurnemal (1851-53). 
During those years he learnt the language/s of the local 
A~origines - presumably those of north Lake Tyrrell, 
neIghbours of the Booroung - of whom Boneparte evi-
dently was one. Boneparte may be identified as one of 
three Aborigines accused by those who stood trial for 
the murder of Andrew Beveridge of having helped to 
commit the deed (see Argll.l (M), 2 March 1847); in a 
later reference he was 'Old Bony' of Ebenezer mission 
about whom missionary Meissel wrote, 12 February 
1865, 'A foreign enemy tribe is approaching, the blacks 
are expecting combat ... the cause of it is that one of our 
blacks, Old Bony, killed one of them a year ago with a 
spear.' 
2 In the absence of an exhibition catalogue the title of 
the :Sandhurst Exhibition' and the date of opening and 
closmg are from the Bendigo A{)"ertim' 25 August 1854 
[p.3], advertisement, and a report in the AIYlkl 
(Melbourne) 18 September 1854 p.5. Neither the 
Bendigo nor the subsequent Melbourne exhibition were 
identified as 'Industrial' exhibitions though Elizabeth 
W.ths (see fn.5) is correct in noting that the emphasis 
was firmly on productivity and industrial potential. I 
h.ave supposed the makers to be of the Tcharup and pos-
SIbly the Yulowll bands of the Barabarabaraba region 
on the grounds that the Tcharups home included 
Ferniehurst and probably Boort; however Boort station 
also employed some Yulowil (whose country may have 
extended onto the pastoral run). Working relations 
between the Tcharups and Yulowils were dose, as indicated 
by the correspondence between Parker's 1840s census 
lists of members of those bands and the names mentioned 
by the Godfreys of Boort and by Kerr of Ferniehurst. 
The third band in the neighbourhood, the Tanne-bulluk 
(Tanneburrer), the northernmost Djadjawurung band, 
was not part of the Ferniehurst-Boort community of the 
1840s-1850s. 
3 Melhourne R"hihition in 185-1 til connection "'ith the Paril 
R,,/.,tbition, 1855, opening 17 October 1854, Cat,No. 294, 
a group of works by Becker, but also 'Part of a necklace 
made of native seeds worn by a Chief of the Murray 
Tribe' and a 'Pencil drawing by an Aborigine'. The 
latter was from Becker's collection of' drawings of one of 
the natives of the Loddon tribe who had had some 
education when very young but who had run away later 
to .rejoin his black brothers. Even the drawings done 
qUIte. recen tly, years after his escape from any formal 
teachmg, although quite rough, still embody the charac-
teristics of individual animals he draws. So here we have 
proof that the aboriginals of our land are capable to 
artistic instruction', report of Becker's lecture about 'Art 
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in Australia', Criterion Hotel, Melbourne, June 1857, in 
Der /(oJl1lopolit (Melbourne) 19 June 1857, pp.238-9 
(kindly translated by Mark Henson). Becker presumably 
obtamed the drawings during a trip to the Murray in 
June-July 1854 when he may have visited the Lake 
Boga and Reedy Lake stations, acquired in January 
1854 by one of his patrons, Charles Hotson Ebden, 
(whose Melbourne house Becker designed). If the artist 
of the lower Loddon were from there, he would be 
Wemba Wemba. During the trip in the winter of 1854 
Becker painted a portrait of Tilki (JeI1lI1lY) a Dadi Dadi 
from further down the Murray at Kulkyne station 
(acquired by Youl and Orr in July 1854), for which see 
reproductions and Becker's explanatory comments 
about two portraits in Report of the Selection COlllmittee of 
the Legl~,fati"e Council (Victoria) on the Af,,,rigine,,, printed 3 
February 1859, p.88; and Marjorie Tipping, 'Becker's 
Portraits of Billy and Jemmy (Tilki)', LaTrohe Lwrary 
Journal (Melbourne) vol.6, no. 21, April 1978. The 
portraits were exhibited in the October 1854 Melbourne 
exhibition. 
4 Cata"'gue 0/ the Natural lind IllduJtrinl Product" of Nell' 
South WaleJ in tbe Awtralinll Ml/,lellln fly tbe Par", Rrbi!,itul/l 
Conwl/~',jliJ/lerJ (Sydney, November 1854) including 
weapons, Aboriginal knitting needles, baskets, an opossum 
rug fro~ the Lower Turon, 'Gloves and Sleeve Cuffs, by 
an A~onglflal, made from Opossum Fur', and a 'Rough 
Carvmg Ifl myall wood. A Native "Corroberie''', lent by 
W. Weaver. The Paris catalogue indicated that the carv-
ing was by an indigene: 'Sculpture en bois de myall, faite 
par un indigene et representant la danse des naturels dite 
corroberie.' It was exhibited in Class 26, an art category 
for Drawing, Modelling, Photography etc. 
5 Elizabeth Willis, 'Exhibiting Aboriginal industry: a 
story behind a 're-discovered' bark drawing from 
Victoria', Ahoriginal HiAory Vol. 27, 2000 (Canberra, 
2004) pp39-58. See previously, Caroline D. Servaes & 
Hew D.Y. Prendergast, 'Collections Corner. Out of the 
Museum Darkness - a mid_19th century Bark Drawing 
from Victoria, Australia', Econolllic Botany (New York) 
vol. 56, no.I, January-March 2002. pp.7-9. 
6 The statement that was bark was propped up and 
danced about differs from another statement by Johns 
that it was 'carried by a native who imitated the gait of 
the bird': Johns's scrapbook, vol. I, pp.241-242 . This 
has been quoted by Aldo Massola, 'A Victorian 
Aboriginal Bark Drawing in the British Museum', 
Victorian Na/uraliA (Melbourne) vo1.75, December 1858, 
p.127 and Carol Cooper in 'Traditional Visual Culture in 
South-East Australia', Chapter Six in Andrew Sayers 
AhoriglillZl Artilt .. ,,( the Nineteenth Century (Melbourne: 
Oxford University Press, 1994) p.96, illustration p.97. 
Bark figures were variously carried or propped and car-
ried lind propped in ceremonies of southeast Australia. 
Assistant Protector E .S. Parker on the upper Loddon in 
the 1840s witnessed ceremonies in which bark figures 
were planted in the ground and danced around, and 
'worshippers' touched snakes in 'a kind of temple ' (E.S. 
Parker, Tbe AhoriglileJ ,,( Awtralin: a lecture (Melbourne: 
Hugh McColl, 1854) and At:qu" (Melbourne) II May 
1854, pA) . J.A. Panton in 1852 witnessed a dance on the 
Goulburn in which barks were carried (see quotation in 
this text pp.193-196). Albert Ie Souef as a boy at the 
Goulburn protectorate witnessed a ceremony where 
( 
'They cut out the figure of a man in bark ... placed it on 
the ground and walked and danced slowly round it ... At 
times the figure was held shoulder high by one of the 
dancers and then replaced on the ground; sometimes the 
men would dart forward and pretend to spear the figure' 
(,Personal Recollections of Early Victoria', 1895, ML 
Mss A2762, p .18). William Thomas made drawings of 
bark effigies carried into ceremonies by the people of 
Devil's River in central Victoria (a detail illustrated 
p.195). He also mentioned a ten-day series of ceremonies 
at the junction of the Plenty and Yarra rivers, 'when 
huge and strange figures were placed and borne in the 
corroberies' (Report of the Selection Committee of tbe 
LegiJLati"e Council (Victoruz) Oil tbe Aborigilled, printed 3 
February 1859, p.62). See also Smyth (op.cit) vol.! 
p.166, and a description of a ceremony on Merri Creek 
involving a structure painted on the outside, Pertb Ca::etfe 
24 June 1843 (the source probably McCabe - as the 
story was retold by [William Hull], Remarkd 011 the 
Probable Origi/z alld AntUJuity ol the Aboriginal Nati"e,1 of NeH' 
South W,zled ... by a Colonuz! M,zqiArate (Melbourne: Pullar 
& Co. , 1846) p.14). 
7 R.E. Johns handwritten article 'The Bunyip', dated 7 
September 1867, R.E Johns papers, SLY Johns con-
sulted Kerr either in Bendigo in 1854 (where Johns was 
stationed at the time) or in Wedderburn in the 1860s. 
8 The Moravians at Lake Boga, 22 September 1854, 
reported 'We have had a very dry winter and there is 
every prospect of the spring being equally dry.' That 
year, the Holloways at Tragowell recorded that all the 
swamps were dry and their stock had to be watered else-
where (Alice Cerutty, TYlltynder: a Pumeeri/zg HOIluJtead 
and itJ Familiu (Kilmore: Lowden Publishing, 1977, 
pA2). Kerr's first winter at Ferniehurst (he arrived 
there between May and September 1849) was another 
that was very dry. The Adewi.t)e Timed 27 November 1854, 
in the context of navigating the Murray, observed that 
the year had been 'peculiarly' dry. 
9 Bend<qo Ad"erti.ler 25 August 1854 [p.3] advertisement. 
10 British Museum, accession number OC+ 1281, 
acquired from 1855 Paris Exposition, see Carol Cooper, 
assisted by John Wingfield, Databade 011 Aboriginal alld 
Iiwred Strait !.twn()er Collectum'! of Materuz! Ciliture alld 
Hllmlln Remaind Held O"el""l.1, (Canberra, AlAS, 1987) 
where it is listed under London, British Museum of 
Mankind. 
11 Most of Kerr's contributions to Bendigo (excluding 
specimens of gums, salt, and iron ore mentioned by the 
Herald (Melbourne) 19 September 1854, pA) were sent 
by the Bendigo exhibition commissioners to the 
Melboul'l1e R-.:bibitwil of October 1854, preparatory to the 
Paris Exposition of 1855, and were listed in the 
Melbourne catalogue, in Section VIII 'Contributions 
from Bendigo', as follows : (4) Gypsum from Loddon 
River. (5) Skin of an emu from Loddon River. (6) Skin 
of an Opossum on bark. (7) Skins of Opossums worked 
by Aborigines. (8) Iron Ore. (9) Shields, Loddon Tribe. 
(10) Waddies. (11) Kangaroo Rat Skins, used in 
Corroberys. (12) Boomerangs, Loddon and Murray 
Tribes. (13) Native Tomahawks. (14) Native Boys' Play 
Sticks. (15) Native Grass Wrought by Lubras. (16) 
Native Drawings on Bark. (17) Spears. (18) Emu 
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Feathers, used in Corroberys. (19) Spear Throwers. 
(20) Kangaroo Rat Bag. In addition his contribution to 
Bendigo evidently included a possum skin cloak, as 
suggested by a photograph taken by Kerr (illild p .198) 
and the fact that a skin cloak was returned to Bendigo 
alter the Melbourne exhibition (letter from commissioners 
to Panton 25 January 1855, informing him that the 
Bendigo medals together with Rug and two pictures had 
been forwarded to Bendigo, Paris Exhibition 
Commission letterbook, June 1854-May 1862, Box 
122/2 LaTrobe Library, SLY). Kerr's late additions to 
the Melbourne exhibition included 'A few pairs of socks 
and gloves manufactured in the colony, and from 
colonial wool. .. exhibited by Mr Kerr of the Loddon.' 
(AI:9IM (Melbourne) 20 October 1854, p.5). In Paris, 
Kerr's contributions were exhibited as Class 25, the 
category of Clothing, accessories, etc, in the Victoria 
court, Cat.Nos. 26 'Gants et chaussures de laine' and 27. 
'Armes, ornaments et ouvrages des aborigines 
australiens. ' 
12 Moravians, 29 July 1851, from Ganawarra station, 
Gunbower, in Periodiral ACCOUllt,1 Relating to the Mi.',IiiJIUl of 
the Church of United BrethI'm Among the Heatbell 1851-1852 
(London) p.221. J.H. Kerr wrote that the Aborigines' 
shelters at Ferniehurst did not survive from one season 
to another; if bark shelters were not built in the winter 
of 1854 when there were no sustained rain the barks must 
have been collected the previous year, or Kerr commis-
sioned new ones (See the Kerrs' Climp,leJ of Life in 
Victoria, hy 'A ReJUJmt', (originally published 1876, this 
edition introduced by Marjorie Hancock Melbourne: 
Meigunyah Press, 1996) p.142). According to Philip 
Chauncy, the Aborigines of the Murray made drawings 
on bark 'to amuse themselves' and 'in illustration of any 
events which they desired to record, in the same way as 
1 have known a gentleman ornament the walls of his 
boudoir with scene paintings'. In a typical display of 
erudition, Chauncy compared them to the 'ancient 
Romans who sometimes used the fine inner bark of 
... trees . .. for writing or drawing on. It was called libel' 
and this word came permanently to be used for all kinds 
of books' (R.Brough Smyth, op.cit. vol.2 pp.258-259). 
13 Cockatoo feathers were more usual. Emu feathers 
were mentioned by several writers. Albert le Souef 
wrote that in one dance by the Pangarang of the middle 
Goulburn 'feathers of the white or black cockatoo or 
bunches of the tail feathers of the Emu' were stuck 
through the headband (Albert le Souef, 'Personal 
Recollections of Early Victoria', 1895, ML mss A2762, 
p.17) . 'In some parts of Australia the natives 
... convey[ing] a challenge carry with them spears 
decorated with the feathers of the emu. (Smyth vol.l 
p.165) . Eyre described a ceremony at Moorunde, 
performed early one morning in March 1844 to a large 
gathering of tribes, by strangers, in which 'rude figures, 
and lofly branches of trees, decorated with feathers, 
[and one with] emu plumes .. . occupy a prominent 
place ... A stranger might have supposed it to be a religious 
ceremony.' (Edward John Eyre, JOlll'llaU of R-rpaJitum'! of 
Di.1co"ery lizto Cet/tral Awtralia London: T&W Boone, 
1845, vol.2 pp.230,236-238). E .M. Curr refers to 'a 
plume of emu feathers, reddened with ochre .. driven 
firmly into the sand at the head of the [Pangerang] 
grave' (E.M . Curr, Recollectimld of SquaUillg liz Victoria, 
Melbourne: George Robertson, 1883, p.313). Emu 
feathers were recorded as tail ornaments, as 'fans', and 
as women's dance skirts (Stanbridge 1861 op.cit, p.296; 
emu girdle, collection Museum Victoria) and as used in 
play and as ornament. Bulmer described a game of try-
ing to snatch a bunch of emu feathers from someone's 
hand (Smyth, vo!.l. p.180), William Blandowski illus-
trated the same (no.98 of his 'Australien in 142 pho-
tographischen', Haddon Library, AJCP M853) . 
14 The story was told by a neighbouring Wergaia or 
Jardwadjali man (See R.H. Mathews, Ethno'"~9icalNot&, 
of the Aboriginal Ii'we" of N ell' South Wale.} and Vli:toria 
(Sydney: F.H. White, 1905) p.l65; and pp.139-141 in 
notebook marked T, ser 3, folder 4, in R.H. Mathews 
papers, Ms 8006, NLA.) Reynell Everleigh Johns, hav-
ing asked Kerr about the function and source of the emu 
and the second, 'nondescript', bark, later speculated 
about the mythology: 'Is it not possible that the nondescript 
figure thus rudely worshipped may have been that of the 
bunyip?' In the 1950s, museum curator Aldo Massola 
wrote about the sculpted barks in similar vein, quoting 
Johns; and in the 1990s Carol Cooper also quoted 
Johns when examining the forms and functions of 
indigenous manufactures in nineteenth-century south-
east Australia (see footnote 6). Along the same lines as 
Cooper, though more narrowly, I have considered the 
place, the people, the role played by the emu, and repre-
sentations of the emu in the region of Ferniehurst in the 
1840s and 1850s. (See R.E. Johns handwritten article 
'The Bunyip', dated 7 September 1867, R.E. Johns 
papers, SLY). A 'picture of the [bunyip] made by 
Kurruk many years ago, under the direction of a learned 
doctor, is that of a creature resembling an emu' (figure 
244 in Smyth (op.cit) vo!.1 pA36) . W.E. Stanbridge, 
who wrote about the Wergaia people at Lake Tyrrell in 
the Mallee, and the Djadjawurung around Daylseford 
at the headwaters of the Loddon river, said the' natives 
describe the Bunyip as having a head and neck like an 
emu.' Alfred Howitt, at Thalia Plains station between 
Wycheproof and Birchip in 1859 obtained a drawing 
from a local Aboriginal, Old Toby, of an emu 'Bunyip 
which lives down in several deep waterholes in this 
neighbourhood.' Note that other Aboriginal depictions 
of the bunyip (e.g., one in possession of Hobler, another 
illus by Smyth voU fig.245) do not resemble an emu. 
15 A.W. Howitt letter to Annie, Echuca, 27 April 
[1859], In section 'Towaninnie, May 3'. Box 
1045/2[b]f.22 in Howitt papers Ms 9356, LaTrobe 
Library, SLV. 
16 Joseph Hawdon, The Journal of a Joumey from Nell' 
South Waled to Adelawe, pet/ormed in 1858 by Mr Jo,'erph 
Ha",don. (Melbourne: Georgian House, 1952) 31 
January, 11 February 1838, pp.19,26. 
17 According to G.A. Robinson, Parker's protectorate 
station was on a hill 'Willambeparramal' (the emu's 
house), Robinson journal, 20, 21 February 1840, 20 
November 1841 in Ian Clark (ed) The JOllrnal, of George 
Augll.ltll.l Robi,,,,on, Chief Protector; Port Phil/ip Aboriglizal 
Protectorate, 6 vols (Ballarat: Heritage Matters, 1998 to 
2000). 
18 G .A. Robinson journal. 2 April 1843. 
19 G.A. Robinson journal. 4 April 1843. Robinson 
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continued, 'and on another a picture of natives spearing a 
white man; he was pierced through and through with 
spears, some throwing, other picking them up'. A human 
target figure (depicting an Aboriginal rather than a 
settler) on a tree at Lagoon Hill on Blackmore river, was 
illustrated by Thomas Worsnop The Preh'Jtoric Artd, 
Manllfactur&', Wt,rkd, Weapon.!, etc, of the Aborigine.} of 
AIIAralia (Adelaide: Government Printer, 1897) plate 9(i) 
pp.26-27); likewise 'forked trunks of trees .. carved into 
rude images of the human form' were used as targets for 
Aboriginal people near Charleville (correspondence C. 
Fletcher to John Mathew Dec. 1891, Mathew papers MS 
950, AIATSIS library). Robinson's interpretation of the 
figure as a settler may have been influenced by the fact 
that in Tasmania and on the mainland, he and other 
settlers witnessed Aboriginal performances in which the 
killing of one or more settlers was mimed. Robinson's 
copy of the Tcharup drawing does show conclusively that 
the victim was white: a band across the head looks like a 
hat, however headgear of the same kind is worn by 
several of the men wielding spears. But if a settler, the 
target figure may have been A.M. Allan, speared by 
Malleegoondeet (Barababaraba / lower Loddon) natives 
at his station 24 miles further up the Loddon on 13 March 
1842. Parker wrote 'The perpetrators of this crime have 
been pointed out to me by the other Aborigines but no 
legal evidence is in existence; I have reason to believe 
that ... [it] was the result rather of a barbarous superstition 
than of cupidity or direct hostility.' Nell' South Waled 
Le.9wlati,'e COllncil, Votu and Proceedlilgd 1845 (laid on the 
table 12 October 1843) ppA5,60. 
20 See stories from the region about the shape of the emu 
changing in John BlllmerJ RecoLlectiond of Victorian Aboriginal 
Life /855-1908, compiled by Alistair Campbell, edited by 
Ron Vanderwa!. (Melbourne: Museum Victoria, n.d . 
[1999]) pA5; and Peter Beveridge, 'The Courtenie 
(Native Companion) and Kurwie (Emu). An Aboriginal 
Myth' by 'Talko' (a pseudonym he used for articles in the 
Melbourne Leader), published in The Aborigin&, of Victoria 
and Ril'erine ad deell by Peter Bel'eridge (Melbourne: 
Hutchinson, 1889) pp.140 ff. 
21 For reports of corroborees by the Aboriginal people in 
the vicinity of Ferniehurst, see Johns (op.cit), Kerr's pho-
tograph of a corroboree cl854 (SLY) (illl/~ p.199), F.R. 
Godfrey diary 28 May 1849, G.A. Robinson journal 28 
November 1842 (a dance perfonned at Parker's protectorate: 
for evidence that the dance was by the Tcharup and 
Yulowil bands see GAR journal. 26 April 1843), E.S. 
Parker's Myndie dance possibly was performed by these 
people. See also Augustus Baker Peirce, Knocking about: 
beillg .Jome adl'mtur&' of Al~9""tlM Baker Peirce (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1924) pp.33-35 and illus p.38, at a 
camp on the Serpentine near Durham Ox, ie opposite 
Booort, January 1863. 
22 Ian Clark suggested (on the basis of early records) 
that the Buckrabanyule clan territory extended eastward 
to the Loddon (ie Ferniehurst) which makes the clan the 
Tcharup-bulluk. The Myndie, which brought pestilence, 
consequently may have been especially associated with 
the Tcharup-bulluk. Major Mitchell's expedition (which 
went via Buckrabanyule) and/or the drovers who followed 
on his heels brought infection to the local people, possibly 
a small-pox infection, which may explain the power of the 
Myndie. See Ian D. Clark, Aboriginal Language" and Clal1~: 
an Hidtorical At/a" of W&,tem alld Cmtral Victorw 1800-1900. 
(Melbourne: Monash Publications in Geography No 37, 
1990) pp.168-9; and R. Brough Smyth (op.cit.) voLl, 
pp,444-446. 
23 J.A. Panton, 'Autobiography' manuscript, J.A. 
Panton papers, LaTrobe Library MS 7727 ! 652, pp. 41-
43. For clarity of expression, I moved the sentence shown 
in italics forward in the text from where Panton had it 
(after the singing started). Panton wrote his memoir 
decades after watching the corroboree, using a diary or 
letters to aid his memory. 
24 See footnote 5. The same action was performed by 
dancers elsewhere, as far distant as Western Australia. 
25 J .A.Panton, op.cit. pp,44-45. 
26 The evidence for the tribal affiliation of the Tcharup 
and Yulowil bands is mixed. F.R. Godfrey of Boort told 
the 1858 Parliamentary Select Committee that the lower 
Loddon people's 'usual beat commences about 
Newbridge on the Loddon', fifty kilometres upstream of 
Ferniehurst, 'and they seldom go lower than Kerang or 
Farmer's Public House, for they then verge on a hostile 
tribe - the Murray [Wembawemba] blacks of Reedy 
Lake and Swan Hill. They range about fifteen miles on 
the east and west bank of that [Loddon] river, fearing the 
Campaspe tribe on the east, and the Avoca [Wergaia] 
blacks on the west if they exceeded that distance'. (Papers 
of the Legislative Council of Victoria, Select Committee 
on the Aborigines, (Melbourne: Government Printer, 
1859) p .66.) The problem with the above, is that seven 
or fifteen miles to the east (depending on how one interprets 
Godfrey) is now thought to have been Barababaraba 
country - the Campaspe's Ngurai-illam people were a 
long way further (80 kms) to the east - which would 
make the Tcharups a clan of Djadjawurung whereas 
Parker's 1843 vocabulary of their language links them to 
Barababaraba. Putting together the evidence, (I) 
GodFre.J:"s description of a small territory fifteen or thirty 
mIles WIde straddlmg the lower Loddon from Newbridge 
to Kerang and surrounded by enemy peoples (though he 
does not mention the south); (2) Robinson's, the 
Godfreys and Kerr's precise identification of the 
Tcharups home place with Thorpe's! Ferniehurst; (3) 
Parker's evidence that the language of the Tcharups and 
Yulowil was Barababaraba; (4) his confused report that 
a branch of the upper Loddon Djadjawurung lay to the 
east, between the Serpentine and the Campaspe, would 
suggest that the Tanne clan of Djadjawurung projected 
into Barababaraba country east (as well as southeast) of 
the Tcharups. Contradictory evidence about tribal 
boundaries has been typical rather than unusual of the 
places I have studied. Mapmakers tacitly admit the puz-
zlmg clash of social indicators when they position some 
places on the boundaries between groups. In maps of trib-
al territories Boort and Ferniehurst are fence-sitters on 
the edge of Djadjawurung in some, on the margin of 
Barababaraba in others. Tindale and Ian Clark positioned 
Boort on the border between the two. Diane Barwick 
decided it was Barababaraba. Parker's 1843 and 
Godfrey's 1863 vocabularies for Tcharups and Yulowils 
were the Barababaraba language, whereas Tanne was a 
dialect of Djadjawurung. R.H. Mathews's Aboriginal 
informant, Sergeant Major, gave boundaries for the 
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Djadjawurung that seemingly included the Tcharups' 
country (R.H. Mathews papers NLA MS 8006, Ser 3, 
folder f, notebook marked '1' on cover, p. 93, 
Tyeddyuwurring [Djadjawurung] Language - 'Upper 
Loddon, Upper Avoca, upper Wlffimera, west to 
Warracknabeal'. With Warracknabeal the line of lati-
tude, Ferniehurst is within the area. 
27 S . f' h ee prevIOus ootnote. By t e 1840s the northern-
most Djadajwurrung straddled the plains at the junction 
of the Serpentine, extending some distance down the 
Serpentine possibly as far north as Ferniehurst: in 
which case the Tcharups were sandwiched between 
them and the Wergaia (see map p.197). 
28 Buckrabanyule was 'three sisters white' to the 
'Yarnbulluk' band at Kay and Foley's station, wrote 
Robinson. Ted Ryan has pointed out that since that 
wasn't the literal meaning of the word Cbanyule' was a 
common Kulin term for hill) it referred to a story 
associated with the place. He also told me that the 
Yarnbulluk (Parker's Yong-balluk or Yawong-balluk) 
were from the place known by colonists as 
Yowen!Yowan, Yowen Hill, Yawong Springs, east of 
present day Charlton, hence the other side of 
Buckrabanyule from Ferniehurst. (see Ian Clark, 
AboriginaL Lallgllag&' and Clalld: All HiAorical At/a" of 
We"tem and Central Victoria 1800-1900 (Melbourne: 
Department of Geography and Environ- mental 
Science, Monash University, 1990) . 
29 G.A.Robinson journal, 17 April 1846 and journey 
from 12 April 1846. Ferniehurst run before Kerr's time 
was first Ellis's, then Abel Thorpe's, from whom Kerr 
and Neill bought it between May and September 1849. 
Robinson met no Aborigines at Thorpe's station in 1846 
(though he had seen eight huts there in 1843), and 
depended for information about them on John Mildred 
Sanger, who was overseer for Bear and Dunsford on 
the Serpentine and the 'original discoverer and explorer 
of this Boort & Lower Loddon Country' (Henry 
Godfrey, diary 12 May 1849, within a letter to his family 
18 May 1849, in Rosemary Petheram (ed) Down [J1l{)er 
from DeJ'lJ/l (Durham: Pentland Press, 1993) p.94). 
Sanger, by Robinson's grudging admission, was 
'acquainted with the black tribes [of] the country'; he 
escorted Robinson for several days down the Loddon 
and along the Murray; while still in his company the 
protector wrote down the name of the band at 
Ferniehurst, 'Tcharup-bulluk' and the names of one or 
more of the Tcharups. (G.A. Robinson journal 17 April 
1846) . 
30 Lesley Scholes, A HiAory of the Shire of Swan HilI 
(Swan Hill: Shire of Swan Hill, 1989) p.9. 
31 Major T.J . Mitchell, Three E"pedituII1" into the Interior 
of' Btutem AwtmLia, II'ith deJl-riptiolld of the recently e."pb.>red 
re.qion of AUdtmLul FeLi:x and of the pre.lent colollY of Nell' 
SOllth Wal&, vo\'2 (London: T & W Boone, 1839) record 
for 1-6 July 1836 pp.159-165. Mitchell traversed the 
country in June-July 1836, his route along the Murray 
via Swan Hill, the north of Lake Boga and the reedy 
Little Murray as far as Wee-wee-rup where (against 
instructions) he reversed direction to take a south-
westerly route across the plains by Mt Hope, Pyramid 
Hill and the Loddon river (Ferniehurst) to Mount 
Buckrabanyule and so eventually into 'Australia Felix'. 
32 Joseph Hawdon (on 4 February 1838): 'On my 
return to the party [on the Loddon a short distance 
down from Mitchell's crossing], I found Mr Bonney had 
fallen in with a tribe of Blacks; when I came up, the old 
men regularly introduced me to their sons and grand-
children . .' (op.cit. p.23). One of the old men would have 
been Mundarra. 
33 Members of the Tanne-bulluk did not frequent the 
Boort or Ferniehurst runs in the period under review. In 
1850 the protectorate station was shut down, Parker 
tried to continue in a private capacity and the school 
operated in a minor way well into the 1850s. 
34 Parker in the pioneering 1840s reported precIse 
statistics of deaths and casualties by and to the 
Aboriginal peoples within his care, and thereby drew 
attention to the greater violence displayed by the settlers. 
The statistics were published by order of the NSW 
Legislative Council and must have served as a deterrent 
to settlers bent on violence to rid their land of the 
Aboriginal owners. 
35 Whether or not Kerr is right in later claiming that 
the abuse of alcohol by Aborigines visiting the goldfields 
is a major reason for their rapid decline from that time, 
pastoralists were inclined to blame the gold rushes for 
every inconvenience to themselves. Kerr, op.cit. p.146. 
36 FR. Godfrey diary, op.cit. H e mentioned the 'new 
Korong diggings' on 27 August 1852, and on 6 
November 1852 noted the unusual absence of the 
Tcharup-bulluk, who were not around to wash the 
sheep for shearing. 
37 Kerr's photographs of the Tcharups (SLY) must date 
from after July 1853 for between Kerr's arrival in the 
area in September 1849 and July 1853 young F.R. 
Godfrey's diaries reported Kerr's cultural activities in 
some detail; if Kerr were taking photographs Godfrey 
would have mentioned it. The subjects of the photo-
graphs (so closely aligned with Kerr's 1854 exhibits) 
suggest that they may have been part of the project to 
represent the Tcharup way of life to audiences in 
Bendigo, Melbourne and Paris. Alternatively, the inter-
est generated by his exhibits stimulated Kerr to take 
photographs. The photographs were not exhibited in 
1854 or 1855. 
38 A.M.Campbell at Ganawarra on the Gunbower near 
the Murray had Aboriginal workers for most of the farm 
work since before the gold rushes . In 1849, visiting GA 
Robinson for the purpose of publishing the success of 
his policy, he 'said the natives of his station washed 
8,000 sheep, put them through twice, and did them 
clean and yarded them all themselves without the 
assistance of any white men. One native assisted a white 
man in doing all the [wool] packing the one assisted the 
overseer to do all the [wool] sorting. He had three 
flocks of sheep shepherded by natives.' (G.A. Robinson 
journal 7 January 1849) Campbell housed the 
Moravians missionaries for some months in 1850-51, 
and continued to support them in various ways during 
the five years they remained at Lake Boga. 
pp 198 -201 
39 Apparent from the diaries. Robinson, travelling in dry 
country between Pyramid Hill and Ferniehurst in 1846 
observed 'Natives had been there but in the wet season. 
They travel this country in the cold or winter season'. 
Coming to the Loddon he found it had pools of water, and 
signs that 'The natives have been here very recently; some 
of the grass had been burnt and was quite fresh and close 
by we found their camp, counting 8 huts . .' Robinson 
journal. 3 and 4 April 1846. 
40 Reports agree about the season for mallee fowl eglS.s, 
however the lerp encrustation is said to be harvested In 
autumn by Clow (see Bride p .360) and in spring by 
Albert Le Souef (op.cit. p.35). 
41 See F.R. Godfrey diaries, and Kerr's generalisation 
about their mixed way oflife, J.H. Kerr, op.cit, Ch.xlY. 
For trade meetings at Djub-djub-galk on the Avoca river 
north of Charlton, see AIdo Massola, 'An Avoca River-
Wirrengren Plain Aboriginal Trade Route', Vicfc~rial/ 
NaturaliA (Melbourne) no. 90, pp.126-131. One Item 
they bought in was red ochre from Chinkie basin at th~ 
north of Lake Tyrrell (see Anonymous report In D,ckerJ 
Millillg Record in 1864, republished in A.S. Kenyon, Tile 
Story 4 the MaLlee (Melbourne: 1916) pp.70-73. 
42 See reports of their presence at Parker's protectorat~, 
G.A. Robinson journaL 28 November 1842, 26-28 Apnl 
1943. 
43 Quotations from Henry Godfrey, letter home, 18 May 
1849, and F.R. Godfrey diary 5 June 1849. See also hIS 
entries for 16 and 28 May 1849; and the lists of Tcharups 
and Yulowils in footnotes below. 
44 See Abraham & Hannah Booth's station diary, 14 
April 1858. J.H. Kerr (1876). p.149, gave his version: 
'Tommy, one of King William's sons, lithe and supple as 
he was strong .. . was unfortunate enough to provoke the 
jealousy of one of his companions, by whom he was secretly 
murdered in a fit of drunkenness'. Other references to 
Tommy, by FR. Godfrey of Boort, '14 December 1849, 'I 
was astonished on arriving at the Inn, to see Sanger there, 
accompanied by Tommy the blackfellow. H~ was g~ing 
with Tommy down the Murray to see old King Wilham 
and John who were speared on Sunday by six of the 
Avoca blacks'; and '1 May 1850, Rode out with Tom and 
Major ' (M L Drought E-.:tractd ji"O/n OIJ Journal" Whtte:, by 
Frederick Race Godji'ey (Pi""eer) of Boort StatlOl/, £oddol/ 
Didtriel, Victoria 18-16-1855 (Melbourne: 1926». 
TommylTom was not listed in Godfrey's 1863 census, 
hence 1 infer he was the Tommy 'killed by another black-
fellow at the pound' (Booth diary, 14 April 1858). 
45 Information from inquest into death of Dick 
Richards, 27 November 1874. Death certificate for 
LerimburneenlBilly Logan, from Ted Ryan's research. 
Another 1865 instance relates to clans immediately south 
of there. Caroline Malcolm of the Tanne band of 
Djadjawurung from James Malcolm's station above the 
junction of the Loddon and Serpentine had (with her 
parents and siblings, the last of their band), lived away 
from home for many years, but in the mid 1860s the 
family have moved back home. Caroline was working as 
a laundress at John Catto's station, on the Loddon some 
miles south of Ferniehurst, where she met Barababaraba 
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Aborigines from lower down the river. In the company of 
her family, she was prepared to socialise with those 
people, but was reluctant to go anywhere with them 
without the protection of family. 
46 'The cell-like structure and political autonomy 
suggested by the term 'tribe ' is an inappropriate descrip-
tion of the -(Wjlll'rlllli/ groupings .... Available records 
suggest that social identity beyond the clan level was 
situational, but ... we have only hints of how nineteenth-
century Kulin perceived social boundaries and used 
language and other devices to maintain or cross such 
boundaries'. Diane Barwick. 'Mapping the Past: an 
Atlas of Victorian Clans, 1835-1904 ', parts 1 and 2, in 
Aboriginal HiA(lry 1984, vol.8, no. 2, p.l05. 
47 See footnote 26. 
48 A.C. Stone's work with surviving Aborigines at Swan 
Hill and Lake Boga, published in 1911, suggests that the 
local inter-clan connections proved to be stronger than 
the earlier tribal affiliations A.C. Stone, 'The Aborigines 
of Lake Boga, Victoria', Proceedini/d, RoyaL Society of 
Vu:fon", (Melbourne) new series, Part II , 1911 pp.433-
468, especially pp.435-437. 
49 The following lists relate only to the names of peo-
ple reported at the station runs of Ferniehurst and Boort 
during the 1840s-1850s. The names were then traced in 
Parker's Jan 1843 census and Godfrey's 1863 census, 
police records, etc. They proved to be Tcharups (mainly) 
and some Yulowils. The narrowness of the research data 
(which made the work possible) means there are likely 
to be errors, relating to who was who, rather than to the 
established presence of these people at that place. lowe 
a debt to Ted Ryan (who has collected birth, death and 
marriage records for Aborigines of a much wider region 
and for a much longer period of time) who generously 
contributed some information and comments. 
Tcharttp -bllllllk [Ferniehurst, Boort & Korong] band 
members for whom there are references for the years 
1849-63 are as follows: 
" Mundarra/MunderiOld King Jerribung/Jellibung, 
In 1843 'a venerable man, regarded as Neyel'll-neyemeet 
[elsewhere Kyeyern Kneyerneet = chief speaker] or 
chief, and apparently much respected', wrote Parker in 
1843; the 'doctor' of the c1an/the 'chief' who had con-
siderable power over his people (Parker; Godfrey) ; he 
died before 1858. Robinson met him in April 1843 and 
said his 'country at Kor.roeng'. The band was at 
Parker's protectorate when Robinson visited 26 
November 1842 not returning home until 27 April 
1843. (P 5.1.43, GAR 26.11.1842, 26 & 27.4.1843 
Parker 31.10.1849 FRG 1858, K 1876). See wife 
Karrart-gorook; sons Leerimburneen and Chalurmin. 
[Mundarra's identity as J erribung was established in 
the record via the on-going records of his wife.] 
"" Karrart-gorook/Karreetcoorook/Marie (Old Oueen) 
Jellibung, In 1843 'aged', still alive 1863; mother of 
'Prince Billy (P 5.1.1843, J .H . Kerr portrait drawing 
1856, G 31.7.1863, KI876;) See husband Mundarra. 
" Lerimburnin [mistranscribed as Terimburninl 1 
Leerimburneen 1 Billy Logan . Robinson met him and 
brother at Parker's protectorate in April 1843 and sent 
them with a message to the Murray. Aged 22 in 1846, 
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still living 1863, killed by Major [Illarken] in 1865 (P 
5.1.1843, GAR 26.4.1843, 17.4.1846, FRG 27 & 
29.9.1851,25.8.1852, G 31.7.1863, K1876, 
InquestD.R. 27.11.1874). Son of Mundarra and 
Karrart-gorook, brother of Chalurmin; in 1843 wives 
were Weturndee, Barremenu and Lingo-durneen; 
father of ElizalTurangorook. After he was killed, his 
people stayed away from the area for several years. 
"" Puerperui/Elizal?Turangorook. daughter of 
Lerimburnin, mother of Purriburneen/Matilda, died 
of consumption cl857 according to Kerr 1876. 
(?Turangorook in Parker census 5.1.1843, girl, 
daughter of Lerimburnin 
"" Purriburneenl Matilda (named by J .H . Kerr) 
daughter of Eliza born 1856, mother of a child 
[?Matilda 2] born cl870 (G 31.7.1863, K1876) 
"" Matilda 2, probably the child of Matilda born 
around 1870 (KI876; InquestDR 27.11.1874) 
"" Agnes, child living with Matilda (above) and two 
aged men in area. (InquestDR 27.11.1874) 
" Jacky, a young man, grandson of King Jerribung, 
died May 1849 (H.Godfrey 18.5.1849 Parker 
31.10.1849) Either Tati-ait-goondeet or Keeturnin 
youths in Parker 5.1.1843 census. 
" Jackyl [?Genbuckeroo 1 Jembuckeroo 
IJackyJones] either Keeturnin (Ir Tati-ait-goondeet in 
1843 census. A descendant of Queen Jerrybung and 
of King Billy, (P5.1.1843; FRG 5.6.1849, 
16,22,23,25,29.6.1852,27,29.7.1852, ?Booths 
31.7.1858, [Genbuckeroo IJacky b .c.1822, died 
Durham Ox 4.9.1886 (VDC 1886/8961), G31.7.1863, 
Census 21.3.1879 - at Morton Plains with Billy 
Booby. 
" Jacky Logan b.cl846, descendant of Queen 
Jerrybung & of King Billy. (Stone 1911, Drought 
1912, Kenyon 1916, SllllraYdia Daily 25.8 & 1.9.1921; 
Hercus; Ted Ryan) 
,'.' Chalurmin 1 Charerinin 1 TaLlo.min 1 Talloormin 1 
Charley Son of Mundarra, brother of Lerimburneen . 
Robinson met him and brother at Parker's protec-
torate in April 1843 and sent them with a message to 
the Murray. In 1843 'adult'; in 1863, aged 25[sic], 
with wife Betsy. (P 5.1.1843, GAR 26.4.1846, HG 
18.5.1849, FRG 16.4.1849, 11.9. & 14.9.1850, 
18.9.1851, Police report 31.12.1856 (possibly not 
Chalurmin) , Booths 22.7.1857, Henry Godfrey wash 
portrait between 1846 and Feb 1850; Boort photo 
1863, G31.7.1863, K1876, (?Chalurmin in Meissel 
20.1.65;12.2.65) . Died Kerang 1866 (Ted Ryan) 
''', Betsy, Chalurmin 's wife, aged c20[sic, probably 
cited old record] in 1863 (Stanbridge 1863) 
" Murt-marllMurtmerallBoort Mickey. In 1843 a 
youth; still living in area 1878 (Booths 20.8., 5.11., 
6.11.1856, 22.6.1857, G 31.7.1863, InquestDR 
27.11.74, Police Durham Ox 27.7.1878) 
,;, WangoorminlYoungourn/Bobby. In 1843 a youth 
in care of Mundarra. (P5.1.1843, BI7.6.1858, 
G31.7.1863). 
" Modim-barremin/Murrimpurmim/Dick/(? Dick 
Richards [n(lte: not that of D . Barwick] who died 
1874 aged between 33 and 40) . A boy in 1843 in care 
of an aged woman Mair-mairm, with another boy 
Tulain-goondeet. (P5.1.1843, G31.7.1863, Inquest DR 
27.11.1874). The inquest into his death elicited the 
information that the Tcharup-bulluk had kept away 
from the Serpentine since King Logan was killed by 
his companion Major in 1865. 
"" Peegul-murneen/Pangumernin/MaO'anne. Adult 
female in January 1843, wife of Darramil, mother of 
girl Barrien-girre-gorooh and infant boy (born 
November 1842). (P5.1.1843; G31.7.1863) 
"" Rosy. At Boort, 'This evening I mesmerised 
Charley and Rosy (Blacks) much deeper than before' 
(FRG diary 24.9.1950) 
" Alick. (FRG 22.11.1852) 
" Bourbook. Godfrey 1863 vocabulary at Boort, 
'Bourbook [meaning head] is name of a dead black-
fellow; so now .. [the word used for head] is 
Youyourook' [Smyth 2:82] 
(Omitted are those Tcharup-bulluk in 1843 cen-
sus for whom I have found no later report, "iz -
Male" Darramil, unnamed male infant, 
Wonnondongmun, Tulain-goondeet (male child), 
Pitu-imbin, Parrewin (from the Murray, with the 
Tcharups in 1843) and Female" Lingo-durneen, 
Barrien-girre-gorooh (female child), Mair-
mairm, Mia-illoong-urneen,Weturndee, and 
Barre-menu.) 
Members of the Yulowil-bllLlllk, with whom the 
Tcharup-bulluk had a close association. GAR 17 
April 1846 says 'Yole.ler.will.meerin = Loddon 
blacks.'; their country evidently extended from Boort 
east to Yarawalla and beyond to Pyramid Hill. 
" King William, died early to mid 1850s (before 
Mundarra died for he observed the last rites), father 
of Tommy and Gellibrand (FRG 14.12.1849, K 1876) 
" Woi-woilWywoy/Gellibrand, In 1843 'adult', son 
of King William, brother of Tommy, (P 5.1.1843, 
FRG 5.6.1849, G 31.7.1863, K 1876) 
" Tommy. Son of King William, brother of 
Gellibrand, killed in April 1858. Kerr says killed 'by 
one of his companions'. (FRG 14.12.1849,1.5.1850, 
Booths 14.4.1858, K 1876 p.149) 
"" YuwurndeenIYouarnding/Big MaO'. In 1843 an 
adult, accompanying Moorapeen . Mary in early 
1860s married a Reedy Lake man. (P 5.1.1843, G 
31.7.1863) 
" John (FRG 14.12.1849 reported that Sanger was 
going with Tommy down the Murray to see old King 
William and John who were speared by six of the 
Avoca blacks.) 
" Yulurtkin/Illarken/Major [presumably lIot the 
Wotjobuluk Sergeant Major] (P 5.1.1843, FRG 
1.5.1850, 16 & 18.6.1852, G 1858, G 31.7.1863, 
Inquest DR 27.11.74) 
"" Palericarm/Margaret, white father, mother from 
the Piccaninni Creek Barababaraba tribe, wife of 
Major! Illarken (G 31.7.1863) 
" Moorapeen/Morepin/Duke Welinton (Wellington) . 
In 1843 an adult accompanied by women (wives?) 
Warlgoorameen and Yuwurndeen; aged 45 in 1846 
(GAR 17.4.1846, (?Morqurnin GAR 30.1.1850), 
Booths 8.12.1857, G 31.7.1863, (? Argus (M) 2 
March 1847, Aborigines on trial for murder said not 
they but Wellington - with 'Boneparte' and 'Henry' -
had murdered Andrew Beveridge; LeS recollections). 
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" Winnakurnin (2) I Windy-courmin I Edgar. In 1843 
adult male. English name Edgar suggests from Edgar's 
Plains, ie Ferniehurst. (P 5. l.l 843, G 31.7.1863) 
" Dindarmin. In 1843 an adult male with wife Kerripu-
murnin and boy Bukowarramin. In 1863 aged 50 [but 
probably older], and at Bullock Creek. (P 5.1.1843; 
Stan bridge 1863) 
"" Kerripu-murnin/Kolerperneen/Agnes. In 1843 an 
adult, wife of Dindarmin and mother of a boy 
Bukowarramin. (P.5.1.1843; G.31.7.1863) 
" Teetart/Jit-Jat/Billy Booby. In 1843 ayouth. (P 
5.1.1843; G 31.7.1863; census 12.3.1879 - at Morton 
Plains with Jacky Logan) 
"" Oipinyu 1 Kitty Likenyou. A child in 1843, in the 
care of an aged woman Teemburneen. (P.5.1.1843; 
G .31.7.1863) 
"" Polly, young woman Sanger tried to help out, possi-
bly neither Yulowil-bulluk nor Tcharup-bulluk (FRG 
30.3.1851,24.4.1851) 
[Omitted are those Yulowil-bulluk in the 1843 cen 
sus for whom I have found no later report, "iz-
Malu Parnbull, Tinbong-goondeet (male child), 
Karangoondeet, Tannangil (youth), Yeerewil, 
Bukowarramin, Bookooramin (male child), and 
Female" Teemburneen, Warlgoorameen, Karrekenu] 
50 The 1863 census of the Lower Loddon tribe expressly 
excluded the Reedy Lakes, Lake Boga, Swan Hill, 
Gunbower and Piccaninni Creek peoples but would have 
included the people at Catto's on the Loddon south of 
Ferniehurst, those of McMillan and Booth & Holloway 
on the north, and Bear & Dunsford over the Serpentine. 
It may have included Buckrabanyule people (Australian 
Archives B312/1 Item 9, folio 23). By and large the 
census records are not reliable indicators for specific 
group alliance. On the subject of the approximate number 
of people in a band, the Moravian missionaries at Lake 
Boga and later at Ebenezer observed more than once that 
away from the Murray the band size was around 20, for 
example at Lake Boga, 28 July 1855, 'Five families, 
numbering about twenty-two individuals, reside for the 
most part in our vicinity.' 
51 An inquest into the death of Dicky Richards in 
November 1874 indicated a sad decline in the Tcharup-
bulluk. Dicky Richards, was reported to have found 
occasional employment stripping bark, chopping wood, 
shearing and harvesting in the area, like other able-bodied 
men. Seasonal work would bring him home for a while 
but when work was not available he resorted with wife 
and children to the distant Aboriginal station of 
Coranderrk. It was said that only two old men and two 
children of the Tcharup-bulluk (and associated Yulowil-
bulluk?) remained at their home place: the settlers giving 
evidence at the inquest expressed concern about their 
poor standard of living. The falling away of the clan from 
home evidently did not result directly from pastoral settle-
ment or even from the goldrushes (when Aboriginal 
labour was engaged consistently for the first time). It 
happened from the mid 1860s, after white workers 
replaced the Aboriginal, and seemingly as the result of a 
push by officials to gather Aboriginal people into 
centralised settlements. 
52 The references to ChalurminlCharley are: F.R. 
Godfrey diary 16 May 1849, 11, 14 September 1850, 18 
September 1851; Henry Godfrey letter to mother 18 
May 1849; Henry Godfrey wash drawing of 'Chalurmin 
Prince Charlie'; Booth station journal 22 July 1857; 
Police report Mildura/Swan Hill, 31 December 1856; 
Stan bridge list for Mt Franklin Aboriginal station 1863, 
and list of Lower Loddon tribe, 31 July 1863 (Australian 
Archive B312/1 Item 9, folio 23); J .H. Kerr (1876) p.l51 
and photographs SLV; photograph of Henry Godfrey at 
Boort with his sons Ernest and Polwhele and Aboriginal 
Charley, 1863 (Petheram (op.cit) p.6. If, later, he was 
'Doctor Charley', an influential man who visited the camp 
near Ebenezer mission in preparation for a forthcoming 
meeting to settle differences between enemy groups, 
then other references include Meissel diary, Ebenezer, 
20 January and 12 February 1865: Meissel was 
impressed by the skill with which 'big' Doctor Charley 
manipulated bottle glass to make the jagged ends of 
spears. 
53 'A large piece of bark bears, on its inside, some 
curious drawings by the natives of Victoria', J.F Royle 
and W. Hooker, Reportd 011 the Paru Ulli"erJal E.-r:hibitioll, 
(London: Eyre & Spottiswood, 1856), part III, quoted in 
Servaes and Prendergast (op.cit) p.7. Sir William Hooker 
had a number of Australian colonial correspondents and 
collectors. For his high opinion of Mueller, see 1llll.ltrateo 
Joul'IlaL of AlldtralaJla vol.2, April 1857 p.189-190. 
54 Jill HasselL British Museum, letter to author 30 
April 2003: 'from the collection of Henry Christy 
... acquired .. . after his death in 1865. The documentation 
recorded at the time of acquisition is as follows - "A 
piece of Eucalyptus bark 2 ft 1.5 in long, I ft wide, on the 
concave side of which is scratched a kangaroo with a 
man in the act of throwing a spear, another human figure 
standing behind him, below these there are two other 
men with waddies etc in their hands and what appears to 
be intended for the branch of a tree with an animal upon 
it. Paris Expn ... "': that description may be from Steinhauer's 
1861 catalogue of Christy's collection. For Christy as a 
possible source of the bark at Kew, I made a guess from 
the terms of Christy's will dated 5 February 1863, which 
empowered the trustees of the estate to 'make over the 
said Collections either in whole or in parts to an 
Institution' (J. King, 'Franks and Ethnography' and 
John Mack, 'Antiquities and the Public: the Expanding 
Museum 1851-1896', in Marjorie Caygill and John 
Cherry, Nilleteenth Century Collector" alld the Brituh 
MIl,leum (London: British Museum Press, 1997). See also 
Massola (1958, op.cit.) and B.A.L. Cranstone, The 
Alutrallall Allorigill&1 (London: British Museum, 1973) 
Fig 24. 
55 I have not pursued this line, however there was an 
FC. Christie at the preliminary meeting to establish the 
Philosophical Society of Victoria (see minutes 17 June 
1854, Minute Books, Royal Society of Victoria papers 
Ms 11663, LaTrobe Library, SLV) who was subsequent-
ly one of the subscribers to a fund to purchase a collec-
tion of artefacts etc collected by L Becker; a Charles 
Christie was overseer of Monro's station on the 
Campaspe Plains, in 1839 (Parker letter to GARobinson 
13 Dec 1839; G A Robinson 1839 journals) which he 
either owned subsequently or licensed a run in the 
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vlclmty; George Hobler mentioned a Christie in his 
diary (Mitchell Library) . 
56 Von Guerard's study of Aboriginal art and culture 
may be traced through his friendships with James 
Dawson and A.W. Howitt; his 'Aboriginal Australian 
Reminisunzen' (PXA 54, 2 vols. Mitchell Library, 
SLNSW) - in which much of the imagery derived 
from others - his sketchbooks (mostly held Mitchell 
Library), and his collections of artefacts, of which 1 
made preliminary research into those at the Museum 
fur Volkerkunde, Berlin (with the help of Hens-
Hermann Struchtrup, Dr Schindlbeck and Mr 
Heine) . I intended to pursue the question of whether 
and to what degree von Guerard saw the Australian 
landscape as previously shaped by Aboriginal people 
for their use, but in refining the project decided to 
focus on the bark etchings and to confine the discus-
sion of von Guerard's Western District work to the 
colonists' perspective. 
57 'Donor: Paris Exhibition 1855; Donor notes: Kerr, 
J.H. - 1854, Notes -label source "Drawings made by 
the Aborigines of Victoria, South Australia, on the 
bark of a species of Eucalyptus. Similar drawings are 
seen on rocks, in views of North Australian scenery, 
over the fireplace of this room.'" (Julia Steele, Royal 
Botatic Gardens, Kew, to author, 10 April 2003) . D. 
Oliver's 1861 description, 'bark of a Eucalyptus, on 
which rude drawings have been made by the 
aborigines of Victoria' in his 0fflcuz! Gllwe to the Kew 
Mlldellll1,l, A Hallohoo/c to tL" M""elll7kl of &ollomu: BotallY 
(London: John Edward Taylor, 1861) does not make 
use of the latter part of the label. 
58 Genealogical information kindly given by John 
L.M. Hull, Hobart. According to one report the brothers 
had visited the previous year and were returning with 
sheep and stores to establish a sheep run (see Heather 
Ronald, 'Joseph Ware of Minjah', undated leaflet) . 
59 See Neil Black, 'Journal of the first months spent 
in Australia', 22,26 December 1839 (Gibb) , 1,28,29 
March 1840 (McArthur & Cole, Ware, Gibb); and his 
letters to Foster Fyans of 1, 16 August 1841. (MS 
8996, Boxes 99/l and 40/1, LaTrobe Library, SLV); 
G .A. Robinson journals 25,26 November 1839 
(Ware), 28,29 March 1841 (Gibb), 2,9,10 April 1841 
(Ware) , (op.cit); James Ross Vtlll DiemenJ Allni,'erJary 
allei Hohart TowlI AlmilnilC for the year 1831, (Hobart, 
1831) gave addresses of Elizabeth Street Nos 41 
(Robinson) and 43 (Ware); R.v. Billis and A.S. 
Kenyon Plldtoral Piollee,." 0/ Port Phillip (Melbourne: 
Macmillan, 1932) p .230 (which suggests that Ware 
took up a license for Koort-Koortnong in 1840; Kerr:, 
Melholll'lle Almanac allei Port Phillip Directory/"r18.f2 [i .e. 
information of 1840-41] (Melbourne: William Kerr, 
1842), listing J.G. Ware's home as at Mt Emu, ie 
Wooriwyrite; Thomas Ham's Map 0/ Awtralla Feli.:>::, and 
Key, (Melbourne, 1847); Peter McArthur letter to 
editor, Camperoowll Chrollicle 26 August 1885 p .2, saying 
that he and partner Cole with a flock of sheep had settled 
in the Camperdown district in September 1839 (agree-
ing with N . Black's diary): "Immediately before I came 
up a Mr Gibb occupied the country round the race-
course on sufferance from the Manifolds .. . He (Gibb) 
formed an outstation at Koort-Koortnong, with the 
intention of taking up that station but he afterwards 
[before December 1839] took up Hopkins Hill 
[No.110 on Hopkins River in 1847 map; the next in 
occupation of his Camperdown runs was J.G. Ware] 
.. The late J.G Ware took up part of Wooriwyrite in 
[February] 1840, the other portion was occupied by 
Mr Cole and myself. .. We afterwards [before August 
1841] sold our right to Ware and came to Meningoort." 
60 The Wares having accumulated a number of station 
runs in the Western District, there has been a consid-
erable divergence between twentieth century writers 
about which of the three J Wares owned what. For 
J.G. Ware's properties in the Camperdown area the 
relevant details are A.S. Kenyon's [1930s] map of 
'Pastoral Holdings of the Port Phillip District 1835-56' 
(LaTrobe Library, SLV), which shows the size and 
situation of Koort-Koortnong (also known as Cloven 
Hills) north of the Merderanook, Chocolyn and 
Purrumbeet runs, east of Purnpundhal, south of Larra 
and east of the West Cloven Hills and Meningoort 
runs; Thomas Ham's Map ofAIM!ralw Fe/i.\: (Melbourne, 
1847) which lists 'J Ware's' runs: No.76 [Merderanook], 
No. 80 [Koort-Koortnong] and Nos. 82 and 83, to the 
north-west of KKN on opposite sides of Mt Emu 
Creek. Finally, an issue that has been unclear to 
scholars, the precise ownership of the Ware brothers 
various runs, is perhaps established in the patchy 
Pastoral Run files of the Departmment of Crown 
Lands and Survey (the earliest correspondence 
relating to Koort Koortnong and Merderanook is from 
1851. when J.G. Ware was negotiating the purchase of 
his pre-emptive right) and the VoteJ allr) Proceedifl.,!,/ of the 
Victoriall Le.,!i.datil'e COllllcil 1855-54, vol 2, in 'List of 
Licensed Occupants of ... Portland Bay'; J.G. Ware is 
listed for Kourt Koutnong [sic], Merderanook. and 
Jellahabad; his brother Joseph had Minjah; and J & J 
[Jeremiah or Joseph with the youngest brother John] 
had Muston's [Spring] Creek Nos 1 and 2. Edward 
Comstock's speculation about which brotherls owned 
Koort-Koortnong, and who commissioned the paint-
ings, would be partly contradicted by this information 
(that is, if the official record reflects the actual arrange-
ment between the brothers), see 'Eugen von Guerard 
(1811-1901): An Australian Romantic' (thesis submitted 
for MA, Syracuse University. 1974) p.62; and Candice 
Bruce. Edward Comstock & Frank McDonald. Eugene 
"011 Guerard 1811-1901: A German Romantic ill the AlltipoueJ 
(Martin borough. New Zealand: Alister Taylor 
Publishers. 1982) Cat Nos 46 & 47: JOdeph Ware is said 
to be the first owner. who gave the paintings to his 
brother J .G.'s widow Annie. nee McRobie. The basis 
of that report appears to be that the brothers were 
joint-owners of Koort-Koortnong. which evidently 
they were not until affairs were being settled after J.G 
Ware's death: see Probate record. Victoria. 2 2045. 6 
452. The paintings appear to have been commissioned 
by the estate of J .G. Ware. 
61 James Bonwick. weJtem Victorw. it.} Geo.,!raphy. 
Geou,gy. allu Social Conditioll: The Narratil'e 0/ all 
EducatuJIlal Tour ill 1857, (first published Geelong: 
Thomas Browne. 1858; this edition Melbourne: 
Heinemann Australia. 1970). p.32. 
62 Pencil marks indicate the horses in the composition draw-
ingvon Guerard made at Koort-Koortnong in May 1860. 
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63 Ware himself made much of his 'improvements' when 
applying to purchase more acres than was allowed as his 
pre-emptive right. See file for Koort Koortnong, Pastoral Run 
No.653, Pastoral Run files, microfiches. Archives Victoria. 
64 Probably the portrait taken in December 1856 and 
shown at the Geelong Mechanics Institute exhibition that 
opened 20 March 1857. Cat.No. 281 Portrait of Master 
Butterfly by [Samuel S .] Knights. exhibited by J. 
Tannock. Von Guerard's inscription on his pencil 
drawing 'Master Butterfly - 2 years old' suggests that the 
portrait dated from 1856 when the 2 year old bull was 
imported from Lancashire. having that year 'made a clean 
sweep of the first prizes at every show at which he'd been 
exhibited in the UK and also at the Paris Universal 
Exhibition' - Border Po.}! (Albury) 24 September 1859. 
The bull was shown at the Geelong Agricultural Show 
towards the end of 1856 which is probably when Knights 
took the portrait. News reports about Master Butterfly 
give the owner as J.G. Ware (not Joseph as Margaret 
KiddIe. Comstock and others have stated). See Ne".., Letter 
0/ Au,,!ralaJw (Melbourne) December 1856 p.2. 
65 See. for example. the Ne",~ Letter of AUdtrala"ia 
(Melbourne) December 1856. p.2; Boruer POJt (Albury) 28 
August 1858. np. 24 September 1859 np. 1 June 1861 np. 
and James Bonwick (footnote above). Like his master. 
Master Butterfly died on the road (Ware was thrown 
from his buggy. the bull was being led to Melbourne for 
exhibition at McCarr's Bazaar). 
66 Border POJt (Albury) I June 1861 np. 
67 Two composition drawings, pencil on paper. private 
collection. As well there are five sheets of drawings of 
details in Sketchbook DGB 16 (vol 9), Dixson Galleries. 
State Library of New South Wales. They are unnum-
bered. but three are inscribed. respectively 'Master 
Butterfly (Bull) 2 year old'; 'Koort-Koortnong'; 'Koort-
Koortnong.' John Jones has suggested that J.G. Ware 
may have commissioned the paintings before he died, but 
in view of the timing and grouping of von Guerard's 
sketches that is improbable. It is much more likely that 
the Wares were motivated by the prospect of selling or at 
least leasing Koort-Koortnong. The widow and children 
may not have remained at Koort-Koortnong beyond the 
first eighteen months. In 1862 the overseer. owner or 
occupier of the run was listed as James Greig. See 
Squatting Directory anu Key to the Squattillg Map of Victorw 
(Melbourne: James Blundell & Co. 1862). The owner 
gave me access to the drawings. Ros Stansmore helped 
with information about the McArthurs. 
68 A Microscopic Society was proposed in 1857. See 
lL/""trated Journal of A,t.ltralllJw vol.3, December 1857 
p.288: 
69 ArglM (Melbourne) 13 July 1870. The critic writing 
for the Emlllillel; alld Melbourne weekly NewJ 19 October 
1861 pp.12-13 evidently was a friend of Chevalier. 
70 'Art in Victoria'. II/'Mtrated Joumal 0/ AuAralllJia 
(Melbourne) January 1858 pp.34-35. The author is not 
named. however Smith used some of the same phrases in 
another review. 
71 In 1860 Smith still endorsed von Guerard's 
minute description: '''View of Forest Scenery near 
Wollongong, N.S.W." ... is remarkable for the 
immense attention which has been paid to detail -
an attention amply repaid by the artistic finish 
which marks the whole.' (Arglld (Melbourne) 20 
November 1860, pA) . The first sign of disenchant-
ment was in 1862: 'Weatherboard Falls ... " ... has been 
treated with a vigour and breadth to which we have 
been somewhat unaccustomed in M von Gueran::ls previ-
ous pictures. where there is an occasional sacrifice of 
bold handling to delicacy of detail; but in the present 
instance the ... eye is not a llured from the enjoyment 
of the tOllt efLJelllbie by the distracting prettiness of 
the I1lliwtifE. '(At;tJ/M (Melbourne) 1 November 1862 
pA). 
72 See, for instance, James Smith, 'Impressions of 
Tasmania: its scenery, people and prospects', in The 
AIMtralaJiilll MOllthly Rmew edited by G.A. Walstab, 
Melbourne, No I. (March 1866), pp.18-32. 
73 John Ruskin, Modem Paillter.1 III, xviii, para. 21. 
74 In 1974 the artist was the subject of a 
dissertation by Edward Comstock who interpreted 
the various aspects of his career in the light of the 
German Romantic style of amplitude with exact 
mimesis. Thus von Guerard's background (the 
Vienna-born son of a court miniaturist), early 
career (an apprentice-artist travelling w ith his 
father through the art centres of Italy), his 1840s' 
training at Dusseldorf Academy under the direction 
of Wilhelm von Schadow (one of the famed 
'Nazarenes'), and his Australian oelll're of the 1850s 
to 1870s were satisfactorily explained - and the 
interpretation had strong support in the works 
themselves. Through the 1970s the market value of 
von Guerard's paintings rose dramatically. Public 
interest was fed by the enthusiastic hunting-out of 
paintings by Frank McDonald, supported by the 
promotion of colonial art generally by Melbourne 
dealer Joseph Brown, and given authority by an 
exhibition of Australian art of the 1870s organised 
by Daniel Thomas for the state galleries of New 
South Wales and Victoria in 1976. The concept of 
von Guerard as a German Romantic was cemented 
with the public in 1980 when the National Gallery 
of Australia toured a major exhibition of his work. 
A handsome and well-researched art monograph 
appeared in 1982 - Candice Bruce, Edward 
Comstock and Frank McDonald Ellgene rOil Gilerard 
1811-1901: A Germall Romantic ill the Alltipode.f, 
(Martin borough, New Zealand: Alister Taylor 
Publishers, 1982). 
75 Smith found Buvelot's first Australian works 
deficient of 'that warmth of colour which belongs to 
an Australian landscape' but commended the 
generalised treatment, 'an illustration of what may 
be done by judicious massing to conceal the 
ugliness which so often presents in detail'. Argw 
(Melbourne) 25 October 1866 p.7. The accusation 
of Pre-Raphaelite minuteness was actually made of 
Henry Gritten, however it fits Smith's later 
estimation of von Guerard equally well. 
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76 See Hera{J (Melbourne) 25 October 1866, p.3; 
AwtralaJwlI (Melbourne), 24 October 1866 p.3; 
Arglld (Melbourne) 25 October 1866, p.7; At:lJw 
(Melbourne) 31 May 1888, p.5; this is discussed by 
Mary Eagle, 'Seeing Templestowe-Heidelberg', in 
Kelly Gellatly and Ted Gott, HeiJelberg to HeUk: Crmtu!lJ 
an A1l.ftraliaJ1 LandJcape 1850-1950 (Melbourne: Heide, 
Museum of Modern Art, 2001) pp.22-23. 
77 1868 is inscribed on one of the drawings, 
TerillaLllI1I1 [sic] 1868, pencil, (Bendigo Art Gallery). 
Buvelot's first tour in search of subjects, to the 
Wimmera in 1866, resulted in paintings, such as 
Waterpool near Coleraine 1869 (NGY) that made 
poetry by generalising a pastoral scene. 
78 Jocelyn Gray in letter to author, 27 April 1986. 
In her thesis she wrote, 'Buvelot's keen eye for tonal 
variation led him in his representation of buildings to 
seek out rough and irregular surfaces, so that the 
more tumbledown the building the better, from his 
painter's point of view' . 
79 Buvelot produced very few country house 
pictures, which Jocelyn Gray put down to their not 
suiting his style, and Tim Bonyhady to the decline of 
those commissions by the late 1860s. The Darlington 
paintings were not the first of Buvelot's homestead 
pictures: the watercolour of Kononl!lVootollg Home.ftead 
(near Coleraine, in the West Wimmera) is dated 
1867. The famous WaterpooL at Colerotile 1869 (NGV) 
- hung with TerrLilLllfllll1 Statioll in the Art Treasures 
exhibition of March 1869 - perhaps was a scene on 
the same station run. 
80 At;tJll<f (Melbourne) 9 July 1869 p.5 - it was not 
a review column . 
81 CatalogaJ' of the WorkJ of Art E"hibited by the TraAeeJ 
of the MeLbollme Pilblic Lii,rary alld Mlldetll11 , March-
May 1869, Cat.No. 102, as 'Terinallum Station', lent 
by Buvelot. 
82 John Cumming acquired it between March and 
July - when he lent it to an exhibition at Ballarat 
Mechanics Institute: Fille Art E"hibitioll, Ballarat 
Mechanics Institute, opening 21 July 1869, 
Cat.No.217, as 'Terinallum Station', lent by J. 
Cumming. 
83 Daily Telegraph (Melbourne) I April 1869 
84 Letter to author, 27 April 1986. 
85 Tim Bonyhady, AwtraLWII COWllwl Patiltillg.f ill the 
All.ItraLwl1 Natiollal GaLlery (Canberra: ANG, Oxford 
University Press, 1986) p.20. 
86 Argw (Melbourne) 30 March 1869, p.5, 12 May 
1869, p.7; Jocelyn Gray, 'Louis Buvelot and his 
Work', MA thesis, University of Melbourne, 1977, 
vol I , and quoted in her letter to author, 27 April 
1986; Tim Bonyhady AllJtmlwlI CoLonwL Paillttilg.f ill 
the Awtralio.n Natiollal GaLlery (Melbourne: Oxford 
University Press, 1986) p.20. Smith was converted 
to spiritualism in the 1870s - he was well on the way 
to being so by March 1869, judging from this review. 
87 Phrases from various reviews: Ar;9IM 25 October 
1866,4 August 1869, 1 December 1869. 
88 John Cumming letters to his son John at 
Cambridge, 27 December 1871, 23 April 1872, 
Cumming papers, LaTrobe Library, SLY. 
89 lhaveused Stanbridge's 1857 spelling of Booroung. 
90 Smyth says Stan bridge brought the bark to 
Melbourne (The Aborigllle,' of Victorw: with Not&) Re&ltin.9 
to the Hahitd of the Nativ!!., 0/ Other Part., of Awtra/ia all{) 
Ta,lillallia (Melbourne: Government Printer, 1878; fac-
simile edition Melbourne: John Currey, O'Neil, 1972) 
voLl p.286). Stan bridge visited Tyrrell in 1847, 1849, 
1850 and 1851, and stated in 1857 that he had not been 
back for six years. He was not at Tyrrell in 1854 when 
his incoming flock was declared to be scabby. By then 
he was living at his Wombat Park station at Daylesford 
(where a gold mine had made him wealthy). From the 
early 1850s for the rest of his life Stanbridge enjoyed 
the art of gardening, took part in municipal affairs, trav-
elled overseas, formed a li brary, became involved in pol-
itics: and left the day to day management of his Murray 
stations to an overseer. In 1866 he wrote to the 
Wimmera Land Commissioner to say that since the 
winter of 1860 (when Stan bridge was abroad) he had 
had no stock on Tyrrell, and previously there had been 
none since the scab incident in 1854, 'the country gen-
erally being so scabby here made it impracticable.' (let-
ter 28 August 1866, Pastoral run files, microfiche, 
Victorian Archives) . He may have visited the run when 
a private survey was conducted by Wilmot in October 
1869. Possibly he visited Lake Boga and Lake Tyrrell 
when handing the runs over in 1873. If the early I870s 
date conventionally given to the bark refers to when 
Smyth received the bark from Stan bridge via Sumner 
(chair of the Board for the Protection of Aborigines), it 
need not refer to when the bark was etched. The inward 
curve of the bark, apparent in the 1870s drawing, sug-
gests that the bark was already aged. 
91 The bark was brought to Smyth's attention by the 
Hon. Theodotus J. Sumner, member of the Board for 
the Protection of Aborigines, from 1860 until the 1880s. 
However Smyth knew Stanbridge as an 'authority' on 
the subject of the Aborigines, citing him as a source of 
diverse information, and almost certainly consulted him 
about the bark. See R. Brough Smyth The AhorigilleJ of 
Victorw, op.cit. vol 1, p.368, describing a stone imple-
ment from Stanbridge's collection; and see pp.liv, 15, 
52, 80, 85, 95, 97, Ill, 220, 262 etc. Some of 
Stan bridge's collection is still extant (private collec-
tion). 
92 For biographical details and assessments of Smyth, 
see ME. Hoare, "'The Half-mad Bureaucrat": Robert Brough 
Smyth (1830-1889) ', RecordJ of the AllJtra!wll Academy of 
SClma (Canberra) vol 2, noA (1974) pp.25-40; Thomas 
Darragh, 'Robert Brough Smyth: His Early Years as 
Revealed by his Correspondence with Adam Sedgwick', 
Hi.Jtoric,,! Record" 0/ A""tralwll Selmce (Canberra) vol 13, 
no.l (June 2000) pp.J9-41; and the entry in AIMtra/ulIl 
Dictionary of Biography, vol.6. Writing The Aborigines of 
Victoria interfered with Smyth's work as a public servant, 
leading to an inquiry, and his dismissal. The ensuing press 
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reports include CmJII'tlF!l'ePre.kf 12 May 1876 p.2. 
93 Smyth (op.cit) voLl, p.286. The 'snake', a part of 
whose body is out of sight, may be read as a backwater 
of the Murray. 
94 Ted Ryan says there is a ceremonial ground outlined 
in stone (dessicated limestone) at the Disputed Hut site 
about ten miles up Tyrrell Creek. The ground has not yet 
been mapped. Eyre, (vol 2. p.365) noted that 'On the 
Murray Rjver [near Moorunde], singular-looking places 
are found sometimes, made by the natives piling small 
stones close together upon their ends in the ground ... and 
projecting four or five inches above the ground. The 
whole length of the place thus enclosed by one which I 
examined was eleven yards; at the broad end it was two 
yards wide, at the narrow end one. The position of the 
singular- looking place was a clear space on the slope of a 
hill, the narrow end being the lowest, or in the direction 
of the river. Inside the line of stones, the ground was 
smoothed and somewhat hollowed. The natives called it 
Mooyumbuck and said it was a place for disenchanting 
an individual inflicted with boils.' A.L.P. Cameron 
described the combination of figurative drawings of 'an 
Emu, a large human figure (life size), a Kangaroo - no 
fish - a mallee hen's next, a wombat's camp, Bandicoot's 
nest, and an enormous snake winds about for 30 yards' 
within a ceremonial ground at Murrumbong, letter to 
R.H . Mathews 5 May 1898, R.H. Mathews papers 
MS160612 AIATSIS. 
95 In view of Smyth's previous involvement in geology 
and map-making, his geographical and natural history 
references were surprisingly faulty. He identified 'a cra-
teriform lake, exactly resembling those of the Western 
district of Victoria' - whereas Lake Tyrrell was well out-
side the geographic area of volcanic country. He pro-
posed that the house in the lower image was 'seemingly 
built of stone (basalt) ': basalt is not available in the region 
of Lake Tyrrell. For Smyth's professional involvement in 
geology and maps see Andrew Robertson, 'Victorian cen-
sus districts and distribution of the population, March 
29th 1857 [map] compiled by Andrew Robertson, litho-
graph by William Collis; examined by R Brough Smyth, 
Secretary for the Census Commission.' (Melbourne: 
Public Lands Office, 17 March 1858) - which incorpo-
rates Pritchard's survey of Lake Tyrrell; Thomas 
Darragh, 'Robert Brough Smyth: His Early Years as 
Revealed by his Correspondence with Adam Sedgwick', 
Hutoru,,! RecordJ 0/ AlIJtra!ulIl SCUllce (Canberra: 
Australian Academy of Science) vol. 13, no.1 (June 
2000) pp.19-41 Imagery that Smyth does not mention but 
which may be significant includes the tall man with a pro-
nounced nose in the centre of a group of men holding 
spears (their stride and grouping more like a revenge 
party than a peaceful corroboree group); a figure lying on 
its back, possibly in a bark shelter and flanked by an 
array of spears inserted upright in the ground; some other 
figures sitting by fires and possibly under bark shelters; a 
fringe of foliage adjacent to the men with guns, which I 
take to be a reed-bed (from its resemblance to drawings 
of reed-beds by Tommy McCrae). 
96 Port Phillip Ga:::ette (Melbourne) , 26 March 1849, pA. 
Mills's 1848 PrtilCiplL ... were preceded by his major opus, 
the SYdtem 0/ Logic (1843) . 
97 James Smith appreciated science and was 
elected a member of the Royal Society of Victoria on 
23 January 1860. 
98 See Mary Eagle and John Jones, A Story of 
AlldtraLulil Painting (Sydney: Macmillan Australia, 
1994) 25,33,55-56,67-8. Tim Bonyhady noted the 
influence of Humbolt's scientific theory in encourag-
ing an elevated treatment of landscape but without 
discussing the much wider confluence of art and 
science during that period (see Tim Bonyhady 
ImageJ ill OppOditwn: AII.1/rall~ln Lanodeape Paillting 
1801-1890 (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 
1985) pp.64-66) . Bernard Smith was the first to per-
ceive the importance of Humbolt and to discuss his 
role in western art to 1850, in Ellropeall VUWII and the 
SOllth Pacific (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 
1960). 
99 R. Brough Smyth The AllOn/pileJ of Victorin, 
op.cit., vol I, p.xxv. Tom Griffiths saw the urge to 
collect in terms of ordering one's world, quoting 
James Clifford, 'Collecting is a "crucial process of 
Western identity formation", "an exercise in how to 
make the world one's own, to gather things around 
oneself tastefully, appropriately"'. Tom Griffiths, 
HllIlte/~" ano Golleeto,,': the Allt0wlrinn 1ma.9lization ill 
AlI,Jtralia (Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 
1996) p.25, quoting James Clifford, The Predicament 
of Clilture: TIi'etItieth Cmtury Et/mography, Literatllre ano 
Art (Harvard University Press, 1988) pp.218-236. 
100 R. Brough Smyth, op.cit., vol. 1. p .283. 
101 Without altering the primitivising tenor of his 
project, Brough Smyth shifted the grounds of his 
exposition according to w hether he was thinking 
about degradation, Government care, the 'civilising 
process,' etc. The wish to prove a theory via a com-
parative study of pre-historic cultures influenced his 
selection and perception of artefacts . R . Brough 
Smyth, op.cit., vol I, pp.283, 285, 364, 367. 
102 Left-handedness is an interesting subject in 
view of the potent symbolism applied to the left and 
the right hand, it seems universally. Beveridge's 
vocabulary for the Wadi Wadi (The Aborigin&1 of 
Victoria alld Ri"erille tlJ Jeen by Peter Bec'erid,ge 
(Melbourne: Hutchinson, 1889, p.l77) and Stone's 
for the Lake Boga Wemba Wemba ('The Aborigines 
of Lake Boga, Victoria', paper read December 1910, 
Pt'{IceeoingJ, Royal Society of Victorul, (Melbourne) n.S. 
vo1.23, part ii, (1911) pA55) included a word for 
left-handed, and Smyth (vol I, p.56) mentioned that 
'Yanguia' (left-handed) was used as a nick-name. 
Left-handedness was lucky and attractive according 
to an ancestral song sung by a Dieri man Dintibana 
Kinjimilina, alias Sam. H.K. Fry, 'Dieri Legends, 
Part I', in Folk-Lore (London) vol.XLVIlI, June 
1937, p.l93. 
103 R. Brough Smyth, op.cit., vol. I, p.287. 
104 Smyth may have derived his theory from Owen 
Jones' highly influential The Grammar of Omament 
(London: Day & Son, 1856) but if so the source is 
not given (unusual for Smyth). Jones did not pres-
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ent a theory as such and Smyth would have been 
responding to the implication within the Grammar's 
sequence of chapters that styles of ornamentation 
progressed from the more or less simpl e and straight 
to the complex and curvilinear. The order of presenta-
tion corresponds to that evolutionary theory, and to a 
British bias, whereas it departs from the usual west-
ern chronology of civi li sations: thus the order is 
Savage Tribes, Egyptian, Assyrian and Persian, 
Greek, Pompeian, Roman, Byzantine, Arabian, 
Turkish, Alhambra, Persian, Indian, Hindoo, 
Chinese, Celtic, MedievaL Renaissance, Elizabethan, 
Italian and 'Nature' (ie contemporary). Jones pro-
posed that each style of ornamentation was based on 
a few laws and principles of design, and 'the modifi-
cations and developments". from one style to anoth-
er have been caused by the sudden throwing off of 
some fixed trammel' (a theory not unlike Thomas 
Kuhn's idea of paradigmatic change in the history of 
sc ience; or Foucault's in The Order of Thing"). Smyth 
echoed both ideas. Australian ornament is not 
illustrated or discussed, though Smyth (following 
Jones) featured the curvilinear art of New Zealand. 
Within the tradition of defining cultures by their 
characteristic forms, D. S. Davidson in the 1930s 
discerned a 'Southeastern Design Area' in Australian 
art, characterised by 'a prominent use of incised 
herring-bone, concentric sq uares and concentric 
rhomboid patterns . .. ' and an 'Eastern South-
Australia to Southwest Queensland' 'sub-area' 
(extending into northwest Victoria) that was 
characterised by 'an arc motif either incised or painted', 
'A Preliminary Consideration of Australian 
Decorative Art', MemoirJ of the Americall PhiloJophu'aL 
Society HeLd at Philadelphia, for Proll/otin.9 U.'~/it! 
Kno",Ie~ge, vol. ix, (1937) pp.137ff. 
105 Instances from the chapter where the theory 
was advanced are figs 37, 42, 45, 46, 47, 88 etc. 
106 See Cataloglle of the object.1 of Et/.?//Otypical Art in the 
Natiollal GaLLery (Melbourne: Mason, Firth & 
McCutcheon, 1878), No.36 Picture on smoked bark 
drawn by a native. 2' 9" by I' 7". Quotations are from 
Primiti,'e Art Er:hibitum (1943) p.ll, AwtraLiall 
Aborigillal Art (1929) p.37; and from part of the title of 
AuAralian aboriginal art: the Fine Artd Er:hibition 1956 
OIYlllpu' GameJ, MelllOurtle. References to the bark up 
to 1960 include Thomas Worsnop, The PrehiAoric Artd, 
Manufactllred, Work.l, Weapon.l, etc, of the Aborigille.! of 
AUJtralUz (Adelaide: Government Printer, 1897). 
Plate 16, pp.34-36; VA.S., the journal of the Victorian 
Artists Society (Melbourne), July 1914, p.6; Baldwin 
Spencer, Gllwe to the Awtrallllll Ethl1OIo,9lcal Collectioll 
Er:hibited in the Mu,lellm of Victorin, 2nd and 3rd 
editions (Melbourne: Government Printer, 1915 and 
1922) - evidently it was exhibited in 1915 with the 
bark paintings of northern Australia; AIIJtralul/I 
Abor~9inal Art issued in connection with the 
Exhibition of Australian Aboriginal Art, (Melbourne: 
National Museum, July 1929) illus p.23, pp.22,37; 
Prillliti"e Art Exhibitioll (Melbourne: National Gallery 
of Victoria & National Museum of Victoria, 1943) 
p.ll; Charles Barrett and R.H. Croll, Art of the 
AUJtralian Aboriglillll, with a foreword by Prof. A.P. 
Elkin and dedication to Albert Namatjira 
(Melbourne: Bread and Cheese Club, 1943), pp.18-
19; Aldo Massola AI/dtl'llliall Aboriginal Art: the Fine Art,1 
g"hilll"tion, 1956 Olympic Game,l, Melbol/I'lle (Melbourne: 
National Museum of Victoria, 12 November-5 
December 1956) p .12. 
107 John Morieson, The Night Sky of the Bool"llllg (infor-
mal publication, Melbourne, 1998), plus accompanying 
video. Doug Nicholls of Tyntynder very kindly allowed 
me to copy this publication and the accompanying video, 
produced by John Moneson for the benefit of the local 
indigenous people. I used these in preference to the the-
sis (which I did not read) on the grounds that the non-
academic product designed for practical use was 
pnmary. 
108 Mary Eagle, paper delivered at the annual confer-
ence of Australian Art Association, Canberra, in the 
spring of 1997. 
109 Howard Morphy, Abol"l:qillal Art (London: Phaidon, 
1998) p.363. 
110 Under a bark shelter flanked with barbed spears is 
a fIgure wrapped in a cloak; the body is surrounded by 
seated figures, there are several fires, and nearby is a 
group of men with spears raised in the air. Morphy's 
suggestion fits the revenge practice in the region: 
'Seventeen blacks came on their way down the Murray 
on another slaughtering expedition . . . We witnessed an 
entirely new corroboree in the evening. The blacks first 
placed their spears in an oblique position, in two rows, 
leaving a passage between; then, in a mob, with boughs 
and sticks, they followed a black, who went on his hands 
and knees, as if trying to escape from them, and uttering 
loud cries, while they beat the ground with their sticks. 
This was to imitate killing a Warragul. After that they all 
took their ,'peaI'd, alld advanced after him ill the Jame way with 
tbe Jpea/~1 poiJed ill tbe air - a I'ery pretty effect - a,l tbey looked 
like LancerJ.' F.R. Godfrey diary, 28 May 1849 (op.cit). 
III Luise Hercus, Victorian Lallgl/ag&l: a Late Survey. 
Pacific Linguistics, Series B - No. 77 (Canberra: ANU, 
Department of Linguistics, 1986). p.63. 
112 The paper about the astronomy of the Booroung 
people of east Lake Tyrrell had been written by 
Stanbridge prior to 1852 and read on 30 September 
1857, before the Philosophical Institute of Victoria: 
William Edward Stan bridge, 'On the Astronomy and 
Mythology of the Aborigines of Victoria' in Volume 2 of 
the Tl'llllJlZctWIIJ of tbe Philo,lOpbical InAitute of Victoria 
January-December 1857 (Melbourne, 1858), pp.137-
140. Herbert Basedow was another who compared 
Aboriginal drawings with Aboriginal astronomical 
imagery; he compared two emus in a hunting scene 
carved on a club from Victoria with the Larrekiya's 
image of 'Dangorra' emu in the Milky Way in the vicin-
ity of the Southern Cross, Tbe Awtl'lllian Aboriginal 
(Adelaide: F.W. Preece & Sons, 1925), p.315, fig . I 7, and 
pp.332-334. 
113 The claim that the Booroung among the tribes had 
special knowledge of astronomy might have been more 
accurately worded . During several winters at Tyrrell 
Stan bridge gained an insight into their astronomy but, 
lacking an equivalent knowledge of the astronomy of 
more than one other tribe, was in no position to judge 
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whether the Booroungs' knowledge was exceptional. 
Stan bridge himself noted that similar beliefs were held by 
the Djadjawurung Aborigines of Daylesford (1858: 
pp.137 -138). Beveridge (1865) commented that the 
Wadiwadi had a story for every constellation. Another early 
writer, James Dawson, touched on the astronomy of 
southern Aborigines, naming his two chief informants as 
'Old Mopoke, the astronomer of the Hopkins Tribe, and 
his very intelligent daughter, Yarruun Parpur Tarneen.' 
(,The Pleiades', Camperdown Cbronide, 24 April 1890). 
114 Stan bridge quoted the Booroung name for the lake 
in his 22 September 1847 and 29 July 1848 applications 
for land at Lake 'Tyrill' and it was used in the 
Government notice of his successful application, see Port 
Pbi/lip Ga;:ette 25 December 1848 p. l. In 1857 he gave the 
meaning of 'tyrille' as 'space'; the Wadi Wadi meaning of 
'Tyrilie' given by Peter Beveridge a few years later was 
'sky ' (1889: p.178) . 
115 A.C . Stone, 'The Aborigines of Lake Boga, Victoria', 
Proceer)illgJ Royal Socirty of Victoria, (Melbourne) n.s., vol. 
23, part ii, (1911) pA5!. 
116 John Morieson, Tbe N':qbt Sky of tbe Boorlllzq, op.cit 
[pp.97,99]. 
117 Rev. Peter MacPherson, 'Astromony of the 
Australian Aborigines,' paper read 6 July 1881, JOl/l'llalof 
the Royal Society of Nell' SOl/tb Wal&l, 1881 (Sydney) vol. 15 
(1882) pp.71-80. 
118 Albert B Lord, The ,!lnger of tale" (New York: 
Athenaeum, 1976) 
119 Frances Yates, The Art of Memory (London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul. 1966; republished by Pimlico, 
1992) 
120 Stanbridge has the Eos, Morieson the Major 
Mitchell cockatoo. 
121 The curve is visible in the translation drawing of the 
bark for Smyth's publication. 
122 It makes a difference whether the bark was etched 
in situ, by scratching on a surface blackened by the fires 
that were kept burning at the entrance of the hut, or 
etched on single sheets of bark at an earlier stage during 
the process described by Smyth: 'The bark was smoked 
on the inside by placing it over a fire of twigs and leaves 
until the surface was blackened but not charred, and the 
artist drew the figures .' (vol. 1, p286. ) He may have 
derived that description from an 1861 article by 
Stanbridge about the customs of Aborigines in various 
places in the colony, 'When in the vicinity of large trees, 
in wet weather, the men strip sheets of bark to be used 
instead of boughs, these generally require the application 
of heat to prevent them cracking while being opened flat; 
for this purpose they are placed over a small fire, the 
smoke of which gives a film of black to the sap side, and 
upon this, not unfrequently, they make rude drawings 
of men in corroboree, of kangaroo or emu hunts, or of men 
fighting.' (W.E. Stan bridge, 'Some Particulars of the 
General Characteristics, Astronomy, and Mythology of 
the Tribes in the Central Part of Victoria, Southern 
Australia', TrallJllctulIlJ of tbe Etbllo/',gical Society of Londoll 
1861 vol I, p.290.) Stanbridge, unlike Smyth, does not 
say outright that the drawings were made at the 
preparatory stage of constructing a shelter. Given that 
the bark shelters were built as protection from rain it 
would seem unlikely that there would be the time for 
decorating the flattened and smoked bark before it 
was propped up as a shelter. Johann Krefft, who vis-
ited the lower Murray on a scientific expedition 
in 1857, noted 'a few tracings on sheet of blackened 
bark, probably done during a rainy day'. (Johann 
(known as Gerard) Krefft, 'On the Manners and 
Customs of the Aborigines of the Lower Murray and 
Darling', TralldactwlI,1 of the PhiloJophicaL Society of Nell' 
SOllth WaLe,1 /862-1865 (Sydney: Reading and 
Wellbank, 1866) p.374.) 
123 Huts in the mallee were constructed of wood 
poles, bark shingles, mud, straw, and gypsum plaster; 
doors and 'French windows' were of hinged construc-
tion using bark, skins, canvas or other light material 
attached to a wooden frame. See drawings by A.W. 
Howitt (illustrated in text) and Blandowski. George 
Hobler's diary has an account of building a house in 
similar country north of the Murray, with the help of 
the local Aborigines. 
124 The addition of the fence in the copy drawing is 
intriguing: there was a dispute over the eastern 
boundary of the Tyrrell run in 1869, resolved early 
1870. Was the misleading drawing made then? 
125 Smyth (op.cit) vol. 1, plate and text pp. 286-287. 
126 Leonardo's fresco like the bark etchings was 
fugitive from the start. The barks must have been 
tricky to etch since the carbon would be easily 
rubbed, however the surface would be more stable 
than soot obtained from already-burnt charcoal 
through having a certain proportion of eucalyptus oil 
in the composition. Nonetheless the etcher had to 
take care not to scuff the surface when inscribing the 
image with a sharp instrument. His tool (not a thumb 
nail as Brough Smyth claimed) was sufficiently point-
ed to draw a fine, even line. The probable tool is a 
tooth of a kangaroo or possum, such as the men of the 
Wergaia and Djadja-wurrung used to incise patterns 
on weapons and possum-skin cloaks. 
127 Etched barks extended across a much wider 
region. For instance Richard Helms obtained some at 
Fraser Range in Western Australia in 1891, that were 
drawn 'by a pointed piece of hard wood' with land-
scapes, etc. TmlldacfwlId of the ]?''YaL Society of SOllth 
AliAmlia, [llcorporated. Vol. xvi (1893). 
128 The Booroung's reciprocal relationship was with 
the Swan Hill people, according to the Aboriginal 
man, Barney, who took J .A. Panton's party to the 
southern end of Stanbridge's Tyrrell run in the early 
1850s. Swan Hill is on the boundary between two lan-
guage groups Wadiwadi and Wembawemba. 
Stan bridge's Long Lake run bordered on Swan Hill, 
consequently his Aboriginal owners may have been 
either, or included both, of those groups. For conven-
ience I have opted for Wembawemba. 
129 Peter Beveridge records that' articles exchanged 
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include reed for spears, red ochre chalk [from north 
east Lake Tyrrell] for painting, stone for axes, fibre 
for nets and cord, opossum cloaks, wood for 
weapons etc .. .' 'OF the Aborigines inhabiting the 
Great Lacustrine and Riverine Depression of the 
Lower Murray, Lower Murrumbidgee, Lower 
Lachlan and Lower Darling,' JOllmai and ProceedingJ 
Royal Society of New SOllth Wal&1 (Sdney) vol.xvii 
(1883) p .20. 
130 The ochre mine was within 2 kms (1.5 miles) 
west or south of Lake Maarang rather than at pres-
ent day Chinkapook, see anonymous mining report, 
first published Du:kerJ Mlizin.q Record (Melbourne) 
volA (1864), incorporated in A.S. Kenyon's The Story 
of the MaL/a (1916) pp.70-73. Note that Peter 
Beveridge (1889, pp.26-27) or his editor estimated 
the distance badly, 'from the Murray about 8 miles' -
making it much closer than two days' journey, 
especially if 'To procure this paint the tribes nearest 
thereto make yearly journeys to the lake, and in 
doing so frequently undergo serious privations .. . [as] 
it takes them ten days or more to make the journey 
both ways and prepare the paint.' Perhaps he wished 
to disguise the fact that the mine was on the 
Beveridges' Eureka outstation? The Wirrengren and 
Corrong trade meetings were held in the lerp season 
(late February, early March). See Isabel McBryde, 
'Exchange in South Eastern Australia: An 
Ethnohistorical Perspective', AllOriginal Ht;,tory vol. 8 
no.2 (1984) pp.132-137, and Aldo Massola, 'An 
Avoca - Wirrengren Plain Aboriginal Trade Route', 
Victorian Naturalilt (Melbourne) vol.90 (May 1973) 
pp.126-131, Peter Beveridge The Aborigine.} of Victoria 
alld Ril'erille a,1 ,Itell by Peter B,,'erld.qe (Melbourne: 
Hutchinson, 1889) p.l65, and see draft version. 
131 Peter Beveridge op.cit. pp.26-27. Allowing 
four days for travelling there and back, six days were 
spent at the mine, and presumably some of that time 
involved ceremony. These expeditions would be 
negotiated with the mine's owners, as with other 
mines on the mainland. 
132 The connection of egg with fire is evident in the 
Booroung history of how the fire of the sun was 
kindled. Threlkeld, writing about Aborigines north 
of Sydney, recorded the meaning of the word 'Yar-ro 
- literally an egg, but mystically, to the initiated ones, 
it means fire or water': Thomas Henry Braim, A 
HiAory of Nell' SOllth Wal&'-frollZ it,1 SettLemellt to the CUMe 
of the Year 1844. 2 vols. (London: Richard Bentley, 
1846) vol.2, p.253. 
133 Peter Beveridge, 'The Courtenie (Native 
Companion) and Kurwie (Emu). An Aboriginal 
Myth' by 'Talko' (a pseudonym used For articles 
published in the Melbourne Leader), published in The 
Abor~qilleJ of Victoria and Riverille lid Jew by Peter 
BCI'cridge (Melbourne: Hutchinson, 1889) pp.140--. 
Stan bridge was told that 'the earth was in darkness 
until the sun was made by Pupperimbul [a little bird 
with a red patch above the tail]. This person was one 
of the race who then inhabited the earth and who are 
now called Nur-rum-bung-uttias, or old spirits. They 
possessed fire, and also the same characteristics as 
the present race, but were translated in various forms 
to the heavens before the present race came into existence. 
All the celestial bodies, as well as all appearances in 
(tyrille) space, are supposed to have been made by them. 
They exercise all spiritual influences, whether for good or 
evil upon the earth, where they are represented in materi-
al form.' He was told that Gnowee (the sun) is an emu's 
egg, prepared and cast into tyrille by Pupperimbul, before 
which the earth was in darkness. 
134 There are reports of one or two people from one 
language group accompanying a whole band of another 
language group. In larger assemblies of several tribes, 
each tribe would have its own camp. 
l35 J .A. Panton, 'Autobiography' (written after 1870), 
typed manuscript, p.125. LaTrobe Library, SLY, Ms 7727 
/652. 
l36 See 'Aboriginal myth. The Legend of the Ogre 
Ngarow (Bustard or Wild Turkey', by 'Boorongie', 
Beveridge papers M462, Box 140/3, published in his The 
Aborigined of Victoria and Riverine ad Jeen by Peter Bel'eri()ge 
op.cit., pp.156 ff. He wrote many Aboriginal and pioneer-
ing stories, most of which were published . 
l37 Author's unpublished, untitled paper about von 
Guerard's Koort-Koortnong paintings and the Lake Tyrrell 
bark, read at Australian Art Association conference, 
ANU, 1997. 
138 Constellations mentioned by Stan bridge (1858) 
could relate to the river / cloud / smoke / snake / wings 
across upper Image: 
Kourt-chin (Magellenic Clouds). The larger clouds 
were a male, the lesser a female , native companion. 
Wt,r-rillg (Galaxy) The smoke of the fires of the 
Nurrumbung-uttias [first people]. Another story is that 
only a part of the galaxy is their smoke and the other part 
is two Mindi, enormous snakes which made the Murray. 
War (Canopus) Male Crow, first to bring fire from 
Tyrille (space) to the Aborigines who were without it 
before then. 
l39 The creation stories' river of metaphor had modest 
counterparts too, such as the river in which a man in a 
canoe is pursuing a bird. 
140 See Stanbridge (1858) p.139 for Emu who pursues 
Bunya (who became possum) who leaves his spears at foot 
of a tree and runs up it for safety. In the astronomy Bunya 
= the star in the head of Crux. Stories of the region 
(Hercus, Mathews, Stone) very often feature a tree, men 
and animals climbing trees, hiding in trees, spying from 
trees, cutting down trees, babies taken up trees. 
141 G.A.Robinson was told that 'Serpents or snakes are 
found in the dumosa [mallee] scrub ... They are scarce 
[?have gone] about the time the yams in flower [?having 
gone] to eat the eggs of the bush turkey which lay at that 
season[,] when the natives spear and waddy them.' 
Robinson journal, 23 April 1846. 
142 Mr Hill of Nathalia, Vicrtoria, 26 June 1889 to John 
Mathew, describing wells in northwest Victoria, 'they 
were rather tanks than wells, being made to hold storm-
water which was led into them by surface drains .. . They 
were sunk in hard clay . .. from four to eight feet deep, per-
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fectly circular . . .', John Mathew papers MS 950, AIAT-
SIS library. 
143 William Thomas notebook, R Brough Smyth 
papers, op.cit. p .1 05. 
chapter 5 
Lrf aintaining the 
• C()Untrles 
· ·ho Wlt .. lIZ 
Presenting an art history based in the works of 
different cultures has not depended upon measuring 
one against another. The contexts of expression were 
within each group as they sought to resolve the dilemma 
of being reft from a previous way of life. The works 
studied in this chapter, too, were influenced by each 
community's need to maintain culture - but in this 
chapter the different conceptual systems will be high-
lighted. 
Settlers and nativeborn both engaged closely with the 
country yet in their approaches were at an 
uncomprehending remove from each other. The 
Aborigines of east Lake Eyre were able to say every-
thing that mattered about a journey before they set out 
whereas the drawings of Ludwig Becker (1808-1861), a 
western explorer, suggest that the experience of the 
journey was what mattered. These generalisations, so 
at odds, don't exclude other observations; that the 
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Camp on the e~qe 4 the earthy or mud plain". Forty milN/rom DlIrI111()1I0 February 186] watercolor on cream paper 17.5 x 25.5 em (SLy) (inscribed on reverse of Becker's drawing by Beckler) 
According to Marjorie Tipping, this 'was probably their camp from 15·20 February (Wright's Diary) and the beginning of their trouble with rats.' 
factil!,. Map of Becker's overnight camps (compiled by Marjorie 
Tipping from reports of Becker, Beckler, Wuls and Wright), 
marked with places of which reference is made in this chapter. 
Map of language groups in East Lake Eyre region (from Austin 
1981) 
journey itself would be of critical significance to the 
travelling Aborigines, whose cultural memory was 
geared towards making a successful passage; or that 
the western traveller would be inspired and guided by 
a concept of destination. The statement nonetheless 
stands: the pre-cognition of Aboriginal journeys and 
the experiential bias of western travel were relevant 
for what was perceived and how it was expressed. 
Ludwig Becker's perception in his journey from 
Melbourne to myth was governed by a scheme of 
representation. His Camp Oil the Eoge of the Mud Plain, 
with its zones of sky, country-near-the-horizon and 
country-near-the-artist, is the generic Western land-
scape. The vanishing point of space and time is the 
horizon; attention is directed there along a cone of 
vision formed by invisible straight lines. Within this 
scene the taut sight line between traveller and horizon 
has the tension of an active force. The image is the 
clearest possible statement of a fundamental principle 
of post fourteenth century western art, that the artist's 
visual perspective is a narrative intersecting space. 
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These same modern centuries have nurtured a 
kind of story (a humanist perception of life) in 
which existence is sufficient drama and human 
activity in the present is experienced as history 
in the making. The concept of being always at a 
point of time already allows for the circum-
stance of a later reading or looking which 
would involve the unfolding again of this 
moment. So the visual art of frontiers, the 
diaries of voyagers, recorded by people who 
could not know the future, might be entangled 
at the moment of adventure with the thought 
that later generations will know what eventuated 
from the journey. 
The horizon, the glare of which blinded Becker, 
is known to us: it was his death somewhere on 
the other side of that plain. Conversely, when 
the narrator's fate, or the subsequent history of 
a place, or the achievements of some village 
Hampden, is not known or is forgotten, the 
journey is suspended forever: in those circum-
stances Becker's horizon would be endlessly 
out of reach. But I suppose that Ludwig 
Becker, as official artist of the highly publicised 
Victorian Exploring Expedition led by Robert 
O'Hara Burke in 1860-1861, was aware of 
having a role in history. One of the questions 
underlying the comparison of his drawings 
with several hundred toas in the South 
Australian museum, is whether the people of 
East Lake Eyre, who made the signposts, also 
had thought for the future? 
If Australia's history-in-the-west has been 
dominated by the linear measure of space and 
time, exploration was the seeing eye writ large 
as empire, an empire of the mind as well as of 
political possession. (A twentieth century 
reflection is Edmund Hillary's comment on the 
conquest of Everest; "we knocked the bastard 
off': it was done because the challenge was 
there.) Acquisitive exploration was to the west 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a 
reflex, goal, and habit. Tim Bonyhady gave the 
impression in his study Burke d WiLu, From 
Melbollrne to Myth that the Victorian Exploration 
Expedition had no single motive behind it. The 
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idea of the expedition grew like Topsy and seemingly 
took place more as a result of the routine activities of 
an Exploration Committee, and an Exploration Fund 
Committee, than from any persuasive political, inter-
colonial, or scientific reason. The clinching factor 
seems to have been the decision of several pastoralists 
to support the expedition with money. Ironically, their 
interest was prompted by John McDouall Stuart's 
enthusiastic reports of excellent grazing lands in the 
region of Lake Eyre, subsequently known to be one of 
the continent's most arid regions. l 
Becker's 'Slcetch No. 1 / bearing South / /rom neal' Dr 
BaYlltoll ;1. Crodding an ancient Crater' 25 Allglldt 1860, 
supports his dual responsibility as artist recording the 
journey of exploration and scientific illustrator.2 He 
could allow time for this drawing only because the 
expedition camped overnight at Baynton's farm. 
Burke was impatient with delay, had not wanted to 
take along an artist-naturalist, and had made an 
express condition that the expedition's scientists 
Becker and Beckler did not delay progress with the 
performance of their work. 3 Becker was required to 
make the journey on foot and to help with the camels, 
leaving little time for his official duties; but this first 
drawing optimistically rose above tiredness. He trav-
elled around the rim of the crater to a position from 
which he could show paddock and hut within the 
crater and the expedition heading north.4 Members of 
the expedition noted that Burke's preference for the 
direct route had arduous and inefficient results -- as 
this drawing shows.5 The heavily laden wagons and 
camels struggle down and up the steep incline into and 
out of the crater, when a small divergence (such as 
Becker took) not only would have been safer but 
saved time and energy. Yet there is nothing on the face 
of the drawing to indicate that Becker made a critical 
comment. 
Becker's approximately seventy drawings and 
gouaches from the expedition are records of places and 
things seen on the way north. Plotted on a map they 
form a line from Melbourne (where the expedition set 
out on 20 August 1860) to the Bulloo River in south-
west Queensland where the artist died on 29 April 
1861. The artist's penultimate drawing was a map of 
the route northward from Desolation camp. A pencil 
line traces the journey from bottom to top of one sheet 
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of paper, picks up again at the bottom of a fresh sheet 
of paper, and stops after a few centimetres, a little way 
past Poria Creek, on 15 March 186l. The last drawing 
was of a fish (a Christian and pre-Christian symbol of 
eternal life) . 
SI..:r:lch No.1 Bearin.'l <Iollth/rom near Dr BayntonJ. Cr(M.lill.q afl ancient Crater. 25 August 1860. pen and sepia ink on cream paper 12.5 x 17.8 em (SLV) 
A scheme of representation also informed the Dieris' 
perceptions of their journeys in the region of East 
Lake Eyre. The four hundred direction signs (known 
as toas) produced at the turn of last century in the 
region of east Lake Eyre represented camping places 
of journeys in dry Australia's most arid territory. 
Reuther described the to as as 'way-markers and 
location finders': 
'When Aborigines travel from one camp-
site to another, but expect friends or 
acquaintances to visit them within the next 
few days, a toa is made ... ', and 'stuck by its 
nether point in one of the unoccupied 
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An 'obal' (direction marker) placed as a guide to a following party, 
Kurnai (Gippsland) people. (from Alfred Howitt (1904) figAS) 
wurleys of the camp, in 
order to protect it against 
wind and weather. Signs 
are engraved in the sand in 
front of the wurley, [to 
show there is]. . . inform-
ation ... within.'6 
Unlike Becker's drawings, the 
ideas they described were not 
determined by chronological 
time or a particular journey but 
marked a constellation of places 
considered usable under certain 
conditions. Considerably more 
than half represented places 
within a few days journey of the 
Lutheran mission at Lake Killalpaninna, where they 
were collected by Johann Georg Reuther (1861-1914) 
-- the proportion would be higher, probably, if one 
could map the remaining place names? 
Toas and Becker's drawings described a terrain of 
little variation: landscapes of sandhills, of gibber 
plains, of scrubby trees, of lakes, rivers that would 
more accurately be described as a chain a waterholes, 
floodplains, claypans, man-made wells. They were 
places of use to the Aborigines, where flints, fish, 
reeds, fibre for string, kapitas, dogs, emu, various 
birds, etc, were obtained. Becker recorded a selection 
of the same as natural history specimens. Whereas for 
Becker (and the colonists who read reports of the 
expedition's progress) they were scenes of history-in-
the-making, the toa-places were visited by the people 
of east Lake Eyre for customary purposes that had 
brrn determined, initially, by the ancestors whose 
ceremonies were the main reason for visiting some 
sites. Throughout the east Lake Eyre region some 
places had the one name and had the same or similar 
creation stories. Likewise the maps of the expedition 
and Becker's notes and images described a meaningful 
repetition in the geography of the upper Cooper and 
Bulloo. 
Carl Emil Jung, camped on the Cooper during a 
drought in 1865, depended on the Wangkumara people 
for information: 
We were often aided through drawings 
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which they made very skilfully in the sand 
and soon learnt to make on paper. The 
flows and breadths of the rivers and 
creeks, the relative heights of the hills, the 
distance of fIxed points, and relationships 
between those points they described with a 
precision that never let me down during 
my extensive excursions to the north and 
northwest. 8 
A map of east Lake Eyre marked by Harry Hillier 
(teacher at Killalpaninna mission) with Aboriginal 
placenames showed how the principal living places of 
these dwellers of gibber plains, sandhills and flood-
plains were on or within a day's reach of watercourses. 
The toas' visual exposition revolved upon the same 
theme. Out of the 390 toas labelled with a place name 
and geographical details, 268 (two-thirds of the toas) 
referred specifically to water, and many of the others, 
depicting fIsh, reed beds, certain plants, indicated 
where water was, or recently had been. Likewise the 
fate of Burke's expedition told the colonists in an 
unforgettable way that human existence in that arid 
country depended on strict rules of survival. In a 
region of deserts the journeys that mattered 
most were those of floodwater and rain. 
Toas marked the habitable state of the country: 
the claypans and small watercourses 
immediately after rain, freshwater lakes for 
some years after floods, and in the worst dry 
seasons only the deepest waterholes, springs 
and permanent wells . Toas represented 
weather conditions as well as country. 
The lower Cooper's irregular floods followed 
belatedly upon rains in far off Oueensland, 
the water taking a gradient tilted very 
slightly to the southwest over many hun-
dreds of kilometres. Slight irregularities 
mean that lakes and side channels are 
formed as the floodwaters push slowly 
down the Cooper and Diamantina. (In 
Becker's country the Bulloo River is inter-
mittently flooded from the north). 
Following the line of least resistance the 
water flows into a side channel, pools to form a 
lake, backs up again to the main channel 
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Detail Harry Hillier map of Aboriginal place names, East Lake Eyre region. c.1900-
1905 (SA Museum) to show how the camping places related to sources of water. 
and flows on until diverted into another side channel. 
In this way lake after lake is filled in a protracted 
rhythm. It may take more than a year for the flood to 
reach the lakes close to Lake Eyre, if it lasts the distance. 
'Seasons' in that country do not arise from conditions 
within the region. Local rain releases the land for a 
short time only. On the other hand, if heavy rain in 
Queensland is followed by a flood in the southern 
deserts, the water stored in lakes and rivers will last 
some years. Periods of plenty - stimulated from outJiJe 
the region - are separated by long-lasting drought: 
drought may be said to be the local condition. The life-
giving occasional flow of water is written into the 
creation knowledge of the people as into the geography. 
Missionary Reuther noted that the Dieris relayed 
presents to Queensland aborigines who sent the rain 
and flood. 9 Life came with the rain, different forms of 
life with the floods, and life died as vegetation and 
lakes dried out. Judging from the mythology and the 
evidence of the toas the people of east Lake Eyre saw 
almost everything in terms of the intermittent water. 
The Milky Way, dotted with ancestor figures, was a 
watercourse journeying across the sky in the same 
direction as the Cooper.lO 
A direction sign, referring to a particular place in the 
associative, punning style now known through the 
many toas in the South Australian Museum, was 
reported in 1882 by a correspondent at Blanchewater, 
a southern centre for the Dieri.ll 
Not to my knowledge have the Niggers 
message sticks. The only case whare [sic] 
they use sticks is to denote to travelling 
[sic] blacks whare they have shifted a 
camp, viz - a camp of blacks remove their 
quarters to a place the name of Napa-tunk-
ina - at the old camp they leave a stick bent 
in the direction of Napa-tunkina (stinking 
water) and on the top place a puddled clay 
cup containing stinking water - So 
travelling blacks would have no difficulty 
in finding [the] main camp.l2 
The report pre-dated Reuther's collection by more 
than a decade. The writer was replying to a formal let-
ter of inquiry from ethnographer Alfred Howitt, writ-
ing rapidly, without care, on the back of the letter, but 
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there can be no doubt that he had a working 
knowledge of direction signs, understood their function, 
and believed them to be in common use. The toa he 
described was of the modelled ('puddled') type - the 
museum collection includes many where the gypsum 
plaster head has been modelled to represent some 
natural feature. 
Napa-tunkina (stinking water), signalled by the to a, is 
probably the place known by settlers as Apatooganie, 
145 kilometres north of Blanchewater, and 22 kilo-
metres northeast of Killalpaninna. Reuther pronounced 
the name Ngapadunkani and gave the meaning as 
'putrid water': 
There is a small waterhole here, surrounded 
by several trees and exposed to the wind. 
Into this waterhole the wind used to 
deposit lots of leaves and debris so that all 
too readily the water would become stale 
and bad. Hence the name.13 
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dda.ii Pastoral leases 2789 (to e.:\.'vire Dec 1898), 2842 (to expire Dec 1899) based on 1895 field book draw-iogs by surveYOJ' E.C. Playford. 
abMe Toa 346 
Dc/OW Toa 347 
Timing was critical for journeys in the region, 
consequently it should be possible to determine 
approximate dates for toas (those the places of which 
are known) by studying the weather reports. I4 The 
years when the to as were collected (between the mid 
1890s and February 1905) coincided with a period of 
exceptional drought. IS Because of its fOll! reputation 
Apatooganie would be among the first waterholes 
visited by the local Aborigines after rain, with the idea 
of extracting the most use before the water became 
unfit for drinking. Later, it would be revisited to 
harvest the nardoo that thrived in the stagnant 
water. I6 Apatooganie is of interest in this work for 
another reason. It was a pastoral site. There appears to 
have been a coincidence of pastoral sites and 
Aboriginal destination points (similar to that which is 
observable in other regions of settled Australia). The 
settler at Apatooganie was Neylon.1 7 The well proved 
unreliable in periods of drought, and in the first 
months of 1898 Apatooganie was abandoned. I8 
The discussion so far has focused on the toas III 
relation to destination points. Another way of viewing 
them takes note of correspondences and difference 
between the places designated by the to as (this way of 
viewing was adopted by Becker in making expedition 
drawings). In Hillier's map, Billitjilpi waterhole is on 
the Cooper above lake Appadare, and Billitjilpi sand-
hill is nearby. Toas were made of both which neatly 
identified which was which. On the sandhill the 
female muramura Wittimarkani invented a new style of 
weaving a fishing net, knotting each mesh separately 
so the net would not unravel easily: BiffitjifpalZi (toa 
346142) has a white knob (representing the sandhill) 
topped by two hanks of woven mesh. The waterhole 
was where she put the net to use: Biffitji!pini (toa 
347/168) has a piece of net strung over a circular-
shaped root that has been painted with a ring of red 
ochre (representing both waterhole and fishing net). 
The function of each place would distinguish which 
was meant. A comparison between actual to as would 
not be required in life, but is useful here to demonstrate 
how a maker could screen out a likely alternative 
place (as mentioned above, Becker automatically used 
a similar method when he selected the identifYing 
feature of a subject) . 
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Toa 287/R256, representing the place KawaLka-
ngapal1l,19 and toa 36/R36 representing KawoLka-
mudfalll are identical in form. Reuther catalogued the 
first as describing a white claypan (the gypsum knob) 
with water in shallow pools (the red dots) and he read 
the other as a sandhill (gypsum knob) dotted with 
small bushes (the red dots). The places are marked on 
Hillier's map (below), the sandhill on the mission's out-
station Blaze's Well, less than twenty miles south of 
Killalpaninna, and the clay plain on a stony tableland 
eight miles southeast of the sandhill, on Mundowdna 
run. Reuther commented that the plain was used as a 
camp for as long as there was water, thus the defining 
circumstances for going to Kawalka-ngapa would be 
after rain while the shallow claypans held water. It 
would be a destination in occasional, ephemeral 
circumstances. 
The overall signifYing feature for those two places 
relatively close together was the kawalka (crow) 
whose feathers were attached at the top. As with the 
majority of objects attached to toas, the crow feathers 
featured in the place name. Creation stories involving 
crows defined these two places, their names (and may 
also have defined the Aboriginal owner); not only 
that, the name pointed to the reason and circum-
stances for the Aborigines going there. Thus the 
muramura Tupoworana named the small plain among 
the gibbers after the crows drinking from the many 
small washouts there. 
Toa 287 Kawalka-l1.'lapani 
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Toa 36 Kaw(llka-mu()!1lI1l 
Ben Murray and Jimmy Russell visiting the site 
of the Ditjiminka cave with Luise Hercus 1976 
(photograph Luise Hercus) 
Jetail Pastoral leases 2501, 2504 (expire Dec 1899) from 1895 survey by E,C. Play ford, showing the 
position of the Ditjiminkana cave, and 'last of the -sandhiHs', 
Jdm'l Ditjiluinka, !{awolkamudla, Kawolkagnapa, mar.ked on Hillier's map of 
.A.boriginal p]ace ,names. 
The significance of the sandhill would be obvious to 
the Dieri, and in fact has been documented quite 
often, beginning with Samuel Gason in 1879. It was at 
a major place of ceremony. The sandhill was near 
Lake Palankarinna (Parlangkarinha, meaning to 
chase semen).20 More pertinently, it was adjacent to 
the Ditjiminka cave into which the Dieri muramura 
Ditji (the sun) went each night, so would have been 
the sandhill where (in one story) she saw a large 
number of crows sitting.21 Dieri people believed that 
a crow hovering in one's neighbourhood could be the 
soul of a dead person.22 The connection would be, as 
Reuther told the Russian zoologist Yaschenko, that 'a 
raven [crow] sometimes informs them that an enemy 
is present': those birds 'follow a traveller'.23 
Presumably that was how the place was associated 
with death revenge as in the sacred song 'Ditjiminka 
Mura and Pinja' (the pinja was a revenge party) .24 
Jimmy Russell told Luise Hercus that he had visited 
the sun cave alone, when the late afternoon sunlight 
glistened invitingly on the gypsum walls: 
1 didn't go in. I was on my own. [I thought] 
a kurdaitcha [revenge killer] might come 
and kill me if I was alone in that cave.25 
The Ditjiminka ceremonies appear to have related to 
ideas of death, birth and sexual rejuvenation. 
According to the myth, the sandhill overlooked the 
scene of the nightly going down/death of the sun. 
Geographically it was a place of transition. Standing 
on the edge of an immense stony tableland, it was the 
first of the sandhills flowing westward to Lake Eyre. 
Typically, a toa was constructed through a form of 
collage. Gypsum plaster while still in a pliable state 
was modelled onto a stick and foliage or other object 
was added on top. In most cases the attributes showed 
the mutuality of muramura narrative and the role the 
place had for the Aborigines who went there. A symbol 
for water, sandhill, bushes, stones, etc., represented 
the character of the place as first seen, utilized and 
named by the muramura ancestor. Across the 400 toas, 
Reuther described a system of part-conventional, part-
realistic signs referring to song, kinship, life-events, 
past and present purposes as well as geography. 
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(}cJatl H .J . I-liillier letter to the Director, Queen sland J\ '1u!'>euTll . 27 D epte.mber 191 6. 
(Archives. Queensland IVluseum) 
Toa 336 Kapitakutuni. (A kapita is a rat-like animal. According to Reuther 's 
catalogue the muramura Wilarawulana found thei r burrows at the place. 
He explained that the toa's 'Jhape' (if it had a special 
shape, like the clay cup already mentioned) 'bears 
reference to the name of the place in question', 
From the c%r.! the Aborigine recognises 
. . . the geographical formation, while head-
pieCed [such as herbage of some kind] on 
some of the to as help through their 
symbolism to determine the place-names 
more accurately.'26 
His catalogue descriptions were not entirely faithful to 
the system. Invariably Reuther first analysed the place 
name given by the maker (a dictionary approach) and 
he did not give the grammatical significance to shape, 
colour and head-pieces that his overview suggested. 
Harry Hillier, his assistant in collecting and illustrating 
the toas, claimed that the signs could be read: 
When blacks of this tribe [Dieri] (& I 
believe the Wonkangurua adjoining them 
on the N[orth]) intended to go to any spot 
for any reason such as a better hunting 
ground or more water etc, they made a 
Thdoa which was usually a piece of wood 
(mulga acacia aneura) & on this painted a 
design, or fastened a few leaves or twigs at 
the top or moulded a shape of clay or gypsum 
etc on the wood and sticking the pointed 
end into the ground usually inside one of 
their huts left it there for any relations or 
friends who came there after they had left 
their camp. The jillderd COU/d read the JigIlJ. 
Thus for instance a water-hole called 
Kapitakutu (or kLLdU) was shown thus [dee 
jig above] roughly representing a kapita 
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thaLacol7lYd Jagitta (bandicoot), & their 
friends knew that they had gone to this 
particular waterhole, kudu being a water-
hole.27 
In 1972 Howard Morphy took Reuther's suggestion, 
analysing the toas' formal properties - of modelled 
forms, attached crests, and painted designs of dots, 
circles, meanders, solid colours, and hor izontal, verti-
cal and oblique stripes - as a morphology.28 The 
structure, homologies and metamorphoses which 
governed and influenced the form were considered by 
him as an organic system, biological29 or linguistic. 
The latter in particular inspired him to a structuralist 
reading of visual signs organised 
grammatically. 
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My own approach has been art history's 
iconography (the study of symbolic 
representation), similar to Morphy's 
in analysing the conventions used for 
representing a set of ideas, but without 
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Analy sis of signs, a table from H oward M orphy's thesis supporting. By a different route and 
other emphases I carne to a similar conclusion.30 It 
was evident that comparatively few formal devices 
were employed yet the signs, rather than amounting to 
a language, tended towards the pictorial and were 
enigmatic and cryptic, stringent in form. Analysis of 
the various to as in relation to Reuther's catalogue 
explanations made plain that the code was nothing 
like, for example, an internationally agreed code of 
road signs. Rather, the use of a limited set of signs for 
a combination of direct and oblique reference was 
comparable to haiku verse. In such a system the mean-
ing depended on information external to the form. 
Morphy made an apt comparison w ith the secular and 
sacred visual systems of central Australians -- Nancy 
Munn had proposed a 'discontinuous meaning system' 
for Warlbiri women's sand drawings.31 A woman 
would tell a story and illustrate its content by drawing 
in sand. The organization of the signs in the sand was 
a product of the story, and would evoke the story but 
without itself writing the story. 32 
The evidence was there in Reuther's catalogue (and 
also available by comparing a toa with the place 
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known to be represented) that the signs were not 
fixed in meaning though the range of possible 
meanings was limited. As a rule the toas represented 
the physical or useful attributes of a place but another 
reference could intervene, for instance the toas might 
refer to a ceremony or event associated with a mura-
mura at the place. Without knowing the role played 
by a place in the lives of the peoples of east Lake Eyre, 
it is not possible to 'read the signs'. 
The following study is of straight striped bands 
formed by different colours. Stripes were chosen 
because they had widespread application for all or 
almost all of the east Lake Eyre peoples. The idea was 
to see what the stripes represented according to 
Reuther's catalogue, with the underlying question of 
whether it would be possible to read the meaning from 
the signs alone. 
Ie/t to right. Pirrapirna. A low dome of pudding stone rock. which is segmented like a pie (photograph); Toa 260 PI'rrall.tJllraJli (where the moon (pirra) sprang from the earth; 'Sto~e Hill' detail of' 
Play ford 1895 map showing the site. (Pirrangura is marked on Hillier 's map gH, ie, not this place, y et the physical evidence for Pi r rapirna being associated with a toa of this tectlte shape seems 
persuasive.) 
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Toa 141 
A STUDY OF STRIPES 
Meanings ascribed to parallel stripes in Reuther's catalogues xii and xiii 
Note: 
." Stripes are defined here as any combination of 
adjacent bands, thin or thick, or a combination of 
both, in sequences of two or more . Some bands 
encircle the three-dimensional toa, others are on one 
face only. 
<, Stripes are horizontal unless indicated otherwise. 
<, The .1al71p/e includes all toas with stripes (for which 
explanation is given) up to the letter N . 
l:' Reuther did not explain the stripes on some toas; 
these are not included in the list. 
J&S/R Place Name Explanation of stripes 
No. 
121/343 Bllkall'orJllni two channels of the Cooper 
360/106 Bllnuruburalli red rows of stones standing out on hill 
293/326 Dal71plllI'uLllni white earth alternating with red 
233/382 DiJ/all'a/palli vertical/red and yellow = watercourses 
on a plain 
369/367 Dl;'/aJirlalli watercourses flowing through the red 
and yellow earths of one plain 
2901232 Jantakupalli yellow watercourses on Cooper plain 
213/111 Jalltakupalli red lines on white sandhill indicate 
where wind on water formed alluvial rings 
1821291 JatajataburLlni creeks of red and yellow soils crossing 
white plain 
156/247 JiJiburinani red washouts on plain 
214/31 Jukarani black band= creek fed by two springs; 
white, yellow and red bands = types of 
sands washed up on banks 
1981120 Jllkarani red and yellow soils on banks of Cooper 
64/283 KaJniterkallalli red margins of a plain 
373/264 KaJnill'onkafliza red stones on banks of a waterhole 
194/323 Kakurallglllli red creeks 
265/297 KaLjukuLll/lIli red and white vertical stripes / small 
watercourses running into a hollow 
1411176 KaLJritjerkallani vertical red and white stripes / creeks 
flowing down a hill 
2001162 KallJriwirillalli small watercourses running down 
sandhills 
3631270 Kanlj;z/llrani reddish earth banks of waterholes in 
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Group 
Dieri 
Wangkangurru 
Dieri 
nm 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Tirari 
Wangkangurru 
Dieri 
Tirari 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Tirari 
Ngamani 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
fig p.292 
fig p.296 
fi:q p.516 
fig p.278 
2851289 Karall'orall/ 
78/282 Karull'onkarli 
395/282 ditto 
1101142 Kawolkatjarini 
402/142 ditto 
253/336 Ku)akiJall'ullllzi 
44/38 Ku7naLllII'llllllzi 
Cooper 
red banks of waterhole 
red creeks on white plain 
ditto 
red creeks crossing white plain 
ditto 
red watercourses on calcareous plain 
white and red strata of stone 
Dieri 
Ngamani 
Ngamani 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Ngamani 
Dieri 
133/259 Kirrakirrani striped boomerang such as was sent from Tirari 
camp to camp in invitation for an emu hunt 
35/315 Kirratarranalli yellow sand banks of white waterhole Dieri 
251/312 Kirratilltini 
364/344 Kimztintini 
1381119 Kirrall'irinani 
red creeks across plain 
sandhills either side of Cooper 
insignia of muramura Kirlawilpa 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
136/214 Kirrall'oranawirinani boomerang painted for sending round Dieri 
tribes in invitation for an emu hunt 
451235 KirralVorollni 
47/235 Kirrall'orouni 
water channels in bed of Cooper 
water channels in bed of Cooper 
Dieri 
Dieri 
148/137 Kirrall'orJwvllllllzani red = washouts or waterholes in white Dieri 
creek 
49/321 KllllllI'alllulurani two red watercourses on white plain 
352/1 07 KunJikllnJini red watercourses in creek 
303/359 KuJllkuJnani oblique / red watercourses on plain 
400/284 KlIjanuzrakiiani red creeks on white plain 
354/284 Kllj~Zlllarakilinani ditto 
2941220 Kllrini red banks of white waterhole 
1491261 Kurill'okarwanani red waterholes on white plain 
146/253 KUfjllclltjilli red shores of white lake 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Tirari 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
119/187 MaLkalllalkani female muramura Malkamalkani Kuyani 
decorated herself with this pattern of 
horizontal stripes, as all the men do when 
her ritual is staged 
203/234 Maltarallalli black waterholes across Cooper and two Dieri 
black channels (verticals) in Cooper. 
297/262 MalttljeLill'oraworani red stones bordering grey plain 
279/292 Marapli·ini red watercourses on long plain 
323/230 Marall'lIfjllll'orinani small red creeks on plain 
1321301 MarJabllLllni small red creeks from white hill to red 
waterhole 
201/338 Maroaiburlllzi 
383/375 Maroalburuni 
344/287 Maroalbllmni 
1471200 MarJlllI'orolllzi 
81/166 Mar/llrllni 
red bed of Cooper in floodplain 
two red channels passing through white 
waterhole 
two red channels of Cooper 
two red creeks 
red and white stripes on right-angled 
form represent, in order, a hill with strata 
of red and white soils, a girl's hips, waist, 
breast, face, headband, upper head. 
372/223 Maruklltllillaninani red tracks by which natives go up into 
hills to mine red ochre 
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Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Pirlatapa 
Wankangurru 
[Dieri?] 
Kuyani 
.{til p.280 
fig p.280 
fig p.280 
fig p.280 
ftiJp·295 
Toa 280 
Toa 88 
86/258 Marupitilli white claypans, red sandhills Dieri 
971112 Mindringapani black = waterhole; white, yellow & red = Dieri 
variously coloured earths 
115/1 09 Mliltapirrapirralli black = deep boggy waterhole; yellow = Wangkangurru 
shallow, fordable waterhole 
280/56 Mitakalltini 
58/379 Mokllrani 
42/311 MUd/abullUli 
white and red earths 
red creek on white plain 
Wangkangurru fig p.280 
Ngamani 
white salt lake bordered by sandhills 
283/246 Mlldlaklljamaralli plain intersected by red watercourses 
with yellow sandhills adjacent 
356/96 Milramllradlllzkanani red creeks running into lake 
299/163 Muramllral7loklllzi red stripes indicate that bones were 
wrapped so no woman could see them 
302/269 /V.qa/jallga/;llrantani two red creeks on white plain 
153/47 /V.qandaU'orlllli red and yellow earths 
337/348 NgalldrlUzi white sandhill breached by red Cooper 
871150 Nganpanawirillani red creek (in many rows) flanked with 
rows of white trees 
Tirari 
Yawarawarrka 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Dieri 
Yandruwantha 
Dieri 
196/19 Ngalltil7lillkalZi oblique stripes on lower part of toa are Dieri 
the decoration applied on chest and stomach 
for the most important ceremony association 
with this place, where the crocodile dwells 
357/181 NgallritiJnapirini red creeks on red plain Dieri 
88/122 Ngapatiriputlllzi red and white vertical stripes = strata of Dieri 
soil on banks of waterhole 
274/172 Ngarakalinalli 
273/244 NgarakaLilllZni 
red and white ridges of stone along length Dieri 
of a hill 
vertical red and white = pieces of wood 
lying and burning in a fire 
Dieri 
259/268 Ngllllakllt;lllzi lines of red stones on white plain Dieri 
291188 Ngllrluwarilani red and white lines of cracks on plain in Ngamani 
dry season 
Boomerang-shaped toas. (Ito r) No.138 Kil'rawiril1ani No.274 Ngam -
k,Iiinal1i No.251 Kirmtintini No.47 Kirra-ll'ordlllzi No.133 Kirrak,i'ranl 
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fig p.280 
/L:q p.280 
It appears that the stripes represented a range of 
things: coloured earths, watercourses, lines of stones, 
plains, sandhills, lines of trees, and occasionally the 
significance shifted directly to the ceremonies and 
resource associated with a particular muramura. In 
relation to the last, the sub-theme for all to as was that 
the muramura creator saw what was pertinent to a 
place and named it for others to see. Accordingly, the 
stripes associated with a muramura (his or her 
insignia) could double as the telling sign of a place and 
the circumstances for going there. The code was used 
consistently yet it is also evident that there was no set 
meaning for the stripes or their arrangement on a toa 
and in some instances Reuther overlooked the stripes 
in explaining a toa's meaning. The explanations 
(Reuther gave) incline to the pictorial rather than the 
symbolic. 
Boomerang shaped waterhole in the Cooper upstream of the mission. Places 
were named, a boomerang was attached to a toa, calJing attention to the likeness. 
Neither Becker's pictorial code nor the symbolic-
pictorial code of the people of east Lake Eyre was 
geared to identifY a place beyond possible doubt with-
out extraneous supporting information. For Becker 
the identifYing characteristics of a place would be, 
within a panorama, the land-form (hill, valley, plain, 
watercourse), vegetation, and positions of the viewer 
and the sun (supplying the compass points). On the 
other hand, the to as suggest that for the people of east 
Lake Eyre the identifying characteristics were 
specific: the ground material (stone, sand, clay), the 
colour of the soil, the type of water supply (indicating 
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its reliability), the various types of vegetation - and 
these also signified the key resource, attribute or event 
identified by the creatorlmuramura. 
One cannot read a place from a toa's markings alone, 
any more than one can identifY the scenes of some of 
Becker's expedition drawings without the aid of their 
inscriptions. Knowing the likely places determined 
how the object would be read. Viewers of his drawings 
had recourse to information that was supplementary 
to the picture, beginning with inscriptions on the face 
of the drawing (available to all viewers) and including 
in varying degrees knowledge gained from other 
inscriptions, Becker's and his fellow travellers' 
journals, maps and dates and, outside the expedition's 
own records, the contextual information of surveyor 
maps, pastoral reports, scientific advice, and gossip. 
Thus information extra to the drawing, of place, time 
and circumstance, informed the viewer's perception. 
Supplementary information fed the reading of the 
toas, too. 
A comparative study of the toas suggests that a visual 
code operated across the region, sufficient to enable 
an inter-group visitor coming upon a toa to read 
several alternative meanings. Precise identification 
must have depended on circumstantial knowledge 
that would narrow the possibilities to a few, after 
which something about the sign (or the circumstances) 
would tell which place was meant: for example, it was 
the part of the creek that (at present) had two 
channels rather than one. As with viewing a work by 
Becker, each toa would be seen as describing a place 
that in a sense was already designated. The position 
of the camp where the toa was displayed relative to 
the destination must have contributed largely to the 
reading. Comparatively speaking, it was equivalent to 
the position of the artist/viewer in western perspectival 
representations. In Reuther's ambiguous phrase, 'a toa 
is made ready, relevant to the present camp.' 
Drawings and toas worked by eliminating other 
possibilities as well as by positive identifiers, thus 
communication was within parameters that were 
understood by the artist and his intended viewers. 
Identification was easily achieved for places or things 
of unusual character or a unique combination of 
characteristics, as the following examples show. 
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Mardawilpani (l2/R356) refers to some strangely 
formed rocks in the Cooper where it goes through a 
narrow passage before reaching the wide floodplain 
known as Lake Killamper-punna. These chokes were 
significant in ancestral lore as in geography, hence a 
number of the 400 toas represent narrow sections of 
the Cooper. However, no other place featured those 
remarkable rocks.33 
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Mountain range near Beltana, the view as seen by expeditions from the north to mines of precious red ochre. 
Toa 187 Tjutju·tulurani 
T;utju-tulurani (187/R36) describes the symmetrical 
writhing form of a chain of hills at Beltana on the route 
to a valuable ochre mine at Parachilna.34 The wave 
outline was not unusual in the northern Flinders 
Ranges, however these hills are the first seen from the 
north, their symmetry is rare, and for Aboriginal 
expeditions travelling hundreds of miles from the 
north the range signalled the last stage of the journey. 
Likewise the Mallee Sand-clif.!.1 Oil the Darling painted by 
Ludwig Becker is unmistakable when it comes into 
view on the river between Cuthro and Tolano. 
The sand-cliffs on the Darling. 
A'lalla Sall(J-c{~ff<i at the Darling about 10 mi/eJ/l'o/1l Cuthro toward,; TO/lImo 12 October 1860 
watercolor and pencil on buff paper 12.2 x 17 em (SLy) 
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Toa 245 Pall l ull i , with Lake Hope viewed from underneath, as it wouJd be seen by the muramura 
N uraw ordubununa who emerged from the deepest par t (the eye). 
Palltulli (245/R97) and ParaLlca-terlcalZani (22/R240) 
represent Lake Hope/Pando. The first has at top a 
gypsum disc in the shape of the lake, which doubles as 
a dog's head (on the side generally reproduced). The 
'eye' or navel, a red painted circle in the circle, is the 
deepest part of the lake where water remains longest 
as the lake dries out. This waterhole is where the 
muramura Pantupajani had her young ones and the 
muramura Ngattanimarumaru joined them. At the 
same place-of-origin the muramura Nurawordu-
bununa emerged, whose journey from the lake in the 
form of a snake formed the bed of the connecting 
length of Cooper's Creek. Two red marks pushing in at 
the sides of the lake - the trees at Point McKinlay and 
the opposite point - were fishing stakes between 
which a third muramura, Pintanganina, stretched his 
fishing net at a time when the lake had water and fish 
in it. Reuther did not mention the reverse side of the 
toa but in the pictorial code it could represent the 
lower end of the lake filled with water and the flats 
along the creek entrance covered with trees. 
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Toa 22 Pn,.alkn~tt',.kal1al1l~ 
with photograph of pelican 's 
footprint at the margin on 
Lake Hope. 
ParaLlca-terlcalZalli shows the footprint of a pelican, the 
three prongs of which symbolise three small peninsulas 
on the southern shores of Lake Hope. The pelican also 
represents the reason for going there, when the water 
in the lake has evaporated to a critical point of 
salinity and the fish are dying. The shallow parts 
of the lake are affected soonest, hence the pelicans 
flock there first to feast on the dying fish. 35 Paru-
IVaLpani (268/R94), with its fish symbol, represents 
the same stage in evaporation on the Cooper 
floodplain a couple of kilometres south of 
Killalpaninna. 
Becker's nineteenth-century western visual language 
did not lack - but it did not focus on - those 
sophisticated means for conveying several mean-
ings at once. He was able to cue the circumstance 
of being on the spot through representing a Toa 268 Pam-walpa"i 
function or characteristic that may not have been in 
the scene when he drew it. In drawing natural history 
specimens he looked through a microscope to add 
details not visible to the naked eye. A number of his 
landscapes incorporated a line of camels - an 
unobtrusive sign of the expedition that the artist 
almost certainly added subsequent to drawing the 
scene. In sketching the WalcooL Riper Ilear TaL6et'.i punt 
he manipulated space to include the riverside attach-
ment for the punt which (I found) was too far behind 
If.7aK(}(I/ Rwerf1ear Tn/bet:, 14 September 1860 watercolor and ink on cream paper 12.7 x 17.6 em 
and to one side of his viewpoint to be encompassed in 
the scene. 
Above, I took the line that toas were used in the 
region of east Lake Eyre well before Reuther's time. 
On the other hand, since 1986 it has been widely 
believed, in Adelaide at least, that the to as in the 
museum were specially produced (and radically 
adapted if not invented) for Reuther, the man respon-
sible for collecting and documenting them. Philip 
Jones and Peter Sutton, the scholars who concluded 
that the toas had perhaps never been put to use as 
signposts, supposed that the visits of some European 
scholars created an ambition in Reuther to collect 
artefacts and write a scholarly record.36 They accepted 
that the toas were manufactured by Aboriginal people 
of east Lake Eyre. (A statistical analysis, using Jones' 
and Sutton's fully illustrated catalogue, shows that the 
regional styles of the area were reflected in the toas' 
manufacture: with a tendency towards modelled to as 
for places in the centre, south and east, and painted 
and dotted toas for places in the centre, north and 
west. 37) 
Doubt had been raised by an apparent lack of prior 
record of direction markers and by a conservation 
report.38 According to the conservation report the 
majority of the toas did not have remnants of dirt or 
score marks on the stem showing where they had been 
inserted into the ground. Nor was the (general) 
excellent state of preservation in keeping with a history 
of exposure to sun, sand and wind. Some of the 
materials used in their construction did not correspond 
with what would have been available; for example, the 
wood used for some was not locally available. 
Moreover, they argued, some items inserted at the top 
of a to a, to indicate where people were going and the 
reason for going there, would hardly be lying around 
the camp from which they were departing. The first 
issues may be resolved by taking into consideration 
that the the toas underwent extensive repair on 
entering the museum. As for the adopted materials 
(such as lathe-turned wood) and materials out-of-
place, the toas were made (a) by people who had been 
living side by side with Europeans since the 1860s and 
(b) many of them were made for Reuther's collection 
rather than for use.39 
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Lake Hope in 2002, when the water had evaporated to the stage when 
fish were dying in great numbers on the shores and flocks of pelicans 
had gathered to feast. 
see fig p.268 
Whether the majoriiy of toas in Reuther's collection 
had been put to use is, however, a different issue from 
whether direction signs of the kind were used by the 
peoples of the region. I think Jones and Sutton went 
too far in supposing that the toa was invented for 
Reuther.40 There is sufficient documentary evidence 
that direction markers - usually a stick with a lump of 
clay and perhaps a swatch of foliage on top, which was 
stuck into the ground to point in the direction of trav-
el - were used by Aboriginal peoples in Queensland, 
New South Wales, South Australia and Victoria; there 
is even a report of Van Diemen's Land Aborigines 
putting sticks into the ground to mark a route.41 Of 
reports from South Australia, Ronald Berndt wrote in 
the foreword for Jones' and Sutton's Art and Land 
Directional markers or sign-posts (such as 
toas were) were not unusual in traditional 
Aboriginal Australia. They were used 
commonly by the Yaraldi.42 
Most of the 400 toas were of the generic type, a stick 
with a lump of clay (usually gypsum plaster) on top, 
many having a crest of herbage or other object.43 In 
Reuther's collection the group of boomerang toa is 
large: there are thiriy.44 Boomerangs used as direction 
markers were reported in the 1920s in Wangkangurru 
country around Mungeranie, north west of 
Killalpaninna. 
Sometimes, if it is intended to convey a 
more lasting notice of the direction taken, a 
leiI'm or boomerang is stuck firmly into the 
ground and is sloped in the direction that 
the pariy has travelled. This is especially 
used if they have departed the usual 
track.45 
In summary, the South Australian Museum's toas (or 
many of them) may have been made specially for 
Reuther, yet (as with Aboriginal art generally) the 
mode and meaning of the toa were within the memory 
and practice of the makers. 
Becker, too, has been subjected to a recent revision. 
The issue has been his personaliiy and scientific 
capaciiy. Becker had come from sophisticated but 
straitened, socially cramped and politically fraught 
circumstances in Germany. After some time working 
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III Tasmania, Becker tried the Victorian goldfields, 
then Melbourne (in March 1854) where during the 
next few years he helped to found a German social 
club, joined the Philosophical Society/Institute of 
Victoria, was a founding member of the Victorian 
Society of Fine Arts. As he had in Germany, he 
produced portrait miniatures, topical landscapes, 
scientific studies, lithographic drawings for the illus-
trated press and architectural and ornamental work 
(including modelling). By the time of the expedition 
Becker was well known in the colony for ideas and 
forms of behaviour that formerly had distinguished 
him in Germany. 
Becker's reputation as a scientist was questioned by 
Thomas Darragh in 1997. Writing as a twentieth-
century scientist, he decided that Becker was 'a 
dilettante', an 'enthusiastic naturalist' who rushed into 
print on subjects about which he knew little, writing 
unsophisticatedly about random subjects and priding 
himself unduly on his powers of observation, whereas 
'much of his information was based on field observations 
by others'.46 
Darragh supported his case with the judgment of an 
1850s ' scientist. A few months before the expedition 
set out, Becker had become notorious in Melbourne 
scientific circles for refusing (or being unable) to 
comply with the visual expectations of an exacting 
patron.47 He had been employed by one of the 
University of Melbourne's first scientists, Frederick 
McCoy, to make drawings and prepare lithographic 
plates for a forthcoming book about the natural history 
of Victoria. Becker - who was proud of his powers of 
observation - entered into the project with customary 
pride and enthusiasm: 
In drawing the objects, it is natural that I come 
across things which were not observed 
previously and I note exactly for example, 
colour, food, habits and such like, correctly 
determined from the living creature, which 
exact and true records I pass over to 
McCoy with my work, which of course will 
come out ... under my name.48 
In the Prodromlld of the Zoology of Victoria, McCoy did in 
fact include some of Becker's observations in the texts 
accompanying Plates 21, Leopard SeaL, and 31, 
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AllJtrafwlZ Fur Sea!. Nonetheless the two men fell out, 
apparently over the issue of precise observation: 
One of the plates ... was destroyed. It was 
of grapholites and Becker seems to have 
had great difficulty in drawing the specimens 
accurately and then lithographing the 
plate. McCoy was dissatisfied and asked 
for corrections. These were done but the 
results were unsatisfactory and Becker was 
forced to make a new drawing and to 
lithograph on to a new stone. After four 
attempts the plate seems to have been 
abandoned ... Becker did no more work for 
Me Coy.49 
Darragh also used a quotation from Hermann Beckler, 
the expedition's doctor and botanical collector, who 
characterised Becker in a letter home as 'the one 
whom artists are proud to call a man of science and the 
men of science are proud to call an artist'. Yet 
Bonyhady's alternative translation of 'savant' and 
Marjorie Tipping's of 'scholar' in place of Darragh's 
'man of science' make a difference to the way one 
interprets Beckler's comment - the latter translations 
may be thought to augment rather than diminish 
Becker's stature as an artist. 50 The issue raised by 
Darragh was of personal vision and wilful eye as dis-
tinct from a scientist's knowledgeable grasp of what is 
relevant to his subject. 
It may assist an independent assessment that Becker's 
expedition drawings, after his death, merged for a 
while with Hermann Beckler's creativity. Beckler had 
the care of Becker's papers, which he used for his own 
work, mixing them with his drawings, inscribing 
some; he may even have initialled a number as his own 
- some illustrations assigned to Beckler are similar 
to Becker's less-finished work. Beckler wrote his 
expedition journal (upon his return) with the aid of 
Becker's drawings, paraphrasing the scenes in several 
lengthy passages, as if they were his own observation. 
Thereby he claimed Becker's visual observations en 
route as his own. Robbed of some typically quirky 
perceptions by Beckler's verbal appropriation, 
Becker's authorship came to depend in particular on 
the miniaturist techniques that were unique to him, 
tempered by him over a long career in Germany and 
in Australia. Beckler relied on Becker's eye but could 
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not match his technique. 
Not only was Becker subjected to posthumous 
appropriation by Beckler, an atmosphere of intrigue 
surrounded him during his lifetime. In Melbourne 
gossip surrounded his friendship with some influential 
leaders, his straitened finances, and was stirred up by 
the rivalry among members of the German community 
of amateur scientists . Becker was not the only victim 
of recrimination in that group though his idiosyn-
crasies guaranteed that he would be a likely target. 
Insofar as we are removed both £rom the country Becker 
passed through and from the situation in Melbourne, 
we may follow his gaze, share his perceptions and 
satisJY ourselves from evidence within the drawings 
that the artist Ludwig Becker paid close attention to 
details of form, colour and detail. With his work there 
undoubtedly is, along with the record of something 
seen, a sense of the artist consciously pointing up his 
contemplative engagement with the subject. One 
notices the intervening presence of the mediator, who 
shows unusual aspects of the subject. Becker's 
departures from the normative are especially apparent 
where he mixed disparate ideas or made a quixotic 
choice of subject. Those interventions may indicate a 
tinge of vanity and self-display. McCoy evidently saw 
Becker's authorial presence as a distortion of the truth. 
When he could not obtain its removal, it grew in his 
eye to an irritating imperfection. He got rid of Becker 
and found a skilled draughts man whose conventional 
vision would hide the interpretive bias (for the time 
being). 51 
During the expedition, as before, Becker's drawings 
were oddly aligned to his job. His selection of subjects 
was random and some drawings hardly fitted the 
category of scientific observation. Chance, humour, 
classical reference and story-telling obtrude so far in 
them, they may have proved an embarrassment, a 
puzzle and a challenge to the more science-minded 
members of the Royal Society who received them. 
The first group of forty drawings sent to Melbourne 
from Menindie convey the message, loud and clear, 
that his role as scientist was a joke. The excuse Becker 
gave for not complying with the Exploring 
Committee's written instructions was that he was not 
allowed the time and resources necessary for their 
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Toa 84 Piriltjaf1g11ndranani 'to the waterhole formed 
when Mandramankana left hehind the ceremonial 
headdress'. Formed of string woven round two sticks, 
plastered over and painted in stripes Watermark" ol/the Bank.1 of the Riper Darling January 186] 
,,( 
• 
r 
(detail) Itfalla StllU)-cl~ff.' .. " Toa 214 JUkllrtllli 'to the two springs Patjalina discovered'. The black stripes::: waterholes in the creek; the yellow = yellow sand 
in bed of creek; white. red and yellow stripes = coloured sands; Banlw of/he Dar/ing Ileal' Bilwaka mmp 6 October l860; Toa 10 iltlparaml.lrani ' to the Cooper 
near Lake Kopperamanna where Darana noticed tree roots growing like fingers of a hand' 
fulfilment. 
A second reason may have been, as Darragh suggests, that Becker 
lacked the inclination to follow a scientific system of observation. 
But if, as his actions showed, he valued instinct over trained 
observation he would be reluctant to confine himself to a narrow 
field of knowledge. A trained observer equipped with up to date 
knowledge might have been able to get by without adequate equip-
ment and reference texts; refused even a small tent in which to lay 
out his specimens he might have found ways of coping; without time 
in which to work he might have taken notes, snatched opportunities 
and so achieved something of scientific value from the journey. As it 
was, the search for the new and the rare specimen, to be represented 
in its natural context in a measured way, evaded Becker. Far from 
being mentally in command of his project, he reported what was 
right under his nose and in contexts redolent of the travellers' back-
ground of waterbag, hotel and camp. 
The lack of scientific selectivity in Becker's art had an unexpected 
virtue in closing upon the journey itself. Whether through tiredness 
or scientific inadequacy, his subjects corresponded quite often with 
those of the people of east Lake Eyre. He made a careful drawing in 
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January 1861 of the 'Water l1uzrkJ on the bank" of the 
river Darling' - more than one toa represented the 
parallel lines of diminishing water levels on claypans, 
sand, and lake (see Piriltja-ngandrallalli (84IR34». 
Becker painted the horizontal layers of different 
coloured sands on some high Mal/ee San()-cl~ffJ at the 
Darling, Oct. 12. '60 , and Jllkarani (2141 R31) showed 
the strata on the high banks of the lower Cooper. 
Becker was fascinated by the big trees whose 'roots 
washed out by ... high floods. . . look like crooked 
columns, forming grotesk arches, on the top of which 
the hollow stem of that old Eucalyptus towers'52 as 
shown in Bank" of the Darling, neal' BillVaka camp. 
Oct. 6.1860. Kaparamarani (10/R193) is a Dieri image 
of the same phenomenon, showing roots, from which 
the soil had been washed by the flood, stretched out 
like fingers. 53 
In Grollp of NativeJ at Men in dee, Darling Becker 
portrayed one plump child as an Italian Renaissance 
putto and another child holding a boomerang as 
Cupid holding a bow. Beckler had not liked Becker's 
classical allusion, when he likened the stance of two 
naked women 'with pendulous breasts and of 
unkempt appeara!lce, both incidentally very ugly' to 
'the attitude of the Venus de Milo;' 'In the opinion of 
the others,', wrote Beckler, 'they were merely standing 
there quite casually, holding one arm over their 
breasts to protect them from the flies, while the other 
was constantly swung to fend off these pests.'54 The 
young muramura Kirlawilina and his uncle, sitting 
together on a hill on day, watched a shapely young 
Venus emerge from a hole nearby - she was the 
Group 4 natll'c',' at AlclliJ1(h:, Dar/lil.tJ watercolor and pencil on cream paper 12.8 x 17.8 em. (SLV); Toa 81 l11arlllralli (to the hill where 
Kirlwilina and his uncle witnessed, with feelings of desire, the emergence from the ground of a beautiful girl wearing a white head-
band); Fro,-' IlnJ AntenM woodcut from V Cartari fmnuz.qini dei Die ae,qt' Antichi (1584). 
! •• 
Toa 216 Kutiril1i: Chil{)I'I:Il~1 python 3 March 1861; Toa 348 t11amf,uJirkani (red lines 0:; cracked earth); Toa 339 Dilji/llfl,qlllli,. (detail) cracked earth, from L Becker's BorcJel' of the 
IlIud-De,lertneflI'De,II)/l1tioll Camp 9 March 1861. 
subject of the toa MarLllrani (81/R166). 
Becker outlined the sinuous form and dotted pattern 
of a python (ChiLdrenJ python:.J March 1861). The tree-
lined Cooper winding between narrow banks -
Kutirini (216/R1l5) - looked like a crooked snake 
accordin~ to its founder-namer, the muramura 
Patjalina. 5 Becker, in the lower part of his paintin% 
Border of the Mad-Dedert near DedoLatwl2 Camp. March gt 
1861, imitated the cracked mud shining on the mud 
plains by a craquelure pattern of varnish. 56 MamDa-
dirkalZi (348/ R159) described the same effect. 
DitjiLllIzgani (339/R208) is the place where muramura 
Winkara-kalpina saw a brilliant shooting star when he 
was travelling by night. Becker saw a bright shooting 
star when he was travelling at night, hungry, footsore, 
and leading some camels who were jostling and 
pulling in all directions - he was hurrying to catch up 
with Burke: 
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Mr Landells, staggering In front, was 
scarcely able to keep himself from falling 
asleep; I, behind, pulling the camels and 
looking out anxiously for our camp-fire -
when suddenly the whole firmament and 
the country underneath it was lit up by a 
day-like light: a splendid meteor fell in the 
west. I was fortunate enough to get a full 
sight of it from its beginning to the end. 57 
/lfeteor Jan by IJU Oil October 11 at 10.55 pm at the ril'er Darling .. .!/ Iluu)e it., appearance in lllJrigbt part 0/ tbe milky way near ,be toil t?( SaJl'pio, ... comrnenced "mall btl! 
,tJrcw ill the time 41.5 .1CCOIU) to 7 illchcJ ... Gl'eelll'Olor; after JiJtlppearallce red Jpark". 
Exhaustion was the probable cause of a cultural drift 
in Becker's art during the expedition . George Landells 
later reported that he'd been: 
particularly requested [by Burke] not to 
allow Dr Becker to ride, the leader 
observing that "if Becker accompanied the 
expedition, and got through, people would 
say that it would not be difficult to cross to 
Carpentaria, and that he was to be walked 
until he gave in." 
Whatever his motive, Burke had a policy of moving on 
a direct route, regardless of wasted physical effort; 
and he hoped Becker would be forced to retire. 
You should have seen old B-'s face upon 
my announcing that all the officers would 
have to act as working men, and that we 
shall only carry 30 lb weight of baggage for 
each man. Loading four camels and then 
marching twenty miles is no joke. The first 
two days of it nearly cooked poor B-, and 
I think he will not be able to stand it much 
longer.58 
Becker's expedition drawings, his greatest achieve-
ment, may be seen as the passive vision of a man who 
was receptive to the larger implications because he was 
tired to death. 
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Toa 64 Kadniterkananl Toa 69 Ptl(j(ll~qafliminkalli 
(chip of limestone inserted 
into plaster head) 
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Many of the to as represented a place by the object of 
the journey. The purpose for travelloing to a place 
generally corresponded with the name and creation 
story of the place, to be signalled by a mussel shell, 
fragment of net, sedge grass, fish bone, lizard, sharp 
flint, lump of charcoal. Becker, with similar directness, 
selected subjects that were immediately before his 
eyes - subjects which a scientist of more precise 
knowledge and curiosity would have bypassed to focus 
on the rare specimens, the potentially more valuable 
minerals, the statistical pattern of the landscape. 
Becker's drawing of the subject close to hand is, I 
think, the reason why his drawings, in country similar 
to east Lake Eyre, have the same themes. The tree 
with exposed roots was the one to which Becker's tent 
was tied. He illustrated a fly-catcher 'near my tent' 
(Tipping p.139); 'a common moth' that 'sat on a 
waterbag' (p.97) and another that 'flew in my panikin 
of tea' (p.I09); a gecko 'found at Menindie in Paine's 
hotel' (p.91), a louse 'found in the armpit' of the gecko 
(p.95), the common diamond dove (a 'pigeon' new to 
him, called GuLLomalla by the local people) which hung 
about the camp and was not at all shy (p.117). 59 In his 
description of things not at all rare the artist exerted 
his full powers of observation, applauding the brilliant 
life-colours, so different from the faded tints of death. 
Towards the end, when isolated, ill, but nonetheless in 
good spirits in the camp at 'Rat Point' he made a 
drawing of a rat, one in a plague of rats that swarmed 
into every nook and cranny of the camp including 
Becker's bedroll (p.137). Rats from the north were the 
model for certain murarmuras of rat-like form and 
power who came from the northeast into 
Yawarawarrka and Dieri country after good times of 
rain, and caused havoc to the grain as well as a 
terrible sickness to the people.60 Rat-like creatures 
were represented m toas KapitapirllarllHluLllIzi 
(l79/R123) and Kapitaklltuni (336/RIS). 
To sum up the comparison of subjects, Becker's were 
strictly observed, yet redolent of well known themes 
in western visual history: themes of an artist posing as 
scientist. Beckler identified the ways in which Becker 
moved between worlds: 'one whom artists are proud 
to call a savant and savants are proud to call an 
artist' .61 Tiredness and an unscientific approach 
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Toa 336 /(apitakutulli 
Toa 179 Kapitapirllaruu'uiulli 
'. "" .}3. 
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'Gul/omal/a ' I'l,qr:on. ". IlIVaJ JltH' /0 me , .. Jall.J51861. ldentified as the Diamond Dove, Geopelia cl/Juala, a common dove 
in inland Austra lia. 
The long-haired, or plague rat, that follows periods of rain in inland Australia. Becker's drawing in watercolor and ink 
on grey paper. dated 23 February 1.861. 
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Toa 80 JulljilFalli 
encouraged in Becker an attitude of passive receptive-
ness. The signals he picked up corresponded quite 
often with the descriptive signs for country used by 
the native inhabitants (who knew the country through 
and through). From the perspective of history, it 
would appear that they were the right subjects and 
well chosen, after all. 
The knowledge required for interpreting the toas 
embraced a system of mnemonics. Characteristically, 
Aboriginal knowledge had been handed down as 
sacred knowledge, transcending the self though 
involving people directly via ownership and memory. 
The mnemonic vehicle for the Dieri was the creation 
stories of the muramuras. Their stories, like the kin 
systems of tribes in the region, were interlinked and 
duplicating, sometimes weaving in and out of the same 
tract of country. It follows that the to as would reflect 
a native style of communication distinct from Becker's 
western, existential perception of himself (and our 
perception of the artist) as the vehicle for perceiving, 
conceiving and signalling scene and idea. 
Jones and Sutton noted that the style and symbolism 
of the toas were in keeping with the South Australian 
'foa 
(Dial"i) 
Toa AD Pijrtrani 
(\Va-ngkangurrll) 
,_ Museum's other early collections from 
,~ the region. They bore a resemblance to 
Toa 246 Katjarani 
(V'langkanguru) 
sacred designs that were 'title deeds' for 
country: 
The ceremonial totems of toa 
symbolism are the key "title 
deeds" of particular social groups 
to specific sites and areas of land, 
and they were owned and lawfully 
controlled only by people who 
could claim the correct relationship 
to them. Demonstrating such relation-
ships in the moulding and painting 
of designs was an important aspect 
of religion, but also of political and 
economic organization, in a 
traditional Aboriginal society. 62 
The to as (or some of them) evidently 
were the secular shadows of other 
objects that had powerful magic. The 
visual imagination that was involved 
may be glimpsed from an ancestral 
story told by Otto Siebert. Roughly 
translated, the story told how some 
ancestors who came forth at Lake 
Perigundi (upstream many miles to the 
northeast of Killalpaninna) made 
womas (carpet snakes) and sandhills in that country, 
to make which they prepared four pure colours and 
artistic mixtures of colours. Unfortunately they got 
into heated argument about how the colours should be 
prepared and one muramura, Wurtjilina, became so 
angry that he wanted to ruin the work of the others. 
They drew wavy lines so many miles long and at every 
crest set a stick painted with colours. He destroyed 
their work by a strong wind. They tried again, draw-
ing lines and ending each with a stick painted in wavy 
lines planted in the sand. Wurtjilina obliterated their 
work. Once more they tried, drawing double wavy 
lines. Those, too, were destroyed. Finally they made a 
line so high and wide that a long sandhill was formed, 
at the end of which marou staves were raised up. 
Howitt, reading Siebert's account, wrote 'He should 
see their ceremonies. I'm sure they exist now.' 63 
Because one visual code was mnemonic and the other 
a record of individual perception in time does not have 
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Boomerang from w estern NSW (Aust 
Mus B 6562) 
(detall) Boomerang from western 
NSW c.1920 (MVic X94687) 
to mean that the mnemonic was altogether detached 
and objective or the other subjective and blocked all 
round by the immediate scene. In viewing Becker's 
seventy drawings our orientation is the artist's. In 
effect we take his place, looking where he looked. 
Moreover the western visual language, valorising 
sight and the evidence of one's eyes, was no less con-
ventional than the "sign language" of the toas.64 
Eyesight is stereoscopic and inherently and uncon-
sciously mobile.65 However the unnaturally ftxed, 
one-eyed, gridded scene in rectangular format has 
been the convention of Western picture-making since 
the ftfteenth-century, hence westerners mostly fail to 
recognise it as a convention, selective in what it takes 
in. We may be fairly certain that Becker believed he 
was capturing real life when he represented natural 
history specimens as nature mode - still and dead - and 
described the terrain through which the expedition 
passed in a perspectival ideogram. 
Equally, the peoples of east Lake Eyre would have 
naturalised their code as representing the way things 
are. It would be a mistake to assume that because the 
code was foreign to western eyes - particularly eyes 
accustomed to a nineteenth-century style of realism -
it was therefore without realism. Reuther's catalogue 
is a lengthy and convincing exposition of an all-senses 
art of evoking place. According to the Dieris' style of 
realism, to be seen in the toas (and as translated by 
Reuther and Siebert, by Howitt, Gason, Elkin and 
others) a place was synonymous with its creation and 
ownership, and therefore embraced human relations 
as well as physical geography. The Dieri style of 
realism was a mixture of punning, cryptic associations, 
attributes, narratives, and life forms. 
For the people of east Lake Eyre, representation 
evidently was performative. The T who travels in 
Aboriginal songs (and images) seems to be both the 
one whose role is to sing, to shape a sacred design or 
secular toa, and more properly the ancestor whose 
story is re-enacted. Actors and audience knew the 
ancestral journeys; their own journeys paralleled 
them. Furthermore, a changing world was articulated 
via those stories, which accompanied one and all from 
childhood to the end of life. The personal and the 
mnemonic were united.66 
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The visual language of the toas, like the corresponding 
integration of muramura and life-features in the 
names of people and places, shows how personal 
memory folded into the ancestral. Like the Homeric 
singer of tales, the maker of a toa needed only to state 
a key phrase to cue the audience to a precise persona, 
place and circumstance. In toa art, as in other group 
performance, a 'full' story was not required; nor was 
there a full visual language (any more than there has 
been for western art). In formal terms, the mode of 
expression was imprecise, each symbol had several 
uses, meaning was reactive and framed by an under-
standing external to the form. A minimal number of 
gestures, a few marks, words and musical phrases, 
repeated over and over with slight variations, stood 
for a great deal between members of a group. The 
story must have come towards the performers and 
they must have moved into it, creating and recreating 
meaning on the basis of shared visual forms, songs and 
coordinated action. This was an art of performance. 
Being performance, it was articulate within time, 
place and circumstance, while gaining a wider horizon 
from the mnemonics of ceremony. The toa pointed to 
a journey, expected, already proposed, which in a 
sense the actors already knew thoroughly and from 
every which way. 
In western art there is also a tradition unbounded by 
linear narrative or single-point perspective. It is, for 
example, possible to know King Lear's story and to 
feel it condensed in the buffeting of the storm; to know 
the full stretch of Odysseus's journey and understand 
why time's reckoning - which the journey deferred 
from year to year - would impact on him fully only 
after he returned home. Becker was capable of an 
emotive vision, a profound one. His continuing stature 
as an artist rests less on the exquisite natural history 
drawings than on a handful of works of which poetic 
symbolism is the key, whereby an idea within the 
image reverberates with an equivalent idea, belief, 
emotion within the viewer. Those exceptional images 
were the product of slow time and many processes -
beginning in layers of pencil drawings and worked up 
through dry colours, wet colour, selective applications 
of chinese white, fine black over-drawing, resin 
varnish and burnishing. Each stage took the theme 
further from the first situation - equivalent to a snap-
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shot - towards the archetypal. I am suggesting that 
Becker's best art was like the to as in evoking 
mnemonic themes that were handed down in his 
community of the west. 
Becker's method of working over a drawing involved 
a slow burrowing into an interior mode of seeing. 
Light, glaring, glinting, or shimmering to velvety softness 
was the main theme developed by him to represent the 
journey through a country that was edgeless and 
distorting to the senses. 
fig p.295 The sky in which the Meteor flames is black over deep 
ultramarine. The meteor's first bright appearance is a 
lightbulb of chinese white, the circle finely outlined 
and the tail smoothed over the blue-black in a trans-
parent flare. A red echo shows the meteor's later fall 
through the lower sky.67 In the surrounding velvety 
darkness, white dots of stars come forward, their light 
reflecting dimly off a line of camels on the horizon. 
One notices the heavy earth of a texture coming and 
going between opaque black and a resinous gleam 
(like the surface of a painting by Rover Thomas) . By 
comparison the sky is soft and depthless.68 
Fq·p·303 
Becker's techniques for representing light were to rub 
in colour and to selectively wipe it off, revealing the 
underlay. The blue sky over the Mud-De(lert Ileal' 
DeJoLatwn Camp was wiped away to reveal a zone of 
light. It is possible to trace the layers of painting at 
that centre point of the image. Chinese white for the 
mirage was applied as a wash. After it dried a deep 
cream colour went on, above and below. In the sky the 
cream wash dried with the lower edge pooling crisply 
along the horizon, to form the upper margin of a white 
mirage. A patch of the cream rises off the plain into 
the stark white. In the lighter part of the sky, blue was 
washed on, rubbed off to show as a transparent film, 
and raying lines were scored from the upper centre to 
the horizon at the sides. Within the upper wings the 
blue sky was allowed to dry untouched. A craquelure 
of brown resin applied in a pattern over the lower 
image represents the mud plain. Two emus running 
over the plain to the left, kick up some dust (so 
testifying their physical presence) whereas the tracks 
leading from the foreground towards some 'hulking 
arches' in the mirage may be camel tracks or the pad 
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of some dogs in the foreground. 69 There is something 
fateful and foretelling about those tracks. They might 
or might not lead to the explorers' camels and so to a 
future beyond this desolate place. As a representation 
of the human apprehension of loss and of being lost, 
the image is true to life in a larger sense than the 
specific story of Becker's and the expedition's 
tragedy.70 
No inter-cultural hesitation is involved (for a 
European) in imagining Ludwig Becker, who 
travelled from Germany to exploration on the under-
standing that the place and time of colonial expansion 
could be aligned to bU past, present and future. The 
cultural cues within his works have continued to come 
across to viewers. Whereas in the old country of little 
opportunity he had the 'depressing feeling, for an 
artist', of seeing 'his life passing by without leaving a 
trace', he was able to realise his hope that by pushing 
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beyond a western frontier he would achieve 
immortality.71 
Both cultures possessed objective and poetic types of 
representation, both used signs and employed cues 
that were strictly circumstantial to unlock those signs. 
A concept of linear time and gridded space informed 
the western journey. A mnemonic pairing of place and 
ancestor framed the journeys represented by the toas. 
Yet the tendencies did not enclose either culture. The 
evidence of this study is that both cultures had a range 
of iconic and time-based expressions. 
Apart from the toas' great aesthetic appeal, to under-
stand them is not an automatic process for me. My 
best efforts are laboured by comparison with the rush 
of understanding that would be appropriate to the art. 
With careful accumulation of data, mental concentration 
and physical tracing, I can imagine the nesting of place, 
past, present and future that is symbolised by them. 
The to as tied together land, people, creators and 
resources in symbolic form. There was room for 
mutation within the code. Presumably therefore the 
symbolic ties could be adjusted to allow for changes 
taking place in life. 
Killalpaninna mission when the lake was full c.l90 I (SAM archive) 
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Wtltt.'1' Re.;el'I'oil' dlilIlltll'llllji [1I/ootwil1.'let} 1861 watercolor and pencil on cream paper 22 x 27.7 cm (SLV) 
[Persoru[ J Nanws are !n:, qu,,~ntl.Y 
cornp onnciecL the re su lting 
word embodvinl! localitv. 
pecul iarity. <!l;cestno, cmi m<~l­
re latiz)Jlshi';, and cl ivi'sion ull in 
one . A;s a person grows older 
his name becomes longer and in 
a limited sense recounts his 
biography ... the w hole \-vore] is 
r:l rel,v spok en; ) 'd each possessor 
of it lone: narne cOInmits it 
well to n~emor'y72 
A toa was the sign of the maker as well as of place. 
Above, I argued that neither stories, nor visual signs, 
not muramuras, nor places, represented unique 
qualities (in the main), therefore specific identification 
relied upon the relativities of event, place, time. role-
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Pastor Johann Reuther and wife Pauline, working in his study at 
the mission. c.1905 
playing actor and audience. That was in reference to 
the toas. It stands for the makers as well. 
Widespread change occurred in the region of east 
Lake Eyre between the 1860s and 1900. Within forty 
years of pastoral settlement the journeys of the Dieri 
had adapted to novel phenomena such as colonists, 
Afghans, cattle, horses, camels, telegraph line, station 
buildings, government wells, droving tracks and artesian 
bores.73 Introduced diseases for which the indigenous 
people had no immunity brought sickness, resulting in 
a fast decline in population. How to care for muramura 
powers and for ancestral places bereft of an owner 
stretched the resources of the region's depleted pop-
ulations. As with western societies the social systems, 
religion, knowledge and sense of personal identity 
were bound up with the management of resources. 
The difference was that the edifice of meaning linked 
personal identity, religion and kin to a tract of country. 
The system was mutable however the adjustment of 
one aspect involved all aspects of life and was cumber-
some. To maintain their world, and to make meaning 
of altered circumstances, the region's various peoples 
accommodated many re-aligned kin relationships and 
the coming-together of groups previously widely 
distributed. They extended their scope to include new 
country, new paths of communications, European 
forms of diet, clothing, work, religion and trade. By 
whatever reckoning, the background of the toas was 
several generations of considerable adaptation. It 
could seem ironic that the post-settlement period of 
rapid change and adjustment, standing for everything 
subsequently known about the early history of the 
people, subsequently should be cherished by the west 
as 'traditional'. It was not ironic. The ideal of a stable 
tradition guided the Aboriginal people in their efforts 
to maintain stability.74 
When I began this research I found it surprising that 
the connection with the makers of the toas was 
decisively cut in Reuther's otherwise quite massive 
documentation.75 A few threads could lead to the 
makers - the place name, the geographical location 
(insofar as it was identified) and the possibility that 
the style of some to as might reveal the authorship.?6 
The catalogue explanations must have derived from 
the makers or elders, but evidently in response to 
leading questions from Reuther, who sorted, arranged 
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and discarded all that did not suit his system. The 
strongest evidence that he did not write an unstrained 
version of what he was told is that he did not include 
data independent of his interpretive system.77 
To reinsert the maker's authority it may be necessary 
to identify, and bracket, Reuther's taxonomy. A 
compartmentalised style of scholarship (whereby each 
project was governed by narrow questioning) was 
established by him in the early 1890s when, with the 
help of Strehlow to begin with, a system was estab-
lished for translating Dieri into the German language. 
Initially this was for a New Testament in Dieri, which 
expanded to a dictionary, on which Reuther finally 
called a halt on 18 October 1904.78 Between times he 
entered into other dictionary-style projects, collating 
place names, people's names, muramura stories, 
songs, enchantments, and a collection of 1,300 items 
including the 400 toas. Reuther wrote the catalogue of 
toas as he wrote the other dictionaries, according to an 
initial reading of the placenames, followed by inform-
ation about the relationship of the visual code to the 
geography/ancestral story of the place. The entries in 
all his dictionaries began with (and depended upon) a 
translation of names. 
One way of separating Reuther's taxonomy from the 
people who made the toas is by considering the collecting 
activities of others at the mission. Collecting objects 
involved logistical problems of labelling, storage and 
access that Reuther's previous dictionary projects had 
not raised. Harry Hillier (who collected on behalf of some 
museum curators) may be a key to the collecting and the 
labelling of the toas.79 Reuther's catalogue reveals that 
some toa-makers were at the mission, and presumably 
Aborigines from outside were invited to bring toas (as 
they brought other items) .80 I assume that Reuther 
(following Hillier's professional advice) labelled each 
toa as it came, with the place name and possibly with 
a pictorial description relating the toa form to the 
geography, yet in not documenting where the toa had 
been found he failed to comply with the convention 
for natural history specimens. The work of illustrating 
and writing was probably done by the two men work-
ing side by side in one room, Hillier drawing and 
Reuther writing. The supposition fits the practicality 
of getting the objects from storage, and the fact that 
Reuther's progress through the toas corresponded 
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Reuther collection c.1.905 
photographed at Killalpaninna 
with the order and numbering of Hillier's illustrations 
(yet sometimes referred to the other side of an object). 
A second way of getting to the makers of the toas may 
be through Reuther's dictionary of peoples' names. 
Reuther and a second missionary Otto Siebert both 
researched the histories of members of the mission 
though their projects were conceived quite differently. 
The gist of the 'Origin and Meaning of Names' is just 
that, Reuther's reading of the names aided by advice 
from mission elders .81 He assumed (with good 
reason) that a person's inherited totem names and 
powers would impact on his or her names; but made 
frank allusion to the ambiguity and multivalency in 
the meanings of names. He noted the difference 
between a sacred name and a nickname, and at times 
was able to give both, yet the scale of entries shows that 
the closer the record came to a living male the less 
sacred (or more veiled) was the information Reuther 
elicited. The dictionary suggests that he was well 
informed about some dead people but much less so 
about the kinship classes of those who were living.82 
Consequently, his major record of sacred connection 
was in the histories of women rather than of men. 
When not entirely sure how the totems were 
expressed in the name Reuther would sometimes 
admit there were limits to what he knew. For example 
Name 16, Ngujukupajeniadi-kantana: 
how this name is associated with a mura-
mura or mardu I was not able to find out. 
Nevertheless it may be assumed that there 
is something circumstantial. 
His interest in wntmg was quite unlike Siebert's 
project (led by Howitt) of collecting information 
about the classificatory system of kinship. However an 
evolution took place in the text, literary interpretation 
shrinking as the classificatory information grew. It 
appears that after writing one third of the 303 names 
Reuther read or was told about Howitt's priorities, 
because the moiety category was introduced at Name 
115 (and at the start of volume x, Diari ReLigion, Mythd 
and Legendd, he discussed mardu in relation to kinship 
systems).83 All in all, Reuther and Siebert shared only 
some categories of information. Reuther supplied the 
names of spouse, parent or children randomly whereas 
Siebert focussed firmly on genealogy. Siebert (following 
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Howitt's advice) supplied the names of mardu (as did 
Reuther) and moiety - the social totems inherited 
from the mother - but did not record the totemic name 
(pintara) inherited from the father. Reuther gave that 
pintara information as the muramura (ancestor) and 
mura (natural power) inherited from the father.84 In 
this system of inheritance the mardu name from the 
mother related to moiety and social relationships within 
and across groups (and to natural powers), the mura-
mura name from the father related to inheritance of 
country and may be especially important for the toas. 
Dual inheritance (mardu and moiety from mother, 
pintara from father) is one thing for a stable population, 
another for the situation accruing through the second 
half of the nineteenth century. 'Errors' in Reuther's 
and Siebert's documentation appear to have been 
adaptations made between people to suit emergencies 
that arose when there was no male in the direct line 
to inherit muramura powers, or no eligible spouse 
available. Their data, plus later records of inheritance 
published by H.K. Fry in the 1930s and Hercus more 
recently, suggest that all four of a person's ancestral 
connections were brought into play, and adjustments 
between generations made, changing the moiety to fit 
the appropriate mother and so maintaining the ideal 
marriage rights; moreover, in emergencies, the mother's 
pintara would pass to her descendants. 85 By the late 
1890s too, the language groups of the larger region 
had so 'melted into each other' that the class system, 
which may once have been clear, appeared to Siebert 
to be in 'chaos '.86 Socially, the adjustments must have 
had a cumulative shock effect, breaking the pattern in 
social and sacred relations, putting the adjusted ones 
at odds to expectations, and piling up responsibilities 
without pleasure. The history of adaptation is a 
moving demonstration of how the people of east Lake 
Eyre sought to maintain culture. 
Since the early 1970s several studies of the toas, 
each with its own perspective, shifted the subject from 
Reuther's embrace to an extent.87 Morphy examined 
the visual system, thus pointing to connections 
between the toas and the art then coming into 
prominence in central and northern Australia. 
Roderick Wilson considered the geography and the 
muramura journeys.88 The subject was well-judged 
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and some observations stand, however the scope was 
larger than the time he could afford, nor did he travel 
into the region, hence the scheme he proposed 
disguised the complexity of the evidence. Luise 
Hercus, writing selectively, humanised the connections 
with story and living people, and so provided an 
invaluable shift of focus .89 She found the sure route 
through to some makers of the toas. Philip Jones and 
Peter Sutton's illuminating study revisited the historical 
circumstances of Reuther's collection and the scholar-
ship to date. Reorganising the objects according to the 
muramuras they did not, however, map ancestral 
journeys to ask what general connections there might 
be with toas, or dilate upon the ancestral significance 
of the placenames and toa symbols (l believe because 
the information was too conflicted). Following 
Hercus, they discussed ancestral connections via a 
selected instance. All writers Morphy, Wilson, 
Hercus, Jones and Sutton, Reuther too - responded 
to suggestions, patent within the cultural expression 
of the people of east Lake Eyre, that the systems of 
placenames, toas, kinship, muramuras and geography 
shaped into a pattern of correspondences. Yet if an 
underlying meta-system existed, no one was able to 
establish the coordinates . 
My aim (like Jones' and Sutton's) was to see the to as 
in the light of the makers and the circumstances of 
their making, within the broader history of the region. 
I studied the toas in the museum's store, read the 
documents, collated those that mattered most for the 
project, travelled along the Cooper between Lake 
Allallinna and Lake Hope checking out sites, and built 
up as much information as I could (in the time available) 
about the personal histories of Aboriginal peoples 
associated with the mission.90 
In the data, the connections were conflicted, multiple, 
and oblique. The 'map' in prospect had people clustering 
along pastoral routes. Ancestral journeys went under-
ground between what may once have been separate 
ancestral narratives. Clearly, adaptation was the 
larger story. The 400 toas reflected (perhaps were a 
visual record of) people whose names, birth and death 
places, ancestor knowledge and kin relations 
displayed signs of unconventional adjustments to meet 
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unusual circumstances, and the key to those adjustments 
was tradition. So the story of the toas would show that 
conventional interconnections were vital to the 
community's activity in the world. 
Following is an outline of some people who were born 
or died at a place designated by a toa. In ideal 
circumstances (rarely occurring, as the sample shows) 
a person was born and died in home country. The 
main indication from the sample is that a person's 
place of birth (spirit conception place) was a sign of 
family, of ancestral connections with place, and influ-
enced the name he or she was given. Likewise a name 
might be allocated after death relating to the appropri-
ate place of death.91 In some cases Reuther's data 
responded to indications that, in naming a person, 
meaningful connections were sought between person, 
birth and death place, muramura, mura and mardu. 
The sample does not show a positive connection 
between the to as and a person's places of birth/death. 
It does show one ancestral connection between (the 
woman Mokuna's) far distant places of birth and 
death. Both those places were recorded by toas. 
Interestingly, the Dibana family who are the subject of 
the final paragraphs had connections with the same 
places. 
lGlIalpaninna mission in ]915, when there was no water in the lake. (from Eric Bonython) 
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Toa 184 ftlinkdjarillt (Lake Tauina 
Ngaritiangu / alternatively Kaurikutu 
(Cowarie), source of red ochre at the 
grave where muramura Palungopina 
buried his two dead sons. Minkawonka 
(where Mokuna was born) was about 2 
miles away. Both places were connected 
with the Katimarkara. 
!foa rec Toa place Muramura Person s name, gender, MuraiMuramura Name 
!no. for toa place birth or death Tribe no. 
fig p. 272 ~46, Billitjilpani Wittimarkani Tjapurani (f/d) emu ancestor 240 
2641 billi [net for small round dillybag Tirrawuldruna 
R42, fishing; net bag] sacred to emu hunt: ref Dieri 
fig· p· 272 R347 owning of emu powers 
1211 Bukaworduni Mandramankana Jadini (f/d) mirra epidemic 78 
R343 buka = scrub Kirlawilina D31 'pregnant woman' ref Wariliwulani 
wordu = low to Wariliwulani Dieri 
1971 Dijakaparani Patjalina Kudnatarakana (mid) paru [fish] 131 
R294 'roots of trees wood floating on water warukati 
exposed' Dieri 
fig. p. 292 1214, Jukarani Patjalina Julkuna (mlliving) fish 13 
1981 two springs - 'long neck'; new creek Dieri 
R31, soakages on formed by flood, place 
R120 lower Cooper to catch fish 
fig p. 318 199, Jultjurani Patjalina Mokuna (f/born at Dieri 184 
801 quicksand Minkawonka) Two kati-
R140, where katimarkara markara emerged there 
R3 dug who went back into the 
ground at Jultjurani. 
f~'" p. 292 1/ Kaparamarani Darana Katikurani (f/b&d) pati [caterpillar] 273 
RIO spreading tree roots germ, or sprout of plant, Darana 
(confluence of many or strip of rain Dieri 
watercourses; meeting) 
1/ Kintjalina [Jacob] (mid) warukati [emu] 70 
RIO 'shining: refers to Widlapirna- wulu. (S. 306) 
warukati Dieri 
1271 Maniwulkuni Maniwulkuni Tipakulpani (f/b) kin tala [dog] 67 
R363 emu feathers a dog's tail Kujani 
rubbed with ochre 
mixed with fat for 
ceremony 
1271 Pantikana ['Bandigana talara [rain] 26 
R363 Berndt 1953] (mIb) Godagodana 
father owned rain 
powers. 
1271 Dankilina (mid) paru [fish] 157 
R363 meeting together; Darana 
he was a famous singer Dieri 
1271 Jupilina (mid) paru [fish] 155 
R363 to gather what was Darana 
scattered Dieri 
1271 Kankilina (mid) millstone 135 
R363 to pick up, embrace Dimpiwalakani 
ref to Ngurapirali Dieri 
and millstone 
1271 Tidatidana (m/died in paru [fish] 152 
R363 epidemic) Nickname = Darana 
filled with spots Dieri 
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Toa rec Toa place 
n.o. 
Muramura 
for toa place 
1271 
R363 
1271 
R363 
1271 
R363 
fig. p. 285 121 
R356 
121 
R356 
fig. p. 511 1841 
R170 
hI· p. 511 1841 
R170 
Mardawilpani Darana 
place of strangely 
perforated stones 
[at narrow entrance 
to Killamperpunna] 
Minkajirini 
hole for a grave 
[Lake Tauina 
Ngaritiangul 
Kaurikutu, 
Cowarie.] 
Palungopina 
Person. s n.ame, gen.der, 
birth or death 
Pinina (fib) 
gypsum mixed with 
fat to make rain 
Todilina (mid) 
mother swan buries 
egg; Watapairini 
buries fires tick 
Wolkapantina (mlb) 
rain has fallen; prob-
ably a rain-maker [ie 
gypsum mixed with\ 
fat] 
Kaldrikaldrina (mid) 
prominently arched 
chest [ bank of 
higher land 
where rocks are] 
Kokaterina (f/d) 
to be delighted with 
oneself [puffed up] 
Workuworkuna (mid) 
helped to dig here and 
died during night - the 
Katimarkara killed him 
Mokuna (f/d) 
place of burial was Dieri 
where two katimarkaras 
emerged who went to 
ground at Jultjurani. 
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MuraiMuramura Name 
Tribe n.o. 
tallara [rain] 90 
Yandruwandha 
kuti [swan] 99 
Watapaiarini 
Dieri 
talara [rain] 25 
Yandruwandha 
bukatu red ochre 198 
Dimpiwalakani 
Dieri 
bukatu 199 
Dimpiwalakani 
Dieri 
bukatu 288 
Dimpiwalakana 
Dieri 
Katimarkara 184 
fig p. 518 
fig p. 311 
//lapp. 317 
Andreas Dibana identified Juitllrani (80/R3) as 
belonging to his father's father. (He might also have 
been justified in identifYing MilZkajirilZi (l84/R170) as 
connected with his family.)92 In the 1930s, when he 
mentioned his family connection with Juitllrani, he 
was working at the South Australian Museum with 
Ronald Berndt (whom he was to assist in writing a 
pioneering article 'A day in the life of a Dieri man 
before alien contact').93 Working backwards in the 
genealogy to find the maker of JllitllralZi, Andreas' 
date of birth was 2 March 1891, as Reuther noted in 
his diary. He was born at the mission yet Andreas told 
Berndt his birthplace (he must have meant his spirit 
conception place) was a few kilometres west of the 
mission at Lake Allallina (a place associated with the 
muramura Gadimargara, alias Kati-markara).94 For 
Reuther and the child's parents the distinction was 
important, for Lake Allallina was one of the satellite 
camps of 'heathens' whereas Andreas's parents were 
long-term baptised Christians of the mission. 
Andreas's father Bernhard Dibana (alternatively spelt 
Tiwana) and wife Martha Bagubunggana were associated 
with the mission since (before) December 1884, when 
he was aged 19 and she 17;95 they were baptised and 
able to read and write so had been there for some time. 
Bernhard and Martha undertook further religious 
instruction leading to a second confirmation in 1890 
when Martha was pregnant with Andreas, and they 
arranged for the baptism of their baby son within a 
week of his birth.96 Pushing back a generation, 
Bernhard Tiwana's mother was Dieri and his father 
was an immigrant Tirari. 97 Berndt understood that 
the neighbouring groups, Dieri and Tirari, rarely 
intermarried;98 yet the marriage took place, and 
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Nlolo'nga dance perfOl'mers at Lake AlIallina ]901. Photograph by Dtto Siebert (First published Howitt 1904) 
Bernhard was born (in 1865) before the mission was 
founded in 1867.99 Martha was a Wangkangurru 
woman from Galumarana (Galamana) on the lower 
Diamantina, down from Cowrie (Gaurigudi, red hole) 
Station, near Macumba on the border of Ngamani and 
Wangkangurru countries. 100 
For Andreas the connotations of Lake Allallina (his 
spirit conception place) where the Mindari, or sacred 
emu, ceremony was held, and his mother's home 
Gaurigudi, a place renowned for beautiful red ochre, 
were manifestly sacred and connected. The Mindari 
ceremony was held upon the return of an expedition 
to collect red ochre from Parachilna in the northern 
Flinders Ranges. There was an equivalent/related 
ceremony associated with Gaurigudi. In the 1930s 
Sam Dintibana wrote down a song about the ancestor 
Malka-marukuduna and his dog who emerged from 
the Gaurigudi hole and chased (presumably the 
sacred emu) to 'the stone hill' where they were 
transformed into red ochre. The men who made 
expeditions to the mine painted their faces with ochre 
- this was the dog's blood. 101 There was a similar 
story for Parachilna. 
Twelve days after Andreas's birth, missionary Reuther 
walked to Lake Ngalangalini (Allallina) with the 
mission Aborigine Joseph Ngantjalina (his name 
suggests that he was connected with Allallina) to stop 
the Mindari ceremony for which preparations were 
being made. 
In the evening I spoke to a fair number of 
the men. On Sunday morning I first had a 
devotion with those who had been on the 
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Toa 76 Nqantiimmllani 
(Ngantiburuna is gH-I on 
Hillier's map) 
Toa 196 N"qantiI11inkalll: 
The place where the croc-
odile dwells. where the 
important Mindti·j cere-
mony was held, whose 
body decorations are 
painted on the stem of the 
toa. (HilJier's map does 
not mark the place.) 
Toa 373 Kadn;-
wonkalini has a jew 
lizard attached. The 
place was south of 
the mission, at iG on 
HilIier map. 
station before and then I visited the shearers 
who were just ready to make Warukati [i.e. 
they were about to embark on the Mindari 
ceremony for the increase of emus]. I 
gathered them, and then gave an address 
on the love of Christ who seeks us and also 
them. During my talk there was one 
[person] continually knocking, so that the 
Emu-making [did] ... not stop. [Nothing, 
not even a death, could be permitted to halt 
a sacred ceremony once it had begun.] 
Soon three men were sent away, dressed 
up, so that they could return as Emus'102 
After two days the missionary retreated, tired and 
discouraged, having been unable to stop the ceremony. 
Andreas's father Bernhard had the warukati as his 
mardu, inherited from his Dieri mother, Manimalini, 
hence he had a manager's role in the ceremony. In all 
probability he was around somewhere, dressed to 
perform, but keeping out of sight of the missionary, 
who represented another of his religious affiliations. 
As one of his multiple responsibilities, Bernhard 
upheld a kadni (jew lizard) muramura ownership 
inherited from his Tirari father Jiriwarana, which he 
would not repudiate even though he had been raised 
Dieri.103 According to Siebert the kani (jew lizard) 
was the mura associated with adjusted kin relationships, 
and the name Dwana, Reuther wrote, referred to an 
unusual responsibility to represent 60th parents. 104 
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According to Reuther the land-related responsibilities 
handed down through the paternal line in this family 
would relate to the kadni - jew lizard - however the 
toa JuLtjurani (80/R3) suggests a second responsibility, 
that of the katimarkara. The place Jultjuru (Ilturunna 
soakage, dee Playford map 1895), on the Cooper towards 
Lake Eyre, was where the muramura Katimarkara came, 
disguised as an emu (hence the feathers at the top of 
toa 80) and searching for her katimarkara (crocodile) 
daughters in a hole in the boggy ground of the soakage. 
The word Jultjuri means hollowed timber - fossil 
country. Here the two daughters crawled back into 
the earth after wandering down - and so forming - the 
part of the Cooper stretching from Marka-ngaring-kili. 
They had previously travelled, in part underground, 
over sandhill country from Minkawonpani near 
Gaurigudi to the north. lOS Ilturunna marked the 
boundary between Dieri and Tirari countries. 
Appropriately it was where the settlers' track turned 
ninety degrees north to the Diamantina. 106 
Putting together the legend, J.W. Gregory's description 
of the place, the surveyors' maps, and the JuLtjllrani 
toas, it is approptriate that the next camping place 
downstream from the Ilturunna soakage and Ilturunna 
waterhole was 'Emu Camp' adjacent to the Malcoona 
water-hole where Gregory's guide, Emil Kintalakadi, 
dug up from the mud part of the lower jaw of a 
Diprotodon, exclaiming "Kadimakara!" 
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E.C. Playford maps. 1895. 
Toa 80 Ju/tjurt1l1i 
... we left the bed of the Cooper and 
crossed a plain in the bend of the river, past 
an old stockyard, known as Emu Camp, to 
the brine-filled water-hole of Markoni, or 
Malkuni. We dug some soakages, and, finding 
a good supply of fresh water, pitched camp 
in a clump of gum-trees, at the mouth of a 
dry gully. The situation was picturesque. 
Behind us rose cliffs of horizontal, bedded 
loams, commanding a wide view over the 
district. The Cooper Valley is here a broad 
deep trench, wherein the sinuous bed of the 
river is marked out by long reaches of salt 
water .... Next day all hands set to work, 
searching the river bed for fossil bones. 
Our guide, Emil, soon called me; and, after 
sundry theatrical attitudes, exclaimed, 
"Kadimarkara!" and pulled out of the mud 
part of the lower jaw of a Diprotodon. The 
result of the morning's work was a good 
collection of fossil bones of kangaroo, 
bandicoot, crocodile, mudhsh ... and birds.107 
Gregory's description corresponds with Reuther's of 
JuLtjurani (80/R3): 
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The red paint on the toa signifies the boggy 
creek-bed. The black patches are water-
holes in the creek. Fairly high banks project 
into the boggy creek on both sides, which 
are partly overgrown with bushes (yellow 
dots). The banks are painted white, 
because the local soil is of a limestony or 
gypseous nature. The two transverse white 
bands symbolise paths by which the creek 
may be crossed. Along the lower [path] 
stones are lying in the creek: hence the yellow 
dots. The yellow knob at the top of the toa 
indicates the place where, according to the 
legend, the two daughters ... camped. The 
black patches (waterholes) are where they 
searched for fresh water. .. This way and 
that they burrowed and rooted around in 
the middle of the creek - the existing 
water holes testifY to this - but found only 
brackish water. [Soakages running 
through the sand from higher levels provide 
the only fresh water along the salty reaches of 
the lower Cooper.] At length (at the top of 
the toa) they found fresh water and made 
camp. The aborigines camping ground is 
still to be found here to this day. lOS 
A second JllLtjumni (199/R140), and the toas Pa{}Langa-
jiniciLani (79/R189), Ngantiminicani (196/RI9) and 
Paraitji-man{}rani (189/R6), also refer to the katimarkara 
and stylistically could be by the same maker as 
JuLtjumni (80/R3). On the grounds that the authorship 
of the toas should revert to the makers, these toas are 
hereby ascribed to the most likely maker, Bernhard 
Dibana. 
Ronald Berndt's desire to re-capture a day in the life 
of a Dieri man before white settlement sits oddly with 
the story he told, which stemmed from forty years 
after settlement. 109 Nostalgia for tradition may 
nonetheless explain the story of Andreas Dibana's 
family during three generations of association with the 
mission at Killalpaninna. The toas associated with 
members of the family, and Reuther's and Siebert's 
records of the people, are further evidence that 
people's names, ceremonial responsibilities, and powers 
were adjusted to maintain a connection with place. 
In this part of the chapter the evidence for how and 
when the toas were made, and Reuther's collection 
and cataloguing of them were laid out, and two lines 
of inquiry were pursued towards finding some of the 
makers. The process revealed the side-slipping and 
painstaking manner in which the fast-shrinking 
population of east Lake Eyre maintained a kin 
structure into the early 1900s and up to the 1930s. It 
also revealed a considerable overlap and interconnection 
between personal names, muramura activities, places 
and inherited powers. There is no evidence that the 
400 to as were intended to represent people, yet the 
suggestion is strong that in embodying a place they 
also embodied the clan/owner. I concluded that there 
was a considerable gap between the ideal system and 
what was realised in life, but that the toas, like the 
carefully considered shuffling of kin relations, and the 
reconsidered journeys of ancestors, were part of a 
determined push to maintain culture . 
The culture we maintain is the country within us, 
source and point of return of our thoughts and 
actions. There was a perceptible difference between 
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Toa 199 Ju/tjfll'llni, Toa 79 Pa()LnlljiJ1ki!al1l~ Toa 189 
PamitjimanJrani also signified places associated with 
the Katimarkara. 
the colonisers' idea of geography and the idea of 
country maintained by Aboriginal people of the east 
Lake Eyre region. For the colonists, geography was a 
circumscribed set of physical characteristics, external 
to and independent of the self, and able to be 
measured and mastered. In almost every way the 
western idea contrasted with the Aboriginal concept 
of country as interdependent with the identity of 
people, and with ancestry. The cultural difference was 
represented visually, with the toas (into the present) 
continuing to demonstrate just how influential the 
internalised order of things has been for the way 
humans shape the world. And yet Ludwig Becker in 
some archetypal images, transcended the western 
category of topographical landscape, expanding the 
concept to include the human condition. Finally, the 
scope of both cultures was much larger than the 
immediate world of experience. 
Before the Victorian Exploring Expedition set out 
from Melbourne, crossed the continent and failed to 
return, the Dieri's conceptual geography ranged from 
the ocean far to the west of Port Augusta to the Gulf 
of Carpentaria, but theirs was a journey with a happy 
result: 
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... still going on with caution, they came to 
Paltjura, a vast sheet of water with high 
tumbling waves. Their fear was changed 
into joy, and they hastened forward and 
bathed in the waters. 110 
1 Tim Bonyhady, Bltrke d Willd: From Melboltl'lle to fifyth 
(Sydney: David Ell Press, 1991) Chapter I. 
2 Becker was the only member of the Royal 
Society/Philosophical Institute in the expedition party. H e 
was allied with plans for an expedition from the outset, 
proposing at a meeting of 15 April ]856 that 'the Institu te 
do take into consideration the utility and practicality of 
introducing camels' (minutes, Philosophical Institute of 
Victoria 15 April 1856). Bonyhady remarked that Becker 
was sufficiently confident of participating to announce his 
inclusion in October 1859 to the German geographical 
magazine Peterll/allll :1 Mitti7eilll/l.qen (Bonyhady, p.54) He 
applied for the position of 'Artist, Ethnographer & 
Naturalist (Zoology and Geology) and ... Second 
Leadership when necessary' in April 1860, (application 
published in Marjorie Tipping, LUdwig Beckel': Artl;,t d 
NaturaliA with the Burke d Wi/L, E-..:peditwII (Melbourne: 
Melbourne University Press in association with the 
Library Council of Victoria, 1979) p.214) and was eventu-
ally appointed (over Burke's objections) as 'Naturalist and 
Artist' at a meeting of the Exploring Committee (see min-
utes 9 and 13 July 1860, and Bonyhady p.55) . 
3 Becker's fifth report, 1 October 1860, 'Mr Burke told us 
that from today, we had to walk. inch for inch, a ll the way 
up to the Gulf of Carpentaria ... To Dr Beckler and to me 
he said: "now Gentlemen from this time you have to give 
up your scientific investigations but to work like the rest 
of the men, as long as you are on the road or not free from 
c~mp-duties: at the same time you have to limit your mate-
rIals and other things required for your investigating, to 
the utmost, in numbers as well as in weight & size of the 
parceL '" (report published Tipping, p.201). On 31 August, 
at Terrick Terrick, in northern Victoria, he was already 
noting, 'My time is principally taken up with attending 
camels, camp work, and other services required while on 
the March ' (Becker to Macadam, 31 August 1860, letter 
published Tipping p.J87). And at M enindie, writing on 30 
October, 'I found on the road some spare time, especially 
at night, to finish not a smal l number of sketches.' (Becker 
to Macadam, 30 October, letter published Tipping p.188). 
4 Thomas Baynton 's Darlington station was near 
Kyneton : paddocks and hut are shown in the foreground 
of Becker's drawing 
5 Hermann Beckler wrote about another exhausting, 
time-consuminng direct route just north of the Murray, 'It 
was the "shortest route", the straight line, that once again 
led Mr Burke into temptation'. (Hermann Beckler, A 
Joumey to COlIperJ Creek translated by Stephen Jeffries and 
Michael Kertesz (Melbourne: Miegunyah Press in associ-
ation with the State Library of Victoria, 1993) p.34) 
6 J~hann Georg Reuther. The Diari Translated by Rev. 
Philipp A. Scherer; voLv by T. Schwarzchild and Luise 
Hercus, edited by Luise Hercus, J.G. Breen and with 
notes by Peter Austin.. 13 vols in microfiche (Canberra: 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1981) . voLxi ii , 
p.l. 
7 On the other hand the much larger constellation of 
approximately 2,500 Aboriginal camp sites in the region 
that were plotted on a map by Reuther's fellow-worker 
Harry Hillier, does /lot centre on the mission. Th e 
pp.266 -270 
difference may reflect the exigencies of collecting direc-
tion-signs as distinct from mapping place names. 
8 Carl Emil Jung 'Am Cooper Creek', Mitteilllll.qen de,1 
Verelil" ./'t'ir Erdkllllde Halle voL2, pp.63-82, translated in part 
by Christopher Nobbs, Record,1 of the SOllth Al/..ltra/iml 
MII,Jellln (Adelaide) voL26, no.2 (1992), p.136. The people 
of east Lake Eyre were renowned as artists as well as 
being fine geographers: 'The men and women of the 
Dieyerie tribe are very good at sketching and coloring. 
Their drawings of animals, such as dogs, emus, rats, kan-
garoos, snakes, fishes and birds, are made on the sand, 
pieces of bark, and on stones.' Thomas Worsnop, The 
Prehi"t"ru: Art,', Manufactured, Work,I, Weaponl, etcetera, of ti7e 
AI'origine,' of AlldtraLia. (Adelaide: Government Printer, 
1897) . 
9 Christine Stevens, White Mal1:1 Dreamill.q: KilLa/pallilllla 
Mil,!,"", 1866-1915. (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 
1994), p.134. 
10 Otto Siebert to Howitt, quoted in A.W. Howitt Ti7e 
Native Tribe., of South-Ea'!t AI{,!tra/ia (Canberra: Aboriginal 
Studies Press, 1996) facsimile of 1904 publication, p.431. 
11 Howitt, one of the earliest authorities on the Dieri, 
named Blanchewater as an important centre of Dieri cul-
ture, mentioning that the Blanchewater tribe was respon-
sible for organising the Dieri expeditions to get red ochre 
from mines at Parachilna. The Native Ihbe.J 0( SOllth-Ell,It 
AIMtmLia (Canberra: Aboriginal Studies Pres~, 1996) fac-
simile of original 1904 publication, p.711. Samuel Gason's 
map (Howitt papers) positions Blanchewater in 'Murdala' 
(stone, hill) country, north of the 'Cooyanie' (Kuyani) but 
south of the 'Deyerie'. David Horton (1994) has 
Blanchewater within the Dieri territory. 
12 [William Gow?], Blanchewater, S.A. to A.W Howitt, 
on reverse of a form letter addressed by Howitt, 20 March 
1882, Howitt papers, accessed at AIATSIS, Box 6, paper 
6, folder 2. The name is difficult to read, and my first 
guess was Samuel Gason, who was in correspondence 
with Howitt, and, though no longer stationed a t 
Blanchewater, was in the habit of revisiting (for some 
months in 1880, for example), see Gason to Howitt, 24 
November 1879 and 13 May 1880 (the latter after return-
ing from Blanchewater) correspondence Howitt papers 
MS 9536, Box 105211 (b), La Trobe Library, SLV. 
However, as Philip Jones pointed out, the handwriting 
was not Gason's (even allowing for the considerable vari-
ation in his writing from document to document) . The 
Christian name seemed definitely to be 'William ', and the 
surname looked like 'Gar, Geir, Gur or Gow'. I checked 
the Ade[zide ALmal1<lck <lnd directory for South AUJtra/ia 
for 1882 and found a 'W. Gow , postmaster, Blanchewater'. 
The Post Office, Telegraph and Observation departments 
were under one head in the South Australian administra-
tion. In 1874 Howitt's wife Liney, during a visit to her 
home town, Adelaide, arranged for the cooperation of that 
department in her husband's ethnographic enquiries: 'the 
head of the telegraphic department there, Mr Todd, 
C.B.[is] going to instruct his men all along the telegraph 
line (transcontinental) to work for us.' Howitt to Mary 
(his mother) from Beechworth, 5 July 1874, Howitt 
papers, MS 9356, Box 1047(a), La Trobe Library, SLV. 
Howitt visited Blanchewater more than once during his 
search for Burke's party. I have not established whether 
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William Gow was related to Robert Biggart Gow, whose 
explorations in the back country of western New South 
Wales, eastern South Australia, and southwest 
Queensland - those of 1860-61 coinciding in part with the 
Victorian Exploring Expedition - were known to Howitt. 
13 Reuther. vol.viii.l14 in relation to a woman by the 
name of Mokuni (not to be confused with Mokuna) who 
died there. The place name 'Ngapadunkani: ngapa ; 
water; dunka ; putrid. So the meaning of Ngapadunkani 
is bad. smelly water.' 
14 Rainfall and flood levels were recorded systematically 
by the 1890s, so the data is available. See M.J. Tyler. C. R. 
Twidale. M . Davies, C.B. Wells (eds). Natural HiAory of 
tbe Nortb Ea.lt Dedert,1 (Adelaide: Royal Society of South 
Australia, 1990). Chapter 6, Climate. 
15 Even so. there were occasional falls of rain and a flood 
in the Cooper in 1898. interrupting what would be 
remembered as eight arid years. 
16 For nardoo growing in the stagnant water on c1aypans 
see Herbert Basedow, Tbe AltdtraLiall Ahorigillal. (Adelaide: 
F.W. Preece & Sons. 1925) p.150. 
17 See surveyor Playford 's 1895 fieldbook survey of 
Apatoonganie. pastoral run no. 2789. on the Birdsville 
Track immediately north of Killalpaninna and 
Kopperamanna. On the 1999 Natmap SH54-01 it is 
marked as 'Apatoonganie Waterhole'. On survey maps 
pre-dating 1898 it is marked as 'Apatoonganie Wells, 
House and Sheds'. On subsequent surveyor maps the 
name was altered to 'Neylons ' and the building marked 
'ruins'. For a later report of Apatooganie see Eric 
Bonython, Wbere tbe SetLJollJ Come alli:i Go. (Adelaide: 
IIIawong Pty Ltd, revised edition 1985), pp.76-77. See 
Hercus (1980) for Maudie Naylon (cl886-1980), 
Wangkangurru wife of Bob Naylon; Stevens (1994) p.l55 
for the Neylons; and Reuther diary 24 March 1892 re the 
funeral of a child of Neylon Appatoonganie. 
18 The Killalpaninna mission bought Neylon's cattle. See 
minutes of Immanuel Synod, 2 February 1898. Lutheran 
Archives, Adelaide. 
19 Toa 80. identical with toa 287. also represents 
Kall'aLka-n,qapalli. 
20 Lake Palankarinna on mission land to the south-west 
(fJ on Hillier map); Gregory (1906. p.79) as Lake 
Paylankarinna. Ditji the sun was either the daughter of an 
ancestral young woman who had been pursued and raped 
there or at Killalpaninna. or was herself that woman 
(accounts vary). There seems to be a parallel between the 
two Ditji places in the region of the mission (Lakes 
Killalpaninna and Palankarinna) and Palarakaranal 
Palkarani (north of Lake Perigundi) where the souls of 
the dead ascended to the sky. Ditji was the soul of a 
woman who had found her way to the sky; likewise the 
moon and the stars (ditjiwaka) were souls of dead people. 
H erbert Basedow discusses beliefs and practices related 
to conical stones. pillars of rock and natural crevices: 'It is 
the conviction of the Dieri that when a person. especially 
one stricken with senility or enfeebled by sickness, at a 
certain hour passes from the water of the lake 
[Killalpaninna] into the open, and is not seen doing so by 
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the women. he is reborn and rejuvenated, or at any rate 
cured of his decrepitude.' Tbe Au,ltralulIl Ahorigillal. 
(Adelaide: F.W. Preece & Sons, 1925) p.291. See Reuther 
voLxi, 62A,B, 63A. voLx,45-48. Howitt (1904) p.427. 
Horne and Aiston (1924) p.131. 
21 For stories and ceremonies associated with Ditji, see 
Gason's description. Howitt Papers MS9356 Box 
105211 (c), La Trobe Library, SLV; Reuther. Place Name 
D91. voLviii.20; voLx:45-48; voLxi,63A; Howitt (1904) 
p.427-428; H .K. Fry. 'Dieri Legends, Part 1', Folklore 
(London) vol. XLvnr (June 1937) pp.189-195 - two 
sacred songs 'Ditjiminka Mura and Pinja' and 'Kadni 
Mura', plus details of the inheritance of the story/place. 
According to Luise Hercus's friends Ben Murray and 
Jimmy Russell the Ditjiminka cave 'was high up on the 
western slope of the ridge that faces the bed of the Ditji-
mingka creek as it nears Lake Palankarinna. There was a 
soakage in the creek nearby and the old people used to 
camp there for their ceremonies.' See Luise Hercus 
' Looking for Ditji-mingka.' RecordJ of tbe Soltth AwtralulIl 
!I1lU1ellln (Adelaide) voL21. no.2 (1987) pp.149-156. She 
went looking for the shining cave with gypsum walls and 
Dieri engravings, with Ben Murray and Jimmy Russell. but 
they found it had been dynamited. 
22 A.P. Elkin, 'Beliefs and Practices Connected with Death 
in North-Eastern and Western South Australia', in OceallUl 
(Sydney) vol VII, No.3 (March 1937) p.288. 
23 Yaschenko. 27 July 1903, from Translation by Glynn 
R.Y. Barratt of Chapter headed 'Killalpaninna". A.L. 
Yaschenko .. edited by A. I. Solo'yov. Pate"hedtl'iye poAlldtraLii 
(A Journey through Australia) (Moscow: 1959). AIATSIS 
library. p.4. 
24 See H.K. Fry 'Dieri Legends, Part I,' Folk-Lore 
(London) vol. XLVI II. June 1937, pp.189-194. The song 
was written in Dieri by Dintibana Kinjmilina, alias Sam, 
son of Simeon Kumaripinna. Unusually it was a maduka 
responsibility. which he shared by default. after the deaths 
of those who 'owned' it. His own mura was warukati 
(emu). 
25 Luise Hercus, 'Looking for Ditji-mingka' op.cit. p.153. 
26 Reuther voLxiii.l. To the Aborigine. toas are way-
markers and location-finders. Each toa indicates a 
particular locality according to its topographical character. 
and by its shape bears reference to the name of the place. 
From the colours [on toa] the Aborigine recognises the 
present whereabouts of his friends' camp as concerning its 
geographical formation, while head-pieces on some of the 
toas help through their symbolism to determine the place-
names more accurately. An Aborigine deciphers the rele-
vant placename from the toa. For this reason one can 
probably say with justification that the toa[s] are an 
Aboriginal "sign language".' 
27 H enry Hillier, letter to Director, Queensland Museum, 
27 September 1916, Archive of Queensland Museum. 
kindly sent to me by Kathy Buckley. Hillier's first example, 
a toa headed by a naturalistic sculpture of the kapita, was 
not the best choice to demonstrate an argument that the toas 
were 'practically a written language ' - his other examples 
made a clearer case for a language of symbols. 
28 Howard Morphy, 'A Reanalysis of the Toas of the Lake 
Eyre Tribes of Central Australia: an examination of their 
form and function,' University College, London, 1972. 
MS 628, AIATSIS library; and Howard Morphy, 
'Schematisation, meaning and communication in toa./, in 
Peter J. Ucko (ed) Form ill Illr){getwLM Art: Schematuatioll ill 
the art 0/ Abor~qillal Au.Jtra/ia alld prehutoric Ellrope. 
(Canberra: Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 
1977) pp.77-89. In the sign language of the toas Morphy 
identified nine main morphological types: dots, circles, 
rings, ovals, vertical dividing lines, meandering lines, U-
shape, thin lines, bands. As well there were graphic signs 
not included in any of the nine. 
29 Morphy, Reanalysis of the Toas, op.cit, p.22. 
30 It will be evident from what follows that I was not con-
fident that there was a system whereby locality, mythol-
ogy and purpose for visiting were "eparately configured on 
the toa. 
31 Nancy Munn, War/hiri Icollography: Graphic repreJeI1tatum 
alld cllltllral dymbolum ill a CentraL All,ltra/iall Society 
(London: Cornell University Press, 1973). See Morphy, 
Reanalysis of the Toas, op.cit. p.112. 
32 Morphy, Reanalysis of the Toas, op.cit., pp.IlI-115. 
33 D.B. Bain, surveyor in charge of finding a route 
through the Cooper floodplain for a railway, reported 27 
August 1881, 'At Modawilpanna the Barcoo [Cooper] 
narrows very considerably and on each bank there is an 
extraordinary mass of red flint rock in huge blocks honey-
combed in the most extraordinary manner, forming as it 
were two natural abutments for a bridge.' Bain, D.B. 
'Report on Country for Government Gums Railway' [to 
Killalpaninna leaving Gum 27 August 1881], S.A. 
Parliamentary Papml 28 October 1881, p.1 
34 A.P. Elkin noted that keeping to the muramura's path 
ensured the safety of these expeditions. See Elkin, A.P. 
'Cult-Totemism and Mythology in Northern South 
Australia', Oceania (Sydney) vol. 5, no.2, (1934) p.174. 
Dintibana Kinkimilina (Sam) wrote in Dieri a mura-song 
about the dog who 'turned into the hill at Parachilna'. H.K. 
Fry, 'Dieri Legends, Part I', Folk-Lore (London) voI.XLVI-
II, June 1937, pp.l96-198. 
35 I visited Lake Hope (with Anthony Hamilton, Helen 
Printer and Vivonne Thwaites) when the shores around 
Point McKinlay were piled with dead and dying fish, and 
hosts of birds (including pelicans) darkened the sky above 
the fast-evaporating lake. 
36 Jones and Sutton, (1986), Chapter entitled, 'The Great 
Toa Hoax?', pp.54-61; Jones, "'A Box of Native Things": 
Ethnographic Collectors and the South Australian 
Museum, 1830s-1930s', Ph.D. thesis, Department of 
History, University of Adelaide, 1996, pp.246-248. The 
idea that the toas would have special market appeal does 
not hold if, as suggested, they were novel. Innovation did 
not appeal to collectors of indigenous artefacts, as Jones 
pointed out in his thesis. If Reuther wished to encourage a 
marketable item there was a safer, market-demonstrated 
demand for Dieri woven objects. 
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37 Of 105 decorated with dots, 48 are Dieri, 24 
Wangkangurru, 21 Tirari and the remaining dozen divided 
between Yandruwantha, Yarluyandi, Wankamadla and 
Pirlatapa. Considering the preponderance of Dieri toas in 
the group (the next most sizable group being 
Wangkangurru), the statistics corroborate other ethno-
graphic evidence that dots predominated in the pictorial 
representations of regions north and west of the mission. 
Conversely, of 91 toas moulded, sculpted or turned to rep-
resent something (excluding the many with a boomerang 
attached), 69 were Dieri, 9 were Wangkangurru, 3 
Ngamani, 2 Tirari, 3 Yandruwantha, 2 Yawarawarrka, 2 
Kujani and I Yarluyandi, indicating an orientation south 
and east. This analysis presupposes a connection between 
the place, the language of the place name and the language-
tribal affiliation of the maker. Reuther, vol.ix, ppI6-17, 
'When the muramuras emerged from the earth, they con-
versed with the people within their tribal territory in their 
own dialect.' Jones and Suutton point out that property in 
land was held by the clans rather than being in the owner-
ship of the larger language group. Clan lands of different 
language groups tended to interpenetrate, i.e . they were 
not separated by simple boundaries, yet on the whole the 
placesllanguages recorded by Reuther and Hillier cluster 
within domains, with the exception of a few places in the 
vicinity of the mission the names of which are in languages 
other than Dieri . 
Statistics of toas by language group: 
Dieri 254 
Wangkangurru 36 
Tirari 34 
Ngamani 21 
Yawarawarrka 6 
Yandruwantha 5 
Kuyani 4 
Pirlatapa 3 
Yarluyandi 2 
Wankamadla 2 
Arabana I 
Unknown ~ 
TOTAL 404 
38 M. Cheah, Toas: an assessment of their condition and 
recommendations for their treatment and storage, 1980, 
South Australian Museum files. 
39 Jones and Sutton, p.19,73-74. The first museum report 
of the collection indicates that on first entering the muse-
um, they were 'cleaned, repaired and disinfected' (Report 
of the Assistant Director, A.Zietz, Report of the Board of 
G,,<'emorJ, The Public Library, MII,leum alld Art Gal/flY of SOllth 
ALMlralia for 1907-08. (Adelaide: Government Printer, 1908) 
p.9) . By 'October 1907, Reuther appears to have noted dis-
crepancies between the repaired toas and the original (as 
recorded in his catalogue and illustrations). The museum's 
subsequent report comparing the objects with Hillier's 
drawings, does not necessarily imply that the toas ill their 
origillaldtate were to be altered to comply with the draw-
ings; more likely the list and instructions within it were a 
plan to reverse some cavalier initial restoration (Jones and 
Sutton pp.73-74). 
40 Jones and Sutton p.59. 
41 Of the following, some direction signs referred to 
everyday travel, but a number were observed in the con-
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text of Aborigines leaving a camp after a death . 
" On the Murray 'Our [Bangerang] Blacks are 
accustomed to communicate with each other on certain 
occasions by signs. For instance . .. those leaving a camp 
will plant a stick in the ground with a bunch of grass tied 
on the end of it, to indicate to any of the tribe who may 
pass the direction in which they have gone'. (E.M . Curr 
The AIM/raLul/l Race: ItJ On.i;i/l,J, Lall/!IIage,l, CwtOI/lJ, PLace of 
Lalll);n/! in AIMtraLul, etc. (Melbourne: John Ferres, 
Government Printer), vol. 1 (1886) p.93.) 
" Thomas S. James, teacher at Cummeragunja mission, 
New South Wales, wrote to R.H. Mathews, 31 May 
1898: 'When a death occurred in the camp, the 
Aborigines immediately after the burial removed their 
camp to a distant spot and before leaving, a long pole 
with a big lump of mud at one end, supported by a forked 
upright was left for the information of visiting tribes. The 
pole indicating the direction of the new camp and the 
mud the cause of the removal. ' (R.H. Mathews papers, 
MS 1606, AIATSIS library.) 
" Whurlong Belambo, born in the 1840s on the Murray 
north of Lake Tyrrell , in Dadidadi country (Yeriyeri, 
Ledjiledji and Wadiwadi were neighbours), said, 'These 
blacks to indicate the direction they had gone would 
make a long mark on the ground and put a stick in the 
ground with grass or leaves tied on the top, leaning with 
the top pointing in the direction they were gone.' Senior 
Constable George E Loonus [Loomes?], Euston, to R.H. 
Mathews, 22 May 1898, with information about the 
territory extending from Euston on the Murray west to 
the S .A. border, east to Redgate, south to Lake Lalbert, 
north to Pooncarrie on the Darling and east of there as 
far as Clare Station. (R.H. Mathews papers, MS 1606, 
AIATSIS library.) 
" 'The Kurnai [of Gippsland] indicate the direction in 
which they have gone by either planting a stick in the 
ground leaning in a certain direction and with some bark 
tied on the end, or by bending a small sapling to it, and 
tying the leafy branches of its head up in a ball, either by 
themselves or with something tied to them to attract 
attention. The signal is called oba!.' (A.W. Howitt, The 
Natif'e TribeJ of South-EaA AlldtmLin (Canberra: Aboriginal 
Studies Press, 1996) facsimile of original 1904 publica-
tion, pp. 722-3 and photograph ill us, p .722 [NB a better 
quality illustration in Massola 1971]) 
" In the Western District of Victoria, 'When it is 
necessary to abandon .. . [the habitations] for a season in 
search of food, or for visiting neighbouring families or 
tribes, the doorway is closed with sheets of bark or 
bushes, and, for the information of visitors, a crooked 
stick is placed above it pointing in the direction which the 
family intends to go.' (James Dawson, AIIAra/inll 
Aborigill&i." the Lallgllag&1 and CwtomoJ of Sef'eraL li·ibed of 
Aborigil/ed in the We,1tem Dufrief of Victort'z, AlloJtraLia 
(Melbourne: George Robertson, 1881) Ch vi, p.l0, writ-
ing about the Western District of Victoria.) 
" 'A man [of the Western District]' travelling in the 
country of a friendly tribe, came upon a deserted habita-
tion. Above the doorway he saw the usual crooked stick, 
pointing in the direction which the family had taken; and 
all r ound about the place, pieces of bark covered with 
white clay, indicating a death.' (Dawson (op.cit) p.l09.) 
p. 288 
" Similarly, direction signs were seen near Brisbane in 
Queensland. 'Another stick about a yard away was stuck in 
the ground and also tied with grass rope, and a bunch of 
grass surmounted the top, which pointed south. The grass 
was nicely cleared round this stick and a footmark printed 
there, also pointing south. This told any stray blacks who 
should chance to come along in which direction the friends 
of the dead had gone.' (Tom Petru':, RemillIJcetlce,1 of EarLy 
Qlleen,ILand (datillg from 1837) recorded /Iy hu daughter. 
(Brisbane: Watson, Ferguson & Co, 1904) pp.l64-165, 
describing the site of a recent funeral at Enoggera Crossing, 
Brisbane) 
" In central-southwest Queensland finger posts of 'any 
small stick, tussock of grass, etc ... stuck in the direction to 
be pursued into a small mound of sand, earth, etc', were 
used 'to show any deviation from the main track '. More 
elaborate signs were also used: 'Mr Weinholt tells me that 
on Warenda and around the Hamilton River generally, 
.. . two boomerangs placed crosswise on the flat, used 
frequently to be met with when the blacks were in the neigh-
bourhood.' (Walter E . Roth, EthlloLogieal Stlldie,1 amoll.t; the 
Norfh- We"t-CentraL Qlleen,ILalld Aborigined (Brisbane & 
London: 1897) p.l33; vol. 1 of facsimile 3 volume publica-
tion The QllceI!dLandA/lorigineJ (Victoria Park, WA: Hesperian 
Press, 1984» 
., John Danvers, after scouting for outlaw Tasmanians for 
more than three weeks, reported 'the manner in which the 
Aborigines point out the road they have taken, when travel-
ling, to those who may be straggling behind .. . They fix a 
small stick in the ground, about two or three feet in length, 
giving it an angular direction, the top leaning towards the 
road they are pursuing. About a hundred yards from the 
first stick, another is placed in a similar manner and 
position, and so on, so the Natives following these sticks can 
not help falling in with those who went before them.' Hobart 
liMn COllrier 17 January 1829 p . l. 
42 Ronald Berndt, Foreword, Philip Jones and Peter 
Sutton, Art alld Land (Adelaide: South Australian Museum, 
1986) p.8, referring to Berndt 1978 Fasc 1:30. 
43 Almost all the toas had gypsum on top, many had crests 
of vegetation, feather or other object and well over half (254 
out of 404 toas) comprised stick, gypsum knob, and/or crest 
andlor some simple painting of dots andlor horizontal 
bands. Only 67 had what could be called a complicated sym-
bolic system of paintillg, and most of those resolve into a sim-
ple pictorialism. Thus 16 of the 67 represented a simple oval 
in solid colour (representing a waterhole) and surrounded 
by dots (representing foliage or sometimes stones) . That 
device is the key to 33 variations on the same theme, the 
broad meaning of which is readable without Reuther's 
explanations. 
44 In the following list I have not broken down the 
boomerang form into the various boomerang-shaped objects 
(such as the marriwirri club) that were employed by the 
peoples of east Lake Eyre. 
Boomerang: form toas 
J&S R Name Language groujl 
4 24 Ngunawarapini Tirari 1 
30 324 Wonkuturuni Dieri 2 
34 331 Kirrakirrapratjalani Dieri 3 
35 325 Kirrataranani Dieri 4 
45 235" Kirraworduni Dieri 5 
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46 110 f{jrrakirrani Tirari 6 
47 235" Kirraworduni Dieri I) note twice 7 
54 191 Tiltjawapatapatani Dieri 8 
70 196 Kandriterkanani Dieri 9 
76 49 Ngantiburanani Dieri 10 
ll5 109 Mintapirrapirrani Wangkanguru II 
123 314 Kutjielidijani Dieri 12 
124 149 Tampangaraterkanani Tirari 13 
133 259 Kirrakirrani Tirari 14 
136 214 Kirraworanawirinani Oieri 15 
137 227 Maltujantuni Dieri 16 
138 119 Kirrawirinani Dieri 17 
139 43 Tarpirani Oieri 18 
159 60 Turpakuparuwaluni Yandruwanta 19 
169 205 Jerrangaruni Yandruwanta 20 
178 352 Turukurani Dieri 21 
222 213 Ngapamilkipirlani Tirari 22 
251 312 Kirratintini Dieri 23 
266 124 Kundikundini Oieri 24 
274 172 Ngarakalinani Dieri 25 
296 144 Malkakirrawuluni Dieri 26 
328 54 Kirrani Dieri 27 
350 327 Ngurakirrani Dieri 28 
364 344 Kirratintini Dieri 29 
380 143 [Ngandraworduni] [Dieri] 30 
45 G. Horne and G. Aiston, Sal'a//e Life ill Central Awtra/ia 
(London: Macmillan & Co, 1924) pp.25-26. The writers 
continue, The shaped sticks stuck into the sand on depar-
ture and spoken of as toad were not known by the old men 
of the Wonkonguru.' See also A.P. Elkin, 'Cult totemism 
and mythology in northern South Australia', Oceallia 
(Sydney), vo!.5, no.2 (1934) pp.I71-192. 
46 Thomas Darragh, 'Ludwig Becker, a Scientific 
Dilettante: His Correspondence with J.J. Kaup and 
Others', in HiAorica/ RecordJ of Awtra/iall Scirnce (Canberra: 
Australian Academy of Science) vol.fI, NoA (December, 
1997), quotation from p.507. A habit of taking what came 
to hand and an irreverent lateral application of scientific 
study were evident before he embarked on the V.E.E. 
Becker exhibited 'Specimens of Australian AJgae and Fish 
designed to furnish new designs for paper-hangings etc' at 
the Me/hollrne E-..:hibitw" ill 1954 ill connection with the Pm·if 
Eyhihitw" of 1855, (Melbourne, 17 October 1854) cat.no. 
294. He addressed the Philosophical Institute of Victoria 
on 5 [or 7] September 1855 on the subject of a fish, 'I 
found in a fishmonger's shop in Melbourne', and a second 
fish found 'While occupied in Hobson's Bay in completing 
my observation about the fish ... just described'. On 19 
December 1855 he spoke to the Institute about a nest and 
egg of a lyre bird brought to him and explained by the 
Aboriginal Simon Wonga. On 28 July 1858 he spoke 
about a bat captured by 'some gentlemen while sitting 
round a chimney fire at Oakleigh', then the following year 
on 11 May 1859 he spoke about a second bat caught in the 
study of Dr Mueller. See Minute Books of Royal Society 
of Victoria, voU Council/Committee Meetings, vol.viii 
Ordinary Meetings Minute book, Royal Society of 
Victoria Papers, MS11663, LaTrobe Library, SLY; and the 
published Trafl<,actwlld of the PhiloJophicaL IIlJt;tllte of Victoria 
voLl August 1855-December 1856 (Melbourne: 1857), 
vo!.ii January-December 1857 (Melbourne: 1858), vol.iii 
January-December 1858 (Melbourne: 1859), vol.iv, 
January-December 1859 (Melbourne: 1860) 
47 Darragh, op.cit. pp.501-522. 
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48 Becker to unknown correspondent in Germany, 
published in Notizblatf de,f Vere;"" fiir ErJl.:llllde ... . w 
Darllldtadt vo!.2 no.25 (March 1859) p.35, as translated and 
published by Darragh (op.cit.) p.505. 
49 Darragh, op.cit. p.505. See a lso the minutes of the 
Royal Institute of Victoria committee meetings during 1859 
when the cost of Becker's lithographs was debated more 
than once. 
50 Hermann Beckler letter to Carl Beckler, 10 August 
1860, Beckler papers pAlO, MS PA260, La Trobe Library, 
SLY; as translated by Thomas Darragh, 'Ludwig Becker, a 
Scientific Dilettante: His Correspondence with J.J. Kaup 
and Others', in Hiftorica/ Record,f of AIMtra/ia" Sciellce 
(Canberra: Australian Academy of Science) vol. II, NoA 
(December, 1997) p.50!. Tim Bonyhady's variant transla-
tion in From Me/bollrtle to Myth op.cit. p.53. Marjorie 
Tipping's translation, similar to Bonyhady's, see Tipping 
LUdwig Beder.. op.cit. pAO, fn.20. 
51 McCoy, recommending Becker as a scientist to the 
Expedition Committee in July 1860, assessed his 
scientific knowledge as greater than Beckler's, see Tim 
Bonyhady, op.cit. p.54. 
52 Becker's fifth report, 27 September-22 October 1860, 
Marjorie Tipping, op.cit. p.202. 
53 Reuther's catalogue description. In the geographical 
context the image represented the gathering together/dis-
persal of many watercourses. Kopperamana had been a 
major trade centre for the Dieri, their neighbours, and 
people far and wide. See Gason. 
54 Hermann Beckler, A JOllrtley to CooperJ Creel.: translated 
by Stephen Jeffries and Michael Kertesz (Melbourne: 
Mjegunyah Press in association with the State Library of 
Victoria, 1993) p.112 . 
55 In a Wangkangurru and Yawarawarrka increase cere-
mony associated with the woma (carpet snake) at 
'Kadipirie' (Cuttapirie) a fossilised snake was dotted with 
blood from the participants arms, over which bird-down 
was stuck (A.P. Elkin, 'Cult-Totemism and Mythology in 
Northern South Australia', Oceanw (Sydney) vo!.5, no.2 
(1934) p.I77). The Tirari toa decorated with dots evokes 
that ceremony as well as the place Kutiri, on the lower 
Cooper (hF on Reuther & Hillier map). 
56 Hermann Beckler, using Becker's drawings to derive 
verbal descriptions for his narrative of the journey, wrote 
'we had entered a new land ... soon a scorching hot 
northerly rose and a sombre, dusty haze lent a peculiar 
appearance to the cloudless blue of the sky ... The claypans 
became larger and ... their hard, white bottoms were 
covered by a layer that had cracked into little pieces like 
varnish and they shimmered as if they were a water surface 
or like polished marble.' op.cit. p.116,1l7. 
57 Becker, Fifth report, 11 October, Marjorie Tipping, 
op.cit. pp.203-204. 
58 Burke letter 4 October 1860 to Frederick Standish, 
quoted by Bonyhady, op.cit. p.98, and by Tipping p.26 -
with the quote from George Landells. Burke objected 
strongly to Becker's inclusion from the time he was 
appointed leader, when Becker's name was mentioned as 
someone already committed to the expedition . He omitted 
Becker's name from the list of expedition members sub-
mitted to the Exploration Committee on 9 July 1860, and 
only gave in when the Committee asked for his inclusion 
through the Governor, Sir Henry Barkly (see Bonyhady, 
op.cit. p .54) . 
59 The diamond dove in Dieri was the Kurukuku, an indi-
cator of hot weather, and connected with the muramura 
Paiawulu (bird-wulu). The red around the bird's eyes is 
explained as, 'When Mulapara stealthily carried off 
Kurukuku's millstone the latter cried so much he devel-
oped red eyes.' In the 1930s the same story was told by 
Sam Dintibana Kinjmilina. See Reuther vols. i-iv A DUlri 
Dictiollary and H .K. Fry "Dieri Legends, Part 1', FolkftJre 
(London) vol. XLVIII (June 1937) pp.187-I88. 
60 Reuther's dictionary; Toas 179, 336, 212, 390 (dysen-
tery) and 167; Reuther vol.x, 167-174. In the last, he iden-
tified the Rat Ancestor as coming from the north-west at 
the start of his text, then later as coming from the north-
east. The Maiaru's - Rat Ancestor's - relative in the first 
camp he came to (in the story) spoke Yawarawarka which 
is to the north east of Dieri country. The Maiaru induced 
a deep sleep, which could suggest that he came with 
pitcheri from south-west Queensland (further northeast), 
and his stealing of a large mill-stone also suggests that the 
first camp was in the Yawarawarka region, from where 
large mill-stones were traded. Travelling south he came to 
the Cooper, and put the heavy stone down at Jidniminka 
(Innamincka), a famous source of large millstones. For a 
related Yawarawarka story, via Otto Siebert, see A .W. 
Howitt and Otto Siebert, 'Two Legends of the Lake Eyre 
Tribes', AUJtralian alld NeH' Zealand AJJocUztul/1 for the 
Advancement of Scimce (Melbourne) vol.9 (1902) pp.525-
532; and Howitt (1904) pp.802-03. Reuther's explanation 
of Benjamin Kankilina's name (vol.viii,no.135) refers to a 
similar story. 
61 See footnote 50. 
62 Jones and Sutton, p.15. 
63 Siebert letter to Howitt, 27 July 1898, translated and 
inscribed by Howitt, Howitt papers, MS 69, Box 7, fold-
er 4, paper 3, AIATSIS library. Baldwin Spencer collect-
ed totemic sticks (sacred items, or the secular forms of 
such) from the people of the West, South and East 
Alligator Rivers in Arnhem Land, which resembled the 
secular toas in being painted and carved in formal and 
quasi-figurative designs . 
64 J.G, Reuther vol. xiii: 1 
65 Characteristically, the eye (without conscious 
thought) constantly changes focus and is selective in what 
it observes. Eye vision consequently is not at all compara-
ble to the image obtained mechanically by the click of a 
camera shutter or by squinting through a small hole and 
translating what are conceived to be the salient aspects of 
a scene onto a flat sheet of paper with the aid of a grid (the 
latter was the model for western picture making for some 
centuries before the invention of the camera 
66 A.P. Elkin suggested that one of the roles of ancestral 
stories was to provide a means of control over 'the 
contingencies of life and nature 's vagaries' when 
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Aboriginal people had so little control of them by material 
means. A.P. Elkin, 'Cult-Totemism and Mythology in 
Northern South Australia', Oceania (Sydney) vol.5, 
no.2(1934) pp.191. Jones and Sutton, too, proposed that 
some ancestors 'are so closely identified with individual 
Aborigines (often recently dead, perhaps still alive) that 
myths are restated to encompass the travels, land associa-
tions or specific actions of those individuals', op.cit. p .26. 
Abstract concepts perform the same service in western 
communities, and they too, are modified over time to suit cir-
cumstances. 
67 A correspondent from Euston, 8 June 1864, described 'a 
meteor of extraordinary brilliancy and size. It had the 
appearance of a ball of blue fire, about the size of a medium 
lamp-globe, and which emitted a long tail of sparks. When it 
first appeared there was light enough made by it to read 
writing had the light continued long enough.' Ri,'erine Herald 
15 June 1864 n.p. Becker was well equipped to observe and 
transcribe the meteor seen on the night of II October 1860 
since in Melbourne between 12 October and 12 November 
1858 he had observed and transcribed the passage of 
Donati's Comet, later producing a copiously illustrated visu-
al report of the phenomenon. 
68 Marjorie Tipping speculated that Becker employed 
natural resin from gum trees and bushes, and red and yellow 
ochres from the country. r would like to think he did but cor-
roboration is not yet available from a chemical analysis and 
comparative study of the earth pigments with Becker's pre-
vious work, or with the work of other artists. 
69 Tracks in the vicinity of a grave were reckoned by the 
Dieri to be those of the dead person (Elkin, 1937, p.288) . 
The image of camels in a mirage was adopted into Beckler's 
narrative, 13 March 1861, as 'the strange appearance of the 
camels in the mirage some distance away (about half a mile). 
Their shape could be depicted, not just schematically, but 
quite faithfully with a few brushstrokes. If one images these 
almost shapeless arches wandering along slowly, about twice 
the size of camels, one has a completely true and faithful pic-
ture, although of a very strange phenomenon.' op.cit. p .132. 
The echo of Becker's images in Beckler's best verbal descrip-
tions is too frequent and faithful to be coincidental. He 
acknowledged Becker as the observer of a gigantic gum tree 
reflected in water at Spewah. Beckler op.cit. pp.132, 26. 
70 Becker's first image of a mirage of vast plains Terrirk 
Ten-ick Hilll, bearing N by W diA. 13 mile..l; Mt Hope far abope the 
horizon by the effect of Mirage, u 25 /Ilile.1 di..t. TreeJ e5 other object_ 
near the horizon affected by the Fata I1wrgana. Allg.50.60 - likewise 
used a lick of chinese white to represent the mirage: in 
several respects the earlier work was the pictorial model for 
the later one. 
71 Tom Darragh, paraphrasing a letter Becker wrote to the 
Grand Duke of Hesse in 1845, Ludwig Becker, A Letterfrol1l 
Awtralia translated by Thomas Darragh and with an intro-
duction by Thomas Darragh and Manfred Koehler 
(Bacchus Marsh, Victoria: 1993) p xvii 
72 Herbert Basedow, The AUJtrall{ln Abor~9illal. (Adelaide: 
F.W. Preece & Sons, 1925) p.218. 
73 Gregory's team when he visited Killalpaninna mission in 
December 1901 included students, who entertained the 
Aborigines with 'some corroborees, after the manner of the 
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Melbourne student [there was a Cannibal Club of 
Melbourne students in the 1890s and Melbourne also had a 
Savage Club], which were rapturously enjoyed by the 
enthusiastic black-fellows. They, in turn, gave us an 
amusing performance, imitating emus, and a camel, with its 
Afghan rider, and a caricature of a quarrel between a drover 
and a squatter'. (!?62). The squatters also provided Tommy 
McCrae WIth subjects for drawings (see Chapter 6). 
74 During much travel through South Australia for field-
work during 1930 A.P. Elkin noted (and mapped) the 
migration of peoples, some having moved far away from 
their 'original' countries. See Elkin 'The Social Organisation 
of South Australian Tribes,' Oceal1ia (Melbourne) vol.2, 
(1931) pp.44-73. 
75 Reuther's three versions of the catalogue were written in 
the order of vol xii,xiii and xi. Between the first (xii) and 
second (xi ii) he added some details and refined the style of 
writing (replacing the German word for 'running water' 
with the English word 'creek' for example). The third (xi) is 
merely a copy of the second, without the crossings-out and 
alternations. The first two are written in a neat, small hand. 
The third (copy) version is in a larger hand though the 
orthography is the same (a characteristic's' and a habit of 
writing the letter 't' small and scant when it occurs at the 
end of a word) . The change of size is apparent also in his 
diary, after May 1906: Scherer records a date for the final 
transcription (vol xi) of June-July 1908. The collection was 
formed, or largely formed, before Reuther began to draft the 
first catalogue. In writing he had publication in mind from 
the start, because the first version commences with the 
advice that the catalogue is 'Listed here according to the 
numbers of the illustrations'. Hillier's meticulous coloured 
drawings consequently are a key to the date, circumstances 
and content of the cataloguing process. Hillier later recalled 
that he made the drawings during the years 1904 and 1905. 
He left the mission (and the collection) on 16 March 1905 
when the drawings must have been completed. He made one 
set for Reuther and another set for himself, 'all from the 
original specimens' (as he told R. Hamlyn-Harris, 
Queensland Museum, in a letter of 12 September 1916. 
Archives of Queensland Museum .) Hillier may be a key to 
t~e technical side of collecting, if not also the collecting 
(Itself) and the cataloguing the toas. 
76 F H'II' . or I ler suggestmg a place (Ngandraworduni), see 
toa 380/R143. One or two suggestions by Hillier (in the 
absence of ~dvice from the maker) were disregarded by 
Reuther, whIch suggests two things: that Reuther did not 
regard Hillier as an authority and that he relied for his some 
key information on the makers or on a group of advisors. 
77 Reuther had to obtain key information - at least the place 
name - from the maker but where did that advice end? Did 
it cease with the name or continue with the meaning of the 
place-name and the connection between the toa's symbolic 
form and the pertinent characteristics of a place? J ones and 
Sutton mentioned two advisors, one of whom was Elisha 
Tjerkalina [Jerkilina). Reuther mentioned him obliquely in 
vols.viii & ix Origil1 al1d Meal1il1g of the Name., of AliAm/ial1 
AborigineJ, in reference to No.24, Mandatarani, a Wang-
kangurru widow who married him; they were mentioned in 
his diary on 16 May 1894 in relation to confirmation classes; 
and Siebert included Elisa Tjerkilina in an early list for 
Howitt (24 February 1898, McCaul 306) . 
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78 The New Testament was completed on 29 October 1895. 
Reuther continued with the dictionary until finally calling a 
halt on 18 October 1904 (as recorded in his personal diary, 
Lutheran Archives, Adelaide) . 
79 When Reuther began collecting the toas is not known, 
however when the Russian scientist Yaschenko arrived in 
July 1903, most of the missionaries there had diverse collec-
tions of ethnological and natural history material, including 
Reuther. As for the 400 toas, it would be typical of him to 
specialise in a narrow category, given his project-based 
approach and steadiness of purpose. His ability to interpret 
the toas without aid would be limited to the narrow scope of 
his geographical knowledge, which did not extend far outside 
the mission's land and the route south. The toas' pictorial 
system was not sufficiently precise, and Reuther was insuffi-
ciently imaginative, to 'read' the geography from the object 
and placename, at least not with the variety of geographical 
descriptions the catalogue contains. Therefore he must have 
have relied on advice from people with the requisite knowl-
edge. Whether his advisers were the makers, one by one, or a 
handful of elders in a group, or included Hillier, or other 
missionaries, is unclear. 
The illustrator of the toas and maker of the map, Henry 
(Harry) Hillier came to live with the Reuthers in June 1893, 
aged 17 or 18, a consumptive English boy seeking a dry 
climate in which to recover his health. Apart from some peri-
ods away, he remained until March 1905 when he returned 
home for a while, by which date he had finished the task of 
illustrating the toas, etc. Many youths in the colony made a 
hobby of collecting natural history specimens and Hillier was 
no exception. His father was interested, so in 1895 Hillier 
took home some insects that the Aborigines at Killalpaninna 
had garnered for him . Through his father's contacts in the 
English antiquarian community, and his own with the scien-
tists Erhard Eylmann and J.W. Gregory who visited 
Killalpaninna in July-August 1900 and December 1901 
respectively, he began to supply specimens to collectors, first 
the British Museum and then more widely. The scenario 
suggested for Reuther's collecting and cataloguing of the toas 
is that it began after Hiller returned to the mission in 1896, 
gained momentum in 1900 and was completed, documented 
through illustration and the first drafts of the catalogue were 
written, before March 1905. See footnote 79, and Ian Coates 
'Lists and letters: An analysis of some exchanges between 
British Museums, collectors and Australian Aborigines (1895-
1910), a thesis submitted for the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy of the Australian National University, November 
1999; more precise dates for Hillier's movements were obtain-
able from the minutes for Synod meetings, Lutheran 
Archives. Taking into consideration the dates of Hillier's var-
ious arrivals and departures, the date of Reuther's first cata-
logues of the toas (in the handwriting employed before the 
stressful events leading to his departure from the mission), his 
introductory statement that he would follow the numbering of 
Hillier 's illustrations, and the exigencies of reviewing a collec-
tion of 400 items, I gather that they worked side by side on at 
least the first catalogue, which consequently would be fin-
ished by March 1905. 
80 The absence of other collections of toas in the colony 
(apart from some stemming from missionaries of 
Killalpaninna and Hermannsburg) could be explained by the 
tendency of collecting to proceed along established lines, the 
fact that the majority of direction signs did not have the elab-
orate form of some coll ected by Reuther, and by their fragili-
ty, which would not encourage collection. Alternatively it 
could suggest that the mission Aborigines made a special 
effort to make toas, and Reuther was drawn to collect them 
in greater numbers upon seeing the pictorial code as a form 
of writing. 
81 Reuther vols.viii & ix Origill and Meaning of the Nallled of 
A""tralilln Abor«jlile.1 (nos I to 303). The mission's records 
of births' deaths and marriages (for report to office of 
births, deaths, marriages in Adelaide) disappeared soon 
after Reuther left Killalpaninna. Likewise Siebert and his 
wife kept a record of names and ages, which also vanished, 
according to Christopher Nobbs. Some lists are to be 
found in mission reports, and individual names, ages etc 
are included in mission correspondence, diaries, Siebert's 
correspondence with Howitt, police records, records of 
government supplies, and Reuther's eccentrically con-
ceived dictionary of personal names. To gain a better 
insight of later genealogies (given the time) I could have 
branched into the notes and diaries etc of Berndt, Elkin, 
Luise Hercus, Mountford, Tindale, the elder Strehlow, 
Hillier (he did keep a diary). But I did not do that work. I 
found sufficient to bring approximately 80 people into 
focus (out of several hundreds). Difficulties of collating 
the information came from the multiplicity of personal 
names (nickname, proper name, Christian surname, 
Christian name of baptism) and the many spellings of 
those names. To match people to names accurately across 
the various records meant establishing a satisfactory agree-
ment between family connections, mardu, pintara, lan-
guage group, Christian name given at baptism, Christian 
surname, approximate dates and place, etc. Herbert 
Basedow noted how a person's name was (names were) 
added to over the years, each addition representing an 
increment of identity. Personal names proved to be a prob-
lematic but unexpectedly informative way of learning 
about the people concerned. Reuther adjusted the spelling 
of a name to form a phrase that made sense to him, and in 
a good many cases those adjustments (from the name used 
by the mission) have made the name unrecognisable. He 
often noted the indigenous nickname and the proper name 
and occasionally observed that a name had been altered to 
avoid evoking the spirit of a dead person. Sometimes he 
gave the baptismal name as well. 
Siebert's spelling of names was approximate and there 
were changes of spelling from document to document; 
some deviations were of a more substantial nature, as when 
a mother's and maternal grandmother's names were 
occasionally conflated as the name of one woman. Siebert 
usually supplied the baptismal name and European style 
surname (from the father) however in those cases he did 
not give the indigenous name. In sorting the information 
many of the bits and pieces did not come together to 
securely identifY a person. 
The work led me to conclude that there had been 
considerable chopping and changing between classificatory 
systems over three or four generations to 1910, sign of a 
society in the process of rapid adjustment. 
On the question of whether the places of birth and death 
in Reuther's NameJ were factual or ideal, Howard Morphy 
has suggested some of the former would have been spirit 
conception places rather than places of birth; whereas too 
many of the latter were outside a person's country to 
reflect the ideal. 
The places of many births and most deaths recorded by 
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Reuther were at or in the vicinity of the settlements, pastoral 
stations and the mission, which could sit oddly with the idea 
that he obtained the names and places of birth/death from 
mission elders. It seems likely that he moved between official 
records and his informants. It is still curious that he did not 
include the recognised form of the names when recording 
nicknames and more sacred names. The result of omitting the 
link was that the dictionary of personal names, like his other 
dictionaries, put a barrier between its content and the people 
about whom he wrote. The omission seems deliberate on his 
part, given that it occurred across all his work. 
82 Yet another 'problem' with Reuther's data is that he 
recorded some people as dead and at times included the p lace 
of death, yet they appear (from collating Siebert's and mis-
sion records) to have been living in the early 1900s. This 
could indicate several things: his not always knowing who 
the information applied to (in which case he was following 
the lead of his advisors); the information in some respects 
was 'ideal' rather than literal (again, he would be following 
information supplies by his advisors); an ancestor was 
referred to - in which case mature men followed a practice of 
taking the name of an ancestor (father or grandfather). 
83 The list of mardus at the start of vol.x is in the same 
sequence (not quite) as Howitt's published list. The kinship 
examples Reuther cited were also used by Siebert. So 
closely does this part of Reuther's work correspond with 
Siebert's, he must have gained access to some of Siebert's 
diagrams at that point. 
84 '[f. .. the father claims the woma as his mura ... the mura is 
therefore transmitted or ... made hereditary ... [and] the 
names of children and grandchildren are chosen ... [to] bear 
some sort of relationship to the woma', wrote Reuther. (vol 
viii, name no.18) . He also wrote, 'According to whichever 
muramura a man or woman calls his or her own, he or she is 
usually given a name that bears some relation to that mura-
mura' (vol.viii, I (Buluna), note II). In volumes viii and ix as 
elsewhere Reuther identified the term muramura with the 
ancestor creators and the mura he identified with a gener-
alised form of power such as the rain, red ochre or whatever. 
The mardu inherited from the mother (her pintara) carried 
caretaker responsibilities. Siebert's "chaos" of classificatory 
systems had been created as much by an enormous death toll 
as the mingling of tribes. When a correct land-owning 
descent was not possible muramura ownership (critical for 
the toa-places) evidently could be handed down through the 
female line, as indicated in the 1930s by Samuel Dintibana to 
H.K. Fry, 'Dieri Legends', Parts I & II, Folklore (London) 
vol. 48 (June 1937) pp.187-206, (September 1937) pp.269-
287. Siebert (24 February 1898) suggested that Samuel's 
place within his kin had been adjusted to meet a special need: 
'Samuel appears as the brother of a certain woman and also 
of her children'. Samuel's adjusted status differed from his 
biological p lace within the group, hence adjustments to main-
tain the ideal would throw out whole aspects of the person's 
identity. Howitt papers MS 69, Box 8, folder 2, AIATSIS 
library. 
85 Sam Dintibana Kinjmilina [Jinmilina] named the follow-
ing people (variously connected) and others upon who many 
pintara and mardu responsibilities had devolved through 
complicated inheritance: Nipper Tinpilina [possibly 
Nipperboy, Nathanael Ninpilina], Emily Ditjiminka, Billy 
Purnjili [Punjili; possibly related to Johannes Pingilina the 
father of Maria Pingilina, Sam's wife], Simeon Kumaripinna 
[Kumaripirnani], M anpinanti, Mulkininni [Milkajiglina], 
Agnes Kulibani [Agnes daughter of TerilinaiDerilinas and 
Fanny Witjibani; married to Simeon Kumaripirnani], 
Pitjimuulina, Watu Watu, Tanmandatarkanana, Papu-
kupana, Ngantiwaruna. Of those able to be identified 
across the various records, the descent relationships do not 
add up to those that would apply given the smooth working 
of the formal or biological kinship groupings as outlined by 
Siebert (in particular) and contained in Reuther's research . 
Rather, inheritance involved a manipulation of relationships 
at several removes from the formal pattern. The toas 
involved were l66/ RI Dakllrawitiarini for the place 
Dakarawitjari, owned in Reuther's time by Simeon 
Kumaripirnani (S iebert 24/811898), and 292/R237 
Tllrupillalli and 300/R370 TlIrllpillani for the place Turupilla 
owned in Reuther's time by Pitjimuulina (untraced; his son 
Henry may have been H enry Tipilina who died, aged 24, in 
1884) and Emily Ditjiminka (recorded by Reuther R20 and 
Siebert) . See H.K. Fry, 'Dieri Legends, Part 1', Polklore 
(London) vol. XLVIII (June 1937) pp.187-206. 
86 Siebert to Howitt, 22 December 1897, translated by 
Howitt as 'Customs and Beliefs of the Dieri tribe as 
Sketched by the Revd Otto Siebert', MS 69, Box 8, fo lder 
2, AIATSIS library. 
87 I have preferred Reuther's catalogues over Stirling and 
Waite's abbreviated catalogue based on Reuther's copy of 
his revised catalogue; Edward Stirling and Edgar R. Waite. 
'Description of Toas, or Australian Aboriginal Direction 
Signs', RecorJJ of the SOlltl., Au,1/mlian MU,Je/II11 (Adelaide) 
vol.L no.2, (August 1919) pp.l05-156. 
88 Roderick S Wil son, Geography and the totemic land-
scape - the Dieri case; A study of Dieri social organization 
including territoria l organization. Thesis submitted for B.A. 
(hons), University of Queensland, 1981. 
89 Luise Hercus, 'Just one Toa', Record" of the South 
Awtmlian MUdellm (Adelaide) vo1.20, no.l (1987) pp.59-69. 
90 See footnote 81. 
91 Elkin, writing of north-western South Australia (though 
excluding the Lake Eyre tribes), 'an individual's myth 
depends on the mythological ... path on which he is born', 
and 'A person is very often born .. on a "path" in his father 's 
local country, which may be also his father's mythological 
path ', in ideal circumstances. He did not identif.y the same 
emphasis on place-of-birth for the Dieri peoples inheritance 
of country through patrilineal descent. Elkin, A. P. 'Cult-
Totemism and Mythology in Northern South Austra lia', 
Oceania (Sydney) vol.5, no.2, (1934) pp.I71-174. As for the 
mode of adjustment, it would have to accommodate changed 
ownership of some places. Jones and Sutton (pp.26-27) 
noted 'modern studies have shown that one of the facts of 
Aboriginal traditional life was gradual change ... Over time, 
some land holding groups die out, some remain stable, and 
some expand until they split into two or more new groups 
w ith different territories,' citing Sutton and Rigsby (1982) 
and Peterson and Morphy in Nicolas Peterson and Marcia 
Langton (ed) Abor~qine,', Land and Land Right.; (Canberra; 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1983). 
92 R. Berndt in the foreword to Art alld Land p.7 recalled 
'sitting with [Andreas Dibana] and Vogelsang ... recording 
the muramura Gadimargara [Katimarkara] [when] Dibana 
pp. 502 - 515 
jumped up and hurried over to the case of toas. Excitedly he 
pointed to one [Toa 80/R3] ... which, he told me, was associ -
ated with his father's father, a Thirrari who married a Diyari 
widow. To Dibana there was no question but that this toa was 
a traditional object; he went on to tell me that, as he was 
describing the Gadimarga myth, there was the country to 
which he referred.' 
93 R.M. Berndt 'A day in the life of a Dieri man before a lien 
contact', AllthropOJ (Freiburg, Switzerland) vol.48 (1953) 
pp.I71-201. written with assistance from Andreas Dibana and 
Ted Vogelsang. (see footnote 109 below.) Jones and Sutton 
(1986 p.21) suggested that 'it is extremely unlikely that a toa 
bearing a representation of, for example, a mythic Emu, could 
lawfully have been made by someone who did not at least 
stand in an approved relationship of descent or cult affiliation 
to the custodians in charge of the Emu ceremony and its 
associated sacred sites.' 
94 Berndt 1953 p.l71 wrote that Andreas Dibana was aged 58 
in 1942 (ie born 1884) at Ngalibalina [Lake Allallina] not far 
from Killalpaninna, a place associated with the muramura 
Gadimargara [Katimarkara] (mythical creature of crocodile 
type); a hole there is his camp. Allallina appears to be an 
instance of a muramura story being transferred from one 
country to another to suit human circumstances. Reuther's 
diary has 2 March 1891 for Andreas's birth (at the mission), 
and 8 March for his baptism. 
95 Census in Report 11{ the LlItheranll1uJiOlz at Kopperamana, 
Cooper:' Creek, in South Awtralia, from the beglillling in 1866 to 51 
December 1884. (Adelaide; 1885). 
96 Reuther diary 20 October 1890; Reuther diary 8 March 
1891. 
97 Reuther Name 14, Dibana [snr] His father 'belonged to the 
Tirari tribe, while his mother ... [was] Diari .. " [S]ince the lad 
Dibana had grown up in Diari tribal territory ... he did not 
understand his father's dialect, and so he received a Diari 
name [at initiation].' Bernhard's father appears to have been 
Jiriwarana. Reuther's Name,! include five Tirari men of whom 
only Jiriwarana (R50), had the same kadni 0ew lizard) mura 
as Bernhard and Andreas. Jiriwarana was born in Tirari 
country, having a Tirari mother (Kadnini, the name sign ifYing 
jew lizard) and a Dieri father - hence he was Tirari by birth-
place and (unusually) by taking his mother's mura as his own 
mura, but potentially a lso had a Dieri inheritance. Bernhard's 
father's mother Kadnini (R49) had been born on Salt Creek in 
Wangkanguru country and died at Kopperamana. Bernhard 's 
mother may be identified as Manimalini (RI32), the only 
woman with warukati as mardu who is without a husband and 
descendants who are identifiable in Reuther's and Siebert 's 
lists. It appears relevant for Bernhard's relation to the kati-
markara sisters that she died at Kulakulamana close to 
Kaurikutu. 
98 Berndt, 1953, p.172 footnote 7. 
99 Bernhard Tiwana [1865-1909] was aged 19 in the mission 
list of December 1884, Report 11{ the Lutherall MUJiOIl at 
Kopperamana, Cooper:' Creek, in SoathAll.ltralia,frollZ the b~qinning 
Iii 1866 to 51 December 1884. (Adelaide; 1885). 
100 Martha Tiwana [nee Bagubunggana] [1867-1908] was 
aged 17 in mission list of December 1884, Reportl1{the Lutheran 
Mi,1JlillZ at Kopperamal1a, Cooper:' Creek, in SOllth Awtralliz, from 
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the h~qilllllll.q III 1866 to 51 Decemhe!' 1884. (Adelaide: 1885); 
Berndt, 1953, pp.171-172. 
101 Berndt, 1953, p.181 footnote 29, Mindari is the sacred 
name for the emu, warugati [warukati]. H .K. Fry, 'Dieri 
Legends, Part 11', Fo/Hlt'e (London) vol.48, (September 
1937) pp.273-274. Related versions of the story exist for 
Gaurigudi and Parachilna. The first of several descriptions 
of the mindari ceremonies was by Samuel Gason . 
102 Reuther, diary, 14-15 March 1891. For Reuther's 
more extended description of an earlier ceremony in 1891, 
see Christine Stevens, White Mall:' D!'eamillg: Killa/pallllllla 
MiJ,lloll 1866-1915. (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 
1994), pp.123-125. 
103 See footnote 97 for details of Bernhard's inheritance. 
The children of most immigrants were raised to speak the 
language of their fathers as well as to continue the customs 
of their fathers. Otto Siebert informed Howitt that a 
person's tribal affiliation was determined by the father. 
'But if the children grew up from infancy with a tribe, and 
forgot their father's language, they are held to belong to 
that tribe whose language they speak,' 'Laura daughter of 
Moses (a Kujani) is a Dieri because her parents live with 
the Dieri' (Siebert to Howitt, 15 August 1898, 8 March 
1899 Howitt's translation, Ms 69, AIATSIS library) . 
104 Otto Siebert letter to Howitt, 20 December 1899, re 
the kani mura custom utilizing the tail of a lizard for the 
sorting, trading, conducting of kin relationships, see 
Howitt translation notes, Howitt papers MS 69, Box 8, 
folder 2, AIATSIS library. Toa Ka{Jllill'OllkaLilll (373/R264) 
incorporates the tail of a jew lizard. It is a Tirari toa and 
may stem from Bernhard Dibana. 
105 Minkawonka, the place where Mokuna was born, and 
Minkajirini where she was buried (to a Millkaji!'illi 
184/RI70), evidently are the same place. Reuther record-
ed elsewhere that the katimarkara sisters first dug in and 
grew to maturity as Minkawonpani, between Kalamara 
and Kaurikutu, ie. on Cowarie station, 'where even today 
a depression in the ground is pointed out and [beside it] 
some earth that was excavated out of the hole [they dug]'. 
On emerging they travelled to Ngamawonuwonu and 
underground to Tulani (between the mission and Salt 
Creek), and from there to Kirraranibakini where the 
ground cracked open to form a creek or waterhole. Their 
route then joined the Cooper at Markananguraringkili, 
[fH on Hillier's map] to form the bed of the Cooper to 'the 
land of Jultjurani' (see map in text) adjoining Lake Eyre, 
where they crawled back into the earth. Reuther, vol.x,29-
34. The katimarkara under the name minkana - either a 
giant snake or crocodile - figures in other creation stories 
along the Cooper, at Lake Hope, Innamincka etc. 
106 Emil Kintalakadi, J .W. Gregory's guide through 
Tirari country in 1901, was a fifty-five year old man from 
the mission, who had not seen his homeland for many 
years . Jultjuri was in his country, and at the foot of a 
coo Ii bah tree near the soakage he dug up and gave 
Gregory an object, 'the heart of the snake', which - before 
the last half-dozen Tirari left their country - had been used 
in ceremonies of increase. J. W Gregory, T/." Dead Heart of 
AlldtraLia (London : John Murray, 1906) pp.79-80. Note 
that Gregory mistakenly gave the name Palantarinna (a 
lake south of the mission) instead of Ilturunna. That he 
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meant Ilturunna is clear from surveyors' maps , for example 
Playford 1895, and Lewis 1875. A few miles down the 
Cooper from there, near Malcoona waterhole, Kintalakadi 
led Gregory to katimarkara fossils in the bed of the Cooper 
(see map in text) . 
107 J .W. Gregory, op.cit. pp.80-81. Emil Kintalakadi's par-
ents, wife and children were recorded by Siebert (letter to 
Howitt 24 August 1898). Father Warutertina (RI37), 
Dieri; Mother KurijeritjinaiKurinikaritjini (R 144), Tirari; 
Wife Ngujukupani; children Ngaltjipirnani and 
Kupengujenikadana. 
108 Reuther, vol xiii, 'The Toas and their Meanings', noA. I 
have compressed some of the translation without changing 
the sense. 
109 R.M. Berndt 'A day in the life of a Dieri man' op.cit. 
(1953) pp.171-201, written with assistance from Andreas 
Dibana and Ted Vogelsang. Vogelsang was the son of one of 
the Lutheran missionaries, and employed at the SA 
Museum. He appears to have obtained biographical and 
other information for the article from Reuther's manuscripts 
although that source was not mentioned and the source was 
perhaps unknown to Berndt and Dibana. The hero of the 
story, Bandigana, 'a knowledgeable old man who lived in his 
[Andreas's] father's day', presumably was Pantikana 
(Reither name no.26, aged around thirty in the early 1900s). 
The people featured in the article are all traceable to post-
settlement times, despite Berndt's effort to reconstruct 'a 
story relating to Dieri conditions prior to white influence'. 
110 'Paltjura is to be understood as referring to the Gulf of 
Carpentaria. These wanderings therefore extended, since we 
must seek the starting point, far to the west of Port Augusta, 
right across the Australian Continent.' Siebert's gloss for the 
muramura journey Mankara-waka-ya pi rna, letter to 
Howitt, 6 October 1899, Howitt translation, Howitt papers 
MS 69, Box 7, folder 3, paper 7, AIATSIS library. Mankara-
waka-ya pirna story published in Howitt (1904), pp.791-
793. 
worlds writhin 
wrorldd 
part 3 
T he shifting of the cultural ground underfoot, discussed in previous 
chapters, was experienced individually and by a person's group. Typically, the 
changes were taken account of piece by piece rather than as a totality, 
although the artists responded to local circumstances in ways that subtly 
altered their various European or Australian expectations. In the 1880s, in 
both the settler and the Aboriginal communities of the densely settled 
southern half of the continent, a general reckoning began to be made of the 
difference emerging between local and distant cultures. The artists of the 
following chapters belonged to this further stage of differentiation, as pan-
colonial and pan-Aboriginal societies, formed by combinations of once 
separate groups of people, became aware of presenting a united face to the 
world, and asserted themselves on the basis of a newly found identity. Beyond 
the local community in which they acted, was the community of the British 
empire, itself part of a wider, western culture. A mark of the new communities' 
capacity for self-expression would be the figure each posed in that wider 
world. 
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chapter 6 
Picturing history: 
TommylYlcCrae 
e11-om 
Robertc:1 
At Corowa, on the Murray River, between 1888 and 
1892 Tom Roberts (1856-1931) produced more than a 
dozen paintings in an attempt to show the character of 
the region via the Riverina landscape, the occupations 
of shearing, droving and timber-getting, the pioneer 
buildings and the pioneering types of people, including 
Aborigines. l Among those paintings were two of his 
best-known, Shearillg the Ram.! 1888-1890 (NGV) and 
A break away! 1891 (AGSA) . 
At the same time and place his older contemporary, 
Tommy McCrae (cl842-1901) was making drawings 
about life in the 'olden time' and in the present. Tommy 
McCrae, a man of two cultures, catered for both in his 
art, but with an accent on the Aboriginal. Tom 
Roberts, visiting the settler community of Corowa, 
undertook to represent theirJ, with an unthinking 
accent on the colonists. Both artists - Anglo-Australian 
and colonial-Aboriginal - projected conceptions of 
Australian history. The shared time, place and content 
of their works is a reason for showing them together.2 
Juxtaposed, they display an acute difference of style, 
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Tom Roberts Se(f Portrait c.1889 oil on wood panel 
35.5 x 24.8 em (private collection) 
with McCrae's typified by a linear articulation of life 
on the wing, and Roberts's by a massive embodiment 
of the subject. Between their pictures, when juxtaposed, 
is a prospective field for the viewer of a series of per-
ceptions turning on the world-views of the two artists . 
What each artist represented with significance seems 
to be true not merely to him but to the community he 
so consciously endorsed. 
Within the context of western art history their 
imagery connected via a contemporary European 
preoccupation with 'folk' ways of life. Tom Roberts 
first engaged in that strain of thinking in the early 
1880s when he was a student from Australia at the 
Royal Academy Schools in London. Tommy McCrae 
encountered the earlier, colonising version in the 
1860s, when Theresa Walker (Mrs Poole), an English 
woman artist, temporarily resident in his part of the 
country, commissioned drawings from him and sent 
two to the Royal Geographical Society, London. In the 
1890s he was re-connected, this time via the English 
Aesthetic cum Arts and Crafts movement, when 
drawings by him were used to illustrate a handsomely 
produced book of Australian 'fairy' tales. 
Tommy McCrae's 'nationality' was Wiradjuri, judging 
from his language and from information given by his 
brother Billy.3 The aboriginal name bi which he was 
known in his youth was Yakaduna. He was born 
c.1842 at Albury of parents belonging to clans of the 
upper Murray, one of the Albury district and the other 
of Yarrawonga, eighty kilometres downstream.S He 
appears to have lived from childhood to the mid 1860s 
on the Yackandandah River, south of his birthplace.6 
By 1866 he was at Lake Moodemere near Wahgunyah, 
a traditional camp, and perhaps the homeplace of one of 
his parents. The camp was recorded as flourishing in 
1849, and in 1861 numbered around 30 Aboriginals'? 
McCrae's clan was the 'Warra-euea', better known as 
the Whroo, of the southernmost Wiradjuri: sometimes 
referred to collectively as the Waveroo.8 Tommy's and 
Billy's father may have been Berinmberinm, alias 'Old 
McCrae', born c.1806, who was at Acheron, then at 
Coranderrk Aboriginal Stations with son Billy in the 
1860s.9 Billy, born cl854, native name Tarranill, was 
ten years younger than Tommy. 10 
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Tommy's first wife was Tilly (Matilda, died 1896) whose 
presence at Wahgunyah was recorded first in 1866.11 His 
second wife Lily Davis evidently was from Wahgunyah as 
well; her name was first recorded there in 1877.12 Lily was 
literate. Though no children resulted from Tommy's first 
marriage, he and Lily had two by 1885, of whom the elder, 
Sarah (named after the wife of a friendly neighbour, 
Roderick Kilborn) was born cl883 of a white father, and 
the younger named Alexander (in honour of the Kilborn's 
eldest son) was born c.1885. A third child, Henry, was 
born in 1888, and a fourth, George, (named after Kilborn's 
son George) died 22 April 1898. 13 
A typical work by McCrae 
was a book of drawings. 
The sketchbook discussed 
below dated between 1888 
and the early 1890s.14 
Unusually, it was drawn in 
blue ink (most were in 
black or brown), with 
McCrae exploiting the full 
range of tones available. 
Within a drawing the lines 
and hatching explore a range 
of the more saturated, 
denser blues and ethereal 
washes. IS On the cream 
paper the blues are as 
sharply seductive as the 
blue used by Yves Klein, as 
decorative as Delft ware, 
and as clarifYing as the 
housewife's "Reckitt's" 
linen-whitener. 
The reproductions accompanying this text do not 
translate the colour adequately, nor does digital 
technology cope with the delicacy of McCrae's 
pen line. 
The drawings are on one side of a sheet only; hence there 
is no double-page spread. Supposing that McCrae began 
at what westerners think of as the front of the book, the 
jirJt drawing shows three men, each standing in a canoe, 
each holding a spear. As an entry point, the subject is 
appropriate. McCrae's people of the reedy lakes, billabongs 
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Tommy McCrae. First drawing in Sketchbook c.1891 
blue ink on cream paper 24.9 x 31 cm (NGV) 
Detail trom first drawing (see previous figure) 
and the deep-curving river 
between Albury and Mulwala 
once lived primarily on fish and 
waterfowl; 16 Murray cod from 
Lake Moodemere was one of 
the wares the enterprising 
Tommy McCrae peddled by 
cart around Corowa and 
Wahgunyah. 17 The canoes are 
disposed on the paper in an 
oblique, stepped arrangement 
from upper right to lower left. 
The action is from right to left. 
Since that is the direction of narrative elements in the 
majority of McCrae's drawings, there is reason to 
suppose that he composed from right to left. The upper 
man is posed in cOlltrappodto with his body below the 
waist in back view and his torso, head and arms in pro-
file. He is about to impale a fish with a long, delicately 
drawn spear. McCrae described these spears with an 
especial elegance of line. Behind him in the canoe is a 
woman in a possum skin cloak holding a wriggling 
toddler. The visual effect of the child's bowed legs and 
flailing arms (one hand smacking the mother in the 
face) is that the flimsy bark canoe seems to swivel with 
the motion. The man in the centre canoe is about to 
launch a spear from a throwing-stick at a swan; the 
hand not holding the spear gets ready to balance the 
force of the throw by thrusting a reed pole slantwise in 
the water. All three men are posed symmetrically for 
balance on the water, their torsos vertical and legs 
flexed at the knees: 18 it would not be difficult to 
extrapolate a pattern of parallel zigzags from the bent 
angles of their arms and legs. Evidently the third man's 
job is done, for his right hand grasps a gesticulating 
turtle whose size and wriggling form humorously 
repeats the form of the child above. 
Overall, three scattered stories are linked by repetition, 
sequences of bodily action, and the raying lines of the 
spears which draw together the separate anecdotes to 
the left-most form - that of the swan. The swan, of 
upright curving neck and canoe-shaped body, tucked 
deeper into the water than any of the three canoes, is a 
small, serene replica of the three hunters. To draw the 
neck of the swan the artist pressed down on the steel 
nib to part the prongs, which scored two fine outlines 
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and washed the gap between with blue ink. The same 
technique for doubling the line was used to draw the 
reed pole held by the central figure. 
The second drawing has the legend 'Hunting and 
Turning' inscribed in the distinctive hand of Roderick 
Kilborn, who lived next door to McCrae's home at 
Lake Moodemere and was one of his earliest and most 
faithful patrons. The scene begins in the lower right, 
where a hunter is pursuing some kangaroos leftwards 
along a wide band of hatched ground. In one hand he 
carries a small bundle of foliage to act as a shield or 
blind. The other arm 
IS extended to a 
height parallel with 
his head, supporting a 
spear within a throw-
ing-stick, ready for 
flight. The man's torso 
has been painted with 
two semi-circular bands, 
the under band white 
and the upper blue. 
Above the horizontal 
line of the chase is a 
second layer which 
could be a continua-
tion of the scene. The 
upper image is also 
oriented right to left, 
but relations between 
man and animal are 
reversed so that a Tommy McCrae. Second draw;ng;n Sketchbook c.1891 blue ;nk on cream paper 24.9 x 31 cm (NGV) 
kangaroo chases an Aboriginal. McCrae occasionally 
introduced these reversals that switched roles within a 
narrative. In another example, a boy chasing a goanna 
discovers that he is being closely pursued by a snake.19 
There is humour but also an underlying threat in the 
situation of reversal; similar to the threat the nature 
goddess Diana posed for Actceon in John Glover's The 
Bath of Diana (see Chapter 3). 
This second man is running perceptibly faster than the 
lower figure and has an air of desperation. He lacks 
the protection of bodypaint, his spear is held at a use-
less angle, his hair is standing on end, and the fingers 
of the hand not holding the spear are splayed in fright . 
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detail 'flJlltll1a hunting' c.1880s ink on paper 24.4 x 30.5 em 
(sketchbook SM4.3, NMA) 
In front of him the ground stops, so the upper scene is 
cantilevered in mid air, As in the previous page, the 
penmanship is finely articulated. There are parallel 
grooves where the nib was split to draw the kangaroos' 
firm backs and stalwart tails, the slender strength of 
young trees. The saplings are spaced so that the intervals 
between them mark out the narrowing spaces between 
the fleeing kangaroos. Like a scene from a moving 
automobile the flick, flick of their passing indicates the 
speed of the traveller. Underfoot, the lower part of the 
scene tilts gently upward to the left, whereas the upper 
scene inclines slightly downhill from the right, subtle 
signs contributing to the man's gathering momentum and 
inevitable fall. 
The third scene is a ceremonial dance. The theme grows 
in significance through four out of the book's thirteen 
drawings - a proportion in keeping with McCrae's work 
as a whole where corroboree was the subject of two fifths 
of the drawings (92 out of 239).20 These men are barely 
moving. Flexing their legs lazily in unison, they have 
their hands together at waist leveL holding a vertical stan-
dard. By comparison to the lazily moving legs and rigid 
arms the heads are upright, jerking alertly from side to 
side, hair ornaments of shaved sticks shaking with the 
motion. Each dancer is painted with a body design 
unique to him but all have a white stripe down the full 
length of both legs, foliage tied around the calves, and 
carry a pennant. Within McCrae's iconography, the 
foliage around the lower leg signalled a tribe and/or a 
dance from south of the Murray, the pennants narrowed 
the place to Melbourne, and the combination of foliage 
plus pennant signalled a ceremony of peace. 
McCrae's characterisation of various tribes 
is the subject of an appendix ppA06-410. 
The ground has been described quite differently from the 
previous page's broad hachure of long, straight strokes 
speedily applied. McCrae, with nothing like the same 
brusqueness as before, sketched a comparatively open 
system of discontinuous hooked lines. He moved the pen 
in a slightly domed rolling motion, with the nib held lightly, 
moving from side to side, and shuffling up and down the 
paper in a pattern suggestive of shallow depth. 
The pattern of drawing 7 (a war dance) is tense and 
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Tommy McCrae. Third drawing in Sketchbookc.1891 blue ink on cream paper 24.9 x 31 cm (NGY) (detail concentrated on image) 
aggressive by comparison. The figures overlap, the intervals 
between them closer, suggesting a quicker beat than in the 
first ceremony. The legs move in a faster, more nervous 
rhythm. Instead of standards with pennants, they grasp 
barbed spears, of which each man has sufficient to fit 
tightly through the handgrip of his shield. These are lifted 
so that the shields dance in the air like standards. The 
dancers, as in drawing 2, wear body paint and, as well, a 
broad white semicircle on the face. The hair has been 
teased upward from the scalp with a liberal application of 
red clay. This, together with the nervous energy of the 
Tommy]\t\cCrae. Seventh drawing in Sketchbook c.189 I blue ink on cream paper 24.9 x 31 em (NGV) (detail concentrated on image) 
'Corrohoree ' or 'Rllther.iJlell Corrohoree' black and red inks on paper 27.5 x 33 
em (Museum VIctoria, presen ted by Mrs A Pa ttenden July 1929) 
men characterised the war dance, whereas hieratic 
dignity typified the ceremony of peace. Within the image, 
as often with McCrae, the dominant motif yields 
authority to a minor motif introduced at the last 
moment. Evidently the band heading in one direction 
had been turned around. The man second from the left 
is moving decidedly Ie ftwards , separating himself from 
the man beside him. The leader's lifted arm acts like a 
rallying signal to the others and throughout the image, as 
if responding to a call, every third or fourth head turns 
leftward. 
Drawing 8 has a lovely quality of pattern and line, 
an array of textures and a complex narrative enacted 
with verve. Reading from the base, which is softly 
and steadily hatched and densely planted with an 
even array of small, dark, solid feet, one could 
predict the development of the image into some form 
of highly controlled group activity. From feet to 
torso the image is a repeated pattern of forked legs 
in strict order, their formality emphasised by the 
reiteration of a stripe down each leg and a wide band 
of fronding across the lower image (representing 
bunches of foliage tied to the dancers' ankles) . But 
above the torso the scene is a contrasting one of 
fierce activity. Bodies curve, heads thrust forward or 
back in fierce expostulation, upraised arms swing 
clapsticks. 
A shift in rhythm vertically and horizontally is equivalent 
to a melodic line in music. To the right of the tree the 
figures are linked in contrapuntal rhythm. Every second 
man has his arms raised at shoulder level and, with 
upraised arms crooked at the elbow, flourishes clapsticks 
at complementary angles. The alternating figures extend 
their arms sideways and down in a long sweeping curve 
that is completed between the extended arms of the 
corresponding figures. The u-shaped curves, describing 
a pattern of swags across the right half of the image, 
contrast with the upper zone's sharp zig-zags of clap-
sticks and bent arms. A stylish cross-rhythm is not all 
the image suggests, however. Heads in eloquent 
confrontation signal the interaction between figures in 
the group. Subtly, the left half of the drawing differs trom 
the right. The rhythms break, the energy intensifies, as 
the coordinated rhythm of the dance changes to another 
sequence. 
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Tommy McCrae. Eighth drawing in Sketchbook c.l891 blue ink on cream paper 24.9 x 31 cm (NG\!) (detail concentrated on image) 
Three following drawings are of racial types, Chinese, 
European and Aboriginal -if McCrae had included a 
German 'type' he would have all four of the region's main 
resident groups. McCrae's characterisation of the settlers' 
costume was informed by the tradition of his people (and 
his own practice as an artist) of indicating identity and 
purpose through ceremonial body paint, hairstyle, 
weaponry and costume. Rather than the settlers' working 
costume of jumper, belt and moleskins the men wear a 
rare combination of morning dress and riding costume; a 
mixed and rich regalia of hat, riding-crop, long-stemmed 
pipe, cigarette, fob watch, high or low heeled riding 
boots, shirt, waistcoat, cut-away coat and narrow 
trousers. The costume was described by McCrae with 
attention to detail, similar to that which western natural 
historians gave to the accoutrements of Aboriginal peo-
ple. 21 
Judging by his art and his actions McCrae was aware of 
the interpersonal politics between settlers and Aborig-
ines. Depending on circumstances he would employ a 
friendly or formal mode of address, answer back or hold 
his tongue, bring a civil action against an offender or 
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Tommy McCrae. Thirteenth drawing in Sketchbook c.1891 blue ink on cream paper 24.9 x 
31 cm (NGV) (detail concentrated on image) 
·t 
tt;r~~ 
Tommy McCrae. Eleventh drawing in Sketchbook c.1891 blue ink on 
cream paper 24.9 x 31 cm (NGV) (detail concentrated on image) 
.~--
detail across facing sheets. Squatter,l, Pllr<,luit. c.] 870s ink on two 
sheets of paper each 17.5 x 10 cm (NLA, sketchbook SM5.7) Tommy McCrae. Twelfth drawing in Sketchbook c.1891 blue ink on cream paper 24 .9 x 3] cm 
(NGV) (detail concentrated on image) 
, ; , 
/, 
'" 
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'Cil'i/iJlZtu.m' c.1880s ink on paper 24.4 x 30.5 em (detail concent rated on image, sketchbook SM5.9, NMA) 'This picture represents a few natives 
who have been employed at shearing time on some station and taken out their wages in "plenty good fellow clothes" and made themselves "along a 
white fellow swell". The Australian natives are very fond of copying white men's manners in dress when they can manage to do so.' 
Seven men in European dress, the one on the right would appear to be Aboriginal. c. 1886 ink on paper 24.6 x 30.4 em. (from sketchbook SM26.13, 
Andrew Lang collection, St Andrews University) 
'Sf/Ulltter,' 0/ the old tlint ' (.'.1880s ink on paper 22.2 x 28.4 cm (Melbourne University Archives, 
from Kilborn family) 
Thomas Bock Lf/athinna 1842 watercolour on paper 
30.1 x 24.6 (irreg) (TMAG) 
Tom Roberts 'Dick [of} "Rotllma/''' [J_iall(ij ' 1892 ink 
on paper 3S.6 x 17.2 em (ML) 
,.) 
') 
. ,.. 
Tom Roberts' Gllbbir We!lin.gfoll, one 0/ fbr LMf Bftu'k.J 
4Col'owa' c.1889 oil (untraced; known from line ilJus. 
in VAS catalogue March 1890). Old Wellington 
lived at Lake Moodernere. Roberts is thought to 
have sketched his portrait at Collendina, 
remove his family from town.22 By here characterising the 
colonists as one of three local types he may be thought to 
show a tit-for-tat imitation of the settlers' analytical gaze. 
He drew attention to the prominent bone structure of a 
European face: some resemble a skull.23 But if McCrae 
found Europeans ugly the costume so minutely observed 
evidently held his gaze. There are drawings by him of 
Aboriginals dressed the same way and posing like the set-
tlers. Aborigines could act like colonists, whereas the only 
settler McCrae recognised in his art as capable of 
performing as an aboriginal was the (long ago) William 
Buckley who lived among the 'Melbourne' people 
between 1803 and 1835. 24 (McCrae's drawings of 
Buckley will be discussed later in this chapter.) 
The apt settler comparison to McCrae's tart mixture of 
disparagement and emulation would IlOt be von Guerard's 
portrait of the Aboriginal youth JohnllY Kangatollg 1855,25 
Thomas Bock's of Mathilllla 1842,26 William Strutt's 
AboriginaL black trooper,!: MeLbourne PoLice with EllgLiJh corporaL 
c.1851,27 or Tom Roberts's portraits (contemporaneous 
with McCrae's) of "Gubbie" WeLLillgtoll) one of the I.a.Jt Black" 
of Corowa 1889, Amehllam 1892, CharLie Turner 1892 and 
Dick [of] Rotllmah [Island} cl89228 - which engaged the 
subjects in a consciously sympathetic way. Neither do the 
colonists' many type-casting caricatures of Aborigines 
compare, because the disparagement was without an off-
setting approval. An apt comparisons would be Augustus 
Earle's admiring, half-satiric portrait of Bungaree dressed 
in military uniform, and posing and gesturing (as of right) 
in the formal yet graceful manner that was thought by the 
English to show the breeding of a gentleman.29 McCrae, 
like Earle, showed his hand on the subject of race rela-
tions between groups in his community. Aboriginal people 
(and /lot the whites) were the apple of his eye. 
On the other hand there was no special pleading in show-
ing the settlers in their natural state. McCrae probably 
took the evidence for granted when, by interesting shaded 
representation of the crutch, an observation of incipient 
facial hair and vari-
ous other shadings, 
Y he showed that the 
faces and bodies were 
not pristine, and that 
the clothes were 
worn, stained and 
shaped to the bodies 
(detail) A gift of flowers. 1870s ink on two sheets of paper each 17.S x 10 cm (NLA, sketchbook SMS.IO). The courting 
subject, and motifs such as the ha t coming off. and the man running up, were in the humorous style of Phil May and other 
black and white illustrators. 
An example of one of McCrae's 'reversals' of a conventional subject: a woman oFfering Howers to Aboriginal men. c. ]886 ink on paper 24.6 x 30.4 cm. (from 
sketchbook SlVl26.3, Andrew Lang collection, St Andrews University) William Lang did /lot select cross-cultural subjects for illustrating Parker's two books. 
of the wearers. In the context of the colonists' self-
description, however, his was backhanded. The majority 
of colonial portraits and figure drawings showed the 
settlers as clean and tidy. On rare occasions when 
sweat, wear and tear were represented they were signs 
of hard physical labour (as could have been the case 
for Tom Roberts' ShearilZg the ram<-!) or of the squalor of 
the poor, or as a sign of a less fortunate race of people. 
But if those signals of white unkemptness were 
unconscious on McCrae's part, he reversed the racial 
stereotypes with strategic cheek when hinting at 
another kind of slovenliness. The book's image of 
Aborigines in ceremonial performance show their 
movements as dignified, rhythmically coordinated 
and hieratic; by comparison the colonists and the 
Chinese figure as inferior, slightly comic types.30 
Chinese immigrants entered the upper Murray 
during the gold rushes, when a large group formed 
a distinctive community at Wahgunyah close to 
what was to be the railhead. The men worked hard 
as miners, market-gardeners, storekeepers, cooks 
and labourers - Chinese labour was employed on 
Kilborn's vineyard, adjacent to McCrae's camp. A 
working group of 500 was imported by one suc-
cessful Chinese storekeeper and entrepreneur, Ah 
Kew Chen, for the back-breaking work of grub-
bing out trees on pastoral stations in the area, 
beginning with Collendina, over the river from 
McCrae. 31 By contrast to the indigenous people. 
O!lVeiJ' 
call vas 68.5 x 50.6 cm (Nan KiveJf (.'o\1e-etion, NLAfNGA) 
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detail Chinese worker. c.I870s ink on paper 
l7.S x lO em (NLA, sketchbook SMS.14) 
the Chinese accepted the role of providing cheap, 
reliable labour. Yet from the start white diggers and 
colonial administrators exercised a continuous, petty 
discrimination against the Chinese. Aboriginal people 
shared that racial prejudice. In seven of his drawings 
McCrae adopted the settlers' joke description of the 
coolie: pigtail, pyjamas, straw hats, straw shoes and 
bamboo rod over the shoulder for carrying goods.32 
The happiest of McCrae's regional scenes was 
SMl:ll, a party in which men dance to music from a 
band comprising two flautists, drummer and violinist, 
the latter instruments could be played by Chinese 
(judging from their headgear). Racial typecasting is in 
abeyance in this convivial scene. All men were hatched 
black, all but two have European hats (the others 
could be straw hats or pith helmets), most of the men 
wear coats, some of which McCrae described as a 
bulky triangle, his sign 
for a possum skin cloak. 
Of this party it is 
impossible to distinguish 
which are Aboriginal, 
colonist, and Chinese . 
There is a blurring of 
SIgns. 
McCrae's style and 
most of his subjects 
detail Aboriginal with tomahawk pursuing Chinese worker. (.·.I870s ink on 
paper l7.S x lO em (NLA, sketchbook SMS.l2) 
were Aboriginal. European influence was less than 
might be expected from an artist well acquainted with 
western culture and supplying art to a settler audience. 
His materials, of store bought ink, pen and paper, and 
some quotations of a humorous kind, make direct use 
of western resources - which were as much McCrae's 
inheritance as they were the settlers'. On the other 
hand McCrae's mode of composing, his manner of 
drawing, and the complex play of a set vocabulary of 
motifs and themes, were Aboriginal rather than 
European. 
Composition is perhaps the most culture-bound aspect 
of visual language. In anyone of McCrae's sketch-
books the several drawings appear to have some 
connection with each other in subject and in form. The 
word 'composition' would be the wrong term to use 
if it conveyed the idea that McCrae's drawings have a 
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western relation to the sheet of paper, whereby each 
image forms an independent work. As well as that 
inter-cultural hesitation about the word 'composition', 
there is a further check involved in analysing 
McCrae's style, relating to an outsider's grasp of the 
artist's considerations. 
Firtly, the issue of composition: McCrae's drawings, 
by contrast to western expectation, are ambivalent 
about edges. It is observable that each seems to tell a 
story; apparent, too, that the form of a drawing is 
assertive. The story of a dance, a hunt, a fight or a 
conversation is conveyed two ways, by the rhythmic 
design, and by the interaction between 
people. But, equally, the story line, the 
form, and motifs appear to stretch past 
the individual work to other drawings. 
The play between drawings does not 
extend to a connecting narrative, compa-
rable to the western strip cartoon or the 
Christian sequence of the Stations of the 
Cross. The correspondence is rather 
with Chinese art. Chinese painted scrolls 
have a similar style of disclosure whereby 
motifs, coming and going through the 
unfolding form, imply a relationship. 
Where McCrae's art is indefinite and 
impressionistic, western art has tradi-
tionally been resolved and positive. With 
McCrae there is no definite closure from 
drawing to drawing, or from side to side 
of a double spread. Drawings of similar 
theme spotted here and there in a sketch-
R,:I·"llmf will; C/;iflt~r li,Ar1ll1wltakl/,' c. 1880s blue ink on paper 20.2 x 
16.2 cm (sketchbook SM 1.11, NGA) 
book resonate with one another in the manner of 
drawings on a rock wall. More particularly, they res-
onate within McCrae's tight set of themes, with others' 
drawings on the same theme. Contiguity and relativity 
may seem to playa large role in McCrae's inventive-
ness, yet they stem from the stable background of a 
finite set of themes. Continuing the parallel with 
Chinese paintings, there are links between drawings 
which at time are loose, sometimes deliberate, and 
always perceptible as variations working at levels of 
individual motifs, vignettes and larger themes. A few 
subjects were thereby explored every which way. The 
art of classical Chinese painting, and of musical 
composition, encompasses the same on-off changes, 
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McCrae's repertoirs of individual 
and group motifs is outlined in a 
table, see envelope pAll. 
links and repetitions. So I use the term composition 
with the proviso that it refers to properties of form not 
restricted to one drawing but extending between the 
pages of a book - and, indeed, between book and 
book, within a theme. 
McCrae's longest-continuing patron and friend, 
Roderick Kilborn, was the origin of the information 
that McCrae had an unusual manner of drawing. 
His peculiarity as an artist was that in all 
his sketches he commenced at the foot and 
worked upwards. 33 
Kilborn's son-in-law, journalist Erle Cox, elaborated: 
Tommy's methods were unorthodox. He 
stretched himself at full length on the 
ground and, propped up on one elbow, 
made his pictures entirely from memory. A 
peculiarity of his work was that he began 
each picture from the bottom, drawing in 
first his ground, then the legs of his figures, 
and the boles of his trees, and finally finish-
ing with the upper portions. This procedure 
was never varied.34 
In drawing from the foot up Tommy McCrae may be 
said to have followed the creator of mankind, Punjil 
who also: 
began to make man at the feet, then made 
the legs and so on to the head . .. then put on 
hair. 35 
The link with Punjil's method is suggestive though 
nothing further can be made of it in the absence of 
evidence that other artists of southeastern Australia 
followed Punjil in creating the human figure that 
way. 36 
The method argues for McCrae having had a prior and 
well-established practise in drawing before working 
with a pen. It is not within the natural use of a steel nib 
to push upward (which either stops the flow of ink or 
causes it to splatter and the nib to scratch). A pulling 
rather than pushing motion is required. To work 
upwards, McCrae would have to approach from the 
top of the paper, holding his hand and arm curved 
around so that he could pull the nib upwards. Perhaps 
he was left-handed (which would account for the right 
to left direction of so many images. Some left-handed 
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IIlall.JtanJillg among tree.l; RI!I,(/1er.J dancing to the f1lu .. 1ic 0/ a IJli,fin. c. 1880s purple ink on two sheets of paper each 20.2 x 16.2 cm (sketchbook 
SMI.20,21, NGA) 
writers work with hand above rather than below the 
text, However, none of the supposedly firsthand 
reports of McCrae in the act of drawing mentioned 
that he was left handed, If he worked lying down (as 
Cox said) his view of the drawing was very restricted, 
Examination of the drawings supported the story that 
he began at the base.37 The ground was laid in first, 
and the animals, trees and people were drawn 
upwards from that line. 38 Using McCrae's method of 
drawing to make quick pencil sketches of his works in 
the collection study rooms of public museums was a 
revelation of how the dynamism of an image could be 
signalled from the first . Black feet on the ground made 
a staccato pattern. In the early stages a drawing by 
McCrae resembled a sheet of music. The method 
explained how McCrae could and would alter the pat-
tern and energy of a group from toe to knee to waist to 
head. Legs were one storey, torsos another, arms a 
third, heads a fourth, and weapons (or other attrib-
utes) a significant fourth. By the late 1880s McCrae 
was a mature artist whose manner of playing upon a 
range of motifs and gestures was like a jazz musician's. 
He improvised within a repertoire he had evolved, 
towards a complicated interplay of motifs and formal 
rhythms. 
Custom, as well as his own evolving style, led McCrae 
to a method whereby the first note on paper was to 
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Crossed legs of dancers forming diamond 
patterns. and motif of a pair of diamonds, crossed 
with a line. typical of patterns carved on trees 
near a grave. (()dai/) 'Buckley run away/rom Jhip' 
c.1890s ink in paper 24.5 x 31.5 em (SM9.1, 
KHT) 
mark the position of elements that would grow into a 
total scheme. As a mode of composition, it was similar 
to that of quasi-geometrical patterns carved on 
weapons. 39 The patterns formed by the bent arms and 
legs of men in corroboree resembled the diamond 
patterns carved on shields and throwing sticks. The 
body designs drawn by McCrae are reminiscent of 
those etched on possum skin cloaks, carved on shields, 
and cut into trees near Wiradjuri graves. Thus there 
was continuity with the past and, as well, a continuity 
with McCrae's work of making and selling weapons, 
possum-skin cloaks, emu eggs, and drawings on paper 
and gum-leaves. Some if not all the shields and throw-
ing sticks he produced were carved and pecked with 
formal designs. As in times of old, so in McCrae's own 
time, an artist would acquire an abstract language of 
design, together with their meanings, from inscribing 
possum-skin cloaks, carving weapons, and applying 
body paint according to prescribed designs. He would 
develop bodily rhythm and balance through dancing, 
throwing boomerang and spear, and from spearing fish 
while standing on the water upon a fragile bark canoe. 
Within western culture in recent centuries the arts of 
personal adornment, dance, music and the martial arts 
have been separately categorised even though they are 
united in human experience. McCrae's art of rhythm 
(like that of artists studied in previous chapters) 
stemmed from a culture which admitted no such break 
between the arts. Rhythm informed the many scenes 
of the hunt and ceremonial dances - human activities 
that encompassed visual, aural and tactile rhythms; 
but also informed the representation of people at play 
and the patterns observed in plants, birds and animals. 
Clearly, McCrae's orchestration of a wide range of 
rhythmic energies built upon the visual mode of his 
people. At the deep level of style, the artist's cultural 
identity was unmistakable. 
It is entirely appropriate to the art, to notice and 
admire the dexterity of composition and line; and to 
see that McCrae did not distinguish sharply between 
representational and non-representational aspects of 
expression. Meaning was ascribed to non-figurative as 
well as figurative signs. The patterns carved by the 
Wiradjuri on trees near a grave represented the dead 
person. A design painted on a human torso represented 
the person's identity. 
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Shield with grooved 
pattern. ('. 18605 
(Smyth voL I fig. I IS) 
Carved trees, central NSW. (photograph SLy) Such designs were carved on trees adjacent to a 
Wiradjuri grave. 
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T om Roberts's Shearillg the Ram,} 1888-1890 (NGV) 
has a weighty embrace. At one-and-a-half by two 
metres (including frame) it was one of the largest the 
artist painted. By comparison the two remaining 
,,,e/~J.P. preparatory drawings, in pencil and gouache, are 
slight indeed.40 Eight months of labour (spread over 
three years) and eighty preparatory drawings and 
studies were put into this one painting. At almost the 
other extreme from Roberts' western idea of labouring 
towards a conclusion, McCrae's art was a series of 
near repetitions in which variation and overlap was 
significant. Roberts's visible 'work' was piled up 
thickly, McCrae's visible 'work' was a line extending in 
time across many sheets of paper. Intimacy and mind-
fulness, akin to writing, are the immediate qualities of 
small drawings. Material presence is an oil painting's 
first offering. 
McCrae is said to have made drawings while lying 
fully stretched out. Roberts, too, claimed to have 
viewed his shearing subject while 'lying on piled up 
wool bales'. He could hardly have painted from that 
position, however; at most, his evocative memories of 
the scene were from when he lay stretched out on the 
bales, 'hearing and seeing the troops come pattering 
into the pens, the quick running of the wool-carriers, 
the screwing of the presses, the subdued hum of hard 
fast working, and the rhythmic click of the shears.'41 
Thus both artists painted what was memorable; which 
for both transcended the record of the eye. 
Roberts's shearing scene has one notable point of 
comparison with a drawing by McCrae. It is as if the 
horizontal line of a typical McCrae drawing had been 
swivelled ninety degrees. Figures receding in one long 
line and one short line perform in sequence, starting 
with the introduction of an unshorn ram (to the left) 
through a series of 'blows' from back through to front 
of the main line, as the fleece is taken off the tail, back 
and flank of the ram. The poses of shearers and sheep 
unfold one continuous action until, in conclusion, the 
shorn fleece is gathered up and taken off the scene by 
the youth in front left.42 Roberts, who earned a living 
as a photographer's assistant, had seen the action 
photography of Edweard Muybridge or others, in 
which motion was displayed horizontally as successive 
poses frozen in frame after frame. 43 The difference is 
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Tom Roberts Sbmriny tbe Ram., 1888- 1890 oil on canvas 122.4 x 183.3 cm (NGy) 
that he overlapped the figures in a receding line. 
Humphrey McQueen has noted that there was a 
(McCrae style of) precursor to the composition of 
Shearing the RnI7IJ - Roberts' c.1883 painting of women 
dancing down the middle of a long room.44 For 
Roberts, the architectural framing evidently mattered. 
The effect of bulk given by Roberts' large and heavily-
framed canvas is increased by the image of a recessed 
cubical space - the interior of a shearing shed. In turn, 
the sensation of looking into a room is enhanced by the 
realistic figures shaped in full colour and tonal depth 
and with a persuasive physicality of smooth-skinned 
surfaces. Within the subdued light of the shed, the 
shearers, whose actions are analysed in time-and-
motion are measured again, three-dimensionally, within 
a cubic grid formed by the shed's wooden posts, the 
receding planks of the floor and horizontal lines of 
shadows on the floor. The scene within the shearing 
shed would be a self-contained cube shut off from the 
outside world except for three narrow slits of sunlight. 
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Minimally introduced, the light from outside brings 
the awareness that the shed creates its own shade 
against a sun-struck landscape. We, too, are in the 
shadowed enclosure, because the cube by implication 
extends into our space. 
In so far as the images of the two artists show the 
impress of the makers' inner worlds they are a mean-
ingful demonstration of differing values. McCrae's 
people engage one another with every coordinated 
movement from feet through to head whereas Roberts' 
shearers look into their work and away from their 
fellows, acting their separate working roles with aloof 
independence. At least half of the heads in Shearing the 
Ral7U1 are inclined whereas McCrae's heads are in 
profile, interacting with others. Yet Roberts' workers 
belong together; they connect through science and by 
the implied presence of the viewer, whose gaze 
completes the measuring of space and arrives at the 
sum of the division of labour within the shed. 
The perspective proposed by Shearing the Ranu is not 
(as with Ludwig Becker in chapter 5) the discovering 
eye finding little to record in a landscape that is both 
light-filled and open to the gaze yet inexplicably and 
mysteriously featureless. Nor is it the view Roberts 
took for his next major painting (also at Corowa). A 
Break Away! 1891 represents a pictorial 'break away' 
from the centre of the image - sunstruck and empty -
to the lower right where a drover is attempting to halt 
the headlong rush of thirst maddened sheep into the 
corner of the picture and beyond the periphery of the 
visual field. Tom Roberts employed the defining 
grammar of perspective in a provocative and unusual 
way in A Break Away! Compared with Shearing the 
Ral7U1, which conformed to perspective's ideal form -
architecture - the later painting stretched that pictorial 
system to the limit beyond which there could only be a 
break from perspective. 
To return to Shearillg the RamAl, the place for viewing 
this picture is in front and to the right of the image, 
where the lines of recession are steepest. All scenes 
based on single-point perspective specifY a viewpoint in 
this way, and the effect of being 'placed' is most 
evident when, as here, the scene is architectural. 
McCrae's different visualisation, that did not presume 
a single point of view, is actually more naturalistic. 
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Tom Roberts A Break "way! 1891 oil on canvas 137.3 x 167.8 em (A GSA) 
Juxtaposing the works of art has revealed the western 
visual system for what it was, a contrivance that 
presumed to encompass the whole of reality. Single-
point perspective's assumption of absolute authority 
over the viewer, together with the complementary 
emphasis on sculptural form and physical embodiment 
in Roberts's painting, were as defining of the nine-
teenth-century western visual culture as a rhythmic 
pictorial form was of McCrae's Aboriginal mode of 
representation. 
In the context of Roberts' heavy pictorial machinery it 
is a relief when one of the figures interacts with the 
viewer. The tar-boy (reputedly the girl Susan Bourne) 
catches our eye and smiles. Such interaction was a 
traditional western device - a sign that the maker 
related to the people he portrayed. Here it was a child 
who unselfconsciously crossed the line between the 
fictional world of the shed and the observer looking in 
from outside that world. 
The dissociation of the figures in the scene is outside 
the conventional intention of the picture. It carries the 
suggestion that the image was assembled piecemeal 
(like a photographic montage). Likewise, the tidiness 
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of the scene suggests a staged production. Shearing 
the rams was the finale of a year's shearing when the 
shed would be far from pristine; yet on this particular 
sunny day of hard masculine labour (a close view of 
the painting shows) there are no sweat-stains, dirty 
marks, smudges of blood, tar or sheep droppings. By 
contrast to the grotty splendour of McCrae's colonists 
the men are remarkably dapper, down to the fresh-
ironed crease in Frank Barnes' trousers (on the right). 
The shearers' ham fists and the youth's bare feet on the 
shed floor are clean, the hair of their heads freshly 
washed and combed. Similarly with the shed itself, the 
board on which the men work is as whitely scrubbed 
as the proverbial kitchen table and the built structure 
of Murray pine logs is straight, tight-fitting, unstained, 
spiderless and sappy, as if newly made. 
The realism of the image resided in the pictorial con-
Artist unknown, possibly Julian Ashton 'In the .lht'orifl.IJ JheJ' (Sy(/ney ;/1ai115 December 1883) 
ventions - the image was the norm 
of shearng scenes - and in the 
artist's sleight of hand. When 
Roberts displayed the work he 
had it framed in gold and hung 
against curtains the same red-
brown as the shadowy shed. 
Those were the final touches in 
Roberts's art of translating an 
experience from life via the theatre to 
canvas. The illusion was studiedly 
theatrical: the frame was the 
proscenium, the scene was the 
stage, and the conceptual model 
was the controlled world of the 
theatre rather than a window to 
nature. 
The painting's initial reception in 
Melbourne was redolent of media manipulation. 
Roberts staged a first viewing in his studio when he 
addressed the press so eloquently that the next days' 
news reports echoed his ideas seemingly word for 
word. His supporters wrote, or ghost-wrote, some 
endorsements of the work. Successive letters to the 
ArglM suggested that the canvas ought to be bought by 
the National Gallery of Victoria. 45 McOueen has 
described the intervention at that point by the ArglLJ 
critic James Smith - at the age of seventy he was still 
a power in Melbourne - who came out vehemently 
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against the acquisition of the work on the grounds that 
the subject was 'unsuitable'.46 Smith's objection had 
no apparent reference to shearers' strikes or even to 
art politics. The principle stated by him was that art 
was above such consider-ations. The aim of art, he 
argued (as of old) was to elevate the mind above the 
material fact, consequently the shearing subject, of 
purely local and immediate significance, was not wor-
thy of art. In his words: 
The object of art is not to copy a fact 
[but] ... to be artistic, and to be artistic is to 
represent something beautiful or elevating 
or instructive in such a manner that while 
it is true it is at the same time informed 
with what [Francis] Bacon calls "a more 
simple greatness, a more exact goodness, 
and a more absolute variety" ... We do not 
go to an art-gallery to see how sheep are 
shorn.47 
There was scope in the picture's overt naturalism, 
plenty in the politicised subject, to give cogency to 
Smith's criticism. Shrewdly, he put the most telling 
argument, that the subject's newsworthiness obscured 
the quality of 'simple greatness'. Not content with that 
broadside, Smith fired again: 
Do not our young painters see that the true 
artist is he who ... can see and paint skies 
and scenes with equal artistic truth, 
whether they be in Australia or III 
Timbuctoo? 
To which Roberts made a famous retort -
[Smith] says that art should be of all times, 
not of one time, of all places, not of one 
place ... I believe it should rather be taken 
conversely - that by making art the perfect 
expression of one time and one place, it 
becomes art for all times and of all 
places.48 
James Smith introduced the idea of a possible gap 
between close and distant readings of the picture. He 
thought the ideal, abstract meaning would be opposed to 
the material, whereas Roberts stood by the opposite 
principle, wanting to express the essence of an immediate 
reality in such a way that it would reverberate through 
all times and places. 
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Shearillg the ramJ, when Smith saw it, was in the 
metropolis; already split from its first context. The 
people of Corowa valued its factuality. Half a dozen of 
the men in the shed were named by a reporter for the 
CoroHla Free PreJd who visited the shed while Roberts 
was painting there after the close of the 1889 shearing 
season.49 In 1963 the last surviving model, Susan 
Davis (nee Bourne) also responded by naming some of 
the people in the scene. 50 Recently the local historical 
society set out to identifY still more of the figures. 51 
The other pertinent aspect of the image from the local 
point of view was that it represented the self-reliance 
of Corowa's farmers in the face of union labour. The 
shearers in the Brocklesby shed were Brocklesby 
employees and small farmers of the neighbourhood who 
rallied to each other's assistance during the shearing 
season. The communal system was possible because 
pastoral stations in the region of Corowa had allowed 
the breaking up of their runs by small scale selectors, 
by contrast to bigger pastoralists further outback, who 
had exercised the system of' dummying' more freely as 
a means of retaining the bulk of their runs. 52 Susan 
Davis remembered that Corowa's "cockatoo" farmers 
begrudged the call on their loyalty by the district's 
larger landholders, but there is no hint of disunity in 
Roberts'image. 
Industrial unrest and an annual politics of disruption 
became recurrent in the Riverina during the later 
1880s. By the time Roberts painted Shearing the RaITld, 
strained relations between squatters and union-bossed 
shearers were the rule, by contrast with which he 
portrayed a type of 'native-born', go-ahead shearer, 
probably after the word picture of a local writer Rolf 
Boldrewood (alias T.A. Browne of Albury): 
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[LJook down the centre aisle, where 60 
men are working best pace, as men will 
only do when the pay is high, and each 
man receives all he can earn by superior 
skill or strength. . .. Watch that tall shearer 
half way down the line. A native-born 
Australian, probably in the second or third 
generation, he stands six feet and a half, 
good measurement, in his stockings. His 
brawny forearm is bare to the elbow. 
Broad-shouldered, deep-chested, light-
flanked ... You cannot find any man out of 
Australia who can shear 150 sheep in a day 
- and he can, and shear them well 
too ... The shearers proper are all white 
men. The pickers-up and the sorters of the 
fleece are a trifle mixed, the former being 
chiefly aboriginal blacks, and some of the 
latter Chinese. In the pressing demand for 
labour which obtains when a thousand 
sheds are shearing, or preparing to shear, 
in the first spring months over the length 
and breadth of the land, the inferior races 
find their opportunity. 53 
That was written before the formation of the shearers' 
union (and it was to be almost a century before its 
white Australian racism was deplored by many 
Australians) . Boldrewood's enthusiasm for the shearer 
as a white, self-improving national type contrasts with 
the hostility of pastoralists in the late 1880s. I quote 
Henry Hay of Collendina (where Roberts painted A 
Break Away!; it was next door to Brocklesby) in 
September 1887: 
I notice a paragraph in your issue of the 
9th inst, in which it is stated that at my 
shed, among others, concessions have been 
made. In these troublous times this para-
graph would convey the inference that 
either I had been coerced or my men influ-
enced by those self-elected back door 
sneaks who dub themselves union agents. 
No concessions to the so-called union rules 
have been made by me, or asked for by my 
shearers. 54 
The following August (1888), while (or before?) 
Roberts made sketches for what was, in the circum-
stances, a defiant shearing subject there were disputes 
at Gannmain, Kinross, Boramboola, Bullembong, 
Tubbo, Brookong, Burrabogie and other stations in 
the Riverina. The most celebrated was at Brookong 
Station sixty kilometres north of Brocklesby shearing 
shed, where around two hundred members of the 
Amalgamated Shearers' Union camped on a reserve 
near the woolshed to prevent the owner, William 
Halliday MLC, from employing non-union labour. On 
15 August they attacked a party of non-union workers. 
A party of thirty policemen came down and arrested 
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Tom Roberts Ale.1:ander Alldml(ll} 24 Sept 1889 oll on canvas 
24 .1 x 19 em (Castlemain Art Gallery) 
nine, against whom a severe judgment was made.55 
The following year, a union representative carne into 
the Corowa region in July: 
. .. the shearers at Kentucky, when the roll 
was called yesterday morning, refused to 
work under the station rules. Mr Gray 
then gave the men notice that they would 
have to vacate the huts before noon, and 
they went into camp quietly and orderly. 
Mr Burgess, the travelling lecturer for the 
Shearers Union, is at the station, and 
efforts will be made to corne to an amicable 
arrangement. We hear that trouble is 
expected at Brookong, Bull Plain, 
Ringwood and Mahonga.56 
Without doubt, Torn Roberts was aware of the 
political nature of his subject. Yet, as Terry Smith 
decided (after checking every conceivable angle of the 
class division between shearers and squatters) there is 
a notaMe aDJenCe in the image of anything that would lead 
one to suppose the conflict existed. 57 The benefit of 
Smith's close analysis was that it showed that the 
people in the shed must have been aware of presenting 
an image in contradiction to the social division. 
Furthermore the acquisition of the work by a stock 
and station agent, a man not given to buying art, also 
suggests that politics played a decisive role in responses 
to the work. 
Shearing the RilI7l.J was - is - a political work of art. It 
probably was from the start. Alexander Anderson of 
Brocklesby was among the farmers forming a Corowa 
district committee of the PaJtoraLi.Jtd Union in 1891.58 
However shearing was also a likely theme for anational 
picture, regardless of industrial politics. And 
Brocklesby was the farm Roberts knew best. He had a 
family connection with the Andersons, visited at least 
five times between the mid 1880s and the early 1890s 
and painted ten or more oils and watercolours showing 
aspects of rural life in the area. The family connection 
that permitted him to spend months at a time at 
Brocklesby also led him to its modest shearing shed 
rather than one of the larger sheds, to hand-blades 
rather than mechanical shears, to a shed full of local 
non-unionised labour rather than itinerant, unionised 
shearers, and to an attitude in line with the pastoralists 
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10 m Roberts Lumberiny c. 189 1 watercolour o n paper 59.7 x 99.5 em (NGA) . One of Roberts 's pl'Oposed entl-ies il1 189 1 for the AG NS\V's water-
colour prize For the be~t scene.' ill ustrative of NS\V, T he place w as pmbably Ho'\.vlong . on the .i\'\urray behveen Albu ry and uJrowa. 
rather than the working men. Roberts ' connection 
with Brocklesby answers Smith's questions as to why 
he elected 'not to show the most progressive aspect of 
the situation', and why his image would not represent 
conflict between workers and pastoralists. 
Within the past twenty years some of Australia's 
foremost art historians - Virginia Spate, Daniel 
Thomas, Humphrey McQueen, Helen Topliss, David 
Jaffe, Jane Clark, Leigh Astbury and Terry Smith -
deepened older readings of Shearing the Ram",. In a 
period of much socio-political reassessment by western 
art historians, the painting was scrutinised for new 
meanings. Interestingly, there was no real attempt 
to displace earlier interpretations, while adding 
alternatives. 
Jane Clark (1985) began with the 
nationalist response when the work 
was first shown III Roberts's 
Melbourne studio in May 1890: 
'the most important work of a dis-
tinctively Australian character 
which has been completed up to the 
present time:59 Likewise, Daniel 
Thomas (1996) introduced Shearing 
,1 1 
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Tom Roberts Brockle • .!,!! 5 Sept 1889 oil on wood panel 13.4 x 22.3 em 
(private collection), 
the Ral7u as first of all a 'public 
work of art', made 'so that 
Australians might know them-
selves and that foreigners 
might know Australia.' He put 
nationalism into its interna-
tional context. Addressing the 
qualities that were foremost in 
the work he observed that the 
naturalistic treatment, as 'real' 
as Roberts' skill could achieve, 
and the rural subject of the 
painting arose from: 
an international fashion for honouring 
regional ways of life and work, an anti-
metropolitan attitude that sought out the 
typical but often obsolescent work of, say, 
Provencal grape harvesters, Cornish fisher-
men - or Australian sheep-shearers. 60 
The iconography of the image in black and white 
illustrations of Australian shearing sheds was traced 
by Leigh Astbury and others. European precursors 
were found, such as Robert Walker Macbeth's oil 
painting Sheep-Jhearing (which Roberts could have 
seen at the 1883 London Royal Academy exhibition) . 
David Jaffe pointed out that Ghiberti's fifteenth-
century relief-sculpture of Esau (a panel in one of the 
doors of the Florence Baptistery) was the source of 
the graceful pose of the carrier of golden fleece on the 
left of Roberts's painting. Nonetheless I'm firmly in 
agreement with Helen Topliss and Humphrey 
McQueen that the poetic naturalism of novelist 
Thomas Hardy, rather than those pictorial models, 
was highly significant for Roberts's conception of the 
painting. The specific inspiration would be the 
description of a shearing barn in Far From the Ma()()ing 
Crow{). Topliss' and McOueen's poetic reading of 
Shearing the mllM was new. Previously the work had 
been admired almost exclusively for its grand treat-
ment of a national subject and for its style of realism. 
They showed Roberts responding to Hardy's 
metaphor of a shearing barn that resembled a 
church.61 His shearing shed, like Hardy's, had rows of 
churchly columns, a central nave, 'cathedral' ceiling 
and a suggestion of transepts where the sheep are 
penned. The shadowy ambience may also be likened 
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to a church into the dimness of which sunlight 
penetrates through small openings. Hardy was a 
native of Dorset, as was Roberts (who emigrated to 
Australia at the age of thirteen) and his writing had 
what Roberts wanted, the poetry of a folk culture. 
Around the time he painted Shearing the Ranu Roberts 
persuaded Arthur Streeton to read Hardy for how to 
portray rural folk in elemental harmony with nature. 
In 1890 he wrote that Shearin/l the Ranu was intended 
to have an amplitude and seriousness of meaning and 
metaphor beyond mere factual reportage: 
a subject noble enough and worthy enough 
if I could express the meaning and spirit -
of strong masculine labour, the patience of 
the animals whose year's growth is being 
stripped from them for man's use, and the 
great human interest of the whole scene.62 
The same cultural timelessness imbued Hardy's 
shearing scene. He suggested that 'medicevalism and 
modernism had a common standpoint' in the sanctity 
of human labour - 'The defence and salvation of the 
body by daily bread is still a study, a religion and a 
desire' - and imagined a rural culture so deeply 
embedded in its environment as to have the stamp of 
permanence: 
Ten generations failed to alter the turn of a 
single phrase. In these Wessex nooks the 
busy outsider's ancient times are only old; 
his own times are still new; his present is 
futurity .. . So the barn was natural to the 
shearers, and the shearers were in harmony 
with the barn. 63 
The same western dream of timelessness was applied 
then, had been applied before, is applied at times even 
now, to the Aboriginal people of Australia. 
The Hardyesque reading of Roberts' Shearing the Rallu 
maintains that it was configured for unity. Hardy's 
description of a shearing barn gave an aura of 
profundity to the workaday scene. Roberts created a 
scene like Hardy's, locked upon the viewer and shut 
off from outside realities. 
Outside realities were forced upon the painting by the 
1980s and 1990s socio-political readings, with Thomas 
and Virginia Spate perhaps the most adept at 
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mediating between the painting, considered for itself, 
and the theme considered for its social context.64 
Spate saw the subject intersecting with the standard 
nineteenth-century work ethic, that through initiative, 
will-power and hard work any strong, masculine 
worker could rise above poverty and improve his 
position in the world. All recent commentators have 
noticed how that message, in the context of a shearing 
subject, would be sharply politicised at the time 
Roberts was painting. Terry Smith saw the subject of 
the painting 'divided' by the socio-political context. 
McOueen retorted that 'Roberts depicted nothing 
which took two sides'; the image of shearers 'can be 
read as a celebration of the dignity of human labour or 
as an affirmation of the virtue of working instead of 
striking.'65 Spate pointed out that the political agenda 
did influence the purchase of the work. 66 
When looking at Shearing the RamJ today we don't 
discard the various layers of the' aura' of commentary 
surrounding it, even though some ideas could cancel 
others - the urgent, socio-political interpretations 
challenging the earlier readings of the image as 
affirmative and national; the semi-sacred interpreta-
tion disturbing the reading of truthful imitation; and 
the evidence that the work was put together like a 
theatrical production conflicting with other evidence 
that it recorded an actual scene. 
Roberts aspired to the ideal of" art for all times and of 
all places," to be achieved "by making art the perfect 
expression of one time and one place." McCrae's pre-
ferred subject was the united, rhythmic performance 
of an Aboriginal ceremony: he, too, affirmed a folk 
identity. Their situation was similar in that their 
patrons did not think of their art as universal. Tommy 
McCrae was 'Aboriginal', Tom Roberts's 'National' 
according to the tags applied to their art in the 1890s. 
The social behaviour of artists tells a great deal about 
how they worked upon their different worlds. Tom 
Roberts's western communities (local, national, and 
imperial) may be glimpsed through his efforts to make 
his way towards the international exposure of his art. 
He moved between Dorset and Melbourne, between 
Melbourne, Sydney and London, and between life in 
the city and the rustic countryside. In personality he 
was a chameleon who changed his manner to suit his 
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environment. Nervous, febrile, socially conscious and 
professionally assertive in the city, in the country 
Roberts was relaxed, responsive and socially accept-
ing. A work such as Shearing the ramA.l brought three of 
his worlds together. I have argued that the notion of a 
big 'Australian' subject was not local but western, 
metropolitan and imperial: 
Make a selection of your best pictures and 
send them to England under intelligent 
guardianship ... it must be your best work, 
and it must be distinctively Australian, not 
English subjects painted in Australia. 67 
Roberts, when he was being the truth-seeking "coun-
try" painter, experienced great difficulty in making the 
necessary transition from the many sympathetic stud-
ies to the aggrandizing work on canvas. His surviving 
sketches for Shearing the RaI1M were produced, more or 
less 'with thumb-nail dipped in tar', on brown paper 
and on a plank of wood. The difficulty he experienced 
in switching from the local to the imperial role held up 
the production of Shearing the ral7M by more than a year. 
Over time Roberts' failures as well as his successes 
showed his interface with society. The best of his 
works (judged by the long term) were those such as A 
Break Away! and In a corner on the Macintyre where the 
story subject was subordinate to, and saturated in, the 
natural environment. Paradoxically, those paintings 
were Roberts's more sophisticated expression. 
Tom Roberts. 'Fif~ltSkdch for Shearing' ('. 1888 gouache and pencil on brown paper 29.1 x 21.3 em (NGV) 
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He made his way in the metropolis through his 
adept social skills in dealing with artists, critics, 
patrons, and in garnering awards, exhibiting opport-
unities and advertisement. He supported younger 
acolytes, helped to establish, stage-manage and lead 
three professional societies of artists, dealt stylishly 
and persuasively with the press, and for some years 
after 1901 devotedly served Australia and the British 
Empire by undertaking the time-consuming task of 
painting the portraits of every member of parliament 
and the visiting dignitaries at the opening of the first 
federal parliament of Australia. He made his mark 
confidently in colonial art circles and with grace in the 
art community of London. Roberts, most of the time, 
had the illusion of control, moving from community to 
community in pursuit of his goals. 
Tommy McCrae, most of the time, could have no such 
illusion. His two worlds - Aboriginal and settler -
were in closer contact than Roberts' worlds of the 
colony and Great Britain. Like Roberts, he depended 
on financial support from local buyers 
and subscribed to them as a market. 
Roberts flattered his buyers; McCrae 
Alfred W Eustace (Ri,'el' Scene) c.1851 oil on eucalyptus leaf 11.5 x 13.8 
cm (Dixson Galls, ML) 
managed to persuade some 
local collectors of his art to 
suport his efforts to maintain 
the independence of his family 
from bureaucratic interference. 
By and large the settlers 
entered his calculations as a 
market. A skilled entrepreneur, he 
met expectations while teasing 
the market with a novel inter-
pretation. That McCrae was 
adept at fobbing off unwelcome 
suggestion is evident from the 
fact that his art suffered 
remarkably few vacillations 
in thirty years. William Lang 
(the McCrae family's doctor) 
tried to dictate the subjecs of drawings. In 
1886 he asked for images of birds but 
the completed sketchbook had only four 
drawings of various birds, and they 
were incorporated in the usual hunting 
scenes. 68 Tom Roberts's different way 
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Tommy McCrae attrih. Spear 
thrower with pecked decora-
tion (Kilborn family) Author's 
rough drawing. 
of maintammg the high ground 
against encroachment by patrons 
and local critics was through 
manifesting the professional's 
superior judgment about what 
mattered in his field. The two 
artists controlled their themes and 
style; one through his tactful 
obliviousness to the wishes of 
patrons, the other through a care-
fully calculated professionalism. 
Word of McCrae's talent spread 
from the Riverina to Sydney. In 
1893 a correspondent wrote to the 
Bulletill: 
Why don't the Australian 
Art Exhibitions get hold of 
some of the works of 
"Tommy McCrae", the aborig-
inal artist, well-known to all 
Riverine people.69 
Tommy M cCrae Hlilltill,lJ hirtf,t and animal" £'.1886 ink on paper 24 .6 x 30.4 em. (from sketchw 
book SM26.8, Andrew Lang collection, St Andrews University) 
Tommy McCrae. Hunting hird" , c.] 886 ink on paper 24.6 x 30.4 em. (from sketchbook 
The praise was at once semi- SM26. IO, Andrew Lang collection, St Andrews University) 
satiric (in the Bulletill's style) yet 
sincere in its estimation of McCrae's ability. According 
to the writer, McCrae peddled his artefacts, including 
'paintings on emu egs and gum-leaves', from a spring 
van.?O Successful though McCrae's marketing was, it 
may have been destined to achieve only casual local 
support, and of itself would be unlikely to result in the 
preservation of his work or a sustained recognition of 
his artistic achievement'? 1 The majority of patrons 
were Riverina people without influence in art circles; 
they were chance-come, even his longest-standing 
patron, Roderick Kilborn. Kilborn became the 
McCraes' neighbour in August 1869, when he planted 
a vineyard and built a house next door to their camp at 
Lake Moodemere.72 Sympathetic contact was made 
some years later, stimulated by John B Gribble (1847-
1893) - who within a decade was to become known 
throughout the British Empire as a friend of the 
Australian Aboriginals. The earliest reference to 
McCrae in Kilborn's diaries was 31 March 1876, 
'Blacks in from billabong this p.m.' On the previous 
five Sundays and the one after, Kilborn went to 
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Birdarak (Tommy Banfield) with children David and 
Betsy. (Diane Barwick Rebellloll at Cortll1{)errlr: p.119) 
Rutherglen and Wahgunyah's Congragational Church 
to listen to sermons by Gribble, the newly appointed 
minister. Kilborn acquired a first sketchbook of 
McCrae's drawings (PK1)in November the same year, 
shortly before leaving Wahgunyah for Ararat. (Thus 
Kilborn appears to have been McCrae's second 
patron).73 He was away thirteen years, returning in 
January 1890. The sketchbook discussed at the 
beginning of the chapter was commissioned soon after, 
and may have been intended as a gift for Lord 
Hopetoun, Governor of Victoria, who planned to visit 
the 1891 local show (he was prevented from coming 
by influenza).74 
As an actor in the world, McCrae seems to have 
thought of himself as showing his community the way 
to an entrepreneurial management of indigenous-
settler affairs. His drawings were but one aspect of his 
business of selling produce and entertainments. He 
involved his family in making and selling artefacts, and 
brought together the wider Aboriginal community for 
corroboree entertainments and displays of martial 
arts.75 He and the other men at the camp made 
weapons for sale and showed how to use them at local 
public events. His second wife Lily made possum skin 
rugs. In 1897 the camp as a whole was engaged in a 
major photography project arranged with the photo-
grapher Thomas Cleary and a local patron by the 
name of Gourlay. The scale and pace of these activities 
increased after McCrae's artistic talent became known 
within Victoria and New South Wales. 
McCrae, through his community, was closely 
involved in the politics of Aborigines living in white 
communities. During the later decades of the century, 
Aboriginal messengers and networkers, including 
Tommy Smyth, Tommy 'Punch' Banfield, John Friday 
and Neddy Wheeler came and went from Lake 
Moodemere, telling their stories, proffering advice, 
and extending the patronage of the Board for the 
Protection of Aborigines. McCrae's successful defence 
of Lily Davis in court in 1896,76 the court action he 
and John Friday brought against photographer 
Thomas Cleary (over failure to pay the agreed fee for 
posing) 77 and his success in 1892 in avoiding entrap-
ment by the policemen deputed to remove his child-
ren,78 show that he had a shrewd grasp of tactics. His 
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Thomas Cleary (at/rib.) Phl)to.qrapheJ at Lake AfOllJemere ill A/ay 1891. Tommy McCrae (left), wife Lily (nee Davis), children, John Friday born c. 1857 (centre right), wife Kate 
(Brangy/Abbott) wi th children, including Mary Abbott (born c. 1874), William Abbott (born early 1880s) (stretched out on the grass). (Mortlock Library, SLSA) . Cleary's 
failure to pay the sitters according to contract resulted in Friday and McCrae bringing an action against him in the local court in June. 
patrons Kilborn and Lang (who were magistrates) and 
a sympathetic police constable John Hewitt supported 
his efforts to maintain a family way of life independent 
of government interference. 
They did so presumably because he persuaded them of 
the rightfulness of his cause, and his ability to care for 
and protect his family. Tommy McCrae was strategic 
in asking no more than would pass unnoticed by those 
able to benefit him. The reserve at Lake Moodemere is 
an instance. Though the reserve was opposed by local 
residents to begin with, it was, at eight acres, too small 
to attract subsequent attention from greedy neighbours, 
McCrae wisely did not ask for capital expenditure at 
the lake. With no actual expenditure to draw criticism 
from penny-pinching members of the BPA, the reserve 
was not targeted for closure: it was the only reserve to 
escaped regular report and revision. All the same it 
was official, gazetted (1891), duly appeared in the 
BPA's annual reports, and, having the stamp of 
officialdom, avoided the disapproving notice gIven, 
for example, to Wahgunyah's and Corowa's shanty 
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~'r t- ~~~.' If.... ... ....... . 
l\1ap of the Upper Murray, from Arthur Andrews The Fir,1t Settlement 0/ tbe Upper IfIurray (1920) showing the boundaries early pastoral runs, including Brocklesby, at Corowa. McCrae's three 
places of residence are marked in red; the Murray River in blue. 
towns created in the 1890s by unemployed white 
escapees from the economically depressed cities of 
Melbourne and Sydney.79 
For their part, the 'messenger' Aborigines facilitated 
their travel by wangling the systems of free railway 
passes, work passes, and permissions to visit kin that 
were administered by Victoria's Board for the 
Protection of Aborigines. They invoked government 
services on behalf of the camps they visited. Following 
an 1885 visit from two Coranderrk men from the 
region, Birdarak (Tommy Banfield)80 and Tommy 
Smyth,81 the Victorian Board for the Protection of 
Aborigines was persuaded to build iron-roofed huts at 
Lake Moodemere (McCrae distanced himself from the 
request by not using the huts).82 The switch, a month 
later, from the previous pattern of taking blankets 
doled out by New South Wales to accepting a more 
generous annual donation of clothes, etcetera, from 
Victoria, was permitted by McCrae: 
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Lake Moodemere. M cCrae 's camp was at th e Sunday Creek end, w here the lake was 
fed with water from the Murray. 
Throwing the boomerang at Coranderrk.(J!!u . .ttrateo LOl1{)oll NewJ 12 Jan 1889) . 
Similarly , McCrae's dan performed to an audience. The Ruthoy/m SUIl reported 5 
January 1894, There were innumerable Aboriginal fires all about Lake Moodemere a t 
the Regatta. It was an immense picnic to them and they thoroughly enjoyed every 
minute of it. They had canoes there and boomerangs. a nd were engaged in boomera ng 
throwing for spectators.' 
Tommy McCrae and his select circle of 
acquaintances were conveyed by the 
Victorian Railway Department free of 
charge from Wahgunyah to Wangaratta 
where Mr Tone, aboriginal protector, was 
in attendance to distribute the annual dole 
of blankets and rations. 83 
Reading between the lines of letters written in 
bureaucratic style - by 'messenger' Aborigines, and the 
government memoranda relating to those unrefusable 
requests, it is possible to discern the working out of 
Aboriginal self-determination. The involvement by the 
Aborigines in deciding what should be done, accord-
ing to government policy, rankled with administrators, 
who, between themselves, indicated their displeasure. 
I must say the presence of these people 
from Coranderrk is usually prejudicial to 
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ours at Maloga, for they (for a time at any 
rate) infuse an independent and restless 
spirit among our people, such as to damage 
the management. 84 
The new Aboriginal network was made possible by 
literacy and was consequent upon the drafting together 
and centralised administration of the Aborigines by 
the governments of Victoria and New South Wales. In 
a roundabout way, bureaucratisation was the key to 
the development of a pan-Aboriginal community. 
Aboriginal people who utilized the system demonstrated 
to themselves ad a group that they were capable of self-
determination against the dictates of a paternalistic, 
basically unsympathetic administration. 
Tommy McCrae CYakaduna/t'citJ Scenes of Aboriginal life; Squatters. dated 13th Jan 1865. ink on 
blue paper 21.5 x 34 em (Dixson Galls, SLNSW) 
New channels of commun-
ication via Coranderrk, 
Wangaratta, Wahgunyah, 
Echuca, Maloga, Albury-
Wodonga were alternative to 
the region's major cultural 
highways. There had long 
been a notable coincidence 
of Aboriginal and colonial 
travel through the region, 
whereby McCrae's country 
was a place for stopping-
over. Culturally those 'high-
ways' were significant in 
Tommy McCrae's life, and 
for the tenor of his art. 
McCrae's birthplace, Albury, more specifically the rise 
known as Mungabareena - the only clear space on the 
banks of the river above flood level - was a long-
established Aboriginal place of assembly for peoples 
who came annually from down river, from the Lachlan 
and Murrumbidgee rivers, and from places south, 
including the Great Dividing Range, on their way to 
the nearby mountains to feast on the year's swarming 
of Bogong moths. The origin of McCrae's 'olden time' 
corroboree scenes involving dances/dancers of 
Sydney, of the Lachlan, Murrumbidgee and Goulburn 
rivers, of Echuca and tribes further west, of 
Melbourne and Kilmore, and of Gippsland over the 
Great Dividing Range (see appendix to this chapter) 
would be dances at Mungabareena during the artist's 
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childhood and youth. An early report of a corroboree 
at Munga- bareena is by John Webster. Taking stock 
past there in October 1840 he saw 'a great number' of 
Aborigines: 
... in ranks. Their bodies were all covered 
with various lines of some white pigment. 
They danced and clashed their weapons. 
An old man sat beating a skin stretched on 
his knees. It had a sound more like a thud 
than a drum .. , they changed their places in 
accordance with the thudding of the old 
gentleman. .. changing frequently, some 
jumping like a kangaroo. 
When Webster revisited the scene the next day he 
'found the bark of all the tall gums covered with 
strange hieroglyphics about the height of a man.'85 
Hieroglyphics of the kind were drawn by McCrae on 
the torsos of dancers. 
After 1838 'the crossing place' became the key 
stopover on the highway connecting Sydney (and 
various ports on the coast south of there) with 
Melbourne and Adelaide . A stream of travellers 
pushing stock along the highway, plus the settlers who 
quickly filled up the immediate district, forced 
successive, rapid changes upon McCrae's people. At 
the time of his birth the 'Crossing Place' had a large 
camp of up to three hundred Aborigines. Among them 
were local clans of the Omeo, Jaithmathang, and 
various southern Wiradjuri tribes including the 
Waveroo. 86 There were also Aboriginal drovers who 
travelled the stock route and stopped off along the 
way, from Sydney, Adelaide, Port Phillip, Twofold 
Bay and places between. As a consequence of travel on 
the highway, the southern Wiradjuri, already by no 
means a closed social unit, by 1842 were re-forming 
into a multi-cultural Aboriginal community. By the 
1880s, very much shrunken in number, they were an 
even more mobile community, the product of fifty 
years of diaspora. Throughout this long period of 
constant adjustment the previous pattern of assemblies 
and corroborees, exchange visits between Aboriginal 
tribes, continued and was still going into the 1870s and 
1880s, when the alternative busy network of commu-
nication via letters and visits was established by 
Aboriginal peoples from Coranderrk and Maloga. 
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Some of the body designs drawn by Tommy McCrae. 
- ~ - -
Trees carved for an initiation ceremony, Red Bank Creek, near 
Weir River, Carnarvon Ranges, Queensland. (as drawn by R H 
Mathews, 1895) 
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J. Helder Wedge, lVil/iam Bu,·kley, 
August 1835, lithograph from James 
Bonwick Port Phillip Settlement (Lond. 
1883) 
Looking back it seems as if McCrae's art was a major 
'crossing place' between the previous era of Aboriginal 
visual expression within and across various Aboriginal 
worlds and the post 1970s era of Aboriginal art in a 
global context. His art was not locked in the past but 
reviewed past events with present ideologies and 
events in mind. Through drawing, McCrae made sense 
of his world. This became very apparent when, at the 
centenary of colonisation, indigenes and settlers with 
white Australia in mind gave thought to what it would 
be like if the colonists had assimilated into the 
indigenous culture. Aborigines and settlers alike 
reflected upon the story of William Buckley. 
Buckley lived thirty-two years with the Australian 
Aborigines between 1803, when he escaped from 
Lieut-Colonel David Collins' abortive settlement at 
1 
J 
Ludwig Becker lVillia", Bucklry 1852 lithograph from 
John Morgan The Life am) ArJ"enture.J (1/ If/illulIll Buckley 
(Hobart 1852) 
Sorrento, near Melbourne, and 1835, 
when he walked into the camp of the 
pioneering settlers at Indented Head. He 
appears to have been the obverse of his fic-
tional contemporary, Robinson Crusoe, 
who famously maintained civilisation in 
the wilderness. Crusoe, to use Aldous 
Huxley's metaphor, had an efficient limiting 
valve that prevented him £rom losing culture, 
whereas Buckley's doors of perception 
were wide open. His life among Aborigines 
was a matter of fable for the Aboriginal 
people from the time he appeared among 
them, and for the colonists from the 
moment he stepped out of the bush. Told 
and re-told during the nineteenth century, 
the story retained its air of the fabulous. 87 
Buckley's positlOn between cultures 
fascinated both the peoples to whom he 
was aligned. His situation raised a moral 
and political issue. Reflecting the dilemma 
of translation, it figured the emotive ground between 
indigenous and new Australians. The probable reason 
for both groups telling Buckley's story so often was 
that it showed an alternative to white Australia, that of 
going native. 
In the 1880s the colonists' story of Buckley took a new 
slant.88 Previous accounts had been haunted by a fear 
that the simplicity of a pioneering life would result in 
sliding from civilised values into barbarism. A more 
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optimistic interpretation was made possible by Charles 
Darwin's theory of evolution. On the Origin of Specie.; by 
Mean,! of NaturaL Selection, published in October 1859, 
was noticed in the Australian press first in June 1860 
(in the Sydney Morning HeraLd) and subsequently was 
discussed often, from many angles, and at length, in 
metropolitan and country newspapers. The idea of 
evolution as the survival of the fittest was centuries 
old. The difference after 1860 was that Darwin's 
'scientific' theory replaced (to some extent it 
bolstered) a concept of primitivism that was moral 
rather than grounded in observable evidence. The 
earlier concept of evolution had allowed for a two-way 
process leading upwards to civilisation but also, 
regrettably, backwards to primitivism. Darwinian 
evolution was progressive. Accordingly, when the 
story of Buckley was retold in the 1880s the emphasis 
had shifted from his decline to barbarism (a fate 
thought to be open to all) to his progressive role 
among the Aborigines. 
James Dawson and his daughter Isabella effected the 
change, with due credulity, from information given to 
them by Buckley's Aboriginal wife, Purranmurnin 
Tallarwurnin (via the manager of Framlingham 
Reserve where she was living in the 1870s). Their 
version reached a general readership in the late 1880s 
through the Pictllre.Jqlle AtfM of Au . .1lraLa.JUz, an illustrated 
periodical prepared and published in the years leading 
to the centenary of British settlement of Australia. The 
Dawsons presented Buckley as the very figure of 
Darwinian evolution; an 'imposing' leader who kept 
his own counsel in negotiations with strangers (white 
as well as black), and taught his new family the use of 
European tools, and of various other articles rescued 
from wrecks along the coast. 
The colonists knew that the Aborigines of Victoria had 
their own stories about Buckley. James Bonwick, 
writing about Buckley in 1856, mentioned that his 
story was widely known by the Aboriginals of 
Victoria. 89 The Dawsons' version of the story had a 
Wada-wurrung source. McCrae's 1890s pictures of 
William Buckley indicated that the medium through 
which the story spread among the Aboriginal commu-
nities was dramatic re-enactment. According to 
Andrew Sayers: 
Two elements in the story provided subjects 
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William McLeod William Buckley wood engraving 
from Picfurec1qut' At/ti<1 4 AUJlrala<lla 1886~1888 
voll p163. 
Tomrn.Y l\1c.Gl'ae .Bm£l;Yj E 'mpe 
on drawings by I\:1cCrae were not 
Tommy McCrae Buckley approacht:..1 Ahorigine.1 hal'lilg taken ,jpeal~llrom an AhorigilllZ1.qral.t!, 1890s 
ink on paper 24,8 x 31.5 cm (SLY, from John Lang Currie collection) 
Tommy McCrae Buckley apprflache.J Af,or~lil1e.1 hailing taken ,lpear.1 frol17 all Ahorigina!,qrllve, 1890s 
ink on paper 17 x 27 cm (private collection, Canberra) 
for Tommy McCrae. One was 
Buckley's first meeting with the 
Aborigines... ; the other was 
Buckley's involvement III ... a 
corroboree.90 
In truth, all the scenes of Buckley's 
story were described by McCrae in 
corroboree style and as acts in a drama: 
the scene of his arrival on a ship, the 
scene of his symbolic appropriation of 
a spear from an Aboriginal grave, the 
scene of his encounter with the Wada-
wurrungs, and the culminating scene of 
his participation (as one of the clan) in 
Tommy McCrae Buckley approached Ahorigine,! hal'il1,q taken .'pear,1./iVI1l an Abol'l.'}lflaL 
.tJl¥lJ't:. 1890s ink on paper 24.5 x 31.5 (from sketchbook SM9.3 Koorie Heritage 
Trust) 
a ceremony of peace. Almost certainly they related 
to a dance series that travelled from source, was 
passed by one Aboriginal community to another, 
and at two hundred miles northeast reached the 
'Crossing Place' on the Murray. 
In the culminating scene Buckley danced in the 
centre of a group of men, all of them unclothed 
except for a fibre girdle around the hips. Whereas 
the other men were inked all over in solid black, 
except for a white line down each leg, Buckley's 
white body was drawn all over, sparsely, with wiry 
body hair, and a solid black line was painted down 
each leg. If we identifY with Buckley, his percep-
tion indwe the group could well have been that he 
was equipped and performing like the others: he 
could not see himself so would be unable to see 
how he stood out from the rest. Tommy McCrae 
showed Buckley as the Aboriginal dancers and 
audience would see him, performing with them, 
ornamented in a manner different from but 
corresponding to theirs, nonetheless a singular 
addition to the group. Buckley's 
difference would be demonstrated in 
re-enactments when the Aboriginal 
dancer acting the role of Buckley 
would be painted white and imitate the 
European's less graceful body language. 
fig. p.578 
In a sense, Buckley lived an Aboriginal 
story: which is to reverse the settlers' 
point of view on his life among 
Aborigines. During half a lifetime with 
Tommy McCrae Buckk'YJ fIlcountcl' with Abol'igine., (probable subject) ink on paper 
12 x 23 em (private collection, Canberra) 
Tomm;v i\lcCrae Bud.:.fr"Y rull tl .... ay!rtml cdJlP' 1890s ink on paper 24.5 ~x 31.5 (from sketchbook 8.'\<\9.1 
Koorie Heritage Trust) 
Tommy McCrae L:'orrobtJree, with Bw.:kley 1890s ink on paper 20.5 x 25.5 
cm (University of Melbourne Archives, from Kilborn family) 
Tommy McCrae 'Atelbourne Tribe.1 when Blacl':J ,faU' (!hip.1 fir.Jt:· the '1j"t1 Kin.q,l' at left have 
European hats and pipes. 1890s ink on paper 21.7 x 28. 1 sketchbook SM14.8 (SLV from 
Roderick Kilborn) 
Tommy McCrae 'Victorian Blad,,"I. I1feLboume trihe. Ho/Jing Corroboree (~fter .Jt:eill.q .dJIP.1 for the fil~lt tim!" 
1890s. ink on paper 24 x 36 cm, sketchbook SM33.2 (NGA) 
the Wada-wurrung, he would have internalised his 
tribe's perspective on most things, including the story 
of how he became an Aboriginal. The topic is a large 
one. I deal here only with connections between the 
story told by colonists and that relayed among 
Aboriginals. His advent had been significant to the 
people who received him. They took him to be one of 
their people returned to life.91 Assuming that 
Buckley's story (as told by him to the settlers, by all 
reports reluctantly) was first shaped by the 
Aborigines, the theme of his re-creation would be 
central in Morgan's and Bonwick's accounts (it was) 
and one would expect the appropriate Aboriginal 
attributes of the event - the Aboriginal grave, the 
spear that Buckley appropriated from the grave - to be 
part of the story (as they were) . In turn, McCrae's 
Buckley drawings may have been stimulated by stories 
published in the Pictlll'eJ(llle Atfad of AuArai{Ulla in the 
late 1880s and the Melbourne Argw in 1891.92 
Tommy McCrae's aura was 'Aboriginal' from the 
time he was 'discovered' by a British-born fellow 
artist, Theresa Walker (Mrs Poole), in the early 
1860s.93 He was a young man (if we accept Dr 
William Lang's professional estimation of his age) 
working on a station in the neighbourhood of 
Barnawatha Vineyard, where her husband was man-
ager for three years in the early 1860s.94 Some of the 
pen drawings that McCrea (as she spelt his name) 
drew for her between 1862 and 1864 are in public 
collections. Drawn on sheets of blue paper of approx-
imate size, 22 by 34 ems, each was crowded with 
imagery three or four layers deep. A "McCrae" style is 
already apparent despite the absence of the later judi-
cious selection of story elements. In one drawing the 
walls of a house are foreshortened (jig. thiJ page): 
possibily Theresa Walker had given McCrae a lesson 
in perspective. He did not pursue the idea beyond that 
one drawing. In August 1864, on the eve of leaving 
Barnawartha, Theresa sent two drawings to the Royal 
jacin.'! i!LlIdtrafl~"u Note that the upper and middle left images 
show Buckley'particupatin,g in a ceremony of peace, which, 
judging from the sailing shltJ. was connected with the coming of 
Europeans to Port Phillip. The other two show the ceremony 
without Buckley. 
iLflldtmtwlld thiJ pa.,!e McCrae in the 1860s represented faces in a 
way slightly reminiscent of western illustrators; and foreshort-
ened the walls of a house . He did not continue with those 
w estern modes of drawing. 
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Geographical Society, London, inscribing the 
Aboriginal name 'Yakaduna' on the face of each, in 
place of a signature, and on the back the artist's 
English name 'Tommy McCrea', with a brief description 
of the subjects, as was appropriate for an ethnographic 
collection. She gave two others (without inscriptions) 
to her brother Philip Chauncy who used them in 
February 1872 when writing a chapter for R. Brough 
Smyth's book TheA6origilZNofVictoria (1878). Chauncy 
was responsible for laying some false or misleading 
trails: (1), that the artist's name was Tommy Barnes;95 
(2) that the dates of the drawings were 1860 and 
1862;96 and (3) that the artist worked on David Reid's 
Barnawartha station.97 He never met McCrae and 
wrote from secondhand information.98 
A second article (probably by Kilborn or William 
Lang) gave the most sustained description of 
McCrae's drawings before Carol Cooper and Andrew 
Sayers in the 1980s and 1990s. 
His figures of both men and animals - and 
more especially men of his own race - are 
very correct. They are drawn in solid, with 
no attempt at shading, but in some 50 
figures of native hunters arl fJghting men 
the features are all unquestionably aborig-
inal, while the characters of white men are 
happily hit off ... the men [of the artist's 
own tribe] are altogether a finer lot of fellows 
physically than any of the other tribes.99 
By a quirk of fate McCrae's fame was international 
almost before it was local. His launch upon the wide 
world happened via the Aesthetic / arts and crafts 
movement and the west's recently acquired taste for 
the folktales of exotic places. Brough Smyth's 1878 
publication (with reproductions of McCrae's work) 
had been of international interest. The artist's second 
appearance on the international scene was courtesy of 
an eminent folklorist, Andrew Lang (1844-1912), 
brother of Corowa's resident doctor William Lang. In 
one of his many roles Andrew Lang was the editor of 
David Nutt's decorative publications known as the 
red, blue, green, etc, 'fairy-books' of folklore from 
around the world. Generations of English speaking 
children read those books. Lang's formative years 
were at Oxford, where he came under the influence of 
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Tommy McCrae DIl,,('(.II~' u·ith weapOIl,I; HUlltin.9IUUJ/i.lhulg; European hau . .!! a1ld coupl, drawn before 1866 ink on blue paper 
20.2 x 33.4 cm (SM 10, SLY, given by Theresa Poole (artist T. Walker) to her brother Philip Chauncy) 
Tommy McCrae (,Yakaduna/t'cit) , Scme.J oj'Ah,,,.igillaf life; Squatter dated 13th Jan 1865 ink on blue paper 21.5 x 34 em. 
(Dixson Galls, SLNSW) 
anthropologist Edward B 
Tylor, with whom he dis-
agreed on the origins of folk 
traditions. Tylor thought in 
terms of cultural borrow-
ing, Lang thought in terms 
of spontaneous, coincident 
invention. Branching into 
journalism, Lang became the 
foremost publicist of anthro-
pology, folklore, psychical 
phenomena and other specu-
lative spheres of thought. 
His several brothers, uncles 
and cousins in Australia, 
among 1hem the writer, farmer 
The living room, in Aesthetic taste, of William Lang's Corowa home. (photograph held by Lang family) and politician Gideon Lang, 
Portrait 0/ Andrew Lall,q (National Galleries of Scotland) 
the bibliophile and farmer 
John Lang Currie, and two brothers in Corowa, John 
and William kept him informed about Australian issues 
of folk culture, the limited survival of Aboriginal 
traditional practices in modern societies, and the regional 
characteristics of indigenous cultures. lOO 
In 1896 Andrew Lang elected to use drawings by 
McCrae from a sketchbook William had sent him years 
before, to illustrate a book of AllJtralia.n Legenoary Taled 
that he was editing for the folklorist and publisher 
Alfred Nutt. lOl Andrew, who in the range of his ideas, 
dress, personal manner and provocative style of writing 
was an aesthete of the Aesthetic 1880s, was in a good 
position to recognise a contemporaneous stylishness in 
McCrae's black and white art. A selection of McCrae's 
drawings, trimmed of their edges, otherwise hardly 
altered, went out to English speaking people around the 
world in the guise of high modernism. As a consequence 
McCrae has a place in one of the most reputable 
periods of British book illustration with other 
Australian arts-and-crafts illustrators of note, such as 
Blamire Young and Violet Teague. 102 
The Aesthetic context for viewing McCrae's art was 
picked up a couple of years later by Mark Twain, who 
wrote half facetiously about Aboriginal art: 
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not to be classified with savage art at all, but 
on a plane two degrees above it, and one 
degree above the lowest plane of civilised art. 
AU~TRALIAN 
L€G€.NDARY 
TAL(~ 
~~ 
.. ~~~~ 
COLlE.(TED · BY · K" LJ(NGLOWPt(RKE.R" 
Cover of K Langloh Parker All • .Itrali.J.lIl Le.qenJary TaLe.l 
published by David Nutt, London, 1896. The design 
translated some of McCrae motifs into those more familiar 
to Europeans. 
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Tommy McCrae c,1886 ink on paper 24.6 x 30.4 
cm. (from sketchbook SM26.13, Andrew Lang 
collection, St Andrews University) 
A H Mackmurdo Thorn,l and Buttcrj'lic.J £".1884 printed 
cotton (William Morris Gallery, Walthamstow). An 
example of the repetitive rhythm and stylization of 
Aesthetic design that also characterised McCrae's style. 
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To be exact, his place in art is between 
Botticelli and Du Maurier. That is to say he 
could not draw as well as Du Maurier, but 
better than Botticelli. In feeling he resembles 
both; also in grouping, and in his preferences 
in the matter of subject. His"corroboree" of 
the Australian wilds reappears in Du 
Maurier's Belgravian ballrooms, with 
clothes and the smirk of civilization added; 
Botticelli's "Spring" is the corroboree 
further idealised, but with fewer clothes and 
more smirk; and well enough as to intention 
but - my word! 103 
From the start, admiration for McCrae's work tangled 
with concern about his 'Aboriginality'. Wearing his 
other hat as anthropologist-cum-folklorist, Andrew 
Lang selected "authentic" illustrations of Aboriginal 
life by McCrae (excluding those that showed 
European and Chinese figures) and suppressed the 
duality of McCrae's two cultures still further by 
describing him as untaught and applying his pigment 
with a pointed stick, Aboriginal-wise. 104 Another way 
of patronising the "Aboriginality" of McCrae's art was 
used by Mrs Parker, writing in response to A.G. 
Stephens of the BuLLetill: 
The Blacks are the most observant people I 
have ever met. . .. I am amused at their 
remarks re the shortcomings of my art - the 
difference [being] ... that however roughly 
theirs is done it has a look of life mine never 
has. lOS 
It was assumed that Aboriginal art existed principally 
to be "Aboriginal". As a rule, McCrae's qualifications 
as an artist were to be tested by whether his art was 
properly Aboriginal. When illustrations of two of his 
drawings and a portrait photograph (with the caption, 
'Tommy McCrae, a member of the Australian aborig-
inal R[oyal] A[cademyJ') appeared in a 1909 article 
about 'Aboriginal Art', McCrae's credentials were that 
he 'never had the benefit of education of any kind'. 
Even so, the writer A.W Grieg, found McCrae's 
'curious' and 'peculiar' art unassimilable within the 
'Stone Age' subject of the essay, being 'of another 
order of interest'.106 Roberts is a contrasting example 
of the unequal perspectives that were applied in the 
play of worlds within worlds. Though born in England 
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George du Maurier 'A/ IJd(mAe,llhdlC,J' engraving from the London PUflch 14 December 1877 
Tommy McCrae 'Peace Gwrobom' J 8905 black and red inks on paper 23.2 x 33.8 em (SM20.6. 
Mitchell Library) The rhy thmic line, use of repetition, and the curve of bodies compare with the 
pictorial styles of du Maurier and Botticell i. 
Sandra BotticeUi p,.imal'era c. 1478 panel 220.5 x 340.5 em (Uffizi Gallery, Florence) 
and returning there to study painting, no one claimed 
that his British experience told against his credentials 
to deal with Australian 'national' themes. Western art 
was perceived from within, ethnocentrically. 
Westerners did not perceive their cultural framing, 
consequently they did not acknowledge its existence. 
They did perceive the cultural framing of other 
cultures, however, and required them to be 'true' to 
type. Aboriginal artists were not given the freedom to 
be themselves. Andrew Lang, for example, did not 
allow Aborigines the lattitude he gave emigrant 
Europeans: 
The difficulty is that if a native artist has 
seen European work, he gets a new idea of 
art, and comes out quite a John Leech. 107 
By that reckoning McCrae was compromised, an 
Aboriginal artist who lived and produced art in the 
midst of white society. 
During the first decades of the twentieth century 
McCrae's drawings were shown in the context of art 
galleries and exhibitions of fine art more often than in 
an ethnographic context. His work was illustrated in 
the catalogue of the 'Australian Aboriginal Art' exhibi-
tion held in the National Museum of Victoria in July 
1929, with the qualifying comment, 'showing 
European 
influence'.!08 
At that time 
modern art 
was freely 
condemned 
for an epI-
grammatic, 
primitive 
style. 
Tommy McCrae HUlllill.1! kafl.9aro(l c.1886 ink on paper 24.6 x 30A em. (from sketchbook S1V126. 13, Andrew Lang 
collection, St Andrews University), illustrated in At/Jlm/iall Legendary Tale..! (1896) , 
Matcham 
Skipper, the 
Bulletin d cn ti c, 
found in the 
exhibition: 
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texts for innumerable sermons. The futurists, 
vorticists, dadaists, automobilists, and 
other varieties of painters, who for some 
mysterious reason call themselves mod-
ernists, can here see quite clearly where 
they will fetch up in their headlong flight 
from reality.109 
As if to correct a false impression that Aboriginal art 
was modernist, in the following year, when a small 
exhibition of McCrae's work was held at the National 
Gallery of Victoria, he was hailed by the Herald as an 
'Aboriginal "Old Master"'.110 The vicissitudes of art 
evaluation continued to influence McCrae's reputation 
during the following decade. His name was overlooked 
in the 'Art of Australia' exhibition (touring the United 
States of America and Canada in 1941-42) when three 
of his drawings were presented apologetically as 
'Aboriginal Pen Drawings from Victoria (white man's 
materials used)' .111 That particular exhib-
ition had been selected under the guidance of 
an American professor and the catalogue had 
been prepared to suit American tastes. 112 
The Foreword by R.G. Casey, Australia's 
ambassador in Washington, contrasted the 
art made 'by the world's most primitive 
aborigines' with Euro-Australian art that 
marked 'the progress of European, and 
particularly British, people'. Margaret 
Preston (whose brief essay in the catalogue 
remarked appreciatively that the art of 
Arnhem Land was to be judged 'from its 
introspective character') was accorded the 
most progressive role for her calculated use 
of Aboriginal primitivism: 
The inclusion of her painting "Aboriginal 
Landscape" completes the cycle of this 
exhibition, which starts with the work of 
the aborigines, and ends with the influence 
of their work as a basis of a new outlook 
for a national art for Australia. 113 
Margaret Preston Aboriginal LtlllJJCllpC 1941 oil on canvas 40 x 52 em 
(AGSA) 
The message was that Aboriginal art had no place in 
the present or future art of Australia. The westerners' 
strict values of "authentic" primitivism seemingly did 
not countenance an Aboriginal artist's presence in his 
or her own right; however the message was also clear 
that the styles and subjects of Aboriginal people were 
to be utilized freely by progressive western art. Fifty 
years earlier, the Aboriginals had been as deliberately 
excluded from the Corowa Free Pre,IJ editor's concept of 
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'The Australian of the Future' 
Of course the aboriginals are not included 
as factors in the case, for in a short space of 
time they will in all probability be only 
remembered as Australians of the past. 1l4 
In May 1943 McCrae's art was again rolled up in the 
general category of 'Primitive Art' for an exhibition 
jointly organised by Victoria's state library, gallery and 
museum. In the catalogue foreword the gallery's director, 
Daryl Lindsay, displayed a modern painter's appreciation 
of 'primitive art' . He was: 
deeply interested, and not a little humbled, 
at the scope and variety of this exhibition ... 
Apart from its powerful appeal from an 
ethnological point of view, I would like to 
stress the point of its genuine artistic value ... 
Many of the exhibits have an inherent grace 
and sureness of attack that places them in 
the category of works of art in any country 
or period of time ... [It] proves conclusively 
that there are certain fundamental rules of 
aesthetics to which all true artists, primitive 
or otherwise, conform . .. [and] brings home 
to us very forcibly that art is a universal 
language ... [P]rimitive man reveals to us 
not only his ability as a craftsman but his 
social and racial background. 
Leonhard Adam's scholarly essay for the catalogue 
attempted to marry ethnographic and western art 
perspectives. He explained the popularity of 'primitive' 
art in the twentieth century as its service to modern 
society: it had connections of an aesthetic kind with 
modernist art and 'practical importance' for two modern 
sciences, Psychology and Anthropology. Primitive art 
had a critically different index of time from modern 
societies, he thought, because it belonged to an earlier 
stage in human evolution. That theory (of very long 
standing) denied so-called primitive societies the 
capacity for effective change. Lindsay, standing 
against the tenor of scientific thinking, made a strong 
point about the inventiveness of primitive art - 'It is 
when this power to invent comes into play that real art 
begins'. (Returning to the idea fifty years later Andrew 
Sayers thought that the faculty of inventiveness 
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depended on the artist having a 'creative space' within 
life. llS) In 1943 Adam struggled to reconcile the ideas 
of spontaneous inventiveness and frozen authenticity. 
Cautiously, he acknowledged that primitive art did 
change, new forms were invented, but the evolution 
was gradual and took place at different rates in 
different places, according to stimuli that were not well 
understood. (He thought that McCrae fitted into the 
category of those who benefited from the introduction 
of European tools.) The question was whether that 
gain was balanced by: 
the disintegration of tribal organization, the 
abolition of primitive religion, mythology 
and customs, and various other factors 
leading to .. . degeneration and, ultimately, 
complete destruction. 116 
Still worrying at the issue the following year, Adam 
wrote an article 'Has Australian Aboriginal Art a 
Future?' He doubted that aboriginal or past western 
art could be properly appreciated from an aesthetic 
point of view (taking aesthetics to be 'altogether 
personal judgments of value') . 
This question does not concern pnmItIve 
art alone, but may just as well be raised in 
regard to fine arts in general when 
"anthropology" is replaced by "history" 
and "iconography". 
His study of Aboriginal art told him: 
There is no such thing as "primitive peoples" 
as a uniform type, but they all have a history 
of their own and have developed distinct 
cultures, including as many distinctive arts . 
... the great variety of styles in distant areas 
of the continent is amazing, and the 
difference between a rock engraving in the 
Sydney district and a rock painting in 
North-west Australia is not smaller than 
that between works of Giotto and Picasso. 
His knowledge told him that style in art was not a simple 
matter of technical evolution: 
Art styles are influenced by mentality, 
intellectual capacity, practical requirements, 
technical skill, religious beliefs and -last but 
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not least - a certain sense of rhythm. 
That was a very reasonable assessment. Thoughtful as 
the position was, it is significant that Adam defaulted 
from it in his appreciation of works of art. He thought 
McCrae showed' an astonishing learning ability so far as 
art is concerned', but did not discuss the 'mentality', 
'intellectual capacity', 'religious beliefs' and 'sense of 
rhythm' revealed by the art. Instead, he subjected the 
art to the western test of primitivism. 
The lack of foreshortening as well as other 
shortcomings justifY the classification of 
these drawings as still predominantly 
primitive. 117 
Given the prejudice against indigenous art produced 
in a settler context, it is not surprising that those who 
advocated McCrae 's art should want to push him back 
in time, ensuring that his formative years, at least, 
would be in the period before the Fall. In 1929 
Kilborn 's son-in-law Erle Cox unblushingly claimed 
that McCrae was already an old man when he was: 
discovered one day drawing with the aid of 
a broken stick on a sunbaked mud surface of 
the Murray flats ... [H]e had allowed his 
mind to wander back to his youth, and on 
the hard mud his nimble fingers restored his 
decently clad and slowly dwindling fellows 
to a primitive people in the mysterious 
frenzy of a great corroboree. 
In 1935 Charles Barrett claimed that McCrae 'was in 
his teens before he even met a white man'.118 In the 
1970s, M.F. Christie, writing about Aborigine.} in 
CoLoniaL Victoria supposed McCrae to have been born 
around 1820. 
In the 1980s a change occurred in ethnography, 
equivalent to that which affected art history, as a new 
generation of scholars turned their attention to 
Aboriginal history. In 1981 Carol Cooper proposed 
that although purely Aboriginal antecedents could be 
cited for the naturalism of McCrae's drawings, the 
style also fitted a worldwide trend towards greater 
naturalism. However it was too soon to conclude, as 
her essay did, that it 
will never be known [whether the art] 
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expresses nostalgia for a past way of life or 
[ merely] attempts to satisfy the European 
market. 1 19 
A second essay by her that year focussed on McCrae's 
depiction of 'Aborigines and Chinese'. For the first 
time his imagery was discussed in terms of its historical 
circumstances. As well as considering the relations 
between Chinese, Aborigines and Europeans, and the 
effect of waves of pastoral, goldmining and closer 
settlement on McCrae and his people, Cooper and co-
author James Urry investigated the artist's personal 
life, his interventions in colonial society on behalf of 
himself and his family. From this emerged a revised 
picture of McCrae's life and art. 120 
In 1994 Andrew Sayers enormously expanded the 
study of nineteenth century art by indigenous 
Australians through an exhibition and book. A broad 
yet detailed study allowed him to show that the three 
most prolific - William Barak, McCrae and Mickey of 
Ulladulla - concentrated principally on themes of 
ceremony and traditional hunting and food gathering. 
The question Cooper had thought unanswerable was 
raised again - were these subjects dictated by personal 
nostalgia or salesmanship? Sayers decided that the 
artists' intentions could not be considered in isolation 
from the audience. 'When we ask, "Why was this 
drawing (or set of drawings) made?" we must also ask, 
"For whom?" And from these questions flows another, 
"What was the artist affirming, both in terms of subject 
matter and through the very act of making? '" He 
reasoned that the audience as well as the artist would 
influence a work of art and not just in subjects: more 
pertinently, the relations between audience and artist, 
their style and forms of communication, would be built 
into the art. Sayers was not asking whether McCrae's 
'Aboriginality' was compromised by making art for 
settlers. Taking McCrae's life as he lived it; a man of 
two cultures (like many of the settler and Aboriginal 
artists discussed in these chapters) his steady subjects 
and style revealed an unusual self-possession. 
McCrae was one of the first Australian indigenous 
artist to sustain a career supported and encouraged by 
colonial patronage. With him, no less than Roberts, 
'fame' was a matter of news travelling along the right 
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channels. Both artists, from recently acquired pan-
Aboriginal and pan-colonial positions, addressed their 
communities in their art, placed their faith in the home 
community, yet saw their art exposed to outer, more 
powerful worlds, in relation to which they were both, 
in different ways, vulnerable . Where previous genera-
tions of settlers and Aboriginals had maintained the 
parent cultures without experiencing the competition 
of a contemporary culture closer to home, those of the 
1880s and 1890s responded to the attraction of a newly 
realised self-identity. The self-awareness of both com-
munities stemmed from the old but with a unique 
combination of elements. Evidently the parent cultures 
were still the mirror in which the new communities 
saw themselves reflected. Tom Roberts looked to 
Great Britain and the art of continental Europe for 
comparison with an Australian imagery of shearers 
and drovers and their native qualities of self-reliance 
and openness. The mirror held up by Tommy McCrae 
was the olden time of his people: not a golden age, 
merely the remembered, post-contact history of how 
and when things became the way they were. The 
"white aboriginal" William Buckley figured in this 
history, as did the squatters, a few white women, and 
some Chinese men. The heroes of adaptation and 
change, however, were Aboriginal. 
In the unequal play of values, Roberts's credentials in 
'Australian' art were not questioned. His country 
themes were accepted as native expressions of 
Australian identity, and were advertised as such out-
side Australia. Yet Roberts was not nativeborn, his ori-
gins were in Dorset and he looked to Britain for artistic 
guidance. It was McCrae, rather than Tom Roberts, 
who divided his admirers. The quality of his art was 
recognised. His aboriginal origins were not in doubt. 
The 'aboriginality' of his art, however, was questioned 
and doubted by generations of white Australians. 
Roberts measured himself by the dominant western 
culture. McCrae did not. For him the challenge was to 
transcend the cultural 'difference' that was consistently 
held up to him, so as to reach a market that would 
support him and his family. He communicated human 
narratives. As Barrett put it, 'he was able to give life to 
figures of men and animals; to make them tell a story, 
and act it.'121 The cross-cultural passage via 
humanism is analogous to William Shakespeare's 
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dramatising of the arcane in Macbeth, OtheLLo or King 
Lear. An unusually direct communication was 
inseparable from the poetic in Shakespeare's writing. 
Directness also characterised McCrae's visual wit. It 
may be claimed of his art, as of Shakespeare, that the 
relation of the arcane to the story is performed 
convincingly (to the point of being personal to the 
observer), so the story gained meaning within the 
action. Meanwhile the arcane remained obscure. One 
Post-Colonialist (1 have forgotten who) wryly 
regretted Shakespeare's intrusion into cultural studies. 
Shakespeare, having been cited frequently and 
persuasively for the transcendence of communication 
over context, had come to symbolise the permeability 
of cultural or period frameworks of understanding. 
Even so, the experience of transcendence is attested 
and demonstrated. Shakespeare continues to prove 
that memory can be a potent force in shaping our 
desires. 
McCrae and Roberts realised their ambitions. In 
McCrae's last years, his family, and friends in the 
white community, took over the work of selling his 
drawings. In March 1899 he had an exhibition in a 
Rutherglen shop window: 
The aboriginals of Australia are looked 
upon as a race devoid of intellect, except of 
a low order, and it has remained for 
Rutherglen to prove the exception ... in the 
person of Tommy McCrae, who has now 
on exhibition in the window of Mr George 
Scott, hairdresser, four drawings 
illustrative of aboriginal customs and 
sports. The drawings would do credit to 
many artists of repute. I22 
Roberts's wished-for exposure in London came in 
1898. The exhibition of Australian Art in London was 
noted widely in the colonial press, including Corowa: 
Mr Tom Roberts, whose pictures "The 
Shearing of the Rams" and "A Breakaway", 
were painted on Messrs Anderson and 
King's Brocklesby station, has, with 
Messrs Streeton, McCubbin, Julian 
Ashton and E.P. Fox, been singled out for 
favourable notice by the critic of the 
[London] Ob"erver in an article dealing with 
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the Australian pictures collected in the 
different colonies and sent to England 
(under the auspices of Miss Eadith Walker, 
of New South Wales), where they are now 
being exhibited in the Grafton galleries. 123 
The response from Britain was wrongly aligned to 
Roberts' hopes. In seeking out and painting the folk 
tradition of country Australia he had hoped to express 
the unity of man and nature. But London took a gen-
eral impression of the pre-federation art of Australia 
and saw, not a people attuned to a local way of life, but 
a pale imitation of British art. That has been the con-
sistent British response ever since, with slight varia-
tions as to the reigning western influence on 
Australia's provincial art. On the other hand, the 
integrity of 'true' Aboriginal art (as defined by west-
erners) was not questioned, only the qualifications of 
some artists to produce it. The fact of it being art was 
accepted. When Aboriginal art was denigrated (my 
reading contradicted the idea that there was a chorus 
of disparagement) the basis was the writer's western 
taxonomy: a matter of specific hierarchies of attention 
and evaluation rather than of art as such. Judgement 
was exercised from more than one perspective in these 
worlds within worlds. Recognition came from one 
point of view and denigration from another. The attitude 
that did most to separate Australia into two cultures, 
and to dismiss Aboriginal people and their culture, 
was racial prejudice backed by the settlers' pride in 
achieving a white national identity. 
This chapter has raised the possibility that a general 
distinction was preserved between late nineteenth-
century Aboriginal and western pictorial art, but that 
possibilities for overlap continued to exist. Cultural 
memory, plus a shared, fraught history, gave cogency 
to the idea of separateness. The grammar of each was 
aligned to habits of thinking and of making sense of 
the world. When juxtaposed they reveal what is not so 
apparent when each is studied in isolation. What 
comes forward is the grammar of two visual languages 
and the memorable themes of two cultures. The rule of 
perspective fixed the position of the viewer in relation 
to the nineteenth century western scene (the last phase 
of its centuries' long hegemony), whereas Aboriginal 
art assumed the involvement of viewers in the rhythm 
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of a performance. Roberts's expression was mono-
cultural with a regional inflection. McCrae's showed 
the dialogic of two cultures. From the point of view of 
our time of globalised cultures, his art has particular 
interest for persuasively inserting the point of view of 
a minority culture into the western system. 
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1 For a list of Roberts' fourteen paintings of Riverina sub-
jects see the bibliography for Chapter 6. The shearing subject 
was the Brocklesby shearing shed at Redlands. The scene of 
droving (A break away 1891) was a public stock route, one to 
two miles wide, between Albury and Swan Hill. It ran below 
Collendina station, close to Brocklesby; Roberts was said to 
have had merely to"climb over the boundary fence, and tres-
pass on the neighbouring run of Collendina" for his droving 
subject (see Bohemia (Melbourne) 2 July 1891 p.17; Corowa 
Free Pr&ld 13 September 1895 n.p; 30 October 1896 p.2) . Two 
1891 watercolours by Roberts represented a third regional 
industry, that of timber-getting at Howlong. The portraits 
included Alexander Anderson senior (one of the owners of 
Brocklesby station) and an Aboriginal elder in Tommy 
McCrae's camp at Lake Moodemere, Old Wellington - the 
latter reputedly painted at Henry Hay's Collendina station in 
November 1889. Wellington was then aged around 83, if as 
seems likely, he was the man 'Willington', aged 55, recorded 
at Acheron Aboriginal station in November 1861. In 1865 
'Old Wellington' escorted Robert Vyner into the high plains 
during the summer season of Bogong moths (W.K. Hancock 
Di1coverin.1J Monaro (Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 
1972) p .22) . Other dates and places for Old Wellington are 
19 March 1867 (Benalla), 6 December 1869 (Mansfield), 21 
January 1879 (Wahgunyah), 4 June 1883 (Wahgunyah-
Wodonga), and 2 or 8 June 1885 (Wahgunyah). 
2 Shearil~'l the Ram,l is now displayed with drawings by 
McCrae at the new National Gallery of Victoria in Federation 
Square. 
3 In the 166 word vocabulary given by Tommy McCrae to 
Roderick Kilborn in June 1891 only one word was not 
Wiradjuri (sketchbook PK.l, National Gallery of Victoria). 
His brother Billy McCrae told R.H. Matthews that his father 
and mother were Wiradjuri from Albury and Yarrawonga. 
He also supplied R.H. Mathews with a Wiradjuri vocabulary 
(Notebook of Darkinoong and Wiradjuri, pp.37-38, R .H . 
Mathews papers, MS 8006, box 3, folder 7, National Library 
of Australia). 
4 The name Yakaduna would be the name he was given in 
childhood rather than the name given at initiation; the latter 
would be a secret name according to Robinson in the 1840s 
and R.H. Matthews at the end of the century. Yakaduna was 
first recorded as the name of Tommy McCrea [sic] by 
Theresa Poole in August 1864, see SM17 and SM 18 (both 
SLNSW); in the early 1900s it was listed as the name of an 
Aboriginal by John Mitchell (who did not know the meaning 
of the name), (Notes for an Aboriginal Dictionary, MS 
8601/69 La Trobe Library, SLY). Although mostly spelt 
McCrae in Tommy's lifetime, his son and the descendents 
have spelt it McRae. I hesitated before deciding to use the 
early spelling. 
5 In estimating Tommy McCrae's birth year, I have averaged 
out his doctor's estimation of his age as 42 in 1886 (WH. 
Lang inscription p.1 of SM26 University of St Andrews 
Library, Fife, Scotland) and the shire's record of his age at 
death (October 1901) as 'sixty years' (Shire Council letter to 
Barry Deas, 5 June 1992); taking into account that H Ernest 
Gatliff visiting in 1898, estimated Tommy's age as 'about 60' 
(H. Ernest Gatliff letter 11 October 1913 associated with 
SM20, Mitchell Library, SLNSW); these estimates would be 
more accurate than constable Causey's notification for the 
death certificate that he was aged 'about 75' on 15 October 
1901 (Victorian Death Certificate 1901/147). 
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6 Inscriptions 'Murray Station' together with the name 
'Yackadoona' (inscribed on two cartes-de-visite photographs 
of early drawings by McCrae, see footnote 88) could indicate 
that Tommy McCrae as a child had lived on the 
Yackandandah river near the Tangambalanga Aboriginal 
reserve (gazetted in 1862). Thomas Mitchell had moved to 
Tangambalanga in 1852 from Mungabareena station at 
Albury, i.e. from the homeplace (or the first post-settlement, 
adjusted, place of residence close to home) of Tommy 
McCrae's father or mother. The McCraes presumably went 
with him, part of a general movement of Aboriginal people 
from the settled areas at AlburylWodonga to the still open 
country along the Kiewa river in the 1840s. When the 
Yackandandah became the scene of gold-digging in 1853, 
conditions rapidly worsened for the Aboriginals there. 
Around 1860-61 Tommy's father 'Old McCrae' 
Berinmberinm and young Billy were inveigled into the 
Acheron, then the Coranderrk. stations, by John Green, 
while the teenager, Tommy McCrae, remained in home coun-
try. At the very least McCrae's English and Aboriginal 
names and a coincidence of date and place, would appear to 
connect him, in youth, with the station run of McCrae and 
Cobham (both were members of Georgiana McCrae's fami-
ly) who from 1850-1853 had the Murra-Murran-bong run on 
the west of the Kiewa and Little Rivers, opposite Mitchell's 
Tangambalanga station and with the Yackandandah river on 
its western side. Mungabareena, on the Murray near Albury, 
continued to be (as in past times) a major meeting place for 
Aboriginal tribes of the region through the 1840s into the 
1870s: the McCraes probably returned there annually 
around Queen's Birthday (24 May) for the annual distribu-
tion of blankets sent from Sydney (see Border Po,lt 2 May 
1857, 3 July 1858). Researching in the state archives in 
Sydney I did not find lists of the Aboriginals supplied with 
blankets at Albury. 
7 See Border POdt 15 May 1861 p.2. The town of Wah gun yah, 
visited by about 30 Aboriginals who were on their way to 
Albury for their winter blankets. 'An Old Resident', who 
settled in the area in 1849, remembered the camp at Lake 
Moodemere as populous, and a corroboree there that was 
attended by 200 Aborigines (Border POdt (Albury) 22 
February 1895 pA). 
8 'Sketches by Warra-euea, King of the Wan-Whanna tribe 
New South Wales', inscribed (by Edward D. Milne?; by 
Everett Millais?) on sketchbook SM4 (National Museum of 
Australia) . Sue Wessen, An HutoricaL At!.,,1 of the Aborigin&1 of 
Ea,1[em Vi.ctoria and Far Soutl.,-eadtern New South WtzLed 
(Melbourne: Monash Publications in Geography and 
Environmental Science, 2000). 
9 Census taken at the Acheron Aboriginal Station on 18 
October 1861. AAV CRS B312/1, f 5. See also John Green, 
Coranderrk, 28 July 1863 letter to R Brough Smyth listing 
'McCrae, Berinmberinm, in list of 117 Aborigines at the sta-
tion 'belonging to the Upper Goulburn, Devils River and 
Yarra' but including some from further east, AAV CRS 
B312, Item 9. A Coranderrk memorandum of 3 November 
1866 (listing people of whom plaster casts had been taken) 
recorded the country of thirteen-year old 'McCrae' as 
Goulburn. (VPRS reel 4 in 4467 series) 
10 The date is the mean of Billy's several birthdates 1853, 
1854, 1855, recorded at Coranderrk See AAV CRS B312/1, 
f5, census at Acheron Aboriginal Station 18 October 1861; 
AAV CRS B312, item 9, 'Tarranil!, male, in Green's list of 
117 Aborigines at Coranderrk. AAV CRS B313, box 10, 
item 182, Coranderrk 1870-71, return of school attendances 
'evening class, McCrae, aged 15'; Seventh Report of the 
BPA, 1871, p.l5 Brough Smyth's report of a visit to 
Coranderrk 'real good farm servants, one in particular 
(McRea) a lad about 17, can plough, sew and make cheese.' 
As with Tommy, reports of Billy's age ranged widely. Going 
by the flattering age he gave when arriving at Maloga in 
1882 he was born c1857. Going by the estimation of his age 
at death he was born cl844 (Victorian Death Certificate 
190211368, died 9 September 1902, aged 58). References to 
Billy McCrae: 4 June 1883, Wodonga police asked for pass 
for him to go to EchucalMaloga; he married Emily Hall (her 
third marriage) at Maloga in 1883; he was listed in the 
Maloga 1884 annual report and census; he was recorded at 
Wahgunyah 2 or 8 June 1885, 10 August 1888, 2 November 
1888, 23 August 1889, 9, 17 July 1891, 7 August 1891, 4 
June 1892, 7 October 1892, 14 December 1894; Billy's and 
Emily's son Stuart died in Corowa hospital on New Years's 
Eve 1895, after which they followed Const. John Hewitt to 
Yarrawonga 8,10,20 January 1896, 14 April 1896, 6,14,20 
May 1896. 
11 See Report of the BPA, 1969, 'Return Showing the 
Number of Aborigines Confined in H .M.'s Gaols, reference 
to Matilda McCrae, 4 December 1866, Wahgunyah; she 
died in the camp at Lake Moodemere in September 1896, 
see Coroll'a Free Pr&',' 29 September 1896 p.3. 
12 Wahgunyah Petty Sessions 3 December 1877, 'Lilly', 
drunk & disorderly 1 December; 'Over the bar', newsclip-
ping about death of Lily, 14 May [191 ], with sketchbook 
SM 33 (National Gallery of Australia) . Other reports dated 
14,23 June 1881, 2, 8 June 1885, Corowa Free Pru, 14 May 
1886, pA, W.H. Lang inscription dated June 1886 on 
sketchbook SM26, 23 July 1891, 7 January 1895, 12 
February 1895, 6 August 1895, 23,26,29 June 1896,4 June 
1897. 
13 In June 1892 there were three children at Lake 
Moodemere, a boy (aged 6, presumably Henry), a girl (aged 
4) and a second girl (aged 3) . Alec and Sarah were not there 
that morning. 
14 The book PK 2 (NGV) is of the same manufacture as 
SM 19.1 (Mitchell Library) . Front and back covers of the 
books have engraved illustrations. PK 2's front cover illus-
tration is 'Tower Hill, near Koriot', whereas SM 19.1 's is the 
'New Prince's Bridge Melbourne' (which opened 4 October 
1888); both engravings were published in the PidllreJque 
At/a., of Awtrala"ia (1888-1889, pp.215,265), hence I have 
dated the books by Australia's Centennial Year. The date is 
a few years later than Mr Lefaivre [Lefevre] remembered : 
he thought he commissioned the sketchbook SM 19.1 (for 
which he purchased the book pen and ink at 'the local store') 
around 1886. More particularly a date of 1889-early 1890s 
fits McCrae's style and approach to subjects at the time. 
15 The other advantage of the blue ink is something 
McCrae wouldn't have known about. The pen lines in blue 
are clean whereas the line in the majority of his drawings in 
iron-gall ink, is now more or less clogged, plastered over and 
burred by a spreading nimbus of brown or grey stain. With 
ink made of iron galls, especially cheaply manufactured ink 
that has been applied to acidic paper, a chemical process 
takes place over time with exposure to ordinary conditions 
of occasional damp; the ink, oxidizing, creates an acid that 
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eats away at the paper. In many of McCrae 's drawings the 
line is distorted by the chemical thickening of the line; a num-
ber have been destroyed by the acid cutting away parts of the 
paper. Ironically, iron gall ink is specific to Europe. The galls 
are from oak trees, and the recipe for making the ink goes 
back to medieval monasteries. If McCrae's ink had been 
made from soot - the medium his people had used - his 
drawings would not now be imperilled. 
16 G .A. Robinson, visiting Cropper's Lagoon (Corowa) in 
1842 to report on aggression between Cropper and the local 
Aboriginals, commented that the many local people depend-
ed on the river for food, and would suffer badly if evicted: 'If 
the river is taken from the blacks how are they to live? The 
live among reeds on fish, they cannot live on sterile plains 
without water' (journal 12 November 1842) . An 'Old 
Resident' who settled in the area in 1849 remembered that 
'Lake Moodemere was well stocked with swans, pelicans and 
ducks. Its banks were a favourite camping ground for the 
blacks' (Border POJt (Albury) 22 February 1895, pA) . Burton, 
Flow Gmtly PaA (1973) p.9 noted that a reef running across 
the river upstream of Corowa formed a natural weir which 
the local people utilised for trapping fish when the river was 
low. 
17 McCrae was 'the proprietor of a horse and buggy', 'he 
raises poultry, spears the Murray cod, and manufactures 
possum skin rugs', Corowa Free Pr&',' 14 May 1886, pA. 
18 G .A. Robinson, journal 30 September 1844, made a 
drawing of an Aboriginal poling down the river, whose legs 
are flexed in the same way. 
19 The National Gallery of Victoria in July 1930 displayed 
a sketchbook lent by Edward E Pescott. The book had orig-
inally been owned by Baldwin Spencer. One of the drawings 
was the same vignette of a boy in flight, holding a wriggling 
lizard or goanna in one hand, a stick in the other; he is turn-
ing around to watch a goanna coming behind (Herald 
(Melbourne) 15 July 1930, reference courtesy of Ursula 
Frederick). A drawing of men returning from a hunt has at 
the tail end a boy pursued closely by a snake (SM4.3 NMA). 
According to report 'One of the best of all his pictures shows 
a native boy chased by a large snake, while another aborig-
ine, hurrying up from behind, is about to kill the snake with 
a spear' (E. H. Cox [Kilborn's son-in-law] 'An Aboriginal 
Artist: Inherited Genius at Lake Tyers', A,:qw, (Melbourne) 
8 June 1929, Camera Supplement, pA). 'He drew a picture 
of ayoung child being chased by a snake, which was in turn 
chased by a man with a spear' (Wahgllnyah Primary Schoo/No 
644, Centenary 1878-1978. A Brief HiAory of Wah.'lllllyah. 
(Wahgunyah, 1978) p .18). 
20 Drawing number '9' (inscribed with a number by 
Roderick Kilborn) was separated from the book and auc-
tioned by Sotheby's Australia in June 2000, Lot.6. The book 
(minus that sketch) was auctioned by Sotheby's Australia in 
November 2001 
21 Everyday dress of the pioneer squatter had been 'A cab-
bage tree hat, a red or blue jumper with a belt around the 
waist, Bedford cord trousers or breeches and Wellington 
boots . Coats were but seldom worn. Most people had a small 
leather pouch affixed to the belt in which they carried their 
pipe, knife, tobacco, flint and steel ('Eastern Riverina in the 
Early Days', Border POJt (Albury), 22 February 1895 p.5) . 
Working gear continued along similar lines, of shirt (without 
tie) worn with or without a jumper, tucked into trousers with 
braces and/or belt, and a coat was worn when not actually 
working. Everyday (not working) dress of squatters of the 
1880s was more likely to include a coat (not so tight) , shirt 
with narrow collar and string tie, waistcoat and fob watch, 
and a soft hat (not the hard outline of those usually drawn by 
McCrae). High-heeled riding boots, and spurs would be 
worn only for riding, and I have found no photograph or 
illustration of all these worn together. McCrae chose the 
dress of a dandified rider, an Aboriginal selection such as 
Howitt described in 1854, while visiting the Reid brothers 
Cururmungar-mungee station, on Reidy Creek south of 
Wahgunyah, where he noted 'half a dozen young blacks . .. 
sitting round a fire - the bachelors of the tribe - playing cards 
and some of them considerable dandies in their way.' (Letter 
dated 19 Feb 1854, contd 22 March, and 'Friday' (1 suppose 
start April), Howitt Papers, MS 9356, Box 10451(c), La 
Trobe Library, SLV.) 
22 See Constable H . Lyons letter to BPA, 5 June 1892 (AA V 
B31311, file 241, f.8); Tommy giving the credentials of a visit-
ing Aboriginal (Constable Nolan to BPA. 14 May 1896, AAV 
B31311, file 42, f.37); Tommy successfully deposing in court 
that he had chased and hit with a stick a white man who was 
hanging around his camp (Rlltherglen Sun 23 June 1896 p.2); 
in the recollection of Kilborn's daughter (Mrs J.A. Foord) 
'when they wanted to see my father on any official affair it 
was always a formal, "1 wish to see Mr Kilborn, Justice, 
please." A private call, a friendly, "Where Mr Kilborn?"; 
'When my brother George had met with a serious acci-
dent. . . every day, usually, Tommy or someone from the camp, 
would come and make enquiries, often bringing fish for the 
patient. When my brother was convalescent, Tommy taught 
him to net.' (Charles Barrett, 'Tommy McCrae: Aboriginal 
Artist', Victorinn Natura!i.lt (Melbourne) vol. LII, September 
1935, pp.86,87. 
23 SM17 (SLN); SM18 (SLN); SMI0 (SLV); SM21 (ML); 
SMI6 (MU); PKI.3, 7, 10 (NGV); SM5.7 (NLA); SM37 
(PC); SM19.12 (ML); SM26.3,13,17 (StA); SM23 (CHS); 
PK2.12 (NGV) . Note that the drawings SMI7, SMI8, 
SMI0, SM21, and those in PKI of 1876, while showing 
unshaven hatchet faces, refrain from comparing them to a 
skull. SM37 (known only through a small reproduction) may 
not show the face like a human skull . The list does not include 
drawings of Buckley for which see next footnote. 
24 SM5.10 (NLA); SM26.3,13 (StA); SM4.9 (NMA); 
SMI.LlO,ILl2,18,20,21 (NGA); SM14.8 (SLV) are images 
of Aboriginal men in the formal regalia of colonial men (with 
the addition of riding boots and crop). For details of male 
costume, see Marion Fletcher, Co,ltllllle in AlIAralin 1788-1901 
(Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1984) and Elizabeth 
Scandrett, Breeched d BUdtle.}: an ifilldtrated hiAory of clothe.} II'orn 
in AUdtraLia 1788-1914 (Lilydale: Pioneer Design Studio, 
1978), plus the many black and white illustrations 1850s-
1900. McCrae's Buckley drawings are SM14.8 (SLV); 
SM9.1, 2, 3, (KHT); SM15 (MUA); SM30 (PC); SM31 
(PC); SM13.1 (SLV); SM28 (BB) . 
25 Reproduced facing p.l, Andrew Sayers, Aboriginal ArtiA.} 
of the Nineteenth Century (Melbourne: Oxford University 
Press, 1994). 
26 Reproduced pA9 in Diane Dunbar, Thomil..} Bock, COIlPlet 
En.91¥lI'e,; Society PortraitiA (Canberra: QVMAG, NGA, 1991). 
27 Reproduced as colour plate 8 in Heather Curnow, The Life 
ilnd Art of Willliun Strlltt (Martin borough, N.Z.: Alister 
Taylor, 1980) . 
28 Reproduced as Catalogue Numbers 156,179,182, 183 in 
vo\'2 of Helen Topliss, Tom Robert" 1856-1931: A Cataloglle 
Rai.lOllni (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1985). 
29 See Augustus Earle BlIllgilree, a native of New South Waled, 
Fort, Sydlley Harbour li, the background c.1826, illus. 1 in 
Jocelyn Hackforth-Jones AlIgU,1/lI,1 Earle: Travel Artl~,t 
(Canberra: National Library of Australia, 1980). 
30 McCrae was observed to make a similar discrimination 
between the power and beauty of his own tribe and the com-
paratively inferior appearance of others. 
31 See article about Chinese pioneers at Wahgunyah, Border 
Mominil Mail 13 August 1949 pA, in newsclippings, Foord 
papers, University of Melbourne Archives; A few references, 
to indicate the open racism of the settlers: Border POd! 20 
February 1861 p.2, 9 March 1961 p,2, 5 June 1861 supple-
ment, 10 July 10 July 1861 p.2 (132 Chinese, 4324 
Europeans at Wahgunyah), 7 August 1861 supplement, 5 
October 1861 (four men charged with robbing a Chinaman 
and tarring his face were discharged), Federal Standard 
(Chiltern) 8 June 1863 p.2. In the FerJeral Standard (eg 30 
November 1863 p.2) there were a number of jokes about cut-
ting off pigtails (ostensibly so that jailed Chinese could not 
hang themselves). 
32 Drawings that included Chinese are PKl.4 NGV; 
SM5.12, SM5.14 NLA; SM8 MV; SM4.15 NMA; SMl.ll 
NGA; PK2.ll NGV. Occasionally the same brand of 
humour was used to show the region's types together in one 
drawing. In SM1: I, for example, a scattered array of figures 
showed a squatter, a coolie, and some stock types drawn from 
his own people. Among the latter was an elder or doctor 
wearing pointed headgear who in sinister fashion intrudes 
partway into the scene from the bottom of the sheet of paper: 
incomplete figures were unusual in McCrae's art. McCrae 
also made fun by counterposing the types of Chinese coolie 
and Aboriginal warrior, thus in the often reproduced drawing 
SM8 and the less well-known SM5:12, warriors chased 
coolies. See drawing illustrated in an article by A.W. Greig, 
'Aboriginal Art: with an account of the Mysterious Rock 
Pictures of the Glenelg District (W.A.)', The Lone Hand 
(Sydney) 1 May 1909, ppA2-48. 
33 Roderick Kilborn, inscription on the back of a sketch in a 
sketchbook now dissembled, SMI4, given to the SLY by 
Roderick Kilborn in 1903, and inscribed then: 'These sketch-
es were made for me by Tommy / an aboriginal of one of the 
Tribes on the Murray / River. Tommy was the only aborigi-
nal I ever / met who had some idea of sketching. He was also 
/ the only aboriginal 1 ever saw who never drank / either 
Wine Beer or Spirits - His peculiarity / as an artist was that 
in all his sketches / he commenced at the feet & worked 
upwards / these sketches were made in his gunyah / present-
ed to the Melbourne Public Library / R Kilborn / Goojung / 
Wahgunyah /1903'. 
34 E.H. Cox, 'An Aboriginal Artist: Inherited Genius at 
Lake Tyers', AI:qUd, (Melbourne) 8 June 1929, Camera 
Supplement, pA. Kilborn's comment that he made drawings 
in his gunyah implies that he squatted over his work or 
reclined. Besides Kilborn, another who observed him at work 
was Ernest Gatliff: 'it was a somewhat difficult matter to per-
suade him to sketch on steadily. He drew entirely from his 
imagination, sitting out in the open in the shade of a tree. 
Often he would glance up at a tree as if for inspiration but 
never have 1 seen any resemblance between his drawings and 
the object of his glances' Ernest Gatliff letter 11 October 
3913, tipped into sketchbook SM20 ML 
5 William Thomas, in Thomas Bride, LeUerJ /rom Victorinn 
Pinneerd: A Serle.1 of Paper.:! on the Early Occupation of the Colony, 
the Aborigin&.l, etc. (first published Melbourne, 1898, an edition 
with introduction and notes by C.E . Sayers first published 
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1969, re-published Melbourne: Lloyd O'Neil Pty Ltd, 
1983), pA22 . 
36 McCrae is the only artist whose manner of drawing is 
recorded in such detail. 
37 The analysis of how the drawings were made was assist-
ed by Suzie Bioletti and two other conservators, Jacqueline 
Macnaughtan and Ruth Skirvington responded to specific 
questions about the content of some drawings. 
38 Without contradicting Kilborn, some drawings reveal a 
first notation and a second stage of elaboration . For exam-
ple, drawing 3 in the sketchbook described above com-
menced with the minimum of horizontal lines for the 
ground, marks for the positions of feet and economical notes 
of selected parts of the figures; after which McCrae 
embarked on the real work of drawing the image. One needs 
a close view to see the guide lines for the ground, however 
even in reproduction one can see parts of a first fine outline 
around the dancers . 
39 Carol Cooper, 'The Beechworth Collection of Aboriginal 
Artefacts', B.S. Hons thesis, Department of Prehistory and 
Anthropology, Australian National University, 1975. One 
unusual practice described by Cooper (p;34) was of cutting 
so that a design stood out in relief, above the general level of 
the surface (Cat.3, illus). The practice was followed by 
McCrae, in a weapon in the possession of a member of the 
Kilborn family. Likewise the Kilborn collection includes a 
spear-thrower with a pecked design, such as several 
weapons in the R.E. Johns collection described and illus-
trated in Cooper. 
40 McCrae's art would be within a minor mode in western 
art because drawings on paper were not valued as highly as 
painting and sculpture: discrimination of the kind did not 
apply in China, Japan, Persia, or in Europe before the 
Italian Renaissance. 
41 Letter to editor, Argw (Melbourne), 4 July 1890. 
42 Roberts set out to show the subject in technical detail, 
'the process of shearing being illwtrated in all it.! "ta.qf.!', noted 
the Age (Melbourne) 30 May 1890 p.7. 
43 David Jaffe was the first to note that Roberts attended 
the Melbourne Buonarotti Club's meeting of 11 September 
1886 in which instantaneous photos of animals in motion 
were studied. Jaffe, David. 'Cutting the dags off SheariJ,q the 
Ram,/, BOII'yang ( Sydney) no.7, March 1982, pp.30-33, 38. 
44 Humphrey McQueen, Tom Robert.! (Sydney: Pan 
Macmillan Australia Pty Ltd, 1996) p.301. 
45 The responses to the work after it was shown in a private 
viewing at the artist's studio were too alike in content and 
approach to represent truly independent views. I doubt 
whether James Smith was the writer of the first notice in the 
Argll,j 31 May 1890 pA. SeeA.qe 30 May 1890 p.7, Table Talk 
30 May 1890 p.7, GOd"ip (Melbourne) 7 June 1890 p .3, Argud 
24 June 1890 p .6, 26 June 1890 p.7, 28 June 1890 pl0, 4 
July 1890 p.l0, 9 July 1890 p.5 (Roberts's letter) . 
46 McQueen op.cit. p.316. I observed in the previous foot-
note that the first notice in the Argus (31 May 1890, pA) 
praising the painting - 'an ambition achieved', the 'perspec-
tive, both linear and atmospheric, is excellent' - may not 
have been written by Smith. 
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47 A,:qw 28 June 1890 p.8. 
48 Tom Roberts, letter to editor, A':qlld 4 July 1890 p.7. 
49 Cor"",a Free Pre,I,1 29 November 1889 p.2 . The article 
named in the foreground of the painting Burns (James 
Bourne, Brocklesby stockman), Frank Barnes (small farmer, 
described by Table Talk 30 May 1890 p.7 as a 'cockatoo 
squatter') squatting on the right, Jim Coffey (a district 
shearer, in the foreground with pink-striped shirt) and the 
fourteen year old Jack [John Henry] Detlefson (son of a 
local hotel keeper) who is carrying the fleece. In the back-
ground, pressing wool. were the senior owners of 
Brocklesby station, Alexander Anderson senior (framed in 
the far opening with his back to the scene) and his brother 
Charles Anderson (facing his brother). 
50 Anne Dupree, 'Artist's "Offsider" Remembers this day', 
Woman:, Day with Wt"nan 23 December 1963, pp.20-21. 
Susan Davis (nee Bourne) identified herself and sister Susan 
as being paid by Roberts to kick up dust (ie she was a sweep-
er?, probably they kicked up dust for The break a",ay) father 
James as 'leaning in the shade' (not a clear identification), 
and the younger Alec Anderson, 'handsome, brown-
haired .. . 6ft 1" in his socks and taller on his thoroughbred', 
perhaps the man standing tall in the centre background. She 
explained that the 'The summer of 1890 was a lively one in 
these parts. There were shearers' strikes in a lot of the sheds, 
and the small men were up at arms with graziers, too' . Her 
father 'was well-regarded by the Andersons. 1 reckon he 
might have done some dummying for the big men at some 
time.' Dummying was a term for selecting land in one's own 
name but actually on behalf of the pastoralist. 
51 The Corowa Historical Society has identified other fig-
ures: John Monahan (local farmer, the rouseabout with the 
sheep), the figure bending over the third shearer (Sidgwick. 
this not yet confirmed), Susan Bourne (daughter of 
Brocklesby stockman James Bourne, as tar-boy) , one of the 
workers at the rear was Robert Kennedy (farmer's son), the 
young man facing the side window sharpening hand-shears 
was a Conrick, one of the men in the background was James 
Bourne (stockman at Brocklesby). 
52 See a note to that effect, Sydney Mail, 25 December 1886 
p.1290. 
53 Rolf Boldrewood, 'A Spring Sketch', All.Jtrala,IUlil 
(Melbourne) 26 November 1881 p.679. Browne was living 
at Dubbo. In 1885 he moved to Albury. 
54 Coro",a Free PredJ, 16 September 1887 n.p. 
55 For a more detailed description, see Keith Swan, A 
Hi.Jtory of Wagga Wagga (Wagga Wagga: City of Wagga 
Wagga, 1970) pp.160-162. 
56 Coro",a Free Pre.!.!, 2 August 1889. 
57 Terry Smith, 'The Divided Meaning of Shearing the 
Rams: Artists and Nationalism 1888-1891', in Anthony 
Bradley and Terry Smith (eds) AIlJtral/tln Art a,,(1 Architecture: 
EMay" Pre.Jented to Bemard Smith (Melbourne: Oxford 
University Press, 1980), re-worked in vol. I of his 
Tran,iformatutI1.! in AlldtmlulI1 Art: The Nilleteenth Century -
Lan(l.!cape, Colo"y and Natu", (Sydney: Craftsman House, 
2002) Chapter 3, 'The Divided Meaning of Shearing the 
Rams: Artists and nationalism, 1888-1895'. 
58 The founders of the Pastoralists Union, searching for 
ways to publicise their cause, published a magazine that 
incorporated news, stories, skits, an up-to-date book review 
column: the Pa,lt"rall~,tJ ReI'lew was a classy and intelligent 
publication in its way. W.H . Lang, one of McCrae's patrons, 
wrote a column for it. 
59 Jane Clark, in Jane Clark and Bridget Whitelaw Golden 
SummaJ: Heidelberg and Beyond (Melbourne: International 
Cultural Corporation of Australia, 1985) p.132. Quotation 
from the Age (Melbourne) 30 May 1890 p.7. 
60 Thomas, Daniel. 'Shearing the rams, 1888-90. The 
Golden Fleece, 1894,' in Ron Radford (ed) Tom RobertJ 
(Adelaide: Art Gallery of South Australia, Art Exhibitions 
Australia, 1996) pp.96,104. 
61 Topliss, Helen. TOil! Robertd 1856-1931: A Catalogue 
Railolllle (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1985) vol L 
p .113. Humphrey McQueen, Tom Roberfd (Sydney: Pan 
Macmillan Australia Pty Ltd, 1996) p.305. 
62 Tom Roberts, letter to the editor, Arg1l4 (Melbourne) 4 
July 1890 p.IO. 
63 Thomas Hardy, Far From tbe Madding CroWd (first pub-
lished 1874, this Pan Macmillan publication, London, 1974) 
p.l51, in Chapter 22, The Great Barn and the Sheep-shearers. 
64 Virginia Spate, 'No Sweat', 
Creatillg AIMtralia (Adelaide: 
Corporation of Australia Ltd, 
Australia, 1988) p.124. 
65 McQueen op.cit. p.314. 
in Daniel Thomas (ed) 
International Cultural 
Art Gallery of South 
66 'That the painting's appeal was to those who had a vest-
ed interest in enforced harmony in the shearing industry is 
suggested by the fact that it was purchased, not by the 
Labor politicians who were Roberts's friends, or by the 
National Gallery of Victoria, but by a Melbourne stock-and-
station agent.' Spate op.cit. pp.122-124. 
67 GOJJip (Melbourne), 7 June 1890 p .3. 
68 This was the first commission from Lang and may have 
been more generally for flora and fauna. McCrae produced 
unlikely floral endpieces by McCrae but mostsubjects bore 
no relation to the commission. 
69 Bulletin (Sydney) 16 September 1893 p.13. 
70 A well-known settler artist from Albury, A.W. Eustace 
(1820-1907), produced paintings on gum leaves: 'His forte 
consists principally in landscape paintings on specially pre-
pared gum leaves . .' (Rlltberglen SUII 2 April 1886 pA). The 
same review mentioned 'Strangely enough Mr Eustace is 
better known in England than in Australia . .. Not a month 
elapses but our artist sends parcels of his artistic produc-
tions to England, and Her Majesty, the Queen, sent out a 
gracious order to Mr Eustace for some of his celebrated 
landscapes.' Reports of Eustace's art were published in 
Border PO,lt 27 December 1856 - re landscapes 'fully equal in 
point of merit to some .. by M. Guerard'; Border POdt 7 March 
1857, (a picture of the Hovell tree .. . will be sent to England 
and we understand that an engraving is to be copied from it 
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for the Illustrated London News'; Border P",J[ 9 May 1857; 
Federal Stalldard (Chiltern) I July 1864 p.2; II/IMtrated 
Melboume Po,lt 31 January 1863; Border PO,lt 7 August 1875 
p .2. In the 1850s and early 1860s McCrae may have 
encountered Eustace, who carried his oil colours around in 
his swag when working as a shepherd in Tommy McCrae's 
country near the Yackandandah. 
71 His patrons: Theresa Walker (Mrs George Herbert 
Poole) 1862-1864 (SMI7,l8,10,ll); Roderick Kilborn (see 
text); John R. Bremner who took over the Shamrock 
Hotel. Rutherglen, in 1895, having previously had the 
Yarra Club, Abbotsford, Melbourne: the sketchbook dated 
from up to 15 years earlier, therefore he obtained it by 
barter (SM5); Dr William H . Lang, the McCraes' doctor, 
commissioned at least three sketchbooks (SM26 of June 
1886, SMI3, and one other); for Edward D . Milne, see 
librarian's note re sketchbook (possibly SM4, NMA) held 
with correspondence relating to SM20 (Mitchell Library, 
SLNSW) Was he the E Milne, Railway station, Orange, 
with whom R.R. Mathews corresponded 1 April 1908?; Mr 
Lefaivre said to have been a travelling salesman for the 
Universal Nursery Co who regularly visited Corowa (he 
was possibly connected with Augustus Lefevre, carpenter, 
farmer in the region from the 1840s, and an Alex 0 Livre 
(later Le Lievre) contractor at Albury) (SMI9); Ernest 
Gatliff of Coburg, Melbourne commissioned a sketchbook 
and watched McCrae draw, in 1898 (SM20); George L 
Williams in 1898 lodged at the McCraes' camp, and had 
some sketchbooks, possibly given to him to sell . 
(SM33,34); at the end of the century an incoming police-
man James Allwood acquired SM38; in the 1890s pastoral-
ist Henry Hay of Collendina (a friend of Tom Roberts) 
commissioned two sketchbooks for his daughter Molly 
(information from the family) ; George Scott the 
Wahgunyah tobacconist and barber displayed McCrae's 
drawings in his shop in 1899; George McMahon, customs 
official. (according to the 1901 Census) was living in 
Corowa (SM35,36). Evidently sketchbooks were bartered 
as well as sold for money, and some works entered the com-
munity through members of the family rather than from 
McCrae himself. His brother Billy sold a sketchbook 
(SMI9) to a travelling salesman. His son Alexander 
appears to be the source of a drawing acquired around 
1900 by a publican. 
72 CoroU'a Free Predd 7 July 1876 p.3. 
73 Kilborn's inscription on the inside back cover of PKI 
(written subsequently) reads These sketches were drawn 
and / presented to me by Tommy McRae / an Australian 
aboriginal of the Murray / Tribe near Wahgunyah on my 
leaving / Wahgunyah in October 1875 [sic, 1876] / R 
Kilborn'. 
74 The sketchbook PK2 (now in the collection of the 
NGV) was still in the possession of a member of the 
Kilborn family when I first saw it. Roderick Kilborn (born 
Canada 1827, died 1913) arrived in Melbourne in 
December 1852, and was in Wahgunyah by November 
1861, left for Ararat in November 1876, and apart from vis-
its to check affairs at his vineyard, and to bring his dead son 
for burial, was away from Wahgunyah until January 1890. 
I read his diaries for 1865, 1874-1878, 1887-1890. The ref-
erences to McCrae were few, the one already cited, one of 
26 February 1889 (Kilborn visiting the vineyard from 
Melbourne) 'saw Tommy McCrae', and 11 April 1890, 
'Tommy McR & [?Smyth] turn [?up] this pm'. Glenda 
Campbell whose family has his diaries for 1861-1864 told me 
that there is nothing in them about Aborigines. For 
Hopetoun's proposed visit, and reason for not coming, see 
AwtralulIz PadtoraliAJ Re"leW (Melbourne) 15 September 
1891. Lord Hopetoun was given (or was to be given) one of 
three books of drawing. 'Mr Kilborn ... induced McCrae to 
make three books of drawings. One of these was given to the 
first Marquis of Linlithgow, when (as Lord Hopetoun) he 
was Governor of Victoria; another went to the Mitchell 
Library, Sydney; and the third ... is in the possession of a 
resident of Melbourne.' AuArala,!ulIZ (Melbourne) 2 July 
1927 p.65. Erie Cox wrote, 'Mr Kilborn sent one to Lord 
Hopetoun when he was Governor of Victoria' (Argud 8 June 
1929, Camera Supplement pA). Kilborn's daughter wrote, 
'Tommy was delighted w hen my father got him to do a book 
of sketches for Lord Hopetoun. The sketches were made in 
the usual two-shilling drawing book ... I think two different 
books were used, as Tommy had an accident with the ink, 
which overturned on one. He used to arrive . .. "More ink, 
please" ... My father personally presented the book of 
sketches to Lord Hopetoun who, he said, was most interest-
ed,' Charles Barrett, 'Tommy McCrae, Aboriginal Artist', 
1935, op.cit., pp.86-87. 
75 See Corowa Free Pred" 17, 24 March 1876 p .3; Corowa Free 
Pre"", 17 April 1876 p.3; Corowa Free PreJ,! 23 June 1893 p .2; 
Rlltberg!en SUII 14 July 1893 pA; Cor",va Free PreJJ 8 January 
1901 p.2; 'Our venerable friend, Tom McRae, intends to 
give a faithful presentment of an aboriginal festival as it was 
in the days of his youth, when his father was king of the 
Wahgunyah tribe. In addition some of the younger members 
of the tribe, whose colour is less suggestive of midnight that 
of twilight and the cheerful dawn, will sing comic songs in 
the tongue of Shakespeare, and perform circus tricks in the 
mode of Fitzgerald. The proceeds ... will go into the treasury 
of Tom McRae . .', Rutberg!ell SUII 15 January 1901 p.3; 
Rlltberg!en Still 4 November 1904 p.2 
76 Rtltberglen SUIl 23 June 1896 p.2, Corowa Free Pre.fd 26 
June 1896 p.3. 
77 The contract with Thomas Cleary arose out of a previous 
contract Cleary entered into with KittylKate Friday (nee 
Brangy) or with her husband John Friday. See Corowa Free 
Pre,!,' 27 October 1896 p.2; Cleary asking for whereabouts of 
Kate Friday (AAV 31311 file 230, 1 December 1896); Corowa 
Free Pre.!,I 12 March 1897 p.2, 4 June 1897 p.2. Cleary 
photograph of camp at Lake Moodemere, PRG 
125812/2422, Mortlock Library, SLSA. 
78 The attempt to remove children from Lake Moodemere 
was made in June 1892, following the death of Billy and 
Emily McCrae's son Chasper in a camp fire in July 1891. 
The newspapers reported the occasional death of a white 
child through falling into a fire, however Billy and Emily 
were both drunk. See Corowa Free Pred" 17 July 1891 p.7, 
Rlltberglen SUII 7 August 1891 p.9, Police Constable Lyons 
letter to BPA, 5 June 1892, AAV B313/1, file 241, ffi. 
79 Among these were some men who lived with the 
McCraes. For the depression period settlements in the area, 
see Corowa Free PreJJ 1 March 1895 p.8, 'must be fully 300 
men ... camped on ... reserves and living "on the parish". 
80 Birdarak, known severally as Tommy Banfield, Tommy 
Mickie, and Punch was listed among those at Acheron in 
1861, Coranderrk (1863 and later) . He was born at Benalla 
and throughout his life kept in touch with his homeplace and 
people, for instance he was listed at Wangaratta in 1876. See 
AAV B312/1 item 5,[.22; AAV B31211 item 9; Charles 
Walter photograph of 1865-66; Fred Kruger photo of 1876-
78; BPA correspondence 30 May 1878, 14 October 1878, 16 
September 1880, 2 November 1880, 9 December 1880, 26 
December 1880, May 1881, 13 June 1881, 2 June 1885, 2 
or 8 June 1885, 4 June 1896; see also Diane E. Barwick, 
Rebellioll at Corallderrk (Canberra: Aboriginal History 
Monograph, 1998) pp.72,296; Jane Lydon, 'Regarding 
Coranderrk: Photography at Coranderrk Aboriginal Station, 
Victoria', Ph.D. thesis, Australian National University, 2000. 
81 Tommy Smyth (b.cl849), also of Coranderrk, was listed 
at Wangaratta in 1879, 1881; BPA annual report 1876; cor-
respondence 14, 23, 28 June 1881, 9 January 1885, 2 or 8 
June 1885. He may be the Tommy Smyth referred to in 
Federal Standard (Chiltern) 22 July 1863 p.2, 12 August 1863 
p.3, 16 September 1863 p.2, Wabglllzyab New'! 3 February 
1882 p.2, Coro«'a Free PredJ 2 August 1889, and the record 
book for Beechworth General Sessions, hearing of 17 
October 1867. 
82 2 June 1885, Tommy Banfield and Tommy Smyth to 
Page of BPA, visiting Wahgunyah, saw Aborigines at 
'Mothumber [Moodemere] lake living without any shelter 
over them. Tommy McCray wish me to help him & Old 
Micki & Bundouray Tommy - wish me to get a House for 
them or else tents are rented up there, we look to you as you 
are the Protection over all Aboriginals to help us,' and sup-
plying a list of Tommy and wife and 2 children etc. The 
Aborigines 'are belonging to Wahgunyah and \Vangaratta 
only there scattered about looking for home.' (AAV B313/1 
file 42, f34. 'Very small bark huts' had been built for them by 
May the following year, see Coroll'a Free Pre.!d 14 May 1886 
pA; they were replaced by iron sheds, which were sold, as 
they were not used, (see correspondences Hagenauer, BPA, 
to Lyons, and reply written on same sheet 9,30 August 1892, 
AAV B313/1, file 42, f.36) 
83 Corowa Free PredJ 24 July 1885 p.2. In 1881 McCrae 
and his family were added to the list of those who, since 
1876 received an annual supply of clothes and rations at 
Wangaratta. 
84 Daniel Matthews, Maloga mission, to BPA, Melbourne, 
20 April 1883. (AAV B313/1, box 38, file 26, f.20). Another 
letter from Matthews, 3 July 1883, 'Friday has told me sev-
eral times he is satisfied here, when up comes a letter from 
Punch that sets him and others by the ears' (op.cit.). 
85 John Webster, Remilll.'cellce" ofan oft) dettler ill Awtra/i" alld 
New Zealand (Christchurch, NZ: Whitcombe & Tombs, 1908) 
pp.114-117. Webster misnamed Mungabareena as 
'Bungaroona'; J. T. Mitchell wrote that Mungabareena 
meant 'a great rendezvous for various tribal meetings where 
tale-talk was indulged in .. .1 have seen several hundred 
blacks, some from distand foreign tribes camped on the little 
rising ground there' (12 September 1912 letter to Arthur 
Andrews, A Andrews Papers ML MS A1707 
Correspondence, Mitchell Library). Andrews wrote 
'favourite meeting place of the various tribes when on their 
annual visits to the mountains in search of 'bogong' .. moths.' 
(1920 pp.22-23) 
86 See George Augustus Robinson journal 25,26 April 
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1840,29 September 1844, 
87 See J.H. Wedge, 'On the Country Around Port Phillip, 
South Australia' [sic], JOllrtlal of Royal Geograpbical Socuty of 
Lolld"" (London) vo\. 6 (1836) ppAI2-426; John Morgan, 
Tbe life alld Ad"euture..' 4 William Bile/dey: Tbirty-tU'" yea I;} a 
Wallderer AmollgJt the Ahorigille..' of tbe tbell Ulle .. "plored Coul/try 
ROlllu) Port Phillip, I/OII' tbe Provillce of Victoria (Hobart: 
Archibald MacDougall, 1852); James Bonwick, William 
Buckley, Wild White Mall and biJ Port Phillip Black FrundJ 
(Melbourne: George Nichols, 1856); see also the next foot-
note. 
88 James Dawson, AliAralilln Ahorigine.. ... tbe Language.., and 
ClldtomJ of Several TribeJ of AI}(,rigine..1 ill tbe We..,tem DiArict of 
Vi doria, Awtralia (Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide: George 
Robertson, 1881) pp.lIO-lll. A number of contemporaries 
noted that Dawson's daughter was instrumental in assisting 
in the writing of the book, R.E. Johns, for example, 'Mr 
James Dawson cultivated their intercourse ... mainly by the 
efforts of his daughter, Mrs Taylor, who, as a mistress of the 
[local] native tongue, succeeded in collecting and recording 
a great quantity of valuable information ' (R. E. Johns scrap-
book, Box 1, p.527, Museum Victoria). The centenary ver-
sion was published in the Pidure..l{/ueAtlad of AlI,t{raladia pub-
lished in instalments 1886-1888 (reprinted Ure Smith, 
Sydney, 1974) pp.162-164. 
89 Point made by Andrew Sayers, Ahoriginnl ArtiA.1 of tbe 
Nliuteel/tb Century (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 
1994) pAl. 
90 Andrew Sayers, Ahoriginal ArtiJtd of tbe Nineteenth Century 
op.cit. pAO. 
91 The belief that white people were Aboriginals returned 
from the dead preceded Buckley's encounter with the 
Wada-wurrung in 1803 - and was to be widely reported by 
in-coming settlers across the length and breadth of the con-
tinent. 
92 The Pidure",/lle Atla" ofAu"tra/a,tia was first issued in 42 
parts, of approximately 16 pages each, from September 
1886, eventually in three bound volumes in 1888-1889. 
William BuclJey's story was in the part 'Historical Sketch 
of Victoria: The Discovery of Port Phillip ', vol.! (1888) 
pp.l57-. Many copies of the publication were acquired by 
people in McCrae's immediate neighbourhood: the Coroll'a 
Free PrUJ 23 September 1887 announced 'Nearly a year ago 
a large number of orders were obtained in the Corowa dis-
trict for the great work, now in course of publication . .. [the 
publishers were] now arranging for an early delivery of the 
[3 volume] work to subscribers.' See also 'Buckley, the WIld 
white man: An original narrative ', Aryw (Melbourne) 31 
January 1891. McCrae occasionally responded to stimulus 
from the popular press. He adopted the motif of a ship (for 
the Buckley series) from one that was published daily with 
a Melbourne newspaper's daily report of the arrivals and 
departures of ships. In the 1880s a drawing by him of an 
Aboriginal dandy offering fl owers to a settler woman quot-
ed a conventional illustration of western courtship. He may 
have reflected that quite different forms of behaviour char-
acterised the colonists' relations with Aboriginal women. As 
an Aboriginal man, McCrae was in the background during 
a series of police interventions over his wife's and sister-in-
law's relations with white men. 
93 The establishment of the Barnawatha Vineyard 
Company in 1860 coincided with the 'Wahgunyah' gol-
drush , the arrival of 4,500 diggers there, the establishment 
of a second town close by (Rutherglen) , and the proposed 
utilization of Lake Moodemere for washing gold. McCrae's 
clan may have left the lake during the short time the rush 
was on. 
94 Most of the following material about McCrae was pre-
viously, and independently, researched by Carol Cooper 
and Andrew Sayers, w ho interpreted some of it differently 
from myself. I have given less value to Philip Chauncy than 
to Theresa Walker's prior annotations, on the basis of when 
he wrote his article, when he inscribed photographs of 
1\:lcCrae's drawings, his secondhand sources of informa-
tion, and so on. For George Herbert Poole's association 
with the BarnawarthalBarnawatha Vineyard Company, 
see Border POJt 15 August 1860 p .2 (announcing his involve-
ment; the purchase of 60 acres; offering shares for sale).; 25 
August 1860 p.2 (Poole likely to commence operatIOns 
next week) . By March 1864 the company was foundering 
(see Federal Standard (Chiltern) 2 March 1864 p2, 11 
March 1864 p.2, 13 April 1864 p.3, 29 April 1864 p.2, 
Border P'Jdt (Albury) 3 May 1864 p.2 (under a new manag-
er; Poole appears to have gone). The bankrupted Poole is 
said to have gone to the Mauritius in November 1864 
(without his wife). Theresa packed and left Barnawatha in 
August 1864. 
95 Philip Chauncy sent his essay to R Brough Smyth, with 
the two drawings by McCrae SMI0 & SMII m early 
March 1872; presumably the essay had been written since 
leaving his work on 22 January 1872. Smyth, writing to 
thank him on 13 March 1872, intended to 'send small 
drawings to Mr [MoorelNoone] to be photographed as 
desired by you '. A photograph of SMIO in Smyth's papers 
shows the image minus the inscription it acquired by 1878 
when reproduced in R. Brough Smyth, vol.2 facing 257 
(see also footnote 98 below). Theresa (who knew the name 
of the artist was Tommy McCrea (sic) would not be the 
source of the name 'Tommy Barnes" inscribed by Philip 
Chauncy on SMI0 and SMII (SLY), hence I suppose the 
inscription dated after her death 17 April 1876 and the 
advice was from their brother, William Chauncy. William 
had been living near Wodonga since the mid 1850s. That 
said, there ",a,l an Aboriginal, Tommy Barnes, with wife 
Mary Ann, living in the neighburhood. Their daughters 
Violet (cl862-1884) and Victoria (born cl865, Corowa), 
went to the Maloga mission in the early 1880s. See annual 
reports Maloga Mission plus Victorian Marri~ge 
Certificates 1884/5847 and 1886/1323 (for Victona) . 
Victoria, aged 12, was listed as receiving supplies at 
Wangaratta, 17 June 1879. Victoria and Violet may have 
been living at Lake Moodemere in 1882-83, since Paddy 
Swift the father of Violet's child Charley Swift (b.1883) 
was reputed to belong to Wahgunyah or Wangaratta, he 
was there in 1885, and was either there or at Wodonga 10 
1883. Sources: PBA correspondence, annual reports and 
correspondence Maloga mission, application for a railw~y 
pass for Violet to travel from Wodonga to Echuca - Ie 
Maloga - March 1883, and Victorian Marriage Certificates 
(the last courtesy of Ted Ryan). 
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96 These would have been Philip Chauncy's guess rather 
than firm dates. 
97 Chauncy guessed that Tommy worked at Barnawatha 
station, of which the Barnawatha vineyard managed by his 
brother-in-law Poole had been a part. A different notion of 
McCrae's early employment was made by George Kilborn 
(son of Roderick) who thought that 'as ayoung man [he had 
been] employed as a stockman on Andrew Hume's 
Brocklesby station'. Charles Barrett, 'Tommy McCrae, 
Aboriginal Artist', op.cit. p .88. [George was introduced by 
Barrett as 'Mrs G .C . Kilborn, however the context makes 
his identity clear.] 
98 A photograph of SMII in R.E. Johns album (Museum 
Victoria), No. 21 in the book and dated 1869 (being when 
Johns acquired the photo) , shows the drawing ",ithollt tbe 
ilUcriptwn which therefore was written by Chauncy between 
1869 and the mid 1870s (see footnote 95 above). The photo-
graph does show an inscription (now faded) on the 1.1. which 
could read ' [Yackadoona or Yackandandah] / Murray 
[Station or Natives]'. R Brough Smyth had a second carte 
de visite photograph of the drawing, with photographer's 
mark 'M elbourne, Perry, 57 Collins St East & 49 Elizabeth 
St Melbourne' (ie, from between 1865 and 1872), inscribed 
'Yackadoona, Murray Station' (Brough Smyth papers, 
LaTrobe Library) 
99 'The power of imitation amongst the blacks is so pro-
nounced as to be almost a special natural gift. I have an old 
sketch-book, in which an aborigine at my request attempted 
some pen and ink etchings. His figures of both men and ani-
mals - and more especially men of his own race - are very 
correct. They are drawn in solid, with no attempt at shading, 
but in some 50 figures of native hunters and fighting men the 
features are all unquestionably aboriginal, while the charac-
ters of white men are happily hit off. In the sketches repre-
senting his own people as they once were, the artist works 
from memory, and it is interesting to note the distinguishing 
marks. The Lachlan blacks have a small plume with a long 
shank fixed to the hair above the forehead, and not unlike 
the small tuft worn by some of the English hussar regiments. 
On their bodies there are different symbols painted, some of 
them having an old-world significance. The rule and square 
of freemasonry, the trident allotted to the sea god Neptune, 
and the crescent, against which the Crusades once hurled 
their power, are a few of them. The Goulburn blacks have an 
anklet of twigs tied just above the feet; the foliage points 
upward; but the Western tribes who in a korroboree wear 
the same ornament, have the leaves pendant. "Buckeen" 
blacks, from Queensland, are wrapped in opossum skin 
robes. 
Another sketch shows a group of Murray blacks holding a 
korroboree. The striking feature about them is that the men 
are altogether a finer lot of fellows physically than any of the 
other tribes . It is more than probable that this trait is mere-
ly an outcropping of the artist's natural vanity. Like the 
French artist who painted the Victoria Cross gallery, he has 
kindly given his own people a physical perfection that their 
neighbours do not possess. Should anyone think for a 
moment that a savage has no perception of humour or sense 
of the ridiculous a glance at two of the sketches would con-
vince him to the contrary. One of them shows a blackfellow 
chasing a Chinaman, and the latter seems fully alive to the 
perij of his position. For the patient, toiling Mongolian the 
blacks have all a severe contempt. In another sketch there is 
a group of white men of the up-country dandy type. They 
have reached a very much after-dinner stage of elevation, 
and the attitude of each is that of the typical swaggering 
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swearing, rustic polemic. A swan's nest is so drawn that 
you have a full view of the inside of the nest full of eggs. 
From an aboriginal point of view, the inside of the nest is 
the only interesting part of it. Iguana and emu hunters are 
shown, the latter either behind a tree, with a spear poised, 
or approaching the bird under shelter of a bush screen. A 
native woman carrying her infant in an opossum robe fas-
tened to the shoulder is another subject, and the outlines of 
the head and neck of a white and black woman respective-
ly have the true characters of the two races. 
This black had no tuition in the use of pen or pencil. and 
his sketches were simply the result of natural aptitude for 
imitation and mimicry.' Unidentified clipping, inscribed by 
R.E. Johns 'Australian aboriginal drawings of corroborees. 
Description of corroboree in Western Victoria 1834 
[sic? 1854]', R.E. Johns scrapbook, p .103, Museum 
Victoria archive. The authorship of the article is not 
known, but seems to have been either Roderick Kilborn or 
William Lang. It was someone who had been in London in 
1859 or later and seen in the Crystal Palace the 'Victoria 
Cross Gallery' of 45 paintings (of people awarded the 
Victoria Cross) by the painter Louis William D esanges. 
Judging from the description of McCrae's sketches, more 
than one book was involved. The description of the 
Lachlan Aborigines dancing indicates that one of them w as 
SMI4 (given by Roderick Kilborn to the State Library of 
Victoria in 1903). Kilborn and Lang were the only ones 
who knew the artist well enough to know that (I) he rep-
resented his own tribe in some drawings, (2) in McCrae 's 
iconography pendant foliage around the ankles represent-
ed the Western tribes and (3) up-ward foliage around the 
ankles the Goulburn blacks; Kilborn was the only one of 
McCrae's patrons known to have been in 'western Victoria' 
(Castlemaine and Daylesford) in 1854. The date '1834' for 
the writers description of a corroboree in western Victoria, 
was derived by R.E. Johns from the anonymous writer's 
opening remark that the scene dated from 'half a century 
ago '. If 1834 was 50 y ears ago, the article appeared in 1884; 
if the date Johns wrote was 1854, the article appeared in 
1904. Some of the imagery described in the article corre-
sponds with drawings in SM5, given by J .R. Bremner (ex 
hotel keeper at Rutherglen) to the National Library of 
Australia: the already used cashbook (the same as PKl), 
and the I870s-1880s style of drawing of SM5 suggest that 
the book stemmed from Kilborn, perhaps during a visit to 
his vineyard in the 1880s. Bremner did not arrive in 
Rutherglen until 1894. 
100 For Andrew Lang's Australian relatives, ideas, publi-
cations, correspondence, news clippings, photographs, see 
Lang family papers, private collection (copies of some of 
the material are held in the LaTrobe Library, SLY). The 
various members of the family displayed considerable 
interest in Aboriginal culture; Gideon Lang wrote a book 
on the subject; in the 1855 Paris Universal Exhibition, 
Thomas Lang exhibited 'articles manufactured by 
Aboriginals'; William and John Lang Currie collected 
1'v1cCrae sketchbooks, etc. For Andrew Lang see Roger 
Lancelyn Green, Andrew Lllng: A CriticaL Biography 
(Leicester, England: Edmund vVard, 1946); the DictuJI1ary 
of NatwnaL Bwgraphy 1912-1921; Richard Dorson, The Brit;"h 
FoLk LoriA'!, A Hi.Jtory (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 
1968); Andrew Lang Myth, RituaL and Religion (1913 edi-
tion; 1995 publication) - especially interesting for McCrae 
is the reference to 'figures of some kind on the trees grow-
ing near the graves of deceased warriors. Some observers 
have fancied that in these designs they recognised the totem 
of the dead men; but on this subject evidence is by no 
means clear' (voU p.67) . 
101 For Alfred Nutt (1856-1912), see Richard M. Dorson, 
The Briti.,h FolJdon:,t,', A Hutory (London: Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, 1968) pp.229-239, for use of his father's name 
as publisher 'David Nutt' and for his involvement in 
Langloh Parker's books see Dorson pp.202, 375. See K. 
Langloh Parker's Awtra!inll Le,qmdary Tale.': Folk-lore of the 
Noollgahburrah" (Lj told to the piccallinllieJ, with introduction 
by Andrew Lang (London: David Nutt, and Melbourne: 
Melville, Mullen & Slade, 1896) and More AllJtra!ulIl 
Legendary Tale.}, 'With introduction by Andrew Lang 
(London: David Nutt, and Melbourne: Melville, Mullen & 
Slade, 1898), illustrated with eighteen of McCrae's draw-
ings from the sketchbook now held with the Andrew Lang 
papers, University of St Andrews Library, Fife, Scotland. 
For K Langloh Parker see Marcie Muir, My Bll"!.' Book: K 
Lang!oh ParkerJ Story of Outback Statioll Life (Adelaide: 
Rigby, 1982) 
102 Violet Teague's sister Una donated a drawing by 
McCrae (SM25) to the South Australian Museum in 1958. 
103 Argw (M) 8 January 1898 pA, 'Mark Twain in 
Australia' 
104 William Lang had sent the following message along 
with the sketchbook: 'Drawings made by a Black Fellow at 
Corowa, ... June 1886. His name I do not know. By the 
whites he goes by the name of Tommy Macrae. He is a man 
about 42 years of age. He is quite self-taught in his draw-
ing and cannot read or write. He is about the only sober 
black I ever sa'W. He is the King of the tribe which has no'W 
become reduced to only a few.' Andrew Lang twice 
assessed the aesthetic merits of Aboriginal art, writing to 
George Gordon McCrae 16 May (year not given] 'the 
blacks do not draw the figure so well . It is very odd that 
some blacks, and the Bushmen, draw better than the 
Athenians did about 800 BC and yet the Athenians later 
improved a good deal.' (see McCrae Papers, MS 12018, 
2517/6 item 12, LaTrobe Library, State Library of Victoria) 
and on 26 July [1910] he wrote to Daisy Bates, (see below 
in text). 
105 K. Langloh Parker, letter to A.G. Stephens from 
Bangate, via Walgett, NSW, 30 January [1897] (ML MS 
A364, Mitchell Library, SLNSW) . Stephens had reviewed 
McCrae's art more favourably (reproducing two drawings) 
than Parker's versions of the 'Noongahburrah' stories. See 
BliLletill 9 January 1897, red page. 
106 A.W. Grieg, 'Aboriginal Art', The LOlle Hand (Sydney) 
I May 1909 ppA2-48. The bohemian/artistic style of the 
journal accounts for the captions. The illustrations of 
McCrae's works were introduced as 'The art of the Stone 
Age man: A corroboree' (for a corroboree scene) and 'An 
Australian aborigine's impressionist conception of the 
Asiatic' (for the drawing of Chinese, PK2.11) . An 
Alexander Grieg, bookbinder, was listed in the Melbourne 
Sands & McDougal directory for 1876. 
107 Andrew Lang letter 26 July [1910] to Daisy Bates, 
(see Daisy Bates, Colonial Secretary's Office, files relating 
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to her employment, 1904-1911, CSO 1023 /84, Public 
Records Office, Perth) . 
108 Au,'!rllLulI1 Abor~qillaL Art, National Museum of 
Australia, July 1929, caption to illustration 'Native 
Corroboree / Drawn by Tommy Barnes, a Mission 
Aboriginal, showing European influence.' 
109 Blilletill (Sydney), 24 July 1929 p.37. 'Automobilists', 
suggestive of 'automatist', was probably a deliberate mis-
take. Some modern artists had recently been involved in 
choosing colours for cars, and the Ford company had 
employed a reproduction of a work of art from the NGV as 
an advertisement. 
110 Herald (Melbourne) 15 July 1930. 'Tommy McCrae, 
the aboriginal "Old Master," whose art may yet be the sub-
ject of a book. Few private persons are fortunate enough to 
own one of Tommy's drawings, which are now of consider-
able value.' The exhibition included the sketchbook SM14, 
given by Kilborn to the SLY, plus six others from the col-
lections of the NGV/SLV/Museum. That exhibition or a 
contemporaneous exhibition by Melbourne's Field 
Naturalists displayed a sketchbook by McCrae (lent by 
Edward E Pescott) said to have once belonged to Baldwin 
Spencer 
111 Art of Awtralliz 1788-1941: an exhibition of Australian 
Art held in the United States of America and the Dominion 
of Canada under the auspices of the Carnegie Corporation. 
An exhibition touring the United States and Canada, 1941-
1921, facilitated by the Carnegie Corporation, organised 
by Professor Theodore Sizer, Yale University Art Gallery, 
Will Ashton, Director of National Art Gallery of New 
South Wales, and a committee comprising Prof. H.C. 
Richards, Carnegie Corporation in Australia, R.J.F. 
Boyer, Commonwealth of' Australia, J.S. MacDonald 
Director NGY, G.Y.F. Mann Chairman Commonwealth 
Art Advisory Board, Louis McCubbin, Director NAGSA, 
and Sydney Ure Smith, President Society of Artists and 
Vice-President Australian Academy of Art. McCrae's 
three works were Cat.12 Australians pursuing Chinese; an 
emu hunt. (SM8); Cat.13 Warriors dancing (SM7) and 
Cat. 14 Warriors (SMI2) (all lent by the National Gallery 
of Victoria, though now housed by Museum Victoria (two) 
and SLY (the third) .) 
112 Professor Sizer, 'Originally it was intended to ... show 
what Australian artists of all periods have done ... but now 
the exhibition will present Australia rather than Australian 
artists. It will show what sort of land Australia is and what 
sort of people live in it, rather than how its artists paint.' 
'Art for America Chosen', Sydney MOl'lling Herald 25 
February 1941. 
113 Art of Awtralin 1788-1941: all e:x:hibituill of Awtra!ian Art 
held ill the United State" of America alld the Dominion of Canada 
ullder the awpiceJ of the Ca/'llegie CorpomtwlI. Catalogue com-
piled and edited by Sydney Ure Smith, (New York: 
Museum of Modern Art, 1941), pp.5, 16-17,28. 
114 Cormva Free Pre"" 10 August 1888. The idea that the 
aboriginal Australians were doomed had a long history, 
and 'Was voiced often, beginning soon after the arrival of 
the British colonists. However a new note entered prior to 
the centenary of settlement, as nativeborn white colonists 
speculated on the national identity of the settler communi-
ty. It was almost as if the Aborigines claim to be the first 
Australians displeased and disconcerted the white colonists . 
See Russell lVlcGregor, I",aglilerl De,ltinle,r; The Doo",erl Race 
Theory 1880-1939 (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 
1997). Corowa had a very active chapter of the Australian 
Natives Association. 
115 Andrew Sayers, AbrlrliJilla{ ArtiAJ of the Nilleteellth 
Century (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1994) 
Introduction. 
116 Pri",itil'eArt EJ:hibitwll (Melbourne: National Gallery of 
Victoria, National Museum of Victoria, 1943) Foreword, 
Introduction. 
117 Adam, Leonhard Adam, 'Has Australian Aboriginal 
Art a Future? ', Allgry PengllliZJ (Melbourne) Autumn 1944, 
pp.42,43,44 and footnote 5.. On the positive side he noted 
'the greater facility of expression obviously provided by the 
easier medium .... [and that] in addition to native scenes .. . 
etc. Europeans and European houses and objects ... were 
depicted . In other words, the artist took his models from his 
changed environment. This too, reveals ... adaptability to 
new conditions.' 
118 Charles Barrett, 'Tommy McCrae: Aboriginal Artist', 
1935, op.cit. p.86. 
119 Carol Cooper 'Art of Temperate Southeast Australia', 
Aboriginal Au,ltralul (National Gallery of Victoria, Art 
Gallery of Western Australia, Australian Museum Sydney, 
Queensland Art Gallery: 1981-1982) pp.29-40. 
120 Cooper, Caro\, and James Urry, 'Art, Aborigines and 
Chinese: a Nineteenth Century Drawing by the Kwatkwat 
artist Tommy McRae', Aborigillal Hidtory (Canberra) vo1.5 
no.l (1981) pp.81-88.Cooper incidentally moved forward 
McCrae's probable date of birth to around 1836; and fol-
lowed Christie in identifying his language group as the 
Kwatkwat. 
121 Charles Barrett, 'Tommy McCrae, Aboriginal Artist', 
op.cit, p.86. 
122 Rutherglen Sun 7 March 1899 p.2. 
123 Corowa Free Press 5 April 1898. 
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appEndix: McCrae's named tribes 
lVlcCrae 
Ref No 
SM15 
SM33.2 
Inscription (Note: the spellings and handwritings 
indicate inscriptions by various people, 
whereas the consistent naming of some tribes and 
association of each with a type of decoration 
indicates information from one source - McCrae.) 
Corroboree [Buckley, therefore in McCrae's 
terms Melbourne] 
Victoria Blacks - Melbourne tribe Holding 
Corobboree after seeing ships for the first time 
SM 34.10 Melbourne tribe - Viktoria - war danz 
SM 24.8 Melbourne tribe when Blacks saw ship first 
SM 9.1 Buckley run away from ship [ie Melbourne] 
SM 33.4 
SM38 
SM34.3 
Victorian Blacks - Kilmore Tribe Holding 
Corobboree 
Victoria [rest of the inscription has been cut at 
edge] 
Gibsland tribe Viktoria First Schip a Shore in 
Australia War Danz 
SM 14.2 Echuca Blacks in old time 
SM14.5 
SM25 
SM39 
SM35 
SM 14.7 
SM23 
SM33.1 
Echuca tribe one song 
Echukia Tribe Corrobery Olden times 
Murray Tribe Far Fare 
One of the l\lurray River Tribes War dance 
before the fight [no decorations at all] 
Murray blacks war dance 
Murry tribe olden times Corrobery N S W 
New South Wales Murray Tribe holding 
Corobboree 
SM 34.4 Murray Tribes New South 'Vales go to War 
SM9.4 
SM33.6 
SM4.11 
SM34.6 
SM 14.11 
SM 33.4 
New South Wales Practising 
New South Wales Blacks practisig fighting before 
going to war 
Cawarra ceremonies day time ?Carrawong tribe, 
Maneroo, ref Howitt&Fison p.324 
Lachlan Blacks New South Wales War Danz 
Lacland Black war dancing 
New South Wales Blacks - Sydney tribe Holding 
Corobboree 
Sl\134.1 Sydney Tribe New South Wales 
SM 14.12 Sydney Tribe in olden time 
SM9.5 Sydney Tribe corrobee 
x 
x 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Notes for appendix: 
McCrae's named tribe.1 
The pennants flown in some corroborees may have symbolised the 
settlers' arrival off the southern coast on ships carrying sail and flying 
flags (as shown by McCrae in some drawings). Alternatively, initiated 
youths carried pennants of native cat tails on sticks; 1 and R.H. Mathews 
wrote that in the initiation ceremonies of northeastern Victoria the 
mother of an initiate held 'a reed spear with the ngore [boy's pubic 
thong] attached'2 Possibly McCrae's motif represented a merging of 
symbolism between the ideas of initiation and the arrival and 'creation' of 
the white man, William Buckley. 
McCrae was consistent in associating Victorian tribes with a corroboree 
for which the dancers wore foliage around the ankles . It might be more 
accurate to say that he knew such a dance or dances from the region. He 
was also consistent in representing Lachlan and Sydney corroborees 
without foliage around the legs. In McCrae's iconography the decoration 
of his own Murray tribe was of the New South Wales type (that is, the 
men did not wear foliage around the ankle). Lower down the Murray the 
Echuca tribe was of the southern type (they wore the foliage) . 
A check of sources apart from McCrae reveals considerable agreement 
that foliage around the ankles was particular to Victoria. Ceremonies of 
the kind were observed in the vicinity of Melbourne by King,3 by 
'H.J.C.',4 John Green,S William Thomas,6 W.F.E. Liardet in the illus-
tration 'Corroboree on Eastern Hill 1840',7 Marcus Sievwright,8 and by 
J.H. Kerr when he lived on the Yarra in 1840.9 Dancers of' the 
Goulburn Tribes of Victoria wearing foliage around their lower legs were 
reported by Albert Ie Souef, William Locke; 10 E.M. Curr, II and others. 
At the Mt Franklin Protectorate on 28 November 1842, G.A. Robinson 
witnessed a dance by the Mallee condeets of the Lower Loddon (includ-
ing the Tcharups and Yulowil) who had foliage on the lower leg and car-
ried boughs in their hands. 12 Aboriginal groups to the south west of 
Melbourne were reported to dance with boughs tied to their legs and the 
South Australian Kuri Dancers wore foliage tied above the knee (as illus-
trated by Angas). According to William Thomas, the best authority on 
Melbourne and Western Port Aboriginal peoples, 'Their dancing decora-
tions are of one description - around the legs just above the ankles [sic] 
are fastened the green branches of the gum tree . .' 13 Yet not all cere-
monies of south and southwestern Victoria included foliage around the 
leg (for example, none of William Barak's Woiworung dancers wore 
foliage). It may have characterised a type of Victoria ceremony. 
In McCrae's drawings, those wearing foliage usually carry clapsticks or 
pennants (with three exceptions SM5.8, SM4.6, MSl.15 where spears 
and shield are carried). The context for those may be a ceremony for the 
settlement of dispute such as Wi lliam Thomas described. He was guest 
at a pre-planned 'hostile' meeting, or court of justice, between Barrabool 
and Buninyong (Bunurong) tribes on 5 December 1844. 
After half an hour, King William, chief of the Barrabool 
tribe, advanced and stated that "charges had been made 
against the Barrabool blacks ... " While speaking another 
advances, and brings charges against the Barrabool 
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blacks ... two step forward and rebut or acknowledge the 
assertions ... A general bustle may be seen now in both 
parties; the parties more particularly accused prepare 
themselves . . . perfectly naked, and in mourning from 
head to foot, squatted on the ground, without spear or 
any other weapon save a shield to ward off the spears. In 
this case it is more a judicial proceeding, or the law being 
carried into effect .. . But if it be a disputed case, the par-
ties accused on each side, generally two, three or four, 
may be seen stepping forward, capering round and 
round, with "mall hUl1che" of leal'''' roul/d their allkl&l, as 
sometimes in corroboree. 
In the subsequent formal battle: 
they generally ... form a crescent or extend into a long 
straight line ... capering in the strangest attitudes .. . some 
running to and fro with long spears in their hands, with 
their noses almost touching the ground; others vociferat-
ing, lifting up their heels to their bottoms; some advanc-
ing ... among their opponents ... whilst others are dancing 
round and round . .. ThOde with !e""&1 aroul1d their le.qJ are Jta-
tWl/ary. All the aforesaid moves and grimaces are merely 
flashes in the pan; the chiefs and other important charac-
ters keep on wrangling ... Then each black is at his post, 
and wonguims, spears, etc, all beside each fighting man, 
and the real warm work commences with wonguims, 
which are hurled apparently indiscriminately, but not so. 
You would not ... doubt, seeing them five minutes after 
they commenced, to which side some belonged . . . each 
knows his own work. The missiles [one weapon after the 
other] are, in the first instance ... directed to tho,le who hal'e 
the hOllghJ 011 theti· legd . .. [who] seldom escape unhurt. If 
things get too serious, the chiefs of other tribes will inter-
fere (for the blacks never fight but in the presence of two 
or three other tribes) ... They seldom do much execution 
in their fights . 14 
Marcus Seivwright recalled that the Aboriginal peoples between 
Melbourne and Portland, going into war (presumably the ceremonial 
war described by Thomas), 'tie bunches of leaves round their ankles' 
(op.cit.). There seems to be agreement that foliage, worn around the 
ankles, had a very particular meaning. All I can say is that it was worn 
for many formal ceremonies in the eastern part of Victoria in situations 
where strict protocol prevailed over human passions. 
What emerges from the reports so far as McCrae is concerned, is that the 
countries on the periphery of his world were better known (by him) for 
their peaceful or controlled ceremonies, whereas, at home, warlike cere-
monies outnumbered the peaceful. All but one (SM34.1) of McCrae's 
Sydney ceremonies were peaceful, all his Melbourne ceremonies were 
peaceful, whereas the Murray, 'New South Wales' and Lachlan groups 
inclined more to war. 
The early reports of dances m the region of Sydney do not mention 
foliage around the lower leg. Three out of McCrae's four Sydney dances 
showed foliage carried in the hand. Yet foliage held in the hand was Ilot 
associated with any region in particular. If it had once been a regional 
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characteristic, the practice had soon become general, perhaps because it 
represented peace in the iconography of settlers as well as Aboriginals. 
The Wadi Wadi at Lake Tala in southwestern New South Wales told 
Robinson that when colonists first came, 'Peace = green boughs'.IS On 
the Murray below Tyntynder in April 1846, a party of settlers 'saw a 
number of natives at a distance who seemed very frightened of us. At 
length they approached nearer carrying green boughs in their hands 
which they kept waving towards us.' 16 Gus Peirce in January 1863 wit-
nessed a dance on the Serpentine, near Ferniehurst, by men who had 
foliage in one hand but no foliage around the ankle .17 According to sev-
eral writers, green foliage would be carried, worn or waved as a sign of 
peaceful intentions. For the Aboriginals it offered the 'freedom of one's 
country to visiting tribe', according to William Thomas. IS 
Elsewhere Thomas described foliage as the culminating feature of north-
eastern Victoria's Gaggip series of dances. The Gaggip performed by the 
people of Omeo, Broken River, Devil's River (therefore presumably the 
Albury Wodonga, Corowa and other Aboriginals of the region) stemmed 
(Thomas was told) from the alpine region east of Albury: 'in each [of 
seven dances] a weapon, and one only is used ... and in each ... a different 
one . .. in the 7th dance a bough, the emblem of peace.'19 Perhaps 
McCrae represented the Gaggip's seventh dance in SM4.11 (NMA) 
whose elaborately decorated dancers wave foliage in both hands. 
Alternatively, the dancers are all young, so an initiation ceremony may be 
represented.2° 
Waving and brushing with green boughs, was part of sacred ritual;21 
such as Robinson described of a ceremony he witnessed near Hexham in 
central Victoria. North of Sydney the dance designated by McCrae as 
the 'Sydney' corroboree was represented in Corrohoree at NeIPmAte 1820s 
(SLNSW) by Joseph Lycett (alternatively the work was painted by 
James Wallis). In the words of Wallis, the Awakabel men of Newcastle: 
marked arms, legs and bodies in various directions with 
pipe-clay and a kind of red ochre ... Their musician who is 
generally an elderly man, sings a monotonous tune, in 
which they all join, striking in regular time his shield with 
club or waddy. Each dancer carried a green bough in his 
hand.22 
In the 1820s, at Lake Macquarie near Newcastle, missionary Threlkeld 
witnessed a ceremony in which men carried swags of green foliage 
between them.23 Several aspects of the dance are worth noting. The 
dance was passed by a dead person to a living person - male in this case 
though female creators are on record . It was performed and taught from 
group to group and tribe to tribe . It had sacred overtones, yet was not 
sacred, being open to women and settlers. The dance witnessed by 
Threlkeld was of the same foliage-waving type that Wallis illustrated and 
McCrae represented several times (SMI9.7, SM4.lL SmI4.12, SM9.5, 
SM33.5). 
Ceremonies of cleansing, and of warding off dangerous spirits, through-
out most of the continent, if not all, have involved smoking with burning 
green foliage. 'Jeraeil', the Gippsland initiation ceremony meant literally 
'leafY; or 'having leaves or twigs'. 'Kuringal' meaning 'of the forest' was 
the name of the initiation ceremony of the Murring people of far south-
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east New South Wales. South of Sydney, Mickey of Ulladulla's many 
drawings of corroboree show men with striped legs and no foliage 
around the ankle, though some of them carry a weapon in one hand and 
a bunch of greenery in the other. 
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chapter 7 
Multiple contexts in 
the early twentieth 
century 
In this concluding story, set in the first three decades 
of the twentieth century, there are four characters and 
a medley of events, personalities, ideas and images. 
The images are by a woman, Margaret Preston and an 
older Aboriginal man, William Monop. These two did 
not meet, however their art has an accord indicative of 
a significant change across the arts and sciences in 
western culture (between the 1890s and 1920s) that 
eventually took it towards Aboriginal art. The change 
was between measuring reality principally in terms of 
material facts and the sum of appearances, and noting 
the vital operation of structures in every aspect of 
nature and culture. Structuralism, a term from outside 
art history, involved the analysis, from the point of 
view of structure, of language, social organisation, 
biological organisms, physics, machines, architecture, 
art and human psychology. The practice of measuring 
reality by structures quickly affected all aspects of 
twentieth-century life and thought. Within a few 
decades it had replaced the earlier way of thinking 
about reality, and was set to be the reigning mode in 
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AJfred R Brown 1910 at the time of the expedition to 
WA (Ell;ott Lovegood Gran t Watson papers N LA) 
the west for a long time to come. 
In life, the connections between the four people were 
along a thread rather than fourfold . The anthropologists 
Daisy Bates and Alfred Radcliffe Brown knew each 
other. The line between them is taut with the doubts 
each had about the tenor of the other's work. Each 
knew one of the artists. In Sydney in the 1920s 
Radcliffe Brown admired Margaret Preston's art and 
publicly defined the nature of her achievement. He 
therefore played a part, possibly critical, influencing 
herto push into a starker style of modernism for a few 
years. In Perth between cl906 and 1914 Daisy Bates 
knew William Monop, consulting him for her major 
project of writing about The Native Tribe..i of WeJtem 
AliAm/ta. In her capacity as a journalist, she wrote 
several personality pieces about Monop for a Perth 
newspaper. She gave him crayons and sketchbook, 
instructed him to draw, preserved his drawings, and 
yet made little use of them in her work. From her point 
of view Monop's situation, being an Aboriginal who 
hadlived with settlers most of his life, was compromised; 
yet it was similar to the situation of other Aborigines she 
consulted about whom she did not have the same 
reservations. Her probable reason for treating Monop's 
information circumspectly was that he practised magic 
around her and his evasive representation of Aboriginal 
customs hindered her efforts to learn about initiation 
and other secret practices. 
Part of this story is the different generations of the 
four people. William Monop was born at Nergo 
spring, Western Australia in 1843. The photograph of 
him reproduced here was taken by E .G . Rome in 
1907, the year of the sketchbook. Daisy Bates was 
born at Tipperary, Ireland in 1863. The photograph of 
her with Joobaitch was also taken by Rome in 1907, 
at the Welshpool reserve near Perth, where Monop, 
Bates and Joobaitch were living for a while. 
Margaret Preston was born at Adelaide, South 
Australia in 1875. The photograph and self portrait 
date from the late 1920s, when she knew Radcliffe 
Brown. Alfred Radcliffe Brown was born at Aston, 
England, in 1881. One photograph is from 1910, the 
year he met Daisy Bates, the other from 1928 when he 
knew Preston. These four people spanned three 
generations. Monop was old enough to be Daisy's 
father, though she did not offer the respect that was 
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his due. In turn, Daisy was old enough to be Alfred 
Radcliffe Brown's mother (though the adjectives 
motherly and filial do not describe their prickly contact 
between September 1910 and the end of 1911). 
IVlargaret Preston was six years older than Radcliffe 
Brown and at the time of their acquaintance, between 
1926 and 1931, was emerging as a major Australian 
artist, and as a pioneer for a ""hite Australian culture to 
be based primarily on Aboriginal principles. A 
commitment to structuralism brought them together 
at a time when both would benefit from the support of 
the other. 
Radcliffe Brown, as a man and a Cambridge-trained 
professor, had a higher status in Sydney than Preston. 
Because he was interested in modern art and had a 
theory to support his interest he was accepted as an 
authority on the subject. In 1927 he accepted a 
commission to assess Preston's artistic achievement. 
Preston, reviewed by Radcliffe Brown in 1927, was in 
the position of Monop when tested by Daisy Bates in 
1907, and of Daisy Bates when Radcliffe Brown 
assessed her manuscript in 1909-1911. The results of 
those tests were that Preston sailed ahead into one of 
the best periods of her art, Monop's sketchbook was 
put away without Bates mentioning it, and Bates's 
manuscript was not published in her lifetime. 
In their different ways these four people asserted the 
authority of a considered point of view, although their 
power to compel attention was unequal. Monop's 
power over Bates resided in his knowledge, reputed 
spiritual powers, guiding role among Welshpool 
residents and masculinity.l Bates was dominant 
according to the racial terms of Australian society. She 
wielded authority both as a government-employed 
scholar-investigator and as a journalist. Bates and 
Preston would judge Radcliffe Brown. In Melbourne, 
on the eve of the 1914-18 war, Bates abused him 
publicly for stealing her work. Privately, she accused 
him of framing a tidy theory by avoiding the 
complications involved in real life situations.2 Preston 
may have thought him a no-better-than-average judge 
of art, though governed by an aesthetic of austere 
rules and laws that interested her.3 Neither woman 
would gain any kudos &om making an adverse opinion 
public. The power Radcliffe Brown wielded was that 
of a masterful sociological theory. Thus the roles of the 
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Margaret Preston St(( Portrait 1930 oil on canvas 61 x 
50.1l em (AGNSW) The Galle", had commissed . elf" 
portTaits by eminent arti~ts. ~ 
Alii-cd Radcliffe Brown, 1928 Photograph b.v 
Harold Cazneaux (HOOl-t' Ol..~tober 1928 p.44) 
Margaret Preston Euct/(vpttt.f 1928 oil on canvas 53.4 x 46 cm (AGWA) 
four people in my story were governed by relativities 
of age, personal experience, time, place, public role 
and ideas. 
Margaret Preston's EucaLyptlU 1928 (AGWA) is here 
compared with William Monop's Wart'aLIl 1907 
(NLA) . Both artists focussed on the pattern formed by 
the repeated elements of leaves and flowers. Though 
concerned to show the plant's appearance, neither 
artist approached the subject according to a botanical 
illustrator's patient analysis of the constituent elements.4 
Preston regarded her plant, Monop thought about his 
as an entity rather than as a species. The style of both 
was economical. Each had an eye to the character of 
the plant. Pertinence of observation is apparent in the 
two images; they declare variant habits of perception 
however. Preston represented a distinctive visual form 
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which coincidentally belonged to a particular plant. 
Monop evidently knew a lot more about the practical 
virtue of the yam, known as Warrain, than Preston 
cared to know about the West Australian Eucalyptus 
macrocarpa. 
Taking Monop's attitude to his subject first, 
the warrain was the staple root vegetable of 
his country. 5 According to Daisy Bates: 
One of the principal and most succulent 
root foods of the south-west is the 
warrain, yet no one [I talked to] had 
any recollection of ceremony practiced 
for its increase. It was at one time a 
district totem, being very abundant 
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\\'illiam Monop Warraill 1907 crayon and lead pencil on paper 
27 x 34 em, from sketchbook (Daisy Bates papers, NLA) 
William J\1onop Wlzrmm 1907 crayon and lead penci l on paper 
27 " 34 em, From sketchbook (Daisy Bates papers, NLA) 
within a certain area, but now there are 
few if any warrain borungur 
[totemists] living. Demma goomber 
(Ancestors) are supposed to have 
planted it within a certain radius 
beyond which it was not found.6 
Monop, in mute contradiction to Bates, gave an 
evaluation of the warrain after the style of an 
increase ceremony, emphasising its reproduction. 
His drawing rendered the plant as a whole, roots 
and all, and in a single image ranged across two 
seasons of the plant's life, its' flowering and fruit-
ing (a manner of encouragement that present art 
viewers have seen in the art of Emily Kngwarreye, 
for example). Margaret Preston recognised the 
"object" of such a representation: 
The Aboriginal regards his subject as 
being of the first importance, and in the 
hunting scenes the animal stands for 
food, which is the "subject" in his mind. 
The fruit pieces will often have the 
same "objectiveness". A yam will be 
drawn as a very large fruit, and 
attached to its sides will be small forms 
that represent fruit and flower? 
In representing the plant Monop was amazingly 
certain. There is no pentimenti visible in this or 
other drawings in the sketchbook (which holds 
the sum total of his known work) . He employed a 
lead pencil for its silvery colour (not, as Preston 
used a lead pencil, to make an initial drawing that 
could be erased and re-drawn). Monop's line is 
even, fine, light but remarkably sure. A line in one 
colour stops, a line in another colour takes over, as 
if the artist had a complete plan in mind from the 
outset. Stylistic appropriation may be an issue (a 
question to be discussed below), yet regardless of 
stylistic derivation, Monop articulated the subject 
crisply, drawing a line around its meaning. 
Writing about the bark paintings of Arnhem 
Land, Howard Morphy made an analogy of the 
template. For the artist each theme had a mental 
template, on which there could be some variation 
depending on the function of the work.8 So it was 
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with Monop's drawings in which subject and form 
clearly were conceived as a unit. It would appear that 
the image of fructification was known, and the act of 
representation objectified the idea in an encouraging, 
magical parallel. Content was all. Yet Bates, his out-
sider audience of one, evidently did not see in the 
drawing the element of alacrity and encouragement 
that connected it to sympathetic magic. 
Preston's attitude to her subject differed from 
Monop's on several counts. The unity of a finished 
painting related to its final appearance rather than to 
a decisive manner of drawing. By Preston's admission, 
the pathway to a painting or print would be littered 
with many stray pages of try-out drawings. She jotted 
ideas for compositions on the margins of letters and 
the backs of envelopes, taking out pencil and paper 
wherever she was when an idea came to her. She 
joked, 'Many of my pictures have been done in the 
kitchen with one eye on the stew'.9 Even when she 
decided on a composition, it was not held in her 
'mind's eye' but externalised and abstracted as a 
mutable object in the process of being made. Through 
the paint of her oil paintings one sometimes sees the 
guiding pencil lines of a preparatory drawing. 
The dissimilarity in Monop's and Preston's use of 
drawing pointed to a significant difference between 
them. For Preston the search for a good composition 
was an exercise quite separate from how she clothed it 
with a subject. Composition mattered more than 
subject. Her method over many decades was to 
establish a composition and afterwards to choose a 
subject. She derived ideas for compositions from 
contexts often quite removed from the eventual 
subjects. An appropriating and synthetic aspect in 
Preston's art became apparent to me in the mid 1970s 
when I went through her library (given by her 
widower to the library of the Art Gallery of New 
South Wales), and found, in the margins of books and 
journals, some of the images she 'borrowed' for her 
own work. At various times she translated Japanese 
prints, paintings by Leger, Picasso, Paul Nash, 
Graham Sutherland, painted shields from tropical 
Oueensland, a toa from Lake Eyre, a painting of fish 
on the rock at Injalak Hill near Oenpelli, botanical 
illustrations and photographs - including photographs 
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I q28 oil on canvas 55 .• ') x 46 e m 
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An instance of Preston's frank appropriation. In 1940 she flew in a 
small plane from Darwin to visit the rock art at I njalak hill, near 
Oenpelli. One of her photographs (above) was the source of a mid 
19405 print (left) held by the NGV Below is a photograph of the 
site, showing the kangaroo behind swarms of fish, turtles, and 
other creatures. Preston did not photograph the finely drawn 
motifs at Injalak. Her interest was the positive-negative drawing, 
and overpainting, indications of a process of over-painting that 
was similar to the western print-makers method of evolving an 
image via 'states'. 
Margaret Preston A trall.ilafh.JIl/i'lJlll Pica~I,lo 1933 (1Ifdl1u"'cript,, February 1933); with Pablo 
Picasso's La/em l11t: a fa lleur 1932 (from La Rel/ail,lance July-September] 932) 
that may have been the source of EllcaLyptllJ 1928 and 
a 1946 monoype. 
To conclude the introductory discussion about 
Preston's EllcaLyptllJ 1928 and Monop's Warraill 1907, 
the plants and their growth structure were embodied 
with conviction by both artists; whose approach to the 
subject would appear to have been almost opposed. 
On another note, it is significant for the history of 
Australian art that the oil was framed, displayed, 
reproduced and discussed by several generations of 
appreciative scholars whereas the drawing, in a 
sketchbook, was forgotten among the close-packed 
papers of Daisy Bates until 1999. 10 
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Artist unknown. Nt'II ' /llorC{~llrom the Ea.lll860watercolour on paper (New Norcia museum) 
William Monop was born in 1843, within a year of 
Tommy McCrae. II Like McCrae he lived among 
people of disparate cultures from a young age. During 
the first thirty years of his maturity he was at the 
Spanish mission of New Norcia. His mother's people, 
his father 's, the culturally diverse Aboriginal 
population at the mission, the missionaries, each and 
every group called on his loyalty and representation, 
and quite often for purposes that were at odds with 
other loyalties. At Welshpool, towards the end of his 
life, he again chose between conflicting loyalties. 
Because Monop's life is traceable in detail I see it as 
standing for those nineteenth century Aboriginal 
artists, less readily traced, who were the subject of 
previous chapters. The link between Monop's draw-
ings and Preston's modernist paintings also stands for 
the first stage of a transition in the western perception 
of Aboriginal art, which would bring it closer to an 
Aboriginal point of view. The change was played out 
internationally throughout the twentieth century, as 
non-western forms of art were first emulated for their 
styles (if not the content, context and authorship), 
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eventually absorbed as art styles of authority, and 
finally recognised as having a significant role (that of 
a heterogfoddia) among the contemporary art styles of 
the later twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. 
William Monop had the authority of an indigenous 
point of view, plus a thorough education in various 
western perspectives. He emerges as someone who 
made his own decisions. Offered many alternatives in 
the multi-cultural contexts of his life, he became multi-
skilled. His drawings were remarkably authoritative; 
he was a master of the complex corroboree perform-
ance (involving music, lyrics, dance, mime, painting, 
lighting and atmospheric effects); 12 and he exercised 
magical 60yfya powers. Monop's capacity made him 
something of a leader in affairs of the bush, and at 
Welshpool. In the annals of the New Norcia mission 
he was one of the better shearers, a capable crop-
farmer, a skilled horsebreaker and a 
reliable carter. In the New Norcia 
cricket team of the 1880s he was 
renowned for making a spectacular 
catch in a match against Perth. 13 The 
settlers found him personable, there-
fore he went around the Victoria 
Plains with Father Martinelli in 1871 
gathering signatures for a Catholic 
hermitage.14 In 1907 he successfully 
evaded Daisy Bates's questions about 
matters that were secret. IS 
Monop's life at the mission began 
when he came 'from the bush' with 
two other youths, and asked to stay 
The second New Norcia cricket team. Standing I to r: Paul Giater, Frederick Yrbel. 
Charlie Ponang. John Walley. Henry Indich. William Monop. Paddy Yappo. In 
front 1. to r: John Maher, Felix Jackimara , John Blurton, Mick M endemara 
(Battye Library) 
on 5 May 1864. 16 'Manop',17 as his name was often 
written at New Norcia, was aged around 21, of 
Giragiok 'family' (Ballarruk section), and had been 
born at 'Gnirgo' (Nergo spring) twenty kilometres 
east of new Norcia.18 The name of his father was 
recorded as 'Wi-ingut' ('wi-in' meaning 'death, spooky, 
bad luck'; 'cut/gut' meaning 'heart'19), his mother's 
name was 'Nucatgnin'.20 Nergo spring, from the point 
of view of the mission, was an unknown place.21 But if 
New Norcia was unaware of Monop's people, those 
people knew the mission. At the same time, in the 
colony of Victoria, John Green was able to recruit 
Aboriginal men to the Coranderrk reserve by promis-
ing that they would find wives there.22 Monop and his 
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companions evidently came to New Norcia for the 
same reason. 23 
The Benedictines did not make a point of recording 
the Aboriginal perspective though it seeped through. 
Their aim was to coax the Aboriginal people into a 
small-farming, god-fearing way of life and thus create 
a peasantry of practical benefit to the Western 
Australian colony.24 Preaching the gospel and teaching 
the crafts of farming etcetera, would be part of their 
endeavour. As well, there had to be a reformation in 
the social organisation and mental framework of the 
Aboriginal people, which could only be effected 
through close and continuous interaction. New Norcia 
had one great advantage over the protestant missions. 
Because the proportion of monks to adult male 
Aborigines was much higher - more than one monk 
per two resident 'Australians' - the Aborigines could 
be truly shepherded.25 
060<" New Norcia shearers. Berkshire Valley c.1869 (Battye Library). In 1867 
Monop sheared 990 sheep, the second highest score ror that year's shearers. 
right WilIiam Monop, Brothers Joahim Fargas and Buenavantura, with two 
unidentified boys, demonstrating the art of sawing timber. c.1867 (Battye Library) 
The missionaries established themselves as a community 
of farmers to carry through their plan on all levels, 
from the Christian doctrine to the practical business of 
working side by side with the Aborigines.26 A degree 
of democracy was observed in the drawing up of 
contracts, the living arrangements at the mission and 
the teaching of skills. Brothers were bound by formal 
agreement to spend six years in this work. Formal 
agreements were entered into by adult Aborigines, 
who were paid for their labour (the monks were not). 
Accommodation for monks and Aborigines was on a 
par. The mission's lists of requisitions suggest that 
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there were small indulgences, to be more or less equally 
distributed.27 Those monks who had been raised as 
peasant farmers and craftsmen in Spain and southern 
Italy taught their skills to the local people. In turn the 
Aborigines taught skills of firestick farming, water 
management, 28 reading the weather, rain-making, living 
off the land, rug-making,29 music and dance. Their 
creativity informed the religious observances at New 
Norcia. The abbot, a trained musicologist, enjoyed 
listening to the Aboriginal people singing the stories of 
life in 'a graceful and beautiful style that makes one 
think of the Phoenician type, and a grave and serious 
one that makes one think of the Doric'; he sang their 
songs, wrote down their music, composed an 
Aboriginal mass, and music for an Aboriginal dance.30 
There was an Aboriginal choir, who sung the mass,31 
a brass band and a string band. Aboriginal women 
embroidered altar cloths for the church.32 
Monop's first ten years at the 
mission coincided with an 
experimental policy whereby 
the Australians were allowed a 
degree of self-determination. In 
the early 1860s Salvado con-
cluded that his mission's success 
would depend on yielding to the 
indigenes' need to maintain a 
bush way of life. They were 
dying - of homesickness he 
maintained - and so henceforth 
they were to be watched and 
those who looked unhappy or 
listless were to go home until 
well enough to return; and a 
monk would accompany 
Father Martinez baptising two youths, w ith others in attendance. 
(Battye Library) 
them.33 The diaries of the monks through the 1860s 
and early 1870s reveal how often those expeditions 
took place and how assiduously the monks obeyed the 
instruction to stay with their charges. 
The following description of the Catholic rites of 
passage through which Monop went in the 1860s is 
sufficient to show the diversity of his spiritual 
experience and the complexity of his adult loyalties.34 
On 31 March 1866 Prior Garrido wrote: 
This week's [Easter] functions, though 
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Rc:hH't: f\ 2ti .\ug\l I ,lnci Y St p'nnIH'r JXtl7 a 
"h(.Hog olpher \\ ' \\ " Th .. , l ilC . "ol... ... ~\ I :'\C\\' ~Ur(; I,j, 
tak ing phulogl .lllh, t)f the monk ,\burigiHolls. 
hor .. t· . oxen, buildillg~ . o(f.:upation:. .1Od ,Iet-" of 
the tnl ~i(m , \\onop pn ... t·d with hi~ ·wilt :md h\'r 
.' oun!'-'r ~ i.tel' for.l P0<;,I \\, t1ding photo, dnd (K')S("d 
~l~.lin..l an .lpprcnlil W()(')( il ulh'r, 
without the armol1w, were celebrated with 
the same solemnity as usual, especially the 
one today, which exceeded that of other 
years, due to the benediction of the 
baptismal font and the baptism of two 
adult Australians, W Manop and J. Cone!. 
In Yuat terms the men baptised that day would be 
ritual brothers. Baptism also signalled another rite of 
passage in life; the New Norcia records of the period 
show a close correlation between baptism and death. 
Conel died that year in the bush and Monop was 
ailing, having contracted tuberculosis.35 On 16 April 
Monop went bush for three days, on indigenous 
business. On 12 July he again went bush, returning a 
week later. He made his first communion on 15 
August, forming a brotherhood with fellow commun-
icants Peter Giater, Matthew Colcop, Alfred Piramino 
and John Walley (his ritual obligation to the latter two 
is part of a story to be told below). 
On 28 October 1866 the banns of Monop's marriage 
with Scholastica Nangulan were read and a month 
later they married in a ceremony 'of uncommon 
splendour'.36 'Glory to God!' wrote Garrido, 'May this 
be for the spiritual and temporal well-being of our 
Australian family.' Nangulan, aged seventeen, and a 
woman of exceptional determination, had been one the 
first children born at New Norcia. When a child she 
had successfully foiled a plan to send her to the Sisters 
of Mercy in Perth: 'You will not be pleased to know 
that Scholastica left the carts and Brother before they 
reached Perth. Hence your endeavours have been 
fruitless this time', wrote a brother on 20 November 
1858. Belonging to the Tirarop section, Nangulan was, 
according to Salvado's understanding of Yuat 
marriage laws, an eligible partner for Monop, yet that 
may not have been the case. The marriage (in which 
they remained until Nangulan's death in 1889) was 
childless, and both sought other partners, Monop 
having two children in the mid 1880s by a second wife, 
Sarah U pona. 
At the time of his marriage Monop was seriously ill. A 
fortnight earlier, on 8 November, Garrido had taken 
him to Perth to consult 'Dr Fargason', whose 
diagnosis was that he had little hope of life. Monop's 
marriage (which jumped the queue of young New 
Norcia men waiting for wives) may have been 
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intended for his happiness, in accordance with 
Salvado's policy of trying to relieve Aboriginal 
sickness by raising the spirits of those who languished. 
If so, it worked. Monop died in 1913 or early 1914, at 
the age of seventy. 
Practical farming as taught at the mISSIon included 
some attempts at rain-making. The western way was 
to employ a (scientific' machine but Aboriginal rain-
making skills were also utilized. On 18 February 1867 
according to the diary of Brother Miro, he, Monop 
and some women went bush, and so too, did Brother 
Xirgu with the men, and 'eL anjine' (machine). It was 
thought they would be absent two weeks but they 
returned after only five days, when there commenced 
a qllreto que a pLagllt jor,m', (thank 
God'. On 20 May Brother Miro 
again went bush with Monop and 
the girls, returning after five days, 
when it 'began to rain a little'.37 
These expeditions, of men and 
women, for five days at a time, 
evidently were for the purpose of 
making rain, and the grouping of 
males and females suggests that 
Aboriginal ceremonies were per-
formed. The summer into winter 
following Monop's marriage was 
exceptionally dry and he, like the 
mission's other Aboriginal farmers, 
had his own stock to feed and 
crops to nurture.38 The Victoria 
Re-enactment, c.1867, of Fr Martinez baptising Scholastica's Father Michael 
Tanacut. John Calinga, standing upper left, wears a pearlshell around his 
neck. (Battye Library) 
Plains was an area of periodic drought, hence ram-
making was an essential skill for the indigenous 
residents. Salvado in the 1840s witnessed the local 
people make rain.39 Mrs Edward Millett of York 
recorded that a drought in 1865 'caused' the 
Aborigines to congregate in great numbers for a rain-
making corroboree.40 
Likewise the local people would have performed 
increase ceremonies for the warrain and other staple 
foods. Salvado described what could have been one 
involving women, sixty miles east of New Norcia 
(thirty miles beyond Monop's birth place).41 Sylvia 
Hallam and Ronald Berndt concluded on other evidence 
that (increase rites were held by local territorial 
groups'.42 
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Monop's life at the mlSSlOn involved contact with 
settlers outside the mission . During 1866 and 1867 he 
visited Perth and places on the way to Perth on eight 
occasions. When, in October 1867, a group of men, 
including Monop, left New Norcia for Perth with 
three carts of wool, they would have joined the ninety 
or so other Aborigines assembled in Perth to entertain 
Prince Alfred with a corroboree.43 
That brief analysis of two years' activities is sufficient 
to show the alternation between the mission and the 
settler community and between the affairs of the 
mission and those of the bush: an alternation which 
had Aborigines at the mission and monks in the bush. 
Another way of imagining the relations of bush and 
church is by concepts of life and death. The indigenous 
people believed that the maintenance of life required a 
spiritual intervention. In the bush unborn children 
waited to be born. The souls of the dead hovered near 
the grave. Increase and decrease of humankind, as 
with every life-giving force in nature, was dependent 
on a multitude of extra-human, spiritual causes, to be 
controlled and coerced by human intervention, if 
possible. Western beliefs likewise were a mix of 
biological and spiritual. Conception resulted from the 
act of reproduction yet it was commonly thought that 
something beyond the physiological was involved. Nor 
was death merely a physiological event. Those 
attending the deathbed sensed the approach of death . 
For the dying, there was a sensation of leaving the 
body, and of seeing one's body from above: some of 
those on the brink of death had been known to turn 
back and tell the tale. 
The inhabitants of New Norcia were united in having 
deep spiritual beliefs. Death was the most significant 
rite of passage for monks and Aboriginals alike. It 
made manifest the responsibilities the living had to 
each other, the world around them, the dead, and the 
unborn. In both cultures the community was hostage 
to death. According to the beliefs of both groups, the 
soul required the performance of certain rites to aid its 
transition to the next world. The period between death 
and burial was a vigil when the living separated them-
selves physically and psychically from the dead. The 
division between the monks and the Australians was 
not so much in their rites (different though they were) 
as m what the rites entailed. In the event of an 
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unnatural death, Aboriginal people were obliged to kill 
or maim the human agent (whose identity was 
established by a formal procedure.) 
On 29 March 1876 Monop asked permission to attend 
the seasonal corroboree beyond Molonda (a few 
kilometres up-river from New Norcia) for which 
Aborigines were gathering 'in good numbers' from 
York and Beverley. 
I allowed him, [wrote Salvado], on 
condition that he left here during the light, 
about midday, but as he left afterwards, I 
suspected something sinister. ... 1 had also 
allowed Johnnie Walley to [go] to please 
his father-in-law; so there was a reason to 
send along Brothers Ferrer and Xirgu.44 
After they had all departed, Salvado was told that 
Walley intended to throw a spear at Monop 'from a 
certain distance' to revenge the death of Piramino. 
(Piramino, a Victoria Plains man and one of Monop's 
and Walley's fellow-communicants, had recently died, 
wounded by a drunken friend.) Salvado took up his 
pen before midnight, 'It is 11 pm and no one has 
returned. I pray to God nothing serious happens.' At 
12.30 the monks returned with the good news that 
no-one had been killed or seriously injured. The 
'night's business ended with a grand corroboree'. 
The missionaries' diaries of fifty years reveal a pattern 
of Aboriginal unrest, absence, drunkenness and 
violence in the aftermath of bush corroborees and 
following some deaths in the community, so it is not 
surprising that Salvado expected a violent outcome to 
that evening's affair. A first, unsuccessful attempt to 
avenge Piramino's death had previously been made by 
Victoria Plains men from the bush, after which the 
mission Aborigines made the arrangements described 
by Salvado, and involving Monop as scapegoat. If 
successful they would avert a greater tragedy. The 
procedure followed was standard Aboriginal law, and 
in line with Salvado's recommendation to Governor 
Weld that native courts should judge Aboriginal 
affairs. 
'I suspected something sinister,' wrote Salvado, 
detecting the convoluted (though logical) operation of 
the old revenge system threading through the new 
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social and kinship patterns of New Norcia. From the 
point of view of the pan-Aboriginal community at New 
Norcia there were complex rights and obligations, to 
be thoroughly evaluated from the various point of view 
of those involved in a revenge situation. In the scenario 
of 1876, the 'enemy' (Monop) was a friend and a 
Christian 'brother' of the avenger and of the victim: he 
was linked to Piramino and Walley in the brotherhood 
of first-communion (assuming that to be like the 
brotherhood of initiation) and he and Piramino 
belonged to the same tribe. Walley, the avenger, and 
Piramino, were the same age, had grown up together 
at New Norcia and were married to two sisters. When 
Piramino (a Victoria Plains man) died unnaturally, 
without close male kin (at the mission) the responsibility 
for avenging his death fell on his wife's family, who 
were from Bunbury, and his brother-in-law Walley, 
who was from Dardanup, near Bunbury. The avengers 
targeted someone of enemy relation to them, from the 
Victoria Plains. The man chosen, Monop had uoyLya 
powers which may be why he, in particular, was given 
the role of enemy: uOY/YaJ were known to kill by using 
magic. Salvado, well informed about Aboriginal law, 
would be reassured to learn that the matter was to be 
decided formally, at the corroboree, when the agile 
Monop would be obliged to dodge Walley's spears 
thrown 'from a certain distance' away. 
By 1876 the difference between the natives' 'bush' and 
'civilised' modes of life was a less acceptable challenge 
to Salvado than it had been in his pioneering years. 
He was growing older, he knew the Aborigines better 
than he had, and the change he worked towards was 
slow in coming. The mission Aborigines, while 
adapting easily to European ways, persisted in 
adhering to their own culture. He may have felt that 
the complexity of cultures at New Norcia obscured the 
simplicity of the mission's aim. For their part, the adult 
Aboriginals, like Salvado, responded to an intricate 
social situation. The monks were divided in terms of 
social class, religious attitude, 'superstitious' beliefs, 
education and language, and they, too, were a diverse 
group. In the 1860s the resident Aboriginal people 
represented six tribal areas between Perth and the 
Victoria Plains, plus four regions south of Perth: as 
well, a small contingent had come from Champion 
Bay. By 1876, there were also people from Roebourne 
and the Kimberley. To Salvado's mind, the chief drag 
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on the mISSIon was the disruption caused by deaths 
and the annual corroboree gatherings in the bush. 
Exasperated by the Walley/Monop affair, he wrote 
that the annual visitations by Aborigines from 
neighbouring regions were 'no better than a plague'.45 
Monop's work as a mediator between Aboriginal and 
western practices began early, judging from the fre-
quency with which he accompanied groups of people 
to the bush, escaping monkish supervision to perform 
secret business. At New Norcia he encountered 
Christian ways of negotiating the spirits of dead, 
unborn and living people, in the masses, prayers, bap-
tisms and confessional of the church, yet he also 
retained the obligations and beliefs already laid upon 
him. Rather than being torn between two faiths, his 
responsibilities cut several ways. When Bates met him, 
twenty years later, he was a mediator for the elderly 
people on the Welshpool government reserve, using 
60yLya magic and diplomacy to hold apart their 
Aboriginal and western worlds. 
Finally, Monop's Yuat culture was intermediate 
between the circumcised northern cultures and the 
Nyungar cultures to the south. The north impinged 
much more closely on the Victoria Plains than Norman 
Tindale allowed in his mapping of the Aboriginal 
regions of Australia.46 Bates's evidence was that the 
Victoria Plains was on a critical cultural border 
between southwest and northeast, and Monop's own 
country on the east of the plains, was on the border. 
North and east the initiation practices were different 
from those of the southwest, and included circumcision 
as well as nose-piercing and cicatrisation. Whereas 
Salvado saw no circumcised men during the first few 
years on the Victoria Plains, when the mission was 
confined to the people of the immediate neighbour-
hood,47 Father Garrido's 1865 diary has two reports of 
circumcision within sixty kilometres to the northwest 
and less than thirty kilometres northeast of the mis-
sion. The first involved an interesting misconception 
between the Australians and the monks. Those events 
corresponded with trips to the bush made by Monop. 
On 14 December 1864 Monop left the mission with 
some other Aboriginals including an eleven year old 
boy Matthew Colcop; he returned, and went bush 
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again on 27 December. On New Year's Day the 
acting abbot, Garrido, at the invitation of two native 
couples who arrived from the bush, went on a goodwill 
expedition lasting some days: 
1 January. We were visited early in the 
morning by two native couples ... [who 
invited us to go with them.] We left here at 
5.30 [in the morning], accompanied by one 
of the women, who went ahead through the 
scrub, throwing branches aside like 
Amazon. When this Amazon perceived the 
natives assembled close by, she left us and 
joined the women. In the place called 
Nandinga, a spring, we were joined by a 
great number of young Australians, big 
and small; there we all had a drink and 
went on to our destination, Pinpanpone, 
arriving at 11 am. This Pinpanpone is very 
pretty, having a beautiful outlook on a 
snow-white salt lake - its title should be 
Belvedere. At the top of a rock there was 
a spring of sweet water which, having been 
depleted during the day by a great number 
of natives, their dogs, and our horses, was 
replenished overnight to the same quantity 
as we found on arrival. This was a most 
appropriate place to celebrate the 
Circumcision of Jesus Christ, whose 
symbol was already impressed in the body 
of the adult Australians congregated there. 
We gave them an abundance of flour, tea, 
sugar, so that they could also celebrate the 
first day of the year.48 
In July 1865, seven months after that combined 
celebration of circumcision, a number of the young 
boys from New Norcia ran away to the bush, to 
Dandaragon (Monop accompanying them). Garrido 
wrote: 
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It seems that the reason for their going was 
to be circumcised and have their noses 
pierced. That was the explanation given by 
representatives of their respective families. 
It could be that the circumcision ceremony 
as practised by the natives of the north has 
religious significance like the piercing of 
the nose.49 
It is not known for certain whether Monop's own 
initiation was according to the southwestern nose-
piercing and cicatrisation rites, or included circumcision . 
Monop told Bates that his initiation was managed by 
three different groups north of Nergo spring. 50 His 
initiation journey took in 'Wilgie my a (Berkshire 
Valley)' - i.e., Wilgie [Red ochre] Hill in Berkshire 
Valley, not the more famous ochre mine further north 
- and concluded at Northampton, in the hills by the 
coast 330 kilometres northwest of Nergo spring. This 
was well over the border into the circumcision area as 
defined by Bates eighteen months after she interviewed 
Monop. 51 I t was even further into circumcision territory 
if we take into account Garrido's report of a circumcision 
ceremony at Dandaragon in 1865. 
Bates inferred that culturally Monop had 'an extensive 
highway opened to him through relationships': 
His father's country was near the border of 
the circumcised tribes, and some boys from 
his father's people's group had been given 
over to the circumcised tribes for initiation, 
but only those of his people who were will-
ing to be circumcised went on friendly 
visits "over the border".52 
Before he came to New Norcia, Monop's experience 
was already significantly cross-cultural. His drawings 
reflect the major influence on his home culture, both of 
the Benedictine mission and of the circumcised people 
of the north and east. 
Daisy Bates assessed Monop both as an individual 
and as a representative Aboriginal from the Victoria 
Plains. Her work for the Western Australian govern-
ment was to collate information, categorise, and map 
the cultures of the southwest, according to languages, 
kinship systems, ceremonies, beliefs, material culture 
and trade patterns. In 1904, when she began, the most 
sophisticated of the analyses she had to guide her were 
by Spencer and Gillen (1899) and Howitt (1904). She 
read assiduously in colonial records and publications 
for the first year, took advice from many correspon-
dents, and in 1905 consulted Joobaitch, an elderly 
Aboriginal whose home country took in the Welshpool 
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government reserve at Cannington, Perth. Early in 
1906 she set up a tent at the reserve and during two 
years spent months at a time there, observing and 
consulting the elderly Aboriginal residents. In 1908, 
from the start of August to the end of November, she 
capped that fieldwork by travelling around the south-
west, interviewing Aborigines and visiting ceremonial 
sites. Bates was one of the first scholars in Australia to 
undertake primary research by living with Aboriginals. 
According to Bates's own descriptions of her aims and 
achievements, she read and questioned living 
Aboriginal people to gain a picture of their situation 
before culture contact. 
Like most writers to recent times, she was looking for 
a self-contained Aboriginal world and attempting to 
screen out 'errors' and diversions consequent upon 
contact with colonists. To check what she was told by 
her Aboriginal informants, and to gain an understand-
ing of how it fitted in the scheme of things, she relied 
on the literature, but regardless of whether she found 
explanations from written sources she took most 
of the firsthand information on board. It is signif-
icant for reading Bates that she valued the early 
colonial writers and adopted their lines of thought 
relating to the origin of the Aborigines, their lowly 
rank in the evolutionary scale, andrapid extinction 
through contact with modern civilisation. She 
stayed with those themes, among them some ideas 
that had been discredited by later, more reliable 
sources (including her own fieldwork) and despite 
advice from her contemporaries around Australia 
and in England of the importance of showing the 
links between kinship systems, totems, ceremonies 
and beliefs in filling out a picture of the social life 
of the Aborigines.53 Her writing veered between 
information obtained at first hand, (and including 
much about kinship systems, totems, material cul-
ture and beliefs) and unsupported assertion. A 
second problematic aspect of her writing is that, in 
dramatising situations, she knowingly stepped 
over the boundaries of the evidence. Since the 
thickets of her papers provide a means of tracking 
her sources of information many of the 'fanciful' 
passages of wntmg may be identified. 54 
M onop painting the back to match the design on the front of a 
man's body. 1907. Photograph by E.G. Rome Unfortunately for Bates's scholarship, she never 
recovered from the effect of Andrew Lang's and 
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ult Billingee Drawtilg." c. J 907 The upper is the author's 
hand drawn copy from a drawing in a sketchbook given by 
Bates to Sir Frederick Bedford in 1907 (Battye Library). 
The lower drawing by BilJingee is from another sketchbook 
(WA Museum, reproduced by Isabel White). 
Billingee's manner of hatching, and of combining two or 
more naturalistic motifs tn a c10seknit pattern is reminiscent 
of decorated pearlshells from his country. By comparison 
Manop's style is simpler and less fluent. 
ahollt: Pear/"hcL/ JecomtaJ with ballY turtu.) ano Jea griM}. 
Kimberley, undated, (Berndt collection, Macleay Museum, 
University of Sydney) 
Alfred Radcliffe-Brown's first severe (mistaken) cntI-
cism that she had completely misunderstood the role of 
totems and kinship systems. Ironically, Radcliffe-
Brown's 1910-11 research in Australia turned around 
his first scholarly incredulity, however the damage was 
done. Bates was closed to subsequent advice. 
Bates studied the artistry of two Aborigines III 1907. 
One was Billingee, a crippled man from Broome, 
whose carving she admired for its 'absolute 
precision'.55 The other was Monop. Bates first took 
notice of Monop as an artist during the preparations 
for a corroboree performance, of which he had the 
chief role as master of ceremonies, orchestra and 
singer. 56 She saw him painting body designs on the 
backs of men who were preparing for a dance in 
March 1907, and obtained a photograph: 
It was remarkable to see ... [how] the 
design .. . made by a native on his breast and 
shoulders was carried out... [on the parts 
of the body inaccessible to the man 
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The Pa.fjll'fller.1, DoorfJrllzlYlo KeIlin,t]. 1907 Photograph by E G Rome (We,ltem ;Jfaii 25 D ecember 1907) Inscriptions as in newspaper though with two 
overwritten in red for the sake of legibili ty. 
wearing the design]; the lines, dots and 
other markings on ... back and legs exactly 
followed the design in front. [It] looked 
when finished as though the whole paint-
ing had been done by the same person, so 
faithfully was the design copied. 57 
Aboriginal art in general, she thought, demonstrated: 
an intelligence .. . he [the Aboriginal] most 
certainly possesses. His eye takes in form 
and colour and he reproduces these with 
the scantiest materials . He has no perspec-
tive but he brings accuracy in its stead . . . 58 
A second photograph also taken in March 1907 shows 
the performers in their regalia. Bates was delighted by 
their enactment of the oooroaaroo Ice-lng, a dance cycle 
that focused on the If'alZlzoorig, a circular spiderweb-
shaped regalia sacred to the initiation ceremonies of 
inland and northern peoples. Her interest in the dance 
was twofold. It dealt with secret matters about which 
she was pumping her consultants. Secondly, the 
corroboree was an art of 'barbaric beauty'; the 
combination of dance, music, song, and elaborate 
costume was comparable with European opera. 59 
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As the long cadenced vowels ceased, a 
figure sprang out from the darkness at the 
western end of the circle, and, rushing into 
the light, stood for a moment quiveringly 
erect, holding aloft the spider-webbed 
beendee beendee. The figure uttered no 
sound, it merely stood quivering in the 
most perfectly dramatic manner. The semi-
circle of performers again sounded the 
prolonged notes. Meanwhile, the measure 
of the song insensibly increased and now, 
with the /lwoordoo" (which this single 
figure is called), taking the lead, the high-
stepping movement recommenced, the 
/lwoordoo" [who was Jubaitch] inclining 
his body now to the right, now to the left, 
and, holding his beendee beendee in 
position, was followed along the path 
which ran through the centre of the 
circle ... 60 
No date is included in the inscription of Monop's name 
and family details on the sketchbook, however the 
contents include drawings of some dance ornaments 
used in March 1907. Evidently Bates approached 
Monop and Billingee at the same time, March or April 
1907.61 The latter was: 
familiar with all the markings, ancestral, 
'familiar', totem, etc of his people,together 
with the ornaments worn by the boys at 
various stages of their initiation. I obtained 
a drawing book and a box of [colored] 
crayons and asked Billingee to draw there-
'Some Southern Aborigines. ! to I: 0001 (Tondarup Division), Mannop (Ballarruk Division), Jooby tch (Ballarruk 
Division), Genburdong (Ballarruk Division), \\'oolber (Nagarnook Division)' ('.1907 Photograph E.G. Rome (lre,Itim/Wail 
7 March 1908) Manop has what appears to be a pearlshell on a drape across hi.s thigh. 
• 
William lVlonop JVt.apOllJ 1907 cray on and lead pencil on paper 
27 x 34 em. from sketchbook (Daisy Bates papers. NLA) 
• 
William Monop Bet!da Ula, pear/Jbe!/ ] 907 crayon and lead pencil on paper 27 x 34 cm, from sketchbook 
(Daisy Bates papers. N LA) 
., 
• 
" • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
William Manop BUlaara, U~lIlflOOI't."9 1907 crayon and lead pencil on paper 27 x 34 ern, from sketch-
book ( Daisy Bates papers, N LA). The Wannoorig appears not to have been the sacred headgear but 
what Bates descri bed as the 'ordinary headgear'. 
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m his weapons, 
implements, orna-
ments and any 
other objects he 
was in the habit of 
drawing, chipping 
or making.62 
By her own proud admission 
Bates controlled the situa-
tions of research. She 
described the making of sev-
eral items, the work sessions 
having been arranged so that 
she could oversee the process 
every step of the way. 
Between times, she kept the 
uncompleted object in her 
tent.63 One imagines Bates 
supervismg Billingee and 
Monop, asking them to draw 
certain things, and removing 
sketchbook and crayons at the 
end of each session. Beside 
each item on each page she 
wrote the local name for the 
object and the English trans-
lation. The artists would be 
conscious of being watched. 
Monop (accustomed to sur-
veillance) evidently was 
equally conscious of having a 
responsibility to the people on 
the reserve. He shielded the 
secrets of the pan-Aboriginal 
community, as well as his own 
secrets, from her questioning . 
Instructed, presumably, by 
Bates, Monop's first drawing 
was a simple diamond 
arrangement of four ovals, 
inscribed by Bates 'noorgoo 
emu eggs'. (I suspect she 
asked him to represent his 
home place, Nergo spring.) 
The next page has drawings of 
twelve weapons, their names 
likewise inscribed by Bates, who was gathering as 
much information as she could about the weapons etc 
belonging to each region of Western Australia. 
(Billingee produced drawings of the same kind for his 
region.) Following was a drawing of two engraved and 
stained pearl shells, inscribed beedawa. In Manop's 
country the word beedawa meant the boys' initiation 
ceremony (as Bates recorded elsewhere) whereas the 
word for pearl-shell was biJ-a-walZg or alternatively 
beedall'a.64 Bates who questioned each of the men at 
Welshpool about their initiation, surely wanted an 
illustration of initiation but although Billingee sup-
plied what she wanted, Manop did not. 65 However the 
pearlshell substituted by him signified that a man had 
been initiated so the drawing loosely met require-
ments. I suspect that Manop was deliberately evasive 
in the first and second drawings, and the fol-
lowing. 
Sheet four has drawings of the two ornaments 
that featured in the doordaaring lce-lZing dance 
cycle. One was the binaara that was carried 
and twirled in the dance. 66 The other is 
inscribed" lI'atZlZoor0"" but Manop did not illus-
trate the circular, spider-web woven walZllOor0" 
but another, non-sacred head ornament spoked 
with beendee beendee (peeled sticks). The 
headdress, like the walZllOorig, was associated 
with the doordaarilZg Ice-ning (the same style of 
headdress appears in rock engravings in the 
Ashburton district where the dance cycle origi-
nated).67 In the photograph of the performers taken 
by E.G. Rome in March 1907, Joobaitch, as the chief -
performer, is wearing the spoked headdress. Bates 
wrote that he held the spiderweb shaped object during 
the first act (its only appearance in the dance cycle). 
She also wrote that no one apart from the performers 
was permitted to see the secret dance ornaments 
being made, or to see them at all, outside the perform-
ance.68 
The interplay between the senior men at Welshpool 
and the woman who interrogated them is intriguing. 
Given the nature of Bates' questioning of the men, she 
would have asked them to perform an initiation 
corroboree. They consulted closely together, without 
permitting her to share in their discussions and came 
to an agreement concerning every detail of the per-
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formance, to be stage-managed by 
Monop.69 The performance they 
elected to give evidently originated 
from the Ashburton River to the 
north, and was neutral to all of the 
men, none of whom had connec-
tions there. The dance was safe, in 
that it had been de-sacralised by 
being traded out of its country of 
origin?O And, in strict compliance 
with Bates's (presumed) request, 
the main item featured in the dance, 
the lI'allnoorig, was connected with 
initiation; from their point of view it 
was a different form of initiation 
(circumcision) from what was prac-
ticed in the southwest: 
[Its] connection with 
rites of circumcision and 
sub-incision is shown in 
its universal use at these 
ceremonies ... in districts 
of the south, on the 
eastern goldfields and 
inland of the northwest 
as well as the 
Kimberley.71 
The list of Monop's evasions is 
impressive. He stage-managed 
every aspect of the corroboree. He 
mis-interpreted every request to 
make a picture of a secret object or 
scene. Bates' notes of her 
discussions with Monop reveal that 
his first response to her standard 
questions about initiation was to 
change the subject, first by men-
tioning the doordaarilZg ke-Iling dance 
cycle, then by telling a provocative 
story about seeing a woman with 
four breasts on one of his travels. 
When he did answer, the informa-
tion lacked specific details about 
the place/s, people and ritual 
involved in his initiation. 72 
The record of their interaction 
overall is consistent with the idea 
William Monop Joolap, Yi)lta 1907 crayon and lead pencil on paper 27 x 34 em, From sketchbook (Daisy Bates papers, 
NLA) Bates's explanation reads 'Jooleep pubic tassel. mass of opossum hair'; 'Yotta. worn round the neck, made of 
opossum string and dalgaitch tails'. 
that Monop dodged questions about secret matters. 
Bates could not decide whether Monop was stupid or 
tricky: she treated him with caution. In her manu-
script, she praised the art of Billingee, who complied 
with her requests, but made minimal use of Monop's 
drawings and did not mention his role in the doordaar-
ing Ice-ning performance. Her journalism about life at 
the Welshpool reserve gave a spiky picture of Monop 
as a man who liked to have his own way?3 She men-
tioned more than once that he and Gen'burdong, a 
younger, 'uneducated' man from the same region, 
retained many of their people's 'superstitions' and con-
tinually 'sent bulya (magic) flying in certain direc-
tions where enemies were supposed to be locat-
ed,?4 That Monop practised magic in Bates's vicinity 
was in keeping with the pictorial style of some of 
his drawings, which were in a style used (in the north) 
for sorcery. 
Monop's multi-cultural expenence supplied the 
historical background to the book of drawings he 
produced for Daisy Bates. Whether it was also the 
stylistic background is conjectural. Two features of his 
style warrant particular mention. Many of the 
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/aClil.9 page upper 10 {oU'er: William Manop BU'{'9ga - <Iklil 
cloak, DU't'rJ (Jarrt:r, Jog;, laLi./. worn IWlIld tbe heat) 1907; 
./oota, (lpO,fJflfn,l/rifl.q 1907; gftJr'fa, Ba(gt1 1907 [the latter 
Xanthorrhoea kingia and Xanthorrhoea preissiiJ, each 
crayon on paper 27 x 34 em, from sketchbook (Daisy 
Bates papers. NLA) 
drawings display a high degree of symmetry within 
each motif, though rarely an absolute symmetry. 
Drawings 3, 4, 5, and 6 each show closely related 
pairs. Likewise, in painting body designs for the 
performers of the daardoorilZg ke-lZing Monop repeated 
the designs from the front to the back of the body. 
There was a background of duality in Aboriginal 
culture. In mythology and ritual there were pairs of 
ancestors (Monop's being the male and female 
thylacine, the female of whom created the small Nergo 
spring) . The moiety system of kinship gave a key role 
in life to alternation. Monop's doubling of imagery 
may have had significance?5 
Secondly, the style was sophisticated. Though stiff by 
compared with Billingee's fluency it was neither the 
clumsy mode of an absolute beginner nor a 'rude' 
manner of art. Monop's drawings included an illustra-
tion of the neck ornament, yolta, so correct in drawing 
it resembles something mechanically produced (by a 
spirograph for example). The majority of the lines are 
arcs. One's eye seeks to complete each arc as a circle: 
the effect of their incompleteness is like a coiled spring, 
imparting dynamism to the whole. The image of the 
yolta could have derived from a necklace threaded 
with hollow bones or reeds to form a springing pattern 
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of arcs; the yotta, however, was made of slack opossum 
string and oa/gaitch (wild cat) tails, ruling out the 
possibility that the drawing imitated the form of the 
necklace. Besides, the style informed all of Monop's 
drawings that had curved shapes: emu eggs, decorated 
pearlshells, bilZaara ornament, beenoha beelZoha yabbaroo 
and so on. 
As a mode of design, the arc was to the circle what the 
straight-sided cat's cradle style of design (so much 
practised by Aboriginals) was to the rectangle. The 
style was sophisticated, Monop 's manner of drawing 
was assured, therefore the stylistic source is a matter of 
interest (much more so than Billingee's figurative style 
which is immediately recognisable as deriving from the 
Kimberley). 
Very little information is obtainable about the visual 
styles of the southwest, let alone the Victoria Plains76 
The one form of artistry that is well documented, the 
straight-grooved style of carved weapons, would sug-
gest a very different regional style from Monop's. 
However the scant record of southwestern art 
includes the use of circles. The geology of the southern 
plains was not appropriate for rock drawings, yet 
there were some: in a cave at York was a circle repre-
senting the moon . Photographs of painted body 
designs (and Bates's verbal descriptions) had similari-
ties with Monop's drawing in the play between sym-
metry and asymmetry and the distinctive use of 
branching lines . Some ceremonies were signalled by a 
circle that was painted on the face. Shaped and 
inscribed circles were a feature of grave sites. At King 
George's Sound the mourners, after burying the dead, 
would 'carve circles in the bark of the trees that grow 
near the grave,?7 Thomas Worsnop mentioned similar 
graves near Perth, where' circles and other ornaments 
[had been] carved by the mourners on the nearest 
trees,?8 In the early years of settlement Francis 
Armstrong reported that the trees were inscribed once 
the death had been avenged.79 Descriptions of two 
late nineteenth-century graves, one at Wizard Peak 
near Champion Bay, the other near Kalgoorlie, suggest 
that their visual theme was the circle and arc. The 
Wizard Peak grave was a circular pit filled with sand 
and lined with small, peeled sticks: and 'a large semi-
circular fence fronted the south-east side'. The grave in 
the bush near Kalgoorlie had' a ridge of earth ... in the 
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felt \Vi ll iam Monop C/;,)kkalok, cockatoo feather" 1907 cray on 
and lead pencil on paper 27 x 34 em, rr om sketchbook (Daisy 
Bates papers. NLA) 
abol't William Monop NO{lllJllrll, helt.,tl'in.fJ 1907 crayon and 
lead pencil on paper 27 x 34 em. from sketchbook (Daisy 
Bates papers. NLA) 
Embroidered chasubles worn for a church ceremony. New 
Norcia. (photograph New Norcia archive) 
shape of a horseshoe' around the grave mound, and 
a double ridge just outside it that was 'planted with 
sticks ... cleaned of all bark', painted with red ochre 
and 'decorated every few inches with clusters and 
curls of attached shavings, made by scraping them 
whilst green, with a sharp flint or knife'. Finally, 'an 
old iron shoe cast off by a horse . .. was placed at the 
foot of the grave.'80 
By far the best description of a southwest style was 
from eighty years earlier (and has already been 
quoted, in Chapter 1). It arose in a situation similar 
to Bates's with Monop, when Robert Neal Lyon 
questioned a Nyungar man about his way of life: 
He solicited pen, ink and paper .. .for the 
purpose of answering my questions 
... more satisfactorily. He did not take a 
moment to think. The [drawing he pro-
duced] is hieroglyphical .. [it] consists of 
men, animals, birds, etc ... traced in 
circles, round the central character with 
which he began. 
-'ti~5fio~:l-....::==~:~·ii·;· : ~ 
~dLJ X /z'i ilk _:t.I' ,;;d-
""'7""''''''' ''' 
I take it that Monop inherited a southwestern 
pictorial style: a manner of inscribing 'in 
circles, round the central character.' 81 
Sketch plan of a gntve ncar· Kalgoorlier. from an ul11denti1ied handv"I-itten 
account (,\.S. Keny on papers. Lu Trob(' Library . SLV) 
The stylistic association that leaps to mind 
today, however, is the art of the northwest. The 
evidence just adduced would suggest that at 
Jimmy Midjaw midjaw Sorary paintil1.9 c.1947 
natural pigments on bark 67 x 40 cm (Berndt 
Museum, Perth) The artist v .. as at Kunbarlanja 
when the Berndts commissioned him to paint 
sorcery paintings 
one time there had been stylistic continuity from 
south to north of the western half of the continent. 
Bates, however, who looked for style in artefacts 
and rock paintings rather than in body designs, 
mortuary art and sand drawings, did not connect 
Monop's style with other southwestern art (though 
some of her examples fitted). Evidently the style 
recorded in 1833 by Lyon and practiced in 1907 by 
Monop was mostly in abeyance by the early 1900s. 
Because Monop's use of the style was so assured I 
incline towards the direct explanation - that he 
learned it as his own tradition. Yet he had access to 
the styles of the north. The southwest had a long-
standing trade connection northward as far as the 
Kimberley - as attested by Monop wearing a pearl-
shell round his neck and illustrating two decorated 
pearlshells (and see fig. p. of an early New Norcia 
residen t wearing a pearlshell). 82 Monop was 
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acquainted with people from the north, and from the 
1870s could have seen the northern style in drawings 
by New Norcia residents. He travelled in the north, 
telling Daisy Bates that he'd been droving one 
hundred miles inland from Wyndham, which was 
within the scope of western Arnhem Land. The date of 
that trip must have been between 1886 and 1906: 
twenty years during which his name does not appear 
in mission and government records. 
Some of Monop's drawings (the kookain and yotta ill 
\ 
William Monop Kookaln 1907 crayon and lead pencil on paper 27 x 34 em, from sketchbook (Daisy Bates papers, NLA) , 
Bates 's inscription explains 'a native root found in the sand plains or the Eastern (York etc) district', 
particular) are strikingly similar to northern sorcery 
figures and Mimi figures, having the distinctive con-
struction of curves branching from curves, with the 
junctions well defined. In the north this style of draw-
ing has been associated with magic. Bates said that 
Monop practiced much magic at Welshpool reserve so 
an alliance is not beyond the bounds of possibility. 
Nor should it be overlooked that Monop was closely 
acquainted with a western style similar to his own. I 
refer to the curving interlace patterns embroidered on 
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the monks' chasubles at New Norcia. The ornamental 
style would be on show whenever the priests per-
formed the solemn ceremonies of the church. A study 
of the chasubles in the New Norcia museum, and of 
Italian and Spanish decorative ornament in general, 
showed that there was invariably an axis or spine to 
which the ornamental line referred. The spine is miss-
ing in Monop's style of intersecting arcs, yet the com-
parison is eloquent. Both styles were associated with 
power, one with the ceremonial occasions of the 
church, the other with the similar invocation of spiri-
tual powers to bring about the increase of sources of 
food, or as an integral part of a mortuary ritual. There 
was similarity even in the occasions when the styles 
made their appearance. 
Research into the details of Monop's life at New 
Norcia confirmed Daisy Bates' much later observation 
that he exercised boyLya powers.83 Within the frame-
work of nature indivisible from humanity, the interaction 
of people with the world around them would extend 
beyond the merely human into forces of life that were 
animal, vegetable, and related to the wind, water, sun 
and moon. In circumstances where specialised 
negotiation was required, boyLYaJ were brought in. 
Salvado evidently was boy/ya in the eyes of the 
Australians. He was permitted to see sorcery objects 
the sight of which would kill a man not possessed of 
spiritual power.84 His medicinal use of cantharides to 
produce blisters and bring out the bad 'humour' 
compared closely with boyLya practice of sucking to 
bring out the evil spirit.85 And he officiated at religious 
ceremonies. 
Switching the threads of my hypothesis, there is a con-
nection between the hypnotically rhythmic forms of 
Monop's drawings of the yotta, and the sympathetic 
magic of geometric order in structuralist theories of 
culture and in modernist art - such as Preston's paint-
ings and prints, for example. The strict order of mod-
ernist drawing and colour was thought to describe the 
mathematically quantifiable, essentially rhythmic 
phenomena of sound and light waves or the structure 
of the atom and thereby it expressed a basic principle 
of life. Professor Radcliffe Brown, architect of a 
structural theory of anthropology, responded to the 
analogy with biology. He told a story to that effect, one 
night at Sydney's Five Arts Club. He had played a 
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major role in the club's formation, persuading the 
university's various student clubs, plus the Royal Art 
Society's Atelier Reunion Club and the Art Students' 
Club of the Sydney Art School to combine into a 
single club to embrace all the arts: hence the name Five 
Arts Club.86 The idea was that an atmosphere of 
creative debate would be induced similar to that of 
Parisian cafe society, but Radcliffe Brown found him-
self, as the Club's President, doing most of the work 
himself. During one debate about the meaning of art 
he explained the importance of rhythm. It was the 
thread connecting all aspects of human life and 
creativity. Why, he said, the blood pumps in time to 
the beating of a drum. Human energy can be 
stimulated and harnessed by a marching rhythm: 
"Static balance has been shown; 
But the arts of movement - with 'em 
There's a balance known as rhythm. 
In our muscles we can feel 
Rhythmical appeal." 
And he tells of cases where 
This was proven "Over There" 
At the war a doctor sewed 
Arteries that calmly flowed 
Till the drums began to beat, 
Then the blood, with sudden heat, 
Sprang in syncopated spurts -
"I assure you it is true; 
You should try it, all of you! " 
Consternation, mirth and noise, 
Explanations - then a voice, 
Is there any balance, then, 
In this modern stuff?" And when 
The Professor nods assent 
Curtain drops on argument.87 
By that formulation, art is a form of sympathetic magic 
and of sorcery. A stylistic and conceptual connection 
may be perceived between western and Aboriginal art 
of the time. 
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Margaret Preston Orange.} c.1908 oil on canvas 50.5 x 64.7 em (NGA) 
reston had authority as an artist and as a promoter 
of visual culture. I see two main positions for her 
in the history of Australian art. Firstly, she main-
tained strong links with the wider public through 
journalism. Not only did she express her ideas 
about Australian culture in terms of the broad public, 
she thought in those terms. Secondly, in art as in life 
she was a traveller, extracting what she wanted from 
many places, yet her art and ideas displayed a consis-
tent development over a career lasting seventy years. 
In 1907, when this story begins, Preston (or Rose 
Macpherson as she was then) was aged thirty-two and 
had been painting since the 1890s. She'd recently 
returned from a first study tour in Europe, where the 
art that attracted her attention was illusionistic: the 
work admired most during two years in Europe had 
been Albrecht Durer's painting of two apostles, one 
having a whole landscape reflected on the pupil of his 
eye.88 In London she had taken some lessons in black 
and white poster design.89 The immediate result was 
that she simplified her drawing in order to accent a 
pictorial idea. 
Orange.J 1907, (NGA) , soberly correct except for a 
single, offbeat accent in a curl of peel, signalled what 
Preston would look for in modernism: separation of 
tone areas (by contrast to the shot-silk diffuseness then 
prevalent in Australia), a limited palette of colours, a 
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composItIOn pared down to a few elements, and an 
analytical approach.90 She already preferred still-life 
to landscape, figure and portrait subjects, evidently 
because still-life lent itself to formal analysis and was 
comparatively untrammelled so far as patrons' 
expectations were concerned. In the 1920s she was to 
compare her a rt to science and her mode of composing 
to a laboratory.91 Preston's lack of sentiment was 
noted by the Lone Halld in April 1910. The painterly 
style was commended ('each tone .. put on with preci-
sion, exactly in relation to its color value: in other 
words she is a splendid painter of surfaces, a beautiful 
painter of paint') , however the artist seemed 'quite 
unable to enter the essential character of [a] subject'; 
in consequence, her work seemed 'cold and uncon-
vincing' despite its formal brilliance.92 
It is significant that Preston's earliest memory of 
Aboriginal art was upon returning home to Adelaide 
(15 December 1906) when she had her first semi-
outsider view of her home country. The ethnographic 
displays of the Museum (next to the Library and Art 
Gallery on North Terrace) had been augmented 
recently by some art from Arnhem Land, and in 1907 
the museum acquired the 400 Dieri to as that were 
discussed in chapter 5.93 The first nationalist attempt 
to advertise Australian art abroad had been in 1898, an 
exhibition mounted in London (that had included Tom 
Roberts's Shearing the Ral71-J). Preston turned to 
Aboriginal art in 1923, the year Australians sent 
London a second exhibition of their art, which London 
a second time described as a provincial reflection of 
British art.94 From the start her interest was in pro-
moting a national school of art by white Australians .95 
The idea that the national style should be informed by 
Aboriginal art (as uniquely Australian) held her atten-
tion to the end of her life. 
Up to 1940, the major non-western influence on 
Preston's style was Japanese art.96 Returning to Paris 
in 1912, she was advised by an American teacher 
(George Oberteuffer) to study Japanese art at the 
Musee Guimet, 'to let her learn slowly that there is 
more than one vision in art'.97 The idea was not novel. 
Japanese art had been collected and its design 
emulated by leading European artists and designers 
since the 1860s. In the 1880s and 1890s a taste for 
'Japanaiserie ' in decor and design had wide 
popularity in the w est. Preston's teacher in the mid 
1890s at Melbourne's National Gallery School, 
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Utamarn If1mw/l " eo/ f" ! on a l'c'nJlU1llh (A 0 
."'ieke t 'hat,1 !111 Jllpllllt',ft' Prtiu.1 London 1915 
iJlus. p.290) with Preston's translation into a 
composition of still life (free copy by author. 
1970s, from book AGNSW archive) 
Harunobu COllrte(lan dcfaillli~q a pa,fJill.q Jlllllllral 
(A 0 Ficke Chat.1 on Japtllle(lt: Prillf.1 London 1915 
ilJus. p. ]49) with Preston's translation (copied by 
author, 1970s, from book AGNSW archive). 
/acill.tJ page: l'vlargaret Preston Ant:I1I01U,1 19 I 6 oil on 
canvas 55.5 x 46 em (private co llection), 
a successful trans latton of the oblique line of the 
Japanese print as a flower arrangement. 
I 
I 
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acquaintance with the land, refined a succinct code of symbols to 
represent its form and colour. These were the gumleaf's narrow 
triangle, the deep-curving boomerang, and the circle. Australia's 
stark contrasts in light they represented as white and charcoal 
black. The Aboriginal palette of charcoal with red, yellow and 
brown ochres matched the 'dense' masses characteristic of the 
landscape, and surfaces that were 'dull' and impervious. lOS Using 
the analytic mode of structuralism she adapted the designs on 
Aboriginal carved and painted weapons, toas, and bark contain-
ers for their form, not their content. In the first phase (l920s to 
1940) she obeyed a major tenet of structuralism, for which it was 
a matter of principle to keep form and content separate. She told 
a journalist in 1930: 'Mythology and religious symbolism do not 
matter to the artist, only to the anthropologist.'104 Nonetheless 
there is a correlation between her abstraction and Radcliffe 
Brown's structuralism. 
What Preston said, and wrote so bluntly, was expressed elo-
quently in her works of art. The pictorial composition of Banlcdla 
1927 was the height of Preston's structuralism. The flowers' 
cylindrical form modifYing towards the spherical, the strict cylin-
ders of the vases, the rectangles, cubes and curves of bench, win-
dow, and receding wall affirmed a Bauhaus-cum-Aboriginal 
geometry of cylinder, circle, cube, boomerang-curve and mass. 
The interior spaces had a Japanese suggestion of stepped, swiv-
elled and interpenetrating cubes. The artist matched the reduc-
tive design with an equally reduced palette of black, white, 
brown and dull green, plus small accents of yellow and brown in 
the flowers. 
The content of the painting is encrypted in the form. According 
to the narrow terms she had set herself Preston played complicat-
edly with surface and depth and movement. The banksias are on 
a shelf within a small, sharply receding niche, or so it seems at 
first. A twist to the right is required to resolve the setting: the 
small bench is in fact attached to a wall at the extreme edge of the 
picture. The wall recedes steeply, till blocked by a corner, where 
(in effect) the receding line zig-zags behind the flowers and picks 
up again, through a window, in the blurred side wall of a house. 
From side to side on that half of the picture the depth of field is 
thus doubled, quadrupled, multiplied many times. By compari-
son, the horizontal and vertical black lines in the upper left zone 
of the picture are as serenely ordained by the picture plane as a 
painting by a Dutch master: Vermeer or Mondrian. Down the 
centre panel Preston softened the junction of bench and back-
ground so that they hinge and splay out at an oblique angle 
rather than abut at right-angles. Taking another reading of the 
picture's planes from that centre panel, there is no great depth, 
and the two dominant vertical lines through the picture are mod-
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Margaret Preston Teapot wilh decomtillfl Of.lJftnl tref<' 
and hill"., c.1917 (AGNSW) During the first 
world war, Preston studied, and taught, pottery at 
the Seale Hayne rehabilitation unit, in the UK. 
Margaret Preston (Ceremonial h('addre<IJ) c.1924 
(illus Arl '" Awlral", (Sydney) March 1925 
Margaret Preston's ('. 1924 
translation of a WA carved 
woomera into a pattern suited 
to the modern home. 
ified to gentle curves (each bending like a boomerang). 
In essence the pictorial idea was the complementary 
contrast between the cubed forms of the interior setting 
and the different formal language Preston used for 
defining the plant. At the heart of the picture the vases, 
one slightly in front of the other, begin a curve that 
extends to the group of flowers and rising leaves. In 
turn, the loose spiral of the floral arrangement casually 
frames the remarkable banksia flower. All other sur-
faces are plain and solid; the springy banksia flower is 
neither of those things. A multitude of tall stamens cir-
cles the flower's core, each stem in its preordained 
place within a complicated spiralling cross-rhythm 
that shapes the three-dimensional form of the 
flower. 106 The painting is, as Preston wanted art to be, 
abstract yet thoughtful and convincing. Its' two struc-
tures indicated the man-made 'meccano' of a modern 
home, and the spiritual principle of the plant. 107 
Remarkably, for the time, Preston saw no contradic-
tion between the modern age if science and Aboriginal 
art. On the contrary, the path she took toward styles of 
modernism informed her interest in the 'primitive' art 
of her native country. Structure was the key to the 
modern age of science, structure also characterised 
Margaret Preston R~"(/£ birJ" c.1928 oil, dimensions unknown (cover Hum( (Sydney) July 1928). 
Australian Aboriginal art. Preston's various departures 
in art accorded with developments in western art, 
though she sought forms and motifs in Aboriginal art. 
Along with other European modernists of the period 
she was already asking, by 1915, 'why is music so con-
trolled and painting such a muddle?', and answering 
the question, 'Because music is a science'. A'laborato-
ry' approach to the subject rendered it 'useful to art', 
translating it from ordinary life into 'an aesthetic 
object' able to 'originate another suggestion apart from 
food and fecundity.' 
Margaret Preston Trall,datioll from Aboriginal 
mot~f c. 1924 
The next step towards her com-
mitment to a national style (by 
1918 and presumably roused by 
war-time loyalty to the ANZACS and 
work in a wartime rehabilitation 
unit) was to commit herself to 
express an AllAralulIz reality. By 
1924 she had decided that 
Aboriginal art was an appropriate 
study for Australian artists: 108 
'Our proximity to Java, China and Japan should have 
been apparent in our decorative art. .. A study of our 
own aboriginal art may meet with better success'. 
Again, that thinking was in line with western mod-
ernism: 'Other countries have not been above profiting 
by close observation of primitive or foreign races.' A 
warning against categorising her too simply, as a sin-
gle-minded laboratory technician, is that she thought 
of 'Starting by accepting that these aboriginal people 
had emotions.' There is no getting around that early, 
heartening statement by Preston that human emotions 
were expressed in the succinct symbolism of 
Aboriginal art. Nor did she feel a need to condescend 
to their art: 'if you go to the museum and study the art 
of the aboriginal you are not demeaning yourself or 
being kind to them.' Yet Preston at no time then or 
later questioned the racism that defined the Aboriginal 
people as primitive. Her art and ideas embraced some 
fundamental contradictions, meaning that one has to 
be cautious before condemning her racism or praising 
her cross-culturality. To summarise her thinking to 
1927, she saw no incongruity in combining a study of 
'primitive' Aboriginal art with allegiance to a scientific 
approach and to the modern world in which she lived: 
'This is an age of science ... Science is revolutionary. It 
gives self-reliance and self-reliance refuses to light 
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Margaret Preston Th~' lhir(J .9enerati{l1l 1:.1923 woodblock 
print 14.9 x 14.9 em 
altars to past cycles.'109 
Preston's major public role was as an advocate for the 
comparative study of cultures (allied to the goal of a 
national style based on a study of Aboriginal art). A 
point she often made was that a practical apprentice-
ship to a foreign mode of art quickly showed the dif-
ference from one's own visual culture. In 1930 she sug-
gested that the first requirement for an Australian art 
student was to discover her cultural situation. He or 
she: 
should have the benefit of university train-
ing ... to think consecutively, ... should be 
well read, ... should speak another lan-
Margaret Preston The aeroplane woodblock print 24 x 19 em (NGA) 
Preston's twin interests in Aboriginal symbols and themes of modern life 
came together in this work. 
guage and know another liter-
ature besides that of his [her] 
own country. I I 0 
Within twenty years of gaining her 
first insight into the differences 
between long-established cultures, 
she formulated a scheme whereby 
white Australian artists, designers, 
manufacturers and consumers would 
benefit from the comparative study of 
cultures. It would be especially bene-
ficial for Australians to study 
Aboriginal art as it was both close to 
hand and true to the country, the next 
most appropriate study would be the 
arts of Java (ie Indonesia) and the 
many Oceanic styles, beyond those 
again were the various schools of 
Asian art and, at the outer rim geo-
graphically, the arts of the Americas, 
Europe and Britain. If Australians 
were to faithfully observe the geo-
graphically ordered hierarchy of cul-
tural styles, and their artists were to 
follow its principles, the foundations of an Australian 
style might be laid over several generations. To reca-
pitulate, the first step would be to recognise that 
national styles existed, the second, to achieve a synthe-
sis appropriate to Australia's geographical place in the 
world. 
First in Preston's scheme of things was a white 
Australian tradition. She was aware that there was a 
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difficulty for her generation in inverting the order of 
influence from dependence on a distant home culture 
to an independent national style, knew that the 
Australian style she envisaged could not be brought 
into being overnight. 
The construction of a national art can't be 
((made", because it must come from the 
subconscious and express the national 
characteristics and temperament, but the 
growth of such an art must be slow and 
begun from the conscious before the sub-
conscious. [To learn from] this aboriginal 
art, which seem easy, is not so at its 
essence . III 
In Preston's plan, Aboriginal artists (she came to 
describe them as artists) would be the basis of a 
national art but were themselves excluded from the 
adventure. Likewise she was opposed to accepting 
great numbers of immigrants, on the grounds that 
they would slow the process of culture-formation. Her 
scheme was to externalise cultural characteristics, and 
so force the pace of what, for older cultures, had been 
the unconscious, slow result of centuries of art-
making. To see art as she did, through national 
schools, was a western habit of Preston's time. Other 
modern thinkers besides Preston also reckoned on the 
power of environment to shape human sensibility. 
Preston wrote: 
Surely someone will arise who, continually 
seeing only such simple [Aboriginal] sym-
bols around him, will apply them in a man-
ner that will make an individual land in 
art. 112 
Alfred Radcliffe Brown, the Cambridge biologist Eliot 
Lovegood Grant Watson (who was Brown's assistant 
on the Australian expedition of 1910-11), and Fernand 
Leger - to name three contemporaries of diverse 
training and experience - shared the belief that 
environment shaped social consciousness. Each 
believed in the power of cultural symbols though they 
spoke to different ends. The artist Preston envisaged 
the basic symbols of Australian nature acting upon the 
consciousness of future generations of white 
Australians . The anthropologist Radcliffe Brown 
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Margaret Pres ton. Two translations of Aboriginal 
motifs into designs for modern homes .•. 1924 
Fernand Leger Still /~fe (illus L'&prit NOIlI'mu 
(Paris) c.May 1924) 
imagined a society enacting its core social structure, 
with social function driving the system. He spoke as if 
change involved different things in 'modern' and 
'primitive' societies. Modern societies changed through 
each generation's reaction to the past, whereas he 
could only imagine that the (implicitly brittle) social 
systems of primitive societies would break down upon 
contact with modern societies. Watson, a biologist, had 
a contrary, neo-Cartesian, vision of the conscious mind 
adapting to a complex environment in ways that were 
all-embracing (environmental, physiological and psy-
chic rather than merely social); and, in adapting, also 
creating and shaping new matter. In some ways 
Watson's concept of adaptation agreed with the vision 
of the Parisian painter Leger, that living in a mod-
ern urban 'machine' would alter humankind: 
We are bound to our environment ... 1 am a 
firm believer in a slow and continual 
inroad brought about by the manufactured 
object which holds the key to any renais-
sance we may have. A man living for a long 
time in the environment of these stern geo-
metric forms will unconsciously find him-
self won over by them. 113 
Fernand Leger, having entered the discussion via his 
vision of a society adapting to the machine, was 
himself a source of adaptations by Preston who used 
reproductions of two of his works from L'EJprit 
Margaret Preston Still/if, 1925 oil on canvas 50 x 51 cm (NGA) 
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Nouveau (no.20, c.May 1924) as the basis of Still life 
1925 (N GA) and Still Life 1927 (untraced) .114 I do not 
go along with Terry Smith's recent suggestion that 
Leger's art was the single source of Preston's 'abstract 
geometric' art of the late 1920s.1 15 Japanese art was, 
I think, the major (earlier and more sustained) source 
of a manner of working towards black and white and 
to a dynamic design. Her long apprenticeship to the 
Japanese would be a reason for responding positively 
to works by Leger that treated the mode so forcefully. 
Likewise the idea of the machine as an image of mod-
ern society was encountered by her before she 
responded to Leger in the mid 1920s. Yet one of 
Smith's suggestions is unarguable. Through importing 
Leger's 'pure' images and style, formed in an atmos-
phere of avant-garde detachment from bourgeois socie-
ty, into the markedly impure context of middle-class 
Australia, Preston drastically re-positioned them in 
real life: the situation Leger had only theorised 
about. 116 I am more interested in Preston's convergent 
vision whereby Aboriginal art plus the modern 
machine had a decisive role in shaping national culture. 
Alfred Radcliffe Brown had the authority of 
charisma and a winning theory. When he came to 
Australia the first time, in September 1910, as head of 
the Cambridge University Expedition to Western 
Australia, he was in the grip of an idea that was to 
Margaret Preston Still life 1927 oil on canvas (known From reproduction) 
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Fernard Leger Still !~fc' (illus L'&pl'lf NOllJ'eali (Paris) c.May 
1924) 
significantly influence the direction of social 
anthropology. The idea was to apply to the study of 
indigenous societies the structured method Emile 
Durkheim had proposed for the sociological study of 
western societies. Radcliffe Brown was in Australia to 
effect a paradigmatic shift, as the theorist Thomas 
Kuhn would say. 
To establish his theory in social reality, Radcliffe 
Brown intended to follow up and check the copious 
information about social organisation contained in a 
lengthy manuscript by Daisy Bates. Indeed, her 
manuscript seems to have inspired the expedition.Il7 
The folklorist scholar Andrew Lang (see chapter 6), to 
whom Bates' manuscript had been sent for comment, 
showed it around, and lent a copy to Radcliffe Brown 
for advice. The two scholars found parts of the 
exposition highly suggestive, though wanting in 
consistency and a precise terminology in the areas they 
were interested in, namely totem systems and social 
organisation. According to Watson, Radcliffe Brown 
entered into the Australian project with the intention 
of picking Bates's brains: 
Brown was by no means averse to 
accepting a woman as a fellow-member [of 
the expedition] .... he was quick to see that 
Mrs Bates was the possessor of a priceless 
store of knowledge ... [though it was] not in 
a condition easily available for the ends of 
science . . .. The contents of her mind [and 
her manuscript], in his estimation, were 
somewhat similar to the contents of a well-
stocked sewing basket, after half a dozen 
kittens had been playing there undisturbed 
. .. At first he optimistically thought he 
might disentangle some of that rich medley, 
but in this he proved mistaken. She was 
made for his exasperation and he for 
hers. IIB 
Radcliffe Brown's fieldwork during eleven to twelve 
months in Australia involved him and Watson (and 
Bates for some of the time) in visiting and questioning 
Aboriginal patients at 'lock' hospitals on the Bernier 
and Dorn~ islands off Carnarvon, the westernmost 
point of Australia, and at station encampments in the 
vicinity of Carnarvon. 
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This work, the closest Radcliffe Brown came to the 
Aboriginal people, involved minimal involvement with 
their lifestyle and ritual practices. It was conducted by 
interview, in the English language, of people who were 
terminally sick and exiled from their homes. Watson 
later described an extreme situation on Bernier and 
Dorn~ with Aborigines, scholars and white keepers 
worrying at each other in a natural environment where 
wind, sun, waves, white ants, and killer sharks fought 
a war of attrition. Radcliffe Brown, ignoring the men-
tal and physical discomfort, sat under his awning, day 
after day for five months, gently questioning the 
patients about the four-class system of their social 
organization. 119 The key information he sought was 
not recorded in his research papers, but it is to be pre-
sumed that he obtained what was needed to support a 
systematic social diagram of an unusual kinship sys-
tem that applied to several northwestern Australian 
tribes. 120 Within a year or two, articles by Brown 
were published which sorted out and clarified some of 
the beliefs and social systems which Daisy Bates had 
been the first to explore (without system) and write 
about at length (without precision).121 She never for-
gave him for encroaching on her work, and was all the 
more aggrieved when Radcliffe Brown, after failing to 
get her agreement about how her manuscript should 
be edited, reneged on his written promise to the 
Western Australian government that her manuscript 
would be published under the auspices of the 
Cambridge expedition. 122 
While Radcliffe Brown, on Bernier, sought the final 
pieces that would make sense of Bates's information, 
his assistant Watson had an epiphany of another kind. 
Watson's Darwinian moment of enlightenment in the 
south seas turned him away from the theory-contained 
Darwinism of his time. His widowed mother had 
intended him to pursue his father's interest in Darwin's 
theory of evolution. Accordingly, he studied zoology at 
Trinity College, Cambridge, where he met and came 
under the spell of Brown. Five months of extreme 
mental discomfort on Bernier and Dorn~ islands, 
punctuated by Walt Whitman style moments of 
extraordinary empathy, induced in him the idea that 
the contending forces on the island, conjoined and in 
painful flux, were productive of an unexpected 
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harmony. On that narrow, barren island he envisioned 
the 'healthfulness' of a perpetual scouring, of sun, 
wind, water, fire, ants, crabs, tiger sharks, venereal 
and leprous diseases. Helping Radcliffe Brown in his 
research, he privately expressed the futility of looking 
for order in what might be merely random 
appearances: 
I knew that the dead sea-shells at my feet 
could be turned over and made into 
different and ever-useless patterns at the 
change of every tide. 123 
Watson's Australian epiphany may be summed up in 
his image of : 
The bush ... that virgin territory ... a vast 
interrogation mark, questioning itself. 124 
Recently, E.J. Steele has contended that Watson's 
biological work opened upon an intuitive, integrative 
sense of order JPithollt envisaging a whole functioning 
system. 125 In the on-going controversy between neo-
Darwinian theory, 'that adaptive biological complexity 
arose step-wise through random variation (gene muta-
tion) and "natural selection" of the best adapted organ-
ism', and the alternative 'neo-Lamarckian' view that 
there are other, 'non-random genetic processes which 
allow living systems to evolve with a sense of direction 
in concert with a complex and changing environment', 
Watson's position on 'unfolding symbiotic evolution' 
came closer to the latter. 
The advice of his Cambridge professor, Adam 
Sedgwick, to "Forget the theories, concentrate on the 
facts!' challenged Watson's Darwinism but ultimately 
won him over. The rider of his new position would be 
that the 'facts' we see are influenced profoundly by the 
theories we unconsciously hold. Watson's method as a 
biologist and writer was to discern 'fascinating biolog-
ical phenomena then gently ask whether these facts are 
consistent with current theories of evolution'. The 
method posed issues of credulity. For example, 
Watson demonstrated the adaptive symbiosis between 
jellyfish and sea slugs (which have stinging cells on 
their backs derived from the jellyfish), asking, 'How 
do they ingest these cells without harm to themselves 
and then re-position them on their backs to harm 
others?' Through stories that induced a sense of 
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wonder rather than of expectation, Watson presented 
a world in which symbiosis was a frequent enough 
occurrence. 126 Watson is useful to me: a friend of 
Radcliffe Brown who went to the other extreme of 
perceiving the adaptive relations between observer 
and observed within a realm of possibilities that did 
not close upon a circular theory about how they 
functioned. 
In 1926 Radcliffe Brown returned to Australia, as 
founding professor of Anthropology at the University 
of Sydney. His anthropological work during the few 
years he was in Australia (to 1931) was comparative 
and integrative, as he scanned past and present data to 
write a functional account of the social system of 
Aboriginal Australia. 127 Elements of social beliefs and 
behaviour that had been separately categorised as 
kinship systems, totems, patrilineal and matrilineal 
lines of descent, conception beliefs, mortuary 
practices, increase ceremonies, etc, were perceived by 
him through the lens of their social function. 
Like Preston, Radcliffe Brown conducted his thinking 
in public. In many talks to a wide range of clubs and 
societies he thrashed out issues of contemporary 
interest. To women of the YWCA he talked about the 
extent to which women in Aboriginal and pastoral 
communities had power and autonomy.128 To art 
students in 1927 he talked about the desirability of an 
all-round approach to culture. In 1928 he was a 
founder, and first president of the Anthropological 
Society of New South Wales, the membership of 
which included scholars and interested amateurs. In a 
series of public lectures at the university's Chapter 
House, he drew together the social institutions of a 
modern society with those of the Aboriginal people. 
The west distinguished between types of law, he said; 
thus there was moral law, which influenced social 
behaviour and was governed by the laws of the state; 
and natural law, on which the whole of science was 
based. Aboriginal societies on the other hand, com-
bined those dual systems in one law, as custom, so 
giving law maximum spiritual force. I29 In another talk 
he defined religion, Aboriginal and western, as 'a 
unifYing system of beliefs and practices ... which united 
in one moral community those who adhere to 
them ... Religion ... had a definite social function'. 130 
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By engaging his audience and inviting them to reflect 
on their modern way oflife, he introduced the idea that 
the Aboriginal people were of the same kind as them, 
and had the same social institutions, differing only in 
content and operation. In advocacy of social anthro-
pology he said that it was 'the scientific study of 
human life - a very big subject' (broader than 
'primitive' societies) which had practical applications 
as well as theoretical implications .131 
However his first move upon the social institutions of 
Sydney was to the art community. He chose to live in 
a youthful community, of mainly students, at Hadfield 
House. By November 1926 he had established him-
self, giving a talk at the first exhibition of the 
Contemporary Group, and thereafter he attended 
openings, opened exhibitions, helped to found and 
served as the president of the Five Arts Club, always 
speaking for modern art on the grounds that it 
represented the contemporary reality of western 
society. 
In December 1927 Art and AlMtralia published a special 
number devoted to Margaret Preston, for which 
Radcliffe Brown wrote an article under the heading of 
'Margaret Preston and Transition'. Western society, he 
wrote, had a dynamic of change, occurring through 
the natural 'conflict between one generation and the 
next '. 
In our own times changes of civilization, of 
fashion, of ideas, go on much more rapidly 
than ever before, so that the contrast and 
conflict between one generation and the 
next are intensified.132 
Each generation chose what it wanted from the 
repertoire of past periods: 
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'Ingres, somewhat neglected, has now his 
day again, and Delacroix is out of favour. 
The more heretical of us would even prefer 
Ver Meer [Vermeer] to Rembrandt. At the 
same time we have learnt to appreciate the 
qualities of many periods of art that 
received little or no attention a few years 
ago - the Primitives [ie the Italian art of the 
14th-15th centuries], the ancient arts of the 
East, China, Japan, India, Persia - the arts 
of so-called savage peoples in Africa, in 
Oceania, in America, which formerly 
reposed unnoticed on the shelves of ethno-
logical museums. 
It is possible to read Radcliffe Brown's essay in the 
spirit of the author's reformation of anthropology. By 
1927 he had already laid the groundwork of a social 
anthropology, and was soon to write a seminal text, the 
'Social Organisation of Australian Tribes',l33 His 
structuralism was enlightening by comparison with 
Bates's mixture of nineteenth century anecdotes and 
inadequately contextualised information from first 
hand research. It was a greatly changed vision of social 
organisation, though Radcliffe Brown was too 
distanced from fieldwork, too far committed to the 
concept of a functional system, and too predisposed to 
think in terms of disparate rates of evolution, to be 
able to cope with the dynamics of change within the 
societies he studied. Change within 'primitive' societies 
was assumed by him to be a distortion fatal to the 
'primitive' social system. 
It is an intriguing conundrum that Radcliffe Brown 
should endorse the idea of an accelerated rate of 
change for western societies when so many people 
argued against it, using the same argument he adduced 
when deploring change in 'primitive' societies. It 
cannot have been lost on him that by contrast to the 
structure he proposed for western society, which was 
dynamic, his anthropological model was static. 
Compared with the reality, his picture of 'primitive' 
peoples in their 'native' state was an Eden, imagined 
rather than documented, since neither he nor anyone 
for more than a hundred years had encountered such 
people. The question he and others faced but fudged 
(because they were still thinking in terms of a 
pre-Einsteinian theory of evolution) was, how does 
one describe societies in unequal contiguous relation-
ship with one another? Looking back, Radcliffe 
Brown's theory of change in modern societies was 
potentially useful for the anthropological study of 
contemporary Aboriginal societies: he suggested that 
adaptation occurred between generations (no matter 
what the external stimuli might be) and was managed 
as an on-going function of society. 134 
Radcliffe Brown proposed that Margaret Preston's 
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modernism represented a generational difference. 
'The difference between the art of 1890 and the art of 
1910-1930 is thus a difference of spirit, of outlook on 
the world, showing itself in a different treatment of 
design.' From the perspective of their juniors, the older 
artists had been too preoccupied with the fleeting 
. . ImpresslOn: 
... the design of the impressionists was soft, 
fluid, vaporous, preferring atmosphere to 
outline. The modern movement seeks to 
give a rendering of nature that is firm, solid, 
definite. Unity, simplicity and strength are 
the qualities that the modern spirit seeks ... 
Modern painting seeks a design which is 
and which appears cotz.ftructed .... [So artists] 
reduce [a landscape] to its essential traits, 
simplifying the design and reducing it to 
contours that approximate elementary 
geometrical forms. 
The search for structure would 'reduce the complexity 
of nature to a harmonious synthesis'. Radcliffe Brown, 
in explaining the motives behind Preston's modernist 
art, gave the background to his own reformist 
anthropology, and to his 1910 disparagement of Daisy 
Bates's manuscript 'The Native Tribes of Western 
Australia' as anecdotal and edgeless. In this and other 
articles and in various public addresses on the subject 
of modern art, Radcliffe Brown acknowledged his 
generation's search for order and universal systems. 
Impressionism sought to render the 
momentary and fugitive aspects of nature 
and in any subject to concentrate attention 
on what was individual to it, [whereas] the 
modern and contrary tendency is to see 
and transpose the permanent and universal 
aspects of reality. . .. 
The idea in full, with a dynamic of change built in, 
seems to be that the modern generation's ambition to 
represent universals had to be perceived in 
conjunction with their seniors' contrary interest in 
ephemeral sensations: the social operation of change 
was a dialectic between generations. Radcliffe 
Brown's eventual failure as a theorist for anthropology 
was that he did not build in that dialectic between 
interacting generations, cultures and societies. During 
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the few years he was in Australia, several Aboriginals 
- David Unaipon, Mrs Duren, Annie Bowden, F. G. 
Maynard, Anthony Fernando come to mind - put 
forward excellent reasons why Aboriginal people 
should be allowed greater self-determination.135 Those 
spokespeople were proof that Brown's theory of 
dialectical adaptation could be applied to Aboriginals 
as well as westerners. 
Modern art history, like Radcliffe Brown's social 
anthropology, embraced a modern concept of order. 
He found it natural (it was in keeping with his gener-
ation) to follow the art historical system of sorting art 
into groups and sequences. Preston's paintings Thea 
Proctor'.:! Tea Party 1924, GfadYd ReYllefL'.:! Pottery 1924, 
Hiui1cw 1925, and StiLL Life 1926 marked the end of a 
decorative phase in her art, he wrote. Elsewhere he 
wrote, 'bunches of flowers and the faces of pretty girls' 
were not modern in that they appealed to sentiment 
rather than the mind. 136 In the 1927 article, 
[T]he picture hung by the Grosvenor 
Galleries .. in 1926, [StilLLife 1926,] shows a 
new experiment. It is, I think, one of the 
best pictures she has painted, perhaps the 
best. In an admirably arranged design she 
has produced a marvellously restrained 
harmony of colour in low tones. 
He had seen the work on 24 November 1926 when he 
introduced the opening speaker at the first 
Contemporary Group exhibition in Sydney. A year 
later he noted: 
The reaction against bright or saturated 
colour shows itself more definitely still in 
the four paintings [Native Fwchia (illdoor 
fight), StiLL Life 1927, Ban/cdia 1927 and Gam 
BLo,ldom (outdoor Light) 1927] shown this 
year at the Society of Artists' [September 
1927] Exhibition.137 
Two months later, another work in the same severe 
style, ImpLemmt Bflle, was hung in the Contemporary 
Group's exhibition: 
At first glance these look as if they were 
painted in black and white, particularly 
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Margaret Preston Still fi/e 1926 oil on canvas 51 x 56 cm (private collec tion) 
when they are seen on the walls of an exhi-
bition. Only a longer scrutiny reveals that 
they are full of subdued colour which, by 
its very restraint, makes a more lasting 
appeal than a brighter show would do. It 
is, of course, a well-known method in 
Chinese and Japanese art ... This is the new 
note in her work - restraint and simplicity, 
which are the most difficult of all qualities 
for the painter to attain without loss of 
interest. 138 
Simplicity she already had - he'd admired it in 1926. 
Restraint in colour and subject had been features of 
Preston's painting before 1913 (as they had been of her 
1890s, Melbourne, teacher Bernard Hall). The style 
Radcliffe Brown admired combined some of the 
painter's earliest traits (as displayed in OrallgeJ 1907) 
with bold, semi-abstract design. As he wrote, 'Many 
modern paintings catch something of the ideal beauty 
of a mathematical theorem or a perfectly worked-out 
fugue .' It mattered to Radcliffe Brown's sense of order 
and proportion that the paintings made: 
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designs out of the commonplace forms with 
which, in our modern life, we surround 
ourselves at every turn. A picture of 
flowers may please us even if it is a bad 
relative rather than within a hierarchy dominated by 
western art. Yet her exercise of cultural comparison 
was for the sake of a white Australia. Her structuralist 
approach detached each tradition from its social and 
historical roots, taking it into the laboratory of her and 
her country's endeavour. From the perspective of our 
time she did not appear to recognise the Aboriginal 
peoples' capacity to respond creatively to change. 
Through the evolving ideas and attitudes of the 150 
years covered by this thesis race was one division 
imposed by the settlers (the Aborigines had prejudices 
without the power to enforce them). From the settlers' 
point of view, not only were the Aboriginal people 
dark-skinned, they were primitive and (it was generally 
thought) incapable of adapting to the modern world. 
Preston, born in 1875, came to maturity in the lead-up 
to Australian federation in 1901, when Aboriginals 
were specifically excluded from the Australian nation; 
with the White Australia policy of the same year so, 
too, were the Polynesians, Micronesians, Chinese and 
other peoples of "colour". Such positive discrimination 
was new and unashamed: the new nation was to be 
white. The racism that underpinned the white Australia 
policy also characterised the United States at the time, 
where it had likewise been a development of the later 
nineteenth century, reversing the democratic principle 
over which the Civil War had been fought in the 
1860s. 
The racism that was in full flood in the west during the 
first four decades of the twentieth century had its 
ironies. During the same period the modern artists and 
designers in the west endorsed the arts of Africa, 
Oceania, indigenous Australia and other 'primitive' 
cultures. The structuralist exercise of analysing styles 
of art played a part in turning western art towards an 
infinitely wider basis of expression. By mid century 
'primitive' styles were no longer foreign to the west. 
The irony in Preston's joint allegiance to white 
Australia and Aboriginal art was apparent in the wider 
sphere. The appropriation of primitive and other non-
western styles by artists and the collections of 
'primitive' and 'oriental' art amassed by the museums 
of western nations could be regarded as a barbaric 
celebration of white power over coloured and 
primitive peoples. But if so the combination of racism 
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and structuralism had an unexpected outcome in our 
time, when the art of non-western cultures entered the 
international art world to become perhaps the 
dominant trend. Out of a period of arrant racism came 
indigenous power. 
To return to Preston, a development in her thinking 
between 1937 and 1942 qualified her first disregard of 
Aboriginal rights .140 Under the auspices of the 
Carnegie Corporation she made a 'study' tour of the 
United States in 1937 in preparation for a series of art 
lectures to be given at the Art Gallery of New South 
Wales in 1938. Again, the wider context is relevant. 
The 1930s in the west was a period of concerted 
attention to national styles, including indigenous 
styles. In the United States students and artists 
financed under the New Deal, among them Jackson 
Pollock, visited museums to study African and 
Oceanic art. The psychological, tote mist, spiritual and 
magical expression of the art was foregrounded by 
those artists. 
Preston was able to go some way in the transition from 
the laboratory to the psychologist's couch. By 1940 she 
had come to think in terms of Aboriginal 'artists. She 
asserted that their art 'completely' contradicted 
the accepted idea of the world in general 
that the Australian aboriginal is in the 
lowest grade of humanity. 141 
She began to advertise the continuity of Aboriginal art 
into the present, 
Australia is the only country in which rock 
painting still flourishes as the normal 
expression of the Aborigines. 142 
but without noticing that new subjects had appeared 
in rock art. 
By that time she was taking into account the 
phenomenology of the Aboriginal artists' intellectual-
perceptual approach to a subject. Western Arnhem 
Land artists would represent the digestive tract, lungs 
and backboen of a fish or animal because they knew they 
were there behind the outward appearance of things. 
She noted the magico-religious reason for painting a 
yam as a large fruit with fresh life springing from it.143 
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By 1941 she had distanced herself from the merely 
decorative or formal application of Aboriginal art. She 
was on the advisory committee for the August 1941 
Exhibitwn of All.1traLian AboriginaL Art and itd AppLicatwn 
organised by the Australian Museum (with the collab-
oration of David Jones stores) in which the art was in 
three sections, the first of Aboriginal art, the second of 
design, and the third showing art inspired by 'the 
customs, mythology and religion of the Aborigines' -
Preston's work was in the third section. Finally, the 
humanising of her concept of Aboriginals is evident in 
a series of monotypes, Christian stories with 
Aboriginal protagonists, produced after she visited 
Central Australia in 1947. Evidently Preston had come 
to identifY with Aboriginals as fellow human beings 
who had been subjected to an unsympathetic 
colonisation. 
The litmus test to decide the ultimate context of 
Preston's endorsement of Aboriginal art must be 
whether her interest lay in the primitive and natively 
Australian or in Aboriginal art as an art tradition in its 
own right (independent of Australia). Dulcie Deamer 
saw the 1941 Exhibition of AboriginaL Art alZd itJ 
AppLicatwn as showing 'the practical application of art 
sprung from our soil as literally as any gum tree'.144 
Preston's art and writing suggest that the basis for 
apprenticing herself to Aboriginal art was that it was 
native born, a true product of the earth, therefore 
redolent of the real Australia. Nora Cooper wrote in 
relation to Preston in 1937 
Australian landscape and flora are still in 
the Stone Age and their real quality can be 
truly expressed only by artists who are 
content to tread the primitive paths of their 
ancestors, see with their eyes and express 
what they see with patient sincerity. 145 
Taking Cooper's words to be Preston's (who wrote in 
similar vein) an essential quality of Australia was 
symbolised in, for instance, an old banksia tree in the 
grounds of Preston's Berowra home 
its heavy twisted trunk and strange ungain-
ly flowers seem to be an embodiment 
of the dumb powerful spirit of this land of 
ours which has not yet revealed itself to us 
and which we, in spite of all our colonisation, 
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are not yet able to understand. 
From being 'primitive ' and timeless, Aboriginal art 
became hallowed by association with the timeless land. 
That theme grew in Australian art and literature from 
the 1930s through the 1950s and commands popular 
respect to the present time. In it Aboriginality is 
bonded to Australian nationality but externalised (and 
fIxed) as Nature rather than Culture. Having linked 
the two Preston never did allow Aboriginal art a 
presence outside the formulation . 
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1 He should have been accorded the respect of his seniori-
ty by age as well, however Bates thought and spoke of the 
elderly subjects of her study as 'children'. 
2 See Bates's manuscript, w here comments by her were 
written in response to advice from Radcliffe Brown. The 
subject was discussed by Isobel White, 'Mrs Bates and Mr 
Brown: An examination of Rodney Needham's allegations', 
Oceania (Sydney) vo1.51, no.3 (1981) pp.193-210. 
3 After Radcliffe Brown left Australia, Preston wrote, an 
artist may work with a knowledge of science, but he se ldom 
works scientifically, by laws and rules. He works through 
hIs artistIc VISIOn and conception. Art is personal and of the 
spirit: Margaret Preston, 'Meccano as an Id eal', 
Mal1LLfcriptd (Geelong) no.2 [June 1932] n.p. 
4 Though Preston inscribed a note 'Use this book for refer-
ence to form and detail', on her copy of R.T. Baker, A 
Re.::elrc~ ~n the euralyptJ, eJpecially in re.qarc) to their eddetltial OllJ 
(3 edItIOn, Sydney: Government Printer, 1920) . 
5 M 'h . onop s orne country was near YereCOIn east of the 
Victoria Plains, on the edge of country that abounded in 
warrain . In February 1841 James Drummond (botanist) 
went north into that country, later telling the Rev 
Wollaston, 'In these parts the "War rang", a kind of Yam, 
greatly abounds and grows to a large size ... The abundance 
of 'Warran.g' may in some measure account for the greater 
concentratIOn of these tribes.' (WollnAol1',; Albany JOllrtlal 
1848-1856, being vol. 2 of the ji)llrtlaU and diarieJ of ReVd Joh" 
Ram,'de/l Wolla"toIlMA .. . (Perth: Paterson Brokensha, 1954) 
p.I44. On 18 September 1846, exploring for land, the 
G;egory brothers described 'country timbered [sparsely] 
wIth York and red gum ... soi l a red loam, producing some 
grass and an abundance of everlasting flow ers and 
"Warrran", or native yam'. Landor, in the same year, visited 
the country around 'Badgee-Badgee . .. Mouran pool [ie 
New Norcia and the v icinity forl .. ten or twelve miles 
through splendid grassy cou ntry and met with a large tribe 
of natives [who] offered us some of their favourite food, the 
wrang, which grows abundantly'. 
6 Daisy Bates, (ed) Isobel White, The Natil'e Tri/w of We..'tertl 
AllJtralia (Canberra:National Library of Australi'a, 1985) 
pp.193-194. 
7 lVlargaret Preston, 'Paintings in Arnhem Land', Art in 
Au"tralia (Sydney) November 1940 p.62. 
8 Howard Morphy, Ancedtral COllllectulIld: Art ant) all 
Ab""<qinal Sy,'tem of Kllo",le~qe (Chicago and London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1991). 
9 'The Artist who changed her name', Womall ',; Budget 
(Sydney) 16 December I93Lp.5. Although Preston admit-
ted to not being an accomplished housekeeper, she claimed 
' I can cook well' (Daily Tele.qraph (Sydney) Sunday Pictorial 
6 April 1930 p.22. 
10 'Where I saw the sketchbook and incorporated it in a 
talk. In 2002 I took Brenda Croft to see Monop's drawings. 
She was organising an exhibition South We..,t Cmtral: i/ldige-
/lOW art from ,'ollth WeJtern AIMtralia 1833-2002 (Perth: Art 
Gallery of V. estern Australia, 2003). One of the artists to be 
represented in the exhibition, Christopher Pease, had 
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recently painted a portrait of 1/10/l0p (1999) after a 1907 
photograph by E.G. Rome w hich had appeared on the 
cover of a I990s publication (Daisy Bates, Aboriginal Perth: 
Bibbulmlllz Bu:qrapbied alld L egendJ, edited by PJ. Bridge, 
with introduction by Peter Bindon (Perth: Hesperian 
Press, 1992» . 
11 5 May 1964 is New Norcia's earliest record of Monop, 
Mauro Beleda recording in his diary that three nativos had 
walked into the mission, their names Nhargiap, Mo'nop 
and Wendergut [Wander]. A census of 'Male Aborigines of 
New Norcia on September 8th 1864' (before Salvado 
sailed for Europe in October) has, as No. 21, William 
Manop [alternative spelling at New Norcia was Monap] , 
of the Giragiok family [ie section], born at Gnirgo [Nergo], 
east Victoria Plains, height 5'7", weight 128 lbs, age 
[about] 21; and an annotation on the margin identifies him 
as having been weighed on 22 May 1864, two weeks after 
his arrival. If Monop's age was 21, as recorded, his date of 
birth was c. l843, not 1847 as published in Green & 
Tilbrook Aborigille,' of Nell' Norcia (1989) . Therefore he 
would have been aged around 64 in 1907 when he made the 
drawings for Daisy Bates. See also Bates, Mo~op's infor-
mation, Notebook 17, op.cit. Daisy Bates wrongly identi-
fied the site of New Norcia with Nyeerrgoo (Nergo) , 
thought 'Monnop' had been born at New Norcia, and 
therefore made a wrong association of New Norcia with a 
creation story relating to the thylacine and the small Nergo 
spring (Daisy Bates, (ed.) Isabel White, The Native Tribe., of 
WeJtem Awtralia (Canberra: National Library of Australi~, 
1985) pp.195-196. 
12 Daisy Bates, 'A Southe rn Corroboree', Tf/'Aertl Mail 
(Perth) 25 December 1907, Christmas supplement p.63. 
13 Daisy Bates, 'An Aboriginal Cricket Team', AUJtrawul/l 
(Melbourne) 21 January 1924, republished in Daisy 
Bates, Aboriglizal Perth alld Bibbillmiln Le.qm()J (ed) P.J. 
Bridge (Perth: Hesperian Press, 1992) p.186. 
14 Salvado diary, 10 and 17 May 1871, New Norcia 
Archive. 
15 Daisy Bates notes of information received from Monop, 
Notebook 17, Daisy Bates papers, MS 365 Box 
37:73/34,35, National Library of Australia. 
16 see footnote 11. 
17 Daisy Bates w rote that Monop 's name meant' one dingo 
walking behind another', Daisy Bates, The Native n ·ibe..' of 
We"tel'l1 AUJtralliz, (ed) Isobel White (Canberra: National 
Library of Australia, 1985) p.l96. Salvado observed that 
the father 'bestows a name ... suggested by something that 
happened about this time' [of the child's birth], but altering 
the word slightly so the meaning is veiled. Dom Rosendo 
Salvado, !/1ellloir.} (first published 1851, this version trans-
lated and edited by E.J. Stormon as The Sa/vad" Memoi!:, 
(Perth: University of Western Australia Press, 1977) 
p.136. 
18 see footnote 11 
19 Meani ngs supplied to author by Father Bernard 
Roon ey, New Norcia, May 2001; Bates proffered an alter-
native meaning, Monop's information, Notebook 17, op.cit. 
20 lVlonop's marriage record No.23, 25 November 1866, 
New Norcia Archive. 
21 The first to have stock there was Salvado in the late 
1870s. Monop's clan of the eastern Victoria Plains had not 
been visited by New Norcia's census takers of 1858, who 
concentrated on known places north, west and south of the 
mlSSlon. 
22 John Green to Commissioners, 21 May 1877, RoyaL 
Commudloll Oil the AborigilleJ of Victoria: Report of the 
COIIZIIli.I.!U>Ile,,' (Melbourne: Government Printer, 1877) 
p.83. 
23 See Bates, 'Monop's Love Story', We.Jtem Mail, (Perth), 
27 February 1909, p.50. Mrs Edward Millett observed that 
young women were attracted to New Norcia because there 
they would get Aboriginal husbands of a younger age. Mrs 
Edward Millett, (with an introduction by Rica Erickson), 
An AUdtra!inll ParJonage, 0/; the Settler and the Savage ill we.ltem 
AlldtraLin (first published 1872; facsimile Perth: University 
of Western Australia Press, 1980) . Many Aboriginal women 
were taken by settlers, leaving fewer women in the 
Aboriginal community, where the elder men had priority. 
Men, who could once have expected to marry at around the 
age of thirty, were faced with waiting many years and per-
haps never marrying. At the mission marriages took place 
between teenage girls and youths. (Salvado Memoir.l, op.cit. 
pp.130,138). 
24 See, for example, the Rev. V. Garrido to the Colonial 
Secretary of W.A. , 21 December 1867, in liz/ormalLoll 
ReJpecting the Habit.! and ClI .. ltOllld of the AboriglizlZL InhabitantJ of 
wedtern Awtra!uz (Perth: Government Printer, 1871) p.4. 
25 When Monop arrived at New Norcia in 1864 there were 
37 monks and 44 Aboriginal residents. The Aboriginal pop-
ulation had been depleted by deaths. Later figures were 
more representatove: 59 in 1867 (Garrido, 1867, p.18) , 60 
in 1870 (Millett, op.cit., p .297), and 58 in 1871-72 
(Salvado's list, New Norcia Archive). Besides those more or 
less settled at the mission, there was a floating population of 
many others. After leaving the mission in 1886, Monop 
became one of those who came and went from the mission. 
Aborigines who had been at the mission continued to visit 
even after the early 1900s when most of the adult 
Aboriginals were despatched from there . 
26 Millett perceived that this form of democracy could be 
effective (op.cit. p.296). 
27 See book of requisites, writer unidentified, item 
2234N17, New Norcia Archive. 
28 George Russo, Lord Abbot of the Wt.'L()eme.l.! (Melbourne: 
Polding Press, 1980) p.88, commented that the Aboriginals 
who specialised in detecting water were sent to make wells 
for the mission. Salvado's expeditions with Aboriginal 
guides were primarily in search of watering places (eg, 
diary, December 1873) and his maps (New Norcia Archive) 
gave the Aboriginal names of wells and springs and some-
times the name of an Aboriginal known to have been born 
at the place. 
29 Salvado diary, 21 August 1872, New Norcia Archive. 
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30 Salvado, Memoi!", pp.132-133; Jose Filgueira Valverde, 
Dom RodetZdo Sa!"ado: E! GIZLle.qo que Flllzdo Nueva NlII"uz 
(Spain: Pontevedra, 1972); George Russo, op.cit. pp.J60-
161; Therese Radic, The Music of New Norcia', New Norcia 
Studiu J993 (New Norcia, 1993) pp.9-20. 
31 For example, see Salvado diary, 15 August 1860, New 
Norcia Archive. 
32 The New Norcia museum has some chasubles that were 
embroidered at the mission. George Russo understood that 
the women were taught needlework, made all the clothes 
for inhabitants of the mission, made 'fancy-work' and 'vied 
with one another in turning out the best designs' (op.cit, 
pp.166-167). Maria Louisa Gnaret in a photograph, sup-
posedly c.1870 (possibly 1867) is wearing a belt with an 
embroidered panel at the front. Eliza Tainan was known as 
a skilled needlewoman. In the lists of requisitions were 
orders for small scissors for the girls, needles, and coloured 
thread and, in 1868, white satin damask and a half-ounce of 
yellow and white silk thread (see requisitions book, op.cit.). 
33 'Information respecting the Aboriginal Natives of 
Western Australia. His Lordship Rosendo Salvado, Bishop 
of Port Victoria, to the Hon., The Colonial Secretary', 
Report from New Norcia, 19 February 1864, in In/ormatu1!Z 
ReJpecting the Habit.llZlld ClldtO!n.! of the Aborl:qlizaL InhabitantJ of 
wedtem A"Araluz (op.cit.) p.4. 
34 Information for what follows is from the diaries of 
Garrido (relevant pages kindly translated for me by Nancy 
Sever) and a work diary covering the years 1864-1874, 
inscribed at the front 'Brother Miro's diary', which was 
written in Catalan: Father David Barry OSB generously 
translated entries for the relevant years. 
35 The swollen nose Monop was reported as having 
(Garrido 7 September 1865) is a symptom of tuberculosis. 
See also Garrido's diary, 8 November 1866. 
36 The marriage was reported in the Perth Inquirer 7 
December 1866, 'On Sunday, the 25th November, the very 
interesting and rare ceremony of the marriage of a native 
man and woman took place at the Benedictine Mission, 
Victoria Plains. The bride and bridegroom having been 
educated at the Mission, were bound together in holy mat-
rimony according to the rites and ceremonies of the 
Catholic Church. The lady appeared dressed in white, and 
very neatly dressed too, attended by one bridesmaid suit-
ably dressed also. The bridegroom appeared also neatly 
dressed, and accompanied by the 'best man', a fine looking 
half-caste dressed in the most approved fashion. The cere-
mony being over (and a very solemn and interesting one it 
is) the married pair, accompanied by their friends, sat down 
to an excellent breakfast, 8 o'clock being the hour at which 
the marriage rite was performed ... Not only their religious 
instruction is attended to, but their worldly interests are not 
neglected, for the happy couple had a neat cottage of two 
rooms furnished for them ... The married natives are all sim-
ilarly looked after .. : 
37 .Monop may already have been exercising boy!ya pow-
ers: rain-making the Aboriginal way required the services 
of a bulyaguttuck - manager of magic. Daisy Bates, (ed.) 
Isobel White, The Native Tribed of We,ltem A,t.ltra!in 
(Canberra: National Library of Australia, 1985) p.237. 
38 On 13 May 1867, after their marriage, a cow was given 
to Scholastica and a bull to Monop. On 22 July potatoes 
were planted in Monop's garden and in the girls' garden. 
Yawel's and Monop's gardens were worked again on 14 
August. On 9 October the men began laying bricks for 
fences to enclose the girls' and women's house and 
Monop's garden. 
39 Salvado, Mel7Zoli~" op.cit., p.128. 
40 1'vu II ett, op.cit. p.230. 
41 Salvado, Met/wiN, op.cit., p.134. 
42 Sylvia J. Hallam, Fire and Hearth (Canberra: Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1979) p. ; Ronald M. 
Berndt, 'Aborigines of the South-West' in Ronald M 
Berndt and Catherine H Bernt (eds), Aborigine,} of the We.,t 
(Perth: University of Western Australia Press, 1979) p.85. 
43 On 22 April 1866 Monop and Cuper went to York with 
Brother Xirgu, returning after four days, and he went with 
Brother Cabane in Perth on other farm business between 
15 and 23 May. In the middle of harvesting, on 7 February 
1867, Monop and Brother Palou took an injured 
Aboriginal to a doctor in Toodyay, returning three days 
later. Through March and April. Monop worked with 
Brother Fare on stock-related matters: on 3 March bring-
ing a bull and a cow from York; between 18 and 27 March 
taking half a dozen horses to sell in Perth; and on 8 April 
leaving again with horses (to return the usual nine days 
later). On 23 October 1867 a group of men, including 
Monop, left for Perth with three carts of wool. On 11 
November he was one of the carters taking the wool dray s 
to Perth, returning twelve days later. For Aborigines 
involved in the expected visit by Prince Alfred, see Wedtem 
MaiL (Perth), 23 October 1867, supplement p.l. The 
lnqllirer (Perth), 18 September 1867, p.3, had 'suggested 
that native lads [of New Norcia] might be brought [to 
Perth] to fete H.R.H. Prince Alfred on his arrival'. In the 
event Prince Alfred's ship did not call in at Perth. 
44 This and the following information is from Salvado's 
diary. 
45 Salvado diary, 3 April 1876, New Norcia Archive. 
Around this time Salvado tried to push out from the mis-
sion some families who had shown success in farming, trad-
ing and raising children - those of Ponan, Yapo, YaweL 
Indich, and Walley - so as to leave the way clear for monks 
and sisters to rear the children away from the complicating 
influence of Aboriginal adults. An early attempt to bring 
about his scheme was not successful (Salvado diary, 29 
May 1875). Walley, it is true, found a shoe making job in 
Guilford (earning £2 a week), and took all his family away 
from the mission, but they returned within a year; and the 
wives of the others refused to budge from New Norcia. 
46 Tindale (and Berndt) did not know about or ignored 
Bates's investigations. There have been various mappings 
of the line dividing those who practiced circumcision from 
those who did not. Norman Tindale (1940) traced the line 
from l\lullewa to around 60 kms east of Kellerberin. 
Douglas (1968;1976), using information from older living 
Aborigines, repositioned one of Tindale's circumcision 
groups (Tindale's Gelami, Douglas's Tjapanmay) immedi-
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ately to the north of Moora, much closer to New Norcia: 
this agrees with Garrido's 1865 information (quoted by 
me) that Dandaragon (30 km west of Moora) was in cir-
cumcision country. The line calculated by Bates on infor-
mation from Aborigines she talked to in 1908 accords with 
Douglas and Garrido rather than Tindale. 
47 Salvado, MemoirJ, op.cit. p.129. 
48 Garrido diary, I January 1865. 
49 Garrido diary, 28, 31 July 1865. 
50 'Monnop's information of the Victoria Plains district 
(Nyeerrgoo)', 73 /34-35, Daisy Bates papers, MS 365, 
National Library of Australia. 
51 In 1908, from the start of August to the end of 
November, Bates made a special tour along the railway 
lines north of Perth to establish, though interviews with 
Aborigines, where the southern region gave way to the 
northern. By that time, the inter-cultural aspect of 
Monop's initiation would have been apparent to her. See 
Colonial Secretary's Office, files relating to Daisy Bates, 
CSO 1023/84, Public Records Office, Perth. 
52 Bates, Nati"e TriLleJ of We.ltem Al/JtraLia, op.cit. p .52. 
53 'All collected information from the writings of the ear-
liest Australian arrivals was carefully transcribed before 
my own personal investigation began, and it is remarkably 
that those early British men somehow obtained good 
insight into so many native customs. All their data was and 
is worth preserving for future ethnologists. Their books 
gave me an insight into native matters which I follow up 
from the very beginning of my personal contacts with the 
old and young natives still living in West and South 
Australia.' 31/127, under heading 'Typed contents of 
Weapons, early mss', Daisy Bates Papers, MS 365, NLA. 
54 Radcliffe-Brown's and Lang's criticisms had one bene-
ficial result in that Bates herself assessed parts of the text 
from the point of view of how 'fanciful' she may have 
been, occasionally writing a note to excise a passages if 
evidence were not found. For example, see Bates's mar-
ginal note, 'To be corrected or deleted. This is mostly fan-
ciful.' Bates manuscript, 31 / 21 L Bates papers, MS 365, 
NLA. 
55 'His fineness of touch ... and the absolute precision 
which directed each stroke so that the evenness of the ser-
rature should not be impaired, was exquisite in its way 
and showed him to be the possessor of the genuine artistic 
faculty. Daisy Bates, The Nati,'e n'i!IfJ of We.'tem AwtraLia, 
op.cit. p.268. 
56 According to Nind, writing in the 1820s about the 
Minang people of King George's Sound, the !I//Lyagllttllk 
did not perform as a dancer at corroborees. Isaac Scott 
Nind, 'Description of the Natives of King George's Sound 
(Swan River Colony) and Adjoining Country', JOllmaL of 
the &yaL Geographical Society of London vol.l (London, 
1831) pAO. 
57 Daisy Bates, The Nati .. e n·we.' of WeJtem Alldtralia, 
op.cit, p.317 
58 Dai,sy Bates, The N~ti"e n'i/lfd of W&ltem AIl,llm/'ll, op.cit. 
p.268. It cannot be sad that the Aborigines are strangers 
to the fine arts ... Often whole families or local tribes will 
vie with each other in the excellence of their work' (Daisy 
Bates, Native n'ibe,1 op.cit. p .267). 
59 Daisy Bates, 'A Southern Corroboree: Doordaaroo Ke-
ning', Wed/ern /)fail (Perth) 25 December 1907, p.63. 
60 D ' B 'A alsy ates, Southern Corroboree: Doordaaroo Ke-
ning', W&ltem Mail (Perth) 25 December 1907, p.63. Bates 
wrote two slightly variant descriptions of the performance, 
the first for the WeJtem Mail, the second (the idealised ver-
sion) for her manuscript about the tribes of Western 
Australia (see I. White edition, p.315-320). 
6~ See her letter to Sir Frederick Bedford, 3 May 1907, 
with the gift of Billingee's sketchbook. MS 1315, Acc No. 
4123A, item 2, Battye Library, 
62 Daisy Bates, Nati,'e Trib&1 of W&ltern Awtralia op.cit. 
p.268. 
63 D' B N.' 7' :1 . alsy ates, atH'e ~rwed Op.Clt. pp.274-276. 
64 B N.' 7"1 . ates, atwe ~rW&1 Op.Clt. pp. 314, 365; 'Monnop's 
information . .', 73/34-35, Bates papers, MS 365, NLA. 
65 S~e Bates's handwritten notes which include her rough 
drawmg of the wannoorig ornament, 'Monnop's informa-
tion of the Victoria Plains district (Nyeerrgoo)' 73/34-35, 
Bates Papers MS 365, NLA. 
66 Bates used Monop's drawings to write up the manufac-
tures of the Victoria Plains, when she described the 
billaara: 'Binaara and wannoorig were names given to two 
ornaments worn during the doordaaroo ke-ning, a dance 
which travelled down from the north. One of these 
(binaara) was a half-moon shape having shaved sticks 
stuck on the outer or convex side, and was held in the hand 
of the "woorda-woorda" or leader of the dance' . 30/ 155, 
Bates papers MS 365, NLA. 
67 The ",annoorig was also known as the door-darro (or so 
Bates thought at one time, though her informant Jubaitch 
may have identified the object they saw at the Perth muse-
um merely with the popular dance with which it was asso-
ciated in the southwest) (see 31 /207, Bates papers, MS 
365, NLA). Bates a lso had in her possession a photograph 
of the spoked half-circle ornament (Sir Frederick 
Bedford's collection; surely the one used in the 1907 per-
formance?) inscribed with the name given to the spokes 
"bandee bandee" (see 95 / 7, Bates papers, MS 365, NLA): 
~here is a drawing of the spiderweb-shaped lI'annoorig (the 
lme thIck and awkward, not like Monop's style) on the 
back of her notes of an interview with Monop, (73/34-35, 
Bates Papers MS 365, NLA). See footnote 66 for Bates's 
alternative labelling of the 'half-moon' headdress as 
'binaara'. 
6~ . Bates,. Wedtern Mai/, 25 December 1907, op.cit. 
BIlhngee, . m the sketchbook of March or April 1907 
(Battye LIbrary) made a drawing of a man wearing the 
spiderweb-shaped wannoorig. Bates wrote that the 'web-
shaped face mask in one of Billingee's drawings is evident-
ly the modern equivalent of the halo in Kimberley rock 
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drawings'. 29/49, Bates papers, MS 365, NLA. 
69 Bates, We,ilern /)fail, 25 December 1907, op.cit. Bates 
associated the performance with Monop, see her notes of 
an interview with him, 73/34-35, Bates papers, [vIS 365, 
NLA. 
70 If Bates had paid respectful attention to the decisions 
made by the men arranging the 1907 dance, or li stened 
more carefully to how they answered her questions, she 
~ould have ~bserved something significant about the pub-
hc presentatIOn of otherwise secret subjects. The dOOr{)aa-
roo ke-nillg performance stood for the sacred (of another 
place) ~e~ was sayable and transportable between groups 
of Aborlgmal people and between initiates and uninitiated. 
Elsewhere in Bates's manuscript she gave instances of 
barter between groups by which some natural material, 
artefact, or ceremony had its power removed, alleviated or 
increased. For example, she mentioned that human hair, 
which had a dangerous magic when identified with an 
individual and his or her group, lost that power when it 
was exchanged in barter. Pearlshells and certain decorated 
weapons, on the other hand, increased in power the fur-
ther they were traded from their place of origin. There 
may be a parallel between the function of barter one hun-
dred years ago and the present situation when sacred 
material is safely de-sacralised in paintings or objects for 
the art market. 
7l D · B . 4 alsy ates manuscrIpt, 29/ 9, Bates Papers, MS 365 
72 See 73/34-35, Bates papers, MS 365, NLA. 
73 Daisy Bates, 'Some Southern Aborigines: Their 
Natural Characteristics', We,llem Mail (Perth) 7 March 
1908 pp.14-15,28; 'Monnop's Love Story', Wedtern Mail 
(Perth) 27 February 1908 p.50; 'An Aboriginal Cricket 
Team', AIl,ltral{Uliall (Melbourne) 21 January 1924. 
74 Daisy Bates, 'Some Southern Aborigines: Their 
Natural Characteristics', Wedtern Mail (Perth) 7 March 
1908, pp.14-15,28. 
75 After sheet 6 Monop stopped making pairs. Daisy 
Bates probably asked him to desist. 
76 One of Monop's fellow residents at Port Welshpool. 
~oolber, of Gingin, told Bates it was forbidden to paint in 
hIS country. Woolber's information. Notebook 19:73120, 
Bates papers, National Library of Australia. 
77 Isaac Scott Nind, 'Description of the Natives of King 
George's, Sound (Swan River Colony) and Adjoining 
Country, JOllrnal of the Royal Geographu-al Society of London 
voU (London, 1831) p.46. 
78 Grave near Champion Bay, and those near Perth, 
described by Thomas Worsnop, The Preh",toric ArtJ, 
Manufactllred, Work,l, Weapon,', etcetera, of the Aborigined of 
Awtmlin (Adelaide: Government Printer, 1897) p.64. 
79 Perth Gazette 29 October 1836 p.789. 
80 Unidentified handwritten account, Box 9/3[iii] A,S. 
Kenyon papers MS 12173, La Trobe Library, SLY. 
81 Perth Ga::£tte 30 March 1833 p.52. 
82 Bates observed that the decorations on pearlshells 
would have been made by the people who first traded them, 
and not added by later owners, 30 I 114, Paper papers MS 
365, NLA. She was led to believe that initiated men of the 
Victoria Plains and of neighbouring regions were given a 
pearlshell (hence the name of the initiation ceremony was 
beedawa): and early photographs of men at New Norcia 
with pearls hells around the neck confirms the report. The 
practice went back further in time, thus a grave five miles 
north of Ginginup that was visited in 1844 had in it 'a shell, 
a sort of medallion, which the deceased was in the habit of 
wearing around his neck' (Perth Ga:zette 27 April 1844, p.3). 
These shells must have been traded from the Kimberley. 
83 Wedtem Mail (Perth) 27 February 1909: Monop's infor-
mation, op.cit. 
84 Salvado diary, 13 January 1859, quoted by Dom 
William Giminez, 'Bishop Salvado's Work', JOllmal 0/ the 
We.,tem Au.,tralian Hutorual Society (Perth), December 
1947, p.31. 
85 His Lordship Rosendo Salvado, Bishop of Port 
Victoria, to the Honourable, The Colonial Secretary, from 
New Norcia, 19 February 1864, 'Information Respecting 
the Aboriginal Natives of Western Australia', in Father 
Garrido, 'Information Respecting the Habits and Customs 
of the Aboriginal inhabitants of Western Australia', com-
piled from various sources, paper no. 2, presented to 
Legislative Council. WA (Perth: Government Printer, 
1871). 
86 For Radcliffe Brown and the Five Arts Club, see 'The 
Students Club' Undergro",th (Sydney) November-
December 1927 n.p.: Godfrey Mulliver, 'The Club', 
Undergrowth (Sydney) January-February 1928, n.p.: 'The 
Five Arts Club', Undergrowth (Sydney) March-April 1928: 
Daily Telegraph (Sydney) 13 December 1927 p.l 1: 'Sydney 
S'Amuse', Home (Sydney) March 1928 p.81: Arthur Murch 
interview with Mary Eagle 16 August 1976, transcripts in 
possession of Ria Murch and Mary Eagle. 
87 See Godfrey Mulliver, 'The Club', a poem, in 
Undergrowth (Sydney) January-February 1928, n.p. The 
poem told about the founding of the club, and Radcliffe 
Brown's role in it, about the philosophies of art held by var-
ious leading figures in the art scene in Sydney, and culmi-
nated with Radcliffe Brown's philosophy. 
88 Margaret Preston, 'From Eggs to Electrolux', Art in 
AUdtmlia (Sydney) December 1927, n.p. 
89 Re,qiAer (Adelaide) 5 March 1907. 
90 The canvas has been cropped by a matter of six inches 
on three sides, throwing the composition out of balance: the 
original composition floated more or less equally within the 
dark borders. 
91 Aphorism no.4 6, 'Why there are so many tables of still 
life in modern painting is because they are really laborato-
ry tables on which aesthetic problems can be isolated', in 
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Conclusioll 
T his art history tells about people making art in 
social contexts within which their works had meaning. 
Written from the humanist perspective as a history 
shaped by the artists, their audiences and subsequent 
commentators, it has a multiplicity of points of view, 
the obverse of a history based on the operation of 
abstract forces. 1 The effect of constructing such a 
history was to separate the research from an over-
arching theory and to distance the outcome from 
synthesis. 
The humanist approach revealed a wider range of 
perceived choice and more permeable societies than 
had been within the scope of art histories that were 
based on generalisation about historical trends, 
attitudes, themes and events, or to anthropological 
explanations based on notions of mental capacity, 
stages in evolution and self-sufficient societies. True, 
some ideas appeared especially influential and the 
operation of power and social role was patent. Yet the 
focus on art in its contexts showed people who were 
not locked within an historical paradigm or a social 
system that governed their perceptions. Their privilege 
of being on the spot, and knowing more than I could 
hope to, was curtailed only by their not knowing what 
would transpire or what construction would later be 
put on their art and actions. 
The biographies of works of art showed that the 
strongest links of interpretation were across works of 
art considered in a particular way; the various 
appraisals of a single work of art did not cohere so 
neatly. This possibly meant that interpretation related 
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more closely to modes of classifying than to the 
objects. I want now to subject the taxonomies of art 
and anthropology to a brief scrutiny. It was apparent 
that type-casting had affected - possibly it created -
the separate histories of settler and Aboriginal art . 
Cultural boundaries were an issue through the period 
of this study yet ultimately they were indefinable. 
Aborigines and settlers acted as of they had vastly 
different cultures. Cultural definition was rife, 
typically in the form of comparison. Definition 
seemingly was a form of self-assertion, yet change 
seemed the norm for both groups of cultures, each of 
which appeared to be thoroughly permeated by other 
cultures. 
I did not realise when embarking on this project to 
what extent race, allied to a concept of the primitive, had 
served the settlers in dividing their culture/s from the 
Aboriginals. From the objects of art and their histories 
a story emerged of how Aboriginal and settler art was 
separated into two categories and maintained as a 
duality until the formula became deeply embedded. 
The story was of an initial prejudice becoming 
institutionalised, of institutions building on those 
foundations over generations, to the point where it 
would take a revolution in thinking, categorising and 
institutionalising to correct the imbalance. 
People of western culture evidently built their own 
hopes and fears about the rise and fall of civilisations 
and the nature of humankind into theories of 
primitivism that were projected on the Aboriginals. 
Settlers down the decades suggested that primitive art 
was the beginning of the human capacity to express 
ideas, yet they also argued that Aboriginal people were 
incapable of adapting to the modern world. No only 
were Aboriginals low in the scale of human evolution 
they were fixed there. 
The categorising of Aboriginal art as primItive 
evidently had more to do with the prejudices of a 
conquering people and the anthropological definition 
of 'racial types' than with idea of the Primitive in 
western art history. The term Primitive was coined in 
the mid-nineteenth century for the art of the early 
Renaissance: the moment when a system of single 
point perspective was invented and a system of 
proportions based on the human body was 
re-affirmed. Primitivism thus stood for the conditions 
of birth or re-birth of art, the deciding moment of the 
'Renaissance' no less. 
The pioneering British, as invaders, found it natural to 
divide the community into 'us' and 'them' and natural 
(if untrue to evidence) to discriminate against the 
indigenous occupiers as incapable of many things, 
including the productive use of the land. The status of 
Aborigines as human beings was questioned by some 
colonists, for instance, by one of Swan River's free 
settlers who wondered whether the sounds the 
Nyungar people made were the meaningless noise of 
an animal - could it possibly be speech? The crudity 
of that remark was exceptional yet a blurring of the 
distinction between man and animal is apparent in the 
literature of the nineteenth century. When the talent of 
Aboriginals was observed to exceed the capacity of the 
average settler in languages, drawing, sport, drama, 
etcetera, their skill was denigrated as mimicry. A 
strong connection in the values of the two peoples was 
thereby severed. Imitation was a sign of civilisation 
"When achieved by a settler but a sign of primitivism in 
an Aboriginal. It remains puzzling to a reader in the 
t"Wenty-first century why the intelligence and adapt-
ability of the Aboriginals, so often acknowledged, did 
not tell against their supposed 'primitivism' and 
inability to 'improve'. 
Triangulation is a useful technique in surveying, hence 
a comparison of Chinese, western and Aboriginal 
perceptions of their own and the otherls art traditions 
may show the bias of cultural defmition in a fresh light. 
The Chinese of the late seventeenth-century saw 
"Western art as conforming to an overly narrow and 
technical standard of realism: 'Our [Chinese] painting 
does not seek physical likeness and does not depend on 
fixed patterns; we call it "divine" and "untrammelled". 
Theirs concentrates entirely on the problems of dark 
and light, front and back, and the fixed patterns of 
physical likeness, , wrote the painter Wu Li. 2 
The English of the mid eighteenth century thought the 
Chinese style of visual representation was ignorant 
and incoherent, 'a high burlesque' of realism, 
according to an English writer in The WOrLd (25 March 
1755), 'false lights, false shadows, false perspective 
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and proportions... in short every incoherent 
combination of forms of nature ... are the essentials of 
Chinese painting. '3 . (One of the contradictions in 
perception is that at the time the above was written, 
the 'incoherence' associated with Chinese art was 
being adopted in the design of English gardens, soon 
serving to distinguish the untrammelled EngLuh garden 
from the geometry of the continental garden.) 
A century later, F.S.C. Northrop saw a difference 
between the east's 'undifferentiated aesthetic 
continuum' and the west's 'theoretic' rather than 
aesthetic 'differentiated logical continuum'.4 In 1973 
Michael Sullivan contrasted the 'particularised' 
character of western art to the 'generalised' tenor of 
eastern art.S Yet another difference was between the 
western valorisation of individual vision and the 
Chinese artist's receptivity to the spirit and technique 
of a great master. 
In the absence of reliable colonial transcripts of 
Aboriginal artists' views about their own and settler 
art, the triangulation proceeds via recent consultations 
between Aboriginal artists and scholars. In Aboriginal 
art historical memory was perpetuated; although -
unlike Chinese recapitulations - memory did not 
reside in physical objects. Responsibility to remember 
and to realise the visual template in physical form was 
held by clan leader, landowner, totem holder, 
caretaker - those who managed or participated in the 
ceremonial rites. Objects of art were traded between 
groups. Signature images and forms were also traded. 
Such negotiations were a key to cultural continuity 
and change. The settlers were (hazily) aware of these 
characteristics of Aboriginal art however their 
analyses fell back into the western taxonomies of art 
and of civilisation. 
The British colonists disparaged Aboriginal art on the 
grounds of its difference from western art. The 
adjectives used were rude (meaning original, raw, 
crude, unmodified, authentic), primitive (flat, symbolic, 
childlike, the first expression of humankind) and 
imitative (akin to the 'mindless' mimicry of monkeys, 
able to capture the exact form). Colonial art, by 
comparison, was thought to adhere to reaLum (the 
imitation of visual appearances) aided by perdpedive (a 
mechanical system for describing a scene in three 
dimensions from a single point of view) allied to dClenCe 
(disciplined observation, directed to categorising, 
sorting, establishing the order of things within an 
overall system covering all aspects of the field of 
observation). The terms reflect the internalised 
measure of art held by the people who used them; 
more useful as an index of western than of Aboriginal 
art. A sign of how the assessment of art was 
overridden by concepts of race and civilisation is the 
divided meaning of imitation (a mindless reflex / the 
highest achievement of naturalism) and of the primitive 
(a fixed 'authentic' state / a birth leading to growth). 
In the historical record, the demarcation between the 
many western and the supposed Aboriginal points of 
view showed as the limits of logic and science. The 
types of analysis preferred by western nineteenth 
century commentators did not reach (or recognise the 
existence of) some Aboriginal or settler modes of 
understanding. What was outside the prior knowledge 
of the analyst, or was not accounted for by standard 
questions, remained unseen. In noting the operation of 
logic and science in the acquisition of knowledge I do 
not wish to suggest there was an essential difference 
between Aboriginal and European people; however 
"Within western society the line drawn, for example, 
between 'reasoning' men and 'intuitive' women, almost 
always discriminated against intuition. 
After reading for some years in the archive and 
assessing past explanations I concluded that tKe 
critical passage to the 'other' (so regarded) might be 
credulity, a condition necessary for being born again 
"Within another framework of perception.6 The cross-
cultural issue - taking credulity to be a condition for 
passage - is the possibility that the capacity to embrace 
another belief system is contingent upon letting go of 
"What one has. Rather than being a matter of acquiring 
additional knowledge, I imagine ·a situation of 
displacement leading to a re-ordering of priorities and 
openness to a different set of meanings. Taking that 
thought into a context other than a perceived cultural 
difference, it may also be said that to empathise with 
another person is impossible; it is no harder to get into 
the mind of an Aboriginal person than anyone else. I 
did not pursue the thesis of credulity (which would 
take me too far from pragmatism) but held credulity in 
mind as the probable nexus between cultures as 
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between people. Pragmatically,. the purposeful 
operation of guides to meaning (which to a western, 
modern mind were unreachable) could be perceived in 
action and report if I could get a sufficient number of 
alternative sightings. 
The relative perspectives explored in this history did 
not reveal the Aborigines and their art as primitive or 
fixed in a singular mode. Rather the people appeared 
to be adaptable and skilled at negotiation. Throughout 
the period of study some Aboriginal art was informed 
by a dialogic: artists extended their visual code and 
expressive potential to include aspects of the visual 
culture of the settlers. On the frontiers of settlement 
pen and paper and drawings on bark were utilised as 
Aboriginals stated their claims to land in the face of an 
imminent takeover by colonists. In each case there had 
already been some prior visual communication with 
the settlers. Within fifteen to twenty years after settle-
ment Aboriginal artists were taking the colonists into 
consideration both as a market and as subjects for 
'ordinary' art. Rather than showing the collapse of 
Aboriginal cultures, the art revealed the makers' care 
to work persuasively on behalf of their native cultures. 
Over a long time, in various ways, Aboriginal artists 
engaged in a dialogic. 
EurcrAustralian culture was not informed by an 
equivalent dialogic. The reason for one culture taking 
aesthetic account of the other so much earlier in their 
shand history presumably related to the uneven 
power relations between the two. The settlers looked 
home for the maintenance of culture. They looked into 
Australia and conditions here for discovery and a 
mindful accommodation of new experiences. Moving 
towards nationhood at the end of the nineteenth 
century, white Australians began to cultivate a sense of 
identity within a relationship of dependency to the 
western powers, a vein that has continued. Until 
recently there was not the same need to objectilY their 
western culture for an audience outside the west. 
Margaret Preston, perhaps, was the first to move in 
that direction, rather in the way of a cook or laboratory 
technician embarking on a recipe for change. But 
Preston also participated in the 1930s development of 
'primitivism' whereby the Australian landscape was 
identified as primitive and invested with characteristics 
previously applied to the Aboriginal people. In recent 
years the image of the Australian continent as age-old 
informed the nomination of Uluru, etc, as World 
Heritage sites and the appeal they hold as 'destination' 
places for global tourism. The transition towards 
cultural self-awareness by euro-Australians 
commenced in our own time, part of a global trend 
that is the context in which I write. How it happened 
and the consequences for Aboriginal art and culture 
and Australian cultural identity into the present is a 
fourth theme, to be written later. 
1 I take it that knowledge is necessarily within a framework or purpose. 
I wrote about the subject some years ago. It had been central to my 
thinking for some time. Mary Eagle 'Sightings ' in Sue-Anne Wallace, 
Jacqueline Macnaughtan and Jodi Parvey, The Articulate SUlface: 
Dialogued on paintingd between con.1ervatorJ, curator.J and art hiJtoriall.J. 
(Canberra: Humanities Research Centre, Centre for Cross-Cultural 
Research, National Gallery of Australia, 1996) pp.31-37. 
2 Quoted by Michael Sullivan, The M eeting of Rutern and We.1tern Art 
from the Sixteenth Century to the Predent Day (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1973) pp.62-63. 
3 Michael Sullivan, op.cit., p .100. 
4 F.S.C. Northrop, The Meeting 0/ Rut and We.1t (New York: Macmillan, 
1946) quoted by Michael Sullivan, op.cit. p.260 . 
5 Michael Sullivan, op.cit. pp.261,262. 
6 Mary Eagle, unpublished essay, 'Credulity', written for a conference 
organised by Jenny McFarlane, Department of Womens Studies / 
Centre for Cross-Cultural Research, ANU 26-27 September 2002. 
Subsequently, the idea was taken up by Jane Goodall for Science and 
Credulity an ABC Science program, 10 January 2004. 
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Blandowski, William. (See manuscripts below) 
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(f) Terrinaffllln, WNtem Dwtrict, Victoria: inscribed 'Happy New Year 1 L Buvelot 1871 ', watercolour on 
paper, 15 x 37 cm (Art Gallery of South Australia) 
(g) 'Terinaflll1Z, 1868', pencil on paper 28 x 21.5 [Crossing Emu Creek] (Bendigo Art Gallery) 
(h) Mt FyanJ hOI7ze.Jtead, 1869, oil on canvas 58.5 x 94.0 cm, (National Gallery of Australia) 
(i) Mt FyalZJ 1I'00f.Jhed, 1869, oil on canvas 57.6 x 93.8 cm (National Gallery of Australia) 
(j) 'Mft} Fyatd [1868], pencil on paper 15.6 x 23 cm (National Gallery of Victoria) 
(k) 'Mft} Ffyarul] , [1868] , pencil on paper 18 x 12.5 cm (Art Gallery of South Australia) . 
Godfrey, Henry (1824-1882). Drawings from a sketchbook of 167 leaves drawn in pencil, pen, ink and 
watercolour, produced 1841-1845, and 1863. Inscribed inside front cover 'H. Godfrey, Jan 29 1841 '. 
(La Trobe Library Picture Collection, SLY. Ace No. H. 90.53/1):-
(a) 'Stockyard and GraJJ Paddock/rom the HOlMe "Boort': c.1846, pen, ink and watercolour, 9.7 x 32 em. 
(ff.11 0-111) 
(b) "'ChafurmilZ " -PrilZce Charlie' c.1846, watercolour, 9.7 x 16.0 cm. (f.113) 
(c) 'Preparation/or Bonfire at "Boort" to commemorate the 2 1Jt Birthday 0/ MWJ Laura ELlen Kennedy - Oct: 23rd 
1863: 1863, watercolour, 32 x 9.7 cm. (ff.130-131) 
Kerr, John Hunter (1821-1874) "Queen Jerrybung "/ (Queen 0/ the Boort d Loddoll Trwe) , 1856, drawing, 
(reproduced in M.L. Drought &ctractJ from 0/1) Joumau Ulhtten by Frederick Race GOd/rey (PiolZeer) 0/ Boort 
Station, LoddolZ Di.Jtrict, Victoria 1846-1853 (Melbourne: 1926) facing p .l). 
Kerr, John Hunter. Photographs, salt prints, dated, most probably, c.1854, from an album with draw-
ings, watercolors and lithographs assembled by artist Alexander Dennistoun Lang (1814?-1872), 
Picture collection LTAf365, SLV:-
(a) Go/1) diggilZgJ c.1854, 14.1 x 22.1 cm, (inscribed by Lang, verso, in pencil 'Gold diggings 1848'. Had 
been back cover Lang album. H 82.277/4) . 
(b) FemiehurJt home..ltead c.1854, 18.9 x 25.4 cm, (inscribed by Lang, 'J Hunter Kerr's station - Loddon 
Plains, Victoria'. Had been p.49 Lang album. H 82.27715) . 
(c) Mall 0/ Tcharup or YuLowiL clan c.1854, 11.5 x 8.4 cm, (inscribed by Lang 'Port Phillip 1835 
Aborigine '. Had been p .57 Lang album. H82.27717) . 
(d) Man 0/ Tcharup or YuwlI'iL clan c.1854, 18.2 x 13 cm, (inscribed by Lang 'Aboriginal - Port Phillip 
1835'. H82.277/8). 
(e) Man 0/ Tcharup or YuwwiL ClalZ c.1854, 18.1 x 13 em, (inscribed by Lang 'Aborigine - Port Phillip 
1835'. Had been p .54 Lang album. H. 82.277/9) . 
(f) "A corrorobby" Victoria c. 1854, 14.0 x 21.5 cm, (inscribed by Lang "'A Corrorobby" Victoria (1840),. 
Had been p.51 Lang album . H . 82.277/10) . 
(g) Man 0/ Tcharup or YllwwiL Clall c.1854, 18.1 x 13.0 cm, (inscribed by Lang, 'Native Lad - Port Phillip 
1835'. Had been p .55 in Lang album. H. 82.277111) . 
(h) 'On J.H. KerrJ Jtation ' c. 1854, 14.2 x 21.7 cm, (inscribed by Lang 'On J .H . Kerr's Station 1849'. Had 
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been p.50 Lang album. H.82.277/12). 
Tcharup (or Yulowil) artist, lower Loddon river, EtcheJ Dark, cl854, etching on smoked sheet of 
eucalyptus bark, 64 x 35 cm (Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: Acc No EBC 55386) 
Tcharup (or Yulowil) artist, lower Loddon river, Etched Dark, cl854, etching on smoked sheet of euca-
lyptus bark, 63 x 30 cm (British Museum) 
Tcharup (or Yulowil) artist. Emil c.1854, bark cut in shape of emu and painted in red and white ochres 
(now in three pieces) (British Museum) 
Von Guerard, Eugene: -
(a) Group of 5 drawings, details for Koort Koortnong paintings, Unnumbered at end of Sketchbook 
DGG 16(voI.9), Mitchell Library, SLNSW 
(b) 'Hill by Ware Station', Koort Koortnong, showing relative positions of 'Mt Koang, Mt Kurtweeton, 
Lake Bookaar, Lake Colonenlac', 1857, Sketchbook DGB 16(vol.5), Mitchell Library, SLNSW 
(c) Compo.Jitwtl drawing for Koort KoortlZolZg [with .Jheep} [1860], pencil on paper 30.5 x 40.7 cm, with dot-
ted and numbered grid, for translation to canvas. (private collection, Victoria) 
(d) Koort KoortlZong [with sheep] 1860, oil on canvas 50.8 x 83.9 cm, signed and dated l.l. (NLAlNGA). 
(e) Compo.JitwlZ drawing for Koort Koortnong [with cattle}, inscribed l.l. 'Koort Koortnong 13th Mai 1860', 
pencil on paper 30.5 x 49.6 cm (private collection, Victoria). 
(f) Koort KoortlZong [with cattle] 1860, oil on canvas 50.8 x 83.9 cm, signed and dated l.l. (NLAlNGA). 
(g) Northwest View from Daylesford 1864, oil on canvas signed and dated lower left, 65 x 126 cm 
(acquired by W.E. Stanbridge in 1864, sold through Christies 18 April 1994, Lot 165); associated draw-
ings in sketchbook DGB 16 (vo1.l4), during a trip to Daylesford 21-25 April 1864. 
(h) View from Daylesford, Victoria. [1864] oil on canvas 33.5 x 53 cm, signed lower right (private 
collection; from collection of WE. Stanbridge). 
(i) 'Mr Stanbridge's Haus' '21 Apr [18]64 Daylesford', drawing, folio [15] in sketchbook DGB 16 
(vo1.l4) Mitchell Library, SLNSW 
(j) ' ... 29 Jan [18]62 Bunyarrombite [sic] falls (Mr Stanbridge)', drawing, folio [53] in sketchbook 
pGB 16 (vol.9) Mitchell Library, SLNSW 
(k) 'River Loddon at the Junction of the Serpentine Creek', '1862', drawing in sketchbook DGB 16 
(vo1.l3) Mitchell Library, SLNSW 
(I) 'Lac Victoria Tribe 1855 mia mia or wurli', drawing in sketchbook CY 626 (vol.7) Mitchell Library, 
SLNSW 
Wergaia artist, Dimboola region, ShieLd, cl860s-1870s, wood, carved in relief both sides and the verso 
is in-painted in white, 76 x 93 x 70 cm, (Museum Victoria, Acc.No.X 84409) 
Advice 
Ted Ryan, Doug Nicholls, Ken Orchard, John Hull, Luise Hercus, John Jones, Campbell Forsyth, 
Terence Lane, John Payne, Jacqueline McNaughton, Juliet Simpson, James Broadbent, Neil 
Robertson, Patricia Fullerton, Beverly McArthur, Ros Stansmore. 
Manuscripts 
Aborigines: Australian Archives, Victoria - correspondence to and from Board for Protection of 
Aborigines: 1860-1869 (CRS B 312), 1869-1957 (B 313), minutes of BPA meetings (of which I read 
only the first 4 years), (B 314). Royal Commission Report to Commissioners [1877] (B353). I did not 
read records post 1875, or B332 re annual reports (having read the published reports), or inquests, or 
criminal trial briefs, all of which may have had information. 
Aborigines: Public Records Office of Victoria: - for Documents relating to Aborigines from many 
sources, including Protectorate records, Dept of Crown Lands & Survey, Chief Secretary's Dept, 
Smyth's reports, Legislative Council original papers, etc, Maps, correspondence etc relating to reserves 
(including Lake Boga) and so on (assembled on microfilm reels VPRS 4467); 
Police correspondence, Swan Hill- Lower Murray region (VPRS 9371446), 
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Plan of Tyrril [sic], the sheep run of W.E. Stanbridge, Esq. [drawn between 1851 and 1854], 
Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Melbourne. 
Plan CN 214, meridian 143 from parallel 35°18' to 35°30', between Lake Wahpool and Tyrrell Creek. 
Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Melbourne. 
Tyrill [sic] 1246, showing the boundaries of the Tyrril Run as claimed by W.E. Stanbridge and as 
applied for by him in Government Gazette 13112/1848, [1848 & 1870]. Department of Crown Lands 
and Survey, 
Melbourne. 
Plan of Eureka Run, Lower Murray, E. Wilmot? Surveyor. Department of Crown Lands and Survey, 
Melbourne. 
Wimmera map 2 (Chinagin, Lalbert, Murnungin, Tittybong, Towaninny, Waitchie, Wangie) BS 1851, 
Osgood Pritchard surveyor, Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Melbourne. 
Wimmera map 5, survey of a road from Naycher to Lake Tyrrell. O . Pritchard. 1851. Department of 
Crown Lands and Survey, Melbourne. 
Plan of Tyrrell, Yarrum Creek, Wimmera 42. January 1871. Department of Crown Lands and Survey, 
Melbourne. 
Run 359, sketch map, Lake Tyrrell area, 1857. Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Melbourne 
Wimmera map 6 (Bimbourie, Bourka, Eureka, Gerahmin, Lianiduck, Moah, Moortworra, Pier-Millan, 
Tyrrell) 1851, Osgood Pritchard surveyor, Department of Crown Lands and Survey, Melbourne. 
Murray River 31. (Mournpal and Murray) . Pritchard. 1851. Department of Crown Lands and Survey, 
Melbourne. 
Squatters' maps and directories for Victoria:-
Thomas Ham's 'Map of Australia Felix and its Squatting Districts' and Key. (Melbourne: 1847) 
Thomas Ham's 'Map of the Squatting District of Victoria', and 'Key'. (Melbourne:1851) 
Arrowsmith, 'Map of the Province of Victoria' (1853) 
James Blundell, 1854. 'Melbourne Commercial, Squatters' and Official Directory for 1854' 
Andrew Robertson, 'Victorian census districts and distribution of the population, March 29th 1857 
[map] compiled by Andrew Robertson, lithograph by William Collis; examined by R Brough Smyth, 
Secretary for the Census Commission.' (Melbourne: Public Lands Office, 17 March 1858). 
James Blundell & Co, Melbourne, 1861 'The Squatting Map of Victoria . .. from Government Surveys' 
Published with Blundell's 'The Squatters Directory and Key to the Squatting Map of Victoria' 
(Melbourne: 1862) 
Newspapers 
Age (Melbourne) 18,23 Oct 1854 et al. 
ArglbJ (Melbourne) 1,15,29 Sep 1846, 1 Dec 1846. 6,22,25 Dec 1849, 6 Mar 1850, 26 Apr 1850, 31 Jan 
1851, 3,6 Apr 1854, 11 May 1854, 14 June 1854, 1 Nov 1854, 17 Marl856, 18 Sep 1854, 6,8 Sep1856 
Border Po.:!t (Albury) 6 June 1857, 19 September 1857, 5, 19 December 1857, 20 October 1858, 11 May 
1861, 10 April 1862 
Day0ford HeraLd 30 November 1891. 
Del' KO':!l1wpolit (Melbourne) 19 Jun 1857, pp.238-239. 
Portland Guardian 17 May 1847 
Port Phittip Heral2 (Melbourne) 1, 10,17 Sep 1846, 2 Jan 1854, 6,9,11 Sep 1856 
HObart Town Courter 21 July 1843, p.2 
IttlbJtrated JournaL of AuArala.:iia Mar 1857 pp.140-1, Dec 1857 pp241-246; Mar 1858 pp,102-106. 
Mel/;ourne Church New.:! 1 August 1868 p.178 
New.:!letter of AlbJtrala.:iia, October 1856, p.2, March 1857 p.2, 
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Port PhiLLip Gazette (Melbourne) 2,16,22 Sep 1846,30 Oct 1848, 6,13 Nov 1848, 25 Dec 1848, 6,17 Jan 
1849,12,17,19 Feb 1849 
Riverine Heral2 (Echuca) 2 Sep 1863,4 Nov 1863, 30 Dec 1863, 20 Jan 1864, 16 Mar 1864, 11 May 1864, 
29 Jun 1864, 6 Jul 1864, 17 Aug 1864, 31 Aug 1864 
South AwtraLian CoLoniA (Adelaide) 23 June 1840 p.244 
South AUdtraLian Reg!.lter (Adelaide) 14 December 1853, 9,10 June 1862 
Southern Spectator (Melbourne) October 1858, p.87 
SllIzraYJia DaiLy (Mildura) 1923 26 Jul 1921, 1522 Aug 1921, 9 152021 Sep 1921, 1 11 15 1924 Oct 
1921,5 15 Nov 1921, 3 Dec 1921, 26 Jan 1922, 6 Feb 1922. 
Sydney Morning Heral2 21 October 1853 
TimeJ (London), 14 Feb 1854 
WahglllzyahNewd 30 June 1882 p.3 
WeJLeyan Chronicle (Melbourne), 20 May 1865 pp.61,65; 20 July 1865 ppl02-103 
1854 e3 1855 exhibitions: catalogues d reviews 
OfficiaL Catalogue of the MeLbourne E-chibition in 1854 in connection with the Par!'1 Exhibition, 1855, (Melbourne: 
the Commissioners) opening 17 October 1854. 
Catalogue of the NaturaL and InduAriaL ProductJ of New South WafeJ ill the AwtraLian Mlt.Jeum by the Paru 
Exhibition COlluni,}dionerJ (Sydney, November 1854) 
E>.:po,fition deJ produitJ de L'indlt.Jtrie de Touted feJ NationJ 1855. Catalogue Officie~ pu6Lie par ordre de ia 
CommuJion Imperiale, 2nd edition (Paris: E. Panis, ed, 1855) 
Paru UniverJaL E-chibition: CataLogue of the Workd Exhibited in The Brituh Section of the R,hibition .. (London: 
Chapman and Hall, 1855) 
Official notifications: Voted d ProceedingJ, Victorian Leguiative CounciL 1853-54, vol.2, letter from London to 
Governor LaTrobe, dated 9 May 1853; Report of Special Commissioner for Victoria, London 14 June 
1855, laid on the table & order to print, 4 December 1855. 
Press notices: LaunceJton Examiner 3 June 1854; ArglLJ 3 June 1854, lO July, 17 August, 14,18 
September, 18,19,20 October 1854, 15 December 1855; Bendigo TimeJ 8 July 1854; Bendigo Advertuer 
22,25,29 August, 5,26 September; Heral2 (Melbourne) 19 September 1854,18,19,21 October 1854; Age 
(Melbourne) 19,23 October 1854, 6 January 1855. 
Books, catalogues and articles 
Reports: 
Report of the Selection Committee of the Leguiative CounciL (Victoria) on the AborigineJ (Melbourne: 
Government Printer, 3 February 1859) 
RoyaL CommuJion of the AborigiJleJ: Report of the CommudionerJ (Melbourne: Government Printer, 1877) 
Board for the Protection of Aborigines in the Colony of Victoria: Reportd published Melbourne: 
Government Printer. First, 1861. Second, 1862. Third, 1864. Fourth, 1864; Fifth, 1866; Sixth, 1869; 
Seventh, 1871; Eighth, 1872; Ninth, 1873; Tenth, 1874; Eleventh, 1875; Twelfth, 1876; Thirteenth, 
1877; Fourteenth, 1878; Fifteenth, 1879; Sixteenth, 1880; Seventeenth, 1881; Eighteenth, 1882; [from 
then read selevtively] Twenty-third, 1887; Twenty-seventh, 1891; Twenty-ninth, 1893. 
VoteJ and ProceedingJ, New South WafeJ Leguiative Council: reports on Aborigines and Squatters, through 
1840s and 1850s. 
VoteJ and ProceedingJ, Victorian Leguiative Council: reports on Aborigines and Squatters, through 1850s. 
Anonymous. 'Some Early Australian Painters', Bulletin of the National GaLlery of South Alt.Jtralia vol. 6 no. 
1, July 1944. 
Barrett, Charles, and Kenyon, A.S. AwtraLian AboriginaL Art, (Melbourne: National Museum of Victoria, 
1929) issued in connection with the Exhibition of Australian Aboriginal Art, National Museum, 
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Melbourne, July 1929. 
Barrett Charles, and Croll, R.H. Art of the AlUitralian Aboriginal, with a foreword by Prof. A.P. Elkin and 
dedication to Albert Namatjira (Melbourne: Bread and Cheese Club, 1943) 
Basedow, Herbert. The AUJtralian Aboriginal (Adelaide: F.W. Preece & Sons, 1925) 
Barwick, Diane, 'Mapping the Past: An Atlas of Victorian Clans 1835-1904', Aboriginal Hutory 
(Canberra) vol.8, no.2 (1984) pp.l00-131. (did not find Part 2) 
[Beilby, J. Wood]. 'Wanderings in the Western Wilds', Port Phillip Gazette (Melbourne) 29 November 
1849 pp.2,3,4, 1 December 1849 pA. 
Beveridge, John, Vocabulary for Wati Wati [Wadi Wadi] tribe, in E.M. Curr, The AlUitralian Race ... vol 
3 (1887) pp. 439-445. 
Beveridge, Michael Kilgour, 'Pioneering on the Lower Murray', Victorian Hutorical Ma.9azine 
(Melbourne) vol. 1 no.l (1911) pp.27-29. 
Beveridge, Michael Kilgour, Gatheringd among the Gum-treed (Melbourne: James Reid, 1863). 
Beveridge, Peter. 'A few notes on the dialects, habits, customs and mythology of the Lower Murray 
Aborigines', TranJactwlZ.J and Proceedingd, Royal Society of Victoria 1861-1864 (Melbourne) vol vi (1865) 
pp.14-24. 
Beveridge, Peter. 'The Aborigines of the Lower Murray', Riperine Hera[J (Echuca), as a series, 6, 9, 13 
September 1865. 
Beveridge, Peter. 'My Adventures in Search of a Back Block', Leader (Melbourne) 18 January 1873 & 
subsequent issues. 
Beveridge, Peter. 'Of the Aborigines inhabiting the Great Lacustrine and Riverine Depression of the 
Lower Murray, Lower Murrumbidgee, Lower Lachlan and Lower Darling,' Journal and Proceedin.9d 
Royal Society of New South Waw (Sdney) vol.xvii (1883) ppI9-74. 
Beveridge, Peter. The Aborigined of Victoria and Riperine a.J dun by Peter Bel'eri2ge (Melbourne: Hutchinson, 
1889). 
[Beveridge, Peter] '[The Aboriginal] Nimble Dick's Yarns about the Blacks', nos. 1 to 8, Riperille Herald 
(Echuca) 20 April, 4, 11, 18,25 May, 1,8 June, 6 July 1864. 
Billis, R.V and Kenyon A.S. Pa.Jtoral Pwneerd of Port Phillip (Melbourne: Macmillan, 1832). 
Black, [Roman] Lindsay. Aboriginal Art Galleried of Wedtern New South Waled (Leeton, NSW, 1943). 
Black, Roman L. Old and New Alldtralian Aboriginal Art (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1964). 
Blandowski, William. 'Personal Observations made in an Excursion towards the Central Parts of 
Victoria, including Mount Macedon, McIvor, and Black Ranges', TralZ.Jactwl1.J of the PhilOdophical Society 
of Victoria, including the Paperd and Proceedingd of the Society for the Pa.Jt year ending in July 1855. (Melbourne: 
James J Blundell & Co, 1855) pp.50-74. 
Blandowski, William. 'Recent Discoveries in Natural History on the Lower Murray', paper read 2 
September 1857, TrarldactwlZ.J of the PhilodophicalIlZ.Jtitute of Victoria, January-December 1857 illcilldipe. Vol. ii 
(Melbourne: 1858) pp.124-137. 
Blandowski, William. 'On extensive Infusoria Deposits in the Mallee Scrub, near Swan Hill, on the 
Lower Murray River, in Victoria; and on the presence of Fucoidae in Silurian Rocks, near Melbourne' 
paper read 11 N ovem ber 1857, TrandactwlZ.J of the Phifodophical I IZ.Jtitute of Victoria, January-December 1857 
inclwipe. Vol ii (Melbourne: 1858) pp.141-146. 
Bonwick, James. Wedtem Victoria, itd geography, geology and docial cOllditwnJ: the narratipe of an educatwnal tour 
in 1857. (Geelong: Thomas Brown, 1858). Republished with an introduction and commentary by C.E. 
Sayers (Melbourne: Heinemann [1970)) . 
Bonyhady, Tim. The Colonial Image: AIUitralian Painting 1800-1880. (Chippendale: Ellsyd Press, 1987). 
Bonyhady, Tim. 'Eugene von Guerard's South Australia', Imprint (Melbourne) vol.21 (June 1986) 
pp.12-14. 
Bonyhady, Tim. Ima.ged in OppOditwn: Alldtralian Landdcape Painting 1801-1890. (Melbourne: 
Oxford University Press, 1985). 
Bonyhady, Tim. Alldtralian Colonial Paintingd in the Alldtralian Natwnal Gallery (Canberra: ANG, Oxford 
University Press, 1986). 
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Braim, Thomas Henry. A Hiftory of New South Walu /rom itJ Settlement to the CIoJe of the Year 1844. 2 vols. 
(London: Richard Bentley, 1846) 
Bride, Thomas Francis. LetterJ from Victorian Pioneer,l. (Melbourne: Currey O'Neil, 1983) republication 
of original book published 1898. 
Bruce, Candice, with an introduction by Daniel Thomas. Eugen "on Guerard (Canberra: AGDC, 
Australian National Gallery, Frank McDonald, 1980). 
Bruce, Candice, Edward Comstock and Frank McDonald. Eugene "on Guerard 1811-1901: A German 
Romantic in the Antipodu (Martinborough, New Zealand: Alister Taylor Publications, 1982). 
Bruce, Candice. 'A Landscape of Longing', Alutralian Journal of Art vol. xii (1994-95), pp.15-20. 
Bulmer, John. 'The Junction of the Darling and Murray Rivers', in E.M. Curr, The Alutralian Race. 
(1886) vol. ii, pp.238-241. 
Bulmer, John. John Bulmerd Recollection} of Victorian Aboriginal Life 1855-1908. Compiled by Alistair 
Campbell, edited by Ron Vanderwal. (Melbourne: Museum Victoria, n.d. [1999]) 
Bunce, Daniel. 'Journal of a Naturalist', published in Argw (Melbourne) beginning with some para-
graphs noting his journey, 13 November 1849 p.2, 25 December 1849 p.2, 14 January 1850 p.2, 28 
February 1850 p.2, 4 March 1850 p.2; then published as a journal: 7, 14, 16,22,25,28,30 March,!, 
6, 10, 13, 19, 24, 27 April, 4, 13, 20 May 1850. 
Cairns, John. 'On the Weir Mallee, a water yielding tree, the Bulrush and Porcupine Grass of 
Australia', TranJactioll.1 Philo,lOphical InJtitute of Victoria (Melbourne) vol iii (January-December 1858) 
pp.32-35. 
Cameron, A.L.P. 'Australian Rock Paintings in the Interior of New South Wales', Science of Man 
(Sydney) 22 September 1900 pp.136-137. 
Carroll, Alison and John Tregenza. Eugene "on Guerardd South Alutralia: DrawingJ, Painting,} and 
Lithograph,} from JourneYJ in South Au,Jtralia in 1855 and 1857. (Adelaide: Art Gallery of South Australia, 
1986). 
Catalogue of the objectJ of EthnotypicalArt in the National Gallery (Melbourne: Mason, Firth & McCutcheon, 
1878) . 
Cerutty, Alice M. Tyntynder: a Pioneering HOI71.&ftead and it,} PamilieJ. (Kilmore: Lowden Publishing, 1977) 
Clark, Ian D. Aboriginal Languagu and ClanJ: An Hiftorical At/a.} of Wutern and CentraL Victoria 1800-1900 
(Melbourne: Department of Geography and Environmental Science, Monash University, 1990) 
Clark, Ian D . Thatd my country belongtizg to me: Aboriginal land tenure and difpoJJuJion in nineteenth century 
Wutern Victoria (Ballarat: Heritage Matters, 1998). 
Cooper, Carol. 'Art of Temperate Southeast Australia', Aboriginal AUJtraLia (NGV, AGWA, Australian 
Museum, QAG, 1981-1982) pp.29-40. 
Cooper, Carol. 'Traditional Visual Culture in South-East Australia', Chapter Six in Andrew Sayers 
AboriginaL ArtiftJ of the Nineteenth Century (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1994) 
Coutts, Peter J.E AboriginaL Pre-Hiftory in North- WeJtern Victoria (Albert Park: Victorian Archaeological 
Survey, 1977). 
Curr, Edward M. RecollectiollJ of Squatting in Victoria (Melbourne: George Robertson, 1883) 
Curr, Edward M. The Alutralian Race: ItJ OrigillJ, Lan/Jttagu, CwtOIZlJ, Place of Landing in Alutralia, etc. 
(Melbourne: John Ferres, Government Printer, 1886, 1887) 4 vols. 
Darragh, Thomas A. 'Robert Brough Smyth: His Early Years as Revealed by his Correspondence with 
Adam Sedgwick', Hiftorical RecordJ of AUJtraLian Science (Canberra: Australian Academy of Science) vol 
13, no.l (June 2000) pp.19-41. 
Davidson, Daniel Sutherland. 'A Preliminary Consideration of Aboriginal Australian Decorative Art', 
Mel7lOirJ of the American PhiloJophical Society, He12 at PhiladeLphia, for Promoting [!deful Knowledge. Vol. ix, 
1937. 
Dawson, James. AwtraLian Aboriginu: the languagu and ClutOlZlJ of Je"eral tribu of Aboriginu in the Wutern 
Diftrict of Victoria, AwtraLia (Melbourne: George Robertson, 1881) 
de Servaes, Caroline D . & Prendergast, Hew D.V 'Collections Corner: Out of the Museum Darkness 
- a Mid_19th Century Bark Drawing from Victoria, Australia', Economic Botany (New York) vol.56 no.l 
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(January-March 2002) pp.7-9. 
de Serville, Paul. Port PhiLlip Gentlemen and GOOd Society in Melbourne Before the Golo Ru.JheJ. (Melbourne: 
Oxford University Press, 1980) 
de Serville, Paul. POundJ alld PedigreeJ: The Upper ClaJJ in Victoria 1850-80 (Melbourne: Oxford 
University Press, 1991). 
Drought, M.L. ExtractJ from Of{) Journal! Written by Frederick Race GOdfrey (Pioneer) of Boort Station, Loddon 
DiArict, Victoria 1846-185.J (Melbourne: 1926) 
Eagle, Mary and John Jones. 'A Story of AliAraLian Painting (Sydney: Macmillan, 1994). 
Eagle, Mary. 'Seeing Templestowe-Heidelberg', in Kelly Gellatly and Ted Gott, Heidelberg to Heide: 
Creating an AliAralian LandJcape 1850-1950 (Melbourne: Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2001) pp.18-35. 
Edquist, Harriet. 'Culture and the Landscape of Colonisation', in Harriet Edquist and Vanessa Bird 
(eds) The Cliiture of LandJcape Architecture (Melbourne: Edge Publishing, 1994). 
Eyre, Edward John. Journal! of E1:pedition.J of Di.!cOl'ery into CentraL AU.Jtralia 2 vols (London: T&W 
Boone, 1845). 
Feldtmann, Arthur. Swan HiLL (Adelaide: Rigby, 1973) 
Foss, Paul. (ed) !JLand in the Stream: MythJ of Place in All.ftralian Cliiture. (Sydney: Pluto Press, 1988). 
Fox, Paul and Phipps, Jennifer. Sweet Damper and GOJ.!ip: Colonial Sightillg.! /rom the Goulburn and North-
eaA (Benalla: Benalla Art Gallery, 1994) 
Gray, Jocelyn. 'Louis Buvelot: Landscape and Portrait Photographer', in C.B. Christesen (ed) The 
Gallery on EaJtern HilL: The Victorian Arti.!tJ' Society Centenary. (Melbourne: Victorian Artists Society, 1970) 
pp.25-32. 
Gray, Jocelyn. 'A New Vision: Louis Buvelot's Press in the 1870s', in Ann Galbally & Margaret Plant 
(eds), StUdieJ in Au.JtraLiall Art (Melbourne: University of Melbourne, 1978) pp.15-26. 
Gray, Jocelyn. 'Abram-Louis Buvelot and the art of the French painters of Barbizon' Art and All.ftraLia 
(Sydney) vol. 16, no. 2 (December 1978) pp.152-158. 
Gray, Jocelyn. 'Abraham-Louis Buvelot 1814-1888', Loui.! BUlleLot Centenary 1888-1988 (Bendigo: 
Bendigo Art Gallery, 1988) 
Griffiths, Tom. HllIzterJ and CoLlectorJ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996). 
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